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dual trace 

oscilloscopes 

LOW COST, COMPACT BRITISH MANUFACTURED OSCILLOSCOPES 

FOR TEST, SERVICE OR DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERS 

r 

r 

DT12-5 Dual trace, 12MHz, general use 

DTV12-14 As above plus differential mode etc. 
- useful In any service applications 

DTC12 As above plus component tester 
- a really versatile 'scope at a bargain price 

dtsi 2 Our new digital storage 'scope 
-at a remarkably low price 

Free colour brochure describes the range. 

Send for your copy now' 
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,....~~--.------...... ..------....-llllllilllli;··-.-. Amcron 
INDUSTRIAL 

- 45KHz ± 1dB. 
_9UTPUT POWER IN EXCESS OF 1.5KW INTO 2.75 Ohm LOADi 
(CONTINUOUS R.M.S.) . .. .. . . . .. 

* D.C. OUTPUT 20 AMPS AT 100 VOLTS OR 2KV A. 
MUSCLE 

* HARMONIC DISTORTION LESS THAN 0.05% DC-20KHz AT 1 kW INTO 6 
OHMS. 

* :PLUG-IN MODULES: CONSTANT VOLTAGE/CURRENT, PRECISION 
OSCILLATORS. 

·* UNIPOLAfl AND BIPOLAR DIGITAL INTERFACES, FUNCTION . 
_ _ GENERAT.QRM_N.!)lVIANV-6THERS.-- -··---- . . .. . . .. · - . 

* OUTPUT MATCHING TRANSFORMERS AVAILABLE TO MATCH 
VIRTUALLY ANY LOAD. 

*FULL OPEN AND SHORT CIRCUIT PROTECTION GUARANTEED STABLE 
INTO ANY LOAD. 

*TWO UNITS MAYBE CONNECTED TO PROVIDE UPT04kW. 
*INTERLOCK CAPABILITY FOR UP TO EIGHT UNITS. 
* 3-YEAR PARTS AND LABOUR WARRANTY. 
*UNITS AVAILABLE FROM 100VA-12KVA. 

Forfull details on all Amcron Products write or phone Chris Flack Model .M&OO 
P.O. BOX3 
ATTLEBOROUGH 
NORFOLK NR17 2PF 
Tel: 0953-452477 

Analogue Associates 

RECHARGEABLE 
BATTERIES 

VARTA 3.6 volts DEAC, 
M/AH 115 .. ~ ......... £1.50 

XTAL FILTER 10.7 mc/s. 
12.508 separation, 
1'Ax 1V4x1 inch £7.00 
lOOKC/S + 1 meg. 3-pin 
.................................. £2.110 

'Whisper Model" by Ro
tan. low-power consump
tion (less than 10 watts). 
Silent running. 115v. (two 
in se ri es for 230v.). 
50/60Hz. Size 41..1 x 41..1 x 
lltlin. ONLY £6.50 EACH 

inci. V.A.T. 
BRAND NEW . 

PROFESSIONAL INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS 

WW - 012 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 

ULTRA S NIC 
TRANSDUCERS 40KCJS. 
Complete on 1B i n. 
Screened cable, £1.75 
each; pairs £2.95. 
UL.TRA SON I C 
TRANSMmER. Complete 
unit (uncased requ ires 
1.5V). £3.25. 
FOSTER DYNAMIC 
MICRDPIIONES. 200 ohm 
impedance. Moving coil. 
Complete on chassis. £1.75 
pair 

STEIIEO CASmn 
Mechaniams 6 er 12 vott. 
Complete with Hnds + 
Erase and Solenoid. Brand' 
new ........................ G.!il•.i 

WW - 024 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 

INSTANT PRINTED CIRCUITS!! 
Make your own - to professional standards - within minutes using 
either "Fotolak" Light-sensitive Aerosol Lacquer or Pre-coated board. No 
Darkroom or Ultra-violet source needed! 

Fotolak aerosol £2.50 (30p) 
Ferric Chloride ............ £0.60 (45p) 

Developer ................... £0.30 (15p) 
Acetate Sheet ............. £0.15 (15p) 

Copper-clad Fibre-glass Boards: Single-sided .......... £2ft. sq. (45p) 
Double-sided .... £2.25 ft. sq. (60p) 

Pre-coated Fibre-glass Board: 
8"x4W' .... £1 .75 (25p) 16" x9" .......... £7 (60p) 
8"x9" ....... £3.50 (45p) 24"x12" ... £13 (£1.20) 

24"x18" ... £18 (£1.70) 
Eurocard £1.25 (25p) 

Double-sided Board (all sizes) add 20% 
Postage individual items in brackets. Maximum charge £2 per order 

12V FLUORESCENT LIGHnNG! FANTASnC BARGAIN! 
21" 13-watt Batten Type (complete with tube) .............................. £6 (£1.20) 
Kit Form: .............. £5 (£1.20). Inverter Transformers only:_ .............. £1 (30p) 

WHITE HOUSE ELECTRONICS PRAA SANDS, PENZANCE TR2D m 
Telephone: Garmoa (073-676) 2321 

WIRELESS WORLD MAY 1983 
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Electronic Brokers are Europe's leading Second User Equipment ComP.any. We carry large stocks of the very latest test 
equipment which is refurbished in our own service laboratories and calibrated to meetthe manufacturer's sales specifications. 
When you.buy used equipment from Electronic Brokers, it can be yours in just days. No waiting for manufacturers lengthy 
production schedules. All equipment is fully guaranteed. 

ANALYSER& 
Dranetz 
606-3 Line Disturbance M911itor £2500.00 
H-Iett Packard 
141 T/B552BIB555A 1 OMHz-1BGHz 

. . . .. £8300.00 
35aiiA spectrum ilna~58r 
D.02Hz-25.5KHz .. : . ... .. . . .. £8350.00 
5004A Signature Analyser ... ... £550.00 
5420A Digital Signal Analyser cJw Digital 
Riter 544 70B, AID Converter 5441 OA 
.. ... ..... .. ..... . . .. .. .... £21,000.00 
B4D7 A/B41 2A Network-Analyser 

. . . . £1850,00 
Marconi 
TF2337 Aut omatic Distortion 
Analyser. . . . .. ....... £250.00 
Solartron 
1172TFA. 
Tektronix 

.£4000.00 

AA501 opt D1 . Distortion 1OHz- 1OOKHz 
to Less than 0 .0025% ... . . .. . £1450.00 
DF1 Display Formatter For 7DD1 . £850.00 
30B Portable B Channel 20MHz Data 
Analyser . . . .. .... . ... .. . £2100.00 
491 Spect rum Analyser 1 OMHz-40GHz 
... . .. . . .. .. .... .. . . ..... . ... £7000.00 
492 [opt D1 , DB) Spectrum Analyser 
50KHz-2208Hz .. . . .. ... . . .. £13000.00 
492P [opt01 . 2. 3) Programmable 'Jersion 
of 492 .... .... ...... .. .... . £20000.00 
7L5 Spectrum Analyser with opt.25 
bT~a~;ing Gen) and L3[~0s< input~~~~o-:Do 
7L 12 Spectrum Analyser 1 OOKHz-1.BGHz 
. . . ...... .. .. .. . .. . .• . . . . ... £8000.00 
7L 13 Spectrum Analyser 1 KHz-1.BGHz 
.. . . . ... ..... ....... . . .. .... . £7500.00 
7L 14 Spectrum Analyser 1 OKHz-1.BGHz 
.... . . .. .. .. . .... . . . .. . . . ... £8450.00 
7L 1 B Spectrum Analyser 1 . 5GHz-60GHz 
...... .. .. ... . . . .. . . .. . .. . . .. £8850.00 

TR502 Tracking Generator [for 7L 12. 13 & 

-}~~cis rrackin9 8eni3raoor [ior 4~~~~gsoo 
series) .. .. ........ . . .. . .. . ... £3250.00 
5L4N Spectrum Analyser 20Hz-1OOKHz 
..... . .. .. .. . .... .. . .. .. . .. .. £2350.00 
7D01 16 Channel 1 ODMHz Sample Rate 
....... .. . . .... .. .. .. . . .. . . . £2450.00 

BRIDGES 
Marconi 
TF1313A 0 .1% LCR Bridge . .... £775.00 
TM4520 Set of Inductors . . . £350.00 
W~neKerr 
B6 2 LCR 0 .1 % . . . . . . . . . . £785.00 
SR 26B Source & Detector .. . ... £875.00 

DVM's AND DMM's 
Datron 
1059 Bench.OMM 5 1/2 digit DC and True 
RMS AV volts and current + resistance 

.£700.00 

Fluke 
B022A 3 Y, digit 0 .25% . 
Basic DC Accuracy 6 functions 

THESE DMM'S 
ARE UNUSED 

.£60.00 
8020A 3 Y, digit 
0 .1% Basic DC 

Accuracy 
7 functions .. 

.£75.00 

Solartron. 
7D55 Microprocessor DMM. Scale Length 
20.000. AC/DC volts, resistance. 11'V 
resolution. . ... .. £485.00 

OSCILLOSCOPES 
H-Iett Packard 
1332A High Quality CRT Display 
9.6 x 11 .Scm .... .... .. . . .. .. £1250.00 
1720A Dual Trace 275MHz with Delay 
T' Base ard probe power . . . . ... £2500.00 
1809A 1 ODMHz 4 Channel Plug In 
. . . ... . . .. . . ..... .. ... .... .. . £2000.00 
1 B21 A Timebase Plug In . . .. . . . £1000.00 
Philipe 
PM3232 Dual Beam 1 OMHz . .. . £485.00 
PM 3234 True Dual Beam Storage 
Oscilloscope 1 OMHz New CRT . . £1500.00 
Tektronix. 
213 Miniscope/DMM Battery 1 MHz 
.. . ... . . ... .. ..... . .. .... ... . £875.00 

305 Portable battery scope/DMM. D T 
5MHz . . .. . .. ..... ... .. . .... .. . £875.00 
335 Dual Trace 35MHz Smal portable with 
delay T' Base ..... .. . .. .. .. .... . £1200.00 
468 Dual Trace 1 OOMHz with Digital 
Storage f 1 OMHzl Delay T' Base . £4850.00 
475 Dual Trace ~OOMHz Portable 
.... . .. .. . .... .. ... .... . ... . . £2200.00 
T922-0115~Hz DT_s~:'~ D1ff. i"f&\

5
•
00 

200C Trolley for 400 Series .. . .. £120.00 
7313 1 OOMHz Storage Mainframe 

i sa3 ; ociMHi r;.;8inira.ne ·. · ·. ~~=~g:gg 
5223 Digital Storage 1 OMHz .. . £2000.00 
544D 50MHz Mainframe . ... .. £1000.00 
5441 50MHz Variable Persistence Storage 
Mainframe . . . .. ............ .. £1800.00 
71 04 1 GHz Scope Mainframe 
.. ... .... .. .... . .. .. . . .. ... £11,500.00 
7704A Scope DC-200M Hz Mainframe 
.. .... . ... . .. . . .. . ... . ... . . .. £2500.00 
7613 Storage Scope Mainframe 
DC-1 OOMHz ...... . ... .. ... .. £2800.00 
7633 Multimode Storage Scope Mainframe 
DC - 1 OOMHz ... . .. . . . .. . .. . £4500.00 
7834 Storage Scope Mainframe 
DC-400MHz ...... ... .. .... .. £7200.00 
7B44 Dual Beam 400MHz Mainframe 
.. ... .... .. .... .. . ....... . . . . £7750.00 
7B54 Waveform Processing Scope 
DC-400MHz ..... . .... . . . . . . . £8000.00 
7904 opt 02, 03 500MHz ... . . £5350.00 
51 Sampling Head. As New .. . ... £450.00 
Telaquipment 
DM63 Storage Oscilloscope Rtted with 
2 x V4 Plug-ins to give 4 Trace 15M Hz 
.. . .. . . ..... .. . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . £1350.00 
D1 016A Dual Trace 20M Hz 'As New' 

. . . ... . ... . . £350.00 

SIGNAL SOURCES 
H-Iett Packard. 
60BE 1 0-4BOMHz. AM or Pulse 
Modulation. Output0.1 1'V-1V . . £1000.00 
612A 450-1230MHz. AM or Pulse 
Modulation. Output 0 .1JlV-0 .5V £1500.00 
616B 1 .B-4 .2GHz int or ext PCM/FM 
0 .1JlV-0.224V . . .. . .. . . . . .. . . £1000.00 
651BTestOscillator. 10Hz-1 OMHz. 
0.1mV-3 .16V . .. ... . ... . .. . . . . £415.00 
3320A Frequency Synthesizer. 0.01 Hz-
13MHz . .... . . .. . .. ..... . ... . .. £885.00 
B690B Sweeper Mainframe with B69BB 
Plug ln. 0.4-1 1 OMHz ....... . £4000.00 

WW- 200FORFURTHERDETAILS 

Marconi. 
TF2000 20Hz-20KHz Low Distortion with 
0-111 dB Attenuator in 0 . 1 dB steps 
..... . .. ...... . .......... . .. . . £575.00 

Tti~~~~:Bt~Jr~i~ ~;;;~r,.~c:;,er 
.. . . ... . . . . . .. .... . .. . .. . . .. . £1700.00 

TF2120 O.OOOBHz-1 OOKHz Wavefonn 
Generator .. .. ... .. . .. .. .. .... .. £800.00 
TF2008 AM/FM 10KHz-510MHz built in 
sweeper. Output 0 .2JlV-200mV£3500.00 
TF2016A + TF2173 Synchroniser AM/FM 
1 OKHz-120MHz. . . . . . . . . . . . . £2000.00 
TF2169 Pulse Modulator for use with 

TF2015 or TF2D16 . . ..... . £200.00 
Philipa. 
PM6456 Stereo Generator . . . .. £250.00 
Racal 
9081 AM,·FM, Phase and Pulse Synthesized 
5·520MHz. . . £2200.00 
Radiometer 
SMG1 Stereo Generator ... . ... . £375.00 

TEKTRONIX PLUG INS 
We etllck a complata range of Plug Ina 
fop uae with 7000 and 5000 aeries 
Mainframaa. 

TEKTRONIX TM500 
SERIES 
AF501 Bandpass Riter/ Amplifier . £400.00 
AM501 DP. Amp Gain 1 D,OOO .. . £300.00 
AM502 D1ff. Amp Gain 1 - 1 OOK£500.00 
DM5D2A TrueR M S 3 l1! digit DMM 

. . . . .... £250.00 
DC503A 1 25MHz Counter . . .... £475.00 
DC505A 225MHz Counter .. . . .. £800.00 
FG501 Function Generator 0 .001 Hz-
1 MHz ... . ...... .. .. ... .. .. . ... £375.00 
FG501 A Function Generator 0 .002Hz-
2MHz . . . . . . . . . . .... . . . . ... ... £425.00 
FG502 Function Generator 0.1 Hz-11 MHz 
.. . . . ...... ... . . . . .... . ... .. .. £425.00 

FG503 Function Generator 1 Hz-3MHz 
. . .... .. . . . .. . . . ... . .. . .. . .. . . £275.00 

PG505 Pulse Generator 1 Hz-1 OOKHz 
. . . . . . .. . . . ... .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . £450.00 

TEKTRONIX TV TEST 
EQUIPMENT 
141APAL Test Signal Generator 
.. . . . . . . . .. .. .. . .. . • ·· · ·· · . . . £ 1750.00 
14B PAL Inser tion Test Generat or 
... . . . . . .. ... . . . .. . . . . .. . .. . . £4000.00 . 
1485C PAUNTSC Dual Standard 
Waveform Monitor . .. . .. . .. .. . £2850.00 
651_H~ 1 ~--PAL Coi<XJr ~onitor_ ~3i"-.oo 
655HR-1 TV Colour Picture Monitor 
[NTSC + PAL+ RGBl ..... . . . . . £3800.00 
!356HR PAUSECAM Monitor ... £3800.00 
1411 RTV Generator. Various Systems 
available . .. . . . ...... . ...... . . .. . . . . POA 

MISCELLANEOUS __..-
a ruel & Kjaer . 
2209 Sound Level Meter . . £875.00 
Ferrograph 
RTS1 Test Set . . . £285.00 
Fluke 
51 5A Portable Calibrator DC/ AC and 
Resistance with DC Resolution 0.2JlV 

883 i\cioc oiti8;.<mtiai . · · £~~~g:gg 
845 AB Null Detector . .. . . .... . . £810.00 
301 OA Logictester. Self Contained. 
Portable. Full Spec. on Request . £8500.00 
Hewlett Packard. 
53~0A CCXJnter 1 D~z-1_8G_Hz ~ ~~~50.00 
B403A Modulator Fit ted W ith 8732B PIN 
MODULATOR . ... . .. . . . . . .. . . £1500.00 
84B2H Power Sensor 1 ODKHz-4.2GHz. AS 
NEW . . .. . . . .. .. ........ . .. . . . £250.00 
87 45A S Parameter Test Set . Rtted with 
11 6D4A Universal Arms 0 . 1-2GHz 
.. . . . . . . .. ... . . . .. .. . . . ... .. . £2750.00 
5930BA HP-IB Timing Generator. £300.00 
Marconi • 
TF21 62 M.F. Attenuator. 0-111 dB 

£ 185.00 
Schaffner 
NSG 509 5KV Insulation Tester . . £785.00 

SC502 15MHz Dual Trace Scope Tekt ronix . 
.... .. .. , ... . .. . ... .. ....... . £1000.00 1 06 Square W ave Generator 1 nS r isetime 
SC504 80MHz Dual Trace Scope 1 OHz-1 MHz without accessories . £175.00 
.... .. .. . . . . .. .. ... . .. .. .. .. . £ 1250.00 B32 Data Comms. Tester ..... .. £1125.00 
SG5D3 Sinewave Generator 250KHz- 833 Data Comms. Test er . . . .. £1350.00 
250MHz . .. . ... . . . . .. . . . .. ... . £850.00 2701 Step Attenuator 5011 0 . 79dB in 1 dB 
TG501 Timemark Generator .... £850.00 steps. DC to 2GHz . ..... .. . . .. . £285.00 
TM515 Mainframe [5 wide] . . . . £350.00 2901 Time-Mark Generator . . . £ 185.00 

Piease note: Prices shown do not include VAT or carriage . . 
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Electronic Brokers Limited 
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Telex: 298694 Elebro G 
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Rmcron 

if POWER RESPONSE DC - 45KH2 ± IdB. 
★ OUTPUT POWER IN EXCESS OF 1.5KW INTO 2.75 Ohm LOAD\ 

(CON FINUOU RiM.S.) 
★ D ■ . OUTPUT 20 AMPS AT 100 VOLTS OR 2KVA. 
if HARMONIC DISTORTION LESS THAN 0.05% DC-20KHz AT 1 kW INTO 6 s 

OHMS. 
★ IPLUG-IN MODULES: CONSTANT VOLTAGE/CURRENT, PRECISION 

i( OSCILLATORS. 
★ UNIPOLAR AND BIPOLAR OiGITM IKTERFACES, FUNCTION' 
. GENERATORS,'AN- MANY OTHERS. 
★ Ov. ."PUT MATCH NG ransfcimers available To match 

VIRTUALLY ANY LOAD. 
★ FULL OPEN AND SHORT CIRCUIT PROTECTION GUARANTEED STABLE 

IN F ) ANY LOAD. 
★ TWO UNITS MAY BE CONNECTED TO PROVIDE UP TO 4kW. 
★ IN . LOCK CAPABILITY FOR UP TO EIGHT UNITS. 
★ 3-YEAR PARTS AND LABOUR WARRANTY. 
★ UNITS AVAILABLE FROM 100VA-12KVA. 

For full details on all Amcron Products write or phone Chris Flack 

MUSCLE 

Model - 

P.O. BOX 3 
ATTLEBOROUGH 
NORFOLK NR17 2PF 
Tel: 0953-452477 

Analogue Associates 

PROFESSIONAL INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS 

WW - 012 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 

D.I.L MINIATURE 0M-0FF SWITCHES Gold-plated contacts. Sealed base. Ideal for pro- gramming. 6-position at less than half manufacturer's price ij*. 
" T p 

Will fit into 14-pin dil socket. Ten at 65p ea.; per 100 55pea. 
U.H.F. MODULATORS Latest type, adjustable, ideal for computers, with data circuit Size 3x21/2x1 inch Only £3.50 

In screened case 
MINIATURE EDGE INDICATOR METER With illuminated dial scale 0-10. F.S.D. 100 microamp, Size ll/J x lV2 x Vj deep. Only £t .65.  

MONSANTO 
Half-inch + 1 Display High Intensity £1 each set of 4 £3.50 Common anode 14 Pin Oil Package 
BRIDGE~1IECTIFIER 600'PIV 35 amps itexitoxlsin. a.50 

NATIONAL P.8080A Chips £L95 8216  11.75 IN414I DIODES full spec, but no polarity band. Per 1,000 110 
MINIATURE MP.C. POTENTIOMETERS. Model M2. High-quality, 6% tolerance, 2-watt, with lin. spindles. All values, 42 ohms-47k only 60p each per 10; 50p each per 100; 40p each. 

HONEYWELI PHOXIMITY DETECTOR integral amplifier, 8v. D.C.,£3.S0ea. PHOTO CONDUCTIVE CELL, £1.25. High-power 'Cds cell, 600MW, for control circuits. Resistance 800 ohm to 4K. Max. volts 240, Size lV2 x 1/2in. RIBBON MICROPHONE with pre-amp. on chassis, £1.75. 

LM380 AmRlifief 85p LM31BN Hi-Slew Op. Amp.  £1,50 LM323K, 5V. 3-amp, reg. 
  USD. LM310N Volt, hollower Amp £110 LM311H High Perf, Volt, Comparator £1.00 LM384N, 5-watt Amp £1.20 LM393N Dual Com G0p 7905 Reg. -5v 75p 

STEREO CASSETTE TAPE HEADS. Quality replacement for most recorders with mounting plate. Record/Replay £2.60 
MARRIOTT TAPE HEADS Quarter track, ryild XRPS18 Record/Replay (each)  £2.00 XRPS36 Record/Replay I (each) £3.00 XES11 Erase (each)...,£1.00 

RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES 
VARTA 3.6 volts DEAC, M/AH 225. .£1.50 . 

XTAL FILTER 10.7 mc/s. )2.5DB separation, 1V2X1V4X1 inch £7.00 100KC/S + 1 meg. 3-pin  £2.00 

MULLARD MODULES LP1171 LP1179 if. Strip AM, FM Front end Pair £5.75 Complete with Data 
S11? mis? •"""<• Med. & Long OHO Tuner £2 i 
CttYSTALS COLOUtt IV 

, 4.433619 mc/s £125 Miniature type sealed 
MINIATURE HIGH- QUALITY FANS 

"Whisper Model" by Ro- ton. Low-power consump- tion (less than 10 watts). Silent running. 115v. (two in series for 230v.). 5Q/60Hz. Size 41/2 x 4V2 x min. ONLY £6.50 EACH 
incl. V.A,T. 

BRAND NEW "" 50% less than manufactur- er's price 1 

HEWLETT-PACKARD DISPLAYS 

HIGH iVBl EFFICIENCY wBa AND VERY BRIGHTSSfl . Only £1.00 each L ^ ^ 
Set of 6 for £5 Half-inch red common anode will replace DLTIVI4-pin OH. 

ULTRA SONIC THANSDUCEHS 40KC/S. Complete on IBin. Screened cable, £1.75 each; pairs £2.95. ULTRA SONIC THANSMITTEfl. Complete unit (uncased requires 1.5V), £3.25. FOSTER DYNAMIC MICROPHONES. 200 ohm impedance. Moving coil. Complete on chassis. £1.75 pair. 
STEREO CASSETTE Machannms 6 ec 12 voh. Complete with Heads + Ereee and Sdenoid. Brand' new SJOee/ 
TV CENDERCENCE POTS 

EX-MOTOROLA 
5 + 5-WATT 

Cf 
STEREO * 

AMPLIFIERS 
Complete and tested units. Medium and Long Wave. Supplied as two built units (5 x 2 x 2if».) with circuit and data. Only £5 pair. Includes pre-amp. 

"CHERRY "A00-0N KEYPAD 
A compact 12-button keypad suitable for use with . Keyboard extend 'its functions plus four extra keys. 
Supplied brand new 
A 3 x 4 non-encoded single mode keyboard 

QUANTITY DISCOUNTS on ALL items (unless stated), 15% per 10. 20% per 50, 25% per 
100. All items BRAND NEW (unless otherwise stated). 
DELIVERY from stock - Add ppst35p.per order. -r p i ,6228A TELEX 26^284 

Transonics 
Mono 1400 

EXPORT enquiries 
invited 

01-723 1008/9 ' 
Calloni to: 404 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON W21 ED ALL MAIL ORDERS/EXPORT ENQUIRIES 11/12 PAPDINGTOW GREEN, LONDON, W2 
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INSTANT PRINTED CIRCUITS!! 
Make your own - to professional standards - within minutes using 
either "Fotolak" Light-sensitive Aerosol Lacquer or Pre-coated board. No 
Darkroom or Ultra-violet source needed! 
Fotoh aerosol £2.50 (30p) Developer £0.30 (15p) 
Ferric Chloride £0.60 (45p) Acetate Sheet £0.15 (15p) 
Copper-clad Fibre-glass Boards: Single-sided £2ft. sq ('45p) 

Double-sided....£2.25ft. sq. ISOp) 
Pre-coated Fibre-glass Board: 
8"x ....£1.75 (25p) 16"x9" £7 (60p) 24"x18"...£18 (£1.70) 
8"x9" £3.50 (45p) 24"x12"... £13 (£1.2Eurocard £1.25 (25p) 

Double-sided Board (all sizes) add 20% 
Postage individual items in brackets. Maximum charge £2 per order 

12V FLUORESCENT LIGHTING FANTASTIC BARGAIN! 
21" 13-watt Batten Type (complete with tube) £6 (£1.20) 
Kit Form: £5 (£1.20). InverterTransformersonly: £1 (30p) 

WHITE HOUSE ELECTRONICS praa sahds, penzance trzo btf 
Telephone: Geimoe (073-676) 2326 
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good used test eq uipmen 

Electronic Brokers are Europe's leading Second User Equipment Company. We carry large stocks of the very latest test 
equipment which is refurbished in our own service laboratories and calibrated to meet the manufacturer's sales specifications. 
When you buy used equipment from Electronic Brokers, it can be yours in just days. No waiting for manufacturers lengthy 
production schedules. All equipment is fully guaranteed. 

ANALYSERS 
Dranetz 
606-3 Line Disturbance MpnitorC25CMI.OO 
Hewlett Peckard 
141T/0552B/8555A 10MHz-10GHz 
 £9300.00 
3502A Spectrum Analyser 
0.02Hz-25.5KHz.   £6350.00 
5004A Signature Analyser £550.00 
5420A Digital Signal Analyser c/w Digital 
Rlter 544700, A/D Converter 5441 OA 
 £21.000.00 
B407A/B412A Network Analyser 
 £1950.00 
Marconi 
TF2337 Automatic Distortion 
Analyser £250.00 
Solartron 
1172TFA     .£4000.00 
Tektronix 
AA501 opt 01. Distortion 10Hz — 10OKHz 
to Less than 0.0025% £1450.00 
DF1 Display Formatter For 7D01. £850.00 
308 Portable 8 Channel 20MHz Data 
Analyser £2100.00 
491 Spectrum Analyser 10MHz-40GHz 
 £7000.00 
492 [opt 01. 08] Spectrum Analyser 
50KHz-220GHz £13000.00 
492P [opt 01. 2. 3] Programmable Version 
of 492  £20000.00 
7L5 Spectrum Analyser with opt 25 
[Tracking Gen] and L3 [50fi input] 20Hz — 
5MHz £7300.00 
7L12 Spectrum Analyser 100KHz-1.8GHz 
 £8000.00 
7L13 Spectrum Analyser 1 KHz-1.8GHz 
 £7500.00 

7L14 Spectrum Analyser 10KHz-1 .SGHz 
 £9450.00 

7L10 Spectrum Analyser 1 .SGHz-BOGHz 
 £9950.00 

TR502 Tracking Generator [for 7L12.13 & 
14] £3200.00 
TR503 Tracking Generator [for 492/496 
series] £3250.00 
5L4N Spectrum Analyser 20Hz-1 OOKHz 
 £2350.00 
7D01 16 Channel 10OMHz Sample Rate 
  £2450.00 
BRIDGES Marconi 
TF1313A0.1 % LOR Bridge £775.00 
TM4520 Set of Inductors £350.00 
Wayne Kerr 
864:2 LOR 0.1 % £795.00 
SR 268 Source Detector £075.00 
DVM's AND DMM's 
Datron 
1059 Bench DMM 51/2 digit DC and True 
RMS AV volts and current + resistance 

£700.00 
 Fluke 

. mm 8022A 3 Vb digit 0.25% 
I ^ Basic DC Accuracy B functions 

........ £60.00 
. 9P* aCI2CIA3y2 digit ••Sp. » 0,1% Basic DC 

Yi-Wt Accuracv > 7 functions.. 
r ^ • • E75 00 

THESE DMM'S 90 DAY 
/ UNUSED    

Solartron. 
7055 Microprocessor DMM. Scale Ler^th 
20,000. AC/DC volts, resistance. IjzV 
resolution £495.00 
OSCILLOSCOPES 

Hewlett Packard 
1332A High Quality CRT Display 
9.6 x 11.9cm . £1250.00 
1720A Dual Trace 275MHz with Delav 
T'Base and probe power £2500.00 
1 a09A 10OMHz 4 Channel Plug In      £2000.00 
1821A Timebase Rug In £1000.00 
Philips 
PM3232 Dual Beam 10MHz .... £495.00 
PM 3234 True Dual Beam Storage 
Oscilloscope 10MHz New CRT.. £1500.00 
Tektronix. 
213 Miniscope/DMM Battery 1 MHz    £975.00 
305 Portable battery scope/DMM, D T 
5MHz £975.00 
335 Dual Trace 35MHz Smal porteble with 
delay T'Base £1200.00 
460 Dual Trace 10OMHz with Digital 
Storage [1 OMHz] Delay T'Base. £4950.00 
475 (Jual Trace 200MHz Portable  £2200.00 

Marconi, TF2D00 20Hz-20KHz Low Distortion with 
0-111 dB Attenuator in 0.1 dB steps 
 £575.00 

TF2002B with TF21 70 Synchronizer 
10KHz-BSMHz AM/FM Modulation 
 £1700.00 

TF2120 0.0000Hz-10OKHz Waveform 
Generator  £900.00 
TF200a AM/FM 10KHz-510MHz built in 
sweeper. Output 0.2/A/-200mVE3500.00 
TF2016A + TF2173 Synchroniser AM/FM 
10KHz-120MHz £2000.00 
TF2169 Pulse Modulator for use with 

TF2015 or TF2016 £200.00 
Philipa. 
PM6456 Stereo Generator. .... £250.00 
Racal 
9081 AM, FM. Phase and Pulse Synthesized 
5-520MHz £2200.00 
Radiometar 
SMG1 Stereo Generator £375.00 

TEKTRONIX TV TEST 
EQUIPMENT 
141A PAL Test Signal Generator 
  £1750.00 
14B PAL Insertion Test Generator 
 £4000.00 
14850 PAL/NTSC Dual Standard 
Waveform Monitor     £2950.00 
651HR 12" PAL Colour Monitor [Mint] 
 £3250.00 

655HR-1 TV Cokxir Picture Monitor 
[NTSC + PAL + RGB] £3800.00 
656HR PAL/SECAM Monitor... £3900.00 
1411 R TV Generator. Various Systems 
available POA 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Bruel & Kjaar 
2209 Sound Level Meter £975.00 

7922-01 15MHz DT Scope Diff, input 
 .• £51 £515.00 

200C Trolley for 400 Series £120.00 
7313 1 OOMHz Storage Mainframe 
 £2225.00 
7603 10OMHz Mainframe £1850.00 
5223 Digital Storage 10MHz... £2000.00 
5440 50MHz Mainframe £1000.00 
5441 50MHz Variable Persistence StoraM 
Mainframe £1800.00 
7104 1 GHz Scope Mainframe 
 £11,500.00 
7704A Scope DC-200MHz Mainframe 
 £2500.00 
7613 Storage Scope Mainframe 
DC-1 OOMHz £2000.00 
7633 Multimode Storage Scope Mainframe 
DC — 10OMHz £4500.00 
7034 Storage Scope Mainframe 
DC-400MHz £7200.00 
7844 Dual Beam 400MHz Mainframe  £7750.00 
7854 Waveform Processing Scope 
DMOOMHz   £6000.00 
7904 opt 02. 03 500MHz £5350.00 
SI Sampling Head. As New £450.00 
Talaquipmant 
DM63 Storage Oscilloscope Rtted with 
2 x V4 Plug-ins to give 4 Trace 15MHz 
 £1350.00 
D1016A Dual Trace 20MHz "As New' 
 £350.00 

SIGNAL SOURCES 
Hewlett Packard. 
SOSE 10-480MHZ. AM or Pulse 
Modulation. Output 0.1 ^V-IV . .£1000.00 
612A 450-1230MHz. AM or Pulse Modulation. Output O.VV-O.SV £1500.00 
6168 1.8-4.2GHz int or ext PCM/FM 
0.1 hV-O.224V £1000.00 
651B Test Oscillator. 10Hz-l OMHz. 
0.1 mV-3.16V £415.00 
332QA Frequency Synthesizer. 0.01 Hz- 
13MHz     £605.00 
8690B Sweeper Mainframe with 8698B ■ 
Plug In. 0.4—11 OMHz £4000.00 
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SMG1 Stereo Generator    £375.00 RTS1 Test Set £295.00 
TEKTRONIX PLUG INS 515A Portable Calibrator DC/AC and 
We stock a complete range of Plug Ina Resistance with DC Resolution 0.2mV 
for uaa with 7000 and 5000 aarios  £1750.00 
Mainfremaa. 883 AC/DC Differential £615.00 

TASCflfl B45 AB Null Detector £610.00 I tlx I HUllllA I IVIwUU 301 OA Lcraictester. Self Contained. 
SE. IES Porteble. KjllSpec. on Request .£8500.00 
AF501 ndpass Rlter/Amplifier .3C.O0 PBck,l^;1, . 
AM501 p Amp Gein 1D COO ... £300.00 5340A Counter 10Hz-1 SGHz 0 Digir 
AWS02DH 5 .sin 1 — 1 DDK £500.00  ^ ;,,v„"750.00 

□h ,Cf . True R M S 314 digit DMM 8403A Moduletor Rtted With B7320 FIN £250.00 MODULATOR £1500.00 
DCb03A 125MHz Counter£479.00 3482H Power Sensor 100KHz-4.2GHz. AS 
DC505' 225MW3Counter £000.00 NEW   ... £850.00 
FG501 Function Generetor 0.001 H: ? 25A.S,F?a.r'ame'e.r Tes' 
^f^Hz £375.00 11 604A Universal Arms 0.1-2GHz 
FG501A Function Generator □ .OOBHz- ■■•■■■■ ■ ■ ■ ■ • •    
2fy|Hz £425.00 59308A HP-IB Timing Generator. £300.00 FG502 Function Generator 0.1 Hz-11 MHz Marconi. 
   £425.00 TF2162 M.F. Attenuator. 0-111 dB FG503 Function Generator 1 Hz-3MHz      £185.00 
   £275.00 

PG505R;,Se !nerntQr.1H2l00M50.00 NS^5Q9 5KV Insulation Tester. .E7B5.00 
30502 15MHz Dual Trace Scope Tektronix  £1000.00 106 Square Wave Generator 1 nS risetime 
SC504 80MHz Dual Trace Scope 10Hz-1 MHz without accessories. £175.00  £1250.00 832 Data Comms. Tester £925.00 
SG503 Sinewave Generator 250KHz- 833 Data Comms. Tester £1350.00 
250MHz £950.00 2701 Step Attenuator 50^ O.79d0 in 1 d0 
TG501 Ttmemark Generator .... £650.00 steps. DC to 2GHz £295.00 
TM515 Mainframe [5 wide] £350.00 2901 Time-Mark Generator..... £165.00 
Please note: Prices shown do not include VAT or carriage. ■ 
I ZM = i r> = I Z l =>H = l => 

Electronic Brokers I IZH Z I IZH Z I ZH 

Electronic Brokers Limited 

61/65 Kings Cross Road 

LONDON WC1X 9LN 

Telephone; 01-278 3461 

Telex: 298694 Elebro G 

8403A Modulator Rtted With 07328 PIN 
MODULATOR £1500.00 
B402H Power Sensor 10OKHz-A.BGHz. AS 
NEW £250.00 
0745A S Parameter Test Set. Rtted with 

. 11 604A Universal Arms O.I-BGHz 
 £2750.00 
59308A HP-IB Timing Generator. £300.00 
Marconi. 
TF2162 M.F. Attenuator. 0-111 dB 
    £185.00 
Scha finer 
NSG 509 5KV Insulation Tester.. £765.00 
Tektronix 
106 Square Wave Generator 1 nS risetime 
10Hz-1 MHz without accessories. £175.00 
832 Data Comms. Tester £925.00 
033 Data Comms. Tester £1350.00 
2701 Step Attenuator 50fi O.79d0 in 1 dB 
steps. DC to 2GHz £295.00 
2901 Time-Mark Generator..... £165.00 

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Uninterruptible Power Supplies-
UPS CVT Reliability 125va to 50kva, 50 or 60hz. 
• STANDBY POWER. Invaluable for winding down a 
computer programme on mains failure and wherever 
continuous power is essential. 
• STABILISATION. ±3% Vital to combat mains voltage 
fluctuations and ensure the operation of equipment at 
peak efficiency. Frequency stabilised ±0.1% 47 to 65Hz. 
• TRANSIENT ATIENUATION. Provides suppression of 
mains born interlerence (spikes). Model above£ 795 

See our designers at the Computer Trade Show, 
Stand 254 Wembley Conference Centre, April 26 -28. 

Line Conditioners • and Voltfilt • 
from from 

For more information, cut the coupon. 
Galatrek International, FREEPOST, Scotland Street, 
Llanrwst, nr. Llandudno, Gwynedd LL26 OAL, BRITAIN, 
Tel No: 0492-640311/641298, Telex: 617114A/B Galahu. 

Made and Designed in Britain by Galatrek. 

ALATREK~--~ 
INTERNATIONAL~ I 

Please send me full details of your range of voltage 
stabilisers, filters, cutouts, generatorsandCVT's 
Please send mefulldetailsof UPS 
Please send mea.requirementchecksheet 

D I 
Do I 

Cons_u_lta_t_io_n_w_i-th_G_a_l_at_r_ek_E_n_g_'i-nee __ r __________________ o 1 Name 

Position I 
CompanY -------------~--------------------

Address ----------------------------------- I 
___________ Tel No Telex __________ _ 

'- Trade D OEM D (please tick where appropriate) _ ww583 6 , ________ ,_ 
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HEMMINGS ELECTRONICS AND 
MICROCOMPUTERS 

16 BRAND ST 
HITCHIN Tel: (0462) 33031 
HERTS Shop open Mon -Sat 9a m -5 30 p m 
SGS 1JE CloSt>dallday Wednesday 

Professional quality •lectroniC components, brand n- and fully guerentHd. Mall 
order by retum of post. C.sh/Ch~ue/POs or Benker's Draft with order, payable to 
H-mlngs Electronics Ltd. Offtclel orders from schools, .colleges end universities 
welcome. Trade a_nd export enquiry welcome. P.&P. add 45p to ell orders under £10. 
Telephone your Access o,.,., using our 24-hr. An .. phone service. Please send SAE 
for full price I lat. 
VAT- All prices exduslve of VAT - Pluse add 15% to tutel coat Including P.&P. 

No VAT on export orders or books. 

COMPUTER MEMORIES CRYSTALS g ~g~ :: 1 ~~! tssp ICS S1atlc: RAM 32.768KHz lOOp S.OOOMHz !lOp 6VA 2 x 6V at 500mA 
6502 350p 2tt4L-200niop l:')~~: ::: ~=~~· ~= g J~~:g;;g~~ 
~~ = 6t16P3-150nS 2.0000MHz 225p 8.000MHz 1611!> 2 x 20Vat ! SOmA 27Sp 

68800 460p 61 t6LP3-t~ ~~~~: = :~=~~: :::: 1--.:;CHA:;-;-;:';OSSi;;IS;;';';MOU~NTING;;;;.==. ~ = ~ 4liOp 3.5795MHz 12llp 18.432MHz t50p 6-0-6V at 100mA t20p 
.....,. 3.6864MHz 240p 19.6608MHz 24111' S.0-9V at 100mA t2Sp 

68809 t350p Dynomlc RAM 4.000MHz 150p 20.000MHz 2liOp . 12-ll-12V at 100mA t41p 
·6809E t295p 41t6-200nS 4.1943MHz !!lOp 27.000MHz t!Op 15-<l-15V at0.5A 350p 

~~~ :=: 
4184

_
2
00nS 75p 5.0688MHz 210p 48.000MHz t!Op ~':o~~z~ ~t!A = =1 = 4liOp PCB TRANSFERS ~:~~~::~~A = 

68840 SlOp Eprom Make your own Printed Circuit 
6844 t295p 2708-<150ns Boards w ith Alfac Etch Resist * EPSON fl-18 * 
6845 795p 220p PCB Transfers We now have in stock the new 
=~ = 2716-450nS *Draw your artwork on 0.1" Epsonprinter, theFX·SO,which 
6854 880p 210p * ¥~~~sfer to copper board replaces the MXSO F/T Ill. !!J.ou 

~~~ = 2532-450nS * ~~i:'n~~~~~oen f,1~:~ransfers to ~i~luagghr~~t~~~~2 F:.~?s , you 
BT28 120p 

2732450
":- the board using a spatula ~~~~;~~~B ~~~~~~h~~o~o:f~~res 

8T95 90p 2764450n:- using carbon marks to assist extras: 

:m :g: 1----4116p=~ * ~~c~f:~e ~~::;,~:rteraser to :~~~~~g~id~i~:f~ mode 
:o~~L ~ fUm IIIC * ~~~ei~ re~~~~~loride *Program selectable character 
8039L 290p ~ set which can be downloaded 
8080A 310p FD1791 1950p EC900/1 0 Ed C from your computer 
BOSSA 450p UPD765A EC902/l 0: ~ ~· , ~dgeoB~~~or *;

0 
d~~~~ed~t~i~~~= modes up 

8155 4liOp t650p EC9080.063"' Pads *Print styles emphasised, 
8212 155p CRT EC9100.094'' Pads condensed, proportional, elite, :m 1=:: CONTIIOUER ~ruJ g:m:: r~n'!:. italic and all MX80 styles · 
8226 195p SFF9S3S4 800p EC941 0.031 " lines *~~~:ati;~,"~~~~~~~r-over 
882225~ 250p300p ZENER EC942 0.039" l ines columns, character sets 

DIODES EC943 0.049" lines *Fully compatible with MX80 
=~~ = BZVBSSeries EC9440.061'' lines controlcodes 
8257 4150p soomwE24 ~~m~: : t:~:! £395+VAT 
8259 4liOp b~:~~~Xv 8p EC9470.124"' Lines SECURICOR£11 

~m1 46S::: t zp ~~~;m~: :: ~ g:~~: PRINCE MONITOR 
~~~~ = 1~~~1~eries ~;~!/1 0.031 '' 3Q-, 45•, 60" ~4~~~~d:h~~~:.,~~~~o:alfor 
~~~~~ 1:: Wv~~~~ = ~;~~!/2 0.061 ' ' 30•, 45•, 60" mostpersonalcomputers,word 

75450 85p EC960/1 T0-5 Transistor Pads rN~e.;t:JJ'E~ientiflc work etc. 

~~~ = R:~~~ ~g:~~~ I~Pt~Js with tracks be- ~x~~~rfAL0C"<fNT~or~eo 
75453 72p 1AI100V 25p tween pads Contrast, brightness. vertical 
~~~ ;: ~~:8~ =: 5 identical sheets in sealed p~~ r~~Ro~~t~ONTROLS 
~~;1015D70p ~;,lgg~ := ~divi1u~teets . . :p r.~Qri~~~tcyal·wP~~~ •• I~~~~~Iack 

300p 2A/800V 70p A~:~uC~em1:~rE~~~~~shtng ,.0: 
AY-5-1013A 6AJ400V 95p Atfac Precision Grids: Polyester ~EC~NiC'~lah~~~~~~i~~rC~ 

300p 10A/400V 280p film, matt finish 0.14mm Scan 6251ines/ 50Hz, Deflection 
MC1408 295p 35A/400V 315p thickness, 20 lines/in 1 11r, Character display 80 bv 24 
~~:= = BY184 52p A4t00p; A3 t95p lines. Video input PHONO. X-ray 

MC3459 286p TRIACS ~6~~~h~~nee~s~~~~~~~e~oard s~~Et~~ ~~~~Ptfc)RSO 65 

~~lg!5 =: ~g~g~~ =: DaloEtch~~:i~·retf;s"xs" ::. ~~r~~~~~~~a~~~nt~:s~:~raebte 
~:g~~!Pc = T2800D 95p Ferric Chloride Crystals Dissolve to order 
ZBOADART DIACS in 1/2 Litre Water 85p £88 +VAT 

750p 29-37V 25p 

om ELEmONICS 
UGHT EMIT11NG DIODES (LED) 

3mmRed tOp 
3mm Green 15p 
3mm Yellow 15p 
SmmRed tOp 
Smm Green 15p 
Smm Yellow 15p 

~~~~!r,C~iG;z~Y~~~mm 3:: 
Chrome Bezel 5mm 42p 
Square LEO Smm x5mm Red 25p 

Green or Yellow 30p 
Tri-colour LED 
A Red and a Green LEO which 
produces Yellow when both are 
on 70p 
Red Fla&hing led 3Hz at SV 45p 

INFRARED 
Tll32 PN Gallium Arsenide IR 
Emitting Diode Power Output 

ir~·2PNW Gallium A~enide s.m 
~":,~~~WDiode Power Out~ 
+7'L78 NPN Silicon Phototransis

Wl1oo large-Area Silicon ~~ 
Photodiode 70p 

RELAYS 
PCB TYPE 

Microminiature Printed Circuit 
Relay Single Pole Change-over 
Contacts rated 2A or 125V maxi
mum contacts are Gold on Silver 
Palladium Pins on 0.1" Grid 
5V de 56ohm, 12V de 320 ohm, 
24V de 1280 ohm 95p 

UQUID CRYSTAL 
DISPLAY MODULES 

bf1~s:1~J5·,~.n~7~~~eM~z. 
K~z Annunciators, Sample and 

~~~ef:c':!~~~~ ~:~~apabi.lity, 
Prescaler Available, 
Incandescent Backlighting. 
Supply Voltage 5v, Operating 
Current 4mA 1715p 
PCIM 176 Digital Voltmeter, 3 Y2 
diqits, 0.5", +.-and Decimal 
Pomt, 200mV Full Scale Input, 
True Differential Input, 
Guaranteed '0 ' Reading, Single 
9v Operation, Power 
Consumption 20mW, Accuracy 
0.15%, +/- 1 Count, 
Temperature drift 80ppm/ C, low 
Battery Indicator 1950p 
Both Modules are supplied with 
a data sheet. 7 SEGMENT DISPlAYS 

Tll312 0.3" Red Common Anode 1----------1 
TIL3t3 0.3" Red Common t~ TEMPERATURE METER 
thode 105p A fully self-contained digital tem
HA1141R 14mm Red Common perature meter, battery operated 
Anode ..................................... 140p with an LCD display 
HA1143R 14mm Red Common *Temperaturerange0-99.9"C 
Cathode .................................. 140p *Accuracy 0-40"C +1-0.:rc 
25mmHeightCommonAnode * 40-70°C +/- 0.4"C 

250p * 70-99.9"C +/-1.0"C 
1---------.....:...-j *Battery 9v alkaline. Lifetime 

INCANDESCENT BULBS 
Lilli put LES (T11 / 2)6Vor 12Vt6p 
Capless 6V SOmA 

14V80mA 20p 

NEONS 
Panel Mounting Neon with Self 
Contained Resistor for 250V 48p 

UGHT DEPENDENT RESISTORS 
ORPt2 95p• 

approx. 1 year 
*External temperature probe 

•. £16.95 

TRANSFORMERS 
PCB MOUNTING TYPE 

All types have dual primaries of 
0-120,0-120 for inputs of 120Vor 

~~~nd o~r~~~t ~nodb~~c~~odv~d-
ing superior Isolation 
3VA 2 x 6V at 250mA 

2 X 12Vat 125mA 

SECURICOR£11 

THE COMMODORE M 
MEMORY SIZE 
System memory 20K ROM 3K 
RAM 
User area 38K RAM or 54K if 

~~~~~~~rc~r:yis not used 
Full colour display 25 by 40 
255 combinations of screen and 
border colours 
16 Text/Character colours 
displaying alphanumerics or PET 

~~arinh~ion to a TV set or a 
colour or monochrome monitor 
UHF modulator internal to the 
computer 
GRAPHICS 
~%hpr:!~lution graphics 320 x 

62 predefined graphic symbols 
available f rom the keyboard 
displayed in normal or reverse in 
all 16 colours 
SPRITE GRAPHICS 
High resolution moveable object 
blocks 24 pixels wide by 21 pixels 
deep 
Up to 8 Sprites which can be 
layered for 3D effects 
Sprites can be one of 8 colours or 
muh:icolour up to 4 different 
colours in one sprite 
Sprites can be moved 
independent of text, graphics or 
other Sprites 
SOUND 
Music Synthesis chip provides 3 
voices. 8 octaves 4 waveforms -
sawtooth, triangle, pulse or noise 
Programmable attack. decay, 
sustciin and release 
Programmable filter - low pass, 
band pass, high pass or notch 
outputs 
Variable resonance and master 
volume control 
INPUT/ OUTPUT 
User port with RS232C 
Cartridge port for games and 
ROM based software 
u~cr~c~~:ddle/ light pen ports 

BASIC interpreter future options 
are BASIC compiler, Pascal, 
CO MAL. LOGO and FORTH 

£299 + VAT 
SECURICOR£11 
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DEC PDP11/70 EQUIPMENT 
SPECIAL BULK PURCHASE OF 11 /70 PROCESSORS, PERIPHERALS AND 
OPTIONS EX DEC-MAINTAINED SITE enabling us to offer a wide variety of 
configurations and add-ons. Please let us know your requirements 

DEC UNIBUS SYSTEMS 

PDP11/24 SYSTEM 
11/24 CPU, 256KB MOS. Dual RL02 & Control, Cabinet, VT100 Console. 
NEW£15,750 

PDP11/34A SYSTEM 
11 /34A CPU, 256KB MOS. Dual RK07 & Control, Cabinet, LA36 Console 
£13,725 

PDP11/34 SYSTEMS 
11/34 CPU, 12BKB MOS. Dual RK05 and Control, Cabinet, LA36 Console 
£6320 

DEC WS78 WORD PROCESSORS 
WT7B Word Terminal ana Processor RX01 Dual Floppy Disk Drive Diablo 
Letter Quality Printer. Complete with cabinets & full documentation 
£2950 

DEC LSI PROCESSORS 
11 /03LX KD11 HA CPU, KEV11 EIS/FIS, BDV11 AA Terminator/Bootstrap, 
BA11 N 5 y, · Chassis with Backplane and Power Supply. No memory included. 
NEW£1200 
11 /03N K011 Q CPU, KEV11 EIS/FIS, BDV11 AA Terminator/Bootstrap, 
BA1 1 R 5 y.-· Chassis with Backplane and Power Supply, MSV11 DO 32KW 
MOS. 
NEW£1495 

DEC PDT11/130 PROGRAMMABLE 
DATA TERMINAL COMPRISING: * VT100 with Advanced Video Option & Printer Port * Integral LSI Processor with 32K RAM * Integral dual TU58 mini cartridge 
Fantastic value whether for use 
as VT100 only or as full PDT 

£995 including comprehensive manual 

GRAPHICS TERMINAL_& 

4006-1 HIGH RESOLUTION GRAPHICS 
DISPLAY TERMINAL 
Alphanumeric Mode: 35 x 74 characters 
[63 ASCII character set] · 
Graphics Matr ix: 1 024X x 1 024Y 
Baud Rate: 75 thru 4800 Interface: Standard 
£1525 

4010-1 HIGH RESOLUTION GRAPHICS 
DISPLAY TERMINAL 
Alphanumer ic M ode: 35 x 74 characters· 
[63 ASCII character setl 
Graphics Matrix: 1 024X x 1 024Y 
Baud Rate: 11 0 thru 9600 Interface: Standard 
Thumbwheel crosshai1· cursor Integral Stand 
£2750 

4014-1 and 4015-1 HIGH RESOLUTION BIG [19"] 
SCREEN GRAPHICS DISPLAY TERMINALS 
Alphanumeric Mode: up to 1 33 x 64 characters 
[94 ASCII character set or 1 88 ASCII + APL on 
model4015) 
Graphics Mode: 4096X x 4096Y 
[ includes enhanced graphics opt1on] 
Interface Standard RS232 
Thumbwheel crosshair cursor Integral Stand . 
4014-1 £6950 4015~1 £7250 4016-1 25" Screen model £8950 

4027 COLOUR GRAPHICS TERMINAL 
Providing 8 displayable colours from a palette of 
64 colours, and 1 20 user defined patterns 
Interface: Standard RS232 Baud rates: up to 9600 
£5250 

4051 DESKTOP COMPUTER 
PROVIDING 
High resolution Graphics and Alphanumerics, 
·32KB Memory, Integral Cartridge Tape Drive 
£2250 

4952 OPT. 2 JOYSTICK 
[for4050 series] sensitive cursor-control 
with . 1 % accuracy and XY zero feature 
£275 

DEC MULTIPLEXORS M9301YFB6otstrap £175 
DH11 AC £2,500 DEC MEMORY 
DH11 AD £2,750 MJ11BYCoreBox £1,500 
DZ11 B £995 MM11 DP 32KB Core £375 
DZ11 0 £995 MS11 JP 32KB MOS £375 

DEC OPTIONS MS11KE64KBMOS £1,500 
AR11 AJD Conv. £750 MS11 LB 128KB MOS £500 
BA 11 LF Expander Box £B25 MS11 LD 256KB MOS £7 50 
0811 A Bus Repeater £525 MS11 MB 256KB MOS £1 1500 
0011 CK Backplane £275 DEC PDP8A SERIES 
DR1 1 C 1/0 £295 8A205BR Processor £1 17 50 
DU11 DA Synch 1/0 £525 8A625BN PI'Dcessor £21250 
FP11 A F/Point £1 1500 MM8AB 16KW Core £995 
KE11 8 EAE £595 MS8CB 32KW M OS £750 
KJ11A Stacklimit £125 DK8EARTC £150 
KK11A Cache £1 1500 KC8AAProg.Panel £275 
KMC11 A Aux. Proc. £875 KK8F CPU Module Set £575 
KT11 0 Mem. Mgt. £750 KL8JA Asynch. 1/0 £275 
KW11 L RTC £75 KT8A Mem. Mgt. £495 

DEC PRINTERS AND TERMINALS 

LA34 DECwriter IV EIA 300 baud 
LA36 DECwriter 1120mA 
LA36 DECwriter II RS232 
LA 180-PD DEC printer I [NEW] 
LS 1 20 DECwriter Ill EIA 1200 baud 
VT50 DEC scope 20mA 
VT50 DECscope RS232 
VT1 05 Graphics Terminal 

£425 
£295 
£325 
£495 
£750 
£199 
£225 
£950 

Hazeltine 1 500 
[recon) £325 
Hazeltine ESPRIT 
(recon) £395 
Hazeltine 1 5 1 0 
[NEW) 
Hazelt ine 1 520 
(NEW] 
Executive 80 

From£675 

JACOBSON 
AJ832 Daisy Wheel Printer 300 baud with Keyboard and Integral Stand. 

EIAJRS2321nterface £750 
AJ860 Matr ix Printer 1200 baud with Keyboard and Tractor Feed. 

Good quality print-out with t rue descenders. Desktop model. 
EIAJRS232 Interface 

AJ21 2 Acoustic Couplers 300 baud, 

M icroprocessor Controlled high speed plotting up 
to 1 0" x 15" with built-in joyst ick control. 
IEEE general purpose Interface 
£1800 

46631NTELLIGENT DIGITAL 
PLOTTER 
Microprocessor Controlled high speed plotting up 
to 1 7' · x 22' · with built-in joystick control. 
Standard RS232 Interface. 
Baud rates 11 0--9600 
£4000 

606 DISPLAY MONITOR 
5" CRT, 5ml Spot size. XY amplifier DC 
to 3MHz, 2-axis amplifier DC to 1OM Hz 
£650 

606A DISPLAY MONITOR 

as above £87 5 

606B DISPLAY MONITOR . . 
5 " CRT, 3ml Spot size, XY amplifier DC to 3MHz, 2-axis amplifier DC to 5MHz 

£950 

611 STORAGE DISPLAY MONITOR 
11"" CRT, Storage view t ime 15 mins plus, XY amplif ier. Programmable 
Erase, write-thru, non-store and view functions · 
£1450 

Range of-options available on most models 
'82/83 Catalogue now out. Send for your FREE copy now. 
ADD 1 5 % VAT TO ALL PRICES Carrtage and Packing ext ra · 

Electronic Brokers Ltd., 61165 Kings Cross Road 
london WClX 9LN. Tei=Ol-278 3461. Telex 298694 
I ::-1 : I ::-4 : I ::-1 : I ::-4 : I :=-1. 

::-1 : I :=-1 : I ::-4 : I ::-4 : I 
Electronic Brokers I :=-1 : I ::-4 : I ::-1 
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When the 

power fails 

or falters 

Galatrek lets 

you carry on. 

Uninterruptible Power Supplies - 
UPS CVT Reliability 125va to 50kva, 50 or 60hz. 
■ STANDBY POWER. Invaluable for winding down a 
computer programme on mains failure and wherever 
continuous power is essential. 
■ STABILISATION. ±3% Vital to combat mains voltage 
fluctuations and ensure the operation of equipment at 
peak efficiency. Frequency stabilised ±0.1% 47 to65Hz. 
■ TRANSIENT ATTENUATION. Provides suppression of 
mains born interference (spikes). Model above £795 

See our designer; at the Computer Trade Show, 
Stand 254 Wembley Conference Centre, April 26 -28. 

Line Conditioners 
from ® arKiv°~ o 

ALATREK£f 
IIMTERIMATiaiMAL J 

Please send me full details of your range of voltage 
stabilisers, filters, cutouts, generatorsandCVT's 
Please send mefulldetailsofUPS 
Please send mea^equirement check sheet 
Consultation with GalatrekEngineer 

Position  

Company   -    

Address ,    

  i JTelNo Telex  
Trade □ OEM □ (please tick where appropriate) 

WW - 006 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 

For more Information, cut the coupon. 
Galatrek International, FREEPOST, Scotland Street, 
Llanrwst, nr. Llandudno. Gwynedd LL260AL, BRITAIN, 
Tel No: 0492-640311/641298, Telex: 617114 A/B Galahu. 

" Made and Designed in Britain by Galatrek. | 

HEMMINGS MICROCOMPUTERS 
16 BRAiVD ST 
HITCHIN 
HERTS 
SG51JE 

Tel: (0462)33031 
Shop open Man. Sat. 9 a.m.-5.30 p.m. 
Closed all day Wednesday 

Profouionaf quality electronic components, brand new and fully guaranteed. Mail 
order by return of post. CastVCheque/POs or Banker's Draft with order, payable to 
Hemmings Electronics Ltd. Official orders from schools, colleges and universities 
welcome. Trade and export enquiry welcome. P.&P. add 45p to all orders under £10. 
Telephone your Access orders, using our 24-hr. Ansaphone service. Please send SAE 
for full price list 
VAT - All prices exclusive of VAT - Please add 15% to total cost including P.&P. 

No VAT on export orders or books. 
iW.; i-W 

ICS 6502 350p 6522 340p 6800 290p 68BOO 45Op 6802 346p 6809 846p 68B09 1350p 6809E 129Sp 6810 120p 6821 160p 68B21 215p 6840 390p 68B40 580p 6844 129Sp 6845 795p 6850 140p 6852 250p 6854 680p 6875 490p 8T26A 120p 8128 120p 8T95 fOp 8T96 90p 8T97 90p 8T98 90p 8035L 340p 8039L 290p 80 BOA 360p 8085A 4S0p 8155 450p 8212 155p 8216 lOOp 8224 160p 8226 195p 8228 2S0p 8251 300p 8253 460p 8255 2S0p 8257 450p 8259 450p 8279 450p 75107 90p 75108 60p 75110 88p 75112 160p 

AY-3-1015D 300p AY-5-1013A 300p MC1408 295p MCI 188 SSp MC1489 SSp MC3459 265p UPD7002 4S0p Z80ACPU 350p Z80APIO 300p Z80ACTC 300p Z80ADART 750p 

OPTOELECTRONICS UGHT EMITTING DIODES (LED) 3mm Red 10p 3mm Green 15p 3mm Yellow 15p 5mm Red lOp 5mm Green 15p 5mm Yellow 15p Panel Clip 3mm or 5mm 4p Chrome Bezel 3mm SSp Chrome Bezel 5mm 42p Square LED 5mmx5mm Red 25p Green or Yellow 30p Tri-colour LED A Red and a Green LED which produces Yellow when both are on 70p Red Flashing Led 3Ffz at 5V 46p 
INFRARED T1L32 PN Gallium Arsenide IR Emitting Diode Power Output 

Static RAM 2114L-200nS 9Cp 6116P3-150nS 

Dynamic RAM 4116-200nS 75p 4164-200nS 460p 
Eprom 2708-450ns 220p 2716-450nS 21 Op 2532-450nS 380p 2732-450nS 380p 2764-450nS 49Sp 

FD1791 1950p UPD765A 16S0p _ — 
CONTROLLER SFF96364 800p 

ZENER DUDES BZY88 Series 500mW E24 2V7 to 39V 8p 43V to 110V 12p BZX61 Series 1.3W E24 2V7 to 39V ISp 43V to 82V 20p 
BRIDGE RECT1FERS 1A/100V 25p 1A/400V 30p 1 A/800V 40p 2 A/100V 40p 2A/400V SOp 2A/800V 70p 6A/400V SSp 10A/4O0V 2e0p 35A/4O0V 315p 0Y164 52p 
TRIADS TIC206D SSp TIC226E SSp T2800D SSp 
DIACS 29-37V 25p 

Typ 1.2mW TIL38 PN Gallium Arsenide lh Emitting Diode Power Output Typ 12mW SOp T1L78 NPN Silicon Phototransis- tor SSp TILIOO Large-Area Silicon PIN Photodiode 7 Op 
7 SEGMENT DISPLAYS TIL312 0.3" Red Common Anode 105p TILJIS 0.3" Red Common Ca- thode 106p HA1141R 14mm Red Common Anode 140p HA1143R 14mm Red Common Cathode 140p 25mm Fleight Common Anode 2SOp 

INCANDESCENT BULBS Lilliput LES (11 1/2) 6V or 12VISp Captess 6V 60mA 14V 80mA 20p 

NEONS Panel Mounting Neon with Seff Contained Resistor for 250V 48p 

UGHT DEPENDENT RESISTORS ORP12 SSp- 

CRYSTALS 32.768KHz lOOp 6.000MHz 180p 1.0000MHz 320p 6.1440MHz 180p 1.8432MHz 240p 6.880MHz 240p 2.0000MHz 225(1 8.000MHz IGOp 2.4576MHz 225a 10.000MHz 170p 3.0000MHz 240p 16.000MHz 190p 3.5795MHz t20p 18.432MHz 150p 3.6864MHz 240p 19.660SMHz 240p 4.000MHz 150p 20.000MHz 200p 4.1943MH2 190p 27.000MHz 170p 5.0688MHz 2<Op 48.000MHz 170p 
PGR TRANSFERS Make your own Printed Circuit Boards with Alfac Etch Resist PCB Transfers ★ Draw your artwork on 0.1" grid ★ Transfer to copper board using carbonpaper ★ Burnish the Alfac transfers to the board using a spatula using carbon marks to assist in accurate alignment ★ Use Alfac chemical eraser to correct mistakes ★ Etch in Ferric Chloride 

EC900/1 0.1" Edge Connector EC902/1 0.156" Edge Connector EC908 0.063" Pads EC910 0.094" Pads EC911 0.189" Pads EC940 0.016" Lines EC941 0.031" Lines EC942 0.039" Lines EC943 0.049" Lines EC944 0.061 "Lines EC945 0.079" Lines EC9460.100" Lines EC947 0,124" Lines EC950/1 0.031 "90° Bends EC950/2 0.061 "90° Bends EC951/1 0.031" 30*, 45°, 60° Bends EC952/2 0.061" 30°, 45°, 60° Bends EC960/1 TO-5 Transistor Pads EC993/1 IC Pads EC997/1 IC Pads with tracks be- tween pads 5 identical sheets in sealed pack 19Bp Individual sheets 45p Spatula AR4for burnishing 45p Alfac Chemical Eraser 40p Alfac Precision Grids: Polyester film, matt finish 0.14mm thickness, 20 lines/in A4 lOOp; A3 195p Double Sided Fibregtass Board 1/16" thickness, loz Copper 5"x4" 35p; 5"x8" SOp Dalo Etch Resist Pen 86p Ferric Chloride Crystals Dissolve in 1/2 Litre Water SSp 
RELAYS PCB TYPE Microminiature Printed Circuit Relay Single Pole Change-over Contacts rated 2A or 125V maxi- mum contacts are Gold on Silver Palladium Pins on 0.1" Grid 5V dc 56ohm, 12V dc 320 ohm, 24V dc 1280 ohm 95 p 

OQUlU CRYSTAL 
PI 11 MODULES PCIM177 Frequency Counter 5 Digits, 0.35" FM, SW, MW, MHz, KHz Annunciators, Sample and Hold Capability, Reset Capability. 25SelectablelF Offsets, Prescaler Available, incandescent Backlighting, Supply Voltage 5v, Operating Current 4mA "ISp i PCIM 176 Digital Voltmeter, 31/2 digits, 0.5", +, - and Decimal Point, 200mV Full Scale Input, True Differential Input, Guaranteed 'O' Reading, Single 9v Operation, Power Consumption 20mW, Accuracy 0.15%,+/- 1 Count, Temperature drift 80ppm/C, Low Battery Indicator 1950p Both Modules are supplied with a data sheet. 

_ ' fURE METER A fully self-contained digital tem- perature meter, battery operated with an LCD display ★Temperature range 0-99.30C ★Accuracy 0-4CPC +/-0.2oC ★ 40-7 O'C +/-0.4DC ★ 70-99,9%: +/-1.00C ★Battery 9v alkaline. Lifetime approx. 1 year ★External temperature probe £16.95 
TRANSFORMERS PCB MOUNTING TYPE All types have dual primaries of 0-120, 0-120 for inputs of 120V or 240V - Primary and Secondary wound on a Split Bobbin provid- ing superior Isolation 

3VA 2 x 6V at 250mA 2 x 12V at 125mA 

2 x 15V at 100mA 2 x20V at 67mA 6VA 2 x 6V at 500mA 2 x 12V at 250mA 2 X 15V at 200mA 2 x 20V at 150mA 

* "Sti *"-80 v We now have in stock the new Epson printer, the FX-80, which replaces the MX80 F/T III. If you thought the MX80 was good, you will agree that the FX-80 is brilliant. All the MX80 features are there plus the following extras: 
★ 160 cps print speed ★80 cps special quiet mode ★Program selectable character set which can be downloaded from your computer ★9 different bit image modes up to 1920 dots per line ★Print styles emphasised, condensed, proportional, elite, italic and all MX80 styles ★Proa ram control of skip-over perforation, number of columns, character sets ★Fully compatible with MX80 control codes 

"395 VAT  SECURICOR £6  
PRINCE MONITOR A 12"monochrome monitor 24MHz video bandwidth ideal for most personal computers, word processing, scientific work etc. INPUT VIDEO 1 volt p-p composite video EXTERNAL CONTROLS Contrast, brightness, vertical hold, on/off INTERNAL CONTROLS Horizontal width, linearity, frequency, phase, focus, black level, vertical height and linearity TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS Scan 625 lines/SOHz, Deflection 110°, Character display 80 bv 24 lines, Video input PHONO, X-ray radiation to IEC spec no 65 SCREEN PHOSPHORS Black/white, green, or orange Green or orange filters available to order 

£98 +VAT SECURICOR £8  
TNECONHODORE64 MEMORY SIZE System memory 20K ROM 3K RAM User area 38K RAM or 54K if BASIC Interpreter is not used SCREEN DISPLAY Full colour display 25 by 40 255 combinations of screen and border colours 16 Text/Character colours displaying alphanumerics or PET graphics Connection to a TV set or a colour or monochrome monitor UHF modulator internal to the computer GRAPHICS High resolution graphics 320 x 200 pixels 62 predefined graphic symbola available from the keyboard displayed in normal or reverse in all 16 colours SPRITE GRAPHICS High resolution moveable object blocks 24 pixels wide by 21 pixels | deep Up to 8 Sprites which can be layered for 3D effects Sprites can be one of 8 colours or multicolour up to 4 different colours in one sprite Sprites can be moved independent of text, graphics or other Sprites SOUND Music Synthesis chip provides 3 voices, 8 octaves 4 waveforms - sawtooth, triangle, pulse or noise Programmable attack, decay, sustain and release Programmable filter - low pass, band pass, high pass or notch outputs Variable resonance and master volume control INPUT/OUTPUT User port with RS232C Cartridge port for games and ROMbased softwa re 

2LA0^PEadd,e/,i9ht Pen P0rt8 

BASIC interpreter future options are BASIC compiler, Pascal, COMAL, LOGO and FORTH 
£299 +VAT SECURICOR £6 
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DEC SALE 

a selection from 
our huge stocks. 

All items reconditioned 

unless otherwise stated. 

DEC PDP11/70 EQUIPMENT 
SPECIAL BULK PURCHASE OF 11/70 PROCESSORS, PERIPHERALS AND 
OPTIONS EX DEC-MAINTAINED SITE enabling us to offer a wlc rariety of 
configurations and add-ons. Please let us know your requirements 

DEC UNIBUS SYSTEMS 
PDP11/24 SYSTEM 
11 /24 CPU, 256KB MOS, Dual RL02 S Control, Cabinet. VT100 Console. 
newEIS^SO 
PDP11/34A SYSTEM 
11 /34A CPU, 256KB MOS, Dual RK07 S. Control, Cabinet, LASS Console 
£13,725 

PDP11/34 SYSTEMS 
11/34 CPU 12BKB MOS, Dual RK05 and Control, Cabinet, LASS Console 
£6320 

DEC WS78 WORD PROCESSORS 
WT78 Word Terminal and Processor RXOI Dual Floppy Disk Drive Diablo 
Letter Quality Printer. Complete with cabinets S. full documentation 
£2350 

DEC LSI PROCESSORS 
11 /OSLX KD11 HA CPU, KEV11 EIS/FIS, BDV11AA Terminator/Bootstrap, 
BA11N 5 Va" Chassis with Backplane and Power Supply. No memory included. 
NEW £1200 
11 /03N KD11Q CPU, KEV11 EIS/FIS, BDV11 AA Terminator/Bootstrap, 
BA11R 5 % Chassis with Backplane and Power Supply, MSV11 DO 32KW 
MOS. 
NEW £1435 

VTIOO-PLUS 
SPECIAL PURCHASE BRAND MEW SURPLUS 
DEC PDT11/130 PROGRAMMABLE 
DATA TERMINAL COMPRISING: 
* VT100 with Advanced Video Option S Printer Port 
* Integral LSI Processor with 32K RAM 
* Integral dual TU5B mini cartridge 
Fantastic value whether for use 
as VT100 only or as full PDT 
£935 including comprehensive manual 

DEC MULTIPLEXORS 
□Hi 1 AC £2,5 ID 
DH11AD £2,750 
czi 1B £995 
czi i □ £995 

DEC OPTIONS 

M9301YF Bootstrep £175 
DEC M;i DRY 

AR11 A/D Cony. 
BA11LF Expander Box 
OB11A Bus Repeater 
DD11CK Backplane 
DP11C I/O 
DU11 DA Synch I/O 
FP11A F/Point 
KE118 EAE 
KJ11A Stack Limit 
KK11A Cache • 
KMCHAAux. Proc. 
KT11D Mem. Mgt. 
KW11L PTC 

£750 
£825 
£525 
£275 
£295 
£525 

£1,500 
£595 
£125 

£1,500 
£875 
£750 

£75 

MJ11 BY Core Box 
MM11 DP 32KB Core 
MS1 UP 32KB MOS 
MS11KE 64KB MOS 
MS11 LB 128KB MOS 
MS11LO 256KB MOS 
MS11 MB 856KB MOS 

£1,500 
£375 
£37' 

£1,500 
£500 
£750 

£1,500 
DEC PDP8A SERIES 

8A205BR Processor 
8A625BN Processor 
MM8AB16KW Core 
MS8CB 32KW MOS 
OK8EA PTC 
KC8AA Prog. Panel 
KK8FCPU Module Set 
KL8JA Asynch. I/O . 
KT8A Mem. Mgt, 

£1,750 
£2,250 

£995 
£750 
£150 
£275 
£575 
£275 
£495 

DEC PRINTERS AND TERMINALS HAZELTINE VDUS 
Hazeltine 1500 

LA34 DECwriter IV EIA 300 baud £425 [recon] . £325 
LA36 DECwriter II 20mA £295 Hazeltine ESPRIT 
LA36 DECwriter IIRS232 £325 [rec..i] £395 
LAI 80-PO DECprinterl [NEW] £495 Hazi n=l5lo 
LSI 20 DECwriter III EIA 1200 baud £750 ENEW] £550 
VT50 OECscope 20mA £199 Hazeltine 1520 
VT50 DECscope RS232 £225 (NEW1 £625 
VT105 Graphics Terminal £950 E~ BO^ ^ 

ANDERSON JACOBSON 
AJ832 Daisy Wheel Printer 300 baud with Keyboard and Integral Stand, 

EIA/RS232 Interface £750 
AJB60 Matrix Printer 1200 baud with Keyboard and Tractor Feed. 

Good quality print-out with true descenders. Desktop model. 
EIA/RS232 Interface £595 

AJ212 AcousticCouplers300baud, ongmatenrty £125 

SCOOP PURCHASE OF TEKTRONIX GRAPHICS EQUIPMENT 
HUGE SAVINGS FROM NEW PRICES ONLY SLIGHTLY USED-COVERED BY FULL WARRANTY 

GRAPHICS TERMirjALS COLOUR GRAPHICS 
4006-1 HIGH RESOLUTION GRAPHICS 
DISPLAY TERMINAL 
Alphanumeric Mode: 35 x 74 characters 
[63 ASCII charact) set] ' jl 2 ifj! - 
Graphics Matrix: 1024X x 10,24Y JImL ; i (+ . 
Baud Rate; 75 thru 4800 Interface; Standard RS23^^j^^m^i. J >/ 

4010-1 HIGH RESOLUTION GRAPHICS 
DISPLAY TERMINAL 
Alphanumeric Mode: 35 x 74 characters 
(63 ASCII character set] 
Graphics Matrix: 1024X x 1024Y 
Baud Rate: 110 thru 9600 Interface: Standard RS232 
Thumbwheel crosshair cursor Integral Stand 
£2750 m 

DESKTOP COMPUTERS PLOTTERS MONITORS 
1 4662 INTELLIGENT DIGITAL PLOTTER |  ■■ - 

Microprocessor Controlled high speed plotting up j 
to 10" x 15" w' i 'i built-in joystick control. I 
IEEE general purpose interface 1 
£1800 ! 

4014-1 and 4015-1 HIGH RESOLUTION BIG [19 
SCREEN GRAPHICS DISPLAY TERMINALS 
Alphanumeric Mode: up to 132 64 characters !|B| 
(94 '' ;i ;haractersetor1BB ASCII + APLon INpS 
model 4015] HI 
Graphics Mode: 4096X x 4096Y 
[i nludes enhanced graphics option] jH 
Interface Standard RS232 
Thumbwheel crosshair cursor Integral Stand mBHI 
4014-1 £6950 ,4015:1 £7250 4016-125 Screen model £8950 

4027 COLOUR GRAPHICS TERMINAL 
Providing 8 displayable colours from a palette of 
64 colours, and 120 user defined patterns 
Interface: Standard RS232 Baud rates: up to 9600 
£5250 
4051 DESKTOP COMPUTER 
PROVIDING 
High resolution Graphics and Alphanumerics, 
3aKB Memory, Integral Cartridge Tape Drive 
£2250 

4952 OPT. 2 JOYSTICK 
[for 4050 series] sensitive cursor-control 
with .1 % accuracy and XY zero feature 
£275 

r+t\ 

4663 INTELLIGENT DIGITAL 
PLOTTER 
k -,r pn ior Controlled high speed plotting up 
to 17 x 22" with built-in joystick control. 
Standard RS232 Interface. 
Baud rates 110-9600 I 
£4000 | 

HIGH RESOLUTION DISPLAY MONITORS 

606 DISPLAY MONITOR 
5" CRT, 5ml Spot size, XY amplifier OC 
to 3MHz, 2-axis amplifier DC to 10MHz 
£650 

606A DISPLAY MONITOR 
as above £875 

*JL BOSS DISPLAY MONITOR _ ^ 
5" CRT 3ml Spot size, XY amplifier DC to 3MHz, 2-axis amplifier DC to 5MHz 
£950 
611 STORAGE DISPLAY MONITOR 
11" CRT, Storage view time 15 mins plus, XY amplifier. Programmable 
Erase, write-thru, non-store and view functions 
£1450 Range of- options available on most models 

'82/83 Catalogue now out. Sand for your FREE copy now. 
ADO 15 % VAT TO ALL PRICES Carnage and Packing extra 

I 

1 ^ /u • r-» ■ ' — ' • —— ■ ■        ^ 

Electronic Brokers Ltd., 61/65 Kings Cross Boad 

London WC1X 9LN. TehOl-278 3461Telex 298694 
= I » = 1= I » 
» = I = I = I 

Electronic Brokers I 
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SPECIFICATION MODELS 
6010 & 7030 

• 10 amp AC/DC 
• Battery: Single 9V drycell. Life: 200 hrs 
• Dimensions: 170 x 89 x 38mm. 
• Weight: 400g inc. battery. 
• Mode Select: Push Button. 
• AC DC Current: 200J,LA to 10A 
• AC Voltage: 200mV to 750V 
• DC Voltage: 200mV to 1000V 
• Resistance: 200.Q to 2M.Q 
• Input Impedance: 10MS1 
• Display: 311, Digit 13mm LCD 
• 0/load Protection: All ranges 

OTHER. FEATURES: Auto polarity, 
auto zero, battery low indicator, ASS 
plastic case with tilt stand, battery and 
test leads included, optional carrying 
case. 

· Quantity discount for trade on application. 

NEW HM 102 BZ 
SPECIFICATION 

Voltage: 0-25, 1, 2.5, 10, 25; 100, 250, 1000 
volts 20,000 ohms/volt. 

. • AC Voltage: 0-10, 25, 100, 250, HlOO volts 
10,000 ohms/volt. 

• Decibels: -20 to +22dB 
• DC Current: 0-50, 500J,LA, 0-5, 50, 500mA 
• Ohmmeter: 0-6 Megohms in 4 ranges. 

30 ohms Centre Scale 
• Power Supply: One 1.5V size' A' battery (inc!) 
• Size & Weight: 135 x 91 x 39mm, 280gr. 

• DC & AC Voltage: 0-10, 50, 250, 1000 volts, 

• Decibels: 
* DC Current: 
• Ohmmeter: 

2000 ohms/volts 
-10 to +22dB 
0-100mA 
0-1 Megohm in 2 ranges, 
60 ohms Centre Scale 

• .Power Supply: One 1.5V size 'A' battery (inc!) 
• Size .& Weight: 90 x 60 x 29mm, 92gr. incl. battery 

battery 
• Price £5.50 

Add 15% to your order for VAT. P&P is free of charge. Payment by cheque with order 

~ A!~~~~.~~-?3T~~~:,~ R~~embl"' M!! :: .. ~~:~,.::cepted 
~ Telephone : 01·9024321 (3hnes) TELEX No.9239B5 

Hitachi Oscilloscopes provide the quality and performance that you'd expect from 
such a famous name, in a newly-extended range that represents the best value for 
money available anywhere. 

V-152F 15MHz Dual Trace V-134 lOMHz Tube Storage Oscilloscope 
V -202F 20MHz Dual Trace V -650F 60MHz Dual Timebase, Trigger View 
V-203F 20MHz Sweep Delay (illustrated) 
V-302F 30MHz Dual Trace V-1050F JOOMHz Quad Trace, Dual Timebase 
V-352F 35MHz Dual Trace V-209 20MHz Dual Trace, Mini-Portable 
V-353F 35MHz Sweep Delay V-509 50MHz Dual Timebase, Mini-Portable 

Prices start from around £250 (ex. V.A.T.) including 2 high-quality probes and a 2-
year warranty. We hold the range in stock for immediate delivery. 

For colour brochure giving detailed specifications and prices ring (0480) 63570. 
Reltech Instruments, 46 High Street, Solihull, W. Midlands, 891 3TB 

WW- 052FORFURTHERDETAILS 

Ouick,.neat and easy! 
It's so easy and tidy ~ith tho Easibind binder to file your copies away. Each binder is designed 
to hold s1x 1ssuos and IS attractiVely bound and blocked with tho WIRELESS WORLD logo. 
Price U.K. £4.30 including postage, packing and VAT. 
Overseas orders add 35p per binder. 
Nat. Giro No. 5157552. 
Please allow 3/4 wooks·for fulfilment of order. 
P.avmont by ACCESS/BARCLAYCARDNISA, Send coupon below detailing credit card no. and 
Signature. 
Why n91.J!.~~·-y_()u~rde!!'O~.l§..e.!!d_t~." ~f!!!!PIIf~Od coupon balow with remittance payable to: 

Easibind, 42 Hoxton Square, London N1 &NS · ~ --------- ~ ~ Order Form WIRELESS WORLD t 
1 enclose P.O./cheque value .................................... for .................................... binders 

IN VIEW OF THE EXTREMELY RAPID CHANGE TAKING 

PLACE IN THE ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY, LARGE QUANTI

TIES OF COMPONENTS BECOME REDUNDANT. WE ARE· 

CASH· PURCHASERS OF SUCH MATERIALS AND WO~LD 

APPRECIATE A TELEPHONE CALL OR A LIST IF AVAILABLE. 

WE PAY TOP PRICES AND COLLECT. 

I ~~~~~~~Y.~~~:~:~~~:~~~:::::::::: ::::::: : : :: : ::: : :: :: ::: :: :::: :: : :: :::: : ::: :::: :: :: : : :: : ::: : : :: : : :::::::::: : : : : : :: ::: : : ·1 
' ~~~:-~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~~~;~;;~;;~~::~~:.:~~~:;:;:~ @ ' ----.-------

BROADFIELDS I MAYCO DISPOSAlS .. 
21 Lodge Lane, N. Finchiey, London, N.12. 5 mins. from TallyHo corner. 

Telephone 445 2713/0749 '!e46iT 
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NEW ANALOGUE METER WITH CONTINUITY 
BUZZER AND BATTERY SCALE 

28 RANGES, EACH WITH FULL OVERLOAD 
PROTECTION 

SPECIFICATION MODELS 
6010 & 7030 

• 10 amp AC/DC 
* Battery: Single 9V drycell. Life: 200 hrs 
• Dimensions: 170 x 89 x 38mm. 
* Weight: 400g inc. battery. 
• Mode Select: Push Button. 
• AC DC Current: 20q^Ato 10A xA-iC 
• AC Voltage: 200mV to 750V 1 

♦ DC Voltage: 200mV to 1000V h 

* Resistance: 2001210 2Mf2 £ 
* Input Impedance: 10MS2 
* Display: 3% Digit 13mm LCD LA # O/load Protection: All ranges 

s4 6010 -Z- 
>.5% Accuracy® 
> £29-95 

—A NEW ^ 
•^HMIOS BZ 

> £13.00 

—7 V fw I 

OTHER FEATURES; Auto polarity, 
auto zero, battery low indicator, ABS 
plastic case with tilt stand, battery and 
test leads included, optional carrying 
case. 

Quantity discount for trade on application. 

Add 15% to your order for VAT. P&P is free of charge. 

>1RMON ELECTRONICS LTD. 

■ NEW HM 102 BZ 
^ SPECIFICATION 
DC Voltage: 0-25, 1, 2.5, 10, 25. 100, 250, 1000 

volts 20,000 ohms/volt. 
AC Voltage: 0-10, 25, 100, 250, 1000 volts 

10,000 ohms/volt. 
Decibels: -20to-i-22dB 
DC Current: 0-50, 500jJA, 0-5, 50, 500mA 
Ohmmeter: 0-6 Megohms in 4 ranges, 

30 ohms Centre Scale 
Power Supply: One 1.5V size 'A' battery (tncl) 
Size & Weight: 135 x 91 x 39mm, 280gr. 

HM 101 POCKETSIZE MULTIMETER 
SPECIFICATION 
• DC & AC Voltage: 0-10, 50, 250, 1000 volts, 

2000 ohms/volts 
* Decibels: -10to-i-22dB 
* DC Current: 0-100mA 
• Ohmmeter: 0-1 Megohm in 2 ranges, 

60 ohms Centre Scale 
* Power Supply: One 1.5V size 'A' battery (tncl) 
• Size & Weight: 90 x 60 x 29mm, 92gr. incl. battery 

battery # Price £5.50 

Payment by cheque with order 

PEjS or PiPl accepted 

Cottrell House, 53-63 Wembley Hill Road. Wembley Middlesex HA9 8BH, England 
Telephone: 01-9024321 (3 lines) TELEX No . 923985 

WW - 042 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 

a 

Hitachi Oscilloscopes provide the quality and performance that you'd expeci from 
such a famous name, in a newly-extended range that represents the best value for 
money available anywhere. 
V-152F 15MHz Dual Trace V-134 10MHz Tube Storage Oscilloscope 
V-202F 20MHz Dual Trace V-650F 60MHz Duai Timebase, Trigger View 
V-203F 20MHz Sweep Delay (illustrated) 
V-302F 30MHz Dual Trace V-1050F 100MHz Quad Trace, Dual Timebase 
V-352F 35MHz Dual Trace V-209 20MHz Dual Trace, Mini-Portable 
V-WF TSMHz Sween Dplav V-509 50MHz Dual Timebase, Mini-Portable V-353F 35MHz Sweep Delay V-5U9 5UMHz Dual 1 imebase, Mini-Portable 
Prices start from around £250 (ex. V.A.T.) including 2 high-quality probes and a 2- 
year warranty. We hold the range in stock for immediate delivery. 
For colour brochure giving detailed specifications and prices ring (0480) 63570. 

■k Reltech Instruments, 46 High Street, Solihull, W. Midlands, B913TB 

WW - 052 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 

Quick, neat and easy! 
It's so easy and tidy with the Easibind binder to file your copies away. Each binder is designed 
to hold six issues and is attractively bound and blocked with the WIRELESS WORLD logo. 
Price U.K. £4.30 including postage, packing and V.A.T. 
Overseas orders add 35p per binder. 
Nat. Giro No. 5157552. 
Please allow 3/4 weeks for fulfilment of order. 
Payment by ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD/VISA. Send coupon below detailing credit card no. and 
signature. 
why not place your order now? Send the completed coupon below with remittance payable to: 
E 1 ibind, 42 Hoxton Square, London N1 6NS „ <0 

Order Form WIRELESS WORLD 
I enclose P.O./cheque value for.. 
Years required     
BLOCK LETTERS PLEASE 
Name            
Address     

IN VIEW OF THE EXTREMELY RAPID CHANGE TAKING 

PLACE IN THE ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY, LARGE QUANTI- 

TIES OF COMPONENTS BECOME REDUNDANT. WE ARE 

CASH PURCHASERS OF SUCH MATERIALS AND WOULD 

APPRECIATE A TELEPHONE CALL OR A LIST IF AVAILABLE. 

WE PAY TOP PRICES AND COLLECT. 

BROADFIELDS & MAYCO DISPOSALS 
21 Lodge Lane, N. Finchley, London, N.12.5 mins. from Tally Ho corner 

Telephone 445 2713/0749 mil) 
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HF COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVERS 
FOR 

POINT TO POINT /TRANSPORTABLE 
AND 

MARINE SYSTEMS 

DESIGNED IND MINUFICTURED TO HIGHEST INTERNITIONIL SPECS 
Fully Synthesised 

1OHz or 1OOHz steps 
Continuously Tuned 50KHZto 30M Hz 
Modes LSB/USB/CW/AM/FSK 

. Stability ± 1 part in 10710c 
Tuning Keypad/Spin/Decade 
Power Supplies . 

110V/240V AC and 24V DC 

SEND FOR TECHNICAL BROCHURES TO: 

WE ANNOUNCE NEW MODELS 
(a) SR 520 To meet new C.E.P.T. Spec for Ships Main Receiver. 
(b) SR 522 with Preselector for Point to Point/Transportable. 
(c) SR 530 As (a) above but MICROPROCESSOR/KEYPAD controlled, 

200 channel memory, Scanning. 
(d) SR 532 As (c) above but for Point to Point/Transportable. 
OPTIONS. Full Remote Control by VHF Radio or Telephone Line, Dual 

Diversity, FSK Demodulator and 600 ohm Line Amplifiers. 

VIGILANT COMMUNICATIONS Lm, UNIT 5, PONTIAC WORKS, FERNBANK ROAD, ASCOT, BERKS, ENGLAND 

TELEPHONE: (0344) 885656 TELEX: 849769 VIGCOM G 

WW- 028FORFURTHERDETAILS 

.··cxso COLOUR 
New low price 

£795 + V.A.T. MATRIX PRINTER 
At last a low-cost Colour Matrix Printer for 
Text, Graphics, Histograms, Colour VDU 
Dumps, etc. 

·. 

Colour printout is. quickly assimilated, 
makes graphics more understandable 
and is an ideal medium for the presen
tation of complex data or concepts. 

-

Compatible with most microprocessors, prints in 7 colours - sophisticated internal 
programme makes the CX80 easy to use. 

Dot Addressable + 15 user programmable characters, 96 ASCII and 64 graphics 
characters in rom. Centronics interface with RS232 and IEEE488 options. Apple II 

• interface gives dot for dot colour dump. New viewdata interface prints out two pages 
side by side in full colour. See Prestel200650. 

The .~X80 is a product ~four own design and development laboratories. It represents 
. a ~r!t1sh br~akthrough m colour printer technology. Colour brochure on request. OEM 
pncmg available. 

'IHTEiiREH LimiTED Portwood Industrial Estate, Church Gresley 
Burton-on-Trent, Staffs DE11 9PT 
Burton-on-Trent (0283) 215432. Telex: 377106 

WIRELESS WORLD MAY 1983 

RADIDCODE 
CLOCKS 

are powerful and comprehensive instruments whic~ r~ceive, dec~de 
. and analyse time-coded standard frequen_cy !ransm1ss1ons to prov1de 
accurate, secure and completely automat1c time/calendar or synchro
nisation systems. 

Applications . e Automatic master clock and slave controller. 
e Synchronisation of separate equipment and events. 
e Programmable energy management sy~tem . 
e Computer clock/calendar with battery backup. 
e Data logging and time recording. 
e Process and equipment control. 
e Broadcasting, Astronomy, Navigation. 

· e Satellite tracking. 

If you have a time or synchronisation problem, 
write or phone for further details of our portable 
and new microcomputer-controlled Radiocode 
Clocks. 

Circuit Services, 6 Elmbridge Drive 
Ruislip, Middlesex. Ruislip 76962 

WW - 015 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 

Stooks of standard items 
exeeed a qaarter of a million. 
Individual units to the tightest 
specification made to order. 

This technology is available now from 

luted'ace 
Q.uartz 

Deviees 
Limited 

Jlf)j~ ~=::: 
Crewkerne (0460) 74433 

Telex 46285 infaeeg 

WW - 034 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 
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HF COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVERS 

FOR 

POINT TO POINT/TRANSPORTABLE 

AND 

MARINE SYSTEMS 

BESIBHEB m HimCnilEB TB HIBBEST IBTEBIUmBBL SPECS 

Fully Synthesised , lon WE announce new models 
IflH? nr innH? ctonc (a' SR 520 To meet new C.E.P.T. Spec for Ships Main Receiver, 

pnn+imin.iciw TunoFi rhi^u-.+n inMU-. 'I5! SR 522 with Preselector for Point to Point/Transportable. Lontmuously I uned 50KHZ to 30MHz (c) SR 530 As (a) above but MICROPROCESSOR/KEYPAD controlled. 
Modes LSB/USB/CW/AM/FSK 200 channel memory, Scanning. 
Stability ±1 partin 107/0C w SR 532 As (c) above but for Point to Point/Transportable. 
Tuninn Koi/nart/Qmn/rWarfo OPTIONS. Full Remote Control by VHF Radio or Telephone Line, Dual 

Power Supplies K'eYPaa/;>pin/UeCaae Diversity, FSK Demodulator and 600 ohm Line Amplifiers. 
110V/240V AC and 24V DC 

SEND FOR TECHNICAL BROCHURES TO: 

VIGILANT COMMUNICATIONS LTD, UNIT 5, P0NTIAC WORKS, FERNBANK ROAD, ASCOT, BERKS, ENGLAND 

TELEPHONE: (0344) 885656 TELEX: 849769 VIGC0M G 

CX80 \#/VOU COLOUR 

MATRIX PRINTER msZZ 

At last a low-cost Colour Matrix Printer for 
Text, Graphics, Histograms, Colour VDU 
Dumps, etc. 

Colour printout is. quickly assimilated, 
makes graphics more understandable 
and is an ideal medium for the presen- 
tation of complex data or concepts. 

Compatible with most microprocessors, prints in 7 colours - sophisticated internal 
programme makes the CX80 easy to use. 

Dot Addressable + 15 user programmable characters, 96 ASCII and 64 graphics 
characters in rom. Centronics interface with RS232 and IEEE488 options. Apple II 
interface gives dot for dot colour dump. New viewdata interface prints out two pages 
side by side in full colour. See Prestel 200650. 

The CX80 is a product of our own design and development laboratories. It represents 
a British breakthrough in colour printer technology. Colour brochure on request OEM 
pricing available. 

mncREK umiiED 

Portwood Industrial Estate, Church Gresley 
Burton-on-Trent, Staffs DE11 9PT 
Burton-on-Trent (0283) 215432. Telex: 377106 

WIRELESS WORLD MAY 1983 

— .r a The Keithley 179A 

are powerful and comprehensive instruments which receive, decode 
and analyse time-coded standard frequency transmissions to provide 
accurate, secure and completely automatic time/calendar or synchro- 
nisation systems. 

\ 

/ 3 
f. »_ U

J 

Ll 5 
O 

Applications 
• Automatic master clock and slave controller. 
• Synchronisation of separate equipment and events. 
• Programmable energy management system. 
• Computer clock/calendar with battery backup. 
• Data logging and time recording. 
• Procei and equipment control. 
• Broadcasting, Astronomy, Navigation. 
• Satellite tracking. 

If you have a time or synchronisation problem, 
write or phone for further details of our portable 
and new microcomputer-controlled Radiocode 

I Clocks. 

Circuit Services, 6 Elmbridge Drive 
Ruislip, Middlesex. Ruislip 76962 

- 015 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 

A MEASURE OF 

ACHIEVEMENT. 

Specification... Versatility... Accuracy... 
Price. In almost every major area the new 
179A- a 41/2 digit bench/portable DMM - 
from Keithley Instruments sets some pretty 
impressive standards: 

• 20 amp capability 9 Full function: 27 
ranges including true RMS AC Measurement 
• Year's guarantee on spec # 0.04% DC 
accuracy # IEEE option • Large display 
and 10^ V dc resolution. 

For those requiring 10 times more sensitivity 
and an analogue output there's the 177, a 
unit with similar specification to the 179A. 
Both models are part of a vast range of test 
equipment from one of the world's leading 
manufacturers. 
For more information fill in the coupon at the 
bottom of the page. 

Alternatively, phone our Instant 
•iM information 

Service on 
0734864784 now. 

Quartz Crystals 

N KEITHLEY 
IT Keithley instruments Ltd 

1 Boulton Road Reading Berkshire RGS ONL 
Telephone (0734) 861287 
Telex 847047 

9? 

Stocks of standard items 
exceed a quarter of a million. 
Individual units to the tightest 
specification made to order. 

This technology is available now from 

/ D 

Interfacp 
Qprotz 

Deviees 
Limited 

29 Market Street 
Orewkerne 

Somerset TA187JU 

Crewkcrnc {©46®} 7443:1 
Telex 4(1283 inface? 
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AU DEVICES BRAND NEW, FUU SPEC. AND FUUY GUARANTEED. ORDERS 
DESPATCHED BY RETURN OF POST. TERMS OF BUSINESS: CASH/CHEQUE/ 
P.O.a OR BANKERS DRAFT WITH ORDER OR ACCESS. GOVERNMENT AND EDUCA
llONAL INSTITUllONS' OFFICIAL ORDERS ACCEPTED. TRADE AND EXPORT IN
QUIRY WELCOME. PiliP ADD SOp TO AU CASH ORDERS. OVERSEAS ORDERS 
POSTAGE AT COST. AIR/SURFACE. ACCESS ORDERS WELCOME. 

POLYESTERCAPACI'TORS: Axlol LoodT-
400V: 1nF, 1n5, 2n2, 3n3, 4n7, 6n811p; 10n, 15n, 18n, 22n 121»; 33n, 47n, 68n 
lllp; 150n20p; 220n 30p; 330n 42p; 470n 52p; 680n 1~Ftlllp; 2~ 82p. 
IIIOV: 10nf, 12n, 39n, 100n 1!Jl; 150n, 220n 17p; 330n, 470n 30p; 680n, 38p; 

l"~\ ~~~~\~~ ::: ~n =; 22n 38p; 33n 42p; 47n, 100n 42p. 

POL VESTER RADIAL LEAD CAPACITORS: 250V: 
10n, 15n. 22n, 27n 8p; 33n, 47n, 68n, lOOn 7p; 150n, 220n 
lOp; 330n, 470n 13p; 680n 19p; 1~23p; 1~540p; 2~48p. 

RANGE 
202- 4M7 
202-4M7 
202-4M7 

VAL 1-99 100+ 
E24 2p 1p 
E12 2p 1p 
E12 6p 4p 
E24 6p 4p 

F;lm E24 8p lip 
applies to Resistors of each type not 

DIODES 
AA119 
AA129 
AAY30 
8A100 
BAX13 
8Y100 
8Y126 
8Y127 
CR033 
DAB 
OA47 
OA70 
OA79 
OAB1 
OA85 
OA90 
OA91 
OA95 
OA200 
OA202 
1N914 
1N916 
1N400112 
1N4003 
1N4004/5 
1N4006/7 
1N4148 
1N5401 
1N5404 
1N5406 
IN5408 
1544 
1S921 
6A/100V 
6A/400V 
6A/800V 

NOISE 
Diode 

Z5J 195p 

VARICAPS 
8A102 50 
881058 40 
88106 40 
881098 45 

185 

10 

8257-5 400 
8259 395 
8271 £32 
8279 385 
8282 450 
8283 450 
8284 350 
8285 385 
8288 £10 
8P83048N 250 
8T26A 99 
8T27 150 
8T28A 120 
8T31 350 
8T95 90 
8T97N 90 
9364AP 550 
9502 220 
AM26LS31C 

125 
AM26LS32A 

125 
AM26LS33A 

125 
AY-3-1015 3GO 
AY-5-1350 388 
AY -5-2376 500 
COM8017 275 
COM8116 700 
OM8131 275 
OS3691N 320 
OS88LS120N 

275 
OS8820 110 
OS8830 110 
OS8831 125 
OS8832 250 
E9365 £38 
E9366 £38 
F01771 £15 
F01791 £22 
F01793 £23 
F01795 £28 
F01797 £28 
F01799 £28 
IM6402 380 
INS8060N 1050 
INSB154N £9 
MC1488 55 
MC1489 55 
MC14411 890 
MC14412 725 
MC3446 250 
MC3447P 315 
MC3486 175 
MC3487 175 
MC6846 825 
MM1702A 300 
MM52800 695 
MM5303 835 
MM5307 1275 
MM5387A 475 
MM58174 700 
MM74C922 

420 
R0-3-2513L 

850 
R0-3-2513U 

850 
SFF9634E 500 
SP0256AL2 

£18 
TMS2716-3V 

725 
TMS4416-2 

475 
TMS4500 £14 
TMS4532-3 

350 
500 
£14 
£20 
£20 

TMS9995 £12 
ULN2003 75 
UP07002 425 
Z80CPU 2.5 

299 
Z80ACPU4M 

300 
ZBOCTC 250 
Z80A CTC 2110 
Z808 £11 
Z800ART 495 
Z80AOART 

Z800MA 
Z80PIO 
Z80APIO 
ZSOSI0-1 
Z80ASIO 
ZN419 

550 
675 
2110 
275 
850 
£9 

180, 

555CMOS 80 
702 75 
709CBp;n 35 
710 48 
741 8 pin 14 
747C 14 p;n 85 
748C8ptn 36 
753 8 p1n 185 
810 159 
9400CJ 350 
A07581 £11 
AY-1-1320 225 
AY-1-5050 99 
AY-1-5051 180 
AY-1-6720 210 
AY-3-1270 730 
AY-3-1350 350 
AY-3-8910 438 
Booklet forAY· 
3-890 150 
AY-3-8912 450 
AY-5-1230 450 
AY-5-1317A 

630 
AY-5-1350 388 
CA3011 130 
CA3012 175 
CA3014 275 
CA3018 88 
CA3019 80 
CA3020 210 
CA3023 210 
CA3028A 95 
CA3035 255 
CA3036 270 
CA3043 275 
CA3045 385 
CA3046 70 
CA3048 220 
CA3059 285 
CA3075 213 
CA3080E 70 
CA3081 190 
CA3086 48 
CA3089E 215 
CA3090AQ 375 
CA3123E 185 
CA3130 90 
CA3140 40 
CA3160 95 
CA3161 180 
CA3162E 450 
CA3189 200 
HA1336W 240 
HA1388 255 
ICL7106 690 

42 
65 
n 
74 
88 

110 
ID 
130 
140 
50 
52 
55 
58 
70 
73 

105 
120 
80 
80 
32 
45 
45 
50 
50 
50 
30 
65 
80 
156 
11 
12 
za 
13 
16 
16 
25 
17 

15 
ZTX503 18 
ZTX504 25 
ZTX531 25 
ZTX550 25 
2N697 23 
2N698 40 
2N699 48 
2N706A 19 
2N708 19 
2N918 35 
2N1131/2 24 
2N1302 45 
2N16718 160 
2N2160 295 
2N2217 45 
2N2218A 25 
2N2219A D 
2N2220A 26 
2N2221A 26 
2N2222A 25 
2N2303 45 
2N2368 25 
2N2369A 18 
2N2476 50 
2N2483/4 27 
2N2646 45 
2N2904/5 za 
2N290617 26 
2N2907A 26 
2N2926G 10 
2N3011 za 
2N3053 25 
2N3054 58 
2N3055 48 
2N3252 48 
2N3302 30 
2N344.1/2 140 
2N370617 10 
2N3708/9 10 
2N3710/11 10 
2N3713 140 
2N3771 179 
2N3772 195 
2N3773 210 
2N3819 22 
2N3820 38 
2N3822/3 45 
2N3824 85 
2N3866 90 
2N3903/4 15 
2N3905/6 15 
2N3906 17 
2N4037 48 
2N4058 10 
2N4061/2 10 

2N4871 
2N4898 
2N4901 
2N4921 
2N4922 
2N5135/6 
2N5138 
2N5172 
2N5179 
2N5180 
2N5190/1 
2N5194 
2N5305/8 
2N5457/8 
2N6459 
2N5485 

~~m~ 
2N6027 
2SA671 
2SA715 
2SC495 
2SC496 
2SC1061 
2SC1096 
2SC1162 
2SC1173 
2SC1306 
2SC1307 
2SC1945 
2SC1953 
2SC1957 
2SC1969 
2SC2028 
2SC2029 
2SC2078 
2SC2091 
2SC2314 
2SC2166 
2SC2335 
2SC2547 
2SCZ612 
2S0234 
2SK45 
2SK288 
2SJ83 
2SJ85 
3N128 
3N140 
40315 
40316 
40324 
4032617 

75 
ao 
30 
30 
30 
36 
45 

1ao 
32 

2110 
80 
70 
70 

2110 
as 
30 

125 
100 
150 
225 

90 
90 

140 
as 

210 
170 
as 
as 

165 
225 
30 

225 
74 
90 

225 
225 
225 
112 
112 
90 
95 

100 
70 

, 
11 
11 
12 
12 
13 
12 
12 
13 
13 
13 
20 
26 
13 
13 
12 
12 
14 
13 
14 
13 
13 
16 
16 
15 
13 
28 
35 
45 
50 
14 
14 
14 

120 
18 
18 
20 
18 
18 
38 
42 
16 
24 
80 
32 
23 
40 
95 
40 
23 
22 
20 
22 
36 
36 
90 
24 
25 
30 
30 
24 
25 
28 
70 

100 
75 
40 
40 
30 
38 
25 
30 
32 
37 
35 
35 
43 
50 
52 
84 
70 
50 
36 
36 
90 

105 

70 
15 

285 
ao 

130 
as 

105 
110 
15 
90 

RF 
CHOKES 
Miniature 
PCB type 
~~- t~. 
~7. 10j&. 22~. 
33~. 47~. 
1~. 220~. 
33~. 470~ 

1mH, 1~ 
2m2, 4m7, 
10mH 35p 
22m, 33m, 

~ = 
LS192 36· 
LS193 37 
LS194 35 
LS195 35 
LS196 45 
LS197 45 
LS200 275 
LS202 275 
LS221 156 
LS240 156 
LS241 156 
LS242 156 
LS243 156 
LS244 156 
LS245 70 
LS247 50 
LS248 156 
LS249 156 
LS251 30 
LS253 32 
LS257 30 
LS258 35 
LS259 156 
LS260 22 
LS261 100 
LS266 20 
LS273 54 
LS275 125 
LS279 30 
LS280 90 
LS283 40 
LS290 40 
LS293 40 
LS295 75 
LS298 80 
LS299 150 
LS300 175 
LS302 175 
LS320 200 
LS323 1110 
LS324 168 
LS325 295 
LS326 240 
LS327 240 
LS347 95 
LS348 90 
LS352 62 
LS353 62 
LS362 750 
LS363 150 
LS364 150 
LS365 30 
LS366 32 
LS367 30 
LS368 35 
LS373 85 
LS374 86 
LS375 50 
LS377 86 
LS378 80 
LS379 110 
LS384 395 
LS385 2110 
LS390 50 
LS393 45 
LS395 125 
LS399 150 
LS445 100 
LS471 820 
LS490 200 
LS541 120 
LS640 180 
LS641 180 
LS645 180 
LS668 125 
LS669 120 
LS670 100 
LS673 550 

WIRELESS WORLD MAY 1983 

SWITCHES 
TOGGLE 2A 250V 
SPST 33p 
DPOT 44p 

SUB-MIN TOGGL£ 
SPST on/off 54p 
SPOT clover lOp 
SPOT centre off •p 
SPOT biased both 

~b~stags 1= 
OPOT centre off lip 
DPOT biased both 
ways 14&p 
DPDT 3 positions 
on/on/on 185p 
3-polo 2 way 206p 

SUDE250V 
OPOT1A 14p 
DPOT 1A c/off 16p 
DPOT 1J2A 13p 

PUSHBUTTON 8A 
-w ith 10mm Button 
SPOT latching t9p 
OPOT latch;ng 148p 
SPOT moment lip 
OPDT moment 145p 

OIL SWITCHES 
ISPSTI4-way 70p; 6-way Blip; 

fs'Pot~~~~1~.148p_ 
ROTARY SWITCHES 
(Adjustable Stop type) 
1 pokt/2to 12way; 2p/2 to &way; 

. 3 pole/2 to 4 way; 4p/2 to 3 way 4Sp 

ROTARY: Ma;ns OP 250V 4 Amp 
on/off 

ROTARY: (Mak-a-sw;tch) 

8llp 

VOBoard 
DtP Board 
VeroStrip 

PROTO DECo 
Veroblock 
S-Dec 
Eurobreadboard 
Bimboard1 
Superstrip SS2 

Make a mufti-way switch. Shafting as- VERO WIRING DALO ETCH 

180p 

~ 

a 
675p 

1350p 

sembly has adjustable stop. Accom- PEN+ Spool 340p REStsT PEN 
modates up to 6 wafers. Spare Spool 7Spllp Plus Spare Tip 90p 
(max 6 pole/12 way- OP switch) ~C~o~m~b~·-::-::-=-::--~t~::::::--1 
Mechanism only 90p FERRIC CHLORIDE ULTRASONIC 

~:::~ ,1:~:~ m~h~~i~~ak) to fit 1 lb bag Anhydrous =DUCER 325 pr 
1 pole/12 way; 2 pole/6 way; 3 polo/4 l-1_95_p:__+_50_p_P_&_P __ --'----~-----1 
~~y~: ~':f..3s";;lidh6f:~t•Y = COPPER CLAD BOARDS 
Spacers 4p. Screen..,. Fibre Single Double 

ROCKER: 5A/250VSPST Zip H!~::. , si:; ~1~3; 
~gg~~~: jg~~~~ g~g:j: c/off = 6"x12" 150p 195p 
ROCKER: 10A/250V OPST w;th naon 

86p DILSOCKOS 

S.R.8.P. 
9.5"x8.5" 

95p 

IDC CONNECTORS 
PCB Plugs Female 

10way 
16way 
~way 
26way 
34way 
40way 
so way 
GO way 

with latch \ Hdr. 

~:;: ~~ie \ Plug 
90p 99p 85p 

130p 150p 1 10p 
145p 168p 125p 
175p 200p 150p 
205p 23llp 189p 
220p 250p 190p 

235p 270p = 
EURO CONNECTORS 

Female 
Card 
Edge 
Conn. 
120p 

195p 

i 
Female Socket Male Plug 

OIN41617 

Strt Angle Strt Angle 
Pins Pins Pins Pins 

31 way 170p - 175p 
DIN41612 
2X32 A+B 275p 320p 220p2a5p 
OIN41612 
2x32 A+C 295p 340p 240p300p 
0 IN4 1612 
3x 32 A+ B+C 360p 385p 260p395p 

MJnl Non Locking ~a~:~~~M~nJ1~ont mount~ 
Push to Make 15p B.C. D. Switch Module 275p 

Low 
Prof 

Wire 
Wrap 

RIBBON CABL£ price per foot 

Push to Break 2Sp Mounting Cheeks (per 15p 
Spin 

14pin 
16pin 
18pin 
20 pin 
22 pin 
24pin 
28pin 
40pin 

1= 
25p 
35p 
42p 

ETI 
PROJECTS 
We stock 
most of 

the parts 

JUMPER LEADS (R;bbon Cable Assembly) 
Len~th 14pin 16pin 24pin 40pin 

24 in~h~: ended ~~He~;;,Piu~~m~P 
Double ended DIP (Header Plug) Jumper 

6 inches 1811p 206p 300p 485p 
12 ;nches 198p 215p 315p 490p 
24 ;nches 210p 235p 345p 540p 
36 ;nches 230p 250p 375p 595p 

IDC Female Header Socket Jumper Leads 24" 
20 pin 26 pin 34 pin 40 pin 

Single ondod 180p 200p 260p 300p 
Double ended 290p 370p 490p 525p 

10p 
18p 
20p 
22p 
2!5p 

= 
i 
= ANTEX SOLDERING IRON 

C-15W 485p CX17W 475p 
CCN-15W 495p CX25W 510p 

~=~= ~re·,;,~~~rted sizes 2= 
Iron stand with sponge 185p 

SIL 
Socket 

0.1" p~ch 
20wav 

86p 

D CONNECTORS: Miniature 
9 way 15 way 25 way 37 way 

MAL£ 
Solder lugs BOp 105p 180p 250p 

TRANSFORMERS: SOUIERCON PINS 
Ideal for making 

SILorOIL 
Sockets 

~RI~i~~ns J= ~~ = = 
FEMAL£ 3-Q-3V; 6-0-6V; !Hl-9V; 12-Q-12V; 15-D-15V @ 

100mA 98p 

rv~~o2~t~~~t;tur~~G!:-~~~n 2x12v. 
0.12A; 2x15V-Q.1A 200p 
&VA: 2x6V-0.5A; 2x9V-Q.3A; 2x12V-Q.25A; 
2x 15V-0.2A 270p 

+ve 
5V 7805 
12V 7812 
15V 7815 
18V 7818 
24V 7824 

40p 
40p 
40p 

= 
-ve 
7905 
7908 
7912 
7915 
7918 
7924 

100mA T092 Plastic package 
+ve - ve 

5 
45p 
45p 

=:~: ~ 
ALUM 
BOXES 

3x2x1 " = 

Solder lugs 105p 180p 200p 335p 

~RI~;~~ns l= ~~ = = 
COVERS 90p 85p 90p 100p 
IDC 25 way 0 Plug 385p; Socket 450p 

25 woy 'D' CONNECTOR IRS232) i{:A'~a2~~~~~.~~b~nx~~~.4A; 2x 12V.{).3A; 

~:JlY-~~~A5V-1 .3A; 2x6V-1A; 2xsv-o~ 
2X12V-0.5A; 2x15V-0.4A; 2X2~~~5pp&p) 

5V 78(05 30p 79L05 80p ::~~~~ .. 
4x4x2" 

103p 
105p 
120p 

~:~f:'g~~~~~:.~~bly a5p 
18" long, Single end, Female 525p 

10 
10 
12 
110 
14 
32 
24 
24 
10 
11 
20 
48 
40 
20 
32 
45 
25 
42 
40 
40 
13 
32 
13 
ao 
20 
39 
45 
15 

125 
80 

125 
140 
45 

275 

2x9V-1.2A; 2x12V-1A; 
330p (SOp p&p) 

2x 12V-2A; 

~ m~ 5: 
1~~ ~=m 30p ~~m := ;:::~~:: . 

5x4x2112" 
5x2'¥4x1'!.1" 
5x2~4x21h' ' 
6x4x2" 
6x4x3" 
7x5x3'' 
8x6x3" 
10x4x3" 
10x7x3" 
12x5x3" 
24x8x3" 

1= 80p 

36" long, Double ended, M/ M 1025p 
36" long, Double ended, F/ F 1050p 
36" long, Double ended, M/ F 995p 

LM300H - 170p TDA1412 1soP 
LM304H 170p 78H05 + 5V /SA 

130p 
120p 
150p 
180p 
210p 
240pl 

LM305H 140p 550p 
LM309K 135p 78H12 +12V/5A *SPECIAL OFFER* 
LM317K 320p 78 H G + 5V~ t~m~p .=: +25V/5A 

2532 285p 
2764 550p 

6116 375p 
6522 280p 

LM337 175p 79HG 
i~.m~ar. :: 24V5A 

13 4543 70 
50 4544 150 OPTO 
1: ~ ~ Electronics 
13 4553 245 LEOs with Clips 
13 4554 190 TIL209 Rod 10 
50 4555 35 TIL211 Green 14 
110 4556 35 TIL212 Yellow 14 

125 4557 320 TIL220 .2" Red 12 
20 4558 120 .2'' Green,YelloworAmber 
70 4559 395 14 
96 4560 180 0.2" Bicolour Red/ Green 65 

Z: ~~ = ~2~?nfr:~~~r Red/Gree~ 
15 4566 186 Yellow 85 

110 4568 250 Hi·Brightness Red 59 
95 4569 175 Flash;ng Rod 0.2" Red 55 : ~ J: ~~~~~~ LEOs, Red, Gree;o 

: ~ Z: ~:,SG~~!ns~~~=~~le LEOs 18 
105 4583 90 Triangular LEOs Red 18 .;: = : 3)~~~ ~~f~:~'!d ~ = ~ : ~r~~~~f~:~~or ,~ 
875 40085 90 TIL78 Oatector 80 
n5 40097 45 TIL38 45 
480 40098 42 TIL1 00 80 
280 40100 215 8ARGRAPH Red 10 seg-

~ :gjg~ l: men1s ISOLATORS 225 
999 40103 175 IL74 55 
350 40104 95 IL074 99 
350 40105 105 ILQ74 185 
350 40106 35 TIL111 /2/4 90 
675 40107 60 TIL1 17 125 
D 40108 198 4N33 Photo 
60 40109 80 Darlington 135 

: :8~~~ ~= 7SegmentDiapl•v• 
1as 40161 194 TIL312 3" CA 105 
35 40163 50 TIL313 3" CC 105 

= COMPUTER CORNER 
e MXBOFT/3 EPSON PRINTER. 1 0 " & Friction feed, 9 x 9 m atrix , 

80 column, Speed 80CPS, Bid irectional, Centromcs Interface 
' standard, Baud-rate 110-9600 (RS232), H1-Res, .Bit 1maQe 

graphics. Subscript & Superscript, Italics & Underilnmg fac•l
ity plus 500 sheets o f paper FREE £324 (+£7 carr. ) e MX100 EPSON Printer, 136 Column, 15" carriage, plus a ll the 
features of MX80FT/3. Plus FREE 500 sheets of paper. 

Only£425 (+carr.) 
e SOFTY 11. An intelligent Eprom P rogrammer and Emulator. 

Accepts a 24 pin 5V Eprom. Has Memory Map TV Display. 
RS232 and Centronics liP & 0 / P . Copies, Emulates and 
programs. RS 232 and centronics routines standard. PfU 
included .................. ............ ....... ..... ............................... .... .... £ 69 e TEX EPROM ERASER. Erases up to 321Cs in 15-30 minute s 
....... .............. ......... .................. ............. ......... ................ ... ......... £33 

e TEX EPROM ERASER w ith a safety switch ......... .......... ........ £35 e TEX EPROM ERASER plus our Solid State ELECTRONIC 
TIMER ................. ............................. ............... · ............ ............. . £44 

e ELECTRONIC llMER. Solid state, 15-30min. Connects directly 
to above Erasers. Protects your expensive Chips from 
overcookinp. Our timer pays for itself in no time ................ £15 e SPARE ' UV Lamp bulb ......................... ................... .... , ............ £8 e POWER SUPPLY. Regulated with Overload protection. Vana-
b le output 5Vto 15V at4A. Pro fessionally fin ished ... ......... £38 e MUL llRAIL POWER SUPPLY KIT. Especially designed for 
Micros. Tested output: + 5V/ 5A; + 12V; + 25V; - 12V of 1A 
......... ...... .......... .. .......... ...................... .................. .......... ........... £37 e C12 COMPUTER GRADE CASSETTES in library cases ....... 40p e S1f.z" and91f.z" Fan Fold paper (1000 sheets) ..... £7 (£1.50 carr.) 

e SEIKOSHA GP100A 10" T racto r Feed , 80 Column. 30CPS, 
Normal and Double Width Char. Dot Res Graphics 

• sEii<osH'-'"iiP25iii" i'ii;;; .. 5ii' c'ps; .. N·~·;;;.;·~-:- -~~d· ~~~~f~ .,.;;';;;~ 
and height Char. RS232 and Centron ix lntrf. standard 

• .. .. .... ............................. ................... .. .................... ... £240 (£7 carr) 

PANEL 
METERS 
FSD 
60x 46x 35mm 

· o.~ 
0.1~ 

KFm.f 
0.5mA 
0.10mA 
0.50mA 
0.100mA 
O.SOOmA 
0.1A 
0.2A 
0.25V 
0.50VAC 
0.300VAC 
"S" 
"VU" ooch 

CRYSTALS 
32.768kHz 100 
100kHz 235 
200kHz 268 
455kH 370 
1MHz 275 
1.008M 275 
1.28MHz 392 
1.6MHz 395 
1.8MHz 395 
1.8432M 200 
2.0MHz 225 
2.4576M 200 
3.278M 150 
3.5794M 98 
3.6864M 300 

·4.0MHz 150 
4.032MHz 290 
4. 19430M 200 
4.~19M 100 
4.80MHz 200 
5.0MHz 180 
5. 185MHz 300 
5.24288M 390 
6.0MHz 140 
6.144MHz 150 
6.5536MHz 200 
7.0MHz 150 
7.168MHz 2110 
7.68MHz 200 
8.0MHz 150 
8.08333M 395 
8.86723M 175 
9.00MHz 150 
10.0MHz 175 
1 0.24MHz 200 
10.7MHz 150 
12.0MHz 175 
12.528M 300 
14.31814M 170 
16.0MHz 200 
18.0MHz 180 
18.432M 150 
20.0MHz 200 
19.968MHz 150 
24.0MHz 170 
24.930MHz 325 
26.69M 150 
27.648M 170 
27.145M 190 
38.66667M 175 
48.0MHz 170 
1 OO.OMHz 295 
116.0MHz 250 

RELAYS 
M iniature enclosed PCB mount 

~L7,.W J~E ~~n;v•&. 1ov5 to 
19.5V). 10A at 30V DC or 250V AC 

DOUBLE POLE Changeover. &A
1= 

DC or 250V AC. 
RL6-100 53!l CoH, 6V DC (5V4 to 
9V9) 190p 
RL6-111 205Il CoH, 12V DC (1 0V7 to 
19VS) 1111 
RL6-114 740!l Coil, 24V DC 122V to 
37V) 200p 

AMPHENOI. PLUGS 
IEEE 24 way 550p 
Centronics Parallel36way solder 

- li30p 
Centronic Parallel36way IOC 48lp 

BUZZERS: miniature, solid-state 
6V, 9V& 12V 70p 
PIEZO TRANSDUCERS 
P82720 SSp 

ASTEC UHF MODULATORS 
Standard 6MHz 2IOp 
w ;deband BMHz 480p 

'WEMON' New Version 
WATFORD'S . 
Ultimate Monitor IC 
A 4K Monitor chip specially de
signed to produce the best from 

t~~~~ururP~~ab:a~3rJ:sJK~~~·. EZ 
reviewed by Or A. A. Berk in Practi
cal Electromcs, June 1981. 
Only£10 

BBC 
MICROCOMPUTER 

AND UPGRADE KITS 
(O ur BBC Micro Upgrada Kits 

w ill save you £££s . .. ) 
16K Memory (8X4816AP) £18 
Printer User liD Port Kit £8.20 
Comple te Printer Cable 36'~12 
Disc Interface Kit £43 
Analogue liD Kit £8.75 
Seria lliO Kit £7.50 
Expans ion Bus Kit £8.50 
Complete Upgrade Kit from 
Model A to Model 8 £45 
We s u pply complete range of 
BBC Plugs, Sockets, Leads, 
Peri p h erals, Software, etc. 
S end SAE for list. 

NEC PC8023BE-C PRINTER 
Europe's most popular printer . 

1 OOCPS b i-directional, Logic seeking, 80 column, 
7 x 9 Dot m~trix head , true descenders on lower 
case, Superscript & Subscript & Underlining fa
cility. Proportional spacing, Forward & reverse 
line feed, Tractor or friction feed, Hi-res & block 
graphics. Auto underlin ing. Plus FREE 500 sheets 
of Paper. 

Price: Only£320 + £7 carr. 

MONITORS e MICROVITEC 1431. 14" Colour Monitor. RGB 
input (as used in BBC p rog.) ....................... £250 

e ZENITH 12" Green Monitor, Hi,Res . .... ....... £80 
e AVT 9 " Green, Ant i-glare filter, 12MHz ...... £95 
e AVT9" B&W, Anti-!;Jiarefliter, 12MHz ........ £89 
e AVT9" Amber, Antl·g larefliter, 12MH2 ..... £98 

Carriage on a ll Monitors is £7 (Secuncor) 

ORIC -1 . 
16K and 48K RAM vers io n s now available. Call 1n 
for a demonstration 

JUPITER ACE M icro-computer 
Uses Ultrafast FORTH BK RAM. 3tx 24 Display 
.......... ........ .. ...... ......... ............................. £78 (£2 car) 

4000 
4001 
4002 
4006 
4007 
4008 
4009 
4010 
4011 
4012 
4013 
4014 
4015 
4016 
4017 
4018 
4019 
4020 
4021 
4022 
4023 
4024 
4025 
4026 
4027 
4028 
4029 
4030 
4031 
4032 
4033 
4034 
4035 
4036 
4037 
4038 
4039 
4040 
4041 
4042 
4043 
4044 
4045 
4046 
4047 
4048 
4049 
4050 
4051 
4052 
4053 
4054 
4055 
4056 
4057 
4059 
4060 
4061 
4062 
4063 
4066 
4067 
4068 
4069 
4070 
4071 
4072 
4073 

115 
110 
250 
40 
40 
40 
40 
40 

105 
48 
40 
40 
25 
25 
45 
60 
50 
85 
as 
85 

4075 
4076 
4077 
4078 
4081 
4082 
4085 
4086 
4089 
4093 
4094 
4095 
4096 
4097 
4098 
4099 
4160 
4161 
4162 
4163 
4174 
4175 
4194 
4408 
4409 
4410 
441 1 
4412 
4415 
4419 
4422 
4435 
4440 
4450 
4451 
4490 
4500 
4501 
4502 
4503 
4504 
4505 
4506 
4507 
4508 
4510 
4511 
4512 
4513 
4514 
4515 
4516 
4517 
4518 
4519 
4520 
4521 
4522 
4526 
4527 
4528 
4529 
4530 
4531 
4532 
4534 
4536 
4538 
4539 
4541 

1~ :::g; ~ i:~m:: ~~ m 
~ :l:l:~ ~ ~~~~J~~ 1e l-fl-O_P_P_Y_D_I_S_C_D_R_IV_E_S ___ T_EA---:C~----=(::-B::-B::-C-:C:-o-m-p-at:::ib:-:1:-e;-1 ---i------- ----------· 

199 :l:l~~ ~ FND500 115 e FDSOA- UncasedSingle, 40track, 5Y4", S / S , 100K ......... £130 

e Printer Cable for our printers a nd 88C ................................. £12 

1915 
435 

45 
1195 
995 
as 
Z4 

245 
14 
16 
13 
13 
13 
15 

~~~ :8~~ : ~: : ~~=~ ~~ ~~ e CSSOA- Single Cased w ith PSU, 40 track, SIS , 100K ...... £180 
55 40244 195 3" ± 1 Red CA 150 e CD50A - Twin Cased w ith PSU, 40 track, S / S , 200K, 5 '14" 

275 40245 195 3"±1 Green CA 150 . £350 

i! ~~n 15 r~~3\16o;g;t. ~ : ~:::~::t~::~::::~:::t~~!~~j:~~~~~;~;~:~~~KKg~ 
1: 

45106 598 tgg~ g:~:~: = e CSSOF- Single Cased with PSU, 80 track, 5V4" , 0 / S, 400K 

: r-----~ NEoNs • co5iii'·:.:. .. -r~i~ -c~·~ad·~·ii'h .Psu:·ao·i;~~·i:,·5·,;~::; ·D'is·: acliiK g~ 
,: ~c 288 ~=~a;~~!;:a~!!~ing 30 e lnterfaceCableforBBC: .......................... Single£8; Double£12 

90 OCP71 120 3" GrMn CA 150 e 10 Verbatim Diskettes 5 '14", SSSD (5 yrs warranty) .. .... ..... £20 
130 ORP12 88 6" GreonCA 215 e 10VerbatimDiskettes5Y4' ' , DSDD(5yrswarranty) ........ ... £30 
70 ORP61 85 3" ± 1 Red CA ·150 e 10 Verbatim Diskettes 8", SSDD (5 yrs warranty) .. , ..... .... .. £28 

400 2N5777 45 REFLECTIVE Opbcal e MITSUBISHI DISC DRIVE: Uncased, Double Density, Double 
2~ ~~2~ ~ ~fgl-WgeJ~~1~ 1 sw;:~~ Track, 5Y4'' S lim Line, ONE MEGA-BYTES. T rack dens•ty 

90 
8PX65 270 s;mBarto AS Comps 186 96TPI. Track to Track access t ime 3msec ......... .......... Only £249 

140 items is extra. 
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SINCLAIR ZX81 Micro-computer 
Now available from s tock ....... ........ ...... .. .... .. £43.45 

ULTIMUM · 
WATFORD'S own most versatile MICRO EXPAN
SION SYSTEM. Ideal fo r interfacing w ith APPLE, 
ATOM, DRAGON, PET, RESEARCH MACHINE, 
SPECTRUM SUPERBOARD, VIDEO GENIE, ZX81 , 
etc. Low co;t, h ig h spec. As published in Practical 
Electronics starting from November 1982. 

Send SAE for details 

WW-14 
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II HI] 
TRANSISTORS 

ALL DEVICES BRAND NEW, FULL SPEC. AND FULLY GUARANTEED. ORDERS 
DESPATCHED BY RETURN OF POST. TERMS OF BUSINESS: CASH/CHEQUE/ 
P.O.# OR BANKERS DRAFT WITH ORDER OR ACCESS. GOVERNMENT AND EDUCA- 
TIONAL INSTTTUTIONS' OFFICIAL ORDERS ACCEPTED. TRADE AND EXPORT IN- 
QUIRY WELCOME. P&P ADD SOp TO ALL CASH ORDERS. OVERSEAS ORDERS 
POSTAGE AT COST. AIR/SURFACE. ACCESS ORDERS WELCOME.   
\i A T Export ordan no VAT. Applicabl* to U.K. Customors only. Unlou atatod otharwiM, y ■ all pricasaraaxciusfva of VAT. PtaaM add 15% to tha total coat including P&P. Wa atocfc thousands mora Itams. It pays to visit us. Wa ara sttuatad bahind Watford Football Ground. Naaraat Undarground/BR Station: Watford High Straat. Opan Monday to Saturday Sam to 8pm. Ampta FTaa Car Parking spaca availabla. 
ELECTROLYTIC CAPACrTORS: (Values in tiF) 600V: 10nF 52p; 47 78p; 83V: 0.47, 1.0, 1.5, 2.2, 3.3, 4.7 

1 TAG-END CAPACITORS: 64V: 2200 139p: 3300 198p; 4700 245p; 50V: 2200 110p; 3300154p: 40V: 4700 180p; 25V: 2200 90p; 3300 98p; 4000,4700 98p; 10,000 320p; 15,000 345p; 16V: 22,000 350p. 
POLYESTER CAPACITORS: Axial Laad Typa 400V: InF, 1n5,2n2, 3n3,4n7, 6n8 lip; lOn, 15n, IBn, 22n 12p; 33n, 47n, 68n 16p; 150n 20p; 220n 30p; 330n 42p; 470n 52p; 680n 1 (iF 68p; 2u2 92p. 160V: 10nF, 12n, 39n, 100n lip; 150n, 220n 17p; 330n, 470n 30p; 680n, 38p; luF42p; 1u545p; 2u2 48p; 4u7 58p. I1pF42p; 1u5 45p; 2^2 48p; 4u7 58p. 1000V: InF 17p; 10nF30p; 15n40p; 22n 36p; 33n 42p; 47n, lOOn 42p. 
POLYESTER RADIAL LEAD CAPACTTOflS: 250V; FEED THROUGH lOn, 15n, 22n,27n 6p; 33n, 47n,68n, lOOn 7p; 150n, 220n CAPACITORS 
10p;330n,470n13p;680n 19p; 1|i23p: V540p;2M2 46p. 1000dF/450V 8p 
TANTALUM BEAD CAPACITORS 35V: 0.1 uF, 0-22, 0-33 15p; 0-47, 0-68, 1-0, 1.5 16p; 2.2, 3.3 18p; 4.7, 6.8 22p; 10 28p; 16V: 2.2, 3.3 10p; 4.7, 6.8. 10 18p; 15, 36p; 22 30p; 33, 47 40p; 100 75p; 10V; 15, 22, 26p; 33, 47 36p; 100 55p;6V: 100 42p.  
MYLAR FILM CAPACftORS 100V: 1 nF, 2, 4, 4nF, 10 8p; 15nF, 22n, 30n, 40n, 47n 7p; 56n, lOOn, 200n Sp; 60V: 470nf 12p.   
CERAMIC CAPACITORS 50V: Range: 0-5pF to 10nF 4p. 15nF; 22nF; 33nF; 47nF 5p. 100nF/30V 7p. 200nF/6V 8p   
POLYSTYRENE CAPACITORS: 10pFto1nF8p; 1.5nFto 12nF lOp 
SILVER MICA (Values in pF} 2, 3.3, 4.7, 6.8, 8.2, 10. 12, 15, 18, 22, 27, 33, 39, 47, 50, 56, 68, 75, 82, 85, 100,120,150,180pF ISpeach; 200, 220, 250, 270, 300, 330, 360, 390, 470,600,800,820 21peach 1000,1200,1800,2200 30p each 3300,4700pF 60p each 

MINIATURE TRIMMERS Capacitors 2-6pF, 2-10pF22p; 2-25pF, 5-60pF30p; 10-88dF 35O 
RESISTORS - Carbon Film High Stability. 5% Miniature. RANGE VAL 1-99 100+ V4W 2n2-4M7 E24 2p 1p 1/2W 2n2-4M7 E12 2p 1p 1W 2n2-4M7 E12 6p 4p 2% Metal Film E24 6p 4p 1% Metel Film E24 Bp 6p 100+ price applies to Resistors of each type not mixed.   
RESISTORS Network S.I.L 7 Commoned: (8 pins) lOOft, 6800, IK 2k2, 4K7, 10K, 47K, 100K 25p. 8 Commoned: (9 pins) 15011, 180O, 2700, 3300, 1K, 2k2,4K7,10K, 22K, 47K, 100K 28p. 

Rectifiers 1A/50V 18 1 A/100V 20 1 A/400 V 25 1 Ay600 V 34 1 2A/50V 30 2A/200V 40 2A/400V 46 2A/600V 65 6Ayi00V 83 6 A/400V 95 6A/600V 125 10Ay200V 215 lOA/eOOV 298 25A/200V 240 25Ay600V 395 BY164 56 VM18DIL SO 

POTENTIOMETERS: Rotary, Carbon, Track. 0.25W Log & Lin values, soon, IKfl & 2Ml (Linear only) Single Gang 30p 5KO-2Mn Single Gang Log & Lin. 30p 5Kft-2Mfl Single Gang D/P Switch 78p 5Kn-2Mn Double Gang 89p 
SUDER POTENTIOMETERS 0-25W log and linear values 60mm 5Kfi-500Kfi single gang 70p 10Kn-500Kn dual gang 110p Self Stick Grad uated Bezel 40p 
PRESET POTENTIOMETERS 0.1W 50n-5Mn Miniature Vertical & Horizontal 7p 0-25W 10On-3-3Mft horiz. larger lOp 0-25W 200fl-4-7Mn vert. lOp 

SIEMENS pcb Type Miniature pol^. Capacitors 
InF,' 1n5, 2n2, 3n3, 4n7, 8n8, 10n,15n 7p 18n,22n#27n,33n 

100V: lOOn, 120n 150n,180n 220n,270n 330n,390n 470n,560n 

ACCESS Orders Just phone your order througn. We do the rest Tel; 092350234 

DIODES AA119 16 AA129 20 AAY30 15 BA100 IS BAX13 20 BY100 24 BY126 12 BY 127 12 CR033 260 OA9 40 OA47 12 OA70 12 OA79 15 OA81 20 OA86 IS OA90 8 OA91 8 OA95 8 OA200 8 OA202 8 1N914 4 1N916 5 1N4001/2 5 1N4003 6 1N4004/5 6 1N4006/7 7 1N4148 4 1N5401 15 IN5404 16 1N5406 17 IN5408 19 1S44 9 1S921 9 6A/100V 40 6A/400V 50 8A/800V JlI 

68B54 780 1702 350 1802CP 650 2114L-200n 95 2147 425 2532 300 2564 £8 2708 225 2716-5 V 225 2732 350 2764 475 3242 590 4116-150n 85 4116-200n 80 4118-250n 325 4164-200n 425 4532-3 350 4532-4 350 4816-IOOn 215 5101-450 220 6116-150n 350 6116L-120 550 6117-IOOn 490 6502A 460 6502CPU 325 6503 600 6504-250 550 6505 600 6520PIA 100 6522VIA 295 6530 £11 6532 570 6545RTC 899 6551ACIA 660 6592PC £20 

Range: 2V7 to i 39 V 400m W Speech I Range: 3V3to j 33V.1.3W ISpeach 

NOISE 
Diode ZSJ 196p 

VARICAPS BA102 50 BB105B 40 BB106 40 BB109B 45 .MVAM2 165 

3A200V 54 3A400V 58 8A100V 60 8A400V 69 8A800V 115 12A100V 78 12A400V 62 12A800V 135 16A100V 103 16A4O0V 105 16A800V 220 25A500V 220 25A800V 295 T2800D 120 

75107/8 95 75110 90 75114/5 150 75121/2 130 75150 125 75154 150 75182/3 99 75188/9 55 75322 140 75324 360 75361/3 150 75365 150 75450 86 75451/2 52 75454 85 75491/2 85 

SCR 
Thyristors 
5 A/40V 32 5A400V 40 5A600V 48 8A300V 60 8A600V 90 12A100V 78 12A400V 95 12A800V 188 BT106 150 Bill 6 180 C106D 38 TIC44 24 TIC45 29 TIC47 35 2N5062 32 2N5064 38 2N4444 130 

8257-5 400 8259 395 8271 £32 8279 385 8282 460 8283 460 8284 350 8285 365 8288 £10 8P6304BN 250 8T26A 99 8T27 150 8T28A 120 8T31 350 8T95 90 8T97N 90 9364AP 550 9602 220 AM26LS31C 125 AM26LS32A 125 AM26LS33A 125 AY-3-1015 300 AY-5-1350 388 AY-5-2376 600 COM8017 275 COM8116 700 DM8131 275 DS3691N 320 DS88LS120N 275 DS8e20 110 DS8830 110 DS8831 125 DSe832 250 E9365 £38 E9366 £38 FD1771 £15 FD1791 £22 

35 BC237/8 14 30 BC256B 30 28 BC307B 14 32 BC308 16 32 BC316 30 75 BC327/8 15 75 BC337/8 16 120 BC441/61 34 79 BC477 40 42 BC516/7 40 42 BC547/8 12 60 BC549C 14 80 BC556/7 IS 70 BC556/9 15 40 BCY30 68 76 BCY34 86 70 BCY41/42 14 55 BCY45 50 10 BCY56/59 35 12 BCY70/71 16 10 BCY72 20 12 0CY78 24 10 BD112 125 12 BD121 95 12 BD124 115 22 BD131/32 48 20 BD133 70 40 BD135 46 30 BD136/37 40 30 BD138/39 40 9 BD140 40 10 BD144 190 9 BD158 65 10 BD205/8 110 9 BD222 85 10 BD245 45 27 BD378 70 10 BD434 55 11 BD517 76 45 BD645 80 10 BD695A 126 10 BD696A 125 10 BDY56 180 16 BDY60 180 11 BF115 35 11 BF154/8 26 16 BF167 29 20 BF173 27 20 BF177 25 10 BF178 30 25 BF196/7 12 10 BF198/9 18 10 BF200 80 10 BF224A 25 10 BF224B 29 10 BF245 30 10 BF256A 35 

30 

TMS9995 £12 ULN2003 75 UPD7002 425 Z80CPU 2.5 299 Z80ACPU4M 300 Z80CTC 250 Z80ACTC 260 Z80B £11 Z80 DART 495 Z80A DART 550 Z80 DMA 675 Z80PIO 260 Z80A PIO 275 Z80 SIO-1 850 Z80A SIO £9 ZN419 180. 

555CMOS 80 702 75 709C8 pin 35 
710 48 7418 pin 14 747C14 pin 85 748C8 pin 38 753 8 pin 185 810 159 9400CJ 350 AD7581 £11 Ay-1-1320 225 AY-1-5050 99 AY-1-5051 160 AY-1-6720 210 AY-3-1270 730 AY-3-1350 350 AY-3-8910 438 Booklet for AY- 3-890 150 AY-3-8912 460 AY-5-1230 460 AY-5-1317A 630 AY-5-1350 388 CA3011 130 CA3012 175 CA3014 275 CA3018 86 CA3019 80 CA3020 210 CA3023 210 CA3028A 95 CA3035 265 CA3036 270 CA3043 275 CA3045 365 CA3046 70 CA3048 220 CA3059 285 CA3075 213 CA308OE 70 CA3081 190 CA3086 48 CA3089E 215 CA3090AQ 375 CA3123E 165 CA3130 90 CA3140 40 CA3160 95 CA3161 160 CA3162E 450 CA3189 200 HA1336W 240 HA1388 255 ICL7106 690 
ICL7107 975 ICL7611 99 ICL7660 248 

ICL8038CC 300 ICL8211A 150 ICM7205A 1160 ICM7207 475 ICM7215 1050 ICM7216AJ £22 ICM7216B £22 ICM7216C £22 ICM7217 750 ICM7224 785 ICM7240 300 ICM7555 60 ICM7556 150 LA3350 290 LA4031P 340 LA4032 296 l_A4400 350 LA4422 320 LC7120 300 LC7130 340 

MC3340P 120 MC3360P 120 MC3401 85 MC3403 76 MC3405 150 MC3423 180 MC4016 00 MF10 350 MFC6040 75 MK50398 635 ML924 275 MSM5526 820 NE515 275 NE529 225 NE531 140 NE534 160 NE543K 225 NE544 210 

LM301AO 24 LM308T 95 LM311 70 LM318N 150 LM319 215 LM324A 30 LM334Z 90 LM335Z 128 LM339 47 LM346 64 LM349 115 LM358 60 

LM381N 145 LM382 115 

NE562B 410 NE564 420 NE565A 120 NE566 155 NE587V 140 NE570 410 NE571 400 NE5532 145 NE5534A 150 OM335 750 RC4136D 60 RC4558 46 S566B 228 SAB3209 425 SAB3210 326 SAB3271 485 SAB4209 595 SG3402 295 SL490 350 SN76013 350 SN76023ND 240 SN76131 125 SN76227N 95 SN76477 420 SN76488 480 
TA7120 125 TA7130 150 TA7204 175 TA7205 90 TA7222 150 TA7310 160 TAA621AX1 

TDA20O6 330 TDA2020 320 TDA2030 295 TDB0701 420 TL170 50 TL430 65 TL061CP 40 TL062CP 60 TL064CN 98 TL071CP 24 TL072CP 45 TL074CN 100 TL081CP 24 TL082CP 45 TL083CP 75 TL064CN 90 TL091CP 56 UA224Q 120 UA78540 230 UAA170 170 UAA180 170 ULN2003 75 ULN2004 75 ULN2283 100 UPC575 275 UPC1025H 375 UPC1182 330 UPC1156H 275 UPC 1366 195 XR2206 300 XR2207 375 XR2211 575 XR2218 675 XR2266 360 ZN414 80 ZN419 160 ZN419E 180 ZN423 130 ZN423E 130 ZN424E 130 ZN425E 346 ZN426E 300 ZN427E 600 ZN428E 410 ZN429E 210 ZN459 670 ZN1034E 200 ZN1040E 665 ZNA234E 

E 

850 

1 7400 11 7401 11 7402 11 7403 12 7404 13 7405 15 7406 20 7407 20 7408 14 7409 14 7410 14 7411 16 7412 IB 7413 18 7414 24 7416 20 7417 20 7420 15 7421 20 7422 20 7423 20 7425 18 7426 18 7427 15 7428 26 7430 14 7432 22 7433 22 7437 25 7438 22 7440 15 7441 55 7442 32 7443 90 7444 90 7445 55 

MPf>U56 —af 
MPU131 52 OC26 170 OC28/35 220 OC36/41 75 OC42 60 OC70 40 OC71/72 40 OC75/76 40 OC81/82 50 OC83/84 40 OC170/71 60 00200 60 TIP29A 32 TIP29C 38 T1P30A 35 T1P30C 37 TIP31A 38 TIP31B 39 TIP31C 39 TIP32A 38 T1P32C 42 TIP33A 66 TIP33C 78 TIP34A 74 TIP34C 88 TIP35A 110 T1P35C 128 T1P38A 130 TIP36C 140 TtP41A 50 TIP41B 62 TIP42A 55 TIP42B 58 T1P120 70 T1P121/2 73 ■npi4i/2 105 TIP147 120 TIP2955 60 TIP3055 60 TIS43 32 T1S44/5 45 T1S46 45 TIS48 60 TIS59/74 60 TissaA 50 
T1S90/91 30 UC734 65 VK101 80 VN10KM 55 ZTX107/8 11 ZTX109 12 ZTX212 28 ZTX300 13 ZTX301 16 ZTX302 16 ZTX303 25 ZTX304 17 ZTX314 25 ZTX326 30 ZTX341 30 
7446 60 7447 40 7448 45 7450 16 7451 16 7453 16 7454 16 7460 16 7470 35 7472 24 7473 26 7474 20 7475 25 7476 25 7480 48 7481 120 7482 65 7483 38 7484 70 7485 60 7486 20 7489 170 7480 20 7491 35 7492 25 7493 25 7494 35 7496 35 7496 35 7497 90 74100 60 74104 50 74105 55 74107 20 74109 25 74110 . 35 74111 56 74112 170 74116 50 74118 65 74119 60 74120 60 74121 25 74122 35 74123 35 74125 35 74126 35 74128 35 74132 30 74136 28 74141 55 74142 175 74143 210 74144 210' 74145 50 74147 75 74148 60 74150 50 74151 40 74153 40 74154 55 74155 40 74156 40 74157 30 74159 80 74160 80 74161 48 74162 40 74163 40 74164 40 74165 48 74166 48 74167 150 74170 125 74172 250 74173 60 74174 54 74175 55 74176 40 74177 45 74178 80 74179 80 74160 40 74181 115 74182 50 74184 90 74185 95 74188 250 74190 48 74191 46 

2N3772 195 2N3773 210 2 N3819 22 2 N3820 36 2N3822/3 45 2N3824 66 2 N 3858 90 2N3903/4 15 2N3905/6 15 2 N3906 17 2N4037 46 2N4058 10 2N4061/2 10 2 N4064 116 2N4234/8 46 2 N4264 24 

2N4286 15 2N4289 IB 2N4314 78 2 N4400 18 2N4427 80 2N4871 65 2N4898 136 2N4801 176 2N4921 55 2N4922 70 2N5135/6 20 2N5138 18 2N5172 18 2N5179 45 2N5180 46 2N5190/1 76 2N5194 80 2N5305/8 30 2N5457/8 30 2N5459 30 2N5485 36 2N5777 46 2N5879 ISO 2N6027 32 2SA671 250 2SA715 60 2SC495 70 2SC496 70 i 2SC1061 250 2SC1096 85 2SC1162 30 2SC1173 125 2SC1306 100 2SC1307 150 2SC1945 225 2SC1953 90 2SC1957 90 2SC1969 140 2SC2028 85 2SC2029 210 2SC2078 170 2SC2091 65 2SC2314 85 2SC2166 166 2SC2335 225 2SC2547 30 2SC2612 225 2SD234 74 2SK45 90 2SK288 225 2SJ83 225 2SJ85 226 3N128 112 3N140 112 40315 90 40316 95 40324 100 40326/7 70 40347 90 40348 120 40360 50 

40361/2 70 40407/8 76 40411 285 40412 90 40467A 130 40468 85 40594 106 40603 110 40673 76 40871/2 90 

74C244 195 I 74C245 195 1 

74C373 240 ! 74C374 245 ■ 74C922 420 74C923 500 

Miniature 
PCB type IpH, 2p2, 
33|i, 47u, lOOu, 220u, 330n, 470(1 30p ImH, 1m5, 2m2, 4m7, 10mH 35p 22m, 33m, 43m aop 100m 75p 
LS192 36 LS193 37 LSI 94 35 LS195 35 LSI 96 45 LS197 46 LS200 275 LS202 276 LS221 55 LS240 65 LS241 55 LS242 55 LS243 55 LS244 55 LS245 70 LS247 50 LS248 55 LS249 55 LS251 30 LS253 32 LS257 30 LS258 35 LS259 65 LS260 22 LS261 100 LS266 20 LS273 54 LS275 126 LS279 30 LS260 90 15283 40 LS290 40 LS293 40 LS295 75 LS298 80 LS299 150 LS300 175 LS302 175 LS320 200 LS323 160 LS324 188 LS325 295 LS326 240 LS327 240 LS347 95 LS348 90 LS352 62 LS353 62 LS362 750 LS363 150 LS364 150 LS365 30 LS366 32 LS367 30 LS368 36 LS373 66 LS374 65 LS375 50 LS377 86 LS378 80 LS379 110 LS384 395 LS365 250 LS390 50 LS393 46 LS395 125 LS399 150 LS445 100 LS471 620 LS490 200 LS541 120 LS640 180 LS641 180 LS645 180 LS668 125 LS869 120 LS670 100 LS673 550 
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SWTTCHES TOGGLE 2A 250V SPST 33p DPDT 44p 
SUB-MIN TOGGLE SPST on/off 54p SPOT c/over 60p SPOT centre off 86p SPOT biased both ways lOSp DPDT 6 tags 75p DPDT centre off 88p DPDT biased both ways 146p DPDT 3 positions on/on/on issp! 3-polB2way 205p 
SLIDE 2B0V DPDT 1A 14p DPDT 1A c/off 16p DPDT1/2A 13p 
PUSHBUTTON 6A with 10mm Button SPOT latching 99p DPDT latching 145p SPOT moment 99p DPDT moment 145p 
Mini Non Locking Push to Make 16p Push to Break 25p 

DIL SWITCHES (SPST) 4-way 70p; 6-way BSp; 8-way 90p; 10-way146p. (SPOT) 4-way 190p. 
ROTARY SWTTCHES (Adjustable Stop type) 1 pole/2 to 12 way; 2p/2 to 6 way; 3 poie/2 to 4 way; 4p/2 to 3 way 45p 
ROTARY: Mains DP 250V 4 Amp on/off 66p 
ROTARY; (Mak-a-switch) Make a multi-way switch. Shafting as- sembly has adjustable stop. Accom- modates up to e wafers. (max 6 pole/12 way - DP switch) Mechanism only 80p 
WAFERS: (make before break) to fit the above switch mechanism 1 pole/12 way; 2 polo/6 way; 3 pole/4 way; 4 pole/3 way; 6p/2 way 65p Mains DP 4A Switch to fit 45p Spacers 4p. Screen 6p. 
ROCKER: 5A/250V SPST 28p ROCKER: 10A/250V SPOT 3Sp ROCKER: 10A/250V DPDT c/off 99p ROCKER: 10A/250V DPST with neon 86p 
THUMBWHEEL: Mini front mounting Decad e Switch M od u I e 220p B.C.D. Switch Module 275p Mounting Cheeks (per pair) 75p 

VEROBOARD 0.1 in clad plain 2V2-3V4" 85p 2W-5" lOOp 344-3^4" lOOp . - 3^4-5" 115p 344-17" 390p 98p 444-17'.' 495p 275p Pktof 100 pins 55p Spot face cuffer 160p Pin insertion tool IKp 

VQ Board 180p DIP Board 3S0p Vero Strip 96p 

PROTODECs Veroblock 405p S-Dec 350p Eu rob read board 520p Bimboard 1 675p Supers!rip SS2 1350p 

VERO WIRING DALO ETCH PEN + Spool 340p RESIST PEN Spere Spool TSp Plus Spare Tip 80p Combs 6p   
FERRIC CHLORIDE 1 lb bag Anhydrous 195p + 50p P&P 

ULTRASONIC TRANSDUCER 40kHz 325 pr 

COPPER CLAD BOARDS Fibre Single Double S.R.B.P. glass sided sided 9.5"x8.5" e"x6" 90p 110p 96p 6"x12" 150p 196p 

IDC CONNECTORS PCB Plugs female wfth latch \ Hdr. Pins Pins \ Plug Strt Angle •, 10 way 90p 99p 85p 16 way 130p 150p 110p 20 way 14Bp 166p 125p 26 way 175p 200p 150p 34 way 205p 236p 169p 40 way 220p 250p 190p 50 way 235p 27Op 200p 

EURO CONNECTORS Female Socket Male Plug Strt Angle Strt Angle Pim Pins Pins Pins DIN41617 31 way 170p - - 175p DIN41612 2x32 A+B 275p 320p 220p285p DIN41612 2x32 A+C 295p 340p 240p300p 0 I N 4 1 B 1 2 3x32 A+B+C 380p 385p 260p395p 

eti PROJECTS We stock most of the parts 

JUMPER LEADS (Ribbon Cable Assembly) Length 14 pin 16 pin 24 pin 40 pin Single ended DIP (Header Plug) Jumper 24 inches 146p 165p 240p 32Sp Double ended DIP (Header Plug) Jumper 6 inches 18Sp 205p 300p 465p 12 inches 198p 215p 31Sp 490p 24 inches 210p 23Sp 345p 540p 36 inches 230p 250p 375p 595p 
IDC Female Header Socket Jumper Leads 24" 20 pin 26 pin 34 pin 40 pin Single ended ISOp 200p TOOp 300p Double ended 290p 370p 480p 52Gp 

DIL SOCKETS 
Low Wire Prof Wrap 8 pin 8p 2Sp 14 pin lOp 35p 16 pin lOp 42p 18 pin 16p 52p 20 pin 20p 90p 22 pin 22p 66p 24 pin 29p 70p 28 pin 28p 80p 40 pin 30p 99p 

EDGE 1 CONNECTORS .1 .156 ' 2x15way - 140p 2x18 way 180p 145p 2x22 way 199p 200p 2x23 way 176p - 2x25 way 226p 220p 2x28 way 190p - 2x30way 245p - 2x36 way 295p - 2x40 way 315p — 2x43 way 395p - 2x75 way 550p - 

DIL PLUG (Header) Solder IDC 14 pin 40p 99p 16 pin 49p 105p 24 pin 88p ITSp 40 pin 250p 2S5p 

Z1FDIL SOCKETS 24 pin 575p 28 pin 820p 40 pin 975p 
ANTEX SOLDERING IRON sn. C-15W 456p CX17W 475p Sock* CCN-15W 495p CX25W B10p 0i" pitch Spare tips, assorted sizes 66p 20 way Spare Efements 21 Op OSp Iron stand with sponge 18Sp 

TRANSFORMERS: 3-0-3V; 6-0-6V; 9-0-9V; 12-0-12V; 15-0-15V @ 100mA 99p 
pcb mounting Miniature Split Bobbin 3VA; 2X6V-0.25A: 2X9V-0.15A; 2x12V- 0.12A; 2X15V-0.1A 200p OVA; 2X6V-0.5A; 2x9V-0.3A; 2X12V-0.25A; 2X15V-0.2A 270p 
Standard Split Bobbin type 6VA: 2X6V-0.5A; 2x9V-0.4A; 2x12V-0.3A; 2X15V-0.25A 220p 12VA; 2x4.5V-1.3A; 2x6V-lA; 2x9V-0.6A; 2X12V-0.5A: 2x 15V-0.4A; 2x20V-0.3A 295p (35p p&p) 24VA: 2X6V-1.5A: 2X9V-1.2A; 2x12V-1A; 2X15V-0.8A; 2x20V-0.6A 330p (60p p&p) S0VA: 2X6V-4A; 2x9V-2.5A; 2x12V-2A; 2X15V-1.5A; 2x20V-1.2A: 2x30V-0.8A 465p(60p p&p) 
Specially wound for Multirait Computer PSUs 50VA; Outputs: +5V/5A: +12V: +25V; -5V. -12V x 1A 575p {60p p&p) 100VA: 2X12V-4A; 2X15V-3A; 2X20V-2.5A; 2x25V-2A; 2X30V-1.5A; 2X50V-1A 920p (75p p&p charge to be added over and above our normal postal charge). 

" ."tf-E REGULATORS 1A T0220 Plastic casing +ve ~ve 5V 7805 40p 7905 45p 12V 7812 40p 7908 80p 15V 7815 40p 7912 45p 18V 7818 40p 7915 45p 24V 7824 40p 7918 46p 7924 46p 
100mA T092 Plastic package +ve -ve 5V 78L05 30p 79L05 60p 6V 78L06 30p > r- 8V 78L08 30p 12V 78L12 30p 79L12 60p 15V 78L15 30p 79L15 60p 
LM300H 170p TDA1412 150p LM304H 170p 78H05 +5V/5A LM305H 140p 550p LM309K 135p 78H12+12V/5A LM317K 320p BSOp LM317KP 99p 78HG+5Vto LM323K 450p +25V/5A 599p LM337 175p 79HG + 2.25V to 

4075 13 4543 70 4076 50 4544 150 4000 10 4077 13 4548 40 4001 10 4078 16 4549 375 4002 12 4081 13 4553 245 4006 50 4082 13 4654 190 4007 14 4085 60 4556 35 4008 32 4086 80 4556 35 4009 24 4089 125 4557 320 4010 24 4093 20 4550 120 4011 10 4094 70 4559 396 4012 16 4095 95 4560 160 4013 20 4096 70 4561 104 4014 46 4097 290 4562 485 4015 40 4098 75 4566 165 4016 20 4099 110 4568 250 4017 32 4160 95 4569 176 4010 46 4161 99 4572 38 4019 25 4162 99 4560 460 4020 42 4163 99 4681 250 4021 40 4174 99 4582 99 4022 40 4175 105 4583 90 4023 13 4194 105 4584 40 4024 32 4408 •790 4505 60 4025 13 4409 790 4597 330 4026 80 4410 725 4599 290 4027 20 4411 676 40085 90 4028 39 4412 776 40097 45 4029 46 4415 480 40098 42 4030 15 4419 290 40100 215 4031 125 4422 770 40101 130 4032 80 4435 850 40102 140 4033 125 4440 999 40103 175 4034 140 4450 350 40104 96 4035 46 4451 350 40105 105 4036 275 4490 350 40106 35 4037 115 4500 676 40107 60 4036 110 4501 28 40108 198 4039 250 4502 60 40109 80 4040 40 4503 40 40110 198 4041 40 4504 75 40114 240 4042 40 4505 185 40161 194 4043 40 4506 35 40163 50 4044 40 4507 36 40174 45 4045 105 4508 130 40175 50 4046 46 4510 48 40181 220 4047 40 4511 45 40182 90 4048 40 4512 50 40192 75 4049 25 4513 199 40193 70 4050 25 4514 115 40194 70 4051 46 4515 115 40195 76 4052 60 4516 55 40244 195 4053 50 4517 275 40245 195 4054 85 4518 40 40257 196 4055 85 4519 30 40373 160 4056 85 4520 60 40374 160 4057 1915 4521 90 45106 598 4059 435 4522 125 4060 45 4526 70 4061 1195 4527 66 4062 995 4528 70 OPTO 4063 85 4529 150 LS400C 286 4066 24 4530 90 OCP71 120 4067 245 4531 130 ORP12 88 4068 14 4532 70 ORP61 85 4069 16 4534 400 2N5777 45 4070 13 4536 275 BPX25 195 4071 13 4538 80 BPW21 295 4072 13 4539 90 BPX65 270 4073 15 4541 140 

LM723 Var. 36p 24V5A TAA550 50o 

OPTO 
■iectrc.ics LEDs with Clips 111209 Red 10 T1L211 Green 14 TIL212 Yellow 14 711220.2" Red 12 .2" Green, Yellow or Amber 14 0.2" Bicolour Red/Green 65 Green/Yellow 78 0.2" Tricolour Red/Green/ Yellow 85 Hi-Brightness Red 59 Flashing Red 0.2" Red 55 Square LEDs, Red, Green, Yellow 30 Rectangle Stackable LEDs Red, Green or Yell, 18 Triangular LEDs Red 18 Green or Yellow 22 LD271 Infra Red 48 SFH205 Detector 118 TIL32 Infra Red 58 TIL78 Detector 60 TIL38 45 mi 00 80 BARGRAPH Red 10 seg- ments 225 ISOLATORS 
IL74 55 ILD74 99 ILQ74 185 Tl L111/2/4 90 TIL117 125 4N33 Photo Darlington 135 

7 Segment Displays TILSIZa'XA 105 711313 3" CC 105 TIL321 5" CA 115 TIL322 5" CC 115 DL704 3" CC 99 DL707 3" CA 99 FND357 Red 120 FND500 "5 3" Green CA 150 6" Green CA 215 3"±1 Red CA 150 3"±1 Green CA 150 
DVM176 £22 LCD 31/2 Digits 495 LCD 4 Digits 530 LCD 6 Digits 625 

NEONS Rectangular, nut fixing Red, Amber, Green 30 3" Green CA 150 6" Green CA 215 3"±1 Red CA -150 REFLECTIVE Optical Switch type Tl LI 39 170 SLOTTED Optical Switch similar to RS Comps 186 

[ SOLDEflCON PINS Ideal for making SILorDIL Sockets lOOptns 75p SOOpins 3S0p 
ALUM 
BOXES 3x2x1" BSp 4x21/2x2" BSp 4x2^4x21/2" 4x4x2" 103p lOSp 4x4x2>2" 5x4x1V2" 5x4x2V2" 

120p 99p 120p 5x2^4x1 >2" 80p 5x24'4x2V2" 130p 6x4x2" 120p 6x4x3" 150p 7x5x3" 180p 8x6x3" 210p 10x4x3" 240p, 10x7x3" 275p 12x5x3" 2eop 24x8x3" 29Sp 

D CONNECTORS; Miniature 9 way 15 way 25 way 37 way MALE Solder tugs 80p 105p 160p 250p Angle pins 150p 210p 25Op 366p PCB pins 120p 130p 195p 295p FEMALE Solder lugs 105p 160p 200p 335p Angle pins 185p 215p 290p 440p PCB pins 150p 180p 240p 420p COVERS 90p 85p 90p lOOp IDC 25 way D Plug 385p; Socket 450p 

25 way 'D' CONNECTOR (RS232) Jumper Lead Cable Assembly 18" long, Single end, Male 495p 18" long, Single end, Female 525p 
36" long, Double ended, M/M 102Sp 36" long, Double ended, F/F 1050p 36" long, Double ended, M/F 996p 

★ SPECIAL OFFER* 
2532 285p 
2764 550p 

6116 375p 
6522 280p 

COMPUTER CORNER 
• MX80FT/3 EPSON PRINTER. 10" & Friction feed, 9x9 matrix, 

80 column, Speed 80CPS, Bidirectional, Centronics Interface 
standard. Baud-rate 110-9600 (RS232), Hi-Res, Bit image 
graphics. Subscript & Superscript, Italics & Underlining facil- 
ity plus 500 sheets of paper FREE £324 (+£7 carr.) 

• MX100 EPSON Printer, 136 Column, 15" carriage, plus all the 
features of MX80FT/3. Plus FREE 500 sheets of paper. Only £425 (+carr.) 

• SOFTY II. An intelligent Eprom Programmer and Emulator. 
Accepts a 24 pin 5V Eprom. Has Memory Map TV Display. 
RS232 and Centronics t/P 81 O/P. Copies, Emulates and 
programs. RS 232 and Centronics routines standard. PSU 
included  

• TEX EPROM ERASER. Erases up to 32 ICs in 15-30 minutes  £33 
• TEX EPROM ERASER with a safety switch £35 
• TEX EPROM ERASER plus our Solid State ELECTRONIC 

TIMER   £44 
• ELECTRONIC TIMER. Solid state, 15-30min. Connects directly 

to above Erasers. Protects your expensive Chips from 
overcooking. Our timer pays for itself in no time £15 

• SPARE 'UV Lamp bulb £8 
• POWER SUPPLY. Regulated with Overload protection. Varia- 

ble output, 5Vto 15V at 4A. Professionally finished £38 
• MULTIRAIL POWER SUPPLY KIT. Especially designed for 

Micros. Tested output: +5V/5A; +12V; -I-25V; -12V of 1A  ..£37 
• C12 COMPUTER GRADE CASSETTES in library cases 40p 
• BVi" and 9W Fan Fold paper (1000 sheets) £7 (£1.50 carr.) 
• SE1KOSHA GP100A 10" Tractor Feed, 80 Column. 30CPS, 

Normal and Double Width Char. Dot Res Graphics  £175 (£7 carr) 
• SEIKOSHA GP250X. 10", 50 CPS, Norma! and Double width 

and height Char. RS232 and Centronix Intrf. standard '    £240 (£7 carr) 
• Printer Cable for our printers and BBC   £12 

FLOPPY DISC DRIVES - TEAC - (BBC Compatible) 
• FD50A - Uncased Single, 40 track, 5V4", S/S, 100K £130 
• CS50A - Single Cased with PSU, 40 track, S/S, 100K £180 
• CD50A - Twin Cased with PSU, 40 track, S/S, 200K, 5W'  £350 
• CS50E - Single Cased with PSU, 80 track, 5V4", S/S 200K  £250 
• CDsbE -Twin Cased with PSU, 80 track, 5V4", S/S, 400K £475 
• CS50F - Single Cased with PSU, 80 track, 51/4", D/S, 400K    £330 
• CD50F - Twin Cased with PSU, 80 track, 5W, D/S, 800K £599 
• Interface Cable for BBC: Single £8; Double £12 
• 10 Verbatim Diskettes 51/4", SSSD (5 yrs warranty) £20 
• 10 Verbatim Diskettes 51/4", DSDD (5 yrs warranty) £30 
• 10 Verbatim Diskettes 8", SSDD (5yrs warranty) £28 
• MITSUBISHI DISC DRIVE: Uncased, Double Density. Double 

Track, 5Va" Slim Line, ONE MEGA-BYTES. Track density 
96TPI. Track to Track access time 3msec Only £249 
N.B. P&P on above items is extra.   

PANEL 
METERS FSD 60 x 46 x 35mm O.SOfiA O.IOOuA O.SOOuA 0.1mA 0.5mA 0.10mA 0.50mA 0.100mA 0.500mA 0.1A 0.2A 0.25V 0.50V AC 0.300V AC "S" "VU" 450p each 

RIBBON CABLE price per foot 
Grey Colour 10 way 15p 28p 16 way 25p 40p 20 way 30p 50p 24 way 40p 65p 34 way 60p BSp 40 way 70p 90p 50 way lOOp 135p 

RELAYS Miniature enclosed PCB mount SINGLE POLE Changeover RL6-91 2050 Coil; 12V DC, 10V5 to 19.5V). 10A at 30V DC or 250V AC 18Sp DOUBLE POLE Changeover. 6A 30V DC or 250V AC. RL6-100 530 Coil, 6V DC (5V4 to 9V9) 190p RL6-111 2050 Coil, 12V DC (10V7 to 19V5) 196 RL6-114 7400 Coll, 24V DC (22V to 37V) 200p 
AMPHENOL PLUGS IEEE 24 way 550p Centronics Parallel 36 way solder 530p Centronic Parallel 36 way IOC 495p 
BUZZERS: miniature, solid-state 6 V, 9V & 12V 70p P1EZO TRANSDUCERS PB2720 56p 
LOUDSPEAKERS Miniature 0.3W SO 2in, 3 Win, 21/2inf 3in .2V2in 400,640 or 800 

ASTEC UHF MODULATORS Standard 6MHz 280p Wideband 8MHz 480p 

'WEMON' New Version 
WATFORD'S 
Ultimate Monitor IC 

A 4K Monitor chip specially de- signed to produce the best from your Super board Series I & II. En- hanced Super board & UK101. As reviewed by Dr A. A. Berk in Practi- cal Electronics, June 1981. Only £10 

BBC 
MICROCOMPUTER 

AND UPGRADE KITS 
(Our BBC Micro Upgrade Kits 

will save you £££s ...) 
16K Memory (8X4816AP) £18 
Printer User I/O Port Kit £8.20 
Complete Printer Cable 36" £12 
Disc Interface Kit £43 
Analogue I/O Kit £6.75 
Serial I/O Kit £7.50 
Expansion Bus Kit £6.50 
Complete Upgrade Kit from 
Model Ato Model B £45 
We supply complete range of 
BBC Plugs, Sockets, Leads, 
Peripherals, Software, etc. 
Send SAE for list. 

NEC PC8023BE-C PRINTER 
Europe's most popular printer 

100CPS bi-directional, Logic seeking, 80 column, 
7 x 9 Dot matrix head, true descenders on lower 
case, Superscript & Subscript & Underlining fa- 
cility. Proportional spacing. Forward & reverse 
line feed. Tractor or friction feed, Hi-res & block 
graphics. Auto underlining. Plus FREE 500 sheets 
of Paper. 

Price: Only £320 + £7 carr. 

MONITORS 
9 MICROVITEC 1431. 14" Colour Monitor. RGB 

input (as used in BBC prog.)   £250 
• ZbNITH 12" Green Monitor, Hi-Res £80 
• AVT 9" Green, Anti-glare filter, 12MH2 £95 
• AVT 9" B&W, Anti-glare filter, 12MHz £89 
• AVT 9" Amber, Anti-glare filter, 12MHz..... £98 

Carriage on all Monitors is £7 (Securtcor) 

ORIC - 1 
16K and 48K RAM versions now available. Call in 
for a demonstration 

JUPITER ACE Micro-computer 
Uses Ultrafast FORTH 8K RAM. 32x24 Display 
 £78 (£2 car) 

SINCLAIR ZX81 Micro-computer 
Now available from stock £43.45 

ULTIMUM 
WATFORD'S own most versatile MICRO EXPAN- 
SION SYSTEM. Ideal for interfacing with APPLE, 
ATOM, DRAGON, PET, RESEARCH MACHINE, 
SPECTRUM, SUPERBOARD, VIDEO GENIE, 2X81, 
etc. Low cost, high spec. As published in Practical 
Electronics starting from November 1982. 

Send SAE for details 

CRYSTALS 32.768kHz 100 100kHz 235 200kHz 268 455kH 370 1MHz 275 1.008M 276 1.28MHz 392 1.6MHz 395 1.8MHz 395 1.e432M 200 2.0MHz 225 2.4576M 200 3.278M 150 3.5794M 98 3.6864M 300 4.0MHz 150 4.032MHz 290 4.19430M 200 4.433619M 100 4.80MHz 200 5.0MHz 160 5.185MHz 300 5.24288M 390 6.0MHz 140 6.144MHz 160 6.5536MHz 200 7.0MHz 150 7.168MHz 250 7.68MHz 200 8.0MHz 150 8.08333M 395 8.68723M 175 9.00MHz 150 10.0MHz 175 10.24MHz 200 10.7MHz 150 12.0MHz 175 12.528M 300 14.31814M 170 16.0MHz 200 18.0MHz 180 18.432M 150 20.0MHz 200 19.968MHz 150 24.0MHz 170 24.930MHz 325 26.69M 150 27.648M 170 27.145M 190 38.66667M 175 48.0MHz 170 100.0MHz 295 116.0MHz 250 
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Wembley Conference Centre April26-28 1983 • • • 
The Computer Trade Show '83 is the most important annual event of its kind and there could be no better starting p6int 

on the route to achieving bigger profits from this expanding and lucrative market. · 
Held at one of the most accessible and popular exhibition centres in the United Kingdom and set in the heart of the biggest 

and most influential market region for computer systems, The Computer Trade Show '83 will provide you with the 
perfect opportunity to select equipment to meet your individual requirements from a wide selection of products to be 
$hown by the major manufacturers and suppliers of computers and peripherals. First hand knowledge of new product lines 
will keep you ahead of market trends, and face to face contact with suppliers through a series of daily seminars will greatly 

I 

assist your current purchasing power and ensure even bigger profits in the future. 
Everything for every kind of retail, dealer or distribution outlet will be available at The Computer Trade Show '83-

minicomputers, microcomputers, small business systems, word processors and peripherals. Make a date now and 
complete the coupon below for your free tickets. 

Organised by the organisers of COMPEC and sponsored by Computer Weekly, Practical Computing, Systems 
International, Software,and Micro Business. 

-------------------------
The 

Com:guter 
Trade Show 

'83 

The Computer Trade Show '83 
Reed Exhibitions 

Surrey House, I T hrowley Way 
S~tto_n, ~urrey SM I 4QQ. 

Please send ___ ticket(s) for The Computer Trade Show '83. 
Name ________ ______ _ _ ____ _________ _ 

Position in Company _ ___ _ _____ ______________ _ 

Company ____________________________ _ 

Address---------------------------

THIS IS A TRADE ONLY SHOW, NOT FOR END-USERS 

Please send me further details about the seminars 0 

--' I 
I 
I 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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"""~"""~'·, I 
...._ _____________ __ _______ __ __ 
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SYSTEMS 

lndustriaiL · 
Commercial 
Power 
Amplifiers 

Specifications (Direct Output): BGW Modei620B 
OUTPUT POWER: 
200 watts minimum sine wave continuous power output per channel 
with both channels driving 8-ohm loads over a power band from 20Hz 
to 20kHz. The maximum Total Harmonic Distortion at any power level 
from 250 milliwatts to 200 watts shall be no more than 0.25% . 

1kHz Power: 240 watts into 8 ohms per channel, both 
channels operating, 0.25% Total Harmonic Distortion. 

lntermodulation Less than 0.06% from 250 milliwatts to 
Drstortion r?ted power. 

Small Signal +0. 3d B. 1Hz to 70kHz. 
Frequency Response: +0, -0.25dB, 20Hz to 20kHz. ____ _ 
:_.:H:.:::u~m:::a::_nd:::N:_:o~i::se:::L.::.e.::v:..::el-: --;8:-e:..::tt_e_r t7h--:-an:-:;-:1 O;;;O~do;B-;:b:::;elow 200 watts 

(unweighted, 20Hz to 20kHz. 

Damping Factor: 

D.C Offset Voltage 

Load Impedance: 

Greater than 120 to 1 at 8 ohms and 1kHz. 

Less man 10 millivolts (at output terminals) . 

Designed for any load impedance equal to or 
greater than 4 ohms. 

Specifications (Direct Output): BGW M odei 320B 
OUTPUT POWER : 
100 watts minimum sine wave continuous average power output per 
channel with both channels driving 8-cihm loads over a power band 
from 20Hz to 20kHz. The maximum Total Harmon1c D1stort1on at any 
power level from 250 milliwatts to 1 00 watt~ shall be no more 
than 0.2%. 

1kHz Power: 105 watts into 8 ohms per channel, both channels 
operating, 0.2% Total Harmonic Distortion. 

lntermodulation 
Distortion: 

Small Signal 
Frequency Response: 

Hum and Noise Level: 

Damping Factor: 

D.C. Offset Voltage: 

Load Impedance: 

Less than 0.05% from 250 milliw atts to 
rated power. 

+0, 3dB, 1Hz to 50kHz 
+0, -0.25dB, 20Hz to 20kHz: 
Better than 1 OOdB below 100 watts 
(unweighted 20Hz to 20kHz) 
Greater than 1 50 to 1 at 8 ohms and 1kHz. 

Less than 10 millivolts (at output terminals) . 

Designed for any load 1mpedance equal to or 
greater than 4 ohms. 

For further information on these and other BGW amplifiers. 
contact Nikk1 Anton1ou. Theatre Pro jects, 

10 Long Acre, London WC:2E 9LN, Tel. 240 5411 

WW - 027 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 
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FULL HOUSE~ 
OF MULTIIETERS ~ -TRIO Bench M odels OL 705, 706, 720 and OF 760 

e 3 '12 and 4 '/2 digit LED 
e Rugged and Rel iable 
e 2 YEAR GUARANTEE 
e Simple Operat ion-

Auto Ranging 
e Mains or Battery 
e 7 Digit Frequency Counter 
e Resolutions 1 and 0.1 mV 
e DCV, ACV, DCA, ACA and 

Ohm s 
e Basic accur'!CY 0.8. 0.25, 0.1 and 0.05% 
e Prices from £92 include FREE batteries, hand book 

and Test Leads 

HC Hahd Held Models HM101 and 102 Series. 

e 3 '12 digit LCD and 
Analogue 

e Colou'r coded f ront 

HC 601, 703, 6010 and 7030. 

panel and edge switches 
e High impact ABS w ith 

Tilt stand 
e Safety features meets 

UL 1244 
e Basic accuracy 0.6 and 0.2% 
e Full Range of DCV, ACV, 

DCmA, ACmA and Ohms 
e Audio Continuity Tone 

Plus l OA capabi l ity. 
e Switched HI and LO ohms 
e FREE Battery, Manual and Test Leads 
e Analogue from approx £5- Digital f rom approx £34 

BBC &OERZ MA 1 H, 2H, 3E and 50. M2011, 2012, 2030. 
METRAWATI 2031 and 2032. Unig_.,r 3N. 

e Digital and A nalog - Hand 
Held and Bench ' 

e Huge LCDs- Many Safety 
Features 

e Black, Rugged and Reliable 
e 1 Year Guarantee 
e 3 '12 and 4 '/, Digits 
e Variable Viewing A ngle -

Hand free operat ion 
e 20 Amp capability 
e DCV, ACV, DCA, ACA, 

Ohms,Capacitance, Temp 
and Level in dBs 

e Meet DIN 40050, 43780, 
57410or57411 
Requ irements 

e Prices f rom approx £26 inc FREE Batteries, Manual and 
Test Leads 

MIC Hand Held M odels &OOOZ and 3300A 

e 3 '/, d ig it LCD w ith easy 
single rotary contro l. 

• 10 A mp., 1000V and 
20M ohm capab ility. 

e TRANSISTOR hFE 
measurement . 

e Audib le Cont inu ity 
check and Diode Test. 

e Optirmal accessories 
incl. Carry Case and 
Battery El im inator. 

e Fully Guaranteed for 12 
months. 

e Prices from approx. £39 
include Free Battery, 
M anual and Test Leads. 

Prices do not include VAT or P + D. 

House of Instruments 
Clifton Chambers, 62 High Street 
Saffron Walden, Essex CB10 1 EE 
Tel : (07991 24922 Telex : 818750 

·...._......, ~ ~~ Extended -r - ~,. CREDIT 
- avai lable 
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Wembley Conference Centre April 26-28 1983 ... 

The Computer Trade Show '83 is the most important annual event of its kind and there could be no better starting point 
on the route to achieving bigger profits from this expanding and lucrative market. 

Held at one of the most accessible and popular exhibition centres in the United Kingdom and set in the heart of the biggest 
and most influential market region for computer systems, The Computer Trade Show '83 will provide you with the 

perfect opportunity to select equipment to meet your individual requirements from a wide selection of products to be 
shown by the major manufacturers and suppliers of computers and peripherals. First hand knowledge of new product lines 
will keep you ahead of market trends, and face to face contact with suppliers through a series of daily seminars will greatly 

assist your current purchasing power and ensure even bigger profits in the future. 
Everything for every kind of retail, dealer or distribution outlet will be available at The Computer Trade Show '83 - 

minicomputers, microcomputers, small business systems, word processors and peripherals. Make a date now and 
complete the coupon below for your free tickets. 

Organised by the organisers of COMPEC and sponsored by Computer Weekly, Practical Computing, Systems 
International, Software, and Micro Business. 

.ticket(s) for The Computer Trade Show '83. Please send  
Name ' 
Position in Company. 
Compan; 

The Computer Trade Show '83 
Reed Exhibitions THIS IS A TRADE ONLY SHOW, NOT FOR END-USERS 

Surrey House, I Throwley Way Please send me further details about the seminars □ 
Sutton, Surrey SMI 4QQ. 

fT-  
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Industrial/ 

Commercial 

Power 

AmpLjJiers 

Specifications (Direct Output): BGW Model 620B 
OUTPUT POWER: 
200 watts minimum sine wave continuous power output per channel 
with both channels drK ng 8-ohm toads over a power band from 20H2 
to 20kHz. The maximui n Total Harmonic Distortion at any power level 
from 250 milliwatts to 200 watts shall be no more than 0.25%. 

1 kHz Power; 240 watts into 8 ohms per channel, both 
channels operating, 0.25% Total Harmonic Distortion. 

Intermodulation Less than 0.06% from 260 milliwatts to 
Distortion rated power.      
Small Signal +0, -3d8,1 Hz to 70kHz. 
Frequency Response; +0, —0.25dB, 2C ; to 20kHz.  
Humand Noise Level; Better than 1 OOdB below 200 watts 

(unweighted, 2QHz to 2QkHz.  
Damping Factor; ""Greater than 120 to 1 at 8 ohms and 1 kHz^ 
D C. Offset Voltage: Less than 10 millivolts (at output terminals). 
Load Impedance; Designed for any load ipedance equal to or greater than 4 ohrns. • , 

Specifications (Direct Output): BGW Model 320B 
OUTPUT POWER; 
100 watts minimum sine wave continuous average power output per 
channel with both channels driving 8-dhm loads over a power band 
from 20Hz to 20kHz. The maximum Total Harmonic Distortion at any 
power level from 250 milliwatts to 100 watte shall be no more 
than 0.2%. ,,1.1. 1 

1 kHz Power; 105 watts into 8 ohms per channel, both channels 
operating. 0.2% Total Harmonic Distortion. 

Intermodulation Less than 0.05% from 250 milliwatts to 
Distortion-.  rated power.    
Smafl Signal +0- -3dB. 1 Hz to 50kHz. 
Frequency Response; +0, —0.25dB, 20Hz to 20kHz.  
Hum and Noise Level; Better than 10OdB below 100 watts 

(unweighted 20Hz to 20kHz).  
Damping Factor: Greater than 150 to 1 at 8 ohms and 1 kHz. 
D.C. Offset Voltage: Less than 10 millivolts (at output terminals). 
Load Impedance: Designed for any load impedance equal to or 

greater than 4 ohms.  

mm 3 u G s 

For further information on these and other BGW amplifiers, 
contact Nikki Antoniou. Theatre Projects, 

10 Long Acre, London WC2E 9LN, Tel. 240 5411 

WW - 027 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 
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FULL HOUSE ° 

OF MULTIMETERS i 

TRIO 
Bench Models DL 705,706.720 and DF 760 

• S'/j and d'/j digit LED 
• Rugged and Reliable 
• 2 YEAR GUARANTEE 
• Simple Operation- 

Auto Ranging 
• Mains or Battery 
• 7 Digit Frequency Counter 
• Resolutions 1 and 0.1 mV 
• DCV, ACV, DCA, ACA and 

Ohms 
• Basic accuracy 0.8,0.25, 0.1 and 0.05% 
• Prices from £92 include FREE batteries, hand book 

and Test Leads 
||p Hand Held Models HM101 and 102 Series. 
lib HC 601,703,6010 and 7030.  
• 31/2 digit LCD and 

Analogue 
• Colour coded front i 

panel and edge switches \ 
• High impact ABS with \ 

Tilt stand 
• Safety features meets jfPS, ^ \ 

UL 1244 1 
• Basic accuracy 0.6 and 0.2% ^ * I 
• Full Range of DCV, ACV, WA'*. '.At* 

DCmA.ACmA and Ohms ' 
• Audio Continuity Tone * 

Plus 10A capability. \ 
• Switched HI and LO ohms 
• FREE Battery, Manual and Test Leads 
• Analogue from appro* £5 - Digital from appro* £34 
DDPSOERZ MA1H,2H,3Eand5D.M2011.2012,2030, 
DDU METDAWATT 2031 and 2032. Unigor 3N. 
• Digital and Analog-Hand -=a--—g—— 

nnp soerz 
DDU METKAII DDU METDAWATT 2031 and 2032. Unigor 3N. 
• Digital and Analog-Hand 

Held and Bench 
• Huge LCDs - Many Safety ^■TjqnqM 

Features 
• Black, Rugged and Reliable 
• 1 Year Guarantee 
• 372 and 4^ Digits 

Requirements 
• Prices from appro* £26 inc FREE Batteries, Manual and 

Test Leads 

MIC 
• ZVi digit LCD with easy 

single rotary control. 
• 10 Amp., 1000V and 

20M ohm capability. 
• TRANSISTOR hFE 

measurement. 
• Audible Continuity 

check and Diode Test. 
• Optional accessories 

incl. Carry Case and 
Battery Eliminator. 

• Fully Guaranteed for 12 
months. 

• Prices from appro*. £39 
include Free Battery, 
Manual and Test Leads. 

Pricesdo not include VAT orP - D 
House of Instruments 
Clifton Chambers, 62 High Street 
Saffron Walden, Esse* CB10 1 EE 
Tel; (0799) 24922 Telex: 818750 u Extended 

m ■ available 

Hand Held Models 6000Z and 3300A 

♦- * 

BPBBBB bxtt 
^ ^ WSStM ava 

I compplilivp House of Instruments Ltd. 
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RF LINEAR POWER AMPLIFIERS 
TYPE9045 

VMOS WIDEBAND UNW 
- POWER AMPUFIERS 

4 watts and 20 watts max. RF 
output. Without tuning. Power 
gain 10 dB 

TYPE9058 

TELEVISION UNW POWER 
AMPUFIERS 
Bands IV or V. 
Channel.9roup 'A' 21-34, 'B' 39-
51, or 'CD 48-68 

TYPE9054 

VMOS UNW POWER 
AMPUFIERS 
Tuned to your specified 
frequency in the range 1-250 
MHz. 

output. Gain adjustable 10-20 dB 
.•.........•...............•.........•...................••................•................................... £120+£4p&p 

TYPE 9060 As above with integraiiT)ains powe~ supply unit ................. £180.00+£8.00 p&p 
TYPE 9068 1-8 watts input, 80 watts output. Ga1n ad1ustable 10-20 dB £160.00+£4.00 p&p 
TYPE 9057 As above with integral mains power supply unit ................. £210.00+£8.00 p&p 
TYPE 9082 FM TRANSMITTER. 88-108 MHz. 50 watts RF output ........... £180.00+£4.00 p&p 

TYPE 9083. As above with integral mains power supply unit ............................. £230+£8 p&p 

LOW NOISE GASFET PREAMPLIFIERS 
TYPE 90081n 9010 

1WO STAGE USm STRIPUNE 
PREAMPUFIERS 
Television bands IV or V. 
Channel group 'A' 21-34, 'B' 39-
51, or 'CD' 48-68 

TYPE 9008 Two stage Gasfet preamplifier. N.F. 0.7 dB. Gain ?5 dB .............. £65+£1.50. p&p 
TYPE 9002 Two stage Gasfet preamplifier. N.F. 0.7 dB. Ga1n 10-35 dB. vanable. Hogh a 

filter ...........•....................................................................................... £85+£1.50 p&p 
TYPE 9009 UHF two stage Gasfet preamplifier. N.F. 0.6 dB. Gain 25 dB. Aligned to your 

specified frequency in the range 250·500 MHz .......•..................... £65+£1.50 p&p 
TYPE9004 UHF TWO STAGE Gasfet preamplifier. N.F. 0.6 dB. Gain 10-35 dB . . ~ariable. 

Aligned to your specified frequency in the range 250-500 MHz. Ho~h a filter 

. ···································--······································································£8 +£1.50 p&p 
TYPE 9012 Gasfet preamplifier mains power supply unit ......................... £24.50+£2.50 p&p 
TYPE 9010 Masthead weatherproof unit ...................................................... £4.50+£1.50 p&p 

TYPE9028 

USm/MOSFET RF 
PREAMPUFIERS 
Aligned to your specified 
frequency in the range 1-250 
MHz. 
Masthead/local use 

TYPE9031 

WIDEBAND RF PREAMPUFIER 
1 KHz-100 MHz withouttuning 

TYPE 9031 N.F. 3.0 dB Gain 40 dB ...................................................•............. £39.50+£1.50 p&p 

TYPE 90561500 MHz PRESCALER. Divides 100-1500 Mhz by 10 ............... £59.50+£1.50 p&r. 
TYPE 8033 PHASE LOCKED SIGNAL SOURCE using low frequency reference crysta . 

RESEARCH COMMUNICATIONS LTD. 
UNIT 3, DANE JOHN WORKS, GORDON ROAD, CANTERBURY, KENT CT1 3PP 

TELEPHONE: CANTERBURY (0227) 56489 

Specify output in the range1-600 MHz. Output10 mW. + 10 dBm ........... £64.50+£1.50 p&p 

WW- 043 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 
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.. .. .. .. 

137 Standard Ranges in a variety of 
sizes and stylings available for 10-14 
days delivery. Other Ranges and 
special scales can be made to order. 

full Information from: 

HARRIS ELECTRONICS (London) 
Phone: 01-837/7937 

. 138 GRAY'S INN ROAD, vv.C.1 Tel~x: 892301 

WW- 019 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 

ELECTRONIC POWER UNITS 
FOR XENON ARC AND MERCURY ARC LAMPS 

UNITS AVAn..ABLE FOR LAMPS RANGING FROM 75 TO 8500 WATTS. 

Lamp housings and lens systems manufactured as standard qff the shelf models or to 
specific design. 

K. T. Manners Design Ltd • 
P.O. Box 936, London, W4 4NW Telephone: 01-994 7155. Telex: 28604 
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~~ Nicolet Instruments 
~ 

Nicolet Instruments Limited. (A Nicolet Instrument Subsidiary). 

Budbrooke Road, Warwick, England. CV34 5XH. 
Telephone (0926) 494111 Telex 311135 
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BBC MICROCOMPUTERS 
Model 8 346.95 
Model B +Disc Int. 44, .95 

BBC MICRO DISC DRIVES 
BBC31 Single lOOK 229.00 
88C32 Dual 1 OOK 340.00 
BBC34 Ouai400K 649.00 
All disc drives include all Cables, 
·.Manual&. Utilities Disc. 

B8C MCROUPGRADEKITS 
BBCA28CompleteATOB 44.75 

.BBC116K Memory 18.00 
BBC2 Printer 7.50 
BBC3 Disc 95.00 

~g~ ~~ri~)\uRGe ~:~g 
BBC6 Bus 6.45 
Fitting service available. 

BBC MICRO OON'4ECTORS 
BBC21 Printer Cable 13.00 

(not assembled) 
BBC22 User Port Connector 

&Cable 2.46 
BBC23 Cassene Lead 3.50 · 
BBC24 7 Pin Din Plug 0.60 
BBC25 6 Pin Din Plug 0.60 
BBC26 5 Pin Din Plug 0.60 

B8C MCRO ACCESSORIES 
BBC45 Joysticks 11 .30 
BBC67 Eprom Programmer 57 .95~ 

BBC MICRO SOFTWARE 
View Wordprocessor 52.00 
1.0 M.O.S. 36.00 

ACORNSOFT 
Full range available. Please 
telephone for stock position. 

MEMORIES 
21 14L-200NS 
2708450NS 
2716450NS 
2716350NS 
2716 3 Rail 
2532 450NS 
2732 450NS 
2732 350NS 
2764 300NS 
4116 150NS 
4116 200NS 
4118150NS 
5516 200NS 
6116 150NS 
6116low Power 

150NS 
4164 200NS Tl 
4164 200NS NEC 
451614816100NS 
4532 200NS 

6800FAMILY 
6800 
6802 
6809 
6810 
6821 
6840 
6845 
6850 
68488 
68800 
68809 
68810 
68821 
68840 
68850 

ZSOFAMILY 
280ACPU 
280 8CPU 
280ACTC 
280 8CTC 
280ADAAT 
280ADMA 
280AP10 
280 8P10 
280AS10 

8080FAMILY 
8085A 
8212 
8216 
8224 
8228 
8251A 
8253 
8255A 

6500FAMILY 
6502 
6502A 
6520 
6520A 
6522 
6522A 
6532 

FLOPPY DISC 
CONTROLLERS 
8271 
FD1771 
FD1791 
FD1793 
FD1795 
FD1797 
WD1691 
WD2143·01 

0 1 0.80 
02 2.95 
01 2.45 
01 4.95 
0 1 7.25 
02 3.45 
01 3.45 
01 5.45 
01 7.95 
01 0.85 
02 0.80 
0 1 3.25 
02 9.45 
01 3.30 

02 4.95 
03 3.95 
03 3.95 
02 2.25 
02 2.95 

07 2.25 
05 2.50 
D6 6.30 
0 1 1.15 
03 1.00 
D4 3.75 
05 6.50 
02 1.10 
02 7.30 
0 7 5.25 
D6 12.00 
01 2.26 
03 2.20 
D4 6.00 
02 2.20 

02 2.99 
02 9.00 
01 2.60 
01 9.00 
0 1 5.:50 
02 6.95 
01 2.75 
01 9.00 
D4 9.00 

D4 3.50 
1.10 
1.00 
2.10 
3.27 

05 2.50 
4.00 

0 5 2.25 

03 3.25 
03 5.00 
01 2.50 
0 1 3.16 
05 3.00 
05 5.50 
02 5.50 

36.00 
0 5.15.00 
06 22.00 
D6 23.00 
0 6 28.00 
06 28.00 
02 12.00 
02 6.99 

INTERFACE DEVICES 
6402 3.80 
75107 0.47 
75110 0.56 
75150 0.64 
75154 0.77 
75160 2.56 
75161 2.80 
75162 3.95 
75172 1.95 
75173 1.44 
75174 1.95 
75175 1.44 
75182 0.50 
75183 0.!;0 
75168 0.37 
75189 0.37 
75451 0.22 
75452 0.22 
75453 0.22 
75454 0.22 
75468 0.88 
75491 0.31 
75492 0.42 
AY31015 02 3.00 
AY31270 6.47 
AY38910 D6 4.40 
AY52600 0 2 6. 70 
DP8304 0 1 2.50 
M C1488 0 1 0.37 
M C1489 01 0.31 
NC3242A 6.30 
M C3446 0 1 2.50 
MC3448A 01 3.75 
MC34BO 05 1.30 
MC34B7 01 2.00 
MC14411 07 7.65 
MC14412 9.45 
A032513L 01 6.50 
A032513U 01 6.50 

UMF MODULATORS 
UM1111 6MHZ 07 2.60 
UM1 233 8MH2 0 1 3.90 

BUFFERS 
81L595 
81L596 
81A597 
81L598 
8T26A 
8T28A 
8T95 
8T97A 
8T98 

0.80 
0.80 
0.80 
0.80 
0.90 
0.90 
0.90 
0.90 
0.90 

0.65 
4.75 
0.24 
0.48 
0.50 
1.99 
0.30 
0.60 
0.16 
0.45 
0.39 

TL507 1.33 
725 1.60 
741 0.14 
747 0.48 
748 0.27 

REGULATORS 
78L05 0.30 
78L12 0.30 
78L15 0.30 
7805 0.40 
7812 0.40 
7815 0.40 
7905 0.45 
7912 0.45 
7915 0.45 
LM 309K 1.20 
LM317K 2.40 
LM323K 4.50 
LM338K 6.25 

DATA CONVERTORS 
UPD7002 0 1 4.26 
2 N425 0 1 3.45 
2N426 01 3.00 
2 N427 01 5.99 
2N428 01 4.75 
2N429 D1 2.10 
2 N432 0 1 13.00 
2N449 0 1 2.55 

CRYSTALS 
1MH2 2.75 . 
1.8432MH2 1.92 
4MHZ 0.64 
8MH2 0.86 

DILSOCKETS 
Prns Tin Gold W/W 

8 7 16 25 
14 10 26 35 
16 10 29 40 
18 13 33 50 
20 15 37 60 
22 17 38 65 
24 21 46 70 
28 24 55 80 
40 30 76 99 

ZIFSOCKETS 
24 Pin 5.75 
28Pin 8.20 
40 Pin 9.75 

Data sheets are available on 
items martted 0 . 
Prices are as follows 
01 0.75 05 
02 1.00 Dll 
03 1.25 07 
04 2.00 DB 

2.00 
3.00 
4.00 
5.00 

LIN EARS 
L203 
LF398N 
LM301AN 
LM308N 
LM311P 
LM319N 
LM324N 
LM348N 
NE555P 
NE556CP 
TL010 
TL061 
TL062 
TI064 
TL066 
TL071 
TL072 
TL074 
Tl081 
TL082 
TL084 
TL091 
TL092 
TL094 
TL487 
TL489 
TL494 
'!"l 496 

0.29 A full ran9e of the following 
0.49 products •s carried in stock and 
0.98 is listed in our FREE catalogue. 

g:~~ • 74LS Sod es TTC 
0.47 • 4000 Series CMOS 

~:~ : ~iC~:~:s~~~~;ies 
0.46 • Crysta!s 
1.58 • IDC,CardEdge &D·Type 
0.40 Connectors 
0.58 • Dip Jumpers 
1.34 • Monochrome & Colour 
0.62 Monitors fNEC & KAGA) 
0.62 • Eprom Programm ers & 
1.63 Erasers , 
0.60 • Custom Cable Assemblies 

SPECIAL OFFER! SPECTRUM 32K UPGRADE KIT £24.95 

Carriage Orders up t_o £199 are sent by 1st class post, 
and £200+ by Secuncor. . 
0-£100 0.50 £100-£199 1.25 £200+ 5.00 b v Secuncor. 
Prices quoted ( + carriage charges) are exclus1ve of VAT 
and are subject to change ~ithout not ice. 

. Quantity Discounts are available on m any products, 

~ic~={~r~~~~ ~~~a~~icome from Education Est~blish-
ments·, Government Bodies and Public Coi"T'!pan1es. 
Credit Accounts are available to others subject to status . 
Payment is due strictly nett by the 15th of the month. 
Credit Cards are accepted (Access and y tsa) for telephone 
and postal order and NO SURCHARGE rs made. 
Out of stock items w ill fol low automat •cetl ly, 
a!our.discret ion •. orarefundwill be ~. ~~ 
g1ven 1f requested. ~ liiiilll!ll 
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RF LINEAR POWER AMPLIFIERS 

TYPE 9045 
VMOS WIDEBAND LINEAR 
POWER AMPLIFIERS 
4 watts and 20 watts max. RF 
output. Without tuning. Power 
gain 10 dB 

TYPE9046 10 ;Hz.-100l Hz 4watts £49.50+£2p&p 
7YPE905C ) MHz.-200 MHz. 4 watts £49.50+£2p« . 
TYPE 9066 10 KHz.-100 MHz. 20 watts... £120.00+£4 p&p 
TYPE 9064 As above with integral mains power supply unit £180+£8p&p 
TYPE 9067 20 MHz.-200 MHz. 20 watts £120+£4 p&p 
TYPE 9065 As above with integral mains power supply unit £180+£8 p&p 

TYPE 9058 
" iSDOGD LINEAR POWER 

■ ERI 
Bands IVorV. 
Channel group 'A' 21-34, 'B' 39- 
51, or 'CD^-SP 

TYPE 9061 150mV. input, 10 mW. output. Adjustable gain   £120.00+£4.00 p&p 
TYPE 9052 lOmW. input, 500mW. output. Adjustable gain. £120.00+£4.00 p&p 
TYPE 9059 500mW. input, 5 watts output .£150.00+£4.00 p&p 

TYPE 9054 

o. 
, . 

m ■cs 

TYPE -• 200 watts 

VMOS I INI. fi POWER 
AMPUHERS 
Tuned to your spec 
frequency in the range 
MH; 

if ied 
1-250 

input,; watts output. Gain adjustable 10-20 dB 
U  £120+£4p&p n TYPE 9060 As above with integral mains power supply unit £180.00+£8.00 p&p 
y TYPE 9068 1-8 watts input, 80 watts output. Gain adjustable 10-20 dB £160.00+£4.00 p&p 
| TYPE 9057 As above with integral mains power supply unit £210.00+£8.00 p&p 
|l TYPE 9082 FM TRANSMITTER, 88-108 MHz. 50 watts RF output ,....£180.00+£4.00 p&p 

TYPE 9083 As above with integral mains power supply unit £230+£8 patp 

LOW NOISE GASFET PREAMPLIFIERS 

TYPE 9008 in 9010 
170 STAGE GASFET STRIPUNE 
P 
Te evision bands IV or V. 
CTannel group 'A' 21-34, 'B' 39- 
51, or 'CD'48-68 

TYPE 9008 Two stage Gasfet preamplifier, N.F. 0.7 dB. Gain 25 dB £65+£1.50 p&p 
TYPE 9002 ' vo stage Gasfet preamplifier. N F. 0.7 dB. Gait 0-35 dB. variable. High Q 
  filter  -  ■ -+E1.5C n&p TYPE 9009 UHF two stage Gasfet preamplifier. N . 0.6 dB. Ga. 25 dB. Aligned to your 

   specified frequency in the range 250-500 MHz £65-r 1.50 p&p TYPE 9004 UHF TWO STAGE Gasfet preamplifier. N.F. 0.6 dB. Gain 10-35 dB. variable. 
Aligned to your specified frequency in the range 250-500 MHz. High Q filter 
 £85+. 0 p&p 

TYPE 9012 Gasfet preamplifier mains power supply unit £24.50+£2.50p3;p 
TYPE 9010 Masthead weathp-oroof unit £4.50+£1.EC pStp 

TYPE 9026 
GASFET/MOSFET RF 
PREAMPUHERS 
Aligned to your specified 
frequency in the range 1-250 
MHz. . 
Masthead/local use 

TYPE 9026 N.F. 1.0 dB. Gain 10-40 dB. variable £39.50+£1.50 p&p 
TYP J -6 FM. As above. Band II88-108 MHz £39.50+£1.:.0 p&p 
TYPE 9006 Gasfet. N.F. 0.6 dB. Gain 10-40 dB. variable £65.00+£1.50 p&p 
TYPE 9035 Mains power supply unit for above  £19.50+£2i&p 

TYPE 9031 

* 

* WIDEBAND RFPREAMPUFIER 
1 KHz-100 MHz withouttuning 

TYPE 9031 N.F. 3.0 dB Gain 40 dB £39.50+£1.50 p&p 
TYPE 90561500 MHz PRESCALER. Divides 100-1500 Mhz by 10 £59. +£1.50 p&p 
TYPE 8033 PHAS LOCK1". .1 S 1JAL SOURCE using low frequency reference crystaL 
S reify output in the range 1-600 MHz. Output 10 mW. + 10 dBm £64.50+£1.50 p&p 

RESEARCH COMMUNICATIONS LTD. 
UNIT 3, DANE JOHN WORKS, GORDON ROAD, CANTERBURY, KENT CT1 3PP 

TELEPHONE: CANTERBURY 227) 56489 

•V5* 
oHfC 
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CLEF ELECTRONIC MUSIC 

n 

PI AIVB 0 Q SPECIALISTS SINCE 1972 r inlYIUO DOMESTIC OR STAGE 
f SIX OR 71/4 OCTAVES 

KITS OR MANUFACTURED 
The most advanced form of touch-sensi- tive ection simulat- ing piano key inertia by patented tech- 1 

nique. 
Four mixable voices for serious tone variation plus electronic chorus and flanger effects. 

Kit BAND-BOX 
£314 An Electronic Backing 

' MM TRIO. Drums, Bass & 
• caiq Chord Instrument,     — *43?, User Programmable VOCAL & INSTRU- for 50-1 00 scores, ' MENTAL SOLOISTSI usmp microprocessoF. 

DOMESTIC PRICES 
£ 

Comp 
SIX i 
234 

71/4 
266 

Full 398 442 
MFD L620 695 _ 

Component Kits in- clude Keyboard. 
Full Kits further con- tain; Cabinets, Har- ness, Power Amp end Speaker. 

User Programmable /*• DRUM MACHINE, i Twenty-four patterns. X. I Eight parallel tracks. Twelve instruments sequence operation. £79 KIT £119 BUILT 
Write or Phone for full details of our range of high quality Kit and manufactured Electronic Musical Instruments. Prices include V.A.T., Cam, & Ins. and we operate Telephone BARCLAY-- CARD/ACCESS. Competitive EXPORT Quotations given. 
CLEF PRODUI v(E'ECTRONICS) 

.LIMITED Dept. W, 44i ^amhall L.-- Scjth. : 
Bramhall, Stock-o. Ches .n 1K7 1 AH A 
JL  061- - 3297  S 

WW - 018 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 

137 Standard Ranges in a variety of 
sizes and stylings available for 10-14 
days delivery. Other Ranges and 
special scales can be made to order. 

Full Information from: 

HARRIS ELECTRONICS (London) 

138 GRAY'S INN ROAD, W.C.I jelo" wVI" 7937 
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ELECTRONIC POWER UNITS 
FOR XENON ARC AND MERCURY ARC LAMPS 

UNITS AVAILABLE FOR LAMPS RANGING FROM 75 TO 6500 WATTS. 
Lamp housings and lens systems manufactured as standard off the shelf models or to 
specific design. 

K. T. Manners Design Ltd. 
P.O. Box 936, London, W4 4NW Telephone: 01-994 7155. Telex: 28604 
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Nicolet Instruments 
V w * 

COMPUTER COMPANY LIMITED 

choice for microcomputer components 

BBC MICROCOMPUTERS Model B 346.95 Model B+Di8C Int. 441.95 
BBC MICRO DISC DRIVES BBC31 Single 100K 229.00 6BC32 Dual 100K 340.00 BBC34 Dual 400K 649.00 All disc drives include all Cables, Manual & Utilities Disc. 
BBC M£RO UPGRADE KITS BBCA2B Complete A TOB 44.75 . BBC 1 16K Memory 18.00 BBC2 Printer 7.50 BBC3 Disc 95.00 BBC4 Analogue 6.70 BBC5 Serial & RGB 7.30 BBC6 Bus 6.45 Fitting service available. 
BBC MICRO CONNECTORS 
BBC21 Printer Cable 13.00 (not assembled) BBC22 User Port Connector & Cable 2.46 BBC23 Cassette Lead 3.50 BBC24 7 Pin Din Plug 0.60 BBC25 6 Pin Din Plug 0.60 BBC26 5 Pin Din Plug 0.60 
BBC MKRO ACCESSORIES BBC45 Joysticks 11.30 BBC67 Eprom Programmer 57,95 

BBC MICRO SOFTWARE View Wordprocessor 52.00 1.0 M.O.S. 36.00 
ACORNSOFT Full range available. Please telephone for stock position. 
MEMORIES 
2114L-200NS D1 0.80 2708 450NS D2 2.95 2716 450NS D1 2.45 2716 350NS D1 4.95 2716 3 Rail D1 7.25 2532 450NS D2 3.45 2732 450NS D1 3.45 2732 350NS D1 5.45 2764 300NS D1 7,95 4116 150NS D1 0.85 4116 200NS D2 0.80 4118 1 SONS Df 3.25 5516 200NS D2 9.45 6116 150NS D1 3.30 6116 Low Power 150NS D2 4.95 4164 200NS Tl D3 3.95 4164 200NS NEC D3 3.95 4516/4816 1 00NS D2 2.25 4532 200NS D2 2,95 

6800 FAMILY 

Z80 FAMILY Z80 ACPU Z80 BCPU Z80ACTC Z80BCTC Z80 ADART Z80 ADMA Z80AP10 Z80BP10 Z80AS10 

8080 FAMILY 8085A 8212 8216 8224 8228 8251A 8253 8255A 
6500 FAMILY 6502 6502A 6520 652OA 6522 6522A 6532 

FLOPPY DISC 
CONTROLLERS 8271 FD1771 FD1791 FD1793 FD1795 FD1797 WD1691 WD2143-01 

INTERFACE DEVICES 6402 3.80 ■ 75107 0.47 75110 0.56 75150 0.64 75154 0,77 75160 2,56 75161 2.80 75162 3.95 75172 1.95 75173 1.44 75174 1.95 75175 1-44 75182 0.50 75183 0.50 75188 0.37 75189 0.37 75451 0.22 75452 0.22 75453 0.22 75454 0.22 75468 0.88 7549 1 0.31 75492 0.42 AY31015 D2 3.00 AY31270 6.47 AY38910 D6 4.40 AY53600 D2 6.70 DP8304 D1 2.50 , MCI488 Dl 0,37 I MC1489 Dl 0.37 NC3242A 6.30 MC3446 Dl 2.50 MC3448A Dl 3.75 MC3480 D5 7.30 MC3487 Dl 2.00 MC14411 Dl 7-65 MC14412 945 R032513L Dl 6.50 R032513U Dl 6.50 
UMF MODULATORS UM1111 6MHZ Dl 2.60 UM1233 8MHZ Dl 3.90 

BUFFERS 
8IL595 0.80 811596 0.80 8tA597 0.80 8IL598 0.80 8T26A 0.90 8T28A 0.90 8T95 0.90 8T97A 0.90 8T90 0.90 

LIN EARS L203 0.65 LF398N 4.75 LM301AN 0.24 LM308N 0.48 LM31 IP 0.50 LM319N 1.99 LM324N 0.30 LM348N 0.60 NE555P 0.16 NE556CP 0.45 TL010 0.39 TL061 0.29 TL062 0.49 TI064 0.98 TL066 0.29 TL071 0.29 TL072 0.47 TL074 1.00 TL081 0.26 TL082 0.46 TL084 1.58 TL091 0.4O TL092 0.58 TL094 1.34 TL487 0.62 TL489 0.62 TL494 1.63 TL496 0.60 

TL507 1.33 
725 1.60 741 0.14 
747 0.48 
748 0.27 

REGULATORS 70LO5 0.30 78L12 0.30 78L15 0.30 7805 0.40 7812 0.40 7815 - 0.40 7905 0.45 7912 0.45 7915 0.45 LM309K 1.20 LM317K 2.40 LM323K 4.50 LM330K 6.25 

DATA CONVERTORS UPD7002 Dl 4.26 ZN425 Dl 3.45 ZN426 Dl 3.00 ZN427 Dl 5.99 ZN428 Dl 4.75 ZN429 Dl 2.10 ZN432 Dl 13.00 ZN449 Dl 2.55 

CRYSTALS 
1MHZ 2.75 1.8432 MHZ 1.92 4MHZ 0.64 8MHZ 0.86 
DIL SOCKETS Pfns Tin Gold W/W 8 7 16 25 14 10 26 35 16 10 29 40 18 13 33 50 20 15 37 60 22 17 38 65 24 21 46 70 28 24 55 80 40 30 76 99 

ZIF SOCKETS 24 Pin 28 Pin 40 Pin 

Data sheets ere available on items marked D. Prices are as follow* Dl 0.75 OS 2.00 D2 1.00 DC 3.00 D3 1.25 D7 4.00 D4 2.00 D8 5.00 

A full range of the following products is carried in stock and is listed in our FREE catalogue. 
♦ 74LS Series TTC • 4000 Series CMOS * T.I. Bipolar Memories ♦ 9900 Series Micros • Crystals • IDC, Card Edge & D-Type Connectors * Dip Jumpers * Monochrome & Colour Monitors (NEC & KAGA) » Eprom Programmers & Erasers • Custom Cable Assemblies 

SPECIAL OFFER! SPECTRUM 32K UPGRADE KIT £24.95 
Carriage Orders up to £199 are sent by 1st class post, 
and £200+ by Securicor. 
0-£100 0.50 £100-£199 1,25 £200+ 5.00 by Securicor. Prices quoted ( + carriage charges) are exclusive of VAT and are subject to change without notice. Quantity Discounts are available on many products, please ring for details. Official Orders are welcome from Education Establish- 
ments, Government Bodies and Public Companies. Credit Accounts are available to others subject to status. Payment is due strictly nett by the 15th of the month. 
Credit Cards are accepted (Access and Visa) for telephone and postal order and NO SURCHARGE is made. Out of stock items will follow automatically, at our discretion,.or a refund will be ffiESBBill 
given if requested. IBr\ yM «= -- 

MlDWICH COMPUTER COMPANY LIMITED 
RICKiNGHALL HOUSE, RICKINGHALL, SUFFOLK IP22 1 HH TELEPHONE (0379) DISS 898751 

WW - 046 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 

Nicolet Instruments Limited. (A Nicolet Instrument Subsidiary). 
Budbrooke Road, Warwick, England. CV34 5XH. 
Telephone (0926) 494111 Telex 311135 

WW - 050 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 
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The microprocessor controlled EP4000 will 
emulate and program all the popular 
EPROMs including the 2704, 2708, 2716(3), 
2508, 2758, 2516, 2716, 2532 and 2732 de
vices. Personality cards and hardware 
changes are not required as the machine 
configures itself for the different devices. 
Other devices such as bipolar PROMs and 
2764 and 2564 EPROMs are programmed 
with external modules. · 

The editing and emulation facilities, 
video output and serial/parallel input/out-

. put provided as standard make the EP4000 
very flexible to allow its use in three m<:~in 
modes: 

- As a stand alone unit for editing and 
, duplicating EPROMs. 

Items pictured are: e EP4000 Emulator' 
.Programmer - £545 + £12 delivery; e 
BSC buffered simulator cable - £39; e 
MESA 4 multi EPROM simulator cable -
£98; e 2732A Programming adaptor -
£39; e 2764 Programming adaptor - £64; 
·e 2564 Programming adaptor - £64; e 

) . 

As a slave programmer used in con
junction with a software development 
system or microcomputer. 
As a real time EPROM emulator for 
program debugging and development 
(standard access time of the emulator 
is 300ns). 

Data can be loaded into the 4k x 8 static 
RAM from a pre-programmed EPROM, the 
keypad, the serial or parallel ports and an 
audio cassette. Keypad editing allows for 
data entry, shift, move, delete, store, 
match and scroll, and a 1 k x 8 RAM allows 
temporary block storage. A video output 
for memory map display, as well as the 
built-in 8 digit hex display allows full use 
of the editing facilities to be made. 

BP4 (TEXAS} Bipolar PROM Programming 
module- £190 
Also available (not shown): e VM10 Video 
monitor - £99; e UV141 EPROM Eraser 
with timer - £78; e GP100A 80 column 
Printer - £225; e Pl100 · interface for 
EP4000to GP100A- £65. 

VAT should be added to all prices 

'GP Industrial Electronics Ltd. Tel: Plymouth (0752) 332961 
Telex: 42513 

Unit E, Huxley Close, Newnham Industrial Estate, Plymouth PL7 4JN 

WW - 039 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 
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e Checks, Programs, Compares up to 8 devices simultaneo~sly 
e Handles all NMOS EPROMS up to proj~cted 128K ~es1gns 

with no personality modules or charactensers- See list 
e Easy to use, menu driven operation for blankcheck, program, 

verify, illegal bit check, checksum, self-test . 
e Constant display of device type, mode and fault codmgs 
e Individual socket LED indicators for EPROM status . 
e Comprehensive EPROM integrity checks ·.- lllega~ b1! check, 

data and address shorts, constant power I me mon1tormg 
e Full safeguard protection on all s?ckets 
e Automatic machine self-test routme 
e Powered down sockets 
e Cost effective price- £695 +VAT 
e Available from stock 

Write or phone for more details 

2704 
2708 
2716(3) 
2508 
2758A 
27588. 
2516 
'2716 
48016 
2532 
2732 
2732A 
68732-0 
68732-1 
68766 
68764 
2764 
2564 
MK2764 

-IIIIIT- e EXNIIt EI .. S 

GP Industrial Electronics Ltd. Tel: Plymouth (0752) 332961 
Telex: 42513 

Unit E, Huxley Close, Newnham Industrial Estate, Plymouth PL7 4JN 

WW- 040 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 
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The microprocessor controlled EP4000 will 
emulate and program all the popular 
EPROMs including the 2704, 2708, 2716(3), 
2508, 2758, 2516, 2716, 2532 and 2732 de- 
vices. Personality cards and hardware 
changes are not required as the machine 
configures itself for the different devices. 
Other devices such as bipolar PROMs and 
2764 and 2564 EPROMs are programmed 
with external modules. 

ine editing and emulation facilities, 
video output and serial/parallel input/out- 
put provided as standard make the EP4000 
very flexible to allow its use in three main 
modes: 

- As a stand alone unit for editing and 
, duplicating EPROMs. 

- As a slave programmer used in con- 
junction with a software development 
system or microcomputer. 

— As a real time EPROM emulator for 
program debugging and development 
(standard access time of the emulator 
is 300ns). 

Data can be loaded into the 4k x 8 static 
RAM from a pre-programmed EPROM, the 
keypad, the serial or parallel ports and an 
audio cassette. Keypad editing allows for 
data entry, shift, move, delete, store, 
match and scroll, and a 1 k x 8 RAM allows 
temporary block storage. A video output 
for memory map display, as well as the 
built-in 8 digit hex display allows full use 
of the editing facilities to be made. 

Items pictured are: • EP4000 Emulator 
Programmer - £545 + £12 delivery; • 
BSC buffered simulator cable - £39; • 
MESA 4 multi EPROM simulator cable - 
£98; # 2732A Programming adaptor - 
£39; • 2764 Programming adaptor - £64; 
• 2564 Programming adaptor - £64; • 

BP4 (TEXAS) Bipolar PROM Programming 
module-£190 
Also available (not shown): • VM10 Video 
monitor - £99; • UV141 EPROM Eraser 
with timer - £78; • GP100A 80 column 
Printer - £225; • P1100 interface for 
EP4000 to GP100A - £65. 

VAT should be added to all prices 

STRIBUTORS REfUKI • EXPORT ENOUIRIES WELCOME 

GP Industrial Electronics Ltd. 10752,332961 

Unit E, Huxley Close, Newnham Industrial Estate, Plymouth PL7 4JN 

WW - 039 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 
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A 

. 1 

Checks, Programs, Compares up to 8 devices simultaneously 
Handles all NMOS EPROMS up to projected 128K designs 
with no personality modules or characterisers - See list 
Easy to use, menu driven operation for blankcheck, program, 
verify, illegal bit check, checksum, self-test 
Constant display of device type, mode and fault codings 
Individual socket LED indicators for EPROM status 

Comprehensive EPROM integrity checks Illegal bit check, 
data and address shorts, constant power line monitoring 
Full safeguard protection on all sockets 
Automatic machine self-test routine 
Powered down sockets 
Cost effective price - £695 + VAT 
Available from stock 

Write or phone for more details 

GP Industrial Electronics Ltd. 

Unit E, Huxley Close, Newnham Industrial Estate, Plymouth PL7 4JN 

Tel: Plymouth (0752) 332961 
Telex; 42513 

WW - 040 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 
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SINE WA\1£ GENERATOR 

~ --.... ...~ 

~~ . .. 
-~ 

Ll~o~ r• OiJTP\Jf 
'----

lOF'r!re!f 

Imagine the ideal 
hand held test set. 

A minimum of controls. 
Digital. 
Audio An oscillator that covers 

the audio spectrum in a 

IWI t s t single sweep. 
A es e Alevelmete~ 

· . that measures directly 
m dBs over 74dBs. And a frequency counter that 
reads the oscillator or meter input. 

Small enough to operate anywhere, and precise 
enough for any professional application. 
·. T~e Loft TSl is manufactured by the Phoenix . 

Audio Laboratory Inc., and distributed exclusively 
by Turnkey. 

It's price£249.00. 
Call us now for 

more information. 

Brent View Road . LONDON NW97EL 

01-2024366 
WW- 016FORFURTHERDETAILS 

POWER UNITS 
Now available with 

3 OUTPUTS 

Type 2~0VRU / 30 /2 5 

OUTPUT 1• 0-30v, 25A DC 

OUTPUT 2 0-70v, 10AAC . 

OUTPUT 3 0-250v, 4A AC 

ALL 
Continuously 

Variable 

WIRELESS WORLD MAY 19'" 

The toroidal transformer is now accepted as the standard in 
industry, overtaking the obsolete laminated type. Industry has 
been quick to recognise the advantages toroidals offer in size, 
weight, lower radiated field and, thanks to I.L.P., PRICE. 

Our large standard range is complemented by our SPECIAL 
DESIGN section which can offer a prototype service within 7 DAYS · 
together with a short lead time on quantity orders which can be 
programmed to your requirements with no price penalty. 

*Gold service available. 
21 days manufacture for urgent 
deliveries. 

*Orders despatched 
within 7 days of 
receipt for single or 
small quantity orders. 

*S year no quibble 
guarantee. 

TYPE SERIES SECONDARY RMS PRICE TYPE SERIES SECONDARY RMS PRICE TYPE SERIES SECONDARY RMS PRICE 
No Volts Current No Volts Current No Volts Current 

~~~\ ~~~\ ~~~\ 120 VA 4x010 6+6 10.00 300 VA 7x013 15+15 10.00 
90x40mm 4x01 1 9+9 6.66 110x50mm 7x014 18+18 8.33 

15 VA Ox010 6+6 1.25 1.2K9 4x012 12+12 5.00 2.6K9 7x015 22+22 6.82 

62 x34mm Ox011 9+9 0.83 Regulation 4x01 3 15+15 4.00 £7.42 Regulation 7x016 25+25 6.00 £10.88 
0.35K9 Ox012 12+12 0.63 £5.12 11% 4xCU4 18+18 3.33 6% 7x017 30+30 5.00 

Regulation Ox013 15+15 0.50 4x015 22+22 2.72 + p & p £1•.72 7x018 35+35 4.28 + p & p£2.05 

19% Ox014 18+18 0.42 +p&p£0.78 4x016 25+25 2.40 + VAT£1.37 7x026 40+40 3.75 + VAT£1.94 

Ox015 22+22 0.34 + VAT£0.89 4x017 30+30 2.00 TOTAL£10.51 7x025 45+45 3.33 TOTAL £14.87 

Ox016 25+25 0.30 TOTAL£6.79 4x018 35+35 1.71 7x033 50+50 3.00 

Ox017 30+30 0.25 4x028 110 1.09 7x028 110 2.72 

(encased in ABS plastic) 
4x029 220 0.54 7x029 220 1.36 
4x030 240 0.50 7x030 240· 1.25 

30vA 1x010 6+6 2.50 
160 VA 500 vA 

70 x 30mm 1x011 9+9 1.66 £5.49 5x011 9+9 8.89 8x016 25+25 10.00 

0.45K9 1x012 12+12 1.25 110x40mm 5x012 12+12 6.66 140x60mm 8x017 30+30 8.33 

Regulation 1x013 15+15 1.00 + p&p£1.10 1.8K9 5x013 15+15 5.33 4K9 8x018 35+35 7.14 £14.38 
18% 1x014 18+18 0.83 + VAT£0.99 Regulation 5x014 18+18 4.44 £8.43 Regu lat ion 8x026 40+40 6.25 

1x015 22+22 0.68 TOTAL£7.58 8% 5x015 22+22 3.63 4% 8x025 45+45 5.55 + p&p £2.40 

1x016 25+25 0.60 5x016 25+25 3.20 +p&p£1.72 8x033 50+ 50 5.00 + VAT£2.52 

1x017 30+30 0.50 5x017 30+30 2.66 + VAT£1.52 8x042 55+ 55 4.54 TOTAL £19.30 

5x018 35+35 2.28 TOTAL £11 .67 8x028 110 4.54 

50vA 2x010 6+6 4.16 5x026 40+40 2.00 8x029 220 2.27 

80x35mm 2x011 9+9 2.77 5x028 110 1.45 8x030 240 2.08 

0.9K9 2x012 12+12 2.08 5x029 220 0.72 

Regulation 2x013 15+15 1.66 £6.13 5x030 240 0.66 
13% 2x014 18+18 1.38 625 vA 

2x015 22+22 1.13 +p&p£1.35 9x017 30+30 10.41 

2x016 25+25 1.00 + VAT£1.12 140 x 75mm 9x018 . 35+35 8.92 

2x017 30+30 0.83 TOTAL£8.60 225vA 6x012 12+12 9.38 5K9 9x026 40+40 7.81 £1t12 
2x028 110 0.45 110 x45mm 6x013 15+15 7.50 Regulation 9x025 45+45 6.94 

2x029 220 0.22 2.2K9 6x014 18+18 6.25 4% 9x033 50+ 50 6.25 + p&p£2.55 

2x030 240 0.20 Regulation 6xQ15 22+22 5.11 £9.81 9x042 55+55 5.68 + VAT£2.95 

7% 6x016 25 .. 25 4.50 9x028 110 5.68 TOTAL £22.62 

80vA 3x010 6+6 6.64 6x017, 30+30 3.75 + p& p £2.05 9x029 220 2.84 

90x30mm 3x011 9+9 4.44 6x01B 35+35 3.21 + VAT£1.78 9x030 240 2.60 

1Kg 3x012 12+12 3.33 £6.66 6x020 40+40 2.81 TOTAL £13.64 

Regulation 3x013 15+15 2.66 Ox025 45+45 2.50 
12% 3x014 18+18 2.22 + p & p £1.72 6x033 50+ 50 2.25 

3x01.5 22+22 1.81 + VAT£1.26 6x028 110 2.04 ALSO AVAILABLE 
3x016 25+25 1.60 TOTAL£9.64 6x029 220 1.02 
3x017 '30+30 1.3.3 6x030 240 0.93 Sizes up to and including 5KVA are 

3x028 11 0 0.72 manufactured to order. 
3x029 220 0.36 
3x030 240 0.33 

The benefits of ILP toroidal transformers For mail order p lease make your crossed cheques or postal 

ILP toroidal transformers are only half the weight a nd height of their laminated orders payable to I LP Electronics Ltd. Barclaycard/Access 

equivalents. and are available with 110V. 220Vor 240V primaries coded as follows • welcome. Trade orders standard terms. 

IMPIJRTANT: Regulalion- All voltages quoted are FULLLOAO. Please add regulation ligure to secondaoy 

@ 
Posl lo: ILP Eleclromcs Ltd. Graham Bell House. Roper Close. 

vonage lo obtain oh load vohage. 
Canterbuoy CT2 7EP. Keno. England. 

For 110V primary insert "0" in place of "X" in type number. 
Telephone (0227) 54778: Telex 965780 

For 220V primary (Europe) insert "1" in place of "X .. in type number. 

For 240V primary (UK) insert .. 2" in place of "X. .. in type number. 

A lso available at Electrovalue,Maplin,Technomatic and Barrie Electronics. 

WW - 009 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 

LOW COST PROFESSIONAL TEST INSTRUMENTS 

WW- OIOFORFURTHERDETAILS 
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Write or phone for illustrated 

test instrument catalogue and price 

list ·+ Black Star Ltd. · 

9A, Crown Street illllro 
St. lves, Huntingdon 

Cambs. PE17 4EB 

Tel: (0480) 62440 Telex 32339 
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Advanced fault finding and diagnosis 
is just one of the many projects 
undertaken with the ELE 
microelectronic and microprocessor 
teaching system. 

A complete range of projects can be 
taught, from building simple 
electronic circuits to advanced 
engineering applications such as 
intelligent robotics. 

Features 
• Expandable - buy what you want 

when you want 
• Modular - interchangeable 

components throughout 
• Structured - provides a complete 

educational programme 
• Ready to use - no extras to buy 
• Comprehensive - 46 items of 

equipment in the system 

How to find 

faults with 

our system 

§ 
~ 

 'i 

i -»• 

For further 
information and a 
free brochure, 
contact ELE at 
the address 
below; 

E EE 

International 

Limited 

ELE International 
Eastman Way 
Hemel Hempstead 
Hertfordshire 
HP2 7HB 
England 

Tel: (0442) 50221 
Telex: 825239 

WW - 044 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 

wtoxs 

I ttwf.i. OOTpyT 
iOFWSf tmt. — 

n W Imagine the ideal 
H<SS hand held test set. 

_ _ m A minimum of controls. 
An oscillator that covers 
the audio spectrum in a 

M m. e* Single sweep. 

Test Set A level meter 
that measures directly 

in dBs over 74dBs. And a frequency counter that 
reads the osc: "ator or meter input. 

Small enough to operate anywhere, and precise 
enough for any professional application. 

The Loft TS1 is manufactured by the Phoenix 
Audio Laboratory Inc., and distributed exclusively 
by Turnkey. _ 

Sowfof' ilwonfeiiw 
more information. U 

Test Set 

temlksw 

Brenl View Road LONDON NWS 7EL 

01-2024366 

PRODUCTION 
TESTING 

DEVELOPMENT 

SERVICING 

POWER UNITS 
Now available with 

3 OUTPUTS 

WW - 016 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 

Type 250VRU/30/2i: 

OUTPUT 1: 0-30v, 25A DC 

OUTPUT 2; 0-70v, 10A AC 

OUTPUT 3; 0-250v, 4A AC 

ALL 
Continuously 

Variable 

Vcilfiaaio 

vALRADIO LIMITED, BROWELLS LANE, FELTHAM 
MIDDLESEX TW13 7EN 

Telephone: 01-890 4242/4837 

WW - 045 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 
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The toroidal transformer Is now accepted as the standard in 
industry, overtaking the obsolete laminated type. Industry has 
been quick to recognise the advantages toroidals offer in size, 
weight, lower radiated field and, thanks to I.L.P., PRICE 
Our large standard range is complemented by our SPECIAL 
DESIGN section which can offer a prototype service within 7 DA YS 
together with a short lead time on quantity orders which can be 
programmed to your requirements with no price penalty. 

ifrGoid service available. 
21 days manufacture for urgent 
deliveries. 

^rOrders despatched 
within 7 days of 
receipt for single or 
small quantity orders. 

year no quibble 
guarantee. 

SERIES SECONDARY RMS 
No Volts Current 

SERIES SECONDARY RMS No Volts Current 
SERIES SECONDARY RMS No Volts Current 

15 VA 
62 x 34mm 0.35Kg 
Regulation 

19% 

0x010 6+6 1.25 
0x011 9+9 0.83 
0x012 12+12 0.63 
0x013 15+15 0.50 
0x014 18+18 0.42 
0x015 22+22 0.34 
0x016 25+25 0.30 
0x017 30+30 0.25 

£5.12 + p & pE0.78 + VAT £0.89 
TOTAL E6.79 

(encased in ABS plastic) 

30 va 1x010 6+6 2.50 
70 x 30mm 1x011 9+9 1.66 

0.45Kg 1x012 12+12 1.25 
Regulation 1x013 15+15 1.00 

18% 1x014 18+18 0.83 
1x015 22+22 0.68 
1x016 25+25 0.60 
1x017 30+30 0.50 

50 va 2x010 6+6 4.16 
80 x 35mm 2x011 9+9 2.77 

0.9Kg 2x012 12+12 2.08 
Regulation 2x013 15+15 1 1.66 

13% 2x014 18+18 1.38 
2x015 22+22 1.13 
2x016 25+25 1.00 
2x017 30+30 0,83 
2x028 110 0,45 
2x029 220 0.22 
2x030 240 0.20 

80 va 3x010 6+6 6.64 
90 x 30mm 3x011 9 + 9 4.44 

1 Kg 3x012 12+12 3.33 
Regulation 3x013 15+15 2.66 

12% 3x014 18+18 2.22 
3x015 22+22 1.81 
3x016 25+25 1.60 
3x017 '30+30 1.33 
3x028 110 0.72 
3x029 220 0.36 
3x030 240 0.33 

£5.49 + p&pE1,10 + VATE0.99 TOTAL £7.58 

£6.13 + p&p£1.35 + VATE1.12 TOTAL £8.60 

£6.66 + P&PE1-72 + VAT £1.26 TOTAL £9.64 

120va 4x010 6+6 10.00 
90 x 40mm 4x011 9+9 6.66 

1.2Kg 4x012 12+12 5.00 
Regulation 4x013 15+15 4.00 

11% 4x04 4 18+18 3.33 
4x015 22+22 2.72 
4x016 25+25 2,40 
4x017 30+30 2.00 
4x018 35+35 1.71 
4x028 110 1.09 
4x029 220 0,54 
4x030 240 0,50 

160 va 5x011 9+9 8.89 
110x40mm 5x012 12+12 6.66 

1.8Kg 5x013 15+15 5.33 
Regulation 5x014 18+18 4.44 

8% 5x015 22+22 3.63 
5x016 25+25 3,20 
5x017 30+30 2.66 
5x018 35+35 2.28 
5x026 40+40 2.00 
5x028 110 1.45 
5x029 220 0.72 
5x030 240 0.66 

225 va 6x012 12+12 9.38 
110x45mm 6x013 15+15 7.50 

2.2Kg 6x014 18+18 6.25 
Regulation 6xQ15 22+22 5.11 

7% 6x016 25+25 • 4.50 
6x017, 30+30 3.75 
6x018 35+35 3.21 
6x026 40+40 2.81 
0x025 45+45 2.50 
6x033 50+50 2.25 
6x028 110 2.04 
6x029 220 1,02 
6x030 240 0.93 

£7.42 
+ p&p£1'.72 + VAT £1.37 
TOTAL £10.51 

£8.43 + p&pE1-72 
+ VAT £1.52 TOTAL £11.67 

£9.81 + p & p £2.05 + VAT £1.78 
TOTALE13.64 

300 va 7x013 15+15 10.00 
110 x 50mm 7x014 18+18 8.33 

2.6Kg 7x015 22+22 6.82 
Regulation 7x016 25+25 6.00 

6% 7x017 ' 30+30 5.00 
7x018 35+35 4.28 
7x026 40+40 3.75 
7x025 46+45 3.33 
7x033 50+50 3.00 
7x028 110 2.72 
7x029 220 1.36 
7x030 240 1.25 

500 va 8x016 25+25 10.00 
140 x 60mm 8x017 30+30 8.33 

4 Kg 8x018 35+35 7.14 
Regulation 8x026 40+40 6.25 

4% 8x025 45+45 5.55 
8x033 50+50 5.00 
8x042 55+55 4.54, 
8x028 110 4.54 
8x029 220 2.27 
8x030 240 2,08 

625 va 9x017 30+30 10.41 
140 x 75mm -9x018 . 35+35 8.92 

5 Kg 9x026 40+40 7,81 
Regulation 9x025 45+45 6.94 

4% 9x033 50+50 6.25 
9x042 55+55 5.68 
9x028 110 5.68 
9x029 220 2,84 
9x030 240 2,60 

£10.88 + p & pE2.05 + VAT £1.94 TOTAL £14.87 

£14.38 + p&p£2-40 
+ VAT £2.52 

TOTAL £19.30 

£17/12 
+ p&pE2.55 + VAT £2.95 
TOTAL £22.62 

ALSO AVAILABLE 
Sizes up to and including 5KVA are 
manufactured to order. 

The benefits of ILP toroidal transformers 
IIP toroidal transformers are only half the weight and height of their laminated 

equivalents, and are available with tlOV, 22Q\I or 240\/ primaries coded as follows: 
IMPORTANT; Regulation — All voltages quoted are FULL LOAD. Please add regulation figure to secondary 
voltage to obtain oft load voltage. 
For 110V primary insert "0" in place of "X " in type number. 
For 220V primary (Europe) insert "1" in place of "X" in type number. 
For 240V primary (UK) insert "2" in place of "X." in type number. 
Also available at Electrovalue.Maplin.Technomatic and Barrie Electronics. 

For mail order please make your crosseu cheques or postal 
orders payable to ILP Electronics Ltd. Barclaycard/Access 
welcome. Trade orders standard terms. 

Post to; II ■ ! cs Ltd. Graham Bell House. Hoger Close. 
Canterbury CT2 7EP. Kent. Fn^and. 
T°leohon" '0227) 54778: T^'ex 965780, 

o 

ILP Electronics Ltd) 
-mAAISFORMERS, 

" VW - 009 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 

LOW COST PROFESSIONAL TEST INSTRUMENTS 
*air o 0 

FREQUENCY METERS 
1100MHZ, 600MHZ, and1GHz Models] 

from £67 

Hand Held 
Analogue and 

Digital 

Multimeters 

16 Models 
from £18.75 ■m - w-l ' 

£to:.<A *0.1 V-J 

★ FREQUENCY METERS 
★ ANALOGUE MULTIMETERS 
★ DIGITAL MULTIMETERS 
★ FUNCTION GENERATOR 
★ OSCILLOSCOPES 
★ POWER SUPPLIES 
★ LOGIC PROBE 
★ SCOPE PROBES 

Write or phone for illustrated 
test instrument catalogue and price 

St. Ives, Huntingdon f 
Cambs. PE17 4EB 
Telt (0480)62440 Telex 32339 

WW - 010 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 
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e~rrycue 

124.811 
£29.111 

KII3CI!C•2611ng1 lA AC/DC 2D .,.D ohm £34.811 
KIIS8C•2811ng1 IDA AC/DC 20 .,.D ohm 138.111 
8010+ 2211ngl lOA AC/DC 20 .,.D ohm DUO 
7030Uallll0but0.1%bulc. 141.30 
KD8111~811ngalOA DC.2ng plus Hlo fllltrl38.111 
1 ... 30 11ng1 lOA ACIDC. 2D .,.g plus Hlo 
IHflr £89.811 
MAllO HELD AUTO IIAIIBE 
DM23110•2lllngaiOA AC/DC 2D .,.D ohm 
(Minlalurel , . 148.811 
H030 l611ng1 D.2UC/DC 2 meg ohm 141.811 
HD30/I Alabova plus cont. bumr 144.110 
ND31 Z211ngo 10 AC/DC 2 meg·ohma plus cont. 
buzzer £58.111 

MULTI METERS 
(UK C/P Blip) 
C7011 50K/V 21 ranges. 
Renge doubler lOA DC. 
SPECIAl PRICE £15.111 
ETC5000/5001 21 rangoa. 50K/V. 
Rongo doubler. lOA OC. £18.110 
TMK500 23 rang01 30KiV. 12A DC plus 
cont. buzzer. 
NH58R 2DK/V. 22 range pocket 
EU10214 ranAe 2K/V pockll 
830A 26 range 30K/ V. lOA AC/DC overload 
profiCUon. otc. 
31111TR 23 range tDOK/V.I.JrgoiCile 

~Dy'1~~~~~~;!'zoK/V.Illluxa plus Hfo 
tuttr 
IT303TR 21 rango ZDK/ V plus Hie ttster 
YN 31111TR 19 11ngo 2DK/V plus Hla fllflr 

TH301 LCD -50"C to • 750" with 
thlrmocouple 

AC CLAMPMETER 
IT300 0/300A: 0/800 
VAC. Oil Kohm 9 rangN 
With Clrry CUI (UK C/P 65pl 

LOGIC PROBES 

£23.111 
£10.111 

£5.111 

123.111 

£38.111 

£17.110 
£18.111 
£13.811 

IEIICN MODELS 
TM3113o 27 11ngo LCD 2A AC/DC £81.25 
TM3511o 2D range LED lOA AC/DC !111.25 
TM3111•ZD rangiLCD IOUC/DC £113.811 
~~~:.;•~: ~~11DA AC/DC plua511nge£

1
0I.OO 

TM4111 4Y, dl"lt LCOoverylaclllly (0.02'1.1 £171.00 

:=:~.ru~/: ~~:~:~~~~:·:~.~'/ol ~:~: 
•Optional Clrry mo £8.84 

L CAPACITANCE 
METER 
0.1 pi to 2000 mtd LCD 6 rangoa 
DM6013 £52.711 (Carry call £2.951 

WW - 026 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 

SPATULA/ 

No other cleaner has all these advantages:-
1. Only 100% pure. natural diamond grains are utilised. 

2. Blades are treated with hard chrome to reinforce the setting of the diamond grains. to 
obviate loosening or breakaway during use. This process also prevents clogging of the 
diamonded surface by residues resulting from use. 

· 3. All diamonded blades are rectified to ensure an absolutely smooth surface by eliminating 
diamond gr8ins which may rise above the surface. This eliminates all excessive 
scratching during use. 

4 . All diamond grains are rigidly calibrated to ensure a perfectly uniform grain size of eith~r 
200. 300 or 400. · 

5. The chrome gives a very weak co-efficient of friction and the r.igidity of the nylon handle is 
calculated to permit proper utilisation and yet pliant enough to avoid undue pressures on 
highly delicate relays. 

e Grain size '200. thickness 55/ 100 mm., both faces diamonded. For quick cleaning of industrial 
relays and switching equipment. etc. ' 

e Grain size 300, thickness 55/lOOmm .. both hces diamonded. For smaller equipmttnts. like 
telephone relays. computer relays. etc. 

e Grain size 400. thickness 25/ 100 mm .. one face diamonded. For sensitive relays and tiny 
contacts. Two close contacts facing each other can be individually cleaned. because only one 
face of the spatula is abrasive. 

Sole Distributors for the United Kingdom 
SPECIAL PRODUCTS (DISTRIBUTORS) LTD 

·81 Piccadilly, London W1V OHL. Phone: 01-629 9556 
Aa supplied to the M.O.D., U.K.A.E.A., C.E.G.B. British R.;o - othe• Public Authoritiea; 

also major industrial .-x1 electronic .,..,. throughout the United Kingdom. 

WW- 029FORFURTHERDETAILS 

TIME WRONG? 
MSF CLOCK is ALWAYS CORRECT- never gains or loses, SELF 

SETTING at switch-on, 8 digits show Date, Hours, Minutes and 
Seconds, 24-hour format, larger digit Hours and Minutes for 
easy QUICK-GLANCE time, auto GMT/BST and leap year, can 
expand to Years, Months and Milliseconds and work as 
STOPCLOCK, parallel BCD (including Weekday) output for 
alarm, etc. and audio to record and show time on playback, 
receives Rugby 60KHz atomic. time signals, built-in antenna, 
1000Km range, GETthe TIME RIGHT, £69.60. 

60KHz RUGBY RECEIVER, as in MSF Clock, serial data output for 
computer, decoding details and Basic listings, £22.20. 

Each fun-to-build kit (ready made to order) includes all parts, 
printed circuit, case, instructions, by-return postage, etc, 
money back assurance so GET yours NOW. 

· CAMBRIDGE KITS 
45 (WS) Old School Lane, Milton, Cambridge 

Telephone: 860150 

Ideal for the experimenter 
• THIS DOSIMETER WILL AUTOMATICALLY 

DETECT GAMMA AND X-RAYS 
• UNIT IS SIZE OF FOUNTAIN PEN & CLIPS 

ONTO TOP POCKET 
• PRECISION INSTRUMENT 
• MANUFACTURERS CURRENT PRICE OF A 

l!!M!1AF! M!l!l~L OVER £25 EACH 
•o-5R 

British design & manufacture. 
Tested and 
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HORIZONTAL OR 
VERTICAL RANGE FROM 3-10 SOCKETS 

ALL EX-STOCK! 
SPECIALS TO ORDER 

I 
c 
A 
L 

WHEN 
IT COMES · 
TO-POWER 
FOR RACKS 

IT MUST BE OLS.ON 

OLSON ELECTRONICS LIMITED· 
5-7 LONG STREET LONDON E2 8HJ 

TEL: 01-739 2343 TELEX 296797 
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~it~. . Now, really reason 
--<qil . · with IC's 

With the new LM2A logic monitor from GSC, you can see 
just what's going on in an integrated circuit for only.£87.* 

The LM2A's sixteen LED indicators show the stat1c~and 
dynamic logic states of all the pins ~:>n 14 o.r 16-pm.IC 

packages, and GSC's unique Proto-CI1p p~ov1des ~ap1?, 
· reliable contact w1th the c1rcu1t. 

You can use the LM2A with different logic families, t<:>o. A 
front-panel switch lets you select TTL or C-MOS, and a vanable 

threshold control covers any voltage from+ 1V to +9V for other 
logic levels. It's small and light enough to.hol? in. the .h~n~, and 

· operat1on 1s s1mpi1C1ty 1tself. 

GLOBAL SPECIALTIES CORPORATION 

55= 
G.S.C. (UK) Limited, Dept. 7L, 
Unit 1, Shire Hill Industrial Estate, 
Saffron Walden, Essex CB 11 3AO. 
Telephone: Saffron Walden (0799) 21682. 
Telex: 817477. 

WIRELESS WORLD MAY 1983 

Take the logical co1,Jrse of action -fill in the coupon now. 
* Price excluding P&P and 15% VAT. 

---~-------------, rGr.c. '('U'K)Ltd., Dept 7L, Unit 1, Shire Hill Industrial Estate, Saffron Walden, Essex CB 11 3AQ 
1 Model LM2A LOGIC MONITOR Unit price inc. P & P 15% VAT £102.35 ' ~;~~ i I 
I Name I 
~~~ I 
I 1 enclose cheque/ P.O. for£ or debit by Barclaycard/Access/ 1 

American Express card no. exp.date I 
I FOR IMMEDIATE ACTION - The G.S.C. 24 hour, 5 day a week serv1ce. For FREE D 

Telephone (0799) 21682 and give us your Barclaycard, Access, Amencan catalogue J 
1 Express number and your order w ill be in the post 1mmed1ately. . t1ck box - -
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C7 ^1 E ■ mm i ■ n 1 i ■ 13 =3 % ^ ■ — 

o cm i i a o en? i i m n c=^ A & ■■ 

B7"^ □ 1 ■■ | □3 ^=1 BHB ■1 kh. ^ a r-v T\ 

TEST EQUIPMENT CENTRES 

Y<=^ --S 
1 i ^3 8 L o ^3 iz=i a 3-^3 
ALL MODELS ON DISPLAY^^B 
OPEN SIX DAYS A WEEK /^B 

RETAIL • MAIL ORDER • EXPORT • INDUSTRIAL • EDUCATIONAL 
DIGITAL MULTIMETERS (UKC/PF™.) A 

- \ A AU-.MOMS igpf. ■ 
f "  ^ ^ 

HAND HELD oWlth free cirry cue gA'r-K. 
KD29Co)3 range 0.2A DC 2 rnig ohm £24.95 
KD305 o}6 range 10A DC. 2 meg ohm £29.95 V . 11 

KD30Ca26 range U AC/DC 20 meg ohm £34.95 B™UMnm KD95Ca2S range 1 OA AC/DC 20 meg ohm £39.95 BENCH MODELS 
601 Of 22range IDA AC/DC20 megohm £34.40 TM3S3*27 range LCD2 
7P30f At 0010 but 0.1% basic. £41.30 TM355* 20 range LED) KDBISalB range I OA DC.2 meg plus Hfe teitorfiSO.OS TM351* 29 range LCO 1 
1898130 range IDA AC/DC. 20 meg plus Hfe 2001 28 range LCD 10A tester £69.95 Cap. Meier with case 
HAND HELD AUTO RANGE TM491 4% digit LCD evi 0M235Oa2t range IDA AC/DC 20 meg ohm 1903a d3/) digit LCD ever 
(Miniature) £49.95 1503Ha 0.03% basic vet 
H03016 range D.2A AC/DC 2 meg ohm £41.95 •Optional carry caie £6.8 HD30/D As above plus cont. buzzer £44.90 , , - 
HD31 22 renge ID AC/OC 2 meg ohms plus conL ( ri¥vfTH3 buzzer £58.95 W.MIlJ 'la1 If 
40ptlonal carry case £2.95  
FREQUENCY COUNTERS  1 SIGNAL GENER 

BENCH MODELS 
M353* 27 nnga LCO 2A AC/DC £88.29 TM395* i ing :D IQA AC/DC £88.29 

TM3SI*29niigtlC0rSAC/r £113.89 2081 2S nngi LI: OA AC/c" plui S nnga 
Cap.Malarwfthcati •> i.oo 
TM49I 4^ digit LCD avara facility |0.02%| £171.00 " ma 43/, dl II wary facllll (OOS1/,; £r .30 
1903HlO.(l3%baalr lal above £■ 
•Optlimal carry caaa £8.84 m 

SIGNAL GENERATORS |220/^Aq I 

PFM200* 200 MHZ hand bald packal 8 dlgll 
> £8790 81 IDA 8 digit LED bei - 2 rangaa 100 MHZ £77.00 88100 ' LED .. I rangaa 800 MHZ 13.80 9 dig mgai GHZ £178.00 
if I ■6dlgllLC040MHZ £ » 

TF200 ■ B digit LCO 200 MHZ £106.79 ■Optlimal carry caae £6.04 Extandad range of meal ccuntara 
TPOOOOOOMHZ £43.00 TPIOOO1 GHZ  £74.00 

ELECTRONIC INSULATION TESTER 
YF 501 500 V/O-IOOm with carry caie £63.00 
MULTIMETERS f \ (UK C/P 69p) 

C7O8150K/V 21 ranges. [V | Ringsdoubler IQA DC. *5," oiv 1 
SPECIAL PRICE £15.95 RBm 
ETCS000/5001 21 ranges. 50K/V. [7] 
Hinge doubler. IDA DC. £16.50 a^uj 
TfllKOOO 23 rangee XK/V. 12A DC plus cont. buzzer. £23.95 
NH56R 20K/V. 22 range pocket £10.95 
EU10214ranaB2K/V pocket £5.95 
830A 26 range 30K/V. IOA AC/OC overload protection, etc. £23.95 
360TR 23 range 100K/V. Large scale IDA AC/DC plus Hfe £36.95 
AT1020 18 range 20K/V. Deluxe plus Hfe tester £17.50 
ST303TR 21 ringe 20K/V plus Hfe tester £16.95 
YN 360TR 19 range 20K/V plus His tester £13.96 

FUNCTION : All slne/square/trlingle/TTL. etc 
TG1001 HZ - tOO KHZ £91 T61O20.2HZ- 2MHZ £161 
PULSE 
TGIOS Various lacflitfisSHZ-5 MHZ £9 
AUDIO: Multlband Sine/Square 
LA627 10 Hz to 1 MHz £9 
AG202A 20 Hz to 200 Kliz [List £94.50) £6 RF 
3G402100 KHz to X MHz (List few) £5 
L8G17100 KHz to ISO MHz £7 
AUDIO • RF • FUNCTION • PULSE 
OSCILLOSCOPES ^ —— 

VARIABLE POWER 
SUPPLIESIUK C/P £1.00) 
PP241 0/I2/24V. 0/1 A. W'S £35.00 
PP243 3 amp version £59.95 
PS 13078 8/15V 7 amp twin meter £2 
DIGITAL THERMOMETER/ 
TH301 LCD -StTC to ♦750° with S 

thermocoupli £86.43 
ACCLAMPMETER 
8T300 0/300A; 0/600 
VAC. 0/1 Kohm Oranges 
With carry case [UKC/Pe5p| £26.50 
LOGIC PROBES 
LP1010 MHZ £28.50 

i LDP076 50 MHZ with carry cue 
\and accessories £71 ^0 

Full apecilicatlon any model on request, SAE by poet. 
HM' Series HAMEG: SC THANDAR: 
US' Series TRIO: 3' Series CROTECH 
SINGLE TRACE 303015MHZ5mV. 95mm tube plus component 
tester C/P £3.X £177.10 SCI IDA".Miniature to MHZ battiry portable Poatfree £171.00 
HM103 I5MHZ 2mV. 6 x 7 display plus component tester C/P £3.00 £181.70 □Optional carry case £6.64 AC adaptor £6.69 
Nlcads £12.50 DUAL TRACE (UK C/P £4.00) 
HM203/4 Dual 20 MHZ plus component tester £303.60 
C81562A Ous110 MHz (List £321.00) £269.50 
3131 Dual 15 MHZ + component tester £276.00 
CSIS66A Dull X MHZ All facilities (List £40).35) * £340 Ofl HM204 Dull 20 MHZ plus component tester sweep delay. £419.75 
C81820 Dual 20 MHz with extra facilities (Lilt £50830) £465.00 OPTIONAL PROBE KITS XI £7.95 XIO £6.45 
X1-XI0 £10.50 XJOO £16.95 
HIGH VOLTAGE METER  
Direct reading 0/40 KV. — 
20K/VoH, (UKC/P65p) £23100^^^^* 
DIGITAL CAPACITANCE 'ET 
METER /rW 
0.1 pi to 2000 mtd LCD 8 ranges /£ / 
DM6013 £52.75 (Carry case £2.95) 

TRANSISTOR TESTER 
Direct reading PNPiHPH.'tc. 
TCI £21.95 
I"* V WPl fSr, " ^ 

oraei Orthr by PoM wtm CHCQUIt/ACCCSt/ VISA or you em rttaphon* you f orOori. AM onion dstpstebod within I dayi 

(mtaOSCim 

BY USING A 
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_ Manufactured in France 
British Patents applied for 

No othsr cleaner has alt these advantages:— 
1. Only 100% pure, natural diamond grains are utilised. 
2. Blades are treated with hard chrome to reinforce the setting of the diamond grains, to 

obviate loosening or breakaway during use. This process also prevents clogging of the 
diamonded surface by residues resulting from use. 

' 3. All diamonded blades are rectified to ensure an absolutely smooth surface by eliminating 
diamond grains which may rise above the surface. This eliminates all excessive 
scratching during use. 

4. All diamond grains are rigidly calibrated to ensure a perfectly uniform grain size of either 
200, 300 or 400. 

5. The chrome gives a very weak co-efficient of friction and the rigidity of the nylon handle is 
calculated to permit proper utilisation and yet pliant enough to avoid undue pressures on 
highly delicate relays. 

• Grain size 200, thickness 55/100 mm., both faces diamonded. For quick cleaning of industrial 
relays and switching equipment, etc. 

• Grain size 300, thickness 55/100mm., both faces diamonded. For smaller equipments, like 
telephone relays, computer relays, etc. 

• Grain size 400, thickness 25/100 mm., one face diamonded. For sensitive relays and tiny 
contacts. Two close contacts facing each other can be individually cleaned, because only one 
face of the spatula is abrasive. 

Sole Distributors for the United Kingdom 
SPECIAL PRODUCTS (DISTRIBUTORS) LTD 

81 Piccadilly, London W1V OHL. Phone: 01-629 9556 
A* suppHed to th> M.O.O.. U.KJL.EJL., C.E.O.B. British Rsil and othsr Public AuthorMss; 

also major industrial and electronic user* throughout the United Kingdom. 
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TIME WRONG? 
MSF CLOCK is ALWAYS CORRECT — never gains or loses, SELF 

SETTING at switch-on, 8 digits show Date, Hours, Minutes and 
Seconds, 24-hour format, larger digit Hours and Minutes for 
easy QUICK-GLANCE time, auto GMT/BST and leap year, can 
expand to Years, Months and Milliseconds and work as 
STOPCLOCK, parallel BCD (including Weekday) output for 
alarm, etc. and audio to record and show time on playback, 
receives Rugby 60KHz atomic time signals, built-in antenna, 
lOOOKm range, GET the TIME RIGHT, £69.60. 

60KHz RUGBY RECEIVER, as in MSF Clock, serial data output for 
computer, decoding details and Basic listings, £22.20. 

Each fun-to-build kit (ready made to order) includes all parts, 
printed circuit, case, instructions, by-return postage, etc, 
money back assurance so GET yours NOW. 

CAMBRIDGE KITS 
45 (WS) Old School Lane, Milton, Cambridge 

Telephone: 860150 

I BE PREPARED view thru 
Idrnl for the experimenter 
■ I fIS DOSIMETER WILL AUTOMATICALLY 

DETECT GAMMA AND X- PAYS 
■ UNIT IS SIZE OF FOUNTAIN PEN & CLIPS 

ONTO TOP POCKET 
■ PRECISION INSTRUMENT 
■ MANUFACTURERS CURRENT PRICE OF A 

SIMILAR MODEL OVER £25 EACH 
■ 0-5 R British design & manufacture. 

Tested and fully guaranteed. Ex-stock delivery. 
Assuppliedto Fire ,services/Civil Defence 

■ ■4» t upmui i 
COMPLETE 
WITH DATA 

WW - 026 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 
t / / —T N/ / ~ T/j/ }f i Official Orders welcome 

7 I 01 -723 1008/9 
CALLERS MEL iWAREROAD, LONDON W21ED 

Mail Orders/Export Enquiries to: 11-12 Paddington Green, London W2 
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HORIZONTAL OR L 

VERTICAL RANGE FROM 3-10 SOCKETS 
ALL EX-STOCK! 

SPECIALS TO ORDER 

OLSON ELECTRONICS LIMITED 

ir WHEN 

IT COMES 

TO POWER 

FOR RACKS 

IT MUST BE OLSON 

5-7 LONG STREET LONDON E2 8HJ 
TEL: 01-739 2343 TELEX 296797 
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I Now, really reason 

with IC's 

I With the new LM2A logic monitor from GSC, you can see 
(1^ just what's going on in an integrated circuit for only £87.* 
i|||^ The LM2A's sixteen LED indicators show the static and 

dynamic logic states of all the pins on 14 or 16-pin IC 

^000^ packages, and GSC's unique Proto-Clip provides rapid, 
reliable contact with the circuit. 

You can use the LM2A with different logic families, too. A 
front-panel switch lets you select TTL or C-MOS, and a variable 

threshold control covers any voltage from +1V to -I-9V for other 
logic levels. It's small and light enough to hold in the hand, and 

operation is simplicity itself. 

Take the logical course of action -fill in the coupon now. 
* Price excluding P&P and 15% VAT. 

GLOBAL SPECIALTIES CORPORATION pj^!c.1uK)™.,Tept7L, Unit 1, Shire Hill Industrial Estate, Saffron Walden, Essex CB11 3AQ 1 

I Model LM2A LOGIC MONITOR Unit price inc. P & P 15% VAT £102.35, j j | 
■ I Name   —     ——— —r-   — ■—— | 

I Address    _  ———     | 
G.S.C. (UK) Limited, Dept. 7L, I |c.nc|0;;echei:i,|Q/pn fnrf  ordebitbyBarclaycard/Access/ I 
Unit 1, Shire Hill Industrie! Estete, 1 American Express card no.  —  —^^ exp. da,te—2——,———   
Saffron Walden, Essex CB1 1 3AQ. I FOR IMMEDIATE ACTION-The G.S.C. 24 hour, 5 day a week service. For FREE j i| 
Tolor.hr.no- Qaffrnn WalHpn (n7qq) ?1 682 1 Telephone (0799) 21682 and give us your Barclaycard, Access, American catalogue ^elepnone^bartron waiaen (U/aa) Z IOOZ. ^^Xpressnumt)er and your order will be in the post immediately. tick box | 
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Modular 
Amplifiers 

the third generation 
Due to continous improvements in components and design I LP 
now launch the iargest and most advanced generation of 
modules ever. 

BIPOLAR MODULES 

Module Output Load 
Number Power Impedance 

Watts _o_ 

l tY:lO 15 4·8 
HYOIJ 30 4·8 
IIY{j060 30 + 30 4·8 
HY 124 60 
HY128 60 
HY244 120 
HY241:1 120 
H YJ64 180 
HY36H 180 

WE'RE INSTRUMENTAL 
IN MAKING A LOT 

Of POWER 
In keeping with I LP's tradition of entirely self·contained modules 
featuring, integral heatsinks, no external components and only 5 
connections required, the range has been optimized for efficiency, 
flexibility, reliability, easy usage, outstanding performance; value 
for money. 
With over 10 years experience in audio amp I ifier technology I LP 
are recognised as world leaders. 

MOSFET MODULES 

DISTORTION Supply Siz8 WT Price Module Output . Load DISTORTION Supply Size 
T.H.O. I.M.O. Voltage om• inc . 
Typ at 60Hz/ Typ VAT 
1KHz 7KHz 4:1 

0.015% <0.006% ± 18 76 X 68 X 4Q 240 £8.40 
0.0 15% < 0.006% ± 25 76 x 68 x 40 240 £9.55 
0.015% <0.006% ± 25 120 )( 78 )( 40 420 £ 18.69 
0.01% < 0.006% ± 26 120 x 78x40 410 £20,75 
0.01% < 0 .006% ± 35 120x 78x40 410 £20.75 
0.01% < 0 .006% ± 35 120x 78x50 520 £25.47 
0.0 1% < 0 .006% ±50 120x 7Bx50 520 £25.47 
0.01% < 0.006% i 45 120 x 78 x t00 1030 £38.41 
0,01% < 0.006% ± 60 120x 7Bx100 1030 £38.41 

Number Powe< Impedance T.H.D. ! .M.D. Voltage mm 
Watts _o_ Typ at 60Hz/ ivp 
'm' 1KHz 7KHz 4: 1 

MOS 128 60 4·8 < 0.005% < 0.006% ± 45 J20x78x40 
MOS 248 120 4·8 < 0.005% <0.006% ± 55 120 X 78 X 80 
MOS 364 180 4 <0.005% <0.006% ±55 120x 78 x 100 

Protection: Able to cope with complex loads w i thout the need for very spec ial 
p rotectiqn circuitry (fuses w ill su ffice). 

Slew rate: 20v/ps. Rise time : 3ps; SIN ratio:, 100db 
Frequency response (- 3d8): 15Hz -100KHz.lhput sensitivity : 500m'J rms 
Input impedance: 1 OOK 11. Damping factor : 1OOHz> 400. 

Protection : Full load l ine. Slew Rate: 15v/lJS. A isetime: ~s. S/N ratio: 100db. 'NEW to ILP' InCa, Entertainments 
C15 

Frequency response (- 3d8) 15Hz- 50KHz. Input sensitivity · 500mV rms. 
Input Impedance : tOOK Sl. Damping factor: 100Hz > 400. 

PRE·AMP SYSTEMS 

Mono Po.....er Booster Ampl ifier to increase t he output of you r existing car radio 
or casset le player to a nominal 15 w at ts rms. 

Very easy to use. 

WT Price 
om• inc. 

VAT 

420 [30.41 
850 £39.86 

1025 £45.54 

Module Module Functions Current 
Number Required 

Pr ice inc. 
VAT Robust construction. 

Mounts anywhere in car. 

£9.14 (inc. VAT) 
HY6 Mono pre amp Mic /Mag. Cartr1dge/Tuner/Tape/ 10mA £7.60 

Aux + Voi/Bass/ T reble 
HY66 Stereo pre amp M ic/Mag. Cartr idge/Tuner/Tape/ 20m A £14.32 

Aux +Val/Bass/Treble/Balance 
HY73 Gu11ar pre amp Two Guitar (Bass Lead) and M ic + 20m A [15.36 

separate Volume Bass Treble+ M1 x 
HY78 Stereo pre amp As HY66 less tone controls 20m A (14.20 

Most pre·amp modules can be driven by the PSU driving the main power am p. 
A separate PSU 30 is available pu rely for p re amp modules if requ i red for 
£5.47 (inc. VATl . Pre-amp and mixing modules in 18differentvariations. 
Please send f or details. 
Mounting Boards 
For ease o f construction we recommend the 86 for modules HY6-HY1 3 £1 .05 
line. VAT ) and the 866 for modules HY66- HY78 £1.29 (inc. VAT). 

POWER SUPPLY UNITS (Incorporating our own toro idal transform .. ers) 

Model 
NumtMr 

PSU.21 X 
PSU 41 X 
PSU 42X 
PSU 43X 
PSU 51 X 

For Use With 

1 o r 2 HY30 
1 or 2 HY60, 1 x HY6060, 1 x HY124 
1 x HY128 
1 x MOS128 
2 x HY128, 1 x HY244 

Price inc. 
VAT 

£11.93 
[13.83 
(15.90 
[16.70 
[ 17.07 

Model 
Number 

PSU 52 X 
PSU 53X 
PSU 54 X 
PSU 55X 
PSU 71X 

Please note: X in part no. indicates p r imary vol tage. Please insert " 0" in place of 

2xHY124 
2 x MOS128 
1 x HY248 
1 x MOS248 
2 X HY244 

X for 110V, " 1" in place o f X for 220V, and "?." in place of X for 240V. 

Au tomatic switch on. 

Output power maximum 22w peak into 411. 
Frequency response (- 3d8) 15Hz to 30KHz, T.H.D. 0,1% at lOw 1KHz 
SIN rat io (DIN A UDIO) BOdB, load Impedance 3.0.. 
Input Sensi t iv ity and impedance !selectable) 700mV rms into 15K!l 3V rms into Bit 
Size 95 x 48 x 50mm. Weight 256 gms. ' 

C1515 
Stereo version of C15. 

Size 95 x 40 x 80. Weight 410 gms. 

For Uu With Price inc. 
VAT 

£17.07 
£17.86 
£17.86 
£19.52 
£21.75 

£17.19 (inc. VAT) 

Modal! For Use With 
Numb.r 
PSU 72X 2 x HY248 
PSU 73 X 1 x HY364 
PSU 74X 1 x HY368 
PSU 75X 2 x MOS248, 1 x MOS368 

Price inc. 
VAT 

£22.54 
£22.54 
£24 .20 
[24.20 
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WITH A LOT OF 
HELP FROM @ ~!:NICSLTD 
PROFESSIONAl Hl·fl THAT EVERY ENTHUSIAST 
CAN HANDll ... 
Unicase 
Over the years I LP has been aware of the need for a complete 
packaging system for it's products, it has now developed a 
unique system which meets all the requirements for ease of 
assembly, adaptability, ruggedness, modern styling and above 
all price. 

. Each Unicase kit contains all the hardware required down to 
the last nut and bolt to build a complete unit without the 
need for any special tools . 

. Because of I LP's modular approach, " open plan" construction 
is used and final assembly of the unit parts forms a compact 
aesthetic unit. By this method construction can be achieved in 
under two hours with little experience of electronic wiring 
and mechanical assembly. 

Hi Fi Separates 
UC1 PRE AMP UNIT: Incorporates the HY78 to provide a 
"no frills", low distortion, ( < 0.01 %), stereo control unit, 
providing inputs for magnetic cartridge, tuner, and tape/ 
monitor facilities. This unit provides the heart of the hi fi 
system and can be used in conjunction with any of the UP 
Unicase series of power amps. For ultimate hum rejection the 
UC1 draws its power from the power amp unit. 

POWER AMPS: The UP series feature a clean line f ront panel 
incorporating on/off switch and concealed indicator. They are 
designed to compliment the style of the UC1 pre·amp. 
Performance for each unit which includes the appropriate 
power supply, is as specified on the fac ilJg page. 

Power Slaves 
Our power slaves, which have numerous. uses i.e. 
instrument, discotheque, sound reinforcement, feature in 
addition to the hi fi series, front panel input jack, level 
control, and a carrying handle. Providing the smallest, 
lowest cost, slave on the market in this format. 

UN I CASES 
Price inc. 

HIFI Sepa,ates VAT 

UCl Preamp £29.95 

L;PlX 30 + 30W/4- 8J.1. B ipolar Stereo H iFi £54.95 

UP2X 60W/4J.1. B ipolar Mono H iFi £54.95 

UP3X · 60W/8.11. B ipolar Mono HiF i £54.95 

UP4X 120W/4J.1. B ipolar M ono HiF i £74.95 

UP5X 120W/8 J.1. B ipolar Mono H iFi £74.95 

UP6X 60W/ 4- BJ.1. MOS Mono H iFi £64.95 

UP7X 120W/ 4- 8J.1. MOS Mono H iFi £84.95 

Power Slaves 
USlX 60W/ 4 J.1. B ipolar Power Slave £59.95 

US2X 120W/4 J.1. B ipolar Power Slave £79.95 

US3X 60W/4-8J.1. MOS Power Slave £69 .96 

US4X 120W/4-8J.1. MOS Power Slave £89.95 

Please no te X in par t number denotes mains vol tage. Please insert '0' in p lace of 
X for 11 OV , ' 1' in p lace of X for 220V (Europe). and '2' in p lace o f X for 240V 
(U. K.) All units except UC l 1ncorporafe our own t o ro1dal transformers. 

TO ORDER USING OUR FREEPOST FACILITY 
Fil l in the coupon as shown, o r write details on a separate sheet of paper, 
quoting the name and date of t h is journal. By ·sending your order to our 
address as shown at the bottom of the page opposite, with FREEPOST 
clearly shown on the envelope, you need not stamp it . We pay postage for 
you. Cheques and money orders must be crossed and made payable to I.L.P. 
Electronics Ltd. if sending cash, it must be by registered post . To pay C.O.D. 

. please add £1 to TOTA L value of order. 

PAYMENT MAY BE MADE BY ACCESS OR BARCLAYCARD IF 
REQUIRED ---------------
!@~~ICS:~ 

I LP Electronics ltd ., Freepost, 5 
Graham Bell House, Rope r Close. 
Canterbury . CT2 7EP. Kent. England . 
Telephone: !0227) 54778. 
Technical : (0227) 64723. 
Telex : 965780. 

I 
1 
I 
I 

Please send me the fol lowing--------- ---- - - -

Total purchase price---- ---- --------=::--

1 enclose ChequeO Postal OrdersD Int. Money OrderO 
Please debit my Access/Barclaycard No. ___________ _ 

1 Name __________________________________ ___ 

I Address-------;-------------

Signature _ _ ____________ . ___________ c_ __________________ _ 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I , _______________________________ ,_,. ... ---------------
WW - 008 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 
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wp Modular 

Amplifiers 

the third generation 

Due to contmous improvements in components and design ILP 
now launch the largest and most advanced generation of 
modules ever. 

WE'RE INSTRUMENTAL 

IN MAKING A LOT 

OF POWER 

In keeping with ILP s tradition of entirely self-contained modules 
featuring, integral heatsinks, no external components and only 5 
connections required, the range has been optimized for efficiency 
flexibility, reliability, easy usage, outstanding performance, value 
for money. 
With over 10 years experience in audio amplifier technology ILP 
are recognised as world leaders. 

BIPOLAR MODULES MOSFET MODULES 
Module Output Number Power 

Watts 
Loed DISTORTION Impedance T.H.D. I.M.D. 
XL Typ at GOHz/ 1 KHz 7KHz 4:1 

WT Price Supply Voltage 
Typ 

Size DISTORTION 
r.H.D. I.M.D. Fypat 60Hi/ 
1 KHz 7KHz 4:1 

Supply Voltage 
Typ 

Size 

Protection: Able to cope with complex loads without the need for very special 
protectipn circuitry (fuses will suffice). Slew rate: 20w/ps. Rise time: 3ps, S/N ratio:/lOOdb Frequency response (—3dB); 15H2 — fOOKHz. Ihput sensitiuity: 500mV rms Input impedance: 10OK-H- Damping factor; 1POKz>400- 

NEW tO ILP In Car Entertainments 

Mono Power Booster Amplifier to increase the output of your existing car radio 
or cassette player to a nominal 15 watts rms. 
Very easy to use. 
Robust construction. £9.14 (inc. VAT) 
Mounts anywhere in car. 

Current Price inc Required VAT 

Automatic switch on. 
Output power maximum 22w peak into 4fL 
Frequency response (~3dBl 15Hz to 30KHZ, T.H.D. 0,1% at lOw IKHz S/N ratio (DIN AUDIO) 80dB, Load Impedance 3A. input Sensitivity and impedance (selectable) 700mV rms into15KA 3V rms into 8 A. 
Size 95 x 48 x 50mm. Weight 256 gms. 

Most pre-amp modules can be driven by the PSU driving the main power amp. A separate PSU 30 is available purely for pre amp modules if required for 
£5.47 (inc. VAT). Pre-amp and mixing modules in 18 different variations. Please send for details. 
Mounting Board* For ease of construction we recommend the B6 for modules HY6—HY13 £1.05 
(inc. VAT) and the B66 for modules NY66—HY78 £1.29 (inc, VAT). 

C1515 
Stereo version of 015. £17.19 inc. VAT) 
Size 95 x 40 x 80. Weight 410 gms. 

POWER SUPPLY UNITS (Intorporating our own toroidal transformers) 
For Um W th Model Number For U» W th Model Number 

PSU 52X PSU 53X 

For Use With 

Pleate note: X in part no. indicates primary voltage. Please insert "O" in place of 
X for 110V, "1" in place of X for 220V, and "7." in place of X for 240V 

WIRELESS WORLD MAY 1983 

PRBFESSIOIIAl HIH THAT fflBY ENTHUSIAST 

GANHANDU... .JBi 

Unicase 

Over the years I LP has been aware of the need for a complete 
packaging system for it's products, it has now developed a 
unique system which meets all the requirements for ease of 
assembly, adaptability, ruggedness, modern styling and above 
all price. 

. Each Unicase kit contains all the hardware required down to 
the last nut and bolt to build a complete unit without the 
need for any special tools. 
Because of ILP's modular approach, "open plan" construction 
is used and final assembly of the unit parts forms a compact 
aesthetic unit. By this method construction can be achieved in 
under two hours with little experience of electronic wiring 
and mechanical assembly. 

HI Fi Separates 

UC1 PRE AMP UNIT: Incorporates the HY78 to provide a 
"no frills", low distortion, (<0.01%), stereo control unit, 
providing inputs for magnetic cartridge, tuner, and tape/ 
monitor facilities. This unit provides the heart of the hi fi 
system and can be used in conjunction with any of the UP 
Unicase series of power amps. For ultimate hum rejection the 
UC1 draws its power from the power amp unit. 
POWER AMPS: The UP series feature a clean line front panel 
incorporating on/off switch and concealed indicator. They are 
designed to compliment the style of the UC1 pre-amp. 
Performance for each unit which includes the appropriate 
power supply, is as specified on the facipg page. 

Power Slaves 
Our power slaves, which have numerous uses i.e. 
instrument, discotheque, sound reinforcement, feature in 
addition to the hi fi series, front panel input jack, level 
control, and a carrying handle. Providing the smallest, 
lowest cost, slave on the market in this format. 

UNICASES 
r- • Price inc. 

HIFI Separates VAT 
UC1 Preamp £29.95 
UP1X 30 + 30W/4-8n Bipolar Stereo HiFi £54,95 
UP2X eow/in. Bipolar Mono HIFi 1 £54.95 
UP3X ■ eow/sn Bipolar Mono HiFi £54.95 
UP4X 120W/4n Bipolar Mono HiFi £74.95 
UP5X i zow/sn Bipolar Mono HiFi £74.95 
UP6X 60W/4—8X1 MOS Mono HiFi £64.95 
UP7X 120W/4—8X1 MOS Mono HiFi £84.95 
Power Slaves 
US1X 60W/4X1 Bipolar Power Slave £59.95 
US2X 120W/4 A Bipolar ' Power Slave £79.95 
US3X 60W/4-8A MOS Power Slave £69,96 
US4X 120W/4-8A MOS Power Slave £89.95 

Please note X in part number denotes mains voltage. Please insert O in place of 
X for 110V, 'V in place of X for.220V (Europe), and '2' in place of X for 240V 
(U.K.) All units except UC1 incorporate our own toroidal transformers. 

TO ORDER USING OUR FREEPOST FACILITY 
Fill in the coupon as shown, or write details on a separate sheet of paper, 
quoting the name and date of this journal. By sending your order to our 
address as shown at the bottom of the page opposite, with FREEPOST 
clearly shown on the envelope, you need not stamp it. We pay postage for 
you. Cheques and money orders must be crossed and made payable to I.L.P. 
Electronics Ltd. if sending cash, it must be by registered post. To pay C.O.D. 

■ please add £1 to TOTAL value of order. 
PAYMENT MAY BE MADE BY ACCESS OR BARCLAYCARD IF 
REQUfRED 

®Post to: ILP Electronics Ltd., Freepost, 5 
    Graham Bell House, Roper Close. 

i' L jl Canterbury. CT2 7EP. Kent. England. Telephone: (0227) 54778. 
ELECTRONICS LTD 64723- 

Please send me the following ^      
Total purchase price       
I enclose Chequed] Postal OrderslZD ' Int. Money Orderd] 
Please debit my Access/Barclaycard No     
Namp         
Address    ; —  ;— 

Signature   —   

WW- 008 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 
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REGD. TRADE MARK 

TEONEX 

TEONEX ELECTRONIC VALVES 
AND SEMICONDUCTORS 

SERVING THE WORLD FOR 30 YEARS 
We specialise in the supply of 

Industrial Valves of British, European and USA manufacture, 
. and semiconductors from the Philips Group. 

Many types, including obsolete and obsolescent types, 
. always available from stock. 

For further details, contact Mrs. Janet Lowy. 

T.O. SUPPLIES (EXPORT) LTD., 2A Westbourne Grove Mews, London W11 2RY. 
. Telephone: (01) 727 3421 Telex: 262256 Answerback TOSPLY G 

WW - 011 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 

Happy ,_eliDories 
Part type 1 off 
4116 200ns....................................................... .90 
4116 250ns....................................................... .70 
4816100ns For BBC comp............................ 2.20 
4164 200ns....................................................... 3.99 
2114200nsLowpower.................................. 1.15 
2114 450ns Low power.................................. .95 
4118 250ns....................................................... 3.35 
6116150nsCMOS .......................................... 3.35 
2708 450ns....................................................... 2.60 
2716 450ns 5 volt .................................. :......... 2.35 
2716 450ns three rail..................................... 5.75 
2732 450ns Intel type..................................... 3.50 
2532 450ns Texas type.................................. 3.70 
2764 250ns....................................................... 4.90 

Z80A-CPU ........ .£3.95 Z80A-P10 .......... .£2.99 
6522 PIA ........... .£4.90 7002 A-D ............ £4.60 
88LS 120 ............. £2.20 7805 reg .................. 50 

Low-profile IC sockets: Pins 8 14. 16 18 
Pence 9 10 11 14 

25-99 1110 up 
.81 .78 
.63 .60 

1.95 1.85 
3.56 3.42 
1.00 .90 
.85 .80 

3.00 2:85 
3.00 2.85 
2.25 2.10 
2.10 2.02 
5.00 4.65 
3.15 3.00 
3.30 3.00 
4.35 4.20 

Z80A-CTC .......... £2.99 
3691 .................... £2.75 
7812 reg .................. 50 

20 22 24 28 4d 
15 18 19 25 33 

Soft-sectored floppy discs per 10 in plastic library case: 
5-inch SSSD £17.00 5-inch SSDD £19.25 5-inch DSDD £21.00 

5-inch DSQD £26.35 
8-inch SSSD £19.25 8-inch SSDD £23.65 8-inch DSDD £25.50 

74LS series TIL, large stocks at low prices with DIY discounts starting 
at a mix of just 25 pieces. Write or 'phone for list. · 

P/eese sdd 50p post & packing to orders under £15 snd VAT to tots/ 
Access & Viss welcome. 24-hr sen~ice on (054 422) 618 

Government & Educations/ orders welcome, £15 minimum 
Trade accounts operated, 'phone or write for details 

HAPPY MEMORIES (WW) 
Gladestry, Kington 

Herefordshire HR5 3NV 
Telephone: (054422) 618 or628 

RECHARGEABLE 
BATTERIES 

PRIVAT~ & TRAQE ENQUIRIES WELCOME 
Full range available to replace 1 . 5 volt dry cells ~~d 9 volt 
PP type batteries, SAE for lists and prices. £1 .45 for · 
booklet, "Nickel Cadmium Power," plus catalogue. 

*New-sealed lead range now available .;( 

Write or call at: 
SAN DWELL PLANT LTD. 
2 Union Drive. Boldmere . 

Sutton Coldfleld. West Midlands. 021-354 9784 
Southern Office: 0462 733254 

WW - 032 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 

( -r I RADFORD I 
Audio Measuring Instruments, 
Audio Amplifiers, Loudspeakers and 
Loudspeaker Components for the 

professional and enthusiast 

RADFORD AUDIO LTD~ 
10 BEACH ROAD 

WESTON-S-MARE. AVON BS23 2AU 
TEL. 0934416033 

WW- 022 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 
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PRINTED CIRCUITS 
FOR WIRELESS WORLD PROJECTS 

Audio compressor !limiter-Dec. 1975-1 s.s. (stereo) . . . . . . . . £4.25 
Cassette recorder-May 1976- 1 s.s . . . . . . . . . . . . £5.00 
Audio compander-July 1976-1 s .s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £4.25 
Audio preamplifier-November 1976-2 s.s . tlr:IO 
Additional circuits-October 1977-1 s .s . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . £4.00 
Stereo coder-:-Apri1 .1977-1 d .s . 2 s .s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £8.50 
Low distortion disc amplifier (stereo)-September 1977-1 s .s . £2.00 
Low distortion audio oscillator-September 1 977-1 s.s. . . . . £3.50 1 
Synthesized f.m. transceiver-November 1977-2 d .s. 1 s .s. £12.00 1 
Morsemaker~June 1978-1 d .s . . . . . . . . . . £4.50 ' 
Metal detector-July 1978-1 d .s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £3.75 , 
Oscilloscop·e waveform store-October 1978-4 d .s . . £18.00 
Regulator for car alternator-August 1978-1 s .s . £2.00 · 
Wideband noise reducer-November 1978-1 d .s . £5.00 · 
Versatile noise generator-January 1979-1 s.s . £5.00 .· 
200MHz frequency meter-January 1979-1 d .s . . . . £7.00 · 
High performance preamplifier-February 1979- 1 s .s . £5.50 
Distortion meter and oscillator-July 1979- 2 s.s . . . . . . . . . £5.50 
Moving coil preamplifier-August 1979-1 s .s. £3.50 

. Multi-mode transceiver-October 1979-10 d .s . . . . . . . . . . .£;J5.00_ 
Amplifi-cation.system-Oct. 1979-:i preamp 1 poweramp . . . . . . .• £4.20 each 
Digital capacitance mete;-April 1980-2 s.s . . . . . . . . . . ---~ "£7.50 ' 
Colour graphics system-April 1980-1 d .s . £18.50 
Audio spectrum analyser-May 1980-3 s.s . £1 0;50 

, Multi-section equalizer-June 1 980-2 s.s . . . . . . . . . . . . £8.00 . 
'f.!_~ating-bridge power amp- Oct. 1980 _:_ 1 s .s . (12V or 40V) . . .. £4.oo 

Nanocomp-iiSOfor 6809 .:.Jan., July, 1!181 - 1 d.s. 1 &.a ........ : ............................. £9.00 • 

~~~~E~l~~~;~:~1~E;~~~.~~~.~~:~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::: ::E 
Modular frequency counters- March, 1981 - 8 s.s . ........................................... £20.00 
Optoelectronic contact breaker (Delco)- April, 1981 - 2 s.s ............................... £4.00·. 

~~.i.~~~~~~·~;i~nS~p~a~c~~i"982··:.:··;·~:~:::::::::: : :::::::::::::::: ::::: ::: : : ::: ::: : ::: ::: :::::::::::: : : :::::: 
Boards and glassfibre roller-tinned and drilled. Prices include . 
VAT and UK postage. Airmail add 30%, Europe add 10%. In
surance 10%. Remittance with order to: 

M. R. SABIN, NANCARRAS MILL, THE LEVEL 
CONSTANTINE, FALMOUTH, CORNWALL 

WW - 013 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 

Toroidal 
sformers 

THE COTSWOLD 
"BUDGET RANGE" OFFERS 

BUILT-IN QUALITY COUPLED 
TO A RELIABLE 

ELIVERY SERVICE 
MOST TYPES 
FROM STOCK 

IEC65 
VDE 0550 

BS415 
TO ORDER 

PHONE 
TELEX, WRITE 

FOR OAT A SHEET 
AND PRICE LIST 

Cotswold Electronics LTD~ 
UnitT1 , Kingsvilleflo~d, Kingsditch Trading Estate, Chelten~am GL519NX 

!'_lli:_0242-41313 

Sales Office in U.S.A. 
AVEL LINDBERG INC . 

Telex: 897106 

. Peacock Alley 116, 1 Padanaram Road, Danbury, CT06810 U.S.A. 
203-797-8698. Telex: 710-456·9984 

WW - 053 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 
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CROTECH Oscilloscopes 
These are brand-new instruments 

Prices exclude delivery 
and VAT. 

Now. more than ever th 
equipment can make • e purchase of used test 
even rental. Our wid::,o~e.sense than buying new or 
guarantee arrangement DICe, lo~er prices. and our 

s can satisfy m f urgent needs NOW . . any o your 
Although we a·lso sell I~ no Waiting. 

of our inventory is r:pr::e';;~:de~. a large proportion 
currently listed mod I S Y manufacturers· 

e s. end .tor our full list. 

WW - 021 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 
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TEONEX 

TEONEX ELECTRONIC VALVES 

AND SEMICONDUCTORS 

SERVING THE WORLD FOR 30 YEARS 

We specialise in the supply of 
Industrial Valves of British, European and USA manufacture, 

and semiconductors from the Philips Group. 
Many types, including obsolete and obsolescent types, 

always available from stock. 

For further details, contact Mrs. Janet Lowy. 
T.O. SUPPLIES (EXPORT) LTD., 2A Westbourne Grove Mews, London Wll 2RY. 

Telephone: (01) 727 3421 Telex: 262256 Answerback TOSPLY G 

WW - Oil FOR FURTHER DETAILS 

Hafltypy Memexies 

Paitlype 1 off 
4116 200ns 90 
4111 iSOns 70 
4816 100ns For BBC comp  2.20 
4 64 "00ns  3.99 
2114 200ns Low power  1. 
21K 4Bi ns Low power 95 
4118 250ns  3.35 
6 6 50ns CMOS  3.35 
2708 450nc     2.60 
2716 450ns 5 volt  2.35 
2711 .50ns three rail  5.75 
2732 450ns Intel type  3.50 
2532 450ns T exas type  3.70 
2764 250ns  4.90 
Z80A-CPU £3.95 
6522 PIA .£4.90 
88LS120 £2.20 

Z80A-P10 ..£2.99 
7002 A-D £4.60 
7805 reg 50 

Z80A-CTC £2.99 
3691 £2.75 
7812 reg 50 

RECHARGEABLE 

BATTERIES 

PRIVATE & TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME 
Full range available to replace 1.5 volt dry cells and 9 volt 
PP type batteries, SAE for lists and prices. £1.45 for' 
booklet, "NickejCadmium Power," plus catalogue. 

•k New sealed lead range now available -k 
Write or call at: 

SANDWELL PLANT LTD. 
2 Union Drive, Boldmere 

Button Coldfield, West Midlands, 021-3B4 9764 
Southern Office: 0462 733264 

WW - 032 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 

Low-profile IC sockets: Pins 8 14. 16 18 20 22 24 28 40 
Pence 9 10 11 14 15 18 19 25 33 

Soft-sectored floppy discs per 10 in plastic library case: 
5-inch SSSD £17.00 5-inch SSDD £19.25 5-inch DSDD £21.00 

5-inch DSQD £26.35 
8-Inch SSSD £19.25 8-inch SSDD £23.65 8-inch DSDD £25.50 
74LS series TTL, large stocks at low prices with DIY discounts starting 

at a mix of just 25 pieces. Write or 'phone for list. - 
Please addSOp postS packing to orders under £15 and VAT to total 

Access & Visa welcome. 24-hr service on (054 422) 618 
' Government & Educational orders welcome, £15 minimum 

Trade accounts operated, 'phone or write for details 

HAPPY MEMORIES (WW) 
Gladestry, Kington 

Herefordshire HR5 3NY 
Telephone: (054422) 618 or 628 

RADFORD 

Audio Measuring Instruments, 
Audio Amplifiers, Loudspeakers and 
Loudspeaker Components for the 

professional and enthusiast 

RADFORD AUDIO LTD. 
10 BEACH ROAD 

WESTON-S-MARE, AVON BS23 2AU 

TEL. 0934 416033 

WW - 022 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 
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PRINTED CIRCUITS 

FOR WIRELESS WORLD PROJECTS 
Audio compressor/limiter—Dec. 1975—1 s.s. (stereo) £4.25 
Cassette recorder—May 1976—1 s.s.     £5.00 
Audio compander—July 1 976 —1 s.s  £4.25 
Audio preamplifier—November 1 976—2 s.s " £8750 
Additional circuits—October 1977—1 s.s   £4kOO 
Stereo coder—April 1 977—1 d.s. 2 s.s  £8.50 
Low distortion disc amplifier (stereo)—September 1977—1 s.s. . . £2.00 
Low distortion audio oscillator—September 1 977—1 s.s  £3.50 
Synthesized f.m. transceiver—November 1 977—2 d.s. 1 s.s. . . £12.00 
Morsemaker—June 1978—1 d.s   £4.50 
Metal detector—July 1978—1 d.s    £3.75 ; 
Oscilloscope waveform store—October 1 978—4 d.s  £18.00 
Regulator for car alternator—August 1978—1 s.s. .    £2.00' 
Wideband noise reducer—November 1978—1 d.s   £5.00 
Versatile noise generator—January 1 979—1 s.s  £5.00 
200MHz frequency meter—January 1979—1 d.s j , , £7.00 
High performance preamplifier—February 1979 — 1 s.s  £5.50 
Distortion meter and oscillator—July 1 979 — 2 s.s  £5.50 
Moving coil preamplifier—August 1979—1 s.s   £3.50 
Multi-mode transceiver—October 1 979—1 O d.s.   £35.00, 
Amplification system-Oct. 1979-3 preamp 1 poweramp £4.20 each 
Digital capacitance meter—April 1 980—2 s.s   ^7.50' 
Colour graphics system—April 1980—1 d.s    £18.50 
Audio spectrum analyser—May 1 980—3 s.s  £10.50 

, Multi-section equalizer—June 1 980—2 s.s   £8.00 
'Floating-bridge poweramp— Oct. 1 980 — 1 s.s. (1 2V or 40V) .... £4.00 l 

Nanocomp 6802 or 6809 - Jan., July, 1981 - 1 d.s. 1 s.s £9.00 
Cassette interface - July, 1981-1 s.s £1.50 
Eprom programmer - Jan., 1982 - 1 d.s   £4.50 
Logic probe ~ Feb., 1981-2 d.s £6.00 
Modular frequency counters - March, 1981 - 8 s.s   £20.00 
Opto electronic contact breaker (Delco) - April, 1981-2 s.s £4.00 
CB synthesiser - Sept. - 1 d.s £6.00 
Electronic ignition - March, 1982 - 1 s.s       £4.00 
Boards and glassfibre roller-tinned and drilled. Prices include 
VAT and UK postage. Airmail add 30%, Europe add 10%. In- 
surance 10%. Remittance with orderto: 

M. R. SAGIN, NANCARRAS MILL, THE LEVEL 
CONSTANTINE, FALMOUTH, CORNWALL 

WW - 013 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 

Toroidal 

Transformers 

THE COTSWOLD 
"BUDGET RANGE" OFFERS 

BUILT-IN QUALITY COUPLED 
TO A RELIABLE 

DELIVERY SERVICE 
MOST TYPES 

' - FROM STOCK 

v4te 

hC 

IEC 65 
VDE 0550 

BS 415 
jm TO ORDER 

PHONE 
r TELEX, WRITE 
FOR DATA SHEET 

AND PRICE LIST 

Cots wo Id Electronics ltd. 
UnitTI, KingsvilleRoad, Kingsditch Trading Estate, Cheltenham GL51 9NX 

Tel:_0242-41313 Telex: 897106 
Sales Office In U.S.A. 
AVEL LINDBERG INC. eacock Alley 116,1 Padanaram Road, Danbury, CT 06810U.S A 

203-797-8698. Tele: 1-456 99( 

WW - 053 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 

CarstcxtefCarstoKiiCarstoiA 

CROTECH Oscilloscopes 
These are brand-new instruments 

|p5 i *-i 

3030 15MHz 1 Trace 
5 mV built-in 
component tester £150 
303315MHz 1 Trace 
5mV battery 
operation £280 
303415MHz 2 Trace 
5mV battery 
operation £360 
3131 15MHz2Trace 
5 mV built-in 
component tester £240 
3337 30MHz 2 Trace 
5mV with signal 
delay £395 
391 
Battery eliminator £32 
Prices exclude delivery 

and VAT. 

aqulprenTcrrkror,eh:eTeCmrn0h,USedteSt 
even rental. Our wide chnir^T buying new or 
guarantee arrang^enuTan T OUr 

Although w^a^o^s^rold ^OW ebbtg Veur 
of our inventory is represented8!,8, 8 lar9e proportion 

P~y,ls7edmoPdr|fro*rre' 

Our current stock list includes: 
AUDIO & ACOUSTIC 
ANALOGUE METERS BRIDGES CHART RECORDERS 
CALIBRATION EQUIPMENT 
CABLE TESTING COMMS. TEST EQUIPMENT 
COMPONENT TESTING 
COMPUTER EQUIPMENT DIGITAL TEST EQUIPMENT 
DIGITAL STORAGE SCOPES 
DISTORTION METERS DIGITAL METERS DATA LOGGERS 
DATACOM TESTING 
FREQUENCY COUNTERS FUNCTION GENERATORS 
LOGIC TESTING MAINS SUPPLY TESTERS 
MODULATION METERS 

Current and refurbished discontinued models 

MULTI METERS 
NETWORK ANALYSERS 
OSCILLOSCOPES 
PHASEMETERS POWER METERS 
POWER SUPPLIES PULSE GENERATORS 
SIGNAL GENERATORS 
STORAGE OSCILLOSCOPES 
SPECTRUM ANALYSERS SWEEP GENERATORS T V. TEST EQUIPMENT 
TAPE RECORDERS U.V. RECORDERS 
VOLTAGE BREAKDOWN TESTERS 
VIBRATION MEASUREMENT 
VOLTMETERS 
WAVE ANALYSERS X Y RECORDERS AND MORE 

Q 

W/ot «Uc7voa z*"' t 

li 

i 

used, guaranteed test equipment, 

calibrated to manufacturers' original specification. 
Carston Electronics Ltd., Shirley House,27 Camden Road, 

London N W19NR. Tel; 01 267 5311. Telex; 23920 (Hours Monday to Friday 
9.30 am to 5.00 pm - lunch 1 - 2 pm). Prices exclude delivery & VAT. 
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£250,000 OF COMPONENTS 
FOR SALE BY TENDER AS ONE LOT 

BY STRATFORD AUCTIONS 
by order of the Liquidator A. P. WAITSMAN, ESQ 

RE: C.T. ELECTRONICS (ACTON) LTD (IN LIQUIDATION) 
270 ACTON LANE, CHISWICK, LONDON W4 5DG 

AT THE PREMISES OF THE ABOVE ON MONDAY, 18th, TUESDAY, 19th 
WEDNESDAY, 20th APRIL, 1983 

VIEWING FROM 10a.m. to4p.m.AT270ACTON LANEW40R BY APPOINTMENT 
(Unless previously sold) 

Closing date oftenderforms: 22nd April, 1983 

CONSISTING OF THE ENTIRE STOCK AT THE WAREHOUSE, i.e.: 

CONNECTORS STABILISED POWER SUPPLIES 

SWITCHES 

ASSORTED FUSES VARIOUS 

TV TUBES 

CABLE 

TRANSFORMERS 

RESISTORS NETWORKS 

D TO A CONVERTERS 

ETC, ETC 

VERO PRODUCTS 

SEMICONDUCTORS 

RELAYS 

MAINS FILTERS 

SLOW MOTORS 

DIG.ITAL MULTIMETERS 

CAR SPEAKERS 

THIS IS JUST AN EXAMPLE OF THE LARGE AMOUNT OF STOCK TO BE DISPOSED OF 

TENDER FORMS and all further information from: 

THE AUCTIONEER: 
A. HOLLAND, ESO 

STRATFORD AUCTIONS 
174 THE GROVE, STRATFORD, LONDON E15 1 NS 

TELEPHONE: 01-555 61'49/6163 
PLEASE NOTE BANKERS DRAFT OR CASH ONLY TENDER FORM SOp 
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Impossible loyalties 
A common assertion by those who have a 
vested interest in the retention by a 
company of engineering knowledge and 
skills is that engineers owe allegiance to the 
organization that employs them. 
Engineers, it is said, should preserve 
company secrets, even when it would be to 
the public good to disclose them, and 
should not behave in any way which would 
damage the organization, though it may be 
acting in an impossible manner. 
Engineers, in short, must be loyal to their 
organization. 

This is a curious use of the world 'loyal'. 
Two prerequisites must be present in a 
relationship before loyalty can enter - the 
two parties concerned must be people and 
the loyalty must work both ways - neither 
of which conditions can apply between an 
employee and his organization. 

Loyalty is normally regarded as existing 
between friends or among people who 
work together. It may be possible to 
display loyalty to a football team or to a 
school or any other group, but it is to the 
people in the groups that the loyalty is 
shown. An organization consists of people, 
but in the sense in which employees are 
exhorted to be loyal, it is the organization 
itself which claims the loyalty. In such a 
relationship, there is no personal link to 
stimulate loyalty, which is a moral 
attitude, impossible to attribute to an 
organization. 

Loya,lty to an organization is rendered 
more meaningless by the lack of any return 
in the attitude. An organization does 

· whatever it must do in its own best 
interests, heedless of any benefits or harm 
to anyone. It is completely impersonal and 
cannot display loyalty to any person. The 
link between organization and employee is 
therefore one-way only and loyalty cannot 
.exist. 

Loyalty is considered to be a 
praiseworthy attitude, and it makes little 
sense to describe as loyal a person who acts 
in a less than praiseworthy manner to 
demonstrate his loyalty. Could one be loyal 
to a mass murderer, or to a group of 
terrorists? How, then, could an employee 
be loyal, even if one is to disregard all the 
foregoing, to an organization which makes 
profits from the sale of offensive weapons, 
or seeks to work in any way against the 
common good? 

It is in this area, of the direction of 
responsibility, that engineering 
professionalism needs a close look. A 
professional considers the interests of his 
client (employer) before those of the rest of 
society, regarding, in the process, the 
results of his work as being the 
responsibility of his employer. / 

This is an anti-social attitude of mind, 
which in the perilous 1980s should be 
closely re-examined, particularly when the 
professionals concerned are engineers. 
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£250,000 OF COMPONENTS 

FOR SALE BY TENDER AS ONE LOT 

BY STRATFORD AUCTIONS 
by order of the Liquidator A. P. WAITSMAN, ESQ 

RE: C.T. ELECTRONICS (ACTON) LTD (IN LIQUIDATION) 

270 ACTON LANE, CHISWICK, LONDON W4 5DG 

AT THE PREMISES OF THE ABOVE ON MONDAY, 18th, TUESDAY, 19th 
WEDNESDAY, 20th APRIL, 1983 

VIEWING FROM 10a.m.to4p.m. AT 270 ACTON LANE W4 OR BY APPOINTMENT 
(Unless previously sold) 

Closing date of tender forms; 22nd April, 1983 

CONSISTING OF THE ENTIRE STOCK AT THE WAREHOUSE, i.e.: 

CONNECTORS STABILISED POWER SUPPLIES 

SWITCHES VERO PRODUCTS 

ASSORTED FUSES VARIOUS SEMICONDUCTORS 

TV TUBES RELAYS 

cable mains filters 

TRANSFORMERS SLOW MOTORS 

RESISTORS NETWORKS DIGITAL MULTIMETERS 

D TO A CONVERTERS CAR SPEAKERS 

ETC, ETC 

THIS IS JUST AN EXAMPLE OF THE LARGE AMOUNT OF STOCK TO BE DISPOSED OF 

TENDER FORMS and all further information from: 

THE AUCTIONEER: 

A. HOLLAND, ESQ 

STRATFORD AUCTIONS 

174 THE GROVE, STRATFORD, LONDON El 51NS 

TELEPHONE: 01-555 6149/6163 
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Impossible loyalties 

A common assertion by those who have a 
vested interest in the retention by a 
company of engineering knowledge and 
skills is th at engineers owe allegiance to the 
organization that employs them. 
Engineers, it is said, should preserve 
company secrets, even when it would be to 
the public good to disclose them, and 
should not behave in any way which would 
damage the organization, though it may be 
acting in an impossible manner. 
Engineers, in short, must be loyal to their 
organization. 

This is a curious use of the world 'loyal'. 
Two prerequisites must be present in a 
relationship before loyalty can enter — the 
two parties concerned must be people and 
the loyalty must work both ways — neither 
of which conditions can apply between an 
employee and his organization. 

Loyalty is normally regarded as existing 
between friends or among people who 
work together. It may be possible to 
display loyalty to a football team or to a 
school or any other group, but it is to the 
people in the groups that the loyalty is 
shown. An organization consists of people, 
but in the sense in which employees are 
exhorted to be loyal, it is the organization 
itself which claims the loyalty. In such a 
relationship, there is no personal link to 
stimulate loyalty, which is a moral 
attitude, impossible to attribute to an 
organization. 

Loytjty to an organization is rendered 
more meaningless by the lack of any return 
in the attitude. An organization does 
whatever it must do in its own best 
interests, heedless of any benefits or harm 
to anyone. It is completely impersonal and 
cannot display loyalty to any person. The 
link between organization and employee is 
therefore one-way only and loyalty cannot 
exist. 

Loydlty is considered to be a 
praiseworthy attitude, and it makes little 
sense to describe as loyal a person who acts ' 
in a less than praiseworthy manner to 
demonstrate his loyalty. Could one be loyal 
to a mass murderer, or to a group of 
terrorists? How, then, could an employee 
be loyal, even if one is to disregard all the 
foregoing, to an organization which makes 
profits from the sale of offensive weapons, 
or seeks to work in any way against the 
common good? 

It is in this area, of the direction of 
responsibility, that engineering 
professionalism needs a close look. A 
professional considers the interests of his 
client (employer) before those of the rest of 
society, regarding, in the process, the 
results of his work as being the 
responsibility of his employer. ^ 

This is an anti-social attitude of mind, 
which in the perilous 1980s should be 
closely re-examined, particularly when the 
professionals concerned are engineers. 

Publishing Director 
DAVID MONTG MERY 
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Data decoder for 
UOSAT 

This high-performance correlation demodulator can decode da~a or picture information from 
the UOSAT spacecraft either directly off-air or from tape-record11}gs. It may be connected to a 

printer, v.d. u. or computer as the user w1shes. 

Since UOSA T's digital data is sent as 
1200Hz or 2400Hz tones, a possible 
method of decoding it is to time the zero
crossings of the signal. Decoders based on 
this principle, however, are highly sus
ceptible to noise and interference. Their 
performance c;iepends on the audible sig
nal-to-noise ratio, which is in turn directly 
dependent on the audio b~dwidth; and 
the bandwidth cannot be reduced in
definitely without also attenuating the sig-
nal. . 

A more promising approach is to use a 
correlation decoder: this matches the in
coming signal against synthesised replicas 
and in doing so extracts information much 
more effectively. In consequence its error 
performance is dependent only on the 
energy-density of the noise, which is inde
pendent of the audio bandwidth. In this 
way a signal can be decoded uncorrupted 
even though it seems to be buried in noise: 
for example, 45 baud data signals can be 

• decoded without errors at a noise-to-signal 
ratio as poor as 5:1. This type of system is 
known as a matched fllter. 

The decoder described in this article 
comprises a channel filter, a 1200 baud 

· demodulator, a 300 baud demodulator, a 
lock detector and a line-synchronization 
detector for the image data from UOSA T's 
c.c.d. television camera. Of these, the 
1200 baud demodulator is central to the 
design; the other circuits may be omitted if 
the user does not require them. Alternative 
data-rates can be effected by changing 
timing components. The system does not 
include image display circuits since a de
sign for these is available from AMSA T
UK1• 

Decoder outline 
The decoder's task is to distinguish in the 
presence of noise between the two tones 
possible within a bit-period. The essential 

. tool for this job is a correlator (Fig. 3). The 
signal to be detected is multiplied by its 
replica and the product is accumulated 
over a signal interval. Maximum output 
indicates a perfect match, zero output no 
match. Now, since 0 and 1 signals are 
mutually exclusive, the output of two such 
cor-relators may be compared to flnd the 
better match at the end of each bit-interval 
(Fig. 4). This is the matched fllter. For 
timing, a bit rate clock is required, and 
must be extracted from the incoming sig-
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by J. R. Miller, B.Sc. 

nal; this rate may be either 1200 or 300 
baud. The video line-sync code may best 
be detected using a window correlator. As 
the name suggests, this inspects a short 
sequence of the data-stream as it passes by, 
looking for a particular pattern. In the case 
()f the line-sync code, the window would 

The sateUittl cam transmit a variety of 
data formats at a number of popular 
speeds, as diteeted by gr<tunt'Htation 
.wmmand. "'ilJa d._ta includes telemetry. 
!\Jews bulij(¢1&&nd ca~af~· 

't:elemetrv ~rmatkln is &nt 1111 12>
bitASCft ~~ one startJMt. ~ data. 
one even~patity and thr.ee st~bits. A 
tmmpte bloelt is ll$Jilrsduced l.n Fig, ? • 
The first two lines are the 45 sf)uectaft 
statt~s bits; tile e)rt si~ lines diSplay 60 
telemetry ~alt~•s. pr.efiJ<iJd "WVitb icfen.. 
jfij)rs fJ0-59!, Tr4nslatlon of me three m• 
fOrmation di'stits is simple. For &x-atntlkl. 
the ri~trt hQnd column §ive$ temper&-; 
tures of t~ six faces ef the s.PaeeotSft, 
wh:icb convert as T ... 0.2>.<(474-ftl file.. 
grees Ceh>itfli. A compleF ti&t i.s avail>
abte ttirrough ~$>4. T-UK • T&ere aN OC· 
¢&SiiGmai 'ltarifltions t(f thf$ format; 
exfllanatto.m then accompany the dafa, 
'fbe data rate is u-.Jtv 1200 or ~00 
ba~d. atthou~ 45.45 baud {Baudot 
eodel~ Morte code ami 'f)igit'alt<er' 
&VBlhetie speedb !lre sometirnea uS$1. 
· News WettJts are sent as text end 

typicattt ~tam oweratlonal rnfonna· 
tlon, or.<bital t~ata and eokfiowledge
mentCI ef reeepti()A reports. The format 
ill 11·bit ASCU With two stqp,-bits. 

tmqe tqq&mi$Sions ~om the spac.e
ertttt' c; e.~.¢ c$mera experiment have a 
2S6x25e pix~ f.Q.tmat wd a «i--tev.e1 
grev,.seale (taut blt&t. T'he ~ al'M 
s.eel'l. m an iltta~ is allot# 500km 
square5. · · 

11\.e transmitted sequeaett is illus· 
rrated ia fig. ui, and is sent In a fine
:avnctlrof.l()us l!llanner, i.e. ,nx4 bit$ for 
each· lime. at~d 266 Ut!G$. ~ line ts 
pre«ellfed t;y a Jln .. $¥fl.C ~ and eacfil 
ffame by a fll8me !'leader. Ttte fln&>sYM 
code Is 32 bits. 
01'f.l11'6'11 tO:i00l'006'f.lH 1!0l1 W't00'MJ0 

be 32 bits long with the correlator thres
hold set perhaps slightly below 32 'votes', 
giving some immunity from occasional 
corrupted bits. 

Processing 
Since the signal carries virtually no in
formation in its amplitude, hard-limiting it 
will allow subsequent multiplications to be 
carried out by exclusive-or gates (Fig. 5). 
The two accumulators and the decision
.testt:r described above are reconfigured 

AfiSAT 10100 10000 ooooa ooooo 00100 ooooo 10101 11100 ooooo 
A/ISAT 10100 10000 00000 00000 00100 00000 10101 11100 00000 
00440 01060 02698 03000 04000 05559 067:50 07555 08447 09447 
10140 11200 12000 13000 14027 15409 16822 17293 18-448 19444 
20170 21070 22672 23005 24007 25418 26-422 27296 28-496 294-45 
30330 31210 32665 33206 34013 35301 36374 37-407 38510 39442 
40140 41550 42699 43173 44041 45000 46003 47463 48486 49541 
50180 51090 52283 53428 54609 55441 56015 57430 58507 59427 

Line-sync code, 32 bits = hex 5BA45BA4 

256 pix~ls, 4 bits each 

-------------------
256 

irricige lines 
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liRarY two-tone encediAg 
0.. at 1200 bits per second fs encoded 
as $¥1\ChrGnOU& -.Jiio fq)quenw~sttlft 
kfV'illlg ta.f.s.k.J with •.All cyde of 120DH~ 
for 'martt' and two cycles of 2400f+.l for 
'spa•' fRQ. 2}. TJ'Iis audio theh fr&
EPJenev modulates the RF earner, and 
mey. be deteet&d using an ordiBary 
amateur a.b.f,.-. r.ec.hler, pr.eferat»y 
with the de-emph.ot$it r>&dueed to about 
50 mJ.;r()Jeco.n.ds so •• to pl'tlaetve CQt· 
re4t phase l!«flatiOBJhil)S, Oft\er baud 
tal~ use the same ~ent tOBes, but 
bit tr-ansitions ocwur JSVAchtobOusfy; 
U\e modtttetlon Is invert:ed INitb r~ 
o th1t used for 1%00 b&titd. 
Note that the AS'Cft potarlti:es are: 

QaCe=start•data Q, and mark=-stop 
=date 1. For t.f:te c.e.d. lmBiJ8> O....laootfZ 
and 1 =2400Hz. l'J'Ie f .ril. dcwflltion is 
qt.~ite tmil&ll: at 145MHz it is 600 &n.d 

here as a subtractor followed by a single 
accumulator. At the end of each bit-in
terval the decision is clocked into an out
put buffer and the integrator's output is 
zeroed in readiness for the next bit. 

To generate the tone replicas (which 
may now be square waves) and to provide 
timing signals, a 1200Hz clock is extracted 
from the input signal using a phase-locked 
loop (p.l.l.). This acts on both tones, the 
contribution from the 2400 product being 
weighted half that of the 1200 product. A 
loop-gain of 1500 ensures that static phase 
errors are kept to a minimum; these might 
otherwise be troublesome because of oscil
lator drift or because of speed variations 
when decoding data recorded on tape. 
This gain corresponds to a voltage
controlled oscillator swing of 750Hz with 
respect to a nominal frequency of 1200Hz. 
With off-air signals the loop-bandwidth 
can be as little as 2Hz before acquisition of 
lock becomes inconveniently slow. 
However, during tape replay the band
width must be narrow enough to tninitnise 
the effects of signal noise though wide 
enough to accommodate speed variations 
in the tape machine, especially wow. With 
a cheap cassette machine the flgure is 
likely to be about 20Hz. 

A p.l.l. is merely a continuous correlator 
with feedback arranged to drive the phase 
of its replica to yield an average correlation 
of zero. This condition also occurs when 
the input is random ·noise; so it is useful to 
include a lock-detector. Lock can be indi
cated by a meter. 

In synchronous 1200 baud mode, the 
bit-rate clock is by deflnition provided by 
the signal tones; however, at asynchronous 
rates (e.g. 300 baud) the clock must be 
extracted from the data itself. The data 
must therefore be detected flrst in some 
non-synchronous way, and for this a 
simple RC fllter is sufflcient (Fig. 6). The 
spectrum of this random data signal has a 
null at the bit-rate, but it does have energy 
at half the bit-rate. Thus if the data is 
squared, a spectral component will appear 
at the bit-rate with constant phase, which 
is what is required. A suitable way of doing 
this is to exclusive-or the data with itself 
delayed by half a bit-period. This gener
ates a single cycle of bit clock for each data 
transition. Tllis signal can be made contin-
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Fig. 2. Synchronfts two-.tone tt.f.s.k. 
en.lHJding, At 12QIJ bwd. M slt.DWn hetYI, 
data is synchronous. At other speeds, dtlts 
Is asynehroaous and tnrnsitlons oocurat 
randmH ptfaH angle$ within the toneS. 
These wdio..frerJu«ftC¥ toM~~ modulate 
U0$4 T's ce~r on 146.1126MHz or 
4fiJi(126MHz. 

1.200fiz for the two ton&a, althougtt at 
435MHz it Is ~t wtdar. The 
m~ndmum doppler shlft fQ1 the 145MHt 
transmlssion Is ±3.fiktk, with a rate-of.. 
etwtnge reachtng 50Mtls on an OVfJfhead 
pas$. 

uous by another p.l.l., which can then be 
used to . operate the data-correlator's 
dump-reset and so provide coherent detec
tion. 

Image line sync detection is effected by 
clocking the detected 1200 baud data into a 
32-bit shift register · (Fig. 7). The output 
from each stage is added or subtracted in 
an analogue summing circuit, according to 
whether the bit to be tested is a 1 or a 0. 
When all 32 bits are nestling in the 
'memory' maximum output is obtained 
from the summation. A clipping threshold 
set at, say, 30 'votes' allows for up to two 

bit errors. It should be noted that since the 
line-sync code contains 16 bits repeated, 
there will be a half-amplitude correlation 
peak 16 time slots before and after the 
main peak. This is caused by the ftrst 
block of code (hex SBA4) passing through 
and matching the template provided for 
the second block, and vice-versa. If this 
peak were not present then the voting 
threshold could be set even lower. The 
code is not ideal. 

Circuit notes 
The complete circuit diagram is shown in 
Fig. 11. Although the system was designed 
for 12V operation, it will work with. 
supplies between 6V and 18V. (For 
supplies above 1 S V, cmos devices 
numbered with a 'B' suffiX should be 
used.) A half-Von bias is incorporated to 
'float' the op-amps. Wire-wrap construc
tion was used for the prototype, with com
ponents mounted on dil headers for easy 
experimentation. Layout is not particu
larly critical, though · it would be prudent 
to keep the input circuits and the two p.l.ls 
apart to tninitnise stray pick-up. 

The channel fllter has a 3dB cut-off at 
3000Hz and is a . ftfth-order Bessel t)rpe, 
with a very flat group delay (about 135 
microseconds) which introduces no ring
ing or phase-distortion. Interstage a.c. 
coupling reduces the response below 
300Hz. Equivalent noise bandwidth is 

VV\T JLl 
0 T 

Product 
Input signal-1- noise 

X 

Local replica 

f\7-

Accumuluted product 

I J---O"'f,__ Sampled 
T output 

Reset to 0 
at timeT 

Fig. 3. Basic elements of a correlator. A (noisy) incoming signal is multiplied by a perfect 
local replica and the product is integrated. At the end of the data interval the resulting 
accumulation is tested. The accumulator is then usually reset and the process repeated. If 
the signal exactly matches the replica, the output is at a maximum. 

...---
1 correlator 

X I 

T T 
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0 replieR 
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Fig. 4. A matched filter. The output of a pair of correlators is tested to find the better of the 
two matches. In the practical circuit, this decision is effected by a subtraction operation. , 
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Data decoder for 

UOSAT 

This high-performance correlation demodulator can decode data or picture information from 
the UOSAT spacecraft either directly off-air or from tape-recordings. It may be connected to a 

printer, v.d. u. or computer as the user wishes. 

Since UOSAT's digital data is sent as 
1200Hz or 2400Hz tones, a possible 
method of decoding it is to time the zero- 
crossings of the signal. Decoders based on 
this principle, however, are highly sus- 
ceptible to noise and interference. Their 
performance depends on the audible sig- 
nal-to-noise ratio, which is in turn directly 
dependent on the audio bandwidth; and 
the bandwidth cannot be reduced in- 
definitely without also attenuating the sig- 
nal. 

A more promising approach is to use a 
correlation decoder: this matches the in- 
coming signal against synthesised replicas 
and in doing so extracts information much 
more effectively. In consequence its error 
performance is dependent only on the 
energy-density of the noise, which is inde- 
pendent of the audio bandwidth. In this 
way a signal can be decoded uncorrupted 
even though it seems to be buried in noise; 
for example, 45 baud data signals can be 

- decoded without errors at a n se-to-signal 
ratio as poor as 5:1. This type of system is 
known as a matched filter. 

The decoder described in this article 
comprises a channel filter, a 1200 baud 
demodulator, a 300 baud demodulator, a 
lock detector and a line-synchronization 
detector for the image data from UOSAT's 
c.c.d. television camera. Of these, the 
1200 baud demodulator is central to the 

, design; the other circuits may be omitted if 
the user does not require them. Alternative 
data-rates can be effected by changing 
timing components. The system does not 
include image display circuits since a de- 
sign for these is available from AMSAT- 
UK1. 

Decoder outline 
The decoder's task is to distinguish in the 
presence of noise between the two tones 
possible within a bit-period. The essential 
tool for this job is a correlator (Fig. 3). The 
signal to be detected is multiplied by its 
replica and the product is accumulated 
over a signal interval. Maximum output 
indicates a perfect match, zero output no 
match. Now, since 0 and 1 signals are 
mutually exclusive, the output of two such 
correlators may be compared to find the 
better match at the end of each bit-interval 
(Fig. 4). This is the matched filter. For 
timing, a bit rate clock is required, and 
must be extracted from the incoming sig- 
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nal; this fate may be either 1200 or 300 
baud. The video line-sync code may best 
be detected using a window correlator. As 
the name suggests, this inspects a short 
sequence of the data-stream as it passes by, 
looking for a particular pattern. In the case 
of the line-sync code, the window would 

The satellite can transmit a variety of 
data formats at a number of oopuiar 
speads as directed by g'-ounc station 
command. The data includes telemetry. 

Telen.utry information is sem In \2- 
bttASOfl code; one start-bit, sever data 
one even-parity and three stop-bits, a 
sample block ts reproduce" in Rg 1 

stanas bits; the next six lines display St1 

teiemetry >'«iues, prefixed wt* den- 

the right hand cotumn gives tempera- 
tures iii thr, six races o* the space :raft, 
which convert as T»0,2x (474-N| de- 
gree! Celsius. A i crf plere list is avail- HHHBi amoat.I tx' " 
casionai variations to this forn-jn. 

The data rate is usuaily 12(2) or 308 

codei tviorse code anp iltgftatfeer 

News buMetlns are sent as text and 
typicstt" con am Opetl^ma) RtOfma 

mems of •Bcepho" repo-ts ' -e fp<-mat 
is 11-bit ASCII with two stop-bits. 

prey-cats {four bits). The groun.' 
.isser, in an imaqb is about t>8®few 

The transited SMtaenc* is illus- 
trated m Hg. lb, and is sptd 
synchronoc.' manner, ».e. 256. ibits te- 

be 32 bits long with the correlator thres- 
hold set perhaps slightly below 32 'votes', 
giving some immunity from occasional 
corrupted bits. 

Processing 
Since the signal carries virtually no in- 
formation in its amplitude, hard-limiting it 
will allow subsequent multiplications to be 
carried out by exclusive-or gates (Fig. 5). 
The two accumulators and the decision- 
tester described above are reconfigured 

(hex 6BA45M4}. TliussJfldis I8S8 
iong, The-, .frame 

. shortened Bne 
syne 

el- 
T.TTmlnutes. ;; jy'V 

■;AHSAT 10100 10000 00000 c ■ AHSAT 101 00 1 0000 00000 ( ■ 00440 01 060 0269B 03000 C ■ 10140 1 1200 12000 1 3000 1 ■ 20170 21070 22672 23005 2 ■ 30330 31210 32665 33206 ; K40140 41550 42699 43173 ' I 501 80 51090 52283 S342B \ 

Line-sync code, 32 t 

o ooioo 00000 10101 i 0 00100 00000 10101 1 
0 05559 06750 07555 0 7 15409 16022 17293 1 
7 25410 26422 27296 2 3 35301 36374 37407 3 1 45000 46003 47463 4 

i = hex 5BA45BA4 

> , -1 
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far- 'mark' and twp cycles of 2400Hz for 

may be dat«cted using am ordteary 
amateur r».b.f.m. 'eceivpf preferably 
with the de9^^^^ reduce* to souu. 

e t. Forme e.c.d. image, t 
t=-2408H2. The fun "oe- 

■ smafl; at tdsMHz ft Is 

here as a subtracter followed by a single 
accumulator. At the end of each bit-in- 
terval the decision is clocked into an out- 
put buffer and the integrator's output is 
zeroed in readiness for the next bit. 

To generate the tone replicas (which 
may now be square waves) and to provide 
timing signals, a 1200Hz clock is extracted 
from the input signal using a phase-locked 
loop (p.1.1.). This acts on both tones, the 
contribution from the 2400 product being 
weighted half that of the 1200 product. A 
loop-gain of 1500 ensures that static phase 
errors are kept to a minimum; these might 
otherwise be troublesome because of oscil- 
lator drift or because of speed variations 
when decoding data recorded on tape. 
This gain corresponds to a voltage- 
controlled oscillator swing of 750Hz with 
respect to a nominal frequency of 1200Hz. 
With off-air signals the loop-bandwidth 
can be as little as 2Hz before acquisition of 
lock becomes inconveniently slow. 
However, during tape replay the band- 
width must be narrow enough to minimise 
the effects of signal noise though wide 
enough to accommodate speed variations 
in the tape machine, especially wow. With 
a cheap cassette machine die figure is 
likely to be about 20Hz. 

A p. 1.1. is merely a continuous correlator 
with feedback arranged to drive the phase 
of its replica to yield an average correlation 
of zero. This condition also occurs when 
the input is random noise; so it is useful to 
include a lock-detector. Lock can be indi- 
cated by a meter. 

In synchronous 1200 baud mode, the 
bit-rate clock is by definition provided by 
the signal tones; however, at asynchronous 
rates (e.g. 300 baud) the clock must be 
extracted from the data itself. The data 
must therefore be detected first in some 
non-synchronous way, and for this a 
simple RC filter is sufficient (Fig. 6). The 
spectrum of this random data signal has a 
null at the bit-rate, but it does have energy 
at half the bit-rate. Thus if the data is 
squared, a spectral component will appear 
at the bit-rate with constant phase, which 
is what is required. A suitable way of doing 
this is to exclusive-or the data with itself 
delayed by half a bit-period. This gener- 
ates a single cycle of bit clock for each data 
transition. This signal can be made contin- 

uous by another p.1.1., which can then be 
used to operate the data-correlator's 
dump-reset and so provide coherent detec- 
tion. 

Image line sync detection is effected by 
clocking the detected 1200 baud data into a 
32-bit shift register (Fig. 7). The output 
from each stage is added or subtracted in 
an analogue summing circuit, according to 
whether the bit to be tested is a 1 or a 0. 
When all 32 bits are nestling in the 
'memory' maximum output is obtained 
from the summation. A clipping threshold 
set at, say, 30 'votes' allows for up to two 

bit errors. It should be noted that since the 
line-sync code contains 16 bits repeated, 
there will be a half-amplitude correlation 
peak 16 time slots before and after the 
main peak. This is caused by the first 
block of code (hex 5BA4) passing through 
and matching the template provided for 
the second block, and vice-versa. If this 
peak were not present then the voting 
threshold could be set even lower. The 
code is not ideal. 

Circuit notes 
The complete circuit diagram is shown in 
Fig. 11. Although the system was designed 
for 12V operation, it will work with 
supplies between 6V and 18V. (For 
supplies above 15V, cmos devices 
numbered with a 'B' suffix should be 
used.) A half-VDD bias is incorporated to 
float' the op-amps. Wire-wrap construc- 

tion was used for the prototype, with com- 
ponents mounted on dil headers for easy 
experimentation. Layout is not particu- 
larly critical, though it would be prudent 
to keep the input circuits and the two p.1.1s 
apart to minimise stray pick-up. 

The channel filter has a 3dB cut-off at 
3000Hz and is a fifth-order Bessel type, 
with a very flat group delay (about 135 
microseconds) which introduces no ring- 
ing or phase-distortion. Interstage a.c. 
coupling reduces the response below 
300Hz. Equivalent noise bandwidth is 

Input signal + noise 
Accumulated product 

Sampled 
output 

Local replica 
Rrs3t to 0 
at time T 

Fig. 3. Basic elements of a correlator. A (noisy) incoming signal is multiplied by a perfect 
local replica and the product is integrated. At the end of the data interval the resulting 
accumulation is tested. The accumulator is then usually reset and the process repeated. If 
the signal exactly matches the replica, the output is at a maximum.' 

1 correlator 

1 replica 

0 replica 

10 correlator 
    / 

< ■ I , Data 
___l output 

Fig. 4. A matched filter. The output of a pair of correlators is tested to find the better of the 
two matches. In the practical circuit, this decision is effected by a subtraction operation. 
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3300Hz. The fllter is not essential when 
using de-emphasised signals from a typical 
f.m. receiver. However it must be used if 
wide-band noise is present during, for 
example, performance testing or with sig
nals direct from the receiver's f.m. discri
minator. 

The limiter (ICic) will operate on a few 
millivolts of signal. The input polarity
invert switch S2 is needed as receivers and 
tape-recorders will have arbitrary inver
sions built in, and the polarity of 1200 and 
300 baud signals differs. The signal pre
sented to the multipliers must be in the 
correct sense. 

The main p.l.l. (IC2, IC3) operates at 
19 200Hz. It is followed by a four-bit 
divider and some logic to generate there-. 
plicas I: 1200, I:2400, Q:1200 and Q:2400 
together with the synchronous integrate
and-dump timing. The circuit has a loop 
bandwidth of 20Hz. 

An inspection of the waveforms entering 
the integrator (Fig. 8) shows that accumu
lation occurs only during the second and 
third quarters of the basic 1200Hz rhythm. 
(Because the tones have lost their sinusoi-

dal character through limiting, it is only 
during this period that they differ.) Thus 
in synchronous 1200 baud operation the 
decision 'transfer to output buffer' can 
take place at the 3T/4 point, and the capa- . 
citor can be reset at leisure during the 
succeeding fourth and first periods. Dur
ing asynchronous operation, however, 
'dump-and-reset' can occur at random 
times and must be accomplished rapidly. 

Acquisition of lock in the main p.l.l. is 
detected by summing the product of the 
signal with 1:1200 and I:2400. Lock in
formation is available during the first and 
fourth quarters; the analogue switch IC7c 
admits only this energy to the op-amp RC 
smoother ICsb· The circuit has a gain of 10 
to emphasise marginal lock conditions and 
will 'end-stop' otherwise. A bistable out
put buffer (ICib) is used as, being on the 
sam~ chip as the data output buffer, it. will 
have the same' threshold. 

Extraction of non-coherent data is 
effected by the continuous correlator R23, 
R24, CI4· The time-constant or 'memory' 
should be short enough to avoid excessive 
inter-bit interference but long enough to 

(e.g.limitedYI 
Exdusive-or 
'multipliers' Subtract & integrate 

I 
rvL.. 
Input 
signal 

~ 
Bias 

Speed 
change 
1200 

( 

Reset 

Output 
buffer 

0. 
Data 
out 

Clock out 
~----------._ ______ ___ 

f
300 

300 baud 
reset/dump 

Fig. 5. Outline of the decoder. A phase-locked loop extracts the 1200Hz clock signal and 
generates the replica signals. The input signal is 'multiplied' by the replica signals in the 

exclusive-or gates; the op-amp compares the result by subtraction and integrates it. 

P:1200 

~-bit delay 

o:12oo -~~~:~{ 11 1--- -.-------:'c'-K----. 

Non coherent 
detection 

(~ 

8-sroge 
shift register 

07 
4800Hz 

Clock regenerator 
and timing 

300 baud 
reset /dump 

JLJlJL1. 

Rg. 6. 300 baud bit-clock extraction. The 300 baud signals are asynchronous and data 
transitions do not necessarily occur at zero-crossings of the transmitted tones. The data is 
multiplied by itself delayed, to give one cycle of 300Hz for each data transition. A narrow
bandwidth p.l.l. regenerates from this a steady 300Hz bit-clock which is used to drive the 
reset-dump section of the coherent detector in Fig. 5. Note that the non-coherent detector 
effectively is the same as the integrator of Fig. 5, with R replacing the reset switch. 
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and Wagner, the City of Cambridge and 
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smooth out noise, A value of a quarter to a 
half of a bit period is usual. The time-con
stant used introduces a quarter-bit lag, 
which is convenient for subsequent timing 
requirements. The asynchronous data may 
be used directly from this point if re
quired, though its timlng will be very 
ragged and the error rate somewhat high. 
The analogue switch IC7b is only 'on' dur
ing the second and third quarters of each 
1/1200s period: this keeps out non:in
formation during the first and fourth quar
ters and at the same time prevents decay of 
the capacitor voltage and· hence loss of 
information already stored. 

To extract the asynchronous bit clock 
from the 300 baud stream, an eight-bit 
shift register ICto is clocked at sixteen 
times the bit rate to provide a half-bit 
delay. The first and last stages are exclu
sive-or gated to generate a noisy bit clock 
which then feeds the second p.l.l., ICu 
and IC12 (another correlator). A four-bit 
divider and logic provide the bit clock 
replica I: 300 and the carry is used to reset 
the data correlator as described above. Cir
cuit values shown are for 300 baud; other 
rates require the values of cl2• cl4• CIS• 
C16 to be changed pro rata. The p.l.l. 
bandwidth is about 1Hz. A lock indication 
is obtained by multiplying the noisy bit 
clock by Q:300 and smoothing the result. 

The c.c.d. line-sync detector is a 32-bit 
shift register and consists of I~ for the 
first bit and ICwiC17 for the remaining 
31. On the circuit diagram, bits are shifted 
from right to left. 

No output buffering is shown in the 
diagram: the user should add it as re
quired. At the output, ASCII start-bit 
polarity and data 0 are high, stop and data 
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1 are low; image bits from the c.c.d. cam
era are 1 high and 0 low; data clock is 
significant on high-to-low transitions· lock . . ' 
and line-sync are high t:rue and are syn-
_chronous with data output. 

Setting up 
An accurate audio generator, oscilloscope 
and multi-meter will be needed, as well as 
~ telemetry test data tape. To set up the 
line-sync detector it is necessary to have a 
c.c.~. data tape. These signal sources may 
be either recorded off-air or obtained via 
AMSAT-UK. (The data on the latter's 
tapes differs slightly from the format now 
transmitted by UOSAT. However, this 
does not affect their use.) 
Ma_in p.l.l.: apply noise to the signal input 
(nmse from the receiver will do). Using 

. ~.adjust the v.c.o. ofiC2 to !9200Hz. If 
this c~nnot be effected change the timing 
capacitor Cto. Do not change resistors as 
this will affect the p.l.l. performance char
acteristics. A 4:1 spread in nominal oscilla
tion frequency of a 4046 chip is quite 
typical. Applying OV and then V DD to pin 

. 9 of the p.l.l. chip IC2 should result in a 
total frequency swing at the divide-by-16 
output (IC3 pin 15) of about 700Hz. 
300 baud p.l.l.: adjust the centre fre
quency to 4800Hz with ~7; if necessary 
alt~r C16 to achieve this. Total frequency 
swmg should be 600Hz at the divider out
put (IC12 pin 15). 
Half supply voltage: still with noise ap
plied to the input, switch to 1200 baud 
operation and adjust the half-supply-volt
age control R6s until the output buffer bi
stable yields 1 and 0 with equal frequency. 
This may be easily observed by connecting 
~ analogue voltmeter between the Q and 
Q outputs of 14., pins 1 and 2. It should 
read zero. 

. Performance checks: apply a 2400Hz tone 
to the input and verify that the main p.l.l. 
locks and continuous 1 data is output. 
Repeat for 1200Hz and observe continuous 
0 data. Flip the input invert switch. There 

Fig. 7. Line-synchronisation detector for 
UOSA T's c. c. d. image transmissions. A 32-
bit window-correlator offers excellent 
immunity from corrupted code bits. When 
the code to be detected (hexadecimal 
5BA45BA4) arrives in the shift-register, the 
output of the analogue summer reaches a 
maximum. If the threshold is set at, say, 30 
votes out of the possible 32, errors in up to 
two bits will be tolerated. 

'Y 
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Ts 
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Serial data in 

i 
I 
I 

R ; 

(a) Input signal: (1)01010, IC1 pin 10 

(b) Extracted 1200Hz clock, IC3 pin 15 

(c) Signal x 0 replica, IC5 pin 10 (P: 1200) 

(d) Signal x 1 replica, IC5 pin 11 (P:2400) 

(e) P:2400 minus P: 1200 

(f) Integrator output, IC8 pin 1 

(g) Data out, 101010, IC9 pin 1 

Fig. B. 1 ~00 baud wa-..:eforms. Trac~s- a_ tog show 5-bit noise-free signals from a test source. 
The honzontal scale ts_ 41_7/!-s per dtvtston. When noise is present, the triangles in trace f 
become ragged and dtmtntshed. 

(a) Input signal, (1)00100, IC1 pin 10 

(b) Incoherently-detected signal, IC 10 pin 7 

(c) Half-bit delay, first stage, IC 10 pin 5 

(d) Half-bit delay, last stage, IC10 pin 2 

(e) After the exclusive-or gate, IC13 pin 3 

(f) The extracted 300 baud clock, IC12 pin 15 

(g) Output of the integrator, IC8 pin 1 

(h) Data output, 10010(0), IC9 pin 1 

Fig. 9: ~00 baud w_aveforms. Horizontal scale is 1. 6lms per division. Note that signal 
transttto'!s of~he tnput data are asynchronous with respect to the tones. Each transition in 
trace b gtves nse to one proto~cycle of 300 baud clock, which is regenerated by a p./.1. as in 
trace l The total data-processmg delay is equivalent to one bit-period. 

+ 

Set threshold 

" ) 
~ Line 

sync. 
out 

should be a momentary loss of lock-indica
tion while the p.l.l. recovers. 

Now inject a 150Hz signal at the input 
to the 300 baud clock extractor IC10 pin 7. 
This simulates 101010 .... reversals at 300 
baud. Verify that the loop locks properly. 
Check for similar operation using 75Hz 
(11001100 .... ), 50Hz (11100011100 .. .. ), 
and so on. Lock should be maintained 
with 18.75Hz (1111111100000000 .... ) in
put. 
The system can now be checked out using 
test tapes, referring to the waveforms in 
Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. 

Line-sync detector: play the c.c.d. cam
era test tape into the system, which should 
be set to 1200 baud. Observe the bit sync 
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3300Hz. The filter is not essential when 
using de-emphasised signals from a typical 
f.m. receiver. However it must be used if 
wide-band noise is present during, for 
example, performance testing or with sig- 
nals direct from the receiver's f.m. discri- 
minator. . 

The limiter (ICic) will operate on a few 
millivolts of signal. The input polarity- 
invert switch S2 is needed as receivers and 
tape-recorders will have arbitrary inver- 
sions built in, and the polarity of 1200 and 
300 baud signals differs. The signal pre- 
sented to the multipliers must be in the 
correct sense. 

The main p.1.1. (IC2, IC3) operates at 
19 200Hz. It is followed by a four-bit 
divider and some logic to generate the re- 
plicas 1:1200,1:2400, Q: 1200 and Q:2400 
together with the synchronous integrate- 
and-dump timing. The circiu. has a loop 
bandwidth of 20Hz. 

An inspection of the waveforms entering 
the integrator (Fig. 8) shows that accumu- 
lation occurs only during the second and 
third quarters of the basic 1200Hz rhythm. 
(Because the tones have lost their sinusoi- 

dal character through limiting, it is only 
during this period that they differ.) Thus 
in synchronous 1200 baud operation the 
decision 'transfer to output buffer' can 
take place at the 3T/4 point, and the capa- , 
citor can be reset at leisure during the 
succeeding fourth and first periods. Dur- 
ing asynchronous operation, however, 
'dump-and-reset' can occur at random 
times and must be accomplished rapidly. 

Acquisition of lock in the main p.1.1. is 
detected by summing the product of the 
signal with 1:1200 and 1:2400. Lock in- 
formation is available during the first and 
fourth quarters; the analogue switch ICyc 
admits only this energy to the op-amp RC 
smoother ICgb- The circuit lias a gain of 10 
to emphasise marginal lock conditions and 
will 'end-stop' otherwise. A bistable out- 
put buffer (ICgb) is used as, being on the 
same chip as the data output buffer, it will 
have the same' threshold. 

Extraction of non-coherent data is 
effected by the continuous correlator R23, 
R24, C14. The time-constant or 'memory' 
should be short enough to avoid excessive 
inter-bit interference but long enough to 

Exctusive-or 
(e.g.tiroitedT) "multipliers' 

I LTLT 
n-rl- [172400 
Input ( 
signal 

Subtract & integrate 

] Data 
a out 

P;2400 R 

1200 R 

Clock out 

• J 300 baud. 
I reset/dump 

Fig. 5. Outline of the decoder. A phase locked loop extracts the 1200Hz clock signal and 
generates the replica signals. The input signal is 'multiplied' by the replica signals in the 
exciusive-or gates; the op-amp compares the result by subtraction and integrates it. 

'/j-bit delay 
0:1200  10 I1 I 1 I  

CK 
8-stage 

shift register 

Non coherent 
detection . 

...lUL— 

300 baud 
reset/dump 

JLULL 

Clock regenerator 
and timing 

Fig. 6.300 baud bit-clock extraction. The 300 baud signals are asynchronous and data 
transitions do not necessarily occur at zero-crossings of the transmitted tones. The data is 
multiplied by itself delayed, to give one cycle of300Hz for each data transition. A narrow- 
bandwidth p.l. I. regenerates from this a steady 300Hz bit-clock which is used to drive the 
reset-dump section of the coherent detector in Fig. 5. Note that the non-coherent detector 
effectively is the same as the integrator of Fig. 5, with R replacing the reset switch. 
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James Miller, who is 38, pitched into 
electronics at an early age with a crystal 
set. Later he obtained a B:Sc.(Hons) in 
electronic engineering and then worked 
for Marconi and Sperry Gyroscope. 
Seven years ago he joined Cambridge 
Consultants to work on design and 
development in signal processing, 
electronics, computing, optics, non-im- 
pact printing and manufacturing tech- 
nology. His interest in wireless contin- 
ues through amateur radio (G3RUH), 
and a passion for satellites has to be 
shared with cooking and eating, opera 
and Wagner, the City of Cambridge and 
other fine things. He does not own a 
2X87. 

smooth out noise; A value of a quarter to a 
half of a bit period is usual. The time-con- 
stant used introduces a quarter-bit lag, 
which is convenient for subsequent timing 
requirements. The asynchronous data may 
be used directly from this point if re- 
quired, though its timing will be very 
ragged and the error rate somewhat high. 
The analogue switch ICyb is only 'on' dur- 
ing the second and third quarters of each 
l/1200s period: this keeps out non-in- 
formation during the first and fourth quai 
ters and at the same time prevents decay of 
the capacitor voltage and hence loss of 
information already stored. 

To extract the asynchronous bit clock 
from the 300 baud stream, an eight-bit 
shift register IC10 is clocked at sixteen 
times the bit rate to provide a half-bit 
delay. The first and last stages are exclu- 
sive-or gated to generate a noisy bit clock 
which then feeds the second p.1.1., ICn 
and IC12 (another correlator). A four-bit 
divider and logic provide the bit clock 
replica 1:300 and the carry is used to reset 
the data correlator as described above. Cir- 
cuit values shown are for 300 baud; other 
rates require the values of C12, C14, C15, 
Cie to be changed pro rata. The p.1.1. 
bandwidth is about 1Hz. A lock indication 
is obtained by multiplying the noisy bit 
clock by Q:300 and smoothing the result. 

The c.c.d. lint-sync detector is a 32-bit 
shift register and consists of IC^ for the 
first bit and IC14-IC17 for the remaining 
31. On the circuit diagram, bits are shifted 
from right to left. 

No output buffering is shown in the 
diagram: the user should add it as re- 
quired. At the output, ASCII start-bit 
polarity and data 0 are high, stop and data 
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1 are low; image bits from the c.c.d. cam- 
era are 1 high and 0 low; data clock is 
significant on high-to-low transitions; lock 
and line-sync are high true and are syn- 
chronous with data output. 

Setting up 
An accurate audio generator, oscilloscope 
and multi-meter will be needed, as well as 
a telemetry test data tape. To set up the 
line-sync detector it is necessary to have a 
c.c.d. data tape. These signal sources may 
be either recorded off-air or obtained via 
AMSAT-UK. (The data on the latter's 
tapes differs slightly from the format now 
transmitted by UOSAT. However, this 
does not affect their use.) 
Main p.1.1.: apply noise to the signal input 
(noise from the receiver will do). Using 
R66, adjust the v.c.o. of IC2 to 19200Hz. If 
this cannot be effected change the timing 
capacitor Qo. Do not change resistors, as 
this will affect the p.1.1. performance char- 
acteristics. A 4:1 spread in nominal oscilla- 
tion frequency of a 4046 chip is quite 
typical. Applying 0V and then VDD to pin 
9 of the p.1.1. chip IC2 should result in a 
total frequency swing at the divide-by-16 
output (IC3 pin 15) of about 700Hz. 
300 baud p.1.1.: adjust the centre fre- 
quency to 4800Hz with Rgy; if necessary 
alter Gig to achieve this. Total frequency 
swing should be 600Hz at the divider out- 
put (IC12 pin 15). 
Half supply voltage; still with noise ap- 
plied to the input, switch to 1200 baud 
operation and adjust the half-supply-volt- 
age control R^ until the output buffer bi- 
stable yields 1 and 0 with equal frequency. 
This may be easily observed by connecting 
an analogue voltmeter between the Q and 
Q outputs of IC9a, pins 1 and 2. It should 
read zero. 

. Performance checks: apply a 2400Hz tone 
to the input and verify that the main p.1.1. 
locks and continuous 1 data is output. 
Repeat for 1200Hz and observe continuous 
0 data. Flip the input invert switch. There 

Fig. 7. Line-synchronisation detector for 
UOSAT's c.c.d. image transmissions. A 32- 
bit window-correlator offers excellent 
immunity from corrupted code bits. When 
the code to be detected (hexadecimal 
5BA45BA4) arrives in the shift-register, the 
output of the analogue summer reaches a 
maximum. If the threshold is set at, say, 30 
votes out of the possible 32, errors in up to 
two bits will be tolerated. 

32-stage shift register Serial data in 

hex: 5 B A 4 5 B A 4 

(a) Input signal: <1)01010, iC, pin 10 

(b) Extracted 1200Hz clock, IC3 pin 15 

(c) Signal x 0 replica, ICs pin 10 (P: 1200) 

(d) Signal x 1 replica, ICs pin 11 (P:2400) 

(e) P:2400 minus P: 1200 

(f) Integrator output, ICs pin 1 

Ig) Data out, 101010, ICs pin 1 

Fig. 8. 1200 baud waveforms. Traces a tog show 5-bit noise-free signals from a test source. 
The horizontal scale is 417ps per division. When noise is present, the triangles in trace f 
become ragged and diminished. 

(a) Input signal, <1)00100, IC1 pin 10 

(b) Incoherently-detected signal, /C;o pin 7 

(c) Half-bit delay, first stage, IC ;0 pin 5 

(d) Half-bit delay, last stage, iCw pin 2 

(e) After the exciusive-or gate, ICj3pin 3 

If) The extracted 300 baud clock, /CJ2 pin 15 

<g) Output of the integrator, ICgpin 1 

(h) Data output, 10010(0), ICgpin 1 

Fig. 9. 300 baud waveforms. Horizontal scale is 1.67ms per division. Note that signal 
transitions of the input data are asynchronous with respect to the tones. Each transition in 
trace b gives rise to one proto-cycle of300 baud clock, which is regenerated by a p.1.1. as in 
trace f. The total data-processing delay is equivalent to one bit-period. 

should be a momentary loss of lock-indica- 
tion while the p.1.1. recovers. 

Now inject a 150Hz signal at the input 
■| to the 300 baud clock extractor IQo pin 7. 

I This simulates 101010.... reversals at 300 
< baud. Verify that the loop locks properly. 

VxA—»-< e res Check for similar operation using 75Hz 

.1 /' (11001100....), 50Hz (11100011100....), 
, I an<l so on. Lock should be maintained 
/ , with 18.75Hz (1111111100000000....) in- 

-TLnJlj-Lri [v. _fl_ Line Xt.1' t u u 1 j 
5ync , 1 he system can now be checked out using 

- out test tapes, referring to the waveforms in 
^ Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. 

 W/^— Line-sync detector: play the c.c.d. cam- 
era test tape into the system, which should 
be set to 1200 baud. Observe the bit sync 

^TLnJlixri. —Tl— Line 
7; sync 

out 
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• Fig. 11. The complete data demodulator. 
1200 baud or 300 baud decoding is 
selected by 5 1. Op-amps are TL084 or 
equivalent, exclusive-or gates are all4070 

and inverters 4069. Cz, C3- C5-C7, C1o, and 
c16 are polystyrene, 5% tolerance. 

correlator output IC8 pin 8. At the end of 
each line the 'peak' will be clearly visible, 
as will minor peaks. Now add noise to the 
input signal, sufficient to start creating 
data errors. The peak will be seen oc
casionally to drop by one or two votes as 
the noise is increased. 

Adjust the threshold control ~8 so that 
the peak just crosses the output buffer 
threshold on 32, 31 and 30 votes, but not 
on 29. (This is easier to do than describe!) 
There is little point in going lower: at a bit
error rate of 1 in 12 the image would be 
useless yet there would still be an even 
chance of sync detection. 

Main p.l.l. loop bandwidth: the aim in 
selecting the loop bandwidth is to 
minimise the combined effect of noise and 
tape-recorder wow. To achieve this, record 
about ten minutes of 2400Hz sinewave 
tone on the recorder. An initial loop band-

. width of 20Hz should be used. Replay the 
tape and, triggering off the p.l.l. output, 
estimate the peak-to-peak timing jitter 
Tj seen on the input signal. Now input the 
2400Hz tone directly from the audio oscil
lator. Gradually add noise until the data 
output at 1200 baud begins to give spur
ious zeros at a rate of about one per 
second. Measure the peak to peak jitter 
once again, T0 • The optimum bandwidth 
is roughly equal to 20XT/f0 • Use the 

Ia: t I 
o.,·---1-'acf 

360° 

(b(~ 

1c:~ 
1200Hz . :-e:arded L0 

Angle CR I d) 

L/45" ).JS [ 

0-1. 1260 
0·2 ~22 
0·3 404 

o-f 
Input R 

0·4 . 293 
0·5 223 
0·6 173 

8200 trigger 

!deal' Eye' 
diagram 
of input signal 

:ypical before 
cor rec!ion 

Decoder 

0·7 134 
0·8 102 

High pass cor rection network 

0·9 70 

Fig .. 10. At the input, the 1200Hz tone will 
probably be retarded with respect to the 
2400Hz tone: A suitable CR phase
compensation network can. be selected 
from the table. If instead the 1200Hz tone is 
found to be advanced, Rand C should be 
interchanged to give a low-pass network. 
The left-hand column of the table would 
then have to be re-labelled "1-L/45". 
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The amateur scientific satellite UOSA T, 
built at the University of Surrey, was 
launched by NASA on 6 October 1981. 
Its 515km-high polar orbit has a period 
of approximately 95 minutes. UOSA T's 
two main data beacons transmit on 
145.825MHz and 435.025MHz; reception 
is possible during favourable passes on 
an ordinary amateur two-metre receiver 
with a quarter-wave whip aerial. A 
recorded news bulletin which also gives 
orbital predictions is available by 
telephone on Guildford (0483) 61202. 

table to select new components for R1s and 
4. Replay the tape; peak to peak jitter 
should be less than about 40~-ts. If it is 
significantly larger, then the performance 
will be degraded. 

Phase problems 
A correlation decoder is only as good as the 
assumptions implicit in its design . . Most 
fundamentally, the input signal (limited) 
and the replicas should be ·identical. Dur
ing the passage through the transmitter, 
receiver i.f., f.m. discriminator, de-em
phasis, audio amplifier and possibly a tape 
recorder some relative phase shift of the 
1200 and 2400Hz tones is inevitable. Full 
performance will only be realised if this is 
corrected. 

To examine this, trigger the oscilloscope 
from the main p.l.l. I: 1200 signal, one 
sweep per bit, and examine the input sig
nal where 0 and 1 tones will be seen 
superimposed. The ideal is depicted 
(noiseless) in Fig. lOb; note the equal am
plitudes and the crossover exactly in the 
middle. 

Most likely it will be found that the 
1200Hz tone is of larger amplitude, and 
slightly retarded (Fig. lOc). This can 
usually be cured with a CR high pass net
work at the system input (Fig. lOd). Ad
just components until the crossover sits on 
the zero line as in Fig. lOb. If the 1200Hz 
tone is advanced than an RC low-pass net
work should be used. 

Any problems (such as ringing) should 
be investigated and the source located. It 
may be found advantageous to bypass the 
receiver's audio stages. Signals could also 
be taken directly from the f.m. discrimina
tor and separately de-emphasised. 

Performance 
If we defme 'negligible errors' as an error 
rate of 1 in 105

, for a data rate of 1200 bitls 
and bandwidth 3300Hz the 'audible' signal 
to noise ratio should exceed 7.3:1, a signal 
at the receiver t.f. input of about 0.2 ~-tV 
into son. So far as it is possible to measure 
this with precision, the figure is borne out 
in practice. 

Excessive noise such as vehicle ignition 
spikes are a nuisance on weak 1200 baud 
signals; since they are typically of lms 
duration they can obliterate a whole bit. 
No add-on decoder can cope with this situ
ation - it is a· receiver problem, created in 
the f.m. de-emphasis network, which 
stretches noise that in the i.f. bandwidth 
once had a harmless duration of a few tens 
of microseconds. The problem is much 
reduced by taking signals direct from the 
discriminator. 

At 300 baud the expected 6dB noise 
performance improvement over 1200 baud 
operation is realised (though at a quarter of 
the information rate). The decoder is vir
tually immune to ignition spikes, since a 
lms pulse will only squash about one-third 
of a bit, leaving the other two-thirds unaf
fected (albeit 2dB more vulnerable to other 
noises). The bit sync extractor will work 
quite satisfactorily on signals of only one 
bit in eight, at signal-to-noise ratios too 
small to be useful. 

It should be remarked that the decoded 
data can be further processed by computer 
before display by a v.d.u. or printer. 12-bit 
ASCU (for example) contains five or six 
redundant bits, yet an error in any of these 
will cause a misprint of the true character. 
In fact, of the 6336 bits in a telemetry 
frame only 765 are information-bearing. 
Post-detection processing could obviate 
the effect of errors in the other 5571 bits. 

For displaying the image data on a 
television screen, .a converter design is 
available from AMSA T-UK; printed cir
cuit boards will be offered when the com
missioning of the c.c.d. camera has been 
completed. 
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Fig. 11. The complete data demodulator. 
1200 baud or 300 baud decoding Is 
selected by Sf. Op-amps are 71084 or 
equivalent, exclusive-or gates are all 4070 
and inverters 4069. C2, Cg, C5-C7, Cw, and 
C is are polystyrene, 5% tolerance. 

correlator output ICs pin 8. At the end of 
each line the 'peak' will be clearly visible, 
as will minor peaks. Now add noise to the 
input signal, sufficient to start creating 
data errors. The peak will be seen oc- 
casionally to drop by one or two votes as 
the noise is increased. 

Adjust the threshold control Rgg so that 
the peak just crosses the output buffer 
threshold on 32, 31 and 30 votes, but not 
on 29. (This is easier to do than describe!) 
There is little point in going lower; at a bit- 
error rate of 1 in 12 the image would be 
useless yet there would still be an even 
chance of sync detection. 

Main p.1.1. loop bandwidth: the aim in 
selecting the loop bandwidth is to 
minimise the combined effect of noise and 
tape-recorder wow. To achieve this, record 
about ten minutes of 2400Hz sinewave 
tone on the recorder. An initial loop band- 

■ width of 20Hz should be used. Replay the 
tape and, triggering off the p.1.1. output, 
estimate the peak-to-peak timing jitter 
Tj seen on the input signal. Now input the 
2400Hz tone directly from the audio oscil- 
lator. Gradually add noise until the data 
output at 1200 baud begins to give spur- 
ious zeros at a rate of about one per 
second. Measure the peak to peak jitter 
once again, Tn. The optimum bandwidth 
is roughly equal to 20xTj/Tn. Use the 

(Q- f. I 1:1200 trigger 

- Jfik T . 

Ideal" Eye' 
diagram 
of input signal 

Typical before 
correction 

1200Hz retarded L° 

High pass correction network 

Fig. 10. At the input, the 1200Hz tone will 
probably be retarded with respect to the 
2400Hz tone. A suitable CR phase- 
compensation network can be selected 
from the table. If instead the 1200Hz tone is 
found to be advanced, R and C should be 
interchanged to give a low-pass network. 
The left-hand column of the table would 
then have to be re-labelled "1 -L/45". 
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The amateur scientific satellite UOSAT, 
built at the University of Surrey, was 
launched by NASA on 6 October 1981. 
Its 515km-high polar orbit has a period 
of approximately 95 minutes. UOSAT's 
two main data beacons transmit on 
145.825MHzand435.025MHz; reception 
is possible during favourable passes on 
an ordinary amateur two-metre receiver 
with a quarter-wave whip aerial. A 
recorded news bulletin which also gives 
orbital predictions is available by 
telephone on Guildford (0483) 61202. 

table to select new components for R15 and 
C9. Replay the tape; peak to peak jitter 
should be less than about 40ps. If it is 
significandy larger, then the performance 
will be degraded. 

Phase problems 
A correladon decoder is only as good as the 
assumptions implicit in its design. Most 
fundamentally, the input signal (limited) 
and the replicas should be identical. Dur- 
ing the passage through the transmitter, 
receiver i.f., f.m. discriminator, de-em- 
phasis, audio amplifier and possibly a tape 
recorder some relative phase shift of the 
1200 and 2400Hz tones is inevitable. Full 
performance will only be realised if this is 
corrected. 

To examine this, trigger the oscilloscope 
from the main p.1.1. 1:1200 signal, one 
si eep per bit, and examine the input sig- 
nal where 0 and 1 tones will be seen 
superimposed. The ideal is depicted 
(noiseless) in Fig. 10b; note the equal am- 
plitudes and the crossover exactly in the 
middle. 

Most likely it will be found that the 
1200Hz tone is of larger amplitude, and 
slightly retarded (Fig. 10c). This can 
usually be cured with a CR high pass net- 
work at the system input (Fig. lOd). Ad- 
just components until the crossover sits on 
the zero line as in Fig. 10b. If the 1200Hz 
tone is advanced than an RC low-pass net- 
work should be used. 

Any problems (such as ringing,) should 
be investigated and the source located. It 
may be found advantageous to bypass the 
receiver's auu'o stages. Signals could also 
be taken directly from the f.m. discrimina- 
tor and separately de-emphasised. 

Performance 
If we define 'negligible errors' as an error 
rate of 1 in 105, for a data rate of 1200 bit/s 
and bandwidth 3300Hz the 'audible' signal 
to noise ratio should exceed 7.3:1, a signal 
at the receiver r.f. input of about 0.2 pV 
into 5011. So far as it is possible to measure 
this with precision, the figure is borne out 
in practice. 

Excessive noise such as vehicle ignitinn 
spikes are a nuisance on weak 1200 baud 
signals; since they are typically of 1ms 
duration they can obliterate a whole bit. 
No add-on decoder can cope with this situ- 
ation - it is a receiver problem, created in 
the f.m. de-emphasis network, which 
stretches noise that in the i.f. bandwidth 
once had a harmless duration of a few tens 
of microseconds. The problem is much 
reduced by taking signals direct from the 
discriminator. 

At 300 baud the expected 6dB noise 
performance improvement over 1200 baud 
operation is realised (though at a quarter of 
the information rate). The decoder is vir- 
tually immune to ignition spikes, since a 
1ms pulse will only squash about one-third 
of a bit, leaving the other two-thirds unaf- 
fected (albeit 2dB more vulnerable to other 
noises), fhe bit sync extractor will work 
quite satisfactorily on signals of only one 
bit in eight, at signal-to-noise ratios too 
small to be useful. 

It should be remarked that the decoded 
data can be further processed by computer 
before display by a v.d.u. or printer. 12-bit 
ASCII (for example) contains five or six 
redundant 1 s, yet an error in any of these 
will cause a misprint of the true character. 
In fact, of the 6336 bits in a telemetry 
frame only 765 are information-bearing. 
Post-detection processing could obviate 
the effect of errors in the other 5571 bits. 

4 or displaying the image data on a 
television screen, a converter design is 
available from AMSAT-UK; printed cir- 
cuit boards will be offered when the com- 
missioning of the c.c.d. camera has been 
completed. 
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1 Theories and miracles 
2 Electromagnetic analogy 
3 Impact of the photon 
4 A more realistic duality? . 
5 Quantization and quantization 
6 Waves of improbability 
7 Limitation of indeterminacy 
8 Haziness and its applications 

.,.9 Doctrines of Copenhagen 
10 Judgment and prognosis w . 

The doctrines of 
Copenhagen 

The doctrines (literally, teachings) of the Copenhagen School served to detach the modern quantum theory from common sense. The key to the aberration was the diehard refusal to admit that the traditional field-theory concept of continuity, on which the wave theories are based, is incompatible with discrete and discontinuous quanta, or particles. 

I have called much evidence in the cause 
celebre of Physical Realism versus the Co
penhagen School, but the evidence I have 
called is only a very small fraction of the 
physical evidence available. I have called 
no mathematical evidence at all, and in
deed I have been careful to avoid mathe
matical argument of any kind. It is true, as 
Galileo said, that mathematics is the lan- . 
guage of physics, but as far as I am con
cerned that is as far as it goes. It is not a 
particularly good language from a physic
ist's point of view and sometimes, as for 
instance when it is asked to handle simple 
matters like Fresnel diffraction or .the 
length of the circumference of a planet's 
orbit, it c~n prove distinctly awkward and 
inelegant. Certainly Sir James Jeans was 
over-enthusiastic when he created God in 
his own image by claiming Him to have 
been a mathematician, but his attitude was 
perhaps not extreme for the 1930s era 
when most of the dubious doctrines were 
propounded. A prime difference between 
physics and mathematics is that physics is, 
or should be, subject to the strict discipline 
of the experimental method, whereas ma
thematics is not. The case that I must now 
summarize on behalf of the prosecution is 
a case in physics, not mathematics. 

I believe there can be little doubt but 
that modern physics took a wrong turning 
in the 1930s. The outward and visible sign 
of the trouble was a denial of realism in 
natural philosophy and the espousal of a 
particular mysticism in its place. As far as I 
have been able to discern it was the result 
of a purely human whim, odd perhaps but 
understandable in that post-war period; 
for none of the reasons commonly ad
vanced as causes of the philosophical revo
lution can stand up to a cold, scientific 
inquisition either together or severally. We 
can be reasonably sure, at any rate, that 
the real causes were not technical- It 
would therefore seem unprofitable to 
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hazard guesses as to why it all happened, 
which is a question more for a psychologist 
or comparative theologian than for a phy-

. sicist. Closer to home we can examine what 
went wrong and how it went wrong, as 
steps from which we may obtain hints to
ward our aim of eventual counter-revolu
tion - that is, of trying to put modern 
physics back onto the intellectually honest 
philosophical road. 

I have said enough about the three really 
glaring philosophical crimes of the Copen
hagen School, their confusions of matter
waves with probability theory, of meta-

by W. A. Scott Murray 
B.Sc., Ph.D. 

physics with physics, and of measurement 
with fact, not to have to rediscuss them 
here. They were outstanding. However, 
there has always been a tendency to allo
cate to physical theories an importance of a 
more fundamental kind than they really 
warrant. One instance of this is the doctri
naire concept of the physical reality of the 
·electromagnetic field. If we take note of 
what experiment actually says, as opposed 
to what we might prefer it to say, we find 
that light in vacuo is not influenced by 
electric or magnetic forces, and we may . 
deduce from this that neither light waves 
nor photons can be of electromagnetic 
origin; it is electrons which are affected by 
such forces, not photons! The great 
Electromagnetic Theory appears as an 
analogy of Nature, sometimes as a very 
useful and accurate analogy, sometimes as 
a definite failure, but at no time does it 
seem to afford us a sound conceptual 
model of the working of the real, physical 
world. 

Conceptual models are, in fact, of very 
great importance in physics. They enable 
one experience to be correlated with 
another so that the whole becomes greater 
than the sum of its parts and scientific 
progress is thereby made. Such models ena
ble us to visualize the concepts within 
theories: the earth rotating, not the 
heavens; planetary electrons orbiting an 
atomic nucleus; the electron itself, a tiny 
torus of energy spinning mechanically at 
the speed of light. But during the 1930s 
there grew up a doctrine that the "master 
texts" of modern physics must lie in one or 
other of the differential equations of the 
quantum mechanics, and that one need 
never expect to be able to translate those 
equations into conceptual models - in
deed, any attempt to do so tended to be 
derided as mechanistic and old-fashioned. 
(The real reason why such models cannot 
be built is that the mathematical concepts 
they w'ould have to express, such as 
"symmetric and asymmetric wave func
tions", are neither physically plausible nor 
credible, in their application.) 

In its most extreme form this doctrine of 
mathematical supremacy claims that the 
unprovable mathematics of the wave 
theory represents reality and that the phy
sical world of our senses - and of our 
scientific instruments - is an illusion, a 
set of moving shadows on the wall of Pla
to's cave. Some people do actually believe 
this, but I assure you there is no experi
mental evidence of any kind to support it 
and it is the purest fancy. Its appeal is to 
the innate mysticism which haunts the 
depths of every human mind. In more 
practical form, but still fanciful, it be
comes the doctrine of the New Mechanics, 
which says that the old-style mechanics of 
Newton and Galileo has been proved 
wrong and must be replaced by a new and 
correct mechanics, namely the "wave" or 
"quantum" mechanics. Two comments 
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~ay be o~fered in reply to that self-aggran
~sm~ claun. The first is that experiments 
m rmcrophysics have not shown the older 
~echanics to be wrong, but merely to be 
mcompl.ete - and correctably so. The 
second IS that according to the proposed 
~ew mechanics the motion of the earth in 
Its yearly journey around the sun is not 
controlle~ b~ a force of gravity (Newton) 
or by spacetime curvature (Einstein), but 
by a system of matter-waves of frequency 
"perh " 1066 1 .aps --:- eye es per second - yes, 
ne~au':e, g_omg the opposite way! -which 
mamta~ns tts coherence precisely all around 
the orbzt. You and I do not have to believe 
such far-fetched imaginings. 

In a way it is to our advantage to have 
such an obvious example of failure of the 
wave theory in front of us, because it en
courages. us to go ahead and to question · 
some of Its other doctrines. I would like to 
spend a few moments now on the doctrine 
of th~ Observer. This arose, you may re
call, m an attempt to evade the conse
qu~nce~ inter alia . ~f the infinite phase ve
locity of de Broglie or Schrodinger-type 
"tt "b rna er-waves y declaring them to be 
".u~observable". It was argued that a phy
SI~Ist should not ask questions about any
thing that he could not observe, and in due 
course the doctrine became enshrined as a 
Pri~ciple of modern physics: "No quantity 
which cann~t be 'observed' is of any 
concern to science". 

Now that statement has a fme "funda
mental" ring to it, but its true' meaning 
was that the physicists of the Copenhagen 
School were preparing to shirk some of the 
duties of their profession. It leads straight 
to the following: 

~'An electr<;m can be observed only when it 
~t.eracts w1th matter or radiation: therefore 
1t 1s of no concern to physics while it is in 
empty space". 

The quotation is from Dirac, I believe· 
Bohr agreed with him. The argument wa~ 
actu~Y. a.dyanced to evade the problem of 
the mdivlSlble electron in a "diffraction" 
experiment - ignore it and it may go 
away! A more conscientious view is that 
physics is the study of the workings of 
inanimate Nature, and that it should be 
concerned with all physical phenomena 
whether we can observe them or not. On this 
vi~w the previous statement might read, 
With a more graceful humility: 

"We in~er that an electron in free translatio
nal monon obeys the conservation laws, al
thoug~ we accept that we cannot conflrm 
expenme':lt~ly that. it does so". (In fact, of 
course, w1thin certam limits we can.) 

The real danger of this doctrine of the 
observer does not lie in its assertion of the 
irrelevance to physics of "unobservable" 
fundamentals such as, for example the· 
mechanical structure of an electron' as a 
physical p~cle, although by categorising 
them as rmproper questions it has in 
practice inhibited discussion of them for 
fifty years. Much more serious philoso
phically is the assertion that since we can
not ."observe" an electron (or any other 
parucle) between its interactions with 
other particles or radiation, the electron 
may go wherever it pleases between such 
interactions. The argument runs that as we 
cannot observe it during the interval we 
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cannot prove that it obeys the conservation 
la~s during the interval - or, more to the 
pomt~ we cannot disprove the contrary, as 
m ar~cle 8 (page 62, April issue). 

This has two very important illogical 
consequences. First, it renders the Copen-

. hagen concepts of microphysics unimpea
chable on internal grounds, because . 
whenever these concepts call for violation 
of the conservation laws (as they fre
~uently do) the, ~efence has only to cry 

unobservable and the prosecution 
however valid, must then collapse - if on; 
accepts the magnificent, self-sustaining 
doctrine of the observer. 

The second consequence is that the 
disciplines of physics and logic can now 
be bypassed with impunity: anybody 
h~ncefo~ard can advance any "theory" 
Without deference to physical discipline 
except perhaps in the form of polite lip~ 
service; for he has only to include one 
"unobservable" (or "virtual") quantity to 
e~sure that ·his proposal cannot be 
disproved, eith~r t.heoretically or experi
mentally. And if, like any other article of 
faith, it cannot be disproved, then. one 
cannot in logic deny that it might be true. I 
am sure that my physicist colleagues will 
be able to call to mind at least half-a-dozen 
s~ch pseud~theories in "modern physics" 
without assistance from me. 

. This variant of the observer doctrine is 
highly mystical, as it declares that a parti
cle may pass from observed point A to 
observed point B without ever having to 
traverse the "unobservable" region in be
tween. (The hard-headed layman will scar
c~ly credit that this is the established doc
~me of ~ur modern physics, but I promise 
I m telling the truth). The idea was first 
used publicly by Dirac in a mystical at
t~mpt to "explain" the positron (or posi
uv~ electron), which did not require expla
n~uo~ anyway so much as acceptance. 
Dirac s proposal originated the "negative 
~tter" co~cept which appears in some 
science ficQon. (But if the mass of a posi
~on were negative, as he was suggest
mg, then the energy released on "annihila
tion" would not be 2mc2 but zero!). A less 
,. 

A catefogue of fm()r and l~ilure 
·~hemattos f& the languag,e 01 phy• 
s.tes;•, but it is nQt su.bjeot to the disci

.. ptine of verl'Hcation bv p~at eKpelii' "!''~t alld .it can iruffulp 1t4 fana.i:&J(; ud 
libitqm amang the ''tmobservables". 
Reafis.tio PtwsiGS may not. Cortfusions of 
ma~Jl"Waves with pllQ'babiUty tflJJOty 
of metaphysics with pttvsies, and o.f. 
meu~rnent with f.a<l.t, lie attM ro.ot l')f 
our s;enOU$ problems fod&y. Phy,aioe! 
theo~es ate not to tte r<Ggarded as e»' 
pr&~~ns Of 1\\e.veaJed Truttl blat as ane
togfM. so.rnett'fties us&kfl and atrrtust 
carreot, sometimes Sl) badly wro.ng as 
fO be positively mismading, C0ffeeptual 
m<Uilels atso aft) iD!IPOrtant in pllly$es · 
an rnebitity to SUPlfbl't a Q$U{bl; 
?On~ual rrnad:tt may be tatten as an 
tndfu:atlon of tile immirrent fairure of a 
theory. 'T~e ttnctnRe of the N:ew 
Mechanics· fans i.n tl\i$ way. The *• 
t~tne of the Observer is particularly rnsi
dtJJus because in tact ttf n~ ~$illy~ It 
r:emov• ftom any new theory, 

startling application of the doctrine is 
found in the so-called tunnel effect which 
is instructive enough to warrant a~ exam
ination here. The story goes like this: 

"Potential barriers", which prevent the 
free passage of electrons and other parti
cles, seem to exist in a variety of situations 
in physics - surrounding the atomic nu
cleus, for example, or at a point of bad 
electrical contact between two conductors. 
A sheet of ordinary insulating material can 
be said to be a potential barrier in this 
sense. On the face of it no electron should 
be able to pass such a barrier unless it has 
enough energy - say several hundred 
electron-volts - to pass "over" it, as it 
were, by breaking down its insulation; yet · 
experiments indicate that ' low-energy 
electrons, admittedly in very small 
numbers, do regularly appear at the far 
sides of such barriers. They must "tunnel" 
through them. How? 

The wave theory waffles speciously 
about matter-waves which are in an "eva
nescent mode" while inside the barrier and 
which therefore (so conveniently!) are not 
quite like the waves of "real" particles· it 
does not explain how the electrons ~an 
appear at the far side of the barrier without 
having passed through it, but merely as
serts that they do, "take it or leave it". We 
need not take it, because this is not just 
a~other Copenhagen non-sequitur but a 
s~pler matter, more subtle and more sig
ru~cant. Consider the sand-fort built by 
children on the beach. Father fills it with 
sea-water for them from a bucket to within 
a few inches of its top. They paddle in it 
carefully for a while, without splashing. 
The energy of the water molecules is never 
sufficient to allow an appreciable number 
of them to pass over the barrier wall; yet 
half-an-hour later the outside of-the wall is 
damp and the interior of the fort is empty. 
The principle is the same whether the 
process takes a microsecond or a thousand 
years. 

The fallacy of the tunnel effect resides in 
the field-theory-type assumption that a po
tential barrier can properly be represented 

continued on page 65 

lii¥P,Oll'it'6sis or poStufG"te the need to 
eomply with physi•al disoi:ptine; a fine 
etu1mpt' of the kind of erfl)r wbi(:h en
Sties is afford~ by tl!ie CQnventfonaJ, 
ertiffdal at!:Jurnant of the "tunnel 
e~"· 'lihe r.neSt s.~ring of the ~hilosG· 
pfrtcal etfors ot: the 0Gp$nhag.<tn Sch:o:ol 
was eoneetned with seiNu.stifhtafiQn 
and the '{$mf)lentness'' of its p,l)t 
theory: it was cteifl'ted that be¢ttase lts 
OW.tl p.artieulat, iJtop;al amalgam q.f 
maner~w<Wes and stans,ttl8 eou1tf not 
cope vtftb tndtvidual n:derophysiul par~ 
troles, it was itllp&$Sil:tle that aay other 
theory colill(i. That was an exeesstve 
cfaim, for tbeNt are alt&~:nativ'e posslliiiU
ties of a less .mvst1ca1 and mer• realistic 
f(iml. ff Cop:en:l!taeen cannot delver tne 
goods. tat us st!Qp a.rOlliJ:u:l for another 
p&NldfQ.m that can. tiSee "The strudtt~ 
&f sciefififro re;votutions" by ThGI'fUts $ .. 
Kuhn. Chicago t&V<O,) 
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►9 Doctrines of Copenhagen 
10 Judgment and prognosis 

^The doctrines of 

Copenhagen 

The doctrines (literally, teachings) of the Copenhagen School served to detach the 
modern quantum theory from common sense. The key to the aberration was the diehard 

refusal to admit that the traditional field-theory concept of continuity, on which the wave 

theories are based, is incompatible with discrete and discontinuous quanta, or particles. 

I have called much evidence in the cause 
c'eUbre of Physical Realism versus the Co- 
penhagen School, but the evidence I have 
called is only a very small fraction of the 
physical evidence available. I have called 
no mathematical evidence at all, and in- 
deed I have been careful to avoid mathe- 
matical argument of any kind. It is true, as 
Galileo said, that mathematics is the lan- 
guage of physics, but as far as I am con- 
cerned that is as far as it goes. It is not a 
particularly good language from a physic- 
ist's point of view and sometimes, as for 
instance when it is asked to handle simple 
matters like Fresnel diffraction or the 
length of the circumference of a planet's 
orbit, it can prove distinctly awkward and 
inelegant. Certainly Sir James Jeans was 
over-enthusiastic when he created God in 
his own image by claiming Him to have 
been a mathematician, but his attitude was 
perhaps not extreme for the 1930s era 
when most of the dubious doctrines were 
propounded. A prime difference between 
physics and mathematics is that physics is, 
or should be, subject to the strict discipline 
of the experimental method, whereas ma- 
thematics is not. The case that I must now 
summarize on behalf of the prosecution is 
a case in physics, not mathematics. 

I believe there can be little doubt but 
that modem physics took a wrong turning 
in the 1930s. The outward and visinle sign 
of the trouble was a denial of realism in 
natural philosophy and the espousal of a 
particular mysticism in its place. As far as I 
have been able to discern it was the result 
of a purely human whim, odd perhaps but 
understandable in that post-war period; 
for none of the reasons commonly ad- 
vanced as causes of the philosophical revo- 
lution can stand up to a cold, scientific 
inquisition either together or severally. We 
can be reasonably sure, at any rate, that 
the real causes were not technical— It 
would therefore seem unprofitable to 

hazard guesses as to why it all happened, 
which is a question more for a psychologist 
or comparative theologian than for a phy- 
sicist. Closer to home we can examine what 
went wrong and how it went wrong, as 
steps from which we may obtain hints to- 
ward our aim of eventual counter-revolu- 
tion - that is, of trying to put modern 
physics back onto the intellectually honest 
philosophical road. 

I have said enough about the three really 
glaring philosophical crimes of the Copen- 
hagen School, their confusions of matter- 
waves with probability theory, of meta- 

by W. A. Scott Murray 
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physics with physics, and of measurement 
with fact, not to have to rediscu's them 
here. They were outstanding. However, 
there has always been a tendency to allo- 
cate to physical theories an importance of a 
more fundamental kind than they really 
warrant. One instance of this is the doctri- 
naire concept of the physical reality of the 
electromagnetic field. If we take note of 
what experiment actually says, as opposed 
to what we might prefer it to say, we find 
that light in vacua is not influenced by 
electric or magnetic forces, and we may 
deduce from this that neither light waves 

• nor photons can be of electromagnetic 
origin; it is electrons which are affected by 
such forces, not photons! The great 
Electromagnetic Theory appears as an 
analogy of Nature, sometimes as a very 
useful and accurate analogy, sometimes as 
a definite failure, but at no time does it 
seem to afford us a sound conceptual 
model of the working of the real, physical 
world. 

Conceptual models are, in fact, of very 
great importance in physics. They enable 
one experience to be correlated with 
another so that the whole becomes greater 
than the sum of its parts and scientific . 
progress is thereby made. Such models ena- 
ble us to visualize the concepts within 
theories: the earth rotating, not the 
heavens; planetary electrons orbiting an 
atomic nucleus; the electron itself, a tiny 
torus of energy spinning mechanically at 
the speed of light. But during the 1930s 
there grew up a doctrine that the "master 
texts" of modern physics must lie in one or 
other of the differential equations of the 
quantum mechanics, and that one need 
never expect to be able to translate those 
equations into conceptual models - in- 
deed, any attempt to do so tended to be 
derided as mechanistic and old-fashioned. 
(The real reason why such models cannot 
be built, is that the mathematical concepts 
they would have to express, such as 
"symmetric and asymmetric wave func- 
tions", are neither physically plausible nor 
credible, in their application.) 

In its most extreme form this doctrine of 
mathematical supremacy claims that the 
unprovable mathematics of the wave 
theory represehts reality and that the phy- 
sical world of our senses - and of our 
scientific instruments - is an illusion, a 
set of moving shadows on the wall of Pla- 
to's cave. Some people do actually believe 
this, but I assure you there is no experi- 
mental evidence of any kind to support it 
and it is the purest fancy. Its appeal is to 
the innate mysticism which haunts the 
depths of every human mind. In more 
practical form, but still fanciful, it be- 
comes the doctrine of the New Mechanics, 
which says that the old-style mechanics of 
Newton and Galileo has been proved 
wrong and must be replaced by a new and 
correct mechanics, namely the "wave" or 
"quantum" mechanics. Two comments 
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xr . j i_ • i_ . continued on page 65 inanimate Nature, and that it should be 
concerned with all physical phenomena 
whether we can observe them or not. On this 
view the previous statement might read, 
with a more graceful humility: 

"We infer that an electron in free translatio- 
nal motion obeys the conservation laws, al- 
though we accept that we cannot confirm 
experimentally that it does so". (In fact, of 
course, within certain limits we can.) 

The real danger of this doctrine of the 
observer does not lie in its assertion of the 
irrelevance to physics of "unobservable" 
fundamentals such as, for example, the 
mechar :al structure of an electron as a 
physical particle, although by categorising 
them as improper questions it has in 
j actice inhibited discussion of them for 
ik y years. Much more serious philoso- 
phically is the assertion that since we can- 
not "observe" an electron (or any other 
particle) between its interactions with 
other particles or radiation, the electron 
may go wherever it pleases between such 
interactions. The argument runs that as we 
cannot observe it during the interval we 

A cataloqwe of error and failure 

'Mathematics is the langwaqe of phy- 
sics". hut it is not sublecf'lb the dlsci- 
o'ine of verification by physica' experi- 
moot arts it can <ndutge its fancies ad 
librttirn among the "unobse'-vatiles 
Realistic physics mav not. Confusions of 
matter-waves with probabiHtv theory, 
of metaphysics with physics, and of 

; measurement w'th fact, tie: at the root of 
bar serious problems tottsy Physical 
theories-arp not to be regarded -as ex- 
cessions of ReveaiAo Trntn but as ma- 
fogies, sometimes useful and almost 
correct, sometimes so badly wrong as 
•g be positiveiv misleading ConcepTnat 
mooBh aise areAmpomnt U phvstcs, 
an inapititv to suoport a credibte 
coficepiual Tiodet may be taken as an 
indication of the imminent fpltyrs'of a 
thecrv the doctrine of the Maw 
Mechanics 'fails in this wav, The doc- 
nine of the Observer is oarticularly insi- 
dious becaaxe in fact, (if not explicitly} t) 
removes from any new theory. 

hypothesis or aostuiate the need to 
; comply with ohysical discipline; a line 

example of the kind ot error which en- 
sues is affordeo oy the conventional 
artifWa' amumeni of the "tunnei 
efflecf The most glaring of the ohiloso- 
pWdal errors of the Copenhagen School 
was concerned with self-justification 
ano the "completeness" >f its pel 
theorv it was claimed that because Hs 
own particular, illogieal amatgam of 
matter-waves and statistics couid not 
cope with mdivtduat mlcropbvsicai par- 
tictes, n was impossible that any otner 
theory could. That was an excessive 
ciairr, far there are ansmative possibili- 
•jos of a "ess mystical ano more reaiistic 
kind. It Copenhagen cenno" deliver the 
goods, let us shop arouno tor another 
paradfgrr that can. (See "The structure 
of scientific revolutions" by Thomas S. 
Kuhn. Chicago 1970,) 
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IBM Selectric to 
TRSSO interface 

This assembly language program, together with the inexpensive circuitry given in the 
April issue and a second-hand IBM Selectric typewriter, are all that is needed to produce a 

/ow-cost letter-quality printer 

.If you are not into assembly language pro- · 
gramming then just skip this explanation, 
unless you want to learn a little about this . 
powerful method of controlling your com
puter. I had to use assembly language be
cause of the speed necessary in such a 
process as printing. Any other language 
would be out of the question. So let's jump 
right in. 

Lines 100 to 330 as shown in the listing, 
which by the way is how the TRS editor
/assembler assembles a machine-language· 
program, give some useful information. If 
you use this program alone, you have to be 
sure that the line printer control block is 
initialized to point to this particular 
program. Locations 16422 and 16423 can 
point to anywhere in memory, and it 
usually points to the print routine in rom, 
but we defmitely want it to point to where 
our prgram starts. So we have to initialize 
it to point to where we want. Lines 240 
and 250 show what to poke where. If your 
own program is in a different part of 
memory, you'll have to change these two 
bytes. I have some other programs running 
at the same time as this one, such as a 
keyboard debounce routine. What I 
usually do is to have these other small 
programs initialize these locations for me 
when I first load them. It is simple to do 
and you don't have to remember to do it all 
the time. 

Line 330 indicates that this program 
uses an ANSI typing element, or typeball. 
This element has the special symbols 
'greater than' and 'less than' as well as the 
crossed zero. The parts list gives the 
number of this unit, and can be ordered 
from IBM for around $20. If you use a 
standard element, the modified listing 
shows what lines have to be changed to get 
upper and lower case. 

So now we can really get to the meat of 
the program. Line 360 tells the editor/as
sembler where the origin or beginning of 
this program is to be assembled from. If all 
the addresses that will be referred to in the 
program, such as absolute or relative 
jumps and subroutine addresses, are given 
symbolic names, then to assemble this 
program in a different location, the ORG is 
the only address that need be changed; a 
very handy feature. However, if you jump 
to a location in rom, you either have to give 
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the address specifically or defme a special_ 
word for it; but that is part of the assem
blers job and we won't go into that now. 

The rom has already put the character to 
be printed into the C register, so in line 
370 the first thing to do is to put it into the 
A register, or accumulator, so that it can 
be worked on. The next instruction clears 
the flag register_ in case any computations 
have to be made. In line 390 we check for 
the ASCII character for top of form. This 
character can allow us to get to the top of a 
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form or page. It isn't used in our printing 
process, but is there just in case we need to 
use it some day. If it was that character, 
the program will jump to line 460. If not~ 
we go to the next line, 410, which will 
check for a form-feed character. A form 
feed will allow line feeds to the end of a 
page. If it wasn't a form feed then the 
program will jump to line 530 which will 
output the character. Let's say it was a 
form feed, then in line 430 you see a fast 
way to zero the accumulator. 

The line printer control block is initia
lized by rom. It nomWly puts the value 67 
into the lines per page location at 16424. 

This is alright for continuous paper, but 
not very useful for single sheets of typing 
paper. So instead we have either poked the 
value 54 here, or have had another assem
bly language program initialize this sec
tion. The rom has also placed the printer 
control block address into the IX register, 
so in line 440, IX+3, which is the lines/
page value, is or-ed with the accumulator 
to be sure there is something there, if not, 
a null is pruited. As there is something 
there, in line 460 this value is put into the 
accumulator and subtracted with the line 
counter, which has been incremented by 
one for each carriage return. The result is 
put into the B register. Next, in line 490, 
the character for a line feed is put into the 
accumulator and printed by calling the 
print subroutine. Line 510 is a very useful 
instruction which will decrement the B 
register and jump to the indicated address 
as long as the B register is not zero. All we 
are doing is to output line feeds until the 
end of the page, and when it is all fmished 
the program jumps to line 610 which calls 
the change-page subroutine. 

Line 530 prints the character, of course, 
and the next line checks for a carriage 
return. If it was some other character, this 
section of the program is fmished, and 
then we can return to the rom program. If 
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00 1111 0 
001 1 0 
00120 
ID0130 
00140 
001 50 
U160 
0011e 

PROGRA!f, NAME -- INTER 

INTERFACE PROGRAM FOR TRS-80 AND 
IBP': SELEC-TRIC I /0 PRINTER 

COijVER TS ASCII CODE 
TO IBM CORRESPONDENC E CODE 

GIGI130 USES HAROI.JARE TO DRIVE 
GI0190 SOLEtiOIDS FROM VAR IOUS 
00200 PORTS Ll STED BELOW 
ee210 ; 

01170 
011&0 
01190 
0121110 

0CI220 ; THE FOLLOWING 11£11\0RY LOCATlOtiS 
00230 ; MUST DE INlTII ALIZED PRIO R TO USE : 
0 0240 ; POKE 16422,121 -- 00H (ORIGIN LO ) 
==~~= ~ POt::E 16423, 126 - - 7EH (ORIGIN HI) 

7E59 6A 
7ESA S F 
7ESB 67 
?ESC 6B 
7ESO 6f 
7E5E 2A 
7ESF 43 
7E6QI 63 
7E61 4F 
7E62 58 
7Ee3 0c 
7E64 00 
7£65 1A 
7E66 24 
7E67 66 
7E6ll 3F. 
7£69 18 
7E6A 1 F 
7E6B 27 
7E6C 2B 
7E6D M 
7E6E U 
7E6f 0F 
7E70 Gl3 
7E71 6C 
7E72 2C 
7£73 6D 
7E74 1 £. 
7E75 sc 
7E76 64 
7E77 58 
7E78 0£ 
7£79 0 1 
7E7A 0 D 
7E7B 2D 
7E7C 29 
7E 7 D 1C 
7E7E 3 C 
7E7F 21 
7E80 0A 
7E81 33 
7E82 Gl 9 
7E83 25 
7E 84 3E 
7E85 1 9 
7E86 26 
7E87 28 
7E88 08 
7E89 2E 
7£8A 22 
7£68 3 9 
7EBC 1 D 
7£8D 1E 
7E8E 02 
7E8F 30 
7£90 20 
7E91 38 
7E92 79 
7£93 42 
7£94 6E 
7£95 69 
7E96 40 
7£97 SA 
7£98 0E 
7E99 01 
7E9A 00 
7E9B 2D 
7E9C 29 
7E9D lC 
7E9E 3C 
7E9F 21 
7EA0 OA 
7EA1 3& 
7EA2 09 
7EA3 25 
7EA4 3 E 
7EA5 1 9 
7(A6 26 
7EA7 2B 
7EA3 08 
7EA9 2E 
7EAA 22 
7EAB 39 
7EAC 1D 
7EAO 1 E 
7EAf. 02 
7EA F 3D 
7EB0 20 
7EP1 3B 
7EB2 3 A 
7E~ 3 4fl 
7ERl. 3 A 
7EB5 4C 
7EB6 FF 

• 01210 
01'220 
Gl1230 
01240 
01250 • 
012611l 
0127(1 
012R0 
~1290 
Gl13UI 
Gl1310 
0 1320 
013311'· 
01 3 40 
0 1 3 511l 
01360 
01370 
01380 
01390 
01400 
01410 
01420 
Gl1430 
01440 
01450 
01460 
0147GI 
014S0 
0 1 490 
0 1 500 
01510 
0152Gl 
01530 
01540 
01550 
"156111 
01570 
9115£0 
0 1 590 
01600 
01610 
0 1 620 
01630 
01640 
0 1 650 
Gl1660 
01 670 
01680 
01690 
01701D 
01710 
01720 
01730 
01740 
01750 
GI 176GI 
01770 
V.1780 
01790 
01600 
0H:10 
0 1 820 
01C30 
01840 
0 1 850 
01860 
01&70 
0168Q 
01&90 
01911llll 
0191 Q 
01920 
01930 
01940 
0 1 950 
0 1960 
01970 
01-980 
0199~ 

020Gl0 
02010 
02020 
0203111 
02040 
1'!2050 
02060 
02Gl70 
02080 
02090 
02100 

DEFB 
OEF6 
DE Fe 
OEFS 
DEFC 
DEFE 
DEFP 
DEFP. 
DE Fe 
DEFB 
DEFB 
DEFB 
DEF!'i 
OEFB 
DEF8 
DEFE 
DEFE: 

6AH 
SF H 
67H 
68H 
6FH 
2AH 
43H 
63H 
4FH 
58H 
OCH .. , 
1AH 

"" 66H 
3FH 
TSH 
1FH 
Z7H 

; . 
; I 
;0 
;1 
;2 
;3 ,, 

7E00 
7E00 79 
7£01 87 
7£02 FEOE 
7E04 280A 
7E06 FE 0C 
7E0[, 201 6 
7E0A AF 
7eoe ooe603 
7E0E 21:10 
7£10 OD7E03 
7E1 3 0096 04 
7E16 47 
7€17 3E0A 
7E19 CDB77E 
7E1C 10F9 
7E1E 1e1 1 
7E20 CDB 77E 
7E2 3 HIZID 
7E25 C0 
7F.26 00 3404 
7E29 OD7 E04 
7E2C OORE03 
7E2F 79 
7E30 C!ll 
7e31 COA3 7F 
7E34 00 

7E 3 5 C9 

00 F7 
00F8 
01H9 
0 0FA 
00FB 
00FC 
00FO 

00 FF 
0005 
0001 

·==~~: ; ~~~~~~M 0~0~!~~~S A: T ~~B~~U~~~~s!O ALLOW A 
0~29 0 ; BUT BE SURE TO INITIALIZE LINE 

=~~:; : ~~~N~i:E~~~~~~:L~~~~~~~~2:~~! 16425,0 

:~j~: ~ WHE N PRINTHIG STOPS , PRES S 'P ' TO CONTINUE 

==~~= ; THIS PROGRAM USE S AtiSI ELEMENT 

0035GI ; 
0036GI 
00:570 eE GIN 
U380 
Gl0390 
00400 
00410 
0 04 20 
004 3GI 
00440 
00450 
U460 L2 
00470 
00400 
00490 L4 
¢'1500. 
00 5 10 
00520 
00530 L3 
0ql540 
0055 0 
00560 
OCI570 
005&0 
U590 
00600 
0061 0 LS 
00620 

00630 
00640 ; 

ORG 
LO 
OR 
CP 
JR 
CP 
JR 
XOR 
OR 
JR ,., 
SUB 
LO 
LD 
CAL L 
DJNZ 
JR 
CALL 
CP 
RET 
INC 
LO 
CP 
LO 
RE T 
CALL 
NOP 

RET 

7E00H 
A- c 
A 
OBH 
z,L2 .,, 
Nz,L3 
A 
CI X•03H) 
z , L 3 
A, CI X• 03H ) 
<IXi' 04H) 
s,A 
A,0AH 
ENTRY 
L4 
L5 
EI! TRY 

"" NZ 
CIX+04H) 
A , (IXi-04H ) 
(1Xi'03H) 
A- c 

"' CHGPG 

00650 PORTS At>:D DELA Y THiES 
00660 ; 
Gl06711l CHRPR T EQU 
006811l CMPRT EOU 
00690 PNTPRT EQU 
IU7U SHFPRT EQU 
U710 CRPORT EQU 
U 720 INDPRT EQU 
00730 SPCPRT EQU 
et740 ; 
00750 ; 
0076G!l ; 
00770 DE L 1 EQU 
00780 DEL2 EQU 
0Gl79Gl OEL TIM DEFS 
0!11800 ; 

0 f7H 
0 F8H 
0 F9 H 
0 fAH 
0FBH 
G!lFCH 
0FDH 

0 FF H 

"" 01H 

00610 ;ASCII TO CORRESPON DENCE TABLE 
00820 ; 
G!l0830 TABLE 
e0840 
Gl0850 
U&6QI 
0067 0 
00880 
00&90 
0090 0 
00910 
009 20 
00930 
0 0 9 40 
00950 
00960 
01971D 
00980 
00990 
01000 
01010 
01020 

; 3 2256D 
;CHAR IS IN C-REG 

;TOP OF FOR!oi? 
;JUMP IF SO 
; FORM FEED? 
;J UMP IF NOT 
; ZERO ACC. 
; IX"'4025H : LP CONT BLOCK 

I X•3 1S LINES /PAGE 
; INTO ACC. 
;SUBTRACT LINE COUIHER 
; INTO 8 - REG 
;LINE FEED 
; OUTPUT LINE FE ED 
;COtH . UNTIL FI NI SHED 

;OUTP UT CHAR 
;CHECK FOR CARR. RET. 
; RETURN IF NOT 
;INC LINE COUNT IF CR 
; INTO ACC . 
;CHECt:: ENO OF PAGE 
; GET CHARACTER AGA1N 
; RETURN IF NOT END OF PG. 
; STOP TO CHANGE PAPE R 

; CHARACTER POR T 
;CARR. MOVE . PORT 
;PRINT PORT 
;SHIFT PORT 
; CARR. RET . PORT 
; INDEX PORT 
; SPACE PORT 

;DELAY TIMES 

; DELA Y TEMP STOR AGE 

;NUL CNL:LU 
;SOH (START Of HEADING) 
;S TX (START OF TEXT> 
; E7X CEND OF TEX T> 
; EOT CE,_D OF TRANSMIS SION) 
; ENQ CENOUIRY) 
;ACt:: CACKO'lOWLE DGE) 
;CELL 
; BS (BACKSPACE> 
; HT CHORIZOIHAL TA3) 
; LF CLINE FECD ) CINDEX) 
; VT (VERT TAB ) <TOP OF FORM ) 
; FF CFOR~ FEED > 
; CR ( CARR RET> CCR/Lf) 
; SO (SHIFT OUT> 
;SI (SHIFT IN) 
; OLE ( DELETE) 
; DC1 (DEVICE COIH ROL> 
;DC2 

02110 

OEFB 
DEFB 
DE Fe 
DEFrl 
DEFB 
DEF6 
DEFB 
DEFP. 
DEFB 
DE Fe 
DEF~ 

DEFB 
DEFB 
DEFR 
DE Fe 
DEFC 
DEFB 
DEF B 
DEFB 
DEFE.' 
DEF6 
DEF~ 
DEFP. 
DEFB 
DEFB 
DEFB 
DEFE 
DEFB 
DEFB 
DEFB 
DEFG 
DEFB 
DEFE 
DEF"B 
DEFB 
DEF6 
DEFD 
DE fa 
DEFB 
DEFB 
DEFB 
DEFB 
DEF9 
DEFE 
DEF ~ 

DEFB 
DEFP. 
DEFB 
DEFB 
DEFB 
DEFB 
DE FR 
DEFB 
DEFS 
DEFB 
OEFB 
DEFB 
DEFB 
DEFC 
DEFB 
DEFB 
DEFB 
DEFB 
DEFB 
DEFB 
DE FB 
DEFB 
DEFE 
DEFB 
DEFP. 
DEF'a 
DEFS 
OEFB 
DEFB 
DEFB 
DEFB 
DEFB 

"" ''" 2FH 
OFH 
03H 
6CH 
2C H 
6DH 
1&H 
SCH 
64H 
SeH 
OEH 
01 H 
OO H 

"" Z9H 
1CH 
3C H 
21H 
OAH 

"" 09H 
25H 
3EH 
19H 
26 H 
28H 

'"" 2EH 
22 H 
3 9H 
10H 
1EH 

"" 3DH 

"" ''" 79H 
42H 
6EH ,., 
"" 5AH 

''" 01H 
ODH 

"" 29H 
TCH 
3CH 
21H 
OAH 
38H 
09H 
25H 
3EH 
19H 
26H 

''" <8H 

"" 22H• 
3 9H 
1DH 
1EH 

"" 3DH 

" " 3BH 
3AH 

''" 3AH 

"" 0FFH 

;5 
;6 
;7 
;8 
;9 

;< 

;> 

;<;. 
; A 
; e 
; C 
; 0 
; E 
; F 
; G 
; t: 
; I 
; J 
;K 
;L 
;I': 
; N 
;0 
; P 
;Q 
;R 
;S 
; T 
; U 
; V 
;w 

;X 
; Y 
;Z 
; L EFT ERACt::£T, UP ARROW 
; BAC K SLASH, DO .... /, ARROW 
;R IGHT ERACt:;ET, LEF T ARROW 
; UP ARROW, R1GJH AFcROW 
;LEFT ARROW, UNDEP.LINE 
;ACCEIH 
;A LOWER CASE 
; e L 
; C L 
; D L 
;E L 
; F L 
;G L 
; H L 
;I L 
; J L 
; t:: L 
; L L 
; ~: L 
;N L 
;0 L 
; P L 
;G L 
;R L 
;S L 
; T L 
; u L 
;V L 
; lol L 
;XL 
; Y L 
;Z L 
; LE FT BRACE 
; VERTICAL 
;R I GHT GRACE 
;TILDE 
;DEL (DELETE) 

7E37 FF 
7E33 FF 
7£39 FF 
7E3 A FF 
7E3 8 FF 
7E3C FF 
7E30 FF 
7E3E FF 
7E3F FF 
7E4 GI FF 
7E41 FD 
7E42 FF 
7E43 FD 
7E44 FC 
7E45 FF 
7E46 FF 
7E47 FF 
7E48 FF 
7E49 FF 
7E4A FF 
7E4P FF 
7E4C FF 
7F.4D FF 
7E4E FF 
7E4F FF 
7£50 FF 
7E51 FF 
7E52 FF 
7 E53 FF 
7£54 FF 
7E55 fF 
?ESt FF 
7E57 FE 
7£58 7F 

01111 30 
01040 

DEFB 
DE FB 
DEFB 
DEFB 
DEFB 
DEFB 
DEFB 
DF.FB 
OEFB 
DEFB 
DEFB 
DE fB 
DEFB 
DEFB 
DEFB 
DEFB 
DEFB 
DE Fe 
DEFB 
DEFB 
DEFB 
DEFB 
DEFB 
OEFB 
DEFB 
DEFB 
OEFB 
DEFB 
DE FB 
DEFB 
DEFB 
OEFe 
DEFB 
DEFE 

0 FFH 
0 FF H 
0F FH 
0 H H 
0fFH 
0HH 
0FFH 
0FFH 
0FFH 
0FFH 
0FDH 
0FFH 
0FDH 
QFCH 
0FFH 
0FFH 
0 FFH 
0FF H 
OF FH 
0F FH 
OFF H 
0 FF H 
0HH 
0FFH 
0FFH 
0FFH 
0 FFH 
0 FF H 
liH fH 
0FFH 
0FFH 
0FFH 
OfEH 
7FH 

; DC3 
;DC4 
;NAt: ( NEGATIVE ACKNOWL EG£) 
;SYN (SYNCHRONOUS IDLE) 
;ETE <END OF TRANS BLOCK) 
;CAN (CAfi:CEU 

0212Gl MAIN PROGRAI"t 
01050 
01060 
0107 0 
01080 
01090 
01100 
01110 
t1120 
911130 
01140 
01150 
01160 

it was a carriage return, the line count is 
incremented, and we get the line count and. 
compare it to the lines/page value. In this 
case it is 54, either placed in this line as an 
assembly language instruction, or the 
value poked in the control block before the 
program was run. If the result turned out 
to be zero, the zero flag was set then in 
line 590 we put the character back into the 
A register, because this is where the rom 
expects it to be. The next line will return 
to rom only if the zero flag was not set 
otherwise we jump to the change pag; 
subroutine. Line 620 is skipped and we 
can now return; this part of the program is 
fmished. All this was just to print one 
character, and it only takes a few hundred 
milliseconds. Any language other than as
sembly language simply would take for
ever. 
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0213!11 
7EB7 FS 0214 0 tiT RY PUSH AF 

CCHAR•2),A 
A,S0H 
NC,ST AR T 

; SAVE AF 
7E68 32CC7E 02150 LD ; CHAR. INTO 7ECC H 

; LE GAL CHAR . '? 
; JUftiP IF SO 

; Ef'; · (END OF MEDIUM) 
; SU B (SUBSTITUTE) 
; ESC (ESCAPE) 

7EeB c6ee 02160 
7EDD 3002 02170 
7EBF F1 02180 
7EC0 C9 02190 

ADO 
JR 
POP AF • 

7EC1 CS 022011l STAR T 
; FS 
;GS 

RET 
PU SH 
PUSH 
PUSH 
PUSH 
LO 

BC ; SA.VE All REGISTERS 
7EC2 OS 02210 
7H3 ES 02220 

;RS 
; US 

7EC4 DOES 0223111 
7EC6 DD21 3 77E 02240 

;SPACE 

Now let's continue with the rest of the 
program and see how it works. This first 
part, by the way, is basically the same as 
·the program in rom, with a few of our own 
modifications so it will work for us. The 

. rest of it comes partly from Mr Bateman's 
program, and from my own efforts. Lines 
650 to 790 lists the names and numbers of 
the ports used, and the delay times for the 
delay sub-routines used in the program. 
Line 790 is the delay work area. 
. The ASCII correspondence table, from 

lines 830 to 2100, is a list of values that is 
to be interpreted by the program to be 
output to the printer. We'll see how 
that's done shortly. The table starts at 
address 7E37H. Remember, H means hex
adecimal. Each address position from that 
point represents an ASCII character. AS
CII character values go from OOH to 7FH, 

DE 
HL 
IX 
JX, TABLE ; LOOKUP TABLE 

continued over page 

but we need to translate this into a value 
our printer can use, which is IBMs own 
peculiar code. So let's go to line 2140 
where it all starts. This is the ENTRY sub
routine that was called from the other part 
of the program, remember? 

We start by saving the AF register pair 
becuase these registers are to be used b; 
this subroutine and so are PUSHed onto 
the stack. They will be retrieved just be
fore this subroutine RETurns. Line 2150 
needs some explanation. Look at line 
2250. This address is labelled CHAR. 
Now look at the address 7ECAH and no
tice that the hex number at this ;ddress is 
DD, 7ECB is 7E, and 7ECC is 00. Back to 
line 2150 and see that we are to load the 
ASCII character in the accumulator into 
CHAR+2, or in other words, 7ECA+2 or 
7ECC. Thus, we have installed the ASCII 
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IBM Selectric to 

TRS80 interface 

This assembly language program, together with the inexpensive circuitry given in the 

April issue and a second-hand IBM Selectric typewriter, are all that is needed to produce a 
low-cost letter-quality printer 

If you are not into assembly language pro- 
gramming then just skip this explanation, 
unless you want to learn a little about this 
powerful method of controlling your com- 
puter. I had to use assembly language be- 
cause of the speed necessary in such a 
process as printing. Any other language 
would be out of the question. So let's jump 
right in. 

Lines 100 to 330 as shown in the listing, 
which by the way is how the TRS editor- 
/assembler assembles a machine-language- 
program, give some useful information. If 
you use this program alone, you have to be 
sure that the line printer control block is 
initialized to point to this particular 
program. Locations 16422 and 16423 can 
point to anywhere in memory, and it 
usually points to the print routine in rom, 
but we definitely want it to point to where 
our prgram starts. So we have to initialize 
it to point to where we want. Lines 240 
and 250 show what to poke where. If your 
own program is in a different part of 
memory, you'll have to change these two 
bytes. I have some other programs running 
at the same time as this one, such as i 
keyboard debounce routine. What I 
usually do is to have these other small 
programs initialize these locations for me 
when I first load them. It is simple to do 
and you don't have to remember to do it all 
the time. 

T ine 330 indicates that this program 
uses an ANSI typing element, or typeball. 
This element has the special symbols 
greater than' and 'less than' as well as the 

, crossed zero. The parts list gives the 
number of this unit, and can be ordered 
from IBM for around $20. If you use a 
standard element, the modified listing 
shows what lines have to be changed to get 
upper and lower case. 

So now we can really get to the meat of 
the program. Line 360 tells the editor/ai 
sembler where the origin or beginning of 
this program is to be assembled from. If all 
the addresses that will be referred to in the 
program, such as absolute or relative 
jumps and subroutine addresses, are given 
symbolic names, then to assemble this 
program in a different location, the ORG is 
the only address that need be changed; a 
very handy feature. However, if you jump 
to a location in rom, you either have to give 

the address specifically or define a special, 
word for it; but that is part of the assem- 
blers job and we won't go into that now. 

The rom has already put the character to 
be printed into the C register, so in line 
370 the first thing to do is to put it into the 
A register, or accumulator, so that it can 
be worked on. The next instruction clears 
the flag register in case any computations 
have to be made. In line 390 we check for 
the ASCII character for top of form. This 
character can allow us to get to the top of a 
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form or page. It isn't used in our printing 
process, but is there just in case we need to 
use it some day. If it was that lai :ter 
the program will jump to line 460. If not, 
we go to the next line, 410, which will 
check for a form-feed character. A form 
feed will allow line feeds to the end of a 
page. If it wasn't a form feed then the 
program will jump to line 530 which will 
output the character. Let's say it was a 
form feed, then in line 430 you see a fast 
way to zero the accumulator. 

The line printer control block is initia- 
lized by rom. It normally puts the value 67 
into the lines per page location at 16424. 

This is alright for continuous paper, but 
not very useful for single sheets of typing 
paper. So instead we have either poked the 
value 54 here, or have had another assem- 
bly language program initialize this sec- 
tion. The rom has also placed the printer 
control block address into the IX register, 
so in line 440, IX-1-3, which is the lines/- 
page value, is or-ed with the accumulator 
to be sure there is something there, if not, 
a null is printed. As there is something 
there, in line 460 this valu is put into the 
accumulator and subtracted with the line 
counter, which has been incremented by 
one for each carriage return. TTie result is 
put into the B register. Next, in line 490, 
the character for a line feed is put into the 
accumulator and printed by calling the 
print subroutine. Line 510 is a very useful 
instruction which will decrement the B 
register and jump to the indicated address 
as long as the B register is not zero. A1 ve 
are doing is to output line feeds until the 
end of the page, and when it is all finished 
the program jumps to line 610 which calls 
the change-page subroutine. 

T ine 530 prints the character, of coupe, 
and the next line checks for a carriage 
return. If it was some other character, this 
section of the program is finished, and 
then we can return to the rom program. If 
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PROGRAW NAME -- INTER 

USES, HARDWARE TO DRIVE sole'noids FROM VARIOUS PORTS LISTED BELOW 
THE FOLLOWING MEMORY LOCATIONS MUST BE INITI1ALIZE0 PRIOR TO USE: POKE 16422/0 — 00H (ORIGIN L0) POKE 16423/126 -- 7EH (ORIGIN HI) 
PROGRAM CONTAINS A SUBROUTINE TO ALLOW A CHANGE OF PAPER AFTER 54 LINES/ BUT BE SURE TO INITIALIZE LINE • COUNTER BEFORE LL1STING: POKE 16425/0 AND LINES/PAGE: POKE 16424/54 WHEN PRINTING STOPS/ PRESS 'P' TO CONTINUE 

00330 ; this PROGRAM USES ANSI ELEMENT I 00340 00350 7E00 00360 ORG 7E00H ;32256D 7E00 79 00370 BEGIN LD A/C CHAR IS IN C-RE6 7E01 B7 00380 OR A 7E02 FE0B 00390 CP 0BH ;T0P OF FORK? 7E04 280A 00400 JR Z/L2 ;JUMP IF SO 7E06 FE0C 00410 CP 0CH FORM FEED? 7E06 2016 00420 JR NZ/L3 ;JUHP IF NOT 7E0A AF 00430 XOR fl ;ZER0 ACC. 7E0B DDE603 00440 OR (IX+05H) IX=4025H:LP C0NT BLOCK 7E0E 2810 00450 JR Z/L3 IX+3 IS LINES/PAGE 7E10 DD7E03 00460 L2 LD A/<IX+03H) INTO ACC. 7E13 DD9604 00470 SUB (1X+04H) SUBTRACT LINE COUNTER 7E16 47 00480 LD B/A INTO B-REG 7E17 3E0A 00490 L4 LD A/0AH LINE FEED 7E19 CDB77E 00500 CALL ENTRY OUTPUT LINE FEED 7E1C 10F9 0051 0 DJNZ L4 C0NT. UNTIL FINISHED 7E1E 1811 00520 JR L5 7E20 CDB77E 00530 L3 CALL ENTRY OUTPUT CHAR 7E23 FP0D 00540 CP 0DH CHECK FOR CARR. RET. 7E25 00 00550 RET NZ RETURN IF NOT 7E26 DD3404 00560 INC '(IX + 04H) INC LINE COUNT IF CR 7E29 DD7E04 00570 LD A/(1X+04H) INTO ACC. 7E2C DDRE03 00580 CP (IX+03H) CHECK END OF PAGE 7E2F 79 00590 LD A/C GET CHARACTER AGAIN 7E30 00 00600 RET NZ RETURN IF NOT END OF PG 7E31 CDA37F 00610 L5 CALL CHGPG STOP TO CHANGE PAPER 7E34 00 00620 NOP 
7E35 09 ' 00630 00640 RET 

00650 PORTS AND DELAY TIMES 00660 00670 CHRPR 00680 CMPRT 00690 PNTPR 00700 SHFPR 00710 CRP0R 00720 INDPR 00730 SPCPR 00740 ; 00750 ; 00760 ; • 00770 DELI 00780 DEL2 00790 OELTI 00800 ; 00S10 ;ASCI 00820 ; 00830 TABLE 00840 

CHRPRT EQU CMPRT EQU PNTPRT EQU SHFPRT EQU CRP0RT EQU 1NDPRT EQU SPCPRT EQU 

DELI EQU 0FFH DEL2 EQU 05H DELTIM DEFS 01H 

;CHARACTER PORT ;CARR. MOVE. PORT ;PRINT PORT ;SHI FT PORT ;CARR. RET. PORT ;INDEX PORT ;SPACE PORT 

;DELAY TEMP STORAGE 
ASCII TO CORRESPONDENCE TABLE 

;NUL (NULL) ;SON (START OF HEADING) ;STX (START OF TEXT) ;ETX (END OF TEXT) ;E0T (END OF TRANSMISSION) ;ENQ (ENQUIRY) ;ACK (ACKNOWLEDGE) ;EELL ;BS (BACKSPACE) ;HT (HORIZONTAL TA3-) ;LF (LIKE FEED) (INDEX) ;VT (VERT TAB) (TOP OF FORM) ;FF (FORM FEED) ;CR (CARR RET) (CR/LF) ;S0 (SHIFT OUT) ;SI (SHIFT IN) ;DLE (DELETE) ;DCr (DEVICE CONTROL) ; DC2 • ; DC3 ; DC4 ;NAK (NEGATIVE ACKNOWLEGE) ;SYN (SYNCHRONOUS IDLE) ;ETB (END OF TRANS BLOCK) ;CAN (CANCEL) ;EM (END OF MEDIUM) ;SUB (SUBSTITUTE) ;ESC (ESCAPE) ; FS ;GS 

7E59 6A 7E5A 5 F 7E58 67 7E5C 69 7E5D 6F 7E5E 2A 7E5F 43 7E60 63 7E61 4F 7E62 58 7E63 0C 7E64 00 7E65 1 A 7E66 24 7E67 66 7E6C .3F. 7E69 1B 7E6A IF 7E6B 27 7E6C 2B 7E6D 0Q 7E6E 2F 7E6F 0F 7E70 03 7 E71 6C 7E72 2C 7E73 6D 7E74 18 7E75 5C 7E76 64 7E77 5B 7E78 0E 7E79 01 7E7A 0D 7E7B 2D 7E7C 29 7E7D 1C 7E7E 3 C 7E7F 21 7E80 0A 7E81 38 7E82 09 7E83 25 7E84 3E 7E85 19 7E86 26 7E87 28 7E88 08 7E89 2E 7E8A 22 7E8B 39 7E6C ID 7E8D IE 7E8E 02 7E8F 30 7E90 20 7E91 3B 7E92 79 7E93 42 7E94 6E 7E95 69 7E96 40 7E97 5A 7E98 0E 7E99 01 7E9A 0D 7E9B 2D 

7EB7 FS 7EB6 32CC7E 7EEB C680 7EBD 3002 7EBF F1 7EC0 C9 7EC1 C5 7EC2 05 7EC3 E5 7EC4 DDES 7EC6 DD21377E 

(CHAR+2)/A A/S0H NC/START 

FT BRACE RTICAL GHT BRACE 

;SAVE AF ;CHAR. INTO 7ECCH ;LEGAL CHAR.? ;J UBP IF SO 

; SA.VE ALL REGISTERS 

continued over page 

it was a carriage return, the line count is 
incremented, and we get the line count and 
compare it to the lines/page value. In this 
case it is 54, either placed in this line as an 
assembly language instruction, or the 
value poked in the control block before the 
program was run. If the result turned out 
to be zero, the zero flag was set, then in 
line 590 we put the character back into the 
A register, because this is where the rom 
expects it to be. The next line will return 
to rom only if the zero flag was not set, 
otherwise we jump to the change page 
subroutine. Line 620 is skipped and we 
can now return; this part of the program is 
finished. All this was just to print one 
character, and it only takes a few hundred 
milliseconds. Any language other than as- 
sembly language simply would take for- 
ever. 

Now let's continue with the rest of the 
program and see how it works. This first 
part, by the way, is basically the same as 
the program in rom, with a few of our own 
modifications so it will work for us. The 
rest of it comes partly from Mr Bateman's 
program, and from my own efforts. Lines 
650 to 790 lists the names and numbers of 
the ports used, and the delay times for the 
delay sub-routines used in the program. 
Line 790 is the delay work area. 

The ASCII correspondence table, from 
lines 830 to 2100, is a list of values that is 
to be interpreted by the program to be 
output to the printer. We'll see how 
that's done shordy. The table starts at 
address 7E37H. Remember, H means hex- 
adecimal. Each address position from that 
point represents an ASCII character. AS- 
CII character values go from 00H to 7FH, 

but we need to translate this into a value 
our printer can use, which is IBMs own 
peculiar code. So let's go to line 2140 
where it all starts. This is the ENTRY sub- 
routine that was caUed from the other part 
of the program, remember? , 

We start by saving the AF register pair, 
becuase these registers are to be used by 
this subroutine and so are PUSHed onto 
the stack. They will be retrieved just be- 
fore this subroutine RETums. Line 2150 
needs some explanation. Look at line 
2250. This address is labelled CHAR. 
Now look at the address 7ECAH, and no- 
tice that the hex number at this address is 
DD, 7ECB is 7E, and 7ECC is 00. Back to 
line 2150 and see that we are to load the 
ASCII character in the accumulator into 
CHAR-1-2, or in other words, 7ECA-1-2 or 
7ECC. Thus, we have installed the ASCII 
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7ECA oo7Eeo 
7EC D HFF • 
7ECF 281E 
7ED1 FffE 
7ED3 2005 
7E05 COf67E 
7 ED8 1815 
7EDA FEFC 
7EOC 2'%105 
7EOE COCF7F 
7EE1 180C 
7EE3 FEFD 
7fES 2C05 
7EE7 CD237F 
7EEA 18el3 

• 7EEC CD3C7F 
7HF OOE1 
7EF1 E1 
7EF2 01 
7EF3 C1 
7Ef4 F1 
7EF5 C9 

7EF6 0EFD 
7 EF8 ED79 
7EFA 3E0A 
7EFC 32367E 
7EFF CD7D7F 
7F02 3E010' 
7F04 FD79 
7F06 3E19 
7F08 32367F 
7F0fl CD7D7F 
7F0E C9 

7F0F 0EfB 
7F11 ED79 
7F13 3E10 
7f1 5 32367E 
7F18 CD7D 7F 
7F1E' 3E0CI 
7F 1 D E079 
7f1 F C08A7F 
7F22 (9 

0 2250 CHAR 
02260 
02270 
02280 
02290 
0231.')0 
02310 
02320 CR LF 
02330 
02340 
e23Se 
0236"' ItlDEX 
02370 
02380 
02390 
02400 PRTCHR 
02410 ENOALL 
02 4 20 
02430 
02 44 0 
0 245 0 
02460 

LD 
CP 
JR 
CP 
JR 
CALL 
JR 
CP 
JR 
CALL 
JR 
CP 
JR 
CALL 
JR 
CALL 
POP 
POP 
POP 
POP 
POP 
RET 

A,(! X+0) 
OFFH 
z,ENDALL 
0FEH 
NZ,C RLF 
PRTSPC 
ENOALl 
0FCH 
NZ , INDE X 
PRTCR 
ENDALL 
OFDH 
Nz,PRTCHR 
PRTJND 
END ALL 
OUTCHR 
IX 
HL 
OE 
BC 
Af 

:~~i: ; PRINT SPACE SUBROUTINE 
1!'2490 ; 
02500 PRTSPC LD (,SPCPRT 

(() ,A 02510 . OUT 
02520 LD A,0AH 
02530 LD (DELTH:),A 
02540 CALL DE L AY 
02550 LD A;0 
02560 OUT (C) ,A 

· :~~~~ ~~ ~~~~~H', ),A 
02590 CALL DELAY 
02600 RET 

=~:~: ~ PRHH CR/L F SUBROUTINE 
~2630 ; 
02640 PRTCR LD 
0 265 0 OUT 
02660 LD 
02670 LD 
02680 CALL 
02690 LD 
e2700 OUT 
0 271 0 CALL 
0 2 720 RET 

C,CRPOR T 
(() , A 

A,10H 
(DEL Tl/f,) ;A 
DELAY ... 
(();A 

CARMV 

START Of TABLE+CH AR 
NO CHAFi.? 
JU/'.P If so 
SPACE? 
JUI:P If NOT 

PRINT SPACE SUBR . 
FINISHED 
CR/Lf? 
JUMP If NOT 
PRINT CARR RE:l SUSFi 
f i NISHED 
lNi)fX (Lf)? 
JUI'IP If NOT 
PRINT INDEX SUSil 
FI Nl SHED 
PRINT CHAR . 
RETURN REGISTERS 

-GET SPACE PORT ADDR • 
:LATCH SPACE PORT 
~SPAC E DELAY 

. DELAY FOR SO L ENOID 

~~~~~T~~CSPACE POR T 
~SETTLING Tll'iE 

;G ET CR ADOR. 
;LATCH CR PORT 
; CR DELAY 

; ZERO ACC . 
·UNLATCH CR PORT 
;OELAY FOR CAR. MV. 

03330 
; CARRIAG E /",OVE. PORT . 

7F8A 0Ef8 0 334 0 ~ARf",OV LD ( ;(ft,PRT 
;\.!All TO CAPTURE MO VEMNT 

7F8C 3E30 03350 LD A;30H 
7F8E 32367E 03360 LD (DEL TI/"i);A 

7F91 C07D7F 03370 CALL DELAY 
;OPEN PORT 7F94 ED78 03380 CP'ROOP IN A; (C) 
;CHECK FOR I'IO VEr. Et.:T 7F96 CB4f 03390 BIT ,,, 

If SENSED 03400 JR z, CMLOOP ;JUI"iP 7F98 28FA 
; SETTLING TIME 7F9A 3E1 5 03410 LD A,15H 

7F9C 32367E 03420 LD <DEL TIM) ,A 

7F9f CD7D7F 03430 CALL DELAY 

7FA2 C9 03440 RET 

03450 ; 
0 3460 ; CHANGE PAPER SUBROUTINE 
03470 ; 

" 
; SAVE REGISTERS 7FA3 f5 03 480 CHGPG PUSH 

7FA4 D5 0 3490 PUSH DE 

HAS CS 03500 PUS H BC 

7FA6 ES 03510 PUSH HL 
CHECK FOR KYBO ENTiiY 

7FA7 CD897D 03520 PKEY CALL 7089H 
CA LL 0 028H I F tlO 03530 
DEElDUr., CE ROUTI NE US ED 03 St.0 

SOH p FOR PAGE 
fFAA FE 50 03550 CP 

JUf'.P If P NO T EtHER ED 
7FAC 2~F9 03560 JR NZ , PKEY 

ZERC LINE COUt.;T 7FAE 00360400 03570 LD (1Xt~4H);0 
RETUR!l REGISTERS 

7FB2 E1 03580 POP HL 

?Fe3 c1 03590 POP BC 

?Fer. D1 03600 POP DE 

7FBS f1 0 3 6 10 POP " 7FB6 C9 03620 RET 

0000 03630 END 
00000 TOTAL ERRORS 

SPCP RT 00FD 
INOPRT 00FC 
CRPORT 00fB 
SHFPRT 00FA 
PNTPRT 00f9 
CHP RT 00F8 
CHRPRT 00 f7 
CHGPG 7FA 3 

. LS 7E31 
ENTRY 7EB7 
L4 7E17 
L3 7E20 
L 2 7E10 
BEGIN 7E00 

PKE Y 7F A7 
CI'ILOOP 7F94 
DL 1 7F84 
TII"'1 7F7F 
PRINT 7F 4 D 
CARI':OV 7F8A 
DELAY 7F7D 
OUTCHR 7F3C 
PRTINO 7F23 
PRTCHR 7E EC 
PRTCR 7F 0f 
INDEX 7EE3 
PRTSPC 7EF6 
CRLF 7ED A 
ENDALL 7EEF 

:g~: ~ PRINT LINE FEED ( INDEX) SUBROUTWE 

START 7EC1 
CHAR 7ECA 
TABLE 7E37 02750 ; 

02760 PRTIND LD DEL TIM 7E36 
D.EL2 0005 

7F23 CIEFC 
7F25 ED79 
7f27 3f:1 0 
7F29 32367E 
7FZC C07D7F 
7FZF 3E00 
7F31 E079 
7f33 3E19 
7F35 3236 7 E 
7F38 CD7D7F 
7F3B C9 

02770 OUT 
027£0 LD 

(, I NOPRT 
(C) ,A 

A;10H ; INDEX DELAY DEL1 00FF 
00010 
00020 

" e0030 
00040 
00050 
01310 
01480 
01490 
0 1 500 
01510 
01520 
01530 
01540 
01550 
01560 
01570 
01580 
01590 
01600 
Ql161 q! 
01620 
01630 
01640 
01650 
01660 
01670 
01680 
01690 
01700 
01710 
0H20 
01730 

THE FOLLOW I NG LINE NUMBERS SHOUL D 

7F3C SF 
7f3D CB77 
7F3F 2&0C 
7F41 0EFA 
7F43 E079 
7F45 3E14 
7F47 32367E 
7F4A CD7D 7 F 
7F40 7P 
7F4E OEF7 
7FS0 ED79 
7FS2 3E10 
7FS4 32367E 
7FS7 CD7 D7F 
7FSA 0EF9 
7FSC ED79 
7FSE 3E10 
7F60 32367E 
7F63 CD7D7f 
7F66 0EF9 
7F6e 3ES0 
7F6A E079 
7F6C 0EF7 
7F6E ED79 
7F70 0EF A 
7F72 ED79 
7F74 3E14 
7F76 32367E 
7F79 CD7D7F 
7F7C C9 

7F70 06FF 
7F7F CS 
7F80 3A367E 
7F83 47 
7f8fo 10fE 
7F86 C1 
7F87 10f6 
7F89 C9 

02790 LD CDELTIM),A 
02800 CALL DELAY 
02£10 LD 
02S20 OUT 
02830 LD 
02840 LD 
02550 CALL 
02860 RET 

,,. 
(() , A 

A,19H 
(DEL TlM);A 
DEL AY 

02870 ; 
02880 ;PRINT CHARACTER SUBR. 
02890 ; 
02900 OUTCHR LD 
0 2910 BIT 
02920 JR 
02930 
02941'l 
02950 
02960 
0 2970 
02980 PRIUT 
~2990 
0300~ 

03010 
03020 
03030 
03040 
03050 
03060 
03070 
03080 
03090 
03100 
03110 
03120 
03130 
0 314 0 
031 50 
03160 
03170 
03180 
03190 
03200 ; 

LD 
OUT 
LD 
LD 
CALL 
LD 
LD 
OUT 
LD 
LD 
CALL 
LD 
OUT 
LD 
LD 
CALL 
LD 
LO 
OUT 
LD 
OUT 
LD 
OUT 

LD 
LD 
CALL 
RET 

,,, ,,, 
Z,PR INT 
(,SH FPR T 
((),A 
A,14H 
(DEL lifO ,A 
DEL AY 
A; E , 
( ;CHRPRT 
(C),A 
A;10H 
(DEL TJ/'I):..A 
DELAY 
( ; PNTPRT 
(CJ , A 
A,10H · 
(DELTH\);A 
DELAY 
C; Pt.:TPRT 
A,80H 
((),A 

(;CHRPRT 
(C),A 
c ,SH FPRT 
(C) , A 

A,14H 
(DE L Tlfli),A 
DELAY 

03 210 ;DELAY SUBROUTINE 
03220 ; 
03230 DELAY L D B,DEL 1 
03 240 TII'',1 PUSH BC 
03250 LD A; (DEL Tll'\) 
03260 LD B,A 
03270 DL 1 DJNZ OL 1 
03280 POP BC 
03290 DJNZ Tl fto1 
0330 0 RET :n1: ~CARRIAGE ~OVEI'IENT SUBROUTINE 

character into the byte that represents the 
IX register's offset. Back to line 2160 for a 
minute. Here, we add a value to the accu
mulator that will be sure it is indeed an 
ASCII character, and if not, will ret~. 
Lines 2200 to 2230 make sure that nothing 
that was in the registers will be affected by 
our program, and then we are at line 225~. 

This line will load the accumulator w1th 
whatever is at the address formed b~ ad~
ing the IX register with its offset, m this 
case the address of the table, 7E37H, and 
the value of the ASCII character. Now the 
accumulator holds the value of the corr~
spondence code. Line 2260 checks to see 1f. 
the accumulator holds a character we don't 
want to print, that is, an FFH. If ~t is, the 
program branches to line 2410. Line 2280 
checks for a space and will jump to ~e 
2320 it isn't, otherwise it will call the pnnt 
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BE CHANGED WHEN US I NG THE NORMAL 
UPPER AND LOWER CASE TYPING 
ELEI"'ENT : 

DEfS 23H ;0 
;A 
;B 
;C 
;D 
;E 
; f 
;G 
; H 
;I 
; J 
;K 
;L 
;M 
;N 
; 0 
;P 
;o 
;R 
;S 
;T 
;U 
;V 
;W 
;X 
;Y 
;Z 

DEF E! 4EH 
DEFB 41H 
DEFS 4DH 
DEFE 60H 
DEFfl 69H 
DEfB SC H 

; SA VE ACC . 
; TEST FOR SHIF T 

DEFS 7CH 
DEFB 61H 

;JUJt,P IF NO SHIFT 
;GET SHIFT PORT ADDR. 
;LATCH SHIFT POR T 
; SHIFT DELAY TJI':E 

DEFB 4AH 
DEFB 78H 
DEFB 49H 
DEFB 6SH 
DEFB 7EH 

; RETUF\Ii ItiFO 
; GET CHAR PORT ADDR 
; INTO CHAR L ATCH 
;CHAR SOL DEL TII'IE 

;GET PRINT POR T ADDR 
;LATCH PRNT POI\:T 
;PRINT DELAY TII''oE 

GET PRNT PORT ADDi\ 
SET UP ACC. 
UULATCH PRtH PORT 
GET CHAR PORT ADDR 
UNLATCH CHAR PORT 
GET SHIFT PORT ADOR 
UNLATCH SHIFT PORT 
SOL UNLATCH Tlft.E 

space subroutine. The rest of this part of 
the program works the same, chec~g f~r 
various characters and then branching if 
it's not the right one. Lines 2410 to 2460 
will return all of the registers to their 
original values and then re~. . 

The print space subrouune at line 2500 
is the first of our subroutines that actually 
will send something out to the printer. 
Here, in line 2500, we get the addJ:es~ of 
the port labled SPCPRT, ~d pu~ 1t mto 
the C register. The next line will then 
output whatever value is in the ~cc~ula
tor in this case FEH, llll Ill 0 m bmary, 
to dte port whose address is in the C regi~
ter. This merely turns on the solenmd 
driver transistor, as indicated in the 
hardware section. Next, in line 2520, we 
load a delay value into the accumulator and 
then jwilp to the delay subroutine. On 

DEFB 59 H 
DEFB 66H 
DEFE' 68H 
DEFB 48H 
DEFB 6EH 
DEFB 62H 
DEFB 79H 
DEFB SOH 
DEFB SEH 
DEF B 42H 
DEFB 7DH 
DEFB 60H 
OEFB 7BH 

return, we zero-out the accumulator to 
release the solenoid in line 3560. Next we 
implement another delay so ~at sol~~oid 
has time to go back to a resung pos1uon. 
These delay times were chosen for. ID:Y 
particular printer so that a firm pull-m IS 
realized without multiple spaces being 
printed. . . 

The next subroutine, pnnt carriage re
turn/line feed, is very similar, except that 
we jump to the carriage mov~me~t detec
tion subroutine. Also, the pnnt line feed 
subroutine works the same. IBM calls a 
line feed an index. The print character 
subroutine is a little more involved, so let's 
examine it. First, in line 2900, we save the 
character in the E register, then we test the 
sixth bit of the character to fmd out if it 
has a 1 or 0. A 1 indicates an upper-case 
letter. So in the next line, 2920, we will 
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jump to line 2980 if there was no shift. 
Lines 2930 to 2970 is how we output a 
shift, which by the way has to stay latched 
until the printing of the character is com
pleted. Now get our character back, line 
2980, and latch the character-select sole
noids on,. 2990-3030, turn on the print 
solenoid, 3040-3080, turn off the print so
lenoid, 3100-3ll0, turn off the character
select solenoids, 3120-3130, and fmally 
turn off the shift solenoid and add a delay, 
3140-3190. 

The delay subroutine is very simple, and 
is very handy, so let's look at it. First load 
into the B register a delay value ofFFH, or 
255D. This is temporarily PUSHed ont6 
the stack, and then get the value we have 
been holding in our delay work area, and 
put it into the accumulator, line 3250. 
Transfer that value into the B register, and 
use that handy instruction to decrement 
the B register as many times as was in the 
DEL TIM address. When that part is fm
ished, POP out of the stack the DELI 
.time, decrement it by one, and then jump 
back to do the whole thing over again. The. 
delay times can be varied, and multiple 
delays can be implemented to give almost · 
any delay that one desires. A very useful 
subroutine. 

The carriage movement- subroutine at 
line 3340 is used to check what is happen
ing with the carriage movement detector. · 
First get the port address, and then imple
ment a short delay to give the detector a 
chance to operate; remember, the program 
goes through the instructions in micro- · 
seconds, and the analogue operating detec- . 
tor takes time. Line 3380 inputs the data 
on the data bus into the accumulator from 
the port that is addressed by the C register. 
Line 3390 then tests bit number one, 
which was D 1 in the hardware section, and 
if this line was low, inverted through the 
buffer, jump back to test the bit again to 
line 3380. As soon as a one is detected, we 
get another short delay and continue. 

The change-paper subroutine shows 
that we can use some of the subroutines in 
rom if we want to. Lines 3480 to 3510 
ag:rin saves our registers, and in line 3520 
we jump to a subroutine which will input a 
character from the keyboard. This subrou
tine is located at 002BH in rom, but I have 
a subroutine that debounces my keybOard 
located in another section of memory, so 
this is where I have to access this subrou
tine. It deposites the character into the 
accumulator, so in line 3550 check to see if 
it is a P. If it isn't, jump back to line 3520 
again and again until we have a chance to 
change the paper. As soon as we input the 
P from our keyboard, we zero the line 
counter in line 3570, and finish this part of 
the program. 

That's the whole ball of wax, friends. 
You can now LLIST those Basic programs 
in letter-quality printing. However, to use 
this printer to its fullest, you have to be 
able to list assembly language programs 
from the editor/assembler, and do word 
processing. To do the first you have to 
modify the editor/assembler's print rou
tine, and to do the second you have to have 
lower-case capability which means you 
have to modify your computer. You will 
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also need a word-processor program. (I 
, wrote this article using such a program in 
Basic which can be purchased from Com
putronics; it's free if you subscribe to their 
magazine.) The lower-case modification 
has been presented in a number of articles, 
and I won't repeat it here. The program 
. modifications needed to de bounce and 
modify the editor/assembler's print rou
tine, and to allow normal typewriter-like 
input when using the lower-case modifica
tion, can be purchased from me for $3 to 
cover printing and mailing. 

I want to make one last point about this 
interface. If you were to go out and pur
chase a word-processing system, you 
would surely spend around three to four 
thousands of dollars. A hobbyist usually 
can't justify spending this amount, so a lot 
of time, a desire to know your computer 
and the programs that make it work, and 
the perseverence to stay up 'til late at night 
chasing bugs, will reward you with a 
system that has many of the capabilities of 
the higher priced systems at a fraction of 
the price. It also can be the way to develop 
a little income for your efforts. This is 
helpful when you must justify your expen
sive hobby. When you ·have a typewriter 
that spouts poetry and love letters, you 
have a cupids arrow, right to your lover's 
heart. 

Converting to other computers 
Generally this interface can easily be used 
on other computers, but you need to know 
your system. You must be able to access 
the address and data.bus of your computer 
as well as the signals that can produce the 
equivalent of an out, in, and reset. The out 
and in signals are usually a combination of 
the i/o signal and a read or write signal. 
You will also have to find a five volt 

·supply, either in the computer or by pur-
chasing or building one. 

A Z80-based computer has these signals 
at the microprocessor as IORQ, RD and 
WR; they may or may not be combined 
and named as out or in. Other micropro
cessors have them as well, but their names 
may be different - check with your com
puter manual to find out where they are 
located. The printer port usually has data 
lines and some control signals, but gener
ally they don't have address lines. Once 
you know the locations, the next step is to 
fmd a connector that will connect to your 
computers interface port. From this point 
on, the hardware is the same. 

The software may be more difficult to 
convert. If you are not an assembly lan
guage programmer, you may have to find a 
friend who is. You should also have an 
editor/assembler program; without one, 
conversion may be a long pJ;"ocess. A Z80 
or 8080 computer will have little problems 
in conversion. But again, you should be 
familiar with your own system. 

You should know where your normal 
printer driver is located, and it is essential 
that your computer is able to use another 
printer driver. If it can't, only with ex
treme difficulty and probably with much 
convoluted coding will you be able to use 
this interface. So the location that points to 
your present driver will have to be changed 

to point to this new one. If your system has 
a printer control block which holds this 
information, the driver address, lines per 
page count, etc., then there is no problem.· 
If not, you'll have to create one. 

Next you will have to be sure that the 
port addresses in the program will not 
conflict with any existing ports in your . 
own system. If so, you will have to change 
some of the hardware logic decoding, but 
this is easy to do. 

Next you'll have to fmd the routine that 
checks the keyboard. If you don't know 
where it is, you'll also have to create its 
equivalent. This is why you should be very 
familiar with the inner workings of your 
system, as well as · be able to program in 
assembly language. 

To use other microprocessor based com
puters requires re-writing all the code to 
do the same functions as the Z80 code. 
Here you need to know not only your own 
microprocessor's assembly language, but 
also the Z80 code. ~ 
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Gould Activair have issued data sheets des
cribing a range of zinc-air button cells 
which are said to offer long life, high 
energy density, constant output and ex
tended shelf-life. Suggested uses range 
from hearing-aids to security systems. 
Gould Activair UK, ll Ash Road, Wrex
ham Industrial Estate, Wrexham, Clwyd 
LL13 9UF. WW400 

The 1983 catalogue from Lambda des
cribes the company's range of power 
semiconductors and d.c. power supplies. 
There are many pages of application notes. 
Lambda Electronics Co., Abbey Barn 
Road, High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire. 

WW401 

The Zevac range of desoldering tools in
cuudes hand-held tools capable of remov
ing multipin d~vices even from multi-layer 
printed circuit boards. For static-sensitive 
mos devices there is a low-voltage model 
powered via an isolating transformer. 
·Further information from Tony Chapman 
Electronics, Electron House, Hemnell 
Street, Epping, Essex CM16 4LS,. WW402 

The latest edition of the RS Compo
nents catalogue has over 400 pages. 
Among many new products are a speech
synthesis system, a 13A mains plug incor

. porating an earth leakage circuit-breaker, 
ferrite cores for switch-mode power trans
formers, a wideband 50 ohm r.f. amplifier 
i.e. and an insulation-displacement wiring 
system. RS Components Ltd, P.O. Box 
427, 13-17 Epworth Street, London EC2P 
2HA. WW403 
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■7EF6 0EFD 7EF8 ED79 7EFA 3E0A 7EFC 32367E 7EFF CD7D7F 7F02 3E00 7F04 ED79 7F06 3E19 7F08 32367E 7F0P CD7D7F 7F0E C9 

7F0F 0EF0 7F11 ED79 7F13 361 0 7F15 32367E 7F18 CD7D7F 7F1P 3E00 7F1D ED79 7F1F CD8A7F 7F22 C9 

A/(IX+0) .. 0 F F H '1/ENOALL 0FEH NZ^CRLF PRTSFC ENDALL 0FCH KZrINDEX PRTCR ENDALL 0 F OH NZ^PRTCHR PRTIND ENDALL OUT C H R 

PRINT SPACE SUBROUTINE 

02250 CHAR LD 02260 • CP 02270 JR 02280 CP 02290 R 02300 CALL 02310 JR 02320 CRLF CP 02330 JR 02340 CALL 02350 JR 02360 INDEX CP 02370 JR 02380 CALL 02390 JR 02400 PRTCHR CALL 02410 ENDALL POP 02420 POP 02430 POP 02440 POP 02450 POP 02460 RET 02470 ; 02460 ; PRINT SPACE 02490 ; 02500 PRTSPC LD 02510 OUT 

;START OF TABLE+CHAR ;NO CHAR.? ;JUfiP IF SO ;SPACE? ;JUrP If NOT ;PRINT SPACE SUBR. ;FINISHED ;CR/LF? ;J UUP IF NOT ;PRINT CARR RET SUBR ;FINISHED ;INDEX <LF)? ;JUMP IF NOT ;PR INT INDEX SUBR ;FINISHED ;PRINT CHAR. ;RETURN REGISTERS 

02500 PRTSPC LD C^SPCPRT ;6ET 02510 OUT CO ;LAT 02520 LD A^OA.H ;SPA 02530 LD C DELTIK)/A 02540 "CALL DELAY ;DEL O25S0 LD ArO ;ZER 02560 OUT <C)^A ;UHL 02570 LO A^19H /SET 02580 LD <DELTIK)/A 02590 CALL DELAY 02600 RET 02610 ; 02620 ;PRINT CR/LF SUBROUTINE 02630 ; 02640 PRTCR LD C/CRPORT ;GE1 02650 OUT t C)/A ;LAl 02660 LD A/10H /CR 02670 LD (DELTIKJ/A 02680 CALL'- DELAY 02690 LD 8/0 JZE' 02700 OUT CO/A ;UNl 02710 CALL CARKOV /DEI 02720 RET 02730 ; 02740 ;PRINT LINE FEED (INDEX) SUBROUTINE 02750 ; 

GET SPACE PORT ADDR. LATCH SPACE PORT SPACE DELAY 
DELAY FOR SOLENOID ZERO ACC. UNLATCH SPACE PORT SETTLING TIME 

GET CR ADDR. LATCH CR PORT CR DELAY 

;ZERO ACC. ;UNLATCH CR PORT ;DELAY FOR CAR. KOV. 

7F3C 5F 7F30 CB77 7F3F 2S0C 7F41 OEFA 7F43 ED79 7F45 3E14 7F47 32367E 7F4A C07D7F 7F4D 7P ■ 7F4E OEF 7 7F50 ED79 7F52 3E10 7F54 32367E 7F57 CD7D7F 7F5A 0EF9 7F5C ED79 7F5E 3E10 7F60 32367E 7F63 CD7D7F 7F66 0EF9 7F68 3ES0 7F6A E079 7F6C 0EF7 7F6E ED79 7F70 OEFA 7F72 ED79 7F74'3E14 ' 7F76 32367E 7F7$ CD 7D7F 7F7C C9 

7F7D 06FF 7F7F C5 7F80 3A367E 7Fe3 47 7F84 10FE 7F86 C1 7F87 10F6 7F89 C9 

02910 02920 02930 02940 02950 02960 02970 02980 PRINT 02990 

LD C/INDPRT OUT ( C ) / A LD A/10H ;INDEX DELAY ■ 
LD <D£LTIM)/A CALL DELAY LD A/0 OUT ( C ) / A LD A/1 9H LD (DELTIPD/A CALL DELAY RET 

CHARACTER SUBR. 
LD E/A ;SAVE ACC. 
BIT 6/A ;TEST FOR SHIFT 
JR Z/PRINT ;JUKP IF NO SHIFT 
LD C/SHFPRT ;6ET1 SHIFT PORT ADDR. OUT ( C ) / A ;LATCH SHIFT PORT 
LD A/14H ;SHI FT DELAY TIKE 
LD (DELT1M)/A CALL DELAY LD A/E . ;RETURN INFO 
LD C/CHRPRT ;GET CHAR PORT ADDR 
OUT < C ) / A ;INTO CHAR LATCH 
LD A/10H ;CHAR SOL DEL TIME 
LD (DELTIM)/A CALL DELAY ;GET PRINT PORT ADDR LD C/PNTPRT OUT (C)/A ;LATCH PRNT PORT 
LD A/10H- ;PR INT DELAY TIKE 
LD <DELTXM)/A CALL DELAY LD C/PNTPRT ;GET PRNT PORT ADDR 
LD A/80H ;SET UP ACC. 
OUT ( C ) / A ;UNLATCH PRNT PORT 
LD C/CHRPRT T ;6ET CHAR PORT ADDR 
OUT ( C ) / A ;UNLATCH CHAR PORT LD C/SHFPRT ;GET SHIFT PORT ADDR 

.OUT ( C ) / A ;UNLATCH SHIFT PORT 
LD A/14H ;SOL UNLATCH TIKE 
LD (DELTIM)/A CALL DELAY RET 

SUBR0UT1 NE 
LD B/DEL1 PUSH BC LD A/(DELTIM) LD B/A DJNZ DLl POP BC DJNZ TIKI 

03220 ; • 03230 DELAY LD B/DELl 03240 TIKI PUSH BC 03250 LD A/CDELTIK) 03260 LD B/A 03270 DL1 DJNZ DLl 03280 POP BC 03290 DJNZ TIKI 03300 RET 03310 ; 03320 ;CARRIAGE MOVEMENT SUBROUTINE 

7F8A 0EF8 7F8C 3E30 7f8E 32367E 7F91 C07D7F '7F94 ED78 7F96 CB4F 7F98 28FA 7F9A 3E15 7F9C 32367E 7F9F CD7D7F 7FA2 C9 

7FA3 F5 7FA4 D5 7FA5 C5 7FA6 E5 7FA7 CD897D 

7fAA FE50 03550 7FAC 20F9 03560 7FAE DD36O400 03570 7FB2 El 03580 7FB3 C.I 03590 7FB4 D1 03600 7FB5 F1 03610 7FB6 C9 03620 0000 03630 00000 TOTAL ERRORS 
PKEY 7FA7 CMLOOP 7F94 DLl 7F84 TIH1 7F7F PRINT 7F4D CARROV 7F8A DELAY 7F7D OUTCHR 7F3C PRTIND 7F23 PRTCHR 7EEC PRTCR 7F0F INDEX 7EE3 PRTSPC 7EF6 CRLF 7EDA ENDALL 7EEF START 7eC1 CHAR 7ECA TABLE 7E37 DELTIM 7E36 D.EL2 0005 DELI 00F F 

03330 ; 03340 CARROV I 03350 I 03360 I 03370 i 03380 CMLOOP 03390 ! 03400 03410 I 03420 I 03430 i 03440 I 03450 ; 03460 ;CHANGE ' 03470 ; 03480 CHGPG 03490 03500 03510 03520 PKEY 03530 03540 03550 03560 

C/CKPRT A/30H (DELTIK)/A DELAY- A/(C) , 1 / A Z/CRLOOP A/i5H (DELTIM)/A DELAY 

50H NZ/PKEY (IX+04H)/0 

SPCPRT 00 F D INDPRT 00 F C CRPORT 00F0 SHFPRT O0F A PNTPRT 0OF9 CHPRT 00F8 

;OPEN PORT ;CHECK FOR HOVEKENT ;JUnP IF SENSED ;SETTLING TIME 

;CHECK FOR KY0D ENTRY ; CALL 0023H IF NO ; DEEOUNCE ROUTINE USED ;P FOR PAGE ;JUKP IF P NOT ENTERED ;ZERO LIME COUNT ;RETURN REGISTERS 

THE FOLLOWING LINE NUMBERS SHOULD BE CHANGED WHEN USING THE NORMAL UPPER AND LOWER CASE TYPING ELEMENT: 

character into the byte that represents the 
IX register's offset. Back to line 2160 for a 
minute. Here, we add a value to the accu- 
mulator that will be sure it ; indeed an 
ASCII character, and if not, will return. 
T .inps 2200 to 2230 make sure that nothing 
that was in the registers will be affected by 
our program, and then we are at line 2250. 

This line will load the accumulator with 
whatever is at the address formed by add- 
ing the IX register with its offset, in this 
case the address of the table, 7E37H, and 
the value of the ASCII character. Now the 
accumulator holds the value of the corre- 
spondence code. Line 2260 checks to see if 
the accumulator holds a character we don't 
want to print, that is, an FFH. If it is, the 
program branches to line 2410. Line 2280 
checks for a space and will jump to line 
2320 it isn't, otherwise it will call the print 

space subroutine. The rest of this part of 
the program works the same, checking for 
various characters and then branching if 
it's not the right one. Lines 2410 to 2460 
will return all of the registers to then- 
original values and then return. 

The print space subroutine at line 2500 
is the first of our subroutines that actually 
will send something out to the printer. 
Here, in line 2500, we get the address of 
the port tabled SPCPRT, and put it into 
the C register. The next line will then 
output whatever value is in the accumula- 
tor, in this case FFH, 1111 1110 in binary, 
to die port whose address is in the C regis- 
ter. This merely turns on the solenoid 
driver transistor, as indicated in the 
hardware section. Next, in line 2520, we 
load a delay value into the accumulator and 
then jump to the delay subroutine. On 

return, we zero-out the accumulator to 
release the solenoid in line 3560. Next we 
implement another delay so that solenoid 
has time to go back to a resting position. 
These delay times were chosen for my 
particular printer so that a firm pull-in is 
realized without multiple spaces being 
printed. 

The next subroutine, print carriage re- 
turn/line feed, is very similar, except that 
we jump to the carriage movement detec- 
tion subroutine. Also, the print line feed 
subroutine works the same. IBM calls a 
line feed an index. The print character 
subroutine is a litde more involved, so let's 
examine it. First, in line 2900, we save the 
character in the E register, then we test the 
sixth bit of the character to find out if it 
has a 1 or 0. A 1 indicates an upper-case 
letter. So in the next line, 2920, we will 
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jump to line 2980 if there was no shift. 
Lines 2930 to 2970 is how we output a 
shift, which by the way has to stay latched 
until the printing of the character is com- 
pleted. Now get our character back, line 
2980, and latch the character-select sole- 
noids on,. 2990-3030. turn on the print 
solenoid, 3040-3080, turn off the print so- 
lenoid, 3100-3110, turn off the character- 
select solenoids, 3120-3130, and finally 
turn off the shift solenoid and add a delay, 
3140-3190. 

The delay subroutine is very simple, and 
is very handy, so let's look at it. First load 
into the B register a delay value of FFH, or 
255D. This is temporarily PUSHed onto 
the stack, and then get the value we have 
been holding in our delay work area, and 
put it into the accumulator, line 3250. 
Transfer that value into the B register, and 
use that handy instruction to decrement 
the B register as many times as was in the 
DELTIM address. When that part is fin- 
ished, POP out of the stack the DELI 
time, decrement it by one, and then jump 
back to do the whole thing over again. The 
delay times can be varied, and multiple 
delays can be implemented to give almost' 
any delay that one desires. A very useful 
subroutine. 

The carriage movement-subroutine at 
line 3340 is used to check what is happen- 
ing with the carriage movement detector. 
First get the port address, and then imple- 
ment a short delay to give the detector a 
chance to operate; remember, the program 
goes through the instructions in micro- 
seconds, and the analogue operating detec- 
tor takes time. Line 3380 inputs the data 
on the data bus into the accumulator from 
the port that is addressed by the C register. 
Line 3390 then tests bit number one, 
which was D1 in the hardware section, and 
if this line was low, inverted through the 
buffer, jump back to test the bit again to 
line 3380. As soon as a one is detected, we 
get another short delay and continue. 

The change-paper subroutine shows 
that we can use some of the subroutines in 
rom if we want to. Lines 3480 to 3510 
again saves our registers, and in line 3520 
we jump to a subroutine which will input a 
character from the keyboard. This subrou- 
tine is located at 002BH in rom, but I have 
a subroutine that debounces my keyboard 
located in another section of memory, so 
this is where I have to access this subrou- 
tine. It deposites the character into the 
accumulator, so in line 3550 check to see if 
it is a P. If it isn't, jump back to line 3520 
again and again until we have a chance to 
change the paper. As soon as we input the 
P from our keyboard, we zero the line 
counter in line 3570, and finish this part of 
the program. 

That's the whole ball of wax, friends. 
You can now LLIST those Basic programs 
in letter-quality printing. However, to use 
this printer to its fullest, you have to be 
able to list assembly language programs 
from the editor/assembler, and do word 
processing. To do the first you have to 
modify the editor/assembler's print rou- 
tine, and to do the second you have to have 
lower-case capability which means you 
have to modify your computer. You will 

also need a word-processor program. (I 
, wrote this article using such a program in 
Basic which can be purchased from Com- 
putronics; it's free if you subscribe to their 
magazine.) The lower-case modification 
has been presented in a number of articles, 
and I won't repeat it here. The program 
modifications needed to debounce and 
modify the editor/assembler's print rou- 
tine, and to allow normal typewriter-like 
input when using the lower-case modifica- 
tion, can be purchased from me for $3 to 
cover printing and mailing 

I want t make one last point about this 
interface. If you were to go out and pur- 
chase a word-processing system, you 
would surely spend around three to four 
thousands of dollars. A hobbyist usually 
can't justify spending this amount, so a lot 
of time, a desire to know your computer 
and the programs that make it work, and 
the perseverence to stay up 'til late at night 
chasing bugs, will reward you with a 
system that has many of the capabilities of 
the higher priced systems at a fraction of 
the price. It also can be the way to develop 
a litde income for your efforts. This is 
helpful when you must justify your expen- 
sive hobby. When you have a typewriter 
that spouts poetry and love letters, you 
have a cupids arrow, right to your lover's 
heart. 

Converting to other computers 
Generally this interface can easily be used 

. on other computers, but you need to know 
your system. You must be able to access 
the address and data bus of your computer 
as well as the signals that can produce the 
equivalent of an out, in, and reset. The out 
and in signals are usually a combinadon of 
the i/o signal and a read or write signal. 
You will also have to find a five volt 
supply, either in the computer or by pur- 
chasing or building one. 

A Z80-based computer has these signals 
at the microprocessor as IORQ, RD and 
WR; they may or may not be combined 
and named as out or in. Other micropro- 
cessors have them as well, but their names 
may be different — check with your com- 
puter manual to find out where they are 
located. The printer p>ort usually has data 
lines and some control signals, but gener- 
ally they don't have address lines. Once 
you know the locadons, the next step is to 
find a connector that will connect to your 
computers interface port. From this point 
on, the hardware is the same. 

The software may be more difficult to 
convert. If you are not an assembly lan 
guage programmer, you may have to find a 
friend who is. You should also have an 
editor/assembler program; without one, 
conversion may be a long process. A Z80 
or 8080 computer will have litde problems 
in conversion. But again, you should be 
familiar with your own system. 

You should know where your normal 
p nter d vt. s located, and it is essential 
that your computer is able to use anothei 
printer driver. If it can't, only with ex- 
treme difficulty and probably with much 
convoluted coding will you be able to use 
this interface. So the locadon that points to 
your present driver will have to be changed 

to point to this new one. If your system has 
a printer control block which holds this 
informadon, the driver address, lines pier 
page count, etc., then there is no problem.! 
If not, you'll have to create one. 

Next you will have to be sure that the 
port addresses in the program will not 
conflict with any existing ports in your 
own system. If so, you will have to change 
some of the hardware logic decoding, but 
this is easy to do. 

Next you'll have to find the routine that 
checks the keyboard. If you don't know 
where it is, you'll also have to create its 
equivalent. This is why you should be very 
familiar with the inner workings of your 
system, as well as be able to program in 
assembly language. 

To use other microprocessor based com- 
puters requires re-writing all the code to 
do the same functions as the Z80 code. 
Here you need to know not only your own 
microprocessor's assembly language, but 
also the Z80 code. 

Gould Activair have issued data sheets des- 
cribing a range of zinc-air button cells 
which are said to offer long life, high 
energy density, constant output and ex- 
tended shelf-life. Suggested uses range 
from hearing-aids to security systems. 
Gould Activair UK, 11 Ash Road, Wrex- 
ham Industrial Estate, Wrexham, Clwyd 
LL13 9UF. WW400 

The 1983 catalogue from Lambda des- 
cribes the company's range of power 
semiconductors and d.c. power supplies. 
There are many pages of application notes. 
Lambda Electronics Co., Abbey Bam 
Road, High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire. 
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The Zevac range of desoldering tools in- 
cuudes hand-held tools capable of remov- 
ing multipin devices even from multi-layer 
printed circuit boards. For static-sensitive 
mos devices there is a low-voltage model 
powered via an isolating transformer. 
Further information from Tony Chapman 
Electronics, Electron House, Hemnell 
Street, Epping, Essex CM16 4LS.. WW402 

The latest edition of the RS CompK)- 
nents catalogue has over 400 pages. 
Among many new products are a speech- 
synthesis system, a 13A mains plug incor- 
porating an earth leakage circuit-breaker, 
ferrite cores for switch-mode power trans- 
formers, a wideband 50 ohm r.f. amplifier 
i.e. and an insulation-displacement wiring 
system. RS Components Ltd, P.O. Box 
427, 13-17 Epworth Street, London EC2P 
2HA. WW403 
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Cellular satellite 
While the UK is planning the introduction 
of terrestrial, mobile, cellular-radio 
systems for areas of high population den
sity, NASA has been petitioning the FC~ 
to reserve frequencies and defme condi
tions for a satellite-assisted cellular system 
that would be capable of covering large, 
thinly-populated rural areas using freque~
cies between 800 and 900 MHz. NASA, m 
association with the Canadian government, 
plans to launch an experimental MSAT-X 
in 1987 using 821-825 MHz and 866-870 
MHz. This would have a 10-metre u.h.f. 
aerial providing six spot beams, four 
directed at Canada and Alaska, two at the 
USA 

The satellite would augment urban ter
restrial cellular-type systems, but it would 
be used only by mobiles outside the range 
of ground-based transmitters. T~e main 
d~ta base in which mobile locauons are 
sto~d would direct calls via satellite where 
appropriate. Terrestrial networks w\Juld 
have microwave feeder links with the satel-
lire. · 

Japanese firms are beginning production 
of 900 MHz compact transceivers for the 
new "personal radio service", and one way 
and another it looks as though 800-900 
MHz will soon be heavily used for mobile 
and personal radio systems. 

Microwave or u.h.f.? 
Where does the "microwave" spectrum 
begin? It is agreed internationally that the 
boundary between v.h.f. and u.h.f. falls at 
300 MHz (1-metre), but most of us would 
consider that only systems above 1000 
MHz (1 GHz or 30 em wavelength) should 
be described as microwave systems. 

My reason for raising this subject is no~ 
purely academic: I notice that Marcom 
Communications Systems proclaimed Feb
ruary 11, 1983 as the Golden Jubilee of 
"the world's first commercial microwave 
communications link". ·This was the !S-

Imile link between the Vatican and the 
summer residence of Pope Pius XI at Cas
tel Gandolfo, opened in February 1933, 
following several years of investigation by 
Marconi of duplex telephony systems 
working on wavelengths below one metre. 

This pioneering work was undoubtedly 
important and a notable world "frrst". But 
it has always been my understanding that 
these systems used wavelengths of about 
50 em, in other words about 600 MHz. 
Hence my quibble about' "microwave", 
particularly in view of the similar anniver
sary two years ago of the STC (ITT) 
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"ricroray" link across the English Chan
nel. This was demonstrated in March 1931 
using a wavelength of about 18 em (about 
1. 7 GHz) - admittedly an "experimental" 
link. Perhaps, . also, we should not forget 
that it was Barkhausen and Kurz whose 
work on electronic oscillators resulted in 
the early magnetrons that pioneered centi
metric radio from about 1919. Neverthe
less in 1933 Marconi did achieve another ' . "frrst" that proved of great importance m 
the study of v.h.f. and u.h.f. propagation. 
This was when he received 57 em (525 

} MHz) transmissions at a distance of 168 
miles and so conclusively demonstrated 
that tropospheric bending meant that sig
nals on these frequencies were not, as 
previously believed, limited to the optical 
line-of-sight. 

Higher radar 
Today, for some applications, int~r~st h~s 
shifted from microwave to nullimetnc 
systems. The ability to achieve highly 
directional beams with aerials only a few 
inches in diameter is leading to the de
velopment of 94 GHz radar syste~s for 
missile guidance, although detatls of 
American and British systems tend to be 
restricted. The attraction of frequencies 
between about 80 and 110 GHz is that they 
fall in the low-attenuation "window", and 
can penetrate fog and dusty atmospheres.· 
But the hardware is not easy or cheap. 

The U.S. services are also currently 
making a great bid for "new technology" 
in the form of multi-mode airborne radar 
that could be used as an advanced all
weather guidance control ("Joint Stars") 
for both fighter aircraft and multiple 
missiles for attacking scattered armourecl 
formations. However US Congress has de
nied further funds for the tactical commu- . 
nications system "Seek Talk" claiming it 
overlapped with the alternative multi-bil
lion-dollar (JTIDS) (Joint Tactical In
formation Display System) .. 

Early digits 
Most of us consider "spread-spectrum" 
techniques using digitally-enc~e~ speech 
as one of the main commurucauons de
velopment areas of the past ~~w ye:n-s. 
Spread-spectrum can offer antl-J~g, 
anti-interference, anti-intercept properties 
as well as selective addressing, accurate 
timing and high-resolution radar. It came 
as something of a shock, therefore, to read 
a recent account by William R. Bennett 
("Secret telephony as a historical example 

of spread-spectrum communications" lEE 
Trans on Communications Vol Com 31, No 
1, January 1983) of the American wartime 
system known as "Green Hornet" or Sig~ 
saly" which provided secure digital speech 
over long-distance h.L radio links during 
the latter part of World War 2. In this 
system, the bandwidth of the basic speech 
signal was first reduced by a vocoder, then 
the vocoder output was sampled and quan
tized to base six and a random, one-time, 
six-valued key stream added modulo six to 
obtain a public message that was conditio
nally secure against anyone not in posses
sion of 'the key sources. The coding and 
decoding key sources consisted of identical 
disc records used once only and then des
troyed. Each disc provided IS-minutes of 
speech and was delivered by courier. The 
terminals included a self-destruct feature 
and were installed at Washington DC, 
London, Paris and in North Mrica, Ha
waii, Australia and the Philippines. It was 
well known that German cryptanalysts 
succeeded in breaking the more conven
tional transatlantic scrambling system and 
listened to some of the Churchill/Roosevelt 
conversations, but Green Hornet was. 
totally secure though clearly a costly 
system with its couriers and random, 
rather than pseudo-random, key streams. 

Nevertheless Bennett shows that this SO 
year-old system developed by Bell Tele
phone Laboratories achieved a remarkab~e 
string of "frrsts": frrst unbreakable enci
phered telephone; frrst quantized .speech; 
frrst p.c.m. speech; frrst multilevel f.s.k.; 
first useful realisation of speech bandwidth 
compression; first use of f.s.k./f.d.m. as a 
viable transmission method over a fading 
medium; frrst use of multilevel "eye pat
tern" to adjust sampling intervals. 

The vocoder was designed for male 
voices but the system coped with Eisen
hower talking to his wife, though one notes 
from the transcripts that Winston 
Churchill was sometimes eager to hand 
over the phone to his secretary on the 
grounds of his increasing deafness! 

Hazards? 
The National Radiological Protection 
Board has recently published a new Con
sultative Document containing proposals 
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for common European limits for maximum 
exposure to non-ionizing radiation at e.l.f., 
r .f. and microwave frequencies. Com
ments have been invited by July 1, 1983. 

Brian Johnson, G3LOX, has drawn at
tention to a potential fire hazard arising 
from the ageing of tightly-laced, multi
cable wiring harnesses using p.v.c.-insu
lated wires. It appears that after 15 to 20 
years there is a tendency for the p.v.c. 
insulation to dry out, harden and become 
brittle with the result that the lacing may 
bite into the p.v.c. In this case, this caused 
a short-circuit of the 12-volt heater supply 
leads in a 1960s h.f. transceiver. This re
sulted in a small frre. Although this was 
quickly extinguished it could have been 
much more serious if the equipment had 
been unattended at the time. It is not un
common practice, with older equipment, 
to switch on some time before it is used in 
order to overcome the initial, warm-up, 
frequency drift. There is still a lot of 
equipment in use over 15 years old. 

Man-made problems 
It is not only in the UK that amateurs are 
fmding that the problem of operating a 
·radio station in a residential or urban area 
appeats to be returning to the levels exper
ienced in the days of v .h. f. television in the 
1950s and 1960s, with all the consequent 
social problems that ensue. The poor 
electromagnetic characteristics of the com
bined television set and video recorder, of 
unit audio, the greater sensitivity of 
viewers in the face of the large number of 
cases of interference caused by c. b. trans
mitters (still not far short of a 1000 per 
week), leaky cable tv systems, the diffi~ 
culty of obtaining planning permission for 
aerial masts in some areas; all such factors 
are contributing to a growing feeling of 
unease. A recent editorial in the ARRL 
journal QST comments: "increasingly 
radio amateurs fmd themselves embroiled 
.in legal a~tion arising from zoning and 

· radio interference conflicts. Within the 
past decade ' the number of local statutes 
seeking to restrict our right to erect anten
nas - and in some cases to operate at all -
has increased manifold." 

Some American amateurs are finding it 
necessary to resort to "invisible" or hidden 
aerials. One technique is to use thin (24 to 
26 gauge) enamelled wire supported by 
nylon kite string to provide "hard to see" 
aerials. An alternative technique is to use a 
wire concealed in an innocent-looking 
clotheslin~ or in a flag pole, or to use a 
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television or v.h.f. aerial and its associated 
feeder cable as a long-wire aerial. 

Here and there 
The Home Office is seeking to reduce the 
chances of successful impersonation of 
candidates taking the amateur Morse test, 
whereby an experienced operator presents 
himself as the candidate. In future all can
didates will be required to show a valid 
passport or produce some other positive 
means of identification when taking the 
test. That some other curious practices are 
coming into the hobby became apparent in 
1981 when a much-publicised "DX-pedi 
tion" by an American amateur to St Felix 
Island (during which 800 contacts were 
made) has since been proved to have been 
an elaborate spoof, although supported by 
a number of carefully forged documents. It 
is now known that the amateur concerned 
never set foot on the island but operated 
from the Chilean mainland. 

The use of lead-acid car batteries to 
power 12V solid-state transceivers from a 
fixed location normally involves the risk of 
damage caused by acid-spillage, as well as 
being a rather messy business. Many of the 
problems may be overcome when the Ch
loride company markets their Exide Tor
questarter range of batteries in the U.K. 
These batteries, with built-in carrying 
handle, are already marketed in Australia 
and South Africa but seem unlikely to be 
available in the U.K. until next year. They 
are totally sealed, do not require topping 
up and cannot spill or leak acid. They use a 
"recombination electrolyte" with no free 
acid and with the electrolyte held in sub
micron glass wool. Frank Harris, G4IEY 
has been using one acquired in Australia 
and finds it a satisfactory, house-trained 
power source at lower cost than a heavy 
current mains power supply unit. It is kept 
charged from a simple, low-cost mains 
charger. 

There were about 45,000 amateur 
licences in force in the UK at the end of 
1982, compared with about 18,500 at the 
end of 1972. Main increase has come in the 
form of Class B v.h.f. only licences which 
do not require a Morse test. Whereas in 
1972 there were approximately four Class 
A licences to every one Class B, there now 
appear to be significantly more Class B 
than Class A, and the gap is widening all 
the time. 

In South Africa it has been the practice 
to restrict new amateurs to the use of c.w. 
for the frrst year of operation (as was done 
in the UK some thirty years ago). This rule 
is now being amended so that an amateur 

can use telephony after furnishing proof of 
establishing 200 contacts using Morse. 

In brief 
The newsletter of the " DX-TV" group of 
enthusiasts interested in long-distance 
television reception has been revived by 
Dave Launder (18 Burnside Close, Barnet, 
Herts ENS 5LN) and a copy is available on 
request provided that a stamped addressed 
envelope is sent to him. Among the topics 
covered in the Winter issue are the prob
lem of interference to Band 1 reception 
caused by visual display units, the ques
tion of the future use of Band 1 frequen
cies, auroral propagation and the use of 
monitor receivers with scanning facilities . 
... A terrestrial linear transposer repeater, 
~imilar to those used on amateur satellites, 
has been tried at Dunedin, New Zealand. 
It can cope with several transmissions 
simultaneous ly (but involves power 
sharing) and is reported to result in less 
flutter on f.m. signals as well as handling 
s.s.b. transmissions . . .. The number of 
stations equipped for 144MHz earth
moon-earth "moonbounce" operation is 
increasing with contacts being made by 
stations having output down to about 100 
watts. Clive Penna, G3POI recently be
came the second station in England to 
"work all continents" on 144 MHz as a 
result of using this mode . . . . The FCC is 
considering the elimination of all licensing 
for c.b. operation .... Trans-equatorial 
propagation during August 1982 result in a 
144MHz two-way contact between ZC4GO 
in Cyprus and Z22JV in Harare, Zim
babwe, a distance of about 4000 miles. 
Power at the Cyprus end was only 60 watts 
.... A new beacon on 28.208MHz with 
the callsign WAIIOB is located at Marlbo
rough, Mass., U.S.A. and has an output of 
20 watts to an omni-directional aerial ... . 
Mobile rallies in May include: Maidstone 
Y Sportscentre, Melrose Close, Cripple 
Street, Loose Road, Maidstone on May I; 
Lincolnshire Showground, 4 miles north 
of Lincoln (Al5) on May 8; Northern Mo
bile Rally, Great Yorkshire Showground, 
Harrogate . and the Swindon rally at Park 
School, Marlowe Avenue, Swindon both 
on May 15; Welsh Amateur Mobile Rally, 
Memorial Hall, Barry on May 22; East 
Suffolk Wireless Revival, Civil Service 
Sports Ground, Bucklesham, near Ipswich 
on May 29 ... . The US Congress finally 
approved Treaty Document 97-21 at the 
end of 1982 thus making possible the rati
fication of the Radio Regulations as agreed 
at W.A.R.C. 1979. 

PAT HAWKER, G3VA 
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Cellular satellite 
While the UK is planning the introduction 
of terrestrial, mobile, cellular-radio 
systems for areas of high population den- 
sity, NASA has been petitioning the FCC 
to reserve frequencies and define condi- 
tions for a satellite-assisted cellular system 
that would be capable of covering large, 
thinly-populated rural areas using frequen- 
cies between 800 and 900 MHz. NASA, in 
association with the Canadian government, 
plans to launch an experimental MSAT-X 
in 1987 using 821-825 MHz and 866-870 
MHz. This would have a 10-metre u.h.f. 
aerial providing six spot beams, four 
directed at Canada and Alaska, two at the 
USA 

The satellite would augment urban ter- 
restrial cellular-type systems, but it would 
be used only by mobiles outside the range 
of ground-based transmitters. The main 
dk,ta base in which mobile locations are 
stolid would direct calls via satellite where 
appropriate. Terrestrial networks would 
have microwave feeder links with the satel- 
lite. 

Japanese firms are beginning production 
of 900 MHz compact transceivers for the 
new "personal radio service", and one way 
and another it looks as though 800-900 
MHz will soon be heavily used for mobile 
and personal radio systems. 

Microwave or u.h.f.? 
Where does the "microwave" spectrum 
begin? It is agreed internationally that the 
boundary between v.h.f. and u.h.f. falls at , 
300 MHz (1-metre), but most of us would 
consider that only systems above 1000 
MHz (1 GHz or 30 cm wavelength) should 
be described as microwave systems. 

My reason for raising this subject is not 
purely academic: I notice that Marconi , 
Communications Systems proclaimed Feb- 
ruary 11, 1983 as the Golden Jubilee of 
"the world's first commercial microwave 
communications link". This was th 15- 
itnilp link between the Vatican and the 
summer residence of Pope Pius XI at Cas- 
tel Gandolfo, opened in February 1933, 
following several years of investigation by 
Marconi of duplex telephony systems 
working on wavelengths below one metre. 

This pioneering work was undoubtedly 
important and a notable world "first". But 
it has always been my understanding that 
these systems used wavelengths of about 
50 cm, in other words about 600 MHz. 
Hence my quibble about "microwave", 
particularly in view of the similar anniver 
sary two years ago of the STC (ITT) 

"microray" link across the English Chan- 
nel. This was demonstrated in March 1931 
.using a wavelength of about 18 cm (about 
1.7 GHz) - admittedly an "experimental" 
link Perhaps, also, we should not forget 
that it was Barkhausen and Kurz whose 
work on electronic oscillators resulted in 
the early magnetrons that pioneered centi- 
metric radio from about 1919. Neverthe- 
less, in 1933 Marconi did achieve another 
"first" that proved of great importance in 
the study of v.h.f. and u.h.f. propagation. 
This was when he received 57 cm (525 

,■ MHz) transmissions at a distance of 168 
miles and so conclusively demonstrated 
that tropospheric bending meant that sig- 
nals on these frequencies were not, as 
previously believed, linured to the optical 
line-of-sight. 

Higher radar 
Today, for some applications, interest has 
shifted from microwave to millimetric 
systems. The ability to achieve highly 
directional beams with aerials only a few 
inches in diameter is leading to the de- 
velopment of 94 GHz radar systems for 
missile guidance, although details of 
American and British systems tend to be 
restricted. The attraction of frequencies 
between about 80 and 110 GHz is that they 
fall in the low-attenuation "window", and 
can penetrate fog and dusty atmosphf-es 
But the hardware is not easy or cheap. 

The U.S. services are also currently 
making a great bid for "new technology" 
in the form of multi-mode airborne radar 
that could be used as an advanced all- 
weather guidance control ("Joint Stars") 
for both fighter aircraft and multiple 
missiles for attacking scattered armoured 
formations. However US Congress has de- 
nied further funds for the tactical commu- 
nications system "Seek Talk" claiming it 
overlapped with the alternative multi-bil- 
lion-dollar (JTIDS) (Joint. Tactical In- 
formation Display System). , 

Early digits 
Most of us consider "spread-spectrum" 
techniques using digitally-encoded speech 
as one of the main communications de- 
velopment areas of the past few years. 
Spread-spectrum can offer anti-jamming, 
anti-interference, anti-intercept properties 
as well as selective addressing, accurate 
timing and high-resolution rar ir It came 
as something oj a shock, therefore, to read 
a recent account by William R. Bennett 
("Secret telephony as a historical example 

of spread-spectrum communications" IEE 
Trans on Communications Vol Com 31, No 
1, January 1983) of the American wartime 
system known as "Green Hornet" or Sig- 
saly" which provided secure digital speech 
over long-distance h.f. radio links during 
the latter part of World War 2. In this 
system, the bandwidth of the basic speech 
signal was first reduced by a vocoder, then 
the vocoder output was sampled and quan- 
tized to base six and a random, one-time, 
six-valued key stream added modulo six to 
obtain a public message that was conditio- 
nally secure against anyone not in posses- 
sion of the key sources. The coding and 
decoding key sources consisted of identical 
disc records used once only and then des- 
troyed. Each disc provided 15-minutes of 
speech and was delivered by courier. The 
terminals included a self-destruct feature 
and were installed at Washi.. on DC, 
London, Paris and in North Africa, Ha- 
waii, Australia and the Philippines. It was 
well known that German cryptanalysts 
succeeded in breaking the more conven- 
tional transatlantic scrambling system and 
listened to some of the Churchill/Roosevelt 
conversations, but Green Hornet was, 
totally secure though clearly a cosdy 
system with its couriers and random, 
rather than pseudo-random, key streams. 

Nevertheless Bennett shows that this 50 
year-old system developed by Bell Tele- 
phone Laboratories achieved a remarkable 
string of "firsts": first unbreakable enci- 
phered telephone; first quantized speech; 
first p.c.m. speech; first multilevel f.s.k.; 
first useful realisation of speech bandwidth 
compression; first use of f.s.k./f.d.m. as a 
viable transmission method over a fading 
medium; first use of multilevel "eye pat- 
tern" to adjust sampling intervals. 

The vocoder was designed for male 
voices but the system coped with Eisen- 
hower talking to his wife, though one notes 
from the transcripts that Winston 
Churchill was sometimes eager to hand 
over the phone to his secretary on the 
grounds of his increasing deafness! 

Hazards? 
The National Radiological Protection 
Board has recendy published a new Con- 
sultative Document containing proposals 
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for common European limits for maximum 
exposure to non-ionizing radiadon at e.l.f., 
r.f. and microwave frequencies. Com- 
ments have been invited by July 1, 1983. 

Brian Johnson, G3LOX, has drawn at- 
tendon to a potendal fire hazard arising 
from the ageing of dghdy-laced, multi- 
cable wiring harnesses using p.v.c.-insu- 
lated wires. It appears that after 15 to 20 
years there is a tendency for the p.v.c. 
insulation to dry out, harden and become 
brittie with the result that the lacing may 
bite into the p.v.c. In this case, this caused 
a short-circuit of the 12-volt heater supply 
leads in a 1960s h.f. transceiver. This re- 
sulted in a small fire. Although this was 
quickly extinguished it could have been 
much more serious if the equipment had 
been unattended at the time. It is not un- 
common practice, with older equipment, 
to switch on some time before it is used in 
order to overcome the initial, warm-up, 
frequency drift. There is still a lot of 
equipment in use over 15 years old. 

Man-made problems 
It is not only in the UK that amateurs are 
finding that the problem of operating a 
radio station in a residential or urban area 
appears to be returning to the levels exper- 
ienced in the days of v.h.f. television in the 
1950s and 1960s, with all the consequent 
social problems that ensue. The poor 
electromagnetic characteristics of the com- 
bined television set and video recorder, of 
unit audio, the greater sensitivity of 
viewers in the face of the large number of 
cases of interference caused by c.b. trans- 
mitters (still not far short of a 1000 per 
week), leaky cable tv systems, the diffi- 
culty of obtaining planning permission for 
aerial masts in some areas; all such factors 
are contributing to a growing feeling of 
unease. A recent editorial in the ARRL 
journal QST comments: "increasingly 
radio amateurs find themselves embroiled 
in legal action arising from zoning and 
radio interference conflicts. Within the 
past decade the number of local statutes 
seeking to restrict our right to erect anten- 
nas — and in some cases to operate at all — 
has increased manifold." 

Some American amateurs are finding it 
necessary to resort to "invisible" or hidden 
aerials. One technique is to use thin (24 to 
26 gauge) enamelled wire supported by 
nylon kite string to provide "hard to see" 
aerials. An alternative technique is to use a 
wire concealed in an innocent-looking 
clothesline or in a flag pole, or to use a 

television or v.h.f. aerial and its associated 
feeder cable as a long-wire aerial. 

Here and there 
The Home Office is seeking to reduce the 
chances of successful impersonation of 
candidates taking the amateur Morse test, 
whereby an experienced operator presents 
himself as the candidate. In future all can- 
didates will be required to show a valid 
passport or produce some other positive 
means of identification when taking the 
test. That some other curious practices are 
coming into the hobby became apparent in 

. 1981 when a much-publicised "DX-pedi 
tion" by an American amateur to St Felix 
Island (during which 800 contacts were 
made) has since been proved to have been 
an elaborate spoof, although supported by 
a number of carefully forged documents. It 
is now known that the amateur concerned 
never set foot on the island but operated 
from the Chilean mainland. 

The use of lead-acid car batteries to 
power 12V solid-state transceivers from a 
fixed location normally involves the risk of 
damage caused by acid-spillage, as well as 
being a rather messy business. Many of the 
problems may be overcome when the Ch- 
loride company markets their Exide Tor- 
questarter range of batteries in the U.K. 
These batteries, with built-in carrying 
handle, are already marketed in Australia 
and South Africa but seem unlikely to be 
available in the U.K. until next year. They 
are totally sealed, do not require topping 
up and cannot spill or leak acid. They use a 
"recombination electrolyte" with no free 
acid and with the electrolyte held in sub- 
micron glass wool. Frank Harris, G4IEY 
has been using one acquired in Australia 
and finds it a satisfactory, house-trained 
power source at lower cost than a heavy 
current mains power supply unit. It is kept 
charged from a simple, low-cost mains 
charger. 

There were about 45,000 amateur 
licences in force in the UK at the end of 
1982, compared with about 18,500 at the 
end of 1972. Main increase has come in the 
form of Class B v.h.f. only licence vhich 
do not require a Morse test. Whereas in 
1972 there were approximately four Class 
A licences to every one Class B, there now 
appear to be significantly more Class B 
than Class A, and the gap is widening all 
the time. 

In South Africa it has been the practice 
to restrict new amateurs to the use of c.w. 
for the first year of operation (as was done 
in the UK some thirty years ago). This rule 
is now being amended so that an amateur 

can use telephony after furnishing oroof of 
establishing 200 contacts usinc Morse. 

In brief 
The newsletter of the "DX-TV" group of 
enthusiasts interested in long-distance 
television reception has been revived by 
Dave Launder (18 Burnside Close, Barnet, 
Herts ENS 5LN) and a copy is available on 
request provided that a stamped addressed 
envelope is sent to him. Among the topics 
covered n the Winter issue are the prob- 
lem of interference to Band 1 reception 
caused by visual display units, the ques- 
tion of the future use of Band 1 frequen- 
cies, auroral propagation and the use of 
monitor receivers with scanning facilities . 
... A terrestrial linear transposer repeater, 
similar to those used on amateur satellites, 
has been tried at Dunedin, New Zealand. 
It can cope with several transmissions 
simultaneously (but involves power 
sharing) and is reported to result in less 
flutter on f.m. signals as well as handling 
s.s.b. transmissions .... The number of 
stations equipped for 144MHz earth- 
moon-earth "moonbounce" operation is 
increasing with contacts being made by 
stations having output down to about 100 
watts. Clive Penna, G3POI recently be- 
came the second station in England to 
"work all continents" on 144 MHz as a 
result of using this mode .... The FCC is 
considering the elimination of all licensing 
for c.b. operation .... Trans-equatorial 
propagation during August 1982 result in a 
144MHz two-way contact between ZC4G0 
in Cyprus and Z22JV in Harare, Zim- 
babwe, a distance of about 4000 miles. 
Power at the Cyprus end was only 60 watts 
.... A new beacon on 28.208MHz with 
the callsign WA1IOB is located at Marlbo- 
rough, Mass., U.S.A. and has an output of 
20 watts to an omni-directional aerial.... 
Mobile rallies in May include: Maidstone 
Y Sportscentre, Melrose Close, Cripple 
Street, Loose Road, Maidstone on May 1; 
Lincolnshire Showground, 4 miles north 
of Lincoln (A15) on May 8; Northern Mo- 
bile Rally, Great Yorkshire Showground, 
Harrogate and the Swindon rally at Park 
School, Marlowe Avenue, Swindon both 
on May 15; Welsh Amateur Mobile Rally, 
Memorial Hall, Barry on May 22; East 
Suffolk Wireless Revival, Civil Service 
Sports Ground, Bucklesham, near Ipswich 
on May 29 ... . The US Congress finally 
approved Treaty Document 97-21 at the 
end of 1982 thus making possible the rati- 
fication of the Radio Regulations as agreed 
at W.A.R.C. 1979. 

PAT HAWKER, G3VA 
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Semiconductor 
noise analyser 

Measures-voltage and current noise densities of devices from 0.1Hz in decades to 10Khz. 

A brief summary of the noise sources is 
given here; for more detaile~ information 
the reader is referred to the literature con
tained in References 1 to 5. The three main 
sources are: 
- Johnson noise, which arises fr_om the 
thermal agitation of the charge earners ~nd 
leads to a noise voltage Vn = V 4kTBR m a 
bandwidth B across resistance R; 
- shot noise, which is brought about by 
the discrete nature of the charge carriers 
giving rise to a noise current in = V2eiB 
where e is the electronic charge and I is the 
mean current flow; 
- flicker (1/f) noise, which dominates t~e 
low-frequency behaviour, its spectral n01se 
density increasing as 1/f. It is largely due to 
surface defects in semiconductors. 

In junction fets (Fig. 1(a)), there is 
Johnson noise in the resistive source
drain) channel, of order 4kT/g~ ~r 
root Hertz. There will also be shot n01se m 
the gate current, in = v'2efi Since lg is 
typically a few pA, in is extremely small 
(0.01pA) .. 

Ia) 

Vb=~ 

e 

(b) 

(C) 

d 

r ds- .l 
gm . 

Vn=v~ 
gm 

~ 
r;n= gm 

b' 

Fig. 1. Noise models of a fet(A), a bipolar 
·transistor( b) and an op-am(c). 
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by lan Marshall 
and John Brydon 

In bipolar transistors (Fig. 1(b)), shot 
noise in the base current is developed 
across the input resistance (rin = ~/g!" 
= ~r.) Shot noise in the collector current ts 
represented by an equivalent noise vol~age 
at the base (vn = inlgm), and there ts a 
further contribution from Johnson noise in 
th~; base resistance rb. At low frequencies 
(<100Hz) flicker noise becomes signifi-
cant. . 

All resistors generate Johnson n01se, 
and, apart from wirewound and bul~ m~tal 
types, there is an additional contnbuuon 
arising from the granular nature of the 

Both authors are in the Department of Medical 
Physics and Medical Engineering, Edinburgh 
Royal Infirmary. 
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Fig. 2. Spectral noise density of typical op
amp. 
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resistive material. This last contribution is 
expressed in microvolts . per volt applied 
across the resistor, in a specified band
width.6 

Noise characterization 
The information required for a full noise 
characterization of a semiconductor device 
is the spectral density as a function of 
frequency. The total noise is th~n found by 
integration of the spectral denstty over the 
relevant bandwidth. Unfortunately, these 
figures are not always readily available 
from manufacturers' data sheets. For 
example, it is quite common for a noise 
figure (in dB) to be given without cle~rly 
specifying the bandwidth or source rm
pedance appropriate to the measuremen~. 

Furthermore, a broadband figure m
tended for audio-frequency users can be 
highly misleading for ~ow frequ.ency 
(<100Hz) design calculauons, as Ftg. 2 
illustrates. 

This shows the form of the voltage (or 
current) spectral noise density (s.n.d.) of a 
typical op-amp (see also Fig .. ~(c)). At 
higher frequencies, the s.n.d. ts mdepen
dent of frequency and relatively low in 
amplitude; this is referred to as the "white 
noise" region. However, at lower frequen
cies the s.n.d. rises as the frequency de
creases following a 1/f law. The intersec
tion of the asymptotes, the · "corner" 
frequency, should usually fall below the 
signal frequency: otherwise noise can be
come troublesome in critical applications. 
The lower the s.n.d. amplitude in the 
"white noise" region, and the lower the 
corner frequency, the better the op-amp 
can perform as a low-level amplifier. 

------------ - -- - · ---

's~ ·- --------------

l A Test T generator 

Front end 
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of noise analyser. 
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Op-amp power supplies: 
·+ 9V to pins 7 

All resistors are metal oxide 

-9V to pins 4 

Vin0----\ 
( From 

amplifier · 
buffers) 

c 

Fig.5. Circuit of biquad band
pass filters. 

390k 

Typical figures are 20n V lv'Hz and 30Hz 
(quoted by Signetics for the 741/ com
pared with 3nV/VHz and 2.7Hz (the 
manufacturer's noise voltage for the OP-
27)8,9. ' 

The noise analyser enables the s.n.d. to 
be measured at spot frequencies of O.lHz 
and decades to 10kHz. The circuit under 
test can be configured to allow its voltage 
noise and current noise to be studied 
separately. 

Figure 3 shows the noise analysis 
system. Connected to the circuit under 
test, it consists of a low-noise preamplifier 
stage with fixed gain, followed by a 
sw~tchable gain stage and a bank of band
pass filters feeding the r.m.s.-to-d.c. 
converter circuitry. The source resistance 
Rs may .be shorted out to allow mea
surement of the front end noise voltage. 
With Rs in circuit, the resulting noise is 
the r.m.s. sum of voltage, current and 
resistor noise.: 

Circuit function 
The test circuit output is taken to a pre
amp, shown in Fig. 4, which has as its first 
stage an OP-27 ,ultra-low-noise op-amp. 
This is followed by two further gain stages 
and buffers, which altogether provide a 
voltage gain switchable from 100 to 10,000 
in 1,2,5 steps. 

The amplified noise "signal" from the 
front end is passed to six "biquad" band
pass filters, having centre frequencies of 
0.1 Hz, 1Hz and successive decades to 10 
kHz. The bandwidths and passband gains 
of the filters are scaled such that the gains 
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Calibratej. 

·input 

R 

V
0 

t I To r ms- to-de converter) 
u via frequency selector switch 

decrease as the square root of bandwidth; 
the requirement for equal amplitude out
puts when fed with broadband white 
noise. To arrive at spectral noise density 
figures it is thus possible to divide all six 
outputs by the same constant and obtain 
directly readings in terms of nV/v'HZ. 

The filter outputs are selected as re
quired by a rotary switch and applied to an 
r.m.s.-to-d.c. converter which drives a 
meter calibrated directly in spectral noise 
density, with a full scale of 100~-tVIVHZ:' 
This reading is divided by the gain 
switched in (between 1 and 100) to arrive 
at the noise present at the noise analyser 
input socket. 

A seventh position (TEST) of the fre
quency selector switch allows the noise 
from the preamplifier to pass directly to 

Output >----• to filters 
a,c,e 

Output >---• to f ilters 
b,d , f 

4k7 To TEST position 
'-----------on FREQUENCY 

selector switch 

Rg.4. Three-stage preamplifier, gain
switchable from 100 to 10,000. 

the r.m.s.-to-d.c. converter, bypassmg the 
filters. A monitor output SQ!::ket is pro
vided to enable viewing, with an oscillo
scope, of the signal reaching the meter 
drive circuitry. 

Circuit description 
Preamplifier. The ftrst stage in Fig. 4 uses 
an OP-27 low-noise ·amplifier which, to
gether with its input bias resistor, is the 
limiting factor in the measurement of test 
circuit noise. Its "white noise" voltage 
spectral density is typically 3n Vlv'ffZ, ex
tending right down to 2.7 Hz, whilst the 
integrated low-frequency voltage noise 
from 0.1 to 10 Hz is typiCally 90nV. To 
this must be added the current noise de
veloped across the input bias resistance 
(Rm), and the thermal noise of the resistor 
itself. The IM!l resistor will normally be 
shunted by the · (low) value of the output 
impedance of the front end; and the speci
fication gives the equivalent · noise for a 
grounded input. 

In the second stage, a low-noise buffer 
with a gain of 5 is a.c.-coupled to the ftrst 
stage and thus allows input offsets of up to 
±250mV from the test circuit. The diodes 
limit excessive voltage swings and allow it 
to come out of saturation more quickly. · 

Type 3140 op-amps are used for the rest 
of the circuitry, the preamplifier being 

Monitor output 

+V~~---.---------------.-a 0·1Hz 

'b~ 
c~! 
d~ 
e_illjy> 
f~ Test 

From 
filters 

Direct from 
amplifier 

2M2 

Calibrated 
0 -100 yV {Hz 
for AD536 
output 0-1·25V 

8k2 + 1k5 
s.o. t. 

\ 
I 

Fig.6. R.m.s-to-d.c. converter. Response is flat within 2% from 0. 1Hz to 60kHz. 
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Semiconductor 

noise analyser 

Measures voltage and current noise densities of devices from 0.1Hz in decades to WKhz. 

A brief summary of the noise sources is 
given here; for more detailed information 
the reader is referred to the literature con- 
tained in References 1 to 5 . The three main 
sources are: 
— Johnson noise, which arises from the 
thermal agitation of the charge carriers and 
leads to a noise voltage vn = V4kTBR in a 
bandwidth B across resistance R; 
— shot noise, which is brought about by 
the discrete nature of the charge carriers 
giving rise to a noise current in = V2eIB 
where e is the electronic charge and I is the 
mean current flow; 
~ flicker (1/f) noise, which dominates the 
low-frequency behaviour, its spectral noise 
density increasing as 1/f. It is largely due to 
surface defects in semiconductors. 

In junction fets (Fig. 1(a)), there is 
Johnson noise in the resistive (source- 
drain) channel, of order V'4kT/gm per 
root Hertz. There will also be shot noise in 
the gate current, in = V2elg. Since Ig is 
typically a few pA, in is extremely small 
(O.OlpA). 

V/4kT/9m 

| in = i/2e Ig 

VlAkv 
9m 

b (K 

by Ian Marshall 

and John Brydon 

In bipolar transistors (Fig. 1(b)), shot 
noise in the base current is developed 
across the input resistance (rjn = (i/gm 
= pre) Shot noise in the collector current is 
represented by an equivalent noise voltage 
at the base (vn = in/gm), and there is a 
further contribution from Johnson noise in 
the base resistance tb- At low frequencies 
(ClOOHz) flicker noise becomes signifi- 
cant. 

All resistors generate Johnson noise, 
and, apart from wirewound and bulk metal 
types, there is an additional contribution 
arising from the granular nature of the 

Both authors are in the Department of Medical 
Physics and Medical Engineering, Edinburgh 
Royal Infirmary. 

^Corner frequency 

FREQUENCY 

Fig. 2. Spectral noise density of typical op- 
3' p. 

resistive material. This last contribution is 
expressed in microvolts per volt applied 
across the resistor, in a specified band- 
width.6 

Noise characterization 
The information required for a full noise 
characterization of a semiconductor device 
is the spectral density as a function of 
frequency. The total noise is then found by 
integration of the spectral density over the 
relevant bandwidth. Unfortunately, these 
figures are not always readily available 
from manufacturers' data sheets. For 
example, it is quite common for a noise 
figure (in dB) to be given without clearly 
specifying the bandwidth or source im- 
pedance appropriate to the measurement. 

Furthermore, a broadband figure in- 
tended for audio-frequency users can be 
highly misleading for low frequency 
(ClOOHz) design calculations, as Fig. 2 
illustrates. 

This shows the form of the voltage (or 
current) spectral noise density (s.n.d.) of a 
typical op-amp (see also Fig. 1(c)). At 
higher frequencies, the s.n.d. is indepen- 
dent of frequency and relatively low in 
amplitude; this is referred to as the "white 
noise" region. However, at lower frequen- 
cies the s.n.d. rises as the frequency de- 
creases, following a 1/f law. The intersec- 
tion of the asymptotes, the "corner" 
frequency, should usually fall below the 
signal frequency: otherwise noise can be- 
come troublesome in critical applications. 
The lower the s.n.d. amplitude in the 
"white noise" region, and the lower the 
corner frequency, the better the op-amp 
can perform as a low-level amplifier. 

Switched gain 

Calibrate 
input 

Test 
generator 

10kHz 
1kHz \ i 
100Hz \ 
10Hz 
IHz / | 
0.1 Hz 

Bandpass 
filters 

rms-to- dc 

Fig. 1. Noise models of a fet(A), a bipolar 
transistor(b) and an op-am(c). 

Front end 
under test Fig. 3. Block diagram of noise analyser. 
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Op-amp power supplies; 
+ 9V to pins 7 
-9V to pins 4 

Alt resistors are metal oxide 

2xmi48 5 Ik 
Calibrate 

■input C 

Fig.S. Circuit of biquad band- '  
pass filters. 

Typical figures are 20nV/VHz and 30Hz 
(quoted by Signetics for the 741)7 com- 
pared with 3nV/VHz and 2.7Hz (the 
manufacturer's noise voltage for the OP- 
27)8'9. 

The noise analyser enables the s.n.d. to 
be measured at spot frequencies of 0.1 Hz 
and decades to 10kHz. The circuit under 
test can be configured to allow its voltage 
noise and current noise to be studied 
separately. 

Figure 3 shows the noise analysis 
system. Connected to the circuit under 
test, it consists of a low-noise preamplifier 
stage with fixed gain, followed by a 
switchable gain stage and a bank of band- 
pass filters feeding the r.m.s.-to-d.c. 
converter circuitry. The source resistance 
Rs may ,be shorted out to allow mea- 
surement of the front end noise voltage. 
With Rj in circuit, the resulting noise is 
the r.m.s. sum of voltage, current and 
resistor noise.: 

Vr^V^+in^+VRs2 (1) 

Circuit function 
The test circuit output is taken to a pre- 
amp, shown in Fig. 4, which has as its first 
stage an OP-27 .ultra-low-noise op-amp. 
This is followed by two further gain stages 
and buffers, which altogether provide a 
voltage gain switchable from 100 to 10,000 
in 1,2,5 steps. 

The amplified noise "signal" from the 
front end is passed to six "biquad" band- 
pass filters, having centre frequencies of 
0.1 Hz, 1Hz and successive decades to 10 
kHz. The band widths and passband gains 
of the filters are scaled such that the gains 

Vout( To rms-to-dc converter) via frequency selector switch 

decrease as the square root of bandwidth; 
the requirement for equal amplitude out- 
puts when fed with broadband white 
noise. To arrive at spectral noise density 
figures it is thus possible to divide all six 
outputs by the same constant and obtain 
directly readings in terms of nV/VHz. 

The filter outputs are selected as re- 
quired by a rotary switch and applied to an 
r.m.s.-to-d.c. converter which drives a 
meter calibrated directly in spectral noise 
density, with a full scale of 100|rV/VHz? 
This reading is divided by the gain 
switched in (between 1 and 100) to arrive 
at the noise present at the noise analyser 
input socket. 

A seventh position (TEST) of the fre- 
quency selector switch allows the noise 
from the preamplifier to pass directly to 

Monitor output 

Direct from 
amplifier 

to filters 
b.d.f 

To TEST position 
■on FREQUENCY 
selector switch 

Flg.4. Three-stage preamplifier, gain- 
switchable from 100 to 10,000. 

the r.m.s.-to-d.c. converter, bypassing the 
filters. A monitor output socket is pro- 
vided to enable viewing, with an oscillo- 
scope, of the signal reaching the meter 
drive circuitry. 

Circuit description 
Preamplifier. The first stage in Fig. 4 uses 
an OP-27 low-noise amplifier which, to- 
gether with its input bias resistor, is the 
limiting factor in the measurement of test 
circuit noise. Its "white noise" voltage 
spectral density is typically 3nV/VHz, ex- 
tending right down to 2.7 Hz, whilst the 
integrated low-frequency voltage noise 
from 0.1 to 10 Hz is typically 90nV. To 
this must be added the current noise de- 
veloped across the input bias resistance 
(Rin), and th thermal noise of the resistor 
itself. The 1MO resistor will normally be 
shunted by the (low) value of the output 
impedance of the front end; and the speci- 
fication gives the equivalent noise for a 
grounded input. 

In the second stage, a low-noise buffer 
with a gain of 5 is a.c.-coupled to the first 
stage and thus allows input offsets of up to 
±250mV from the test circuit. The diodes 
limit excessive voltage swings and allow it 
to come out of saturation more quickly. 

Type 3140 op-amps are used for the rest 
of the circuitry, the preamplifier being 

rms-to-dc 
converter 

Ttan^ 

Calibrated 
0 -IOOjjV /Hz 
for AD536 
output 0-1-25V 
V 

8k? +1k5 
s.o.t. 

Fig.6. R.m.s-to-d.c. converter. Response is flat within 2% from 0.1Hz to 60kHz. 
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completed by an inverting stage with gain 
switchable from 1 to 100 in 1,2,S steps, 
and dual buffers after further a. c.-coupling 1 

to remove any d.c. offsets. 
Bandpass fdters. The biquad type of ftl.ter 
allows the various parameters to be easily 
selected. Referring to Fig: S, the centre 
frequency, mo, is m0 = 1/RC, the Q 
(-3dB) is RQ!R and the passband gain G 
is RQ/Rin. Each of the six ftl.ters comprises 
two integrators and an inverter in a loop, 
which combination behaves as a parallel 
tuned circuit with an artificial inductance 
L given by R2C. The calculated Q (RQ/R) 
gives the - 3dB bandwidth as fo/Q, and 
the effective bandwidth for white noise is 
'Jt/2 times this (found by integration of the 
ftl.ter transfer function over all frequen
cies).10 

Filter gains are set to assist in making 
spectral noise density measurements. The 
product of passband gain and square root 
of effective bandwidth is set at 100V'Jt/2 = 
12S for all six ftl.ters. 
R.m.s.-to-d.c. converter. This is based 
around an Analog Devices ADS36 chip, 
which contains all the active circuitry 
·needed to compute the true r.m.s. value of 
the input waveform11• Signals from the 
ftl.ter outputs are selected by a rotary 
switch and buffered before being fed to the 
ADS36. The circuit used here has a flat 

+ 

Fig.7. Measuring noise density of an op-
amp. · 
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't~V,.tOmV: rrns 

±2S6rrt\/ 

tMft tJar:d·wi.red't normally stlunte<il 

PpiJ seal~ 'tOtlfl\V/VHz {;n.fl\l-S .• ) 

1 .2.s. to,2tUG. too 

(unity gainJ 

0.1 Hz and deca;as to t&kHt 
TEST: 'BroadbJ:tnd f·Sfifl at 21 kHz} 

(:Filll peals 1 ,2SV r.m.s.. in this m:ode'l 

tnpu~ tQ r..m.!l.·to·<1·c· eonve.rtor brousht out 

enoVlYHz 
&nV/VHe 
20nV/v'1tz 
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response within ± 2% from 0.1Hz to 
60kHz. 

The meter reads directly in !J.VIv'HZ 
true r.m.s. with a full scale of 100!J.VIv'Hz 
r .m.s. Output levels at the frequencies of 
interest are divided by the overall gain of 
the circuit on test and the noise analyser 
switched-gain stage (1 to 100), to arrive at 
the equivalent input noise density of the 
device under test (usually expressed in 
nV/VHZ for voltage noise and pA/VHZ 
for current noise). 

Calibration 
Each ftl.ter input resistor (Rin in Fig. S) is 
made variable to aid calibration. If a 
broadband noise generator of known spec
tral noise density is available, then this can 
be used to set up the filters. Otherwise, the 
best method is to measure the - 3dB 
points and then scale the pe~ gains 
accordingly: that is, Gain = 100/ B-3dB 
. The "CAL IN" socket provides buffered 
unity gain to the filters, the gain control 
being inoperative if this is selected. 

Operation 
(1) The device to be investigated is set up 
with a gain of typically 20 to 100. (see Fig. 
7).. For op-amps, the non-inverting config
uration is most convenient since the source 
reistance (R8) can be varied independently 
of the gain. As with any amplifier stage, 
the following precautions must be taken: 
- the gain-bandwidth product of the de
vice should not affect the selected gain at 
the measurement frequencies of interest; 
- screening of the front end is recom
mended for all measurf!ments, and essen- . 
tial for high values ofRs (> 100kfl); 
- the input capacitance of the circuit 
layout (typically a few tens of pF) may 
limit the high-frequency response of the 
circuit under test when very high values of 
Rs are used. This effect can be tested by 
applying a .sinusoidal signal in series with 

see text 

ti(),OH2 
f<Gl'tz 

1*'1z 
O.Tttz 

R
8

, and sweeping through the frequency 
range to investigate the fall in gain. This 
factor can then either be taken into ac-· 
count during noise measurements, or mea
surements can be restricted to lower fre
quencies. 
(2) Select Rs=O by shorting the source 
resistor to ground. This enables the input 
noise voltage to be measured. 
(3) To avoid overloading the first stage of 
the noise analyser, check with an oscillo
scope that the broadband noise output is in 
the range 100~-LV-lOmV (r.m.s.), and that 
the d.c. offset at the output is less than 
±2SOmV. 
(4) Connect the test circuit to the Input 
socket of the noise analyser, and switch the 
gain control to the minimum. 
(S) At each selected frequency, the gain 
control is adjusted until the Monitor Out
put signal is in the range 1-4V pk-pk. It 
will then be necessary to wait about 20 
seconds, the time constant of the ADS36 
circuit, before a reading can be taken. At 
10Hz and below the reading will be seen to 
fluctuate due to the low.!r frequency com
ponents of the noise, and an average must 
be taken "by eye". 
(6) This completes the readings necessary 
for an analysis of the noise voltage. 
(7) Now switch in a source resistor Rs to 
obtain noise levels at least twice as large as 
before, and so enable separation of the 
voltage and current contributions: lOOkfl 
is suggested as an initial value. Devices 
with very low current noise (e.g. fet op
amps) will require larger values (but see 
precautions above regarding input capaci
tance). Wirewound resitors are recom
mended as they produce no significant 
component noise above the thermal contri
bution. The front end output offset should 
always be less then ±2SOmV, and it should 
be shielded to eliminate mains interfer
ence. 
(8) Step S is repeated with Rs in circuit. 
(9) Steps 7 and 8 can· be repeated with 
different values of Rs as required. 
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Fig. B. Spectral noise densities of four op
amps and a resistor plotted at frequencies 
from 1Hz to 10kHz. 

Analysis 
Each meter reading of spectral noise den
sity is referred to the input of the device 
under test by division by the noise analyser 
switched gain (1 to 100) and by the test 
circuit gain itself. For an example, an OP-
37 with circuit gain SO, noise analyser gain 
100, gave a readfug of 20~J.Vtv'Hz at 
10kHz. . 

Vnfor OP-37 at 10kHz= 

20~J.V/VHZ 
sox 100 =4nV/VHZ 

T.his division is carried out on each of 
· the readings made, to arrive at the spectral 
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noise densities. The results with R8 =0 give 
the input noise voltage (vn) directly*. With 
R, switched in, the observed s.n.d. (vT) is 
the r.m.s. sum of the voltage noise (vn), 
the source noise (vRs) and the current noise 
(in) developed across R8 • 

We take as the source noise (VRs) the 
thermal noise of a resistance, namely 
v' 4kTRs per root Hertz. At room tem
perature the following figures apply: lOk
ohm, 13nV/v'Hz: lOOk-ohm, 4lnV/v'Hz: 
1M-ohm, 130nV/v'Hz. Hence for a given 

~Neglecti_ng the input noise of the noise analyser 
1tse~, w~ch c~ be taken into account using the 
specification, if so desired, for critical mea
surements. 

R, we perform the calculation 
in=(VT2-v2n-VR/)\oi/R8 

at each fre':luency to fmd the appropriate 
current nmse spectral density. · 

Tabulat~d ·· values of Vn and in··may be 
plotted as m Fig. 1, or as described below 
under Results. 
Results 
The noise analyser has been used to char
acterise several commonly-used opera
tional amplifers. Values of Vn and in are 
measured as a function of frequency for 
each device. 

One of the most useful forms of presen
tation of the results is as log-log graphs 
showing total noise voltage (vT) versus 

cohtinued on page 47 
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Specification 

Input range for full output 

Maximum input offset 

Input impedance 

Output feeding 

Switchable gain 

Calibration input 

Measurement frequencies 

Monitor output 

Internal preamp noise, 
input grounded 

Power supply 

tOOuV-IOnnV rms 

±250mV 

IMO hard-wired; normally shunted 

Full scale IOOjjV/VHz (r.m.s.) 

1,2,5,10,20,50,100 

(unity gain) 

0.1 Hz and decades to 10kHz 
TEST: Broadband (-3dB at 21 kHz) 

(Full scale 1.25V r.m.s. in this mode) 

Input to r.m.s.-to-d.c. convenor brought out 

SnV/VHz 
8nV/VHz 
20nV/vHz 
80nV/\'Hz 

Two "PP9" batteries 

broadband noise 

see text 

Divide by gain setting 

a.c.-coupled 

Current dram — -.t 100mA 

completed by an inverting stage with gain 
switchable from 1 to 100 in 1,2,5 steps, 
and dual buffers after further a.c.-coupling / 
to remove any d.c. offset 
Bandpass fdters. The biquad type of filter 
allows the various parameters to be easily 
selected. Referring to Fig. 5, the centre 
frequency, too, is too = 1/RC, the Q 
(—3dB) is Rq/R and the passband gain G 
is Rq/Ru,. Each of the six filters comprises 
two integrators and an inverter in a loop, 
which combination behaves as a parallel 
tuned circuit with an artificial inductance 
L given by R2C. The calculated Q (Rq/R) 
gives the -3dB bandwidth as fo/Q, and 
the effective bandwidth for white noise is 
jt/2 times this (found by integration of the 
filter transfer function over all frequen- 
cies).10 

Filter gains are set to assist in making 
spectral noise density measurements. The 
product of passband gain and square root 
of effective bandwidth is set at 100Vjt/2 = 
125 for all six filters. 
R.m.s.-to-d.c. converter. This is based 
around an Analog Devices AD536 chip, 
which contains all the active circuitry 
needed to compute the true r.m.s. value of 
the input waveform11. Signals from the 
filter outputs are selected by a rotary 
switch and buffered before being fed to the 
AD536. The circuit used here has a flat 

To noise 
analyser 

Fig. 7. Measuring noise density of an op- 
amp. 

response within ± 2% from 0.1Hz to 
60kHz.   

The meter reads directly in pV/VHz 
true r.m.s. with a full scale of lOOpV/VHz 
r.m.s. Output levels at the frequencies of 
interest are divided by the overall gain of 
the circuit on test and the noise analyser 
switched-gain stage (1 to 100), to arrive at 
the equivalent input nbise density of the 
device under test (usually expressed in 
nV/VHi for voltage noise and pA/VHz 
for current noise). 

Calibration 
Each filter input resistor (Rm in Fig. 5) is 
marie- variable to aid calibration. If a 
broadband noise generator of known spec- 
tral noise density is available, then this can 
be used to set up the filters. Otherwise, the 
best method is to measure the -3dB 
points and then scale the peak gains 
accordingly: that is, Gain = IOO/VSZ^b 
The "CAL IN" socket provides buffered 
unity gain to the filters, the gain control 
being inoperative if this is selected. 

Operation 

(1) The device to be investigated is set up 
with a gain of typically 20 to 100. (see Fig. 
7). For op-amps, the non-inverting config- 
uration is most convenient since the source 
reistance (Rs) can be varied independently 
of the gain. As with any amplifier stage, 
the following precautions must be taken: 
— the gain-bandwidth product of the de- 
vice should not affect the selected gain at 
the measurement frequencies of interest; 
— screening of the front end is recom- 
mended for all measurements, and essen-. 
rial for high values of Rs (> lOOkfl); 
— the input capacitance of the circuit 
layout (typically a few tens of pF) may 
limit the high-frequency response of the 
circuit under test when very high values of 
R5 are used. This effect can be tested by 
applying a sinusoidal signal in series with 

Rs, and sweeping through the frequency 
range to investigate the fall in gain. This 
factor can then either be taken into ac- 
count during noise measurements, or mea- 
surements can be restricted to lower fre- 
quencies. 
(2) Select 1^=0 by shorting the source 
resistor to ground. This enables the input 
noise voltage to be measured. 
(3) To avoid overloading the first stage of 
the noise analyser, check with an oscillo- 
scope that the broadband noise output is in 
the range lOOnV-lOmV (r.m.s.), and that 
the d.c. offset at the output is less than 
±250mV. 
(4) Connect the test circuit to the Input 
socket of the noise analyser, and switch the 
gain control to the minimum. 
(5) At each selected frequency, the gain 
control is adjusted until the Monitor Out- 
put signal is in the range 1-4V pk-pk. It 
will then be necessary to wait about 20 
seconds, the time constant of the AD536 
circuit, before a reading can be taken. At 
10Hz and below the reading will be seen to 
fluctuate due to the lower frequency com- 
ponents of the noise, and an average must 
be taken "by eye". 
(6) This completes the readings necessary 
for an analysis of the noise voltage. 
(7) Now switch in a source resistor Rs to 
obtain noise levels at least twice as large as 
before, and so enable separation of the 
voltage and current contributions: lOOkfl 
is suggested as ah initial value. Devices 
with very low current noise (e.g. fet op- 
amps) will require larger values (but see 
precautions above regarding input capaci- 
tance). Wirewound resitors are recom- 
mended as they produce no signifidant 
component noise above the thermal contri- 
bution. The front end output offset should 
always be less then ±250mV, and it should 
be shielded to eliminate mains interfer- 
ence. 
(8) Step 5 is repeated with Rsin circuit. 
(9) Steps 7 and 8 can be repeated with 
different values of Rs as required. 
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Fig. 8. Spectral noise densities of four op- 
amps and a resistor plotted at frequencies 
from 1Hz to 10kHz. 

Analysis 
Each meter reading of spectral noise den- 
sity is referred to the input of the device 
under test by division by the noise analyser 
switched gain (1 to 100) and by the test 
circuit gain itself. For an example, an OP- 
37 with circuit gain 50, noise analyser gain 
100, gave a reading of 20(xV/VHz at 
lOkHz. 

Vnfor OP-37 at 10kHz= 

20nV/VHz . ,  
50x100 -4nV/VHz 

This division is carried out on each of 
the readings made, to arrive at the spectral 

noise densities. The results with Rs=0 give 
the input noise voltage (vn) directly*. With 
Rs switched in, the observed s.n.d. (vt) is 
the r.m.s. sum of the voltage noise (vn), 
the source noise (vrs) and the current noise 
(in) developed across Rs. 

We take as the source noise (vrs) the 
thermal noise of a resistance, namely 
V4kTRs per root Hertz. At room tem- 
perature the following figures apply: 10k- 
ohm, 13nV/VHz: lOOk-ohm, 41nV/VHz: 
IM-ohm, 130nV/VHz. Hence for a given 

*Neglectmg the input noise of the noise analyser 
itself, which can be taken into account using the 
specification, if so desired, for critical mea- 
surements. 

Rs we perform the calculation 
in=(VT2—Vzn—Vrs^/Rs 

at each frequency to find the appropriate 
current noise spectral density. 

Tabulated values of vn and in "may be 
plotted as in Fig. 1, or as described below 
under Results. 
Results 
The noise analyser has been used to char- 
acterise several commonly-used opera- 
tional amplifiers. Values of vn and in are 
measured as a function of frequency for 
each device. 

One of the most useful forms of presen- 
tation of the results is as log-log graphs 
showing total noise voltage (vp) versus 

continued on page 47 
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Teletext decoder 
enhancements 

Two simple modifications to the Wireiess World decoder are described which enhance its 
operation and brings the performance closer to the standard of commercial units. 

The w.w: Teletext Decoder still gives 
good service and, to those who have added 
the subsequent modifications to provide 
the more recent facilities, has provided a. 
performance close to that of commercial 
units. However, there are still some fea
tures outstanding which could ease page 
selection and improve acquisition. 

Fig. 1 shows a modification to the re
mote control decoding board (W. W. May 
'79) which simply removes the necessity 
for any new page number selection to be 
preceeded by a 'Page' key depression. 
Operation is then identical to that of the 
Time mode (in terms of numeric key en
try) which is unaffect~d. The number of 
key depressions is thus reduced and, to 
change magazine number only involves 
two key depressions e.g. from 100 to 200 
requires '2' then 'Reveal'. A 4 input nand 
gate detects the presence of the flrst digit 
(i.e. magazine number) of the new page 
number and simulates the reception of a 
'Page' command by taking 314(6) high via 
323(2) for the duration of the Data Allow 
clock pulse at 314(6). At the end of the 
pulse this condition is clocked into IC310 
by the negative edge of the simulated 
.e.o.c. pulse present at 323(6) which incre
ments the write-address from 00 to 01. 
This is then followed by a pulse at 304(22) 
which clocks the received digit into IC312, • 
and finally the e.o.c. pulse at 304(24) 
increments the write-address in the normal 
way. Thus reception of the frrst digit, say 
1, gives rise to a display of PlXX and the 
next ·two digits are entered in the normal 
way. The two additional ICs required are 
IC322 (74LS20) and IC323 (74LSOO) and 
are most conveniently mounted between 
the frrst two rows of ICs on the remote 
control board. 

Fig. 2 shows a simple addition to the 
remote control decoding board which gen
erates the following functions:-

(i) a 10 second cut-box pulse during row 
0 following either any key depression (with 
the exception of TV) or upon detection of 
the selected (sub) page. This eases page 
selection since the normal tv picture may 
still be viewed whilst a new page or time is 
keyed in, and an indication is given when 
the page has been · acquired. Also, by 
pressing 'Spare' for example, the status of 
the selected page, or real time clock, may 
be observed without intruding unduly into 
the tv picture. 

(ii) a clear-page pulse is generated fol
lowing the initial detection of a newly 
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selected time-coded page. This is based on 
the general requirement that when the 
page headers stop rolling a clear cycle 
should take place before the new page is . 
written into memory. This strategy en
ables us to initiate a page clear cycle in the 
time mode which cannot be simply pro
vided by the normal clear page bit detector 
and is most useful when being used as a 
sub-page selector. 

(iii) a sound mute facility, based on the 
remote control 'Spare' command. This is 
gated with the 10 second pulse of (i) which 
minimises the risk of accidentally muting 
the sound as two key depressions are then 
required for this function. The 'Spare' key 
may then be labelled 'S' which is pressed 
once for 'Status' (revealing the cut-box 
infQrmation of (i)) and twice for 'Sound 
Mute' which has a toggling action. 

Operation is as follows. Receipt of a 
correctly deccded remote control com
mand triggers the 10 second timer output 
(40),6) via (305,3), (402,3) and (401,10). 
Tnggering also occurs via (402,2) when 
(78,6) goes high (i.e. stop roll headers), 
indicating that the newly selected page/
time has been detected. The timer 
output is gated with Row 0 at (402,10) 

Rg.1. Simple additions and removals from 
the remote control board reduces the 
number of key depressions for page 
selection. 

30317) 

301 ( 1 1 ) Page mode 

303 (1) 

304 (24) E. 0 C. 

and, · after buffering, sets the 'cut-box' 
latch at (51,10) which enables Row 0 to be 
viewed in the tvrfext mode. Tr 1 is in
cluded to reset the timer period, thus 

·allowing a fulllO second display from the 
last key depression. The 10 second timer 
output is also gated with a lOOms spare 
command pulse at (402,4) which clocks the 
bistable (404,3). A buffered output is pro
vided at (401,15) with the capability of 
driving a t. t.l input. In the author's unit, 
two spare. open collector invertors were 
used to drive a green 'Mute on' led and a 
spare analogue gate. The pulse at (401,6) 
also sets the clear page latch (78,10) fol
lowing either a remote control Clear com
mand at (307 ,9) or when (78,6) goes high 
as described previously. 

If a 556 dual timer is used for IC403, the 
spare half may be usefully employed in the 
astable mode to provide a constant 1600 
Hz clock for the remote control decoder 
board, as suggested by R. T. Russell. Note 
the use of the 4049B hex buffer which 
avoids the necessity of having to replace 
existing IC's 51 and 78 by l.s types. The 
circuit of Fig 2 may be built on a small 
piece of vero board approx. 5cmx lOcm 
and the number of interconnection, may 
be kept to 13 (including power) if the 
diodes from IC20 and IC306 are mounted 
on the underside of their respective i.cs. 

I have found the WW Teletext decoder a 
useful and challenging project and would 
like to thank J. F. Daniels for the original 
design and all the other authors for their 
contributions. 
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Flg.2. On the same board as Fig. 1., these additions enable the viewing of the tv picture while the page is being selected· the generation of a 
clear-page pulse when the selected page is detected and the choice of a sound mute facility. ' 
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source resistance (R8). One such graph is 
prepared for each measurement frequency 
~th VT being calculated from the mea~ 
sured values of Vn and in using (1). Im
mediate comparisons are possible if the 
results from several devices are plotted on 
the same graph. 

Reproduced below is a selection of 
graphs covering 1Hz to 10kHz, and com
paring the following op-amps: 
741, "Industry standard" bipolar input 
type. 
3140, fet-input type. Very low current 
noise but poor voltage noise. 
OP-07, low-noise bipolar type. 
OP-37, ultra-low voltage noise, but poor 
current noise. 

Using the graphs readily allows the best 
de~ice to be chosen for a particular appli
cauon (all other considerations being 
equal), or to see what trade-offs result 
from using alternative devices. 

Specimen graphs 
At low frequencies, the OP-37 has the 
lowest noise (approximately lOnVt v'Hz) 
for source resistances up to a few kilohms. 
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Above this, the OP-07 is best until around 
100 kilohms, when the 741 almost matches 
its performance. For Rs greater than !Me
gohm, the 3140 fet-input comes into its 
own, contributing the lowest noise (
SOOn Vtv'Hz). 

There is less difference between the 
various devices at frequencies of 1kHz and 
above. The OP-37 still provides the best 
performance for Rs up to 20k0, after 
which the OP-07 and 741 are about equally 
good up to Rs=200k0. For source resis
tance greater than a few hundred kilohms, 
the 3140 once again becomes the best de
vice, adding little significant noise to the 
thermal noise of the source itself. 

At 10kHz, the OP-j7 is still the lowest 
noise op-amp studied for Rs less than 
20k0. The other three devices are all com
parable for Rs up to 200k0, above which 
the fet-input of the 3140 once again pro
vides the best performance. 

For applications requiring low source 
resistances, say less than lOkO, the OP-37 
can be used to advantage. For source resis
tances higher than a few lOOkO, the 3140 

. has the best noise characteristic because of. 
its fet input. Overall, the 741 performs 

very well, being almost as good as the OP-
07 "low-noise" op-amp except at low fn!
quencies. ~ 
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Teletext decoder 

enhancements 

Two simple modifications to the Wireless World decoder are described which enhance its 
operation and brings the performance closer to the standard of commercial units. 

The W.W. Teletext Decoder still gives 
good service and, to those who have added 
the subsequent modifications to provide 
the more recent facilities, has provided a 
performance close to that of commercial 
units. However, there are still some fea- 
tures outstanding which could ease page 
selection and improve acquisition. 

Fig. 1 shows a modification to the re- 
mote control decoding board i 7.W. May 
79) which simply removes the necessity 
for any new page munber selection to be 
preceeded by a 'Page' key d:prer-r d. 
Operation is then identical to that of the 
Time mode (in terms of numeric key en- 
try) which is unaffected. The number of 
key depressions is thus reduced and, to 
change magazine number only involves 
two key depressions e.g. from 100 to 200 
requires '2' then 'Reveal'. A 4 input nand 
gate detects the presence f the first digit 
(i.e. magazine number) of the new page 
number and simulates the reception of a 
'Page' command by taking 314(6) high via 
323(2) for the duration of the Data Allow 
clock pulse at 314(6). At the end of the 
pulse this condition is clocked into IG310 
by the negative edge of the simulated 
e.o.c. pulse present at 323(6) which incre- 
ments the write-address from 00 to 01. 
This is then followed by a pulse at 304(22) 
which clocks the received digit into IC312, • 
and finally the e.o.c. pulse at 304(24) 
increments the write-address in the normal 
way. Thus reception of the first digit, say 
1, gives rise to a display of P1XX and the 
next 'two digits are entered in the normal 
way. The two additional ICs required are 
IC322 (74LS20) and IC323 (74L "00) and 
are most conveniently mounted between 
the first two rows of ICs on the remote 
control board. 

Fig. 2 shows a simple addition to the 
remote control decoding board which gen- 
erates the following functions: - 

(i) a 10 second cut-box pulse during row 
0 following either any key depression (with 
the exception of TV) or upon detection of 
the selected (sub) page, ["his eases page 
selection since the normal tv picture may 
still be viewed whilst a new page or time is 
keyed in, and an indication is given when 
the page has been acquired. Also, by 
pressing 'Spare' for example, the status of 
the selected page, or real time clock, may 
be observed without intruding unduly into 
the tv picture. 

(ii) a clear-page pulse is generated fol- 
lowing the initial detection of a newly 

by K. Drew 

selected time-coded page. This is based on 
the general requirement that when the 
page headers stop rolling a clear cycle 
should take place before the new page is 
written into memory. This strategy en- 
ables us to initiate a page dear cycle in the 
Hme mode which cannot be simply pro- 
vided by the normal clear page bit detector 
and is most useful when being used as a 
sub-page selector. 

(iii) a sound mute facility, based on the 
remote control 'Spare' command. This is 
gated with the 10 second pulse of (i) which 
minimises the risk of accidentally muting 
the sound as two key depressions are then 
required for this function. The 'Spare key 
may then be labelled 'S' which is pressed 
once for 'Status' (revealing the cut-box 
information of (i)) and twice for 'Sound 
Mute' which has a toggling action. 

Operation is as follows. Receipt of a 
correctly decoded remote control com- 
mand triggers the 10 second timer i itput 
(403,6) via (305,3), (402,3) and (401,10). 
Triggering also occurs via (402,2) when 
(78,6) goes high (i.e. stop roll headers), 
indicting that the newly selected page/- 
rimp has been detected. The timer 
output is gated with Row 0 at (402,10) 

Fig. 1. Simple additions and removals from 
the remote control board reduces the 
number of key depressions for page 
selection. 

301 (11) Page mode 

308 (10) Digit counter=00 Lli 
I 5 

u 
308(6) Data allow I 5 

and, after buffering, sets the 'cut-box' 
latch at (51,10) which enables Row 0 to be 
viewed in the tv/Text mode. Tr 1 is in- 
cluded to reset the timer period, thus 

■ allowing a full 10 second display from the 
last key depression. The 10 second timer 
output is also gated with a 100ms spare 
command pulse at (402,4) which clocks the 
bistable (404,3). A buffered output is pro- 
vided at (401,15) with the capability of 

. driving a t.t.l input. In the author's unit, 
two spare open collector invertors were 
used to drive a green 'Mute on' led and a 
spare analogue gate. The pulse at (401,6) 
also sets the clear page latch (78,10) fol- 
lowing either a remote control Clear com- 
mand at (307,9) or when (78,6) goes high 
as described previously. 

If a 556 dual timer is used for IC403, the 
spare half may be usefully employed in the 
astable mode to provide a constant 1600 
Hz clock for the remote control decoder 
board, as suggested by R. T. Russell. Note 
the use of the 4049B hex buffer which 
avoids the necessity of having to replace 
existing ICs 51 and 78 by l.s types. The 
circuit of Fig 2 may be built on a small 
piece of vero board approx. 5cmx 10cm 
and the number of interconnection, may 
be kept to 13 (including power) if the 
diodes from IC20 and IC306 are mounted 
on the underside of their respective i.cs. 

I have found the WW Teletext decoder a 
useful and challenging project and would 
like to thank J. F. Daniels for the original 
design and all the other authors for their 
contributions. 
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Rg.2. On the same board as Fig. 1., these additions enable the viewing of the tv picture while the page is being selected; the generation of a 
clear-page pulse when the selected page is detected and the choice of a sound mute facility. 
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source resistance (Rs). One such graph is 
prepared for each measurement frequency, 
with vt being calculated from the mea- 
sured values of vn and in using (1). Im- 
mediate comparisons are possible if the 
results from several devices are plotted on 
the same graph. 

Reproduced below is a selection of 
graphs covering 1Hz to 10kHz, and com- 
paring the following op-amps: 
741, "Industry standard" bipolar input 
type. 
3140, fet-input type. Very low current 
noise but poor voltage noise. 
OP-07, low-noise bipolar type. 
OP-37, ultra-low voltage noise, but poor 
current noise. 

Using the graphs readily allows the best 
device to be chosen for a particular appli- 
cation (all other considerations being 
equal), or to see what trade-offs result 
from using alternative devices. 

Specimen graphs 
At low frequencies, the OP-37 has the 
lowest noise (approximately lOnV/VHz) 
for source resistances up to a few kilohms. 

Above this, the OP-07 is best until around 
100 kilohms, when the 741 almost matches 
its performance. For Rg greater than IMe- 
gohm, the 3140 fet-input comes into its 
own, contributing the lowest noise (~ 
SOOnV/VHz). 

There is less difference between the 
various devices at frequencies of 1kHz and 
above. The OP-37 still provides the best 
performance for Rs up to 20kfl, after 
which the OP-07 and 741 are about equally 
good up to Rs=200kfl. For source resis- 
tance greater than a few hundred kilohms, 
the 3140 once again becomes the best de- 
vice, adding little significant noise to the 
thermal noise of the source itself. 

At 10kHz, the OP-37 is still the lowest 
noise op-amp studied for Rg less than 
20kfl. The other three devices are all com- 
parable for Rs up to 200kfl, above which 
the fet-input of the 3140 once again pro- 
vides the best performance. 

For applications requiring low source 
resistances, say less than lOkfl, the OP-37 
can be used to advantage. For source resis- 
tances higher than a few lOOkfl, the 3140 
has the best noise characteristic because of 
its fet input. Overall, the 741 performs 

very well, being almost as good as the OP- 
07 "low-noise" op-amp except at low fre- 
quencies. 
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Microprocessor 
voltmeter has eight 

channels 
Some circuitry used with single-chip microprocessors requires processor time to enable 

· controlling functions. It makes more sense to use proce.ssor time for important functions 

and allow peripheral circuitry to work by itself until an input or output is called on. 

The single chip microprocessor is finding 
its way into more and more of todays pro
ducts and as such, some circuitry used 
with the microprocessor requires processor 
time to enable controlling functions. It 
would make more sense to use processor 
time for important functions, allowing the 
peripheral circuitry to work by itself until 
an input or output is called on. Such cir
cuitry can be in the form of latching 
multiplexers, d. v .m. chips, and telephone 
diallers. With this in mind, this eight
channel d. v .m. was designed using a Z8 
microprocessor with DGS28 multiplexers 
and an LD120, LD121A d.v.m. chip set, 
the last-mentioned two chips relieving the 

by Nigel C. Gardner 

microprocessor of the a to d conversion. 
In the configuration used, the digital 

voltmeter has a full-scale reading of 
1. 9999V, but even when it over-ranges, 
indicated by . a blinking on the local 
display, the reading is still obtained and 

Nigel Gardner has an HNC in electrical/elec
tronic engineering. After 7lf2 years with British 
Telecom, he joined Siliconix in 1979, initially as 
applications engineer on telecoms, but he's cur
rently handling l.s.i. and r .f. as well. 

displayed by the Z8. 
Interfacing of the LD121A to the Z8 is 

achieved with the use of one or-gate, ICs. 
This gates together the outputs of digit 
strobes Dl to D4. The LD120, LD121A 
require ± 12V and + SV to operate, avail
able from the Z8 power supply. The clock 
required is approximately 163kHz, gener
ated by IC4 to save tying up one of the Z8 
internal timers. 

The LD120/LD121A are allowed to 
free-run and the start conversion pin is left 
to float. The d.v.m. samples the input 
voltage approximately ten times a second. 
When a reading is required by the Z8, the 
appropriate channel has to be selected. To 
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do this the channel number is sent via port 
2, bits 4-7, to the address and enable lines 
of the DGS28 (IC1). This information can 
only be written into the DGS28 when W/R 
is low. This is implemented by port 35 and 
the inverter. The sequence for the channel 
selection output information is: 

50 @ 2 = (channel number 0=0, 8-F=1-
. 8) -

55 @ 3 = AO (sets W/RJ.!_)) 
55 @ 3 = 00 (resets W/R (H)) 
60 @ 2 = 00 (clears reg. 2 for input of 

data) 
70 W ·,;, W+L: IF W <15 then 70 (de-
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a-channel DVM 

' 

4049 

lay to allow reading to stabilize) 
80 W = 0: GO @ %1400 (then take 

reading), · 

The machine code routine was loaded at 
%1400, but could be moved to another 
location if required. This machine code 
routine was required to enable the data 
from the LD121A to be loaded into the Z8 
synchronously and at a higher speed than 
Basic will allow. The DS pulse on port 32 
signifies the start of data output to the 
display. The DO to D4 pulses on port 33 
signify the subsequent digits. Only when 

----++ 
• 

the DO to DS lines are high will data be 
read off the lines BO to B3. 

Setting up and testing 
With only the d.v.m. board plugged into 
the backplace, check that the voltages are 
correct on board. If so, switch power off 
and place a short link between pin 15 of 
IC2 and ground. With the remote display 
connected, reconnect power and a low 
value should show on the display. The 
lOOkfl potentiometer is then adjusted to. 
give all zeros on the display. With the 
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Microprocessor 

voltmeter has eight 

channels 

Some circuitry used with single-chip microprocessors requires processor time to enable 
controlling functions. It makes more sense to use processor time for important functions 

and allow peripheral circuitry to work by itself until an input or output is called on. 

The single chip microprocessor is finding 
its way into more and more of todays pro- 
ducts and as such, some circuitry used 
with the microprocessor requires processor 
time to enable controlling functions. It 
would make more sense to use processor 
time for important functions, allowing the 
peripheral circuitry to work by itself until 
an input or output is called on. Such cir- 
cuitry can be in the form of latching 
multiplexers, d.v.m. chips, and telephone 
diallers. With this in mind, this eight- 
channel d.v.m. was designed us ig a Z8 
microprocessor with DG528 multiplexers 
and an LD120, LD121A d.v.m. chip set, 
the last-mentioned two chips relieving the 

by Nigel C. Gardner 

microprocessor of the a to d conversion. 
In the configuration used, the digital 

voltmeter has a full-scale reading of 
1.9999V, but even when it over-ranges, 
indicated by. a blinking on the local 
display, the reading is still obtained and 

Nigel Gardner has an HNC in electrical/elec- 
tronic engineering. After IVi years with British 
Telecom, he joined Siliconix in 1979, initially as 
applications engineer on telecoms, but he's cur- 
rently handling l.s.i. and r.f. as well. 

displayed by the Z8. 
Interfacing of the LD121A to the Z8 is 

achieved with the use of one or-gate, IC5. 
This gates together the outputs of digit 
strobes D1 to D4. The LD120, LD121A 
require ±12V and -I-5V to operate, avail- 
able from the Z8 power supply. The clock 
required is approximately 163kHz, gener- 
ated by IC4 to save tying up one of the Z8 
internal timers. 

The LD120/LD121A are allowed to 
free-run and the start conversion pin is left 
to float. The d.v.m. samples the input 
voltage approximately ten times a second. 
When a reading is required by the Z8, the 
appropriate channel has to be selected. To 
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do this the channel number is sent via port 
2, bits 4-7, to the address and enable lines 
of the DG528 (ICi). This information can 
only be written into the DG528 when W/R 
is low. This is implemented by port 85 and 
the inverter. The sequence for the channel 
selection output information is: 

50 @ 2 = (channel number 0=0, 8-F=1- 
8) 

55 @ 3 = AO (sets W/RU-)) 
55 @ 3 = 00 (resets W/R (H)) 
60 @ 2 = 00 (clears reg. 2 for input of 

data) 
70 W = W-k L; I F W <15 then 70 (de- 

lay to allow reading to stabilize) 
80 W = 0: GO @ %1400 (then take 

reading). 

The machine code routine was loaded at 
%1400, but could be moved to another 
location if required. This machine code 
routine was required to enable the data 
from the LD121A to be loaded into the Z8 
synchronously and at a higher speed than 
Basic will allow. The D5 pulse on port Sz 
signifies the start of data output to the 
display. The DO to D4 pulses on port 83 
signify the subsequent digits. Only when 

the DO to D5 lines are high will data be 
read off the lines B0 to B3. 

Setting up and testing 
With only the d.v.m. board plugged into 
the backplace, check that the voltages are 
correct on board. If so, switch power off 
and place a short link between pin 15 of 
IC2 and ground. With the remote display 
connected, reconnect power and a low 
value should show on the display. The 
lOOkfl potentiometer is then adjusted to 
give all zeros on the display. With the 
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Adjust resistance value to suit display ..A A A !A· u n 

Qr= 
0
ilU ilU ilU ..-----.rtJQr, •::-: ~ 

bv ~ ~o 1------lo o 1 ~· ~ =~ 
c::==> hl -ty vv J'l 8€ilf ~ BC 0 

data 

•SV 

Digit . 
strobe 2 N 4403 

· Bu fer Digit anode 

DISPLAYS INVERTERS 
MC 75452 
OS 8892 
OS 8863 
.9967 

Buffers 

7 Seg- FND70 
5082 7653 
MAN 3640 

!1 - FND 71 
5082 7656 
MAN 3640 

Any npn Darlington 

shorting -link removed and the circuit as 
shown below, adjust the voltage on pin 15 
to as close to 1. 9999V as possible (the loan 
of a d.v.m. will help here) and adjust the 
lOkO preset to give the same reading on 
the remote display. If there is access to a 
scope, check the clock frequency, which 
should be approximately 163kHz, and also 
the waveforms on pin 6 of IC5 and pin 16 
of IC3, should be as shown. 

LfJ, Ot; 

+SV 

DISPLAYS 
F N 0 507 
5082 7651 
MAN 3610 

DECODER/ DRIVERS 
OS 8857 
74[ 48 

The d. v .m. board is now ready for in
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terfacing to the Z8. 
The appropriate Basic program can now 

be entered with the machine-code 
program, which when run will display the 

--..A"VVY--' IG V~e e-t~ ~ 

DECODER/ DRIVERS 
7447 
DS8873 
DS8874 
9374 

J.. 

os 

BCD 
data 

os 

Remote display interfacing circuits use 
either common anode led displays, giving 
±28,672 counts maximum without blinking 
(top diagram), or common cathode 
displays, giving a maximum count of 
± 19,999 with blinking (bottom). 

voltage appearing on the selected input if 
outside the preset values. 

Applications 
The application shown here uses the 
d. v .m. board to monitor eight channels, 
each given a fixed minimum and maxi
mum in the program. This could be mod
ified to allow the user to input the values 
when the program is executed. When a 
reading falls out of range, the · mirumum 
and maximum values are displayed on the 
terminal. An additional program for dial
ling up on a telephone line when the 
minimum and maximum values are ex
ceeded could be incorporated, to send an 
alarm message to a host computer. 

continued on page 58 
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Assembly language 
programming 

Before writing assembly-language programs one must understand microprocessor 
instructions; but only a few of these need be learnt to start programming, as Bob Coates 

illustrates in his third tutorial. 

This section looks at 6805 microprocessor 
instructions and how they are represented. 
Each assembly-language instruction con
sists of an operation-code mnemonic, of 
which there are 61, which produces one 
machine-code byte when assembled. The 
instruction indicates the addressing mode 
to be used (which modifies the op-code 
byte) and may also require an operand 
giving either data or an address. 

A one or two-byte data or address in the 
operand is added to the op-code to com
plete the instruction hence each assembled 
instruction will be between one and three 
bytes long. To be able to program in as
sembly language one has to learn how to 
use the various instructions and this is best 
done by trying them out in small programs 
on the Picotutor and seeing how the opera
tions modify data. But it is not essential 
that you become familiar with every in
struction before starting out; programs can 
be written using a small proportion of the 
instructions. Some instructions are used 
more than others, and some hardly at all. 
Emphasis here is placed on the most com
monly used instructions; instruction tables 
published in the April issue of Wireless 
World or by Motorola in the MC68705P3 
data sheet and MC68705P3(AC1) refer
ence card are needed. Instruction func
tions fall into one of five categories. 

register/memory 
read/modify/write 
control 
branch 
bit manipulation 

Register/memory instructions 
Instructions used in our previous example, 
LDA, STA, ADD and JMP, all fall into 
this category. With the exception of store 
and jump-type instructions, six different 
addressing modes can be used with each 
instruction mnemonic. The load accumu
lator instruction LDA is used here to 
demonstrate addre~sing modes; the prin
dples are the same for all the other instruc
tions. 

Each addressing mode in the table has 
three columns indicating the op~code, 
whieh is machine code of the instruction 
mnemonic for the addressing mode 
specified, the number of bytes required 
(one for the op-code, any others for the 
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operand) and the number of microproces
sor clock cycles required to carry out the 
instruction. The six versions of LDA are 
as follows. 

Immediate. Here the accumulator is 
loaded with a specified data byte which 
will follow the op-code byte in the 
machine-code instruction. This is written 
in assembly language as LDA #$F, the 
hash sign in the operand field indicating 
immediate addressing mode and the dollar 
sign indicating that the data byte 2F is 
he,xadecimal. When assembled the instruc
tion reads 

A62F LDA #$2F 

After the instruction is carried out the 
accumulator will contain 2F. With the 
addition of a software interrupt instruc
tion, SWI, this program can be tried out 
on the Picotutor (use addresses between 24 
and6F). · 

A62F LDA #$2F 
83 SWI 

The interrupt instruction SWI passes 
control back to the monitor when the 
program run is completed in the same way 
as the JMP 80 instruction used earlier but 
it also places the contents of the processor 
A and X registers, condition codes and the 
address of the instruction following SWI in 
a temporary store called the stack. This 
information may then be retrieved and 
displayed on the Picotutor using· the regis
ter function (reg) which is especially useful 
for program debugging since SWI in
terrupts may be placed anywhere in the 
program allowing the register status to be 
examined at each point. 

Pressing the register key after such a 
break has passed control back to the moni
tor will display the condition codes as five 
bits (H, I, N, Z and C). If the letter is 
displayed the bit is set (1); if a dash is 
displayed on the bottom line the bit is dear 
(0). Pressing the step-up key will now re
sult in the accumulator being displayed 
and pressing it again will display the index 

register indicated by letter H. Another 
step up will show the three-digit program 
counter value indicating the address of the 
instruction following the "SWI interrupt 
. which caused the break. A final step up 
returns the stack-pointer position which 
indicates the position before the interrupt 
was encountered*. This is because the 
stack pointer is moved down when the 
SWI interrupt stacks the c.p.u. registers. 
Pressing any key will return the dash 
prompt. 
Direct. This version of the LDA instruc
tion loads the accumulator with the 
contents of a memory location between 000 
andOFFasin 

B680 LDA $80 

In i:his example the accumulator is loaded 
with the contents of address 80. Again two 
bytes are required, one for the op-code and 
one for the two hexadecimal digits of the 
page-zero address. The absence of a hash 
symbol or X in the operand field indicates 
that direct (or extended) addressing is to 
be used. Try running this instruction fol
lowed by SWI on the Picotutor, and the 
accumulator should be loaded with CC 
which is part of the eprom monitor 
program. 

Extended. This is similar to direct 
addressing except that two address bytes 
are required to allow access to any location 
in the full memory map of 000 to 7FF, e.g. 

C60080 LDA $80 

is the same instruction as in the direct
mode example above. As extended-mode 
addressing expects two bytes following the 

. op-code byte, the full address must be 
specified. The assembly-language mne
monic and address are written in the same 
way for both direct and extended modes. 

A computer assembler will look at the 
source code instruction to see first if direct 
addressing can be used. If it cannot, i.e. 
the address is above OFF, extended-mode 
addressing will be used. The same prin
ciple applies when assembling by hand. 

*If Picotutor does not display the stack pointer 
but returns the dash prompt after the program 
counter you have an early version of the soft
ware which only displays registers if SWI is not 
placed in a subroutine. 
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Adjust resistance value to suit display . 

li urwei 

Digit anode 

DISPLAYS 
FND 507 
5082 7651 
MAN 3610 

DECODER/ DRIVERS 
7447 
DS8873 
DS8874 
9374 

Adjust resistance value to suit display , A 

i icti 
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7 Seg - FND70 
5082 7653 
MAN 3640 

il — FND 71 
5082 7656 
MAN 3640 

INVERTERS 
MC 75452 
DS 8892 
DS8863 
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DECODER/DRIVERS 
DS 8857 
74C48 

Remote display interfacing circuits use 
either common anode led displays, giving 
±28,672 counts maximum without blinking 
(top diagram), or common cathode 
displays, giving a maximum count of 
± 19,999 with blinking (bottom). 

shorting link removed and the circuit as 
shown below, adjust the voltage on pin 15 
to as close to 1.9999V as possible (the loan 
of a d.v.m. will help here) and adjust the 
lOkft preset to give the same reading on 
the remote display. If there is access to a 
scope, check the clock frequency, which 
should be approximately 163kHz, and also 
the waveforms on pin 6 of IC; and pin 16 
of IC3, should be as shown. 

DVM 1-9999V 

The d.v.m. board is now ready for in- 
terfacing to the Z8. 

The appropriate Basic program can now 
be entered with the machine-code 
program, which when run will display the 

voltage appearing on the selected input if 
outside the preset values. 

Applications 
The application shown here uses the 
d.v.m. board to monitor eight channels, 
each given a fixed minimum and maxi- 
mum in the program. This could be mod- 
ified to allow the user to input the values 
when the program is executed. When a 
reading falls out of range, the minimum 
and maximum values are displayed on the 
terminal. An additional program for dial: 
ling up on a telephone line when the 
minimum and maximum values are ex- 
ceeded could be incorporated, to send an 
alarm message to a host computer. 

continued on page 58 
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Assembly language 

programming 

Before writing assembly-language programs one must understand rr croprocessor 

instructions; but only a few of these need be learnt to start programming, as Bob Coates 
illustrates in his third tutorial. 

This section looks at 6805 microprocessor 
instructions and how they are represented. 
Each assembly-language instruction con- 
sists of an operation-code mnemonic, of 
which there are 61, which produces one 
machine-code byte when assembled. The 
instruction indicates the addressing mode 
to be used (which modifies the op-code 
byte) and may also require an operand 
giving either data or an address. 

A one or two-byte data or address in the 
operand is added to the op-code to com- 
plete the instruction hence each assembled 
instruction will be between one and three 
bytes long. To be able to program in as- 
sembly language one has to learn how to 
use the various instructions and this is best 
done by trying them out in small programs 
on the Picotutor and seeing how the opera- 
tions modify data. But it is not essential 
that you become familiar with every in- 
struction before starting out; programs can 
be written usjng a small proportion of the 
instructions. Some instructions are used 
more than others, and some hardly at all. 
Emphasis here is placed on the most com- 
monly used instructions; instruction tables 
published in the April issue of Wireless 
World or by Motorola in the MC68705P3 
data sheet and MC68705P3(AC1) refer- 
ence card are needed. Instruction func- 
tions fall into one of five categories. 

register/memory 
read/modify/write 
control 
branch 
bit manipulation 

Register/memory instructions 
Instructions used in our previous example, 
LDA, STA, ADD am JMP, all faU into 
this category. With the exception of store 
and jump-type instructions, six different 
addressing modes can be used with each 
instruction mnemonic. The load accumu- 
lator instruction LDA is used here to 
demonstrate addressing modes; the prin- 
ciples die the same for all the other instruc- 
tions. 

Each addressing mode in the table has 
three columns indicating the op-code, 
which is machine code of the instruction 
mnemonic for the addressing mode 
specified, the number of bytes required 
(one for the op-code, any others for the 
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operand) and the number of microproces- 
sor clock cycles required to carry out the 
instruction. The six versions of LDA are 
as follows. 

Immediate. Here the accumulator is 
loaded with a specified data byte which 
will follow the op-code byte in the 
machine-code instruction. This is written 
in assembly language as LDA #$F, the 
hash sign in the operand field indicating 
immediate addressing mode and the dollar 
sign indicating that the data byte 2F is 
hexadecimal. When assembled the instruc- 
tion reads 

A62F LDA #$2F 

After the instruction is carried out the 
accumulator will contain 2F. With the 
addition of a software interrupt instruc- 
tion, SWI, this program can be tried out 
on the Picotutor (use addresses between 24 
and6F). 

A62F LDA #$2F 
83 SWI 

The interrupt instruction SWI passes 
control back to the monitor when the 
program run is completed ti the same way 
as the JMP 80 instruction used earlier but 
it also places the contents of the processor 
A and X registers, condition codes and the 
address of the instruction following SWI i 
a temporary store called the stack. This 
information may then be retrieved and 
displayed on the Picotutor using the regis- 
ter function (reg) which is especially useful 
for program debugging since SWI in- 
terrupts may be placed anywhere in the 
program allowing the register status to be 
examined at each point. 

Pressing the register key after such a 
break has passed control back to the moni- 
tor will display the condition codes as five 
bits (H, I, N, Z and C). If the letter is 
displayed the bit is set (1); if a dash is 
displayed on the bottom line the bit is clear 
(0). Pressing the step-up key will now re- 
sult in the accumulator being displayed 
and pressing it again will display the index 

register indicated by letter H. Another 
step up will show the three-digit program 
counter value indicating the address of the 
instruction following the SWI interrupt 
which caused the break. A final step up 
returns the stack-pointer position which 
indicates the position before the interrupt 
was encountered*. This is because the 
stack pointer is moved down when the 
SWI interrupt stacks the c.p.u. registers. 
Pressing any key will return the dash 
prompt. 
Direct. This version of the LDA instruc- 
tion loads the accumulator with the 
contents of a memory location between 000 
and OFF as in 

B680 LDA $80 

In this example the accumulator is loaded 
with the contents of address 80. Again two 
bytes are required, one for the op-code and 
one for the two hexadecimal digits of the 
page-zero address. The absence of a hash 
symbol or X in the operand field indicates 
that direct (or extended) addressing is to 
be used. Try running this instruction fol- 
lowed by SWI on the Picotutor, and the 
accumulator should be loaded with CC 
which is part of the eprom monito" 
program. 

Extended. This is similar to direct 
addressing except that two address bytes 
are required to allow access to any location 
in the full memory map of 000 to 7FF, e.g. 

C60080 LDA $80 

is the same instruction as in the direct- 
mode example above. As extended-mode 
addressing expects two bytes following the 
op-code byte, the full address must be 
specified. The assembly-language mne- 
monic and address are written in the same 
way for both direct and extended modes. 

A computer assembler will look at the 
source code instruction to see first if direct 
addressing can be used. If it cannot, i.e. 
the address is above OFF, extended-mode 
addressing will be used. The same prin- 
ciple applies when assembling by hand. 

*If Picotutor does not display the stack pointer 
but returns the dash prompt after the program 
counter you Lave an early version of the soft 
ware which only displays registers if SWI is not 
placed in a subroutine. 
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Table 1. A program for adding two 16bit numbers on the Picotutor using assem
bly-language mnemonics devised for the 6805 microprocessor. 

030 8651 LOA $51 Add least sig. bytes ofthe 
032 8853 ADD $53 2 numbers, result in 55. 
034 8755 STA $55 
036 8650 LOA $50 
038 8952 ADC $52 
03A 8754 STA $54 
03C 83 SWI 

Add most sig. bytes of the 
2 numbers and carry from 
addition of least sig., result in 54. 
Return to monitor: 

Table 2. Program for subtracting two 16bit numbers using 6805 mnemonics may 
be expanded to subtract numbers of any length in multiples of eight bits. 
030 8651 LOA $51 Subtract least sig. bytes of 
032 8053 SUB $53 the 2 numbers, result in 55. 
034 8755 STA $55 
036 8650 LOA $50 
038 8252 SBC $52 
03A 8754 STA $54 
03C 83 SWI 

Use direct mode wherever possible be
cause it uses one less byte of memory 

·space. In the previous example direct 
mode would be used although extended 
mode would work but with this example 
extended mode must be used 

. C607FE $7FE 

Try running this (followed by SWI) and it 
will load the accumulator with 02, again 
part of the monitor program. 

Three remaining addressing modes are 
all indexed types so to demonstrate their 
use with LDA we must first load the index 
register, X, using LDX. This operates in 
exactly the same way as LDA so 

AESO LDX #$SO 

will load the index register with SO. The 
operand for indexed addressing modes is 
written as (offset) ,X where ',X' indicates 
indexed addressing; which of the three 
variants is used is determined by the size of 

·.the offset. If no offset is required this as
sembles as 

F6 LDA O,X 

Indexed, no-offset mode requires only the 
op-code byte, the effective address of the 
data or argument being held in the Shit 
index register. This mode gives access to 
the first 256 memory locations from 000 to 
OFF. It is often . used to move a pointer 
through a table or to hold the address of a 
frequently used i/o location. Run this 
example, 

AESO 
F6 
S3 

LDX 
LDA 
SWI 

#$SO 
o,x 

and then examine the registers. Index re
gister X should contain SO and the accu
mulator CC, the contents of memory loca
tion SO. 

In the indexed, ·Shit-offset mode the 
effective address is the sum of the contents 

· of the index register and the offset byte 
following the op-code. This allo\;VS access 
to the first 511 memory locations from 000 
to OFE and two bytes are required for each 
instruction, e.g. 

E601 LDA 1,X 

The offset may be specified in the operand 
field as a decimal (1 to 255) or in hexadeci
mal (01 to FF). A computer assembler 

52 

Subtract most sig. bytes of 
the 2 numbers and borrow from 
1st operation, result in 54. 
Return to monitor. 

automatically converts decimal numbers to 
hexadecimal hence either of the following 
maybe used 

or 
E6FF 
E6FF 

Try this example. 

AEOO 
E6SO 
S3 

LDA 255,X 
LDA $FF,X 

LDX #0 
LDA $SO,X 
SWI 

It should give the same . results as the 
previous example. 

The indexed, 16bit-offset mode operates 
in a similar way to the Shit-offset one but 
two extra bytes are required after the op
code to contain the 16bit offset, making 
three-bytes. A 16bit offset allows access to 

· any location in the memory, e.g. 

AES5 
D60700 
S3 

LDX #$S5 
LDA $700,X 
SWI 

should load the accumulator with AE, the 
contents of memory location 700+S5 or 
7S5 which is in the mask-programmed rom 
of the 6S705P3 (programmed by the manu
factun!r). 

Which of the three indexed modes to be 
used is not indicated directly in the assem
bly-language source code; which is used is 
determined by the offset size. A computer 
assembler will choose the mode which re
quir!!s the least number of bytes and this 
applies when assembling by hand. The 
main use of the two indexed-with-offset 
addressing modes is when scanning tables 
of data in memory. Normally the base 
address of the table is the value of the 
offset and initially, zero is loaded into the 
index register to point to the first value in 
the table. If the index register is incre
mented repeatedly, access can be gained to 
the successive values of tables up to 
256byte long. This now covers the six 
addressing modes that can be used with 
LDA. 
Other instructions 
The same basic principles apply to other 
instructions in section one of the instruc
tion set, so for the other instructions we 
will just use one of the addressing modes to 
demonstrate their operation. LDX, the 
instruction for loading the index register, 
has already been covered. 

Store accumulator, STA. This stores the 

Table 3. 16bit addition and subtrac· 
tion programs for 6800/6809 
microprocessors. By coincidence, 
machine code for direct addressing on 
the 6805 processor is the same as for 
extended addressing on the 
6800/6809 types. 
16bit addition 

1030 
1033 
1036 
1039 
103C 
103F 
1042 

16bit subtraction 

861051 LDAA $1051 
BB1053ADDA $1053 
871055 STAA $1055 
861050 LDAA $1050 
891052 ADCA $1052 
871054 STAA $1054 
7E7097 JMP START 

1030 861051 LDAA $1051 
1033 801053 SUBA $1053 
1036 871055 STAA $1055 
1039 861050 LDAA $1050 
103C 821052 SBCA $1052 
103F 871054 STAA $1054 
1042 7E7097 JMP START 

Table 4. 16bit addition and subtrac· 
tion programs written in assembly 
language for the zao microprocessor. 
Add and subtract instructions cannot 
operate on memory directly so the HL 
register pair is used as a pointer. 

16bit addition 
2000 
2003 
2006 
2007 
200A 
2008 
200E 
200F 
2012 

16bit subtraction 

2000 
2003 
2006 
2007 
200A 
2008 
200E 
200F 
2012 

215320 LD 
3A5120 LD 
86 ADD 
325520 LD 
28 DEC 
3A5020 LD 
BE ADC 
325420 LD 
C30000 JP 

215320 LD 
3A5120 LD 
96 SUB 
325520 LD 
28 DEC 
3A5020 LD 
9E SBC 
325420 LD 
C30000 JMP 

HL,$2053 
A,($2051) 
A. (HL) 
($2055) .A 
HL 
A. ($2050) 
A,(HL) 
($2054) .A 
START 

HL, $2053 
A. ($2051) 
(HL) 
($2055) ,A 
HL 
A. ($2050) 
A, (HL) 
($2054) .A 
START 

contents of the accumulator in a memory 
location dictated by the addressing mode 
used, e.g. 

AE40 
E707 

LDX #$40 
STA $7,X 

will store the accumulator contents in 
address location 40+7. The only exception 
is that immediate addressing cannot be 
used as this would imply storing in the 
byte following the op-code which is part of 
the program. 

Store index register, STX. Identical to 
ST A but used for the index register. 

Add memory to accumulator, ADD. 
Contents of the accumulator are added to a 
memory location (or an immediate byte) 
according to the addressing mode, placing 
the result in the accumulator. If· the result 
is greater than Shit the carry bit (C) in the 
condition-code register (CCR) is set, if not 
the bit is cleared. 

Continuing the instruction-set descrip
tion, the next article covers logical func
tions, leading to the next group - read/ 
modify/write instructions. 
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Forth computer 
With applications ranging from video games to research and process control this 

microcomputer combines the powers of Forth, a fast, threaded computer 
language/operating system, with an eight-bit processor having 16 bit internal architecture. 

Today a home or personal computer can 
more than match at lower cost the per
formance of a typical mid-1970s minicom
puter. Then a minicomputer costing tens 
of thousands of pounds would have a 
memory of less than 32K words with a 
cycle time of about a microsecond and a 
Teletype terminal capable of ten characters 
per second. Disc-drive memory was rare 
and expensive and double-precision/float
ing-point instructions would be executed 
by software. This microcomputer design 
costing a few hundred pounds has a 4SK 
read/write memory operating at 666ns, 
further SKbyte rom containing the operat
ing system, a 100-character-per-second 
terminal and a 200Kbyte disc memory. 

Forth 1970s 
computer minicom· 

puter 

Memory size 56K (48K ram, 
BK rom) 64K ram 

Memory 
speed 666ns · 
C.p.u. 16-bit 
add time 4.6J.tS 

Output 
peripherals composite 

video 
RS232 
8 ports 

Input 
peripherals parallel 

keyboard 
RS232 
8 ports 

Disc storage 200Kbyte/ 
drive 

Access time 333ms 
Cost £100-500 

960ns 

1.96~-ts 

64 ports 

standard 
peripherals 

5Mbyte/drive 
35ms 
£10,000-
100,000 

The cost of developing control software 
and language application packages is the 
main reason why low-cost microprocessors 
have not destroyed the minicomputer in
dustry. It will be a long time before any 
microprocessor has the software support of 
the PDPll! Further, when designing a 
home computer from the i.cs upwards one 
does not have the support of other compu
ters to develop the software on and one 
cannot afford to develop the software 
alone. For these reasons the control 
program was chosen from those already 
available. This also applied to the choice of 
language; I was not willing to start from 
the bottom with machine code, for one 
sees too little reward for the effort of key
ing in programs on a hexadecimal keypad, 
nor was I prepared to design a 'bootstrap' 
rom that loaded the operating system in 
from disc, for I felt it an unnecessary com-
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mitrnent while the rest of the system was 
unproven . . 

Language/operating-system 
choice 
The most popular operating system and 
language in the microcomputer field are 
CP/M and Basic respectively. Although 
Basic is readily available, in for example 
the INSS29S rom for the SOSO, I was not 
prepared to use the language for reasons 
too manr to mention but summed up by 
Dijkstra who said "It is practically impos
sible to teach good programming to stu
dents that have had prior exposure to 
Basic." He seems equally impressed by 
most other languages, including Fortran, 
PL/1, Cobol, APL and Ada. 

My first choice would have been Pascal 
but for this application Forth appeared to 
be the best choice. Besides being a lan
guage, Forth forms the basis of an operat-
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ing system and the Forth Interest Group2 

have made FIG Forth a public-domain 
product. The language is efficient, which 
is important when using a processor with a 
limited address range of 64K and it is 
interactive, avoiding the traps of edit-com
pile/load-run phases which are a left over 
of batch-processing systems. FIG Forth is 
a single-operator, single-task operating 
system but it has 'hooks' which allow it to 
be expanded into a multi-operator, multi
task system. It promotes good program
ming habits in that its programs are 
structured in blocks and work from top to 
bottom. 

The language has drawbacks - unfa
miliar notation, no file structure and poor 
data structures - but it is readily available 
and has more advantages than disadvan
tages. The power and flexibility in Forth 
allows the operator to expand the language 
and add any desired feature, and a new 
version of Forth may be placed on disc by 
editing and compiled using the resident 
language to give a completely user-defined 
version. 

Forth 
Details of Forth and how it operates are 
available (ref. 3) and the following is a 
brief summary. Forth uses 16bit arith
metic and reverse Polish notation, which 
implies the use o( a data stack. Control 
between executable statements, referred to 

as a word, is accomplished by the use of 
indirect-threaded code and a control stack 
which is separate from the data stack. Fea
tures of Forth not found in Basic are vir
tual memory, compiling, extensibility and 
vocabularies. These features make better 
use of the processor resources and a 
program written in Forth will use less 
memory and run faster than its Basic equi
valent, often by a factor of ten or more in 
both cases. As Forth compiles the 'Eng
lish' program into a form readable by the 
processor (threaded code) the operating 
speed will always be faster than when 
using Basic which stores the program as 
text. Memory space taken up by compiled 
code is much smaller than would be taken 
up by its equivalent in English text so 
larger programs are possible in a limited 
memory space. 

The virtual-memory feature allows the 
programmer to treat disc storage as proces
sor memory so memory space is not 
limited by the processor but by the disc. 
Data is moved to and from the disc by the 
operating system so the programmer need 
not be concerned with the problem of 
mapping the disc memory. Vocabularies 
allow the programmer to keep different 
application programs in memory which are 
physically concurrent but logically 
separate. Further, there are features found 
in Forth that are'not generally available in 
Basic such as recursion, extensibility and 
self-compiling. Recursion allows a portion 
of the code to use itself more than once at 
the same time and extensibility is the abil
ity of Forth to defme new control words. 

Memory choice 
Before selecting a processor for the compu
ter, another design decision has to be 
made. This concerns memory, in particu
lar what type and how much to use. In 
time, memory will always become too 
small and too slow because of the pro
grammer's rising expectations of what the 
computer should do\ so 4116 dynamic 
rams were chosen because they offer the 
best performance in terms of cost, size and 
power consumption when compared with 
static rams such as the 2114. This decision 
does present some problems in that refresh 
circuits and three-rail supplies are re
quired. Because dynamic rams are prone 
to 'soft' errors, parity-checking circuits are 
included in the design. 

Processor choice 
The ZSO microprocessor contains dynamic 
ram refresh circuits and CP/M is written in 
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Table 1. A program for adding two 16bit numbers on the Picotutor using assem- 
bly-language mnemonics devised for the 6805 microprocessor. 
030 B651 LDA $51 Add least sig. bytes of the 
032 BB53 ADD $53 2 numbers, result in 55. 
034 B755 STA $55 
036 B650 LDA $50 Add most sig. bytes of the 
038 B952 ADC $52 2 numbers and carry from 
03A B754 STA $54 addition of least sig., result in 54. 
03C 83 SWI Return to monitor; 

Table 2. Program for subtracting two 16bit numbers using 6805 mnemonics may 
be expanded to subtract numbers of any length in multiples of eight bits. 
030 B651 LDA $51 Subtract least sig. bytes of 
032 B053 SUB $53 the 2 numbers, result in 55. 
034 B755 STA $55 
036 B650 LDA $50 Subtract most sig. bytes of 
038 B252 SBC $52 the 2 numbers and borrow from 
03A B754 STA $54 1st operation, result in 54. 
03C 83 SWI Return to monitor. 

Use direct mode wherever possible be- 
cause it uses one less byte of memory 
space. In the previous example direct 
mode would be used although extended 
mode would work but with this example 
extended mode must be used 

C607FE $7FE 

Try running this (followed by SWI) and it 
will load the accumulator with 02, again 
part of the monitor program. 

Three remaining addressing modes are 
all indexed types so to demonstrate their 
use with LDA we must first load the index 
register, X, using LDX. This operates in 
exactly the same way as LDA so 

will load the index register with 80. The 
operand for indexed addressing modes is 
written as (offset) ,X where ',X' indicates 
indexed addressing; which of the three 
variants is used is determined by the size of 
the offset. If no offset is required this as- 
sembles as 

Indexed, no-offset mode requires only the 
op-code byte, the effective address of the 
data or argument being held in the 8bit 
index register. This mode gives access to 
the first 256 memory locations from 000 to 
OFF. It is often used to move a pointer 
through a table or to hold the address of a 
frequently used i/o location. Run this 
example, 

and then examine the registers. Index re- 
gister X should contain 80 and the accu- 
mulator CC, the contents of memory loca- 
tion 80. 

In the indexed,18bit-offset mode the 
pffective address is the sum of the contents 
of the index register and the offset byte 
following the op-code This allows access 
to the first 511 memory locations from 000 
to 0FE and two bytes are required for each 
instruction, e.g. 

The offset may be specified in the operand 
field as a decimal (1 to 255) or in hexadeci- 
mal (01 to FF). A computer assembler 

automatically converts decimal numbers to 
hexadecimal hence either of the following 
may be used 

E6FF LDA 255,X 
or E6FF LDA $FF,X 

Try this example. 

AE00 LDX #0 
E680 LDA $80,X 
83 SWI 

It should give the same results as the 
previous example. 

The indexed, 16bit-offset mode operates 
in a similar way to the 8bit-offset one but 
two extra bytes are required after the op- 
code to contain the 16bit offset, making 
three-bytes. A 16bit offset allows access to 
any location in the memory, e.g. 

AE85 LDX #$85 
D60700 LDA $700,X 
83 

should load the accumulator with AE, the 
contents of memory location 700+85 or 
785 which is in the mask-programmed rom 
of the 68705P3 (programmed by the manu- 
facturer). 

Which of the three indexed modes to be 
used is not indicated directly in the assem- 
bly-language source code; which is used is 
determined by the offset size. A computer 
assembler will choose the mode which re- 
quires the least number of bytes and this 
applies when assembling by hand. The 
main use of the two indexed-with-offset 
addressing modes is when scanning tables 
of data in memory. Normally the base 
address of the table is the value of the 
offset and initially, zero is loaded into the 
index register to point to the first value in 
the table. If the index register is incre- 
mented repeatedly, access can be gained to 
the successive values of tables up to 
256byte long. This now covers the six 
addressing modes that can be used with 
LDA. 
Other instructions 
The same basic principles apply to other 
instructions in section one of the instruc- 
tion set, so for the other instructions we 
will just use one of the addressing modes to 
demonstrate their operation. LDX, the 
instruction for loading the index register, 
has already been covered. 

Store accumulator, STA. This stores the 

Table 3. 16bit addition and subtrac- 
tion programs for 6800/6809 
microprocessors. By coincidence, 
machine code for direct addressing on 
the 6805 processor is the same as for 
extended addressing on the 
6800/6809 types. 
16bit addition 

1030 B61051 LDAA $1051 
033 BB1053 ADDA $1053 

1036 B71055 STAA $1055 
1039 B61050 LDAA $1050 
103C B91052 ADCA $1052 
103F B71054 STAA $1054 
1042 7E7D97 JMP START 

16bit subtraction 
1030 B61051 LDAA $1051 
1033 B01053 SUBA $1053 , 
1036 B71055 STAA $1055 
1039 B61050 LDAA $1050 
103C B21052 SBCA $1052 
103F B71054 STAA $1054 
1042 7E7D97 JMP START 

Table 4. 16bit addition and subtrac- 
tion programs written in assembly 
language for the Z80 microprocessor. 
Add and subtract instructions cannot 
operate on memory directly so the HL 
register pair is used as a pointer. 

16bit addition 
2000 
2003 
2006 
2007 
200A 
200B 
200E 
200F 
2012 

16bit subtraction 

215320 L 
3A5120 LD 
86 ADD 
325520 LD 
2B DEC 
3A5020 LD 
8E ADC 
325420 LD 
C30000 JP 

215320 LD 
3A5120 LD 
96 SUB 
325520 LD 
2B DEC 
3A5020 LD 
9E SBC 
325420 LD 
C30000 JMP 

HL,$2053 
A,($20E ) 
A, (HL) 
($2055) ,A 
HL 
A, ($2050) 
A, (HL) 
($2054) ,A 
START 

HL, $2053 
A, ($2051) 
(HL) 
($2055) ,A 
HL 
A, ($2050) 
A, (HL) 
($2054) ,A 
START 

contents of the accumulator in a memory 
location dictated by the addressing mode 
used, e.g. 

AE40 IDX #$40 
E707 STA $7,X 

will store the accumulator contents in 
address location 40+7. The only exception 
is that immediate addressing cannot be 
used as this would imply storing in the 
byte following the op-code which is part of 
the program. 

Store index register, STX. Identical to 
STA but used for the index register. 

Add memory to accumulator, ADD. 
Contents of the accumulator are added to a 
memory location (or an immediate byte) 
according to the addressing mode, placing 
the result in the accumulator. If the result 
is greater than 8bit the carry bit (C) in the 
condition-code register (CCR) is set, if not 
the bit is cleared. 

Continuing the instruction-set descrip- 
tion, the next article covers logical func- 
tions, leading to the next group - read/ 
modify/write instructions. 
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Forth computer 

With applications ranging from video games to research and process control this 
microcomputer combines the powers of Forth, a fast, threaded computer 

language/operating system, with an eight-bit processor having 16 bit internal architecture. 

Today a home or personal computer can 
more than match at lower cost the per- 
formance of a typical mid-1970s minicom- 
puter. Then a minicomputer costing tens 
of thousands of pounds would have a 
memory of less than 32K words with a 
cycle time of about a microsecond and a 
Teletype terminal capable of ten characters 
per second. Disc-drive memory was rare 
and expensive and double-precision/float- 
ing-point instructions would be executed 
by software. This microcomputer design 
costing a few hundred pounds has a 48K 
read/write memory operating at 666ns, 
further 8 Kbyte rom containing the operat- 
ing system, a 100-character-per-second 
terminal and a 200Kbyte disc memory. 

Forth 1970s 
computer minicom- 

puter 

Memory size 

Memory 
speed 
C.p.u. 16-bit 
add time 

Output 
peripherals 

Input 
peripherals 

Disc storage 

Access time 
Cost 

56K (48K ram, 
SKrom) 64K ram 

666ns ' 

composite 
video 
RS232 
8 ports 

parallel 
keyboard 
RS232 
8 ports 
200Kbyte/ 
drive 
333ms 
£100-500 

1.96^s 

64 ports 

standard 
peripherals 

5Mbyte/drive 
35ms 
£10,000- 
100,000 

The cost of developing control software 
and language application packages is the 
main reason why low-cost microprocessors 
have not destroyed the minicomputer in- 
dustry. It will be a long time before any 
microprocessor has the software support of 
the PDP11! Further, when designing a 
home computer from the i.cs upwards one 
does not have the support of other compu- 
ters to develop the software on and one 
cannot afford to develop the software 
alone. For these reasons the control 
program was chosen from those already 
available. This also applied to the choice of 
language; I was not willing to start from 
the bottom with machine code, for one 
sees too little reward for the effort of key- 
ing in programs on a hexadecimal keypad, 
nor was I prepared to design a 'bootstrap' 
rom that loaded the operating system in 
from disc, for I felt it an unnecessary com- 

mitment while the rest of the system was 
unproven. . 

Language/operating-system 
choice 
The most popular operating system and 
language in the microcomputer field are 
CP/M and Basic respectively. Although 
Basic is readily available, in for example 
the INS8298 rom for the 8080, I was not 
prepared to use the language for reasons 
too many to mention but summed up by 
Dijkstra' who said "It is practically impos- 
sible to teach good programming to stu- 
dents that have had prior exposure to 
Basic." He seems equally impressed by 
most other languages, including Fortran, 
PL/1, Cobol, APL and Ada. 

My first choice would have been Pascal 
but for this application Forth appeared to 
be the best choice. Besides being a lan- 
guage, Forth forms the basis of an operat- 
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ing system and the Forth Interest Group2 

have made FIG Forth a public-domain 
product. The language is efficient, which 
is important when using a processor with a 
limited address range of 64K and it is 
interactive, avoiding the traps of edit-com- 
pile/load-run phases which are a left over 
of batch-processing systems. FIG Forth is 
a single-operator, single-task operatii g 
system but it has 'hooks' which allow it to 
be expanded into a multi-operator, multi- 
task system. It promotes good program- 
ming habits in that its programs are 
structured in blocks and work from top to 
bottom. 

The language has drawbacks — unfa- 
miliar notation, no file structure and poor 
data structures — but it is readily available 
and has more advantages than disadvan- 
tages. The power and flexibility in Forth 
allows the operator to expand the language 
and add any desired feature, and a new 
version of Forth may be placed on disc by 
editing and compiled using the resident 
language to give a completely user-defined 
version. 

Forth 
Details of Forth and how it operates are 
available (ref. 3) and the following is a 
brief summary. Forth uses 16bit ariti- 
metic and reverse Polish notation, which 
implies the use of a data stack. Control 
between executable statements, referred to 

as a word, is accomplished by the use of 
indirect-threaded code and a control stack 
which is separate from the data stack. Fea- 
tures of Forth not found in Basic are vir- 
tual memory, compiling, extensibility and 
vocabularies. These features make better 
use of the processor resources and a 
program written in Forth will use less 
memory and run faster than its Basic equi- 
valent, often by a factor of ten or more in 
both cases. As Forth compiles the 'Eng- 
lish' program into a form readable by the 
processor (threaded code) the operating 
speed will always be faster than when 
using Basic which stores the program as 
text. Memory space taken up by compiled 
code is much smaller than, would be taken 
up by its equivalent in English text so 
larger programs are possible in a limited 
memory space. 

The virtual-memory feature allows the 
programmer to treat disc storage as proces- 
sor memory so memory space is not 
limited by the processor but by the disc. 
Data is moved to and from the disc by the 
operating system so the programmer need 
not be concerned with the problem of 
mapping the disc memory. Vocabularies 
allow the programmer to keep different 
application programs in memory which are 
physically concurrent but logically 
separate. Further, there are features found 
in Forth that are not generally available in 
Basic such as recursion, extensibility and 
self-compiling. Recursion allows a portion 
of the code to use itself more than once at 
the same time and extensibility is the abil- 
ity of Forth to define new control words. 

Memory choice 
Before selecting a processor for the compu- 
ter, another design decision has to be 
made. This concerns memory, in particu- 
lar what type and how much to use. In 
time, memory will always become too 
small and too slow because of the pro- 
grammer's rising expectations of what the 
computer should do4, so 4116 dynamic 
rams were chosen because they offer the 
best performance in terms of cost, size and 
power consumption when compared with 
static rams such as the 2114. This decision 
does present some problems in that refresh 
circuits and three-rail supplies are re- 
quired. Because dynamic rams are prone 
to 'soft' errors, parity-checking circuits are 
included in the design. 

Processor choice 
The Z80 microprocessor contains dynamic 
ram refresh circuits and CP/M is written in 
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Pin 1 all i.cs 
(top left) ..------"~------------------.. 

3 

4 

5 

7 

8 

100n 
·SV gn d 

9 

RS232 out Video out 

16 dip header with ana l ogue components 

~ 
100)J 25V 

m 0,~ ... G"ff'G 

B ill o rn rn rn 
====== 
~ o ru ru ru.JJ 

K1160A 

16 pin dip header with 
analogue components Connect to disc drive 

= = 6, 100n between +5 and gnd. 

Complete Forth computer system has a 
48K memory, floppy disc storage and 
memory-data parity checking but the 
system may be used with 16K ram and 
without disc storage and parity checking to 
reduce costs. Wire wrapping allows the 
computer to be built on one relatively small 
board with a minimum of bus buffering. A 
further small board holds the disc 
controller and i/o-port hardware. The 
system can be set to reed most disc 
formats. 
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C1 10)J 25V AI +12V supply 
I 4 places) 

C2 10)J 25V AI -sv supply 
I 4 places) 

C3 100)J 25VAI +5Vsupply 

I 2 places) 

C4 0 100n between +SV/gnd 
I 8 places) 

x x 100 n between +12V/gnd 
and 100n between - SV/gnd 

(in 27 places) 

z Sing l e in li~e 10k pullups 
(in 2 places) 

i.cs are numbered as 
tallows, IC43 means 4th 
row down 3rd one in 

i.e. IC43 is an LS02 

Z80 machine code which surely explains 
why it is the most widely sold processor, 
but to use Forth, the most suitable 8bit 
microprocessor is the 6809. Although most 
of Forth is written in Forth, the computer 
must execute some machine code to in
terpret the most primitive Forth instruc
tions. The 6809 has indexed addressing 
modes (see "6809 evaluation system" by 
R. Coates, Wireless World July 1980) which 
suit stack operations and as said earlier, 
Forth uses two stacks. These examples of 
stack addition illustrate the merits of the 
6809; they represent code of' the Forth 
word '+' for various processors. 
6809 Z80/8085 6800 
PULU D POP D PULB 
ADDD O,U POP H PULA 
STD O,U DAD D TSX 

6502 
CLC 
LDA 
ADC 
STA 
LDA 
ADC 
STA 
INX 
INX 

O,X 
2,X 
2,X 
l,X 
3,X 
3,X 

PUSH H ADDB l,X 

8088 
POP AX 
POP BX 
ADDAX,BX 
PUSH AX 

ADCA O,X 
STB l,X 
STA O,X 

Secondly, the 6809 instruction set is parti
cularly suited to code the crucial Forth 
word 'next'. The speed at which 'next' is 
executed determines the performance of 
the Forth system since this word controls 
the indirect-threaded code. 'Next' is called 
the inner (or address) interpeter to distin
guish it from Forth's text interpreter 
which performs the function of a compiler. 

Having worked in Hewlett Packard's 
production and systems-engineering 
departments, Brian Woodroffe currently 
works with the company's South 
Queensferry research and development 
group and has recently been involved 
with designing the microprocessor 
control section of the HP3724/25/26A 
baseband analyser. Brian obtained a BA 
degree in engineering and economics at 
Downing College, Cambridge in 1970 
and an MAin 1975. His computing 
interests include real-time control, 
languages and microprocessor 
graphics but outside electronics, his 
main interest - rifle shooting, in which 
he has represented Scotland in full bore 
- has been curtailed through part-time 
studies for an M.Sc degree in computer 
systems engineering at Edinburgh 
University. 

Machine code in the computer emulates 
Forth operation, the Y register taking on 
the role of the Forth program counter, and 
the Forth instruction-fetch cycle is a 'next' 
machine-code routine. So you can see that 
the processor choice is dominated by the 
speed and memory cost of the 'next' opera
tion. Equivalent Forth 'next' operations 
for some microprocessors are listed below. 
Because the 6809 'next' operation is so 
short, it may be copied in line as required 
resulting in improved performance 
through avoiding the JMP NEXT instruc
tion required for most processors. 

6809 8088 6502 
LDXO,Y++ JMPNEXT JMPNEXT 
JMP[O,XJ LODSAX LDY#l 
(4.11) MOVBX,AX LDY[IP],Y 

MOVDX,BX STAW+l 
Z80/8085 INCDX DEY 
JMPNEXT JMPWORD LDY (IP),Y 
LDAXB PTR (BX) STAW 
INXB (3.19) CLC 
MOVL,A 6800 LDAIP 
LDAXB JMPNEXT ADC#2 
INXB LDXIP STAIP 
MOVH,A INX BCC$+4 
MOVE,M INX INCIP+l 
INXH STXIP JMPW-1 
MOVD,M LDXO,X (1.25) 
XCHG STXW 
PCHL LDXO,X 
(1.37) JMPO,X 

(1) 
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z Single in line 10k pullups 
(in 2 places) 

n1-1 n n m Plugs ^ ^ 

i.cs are numbered as 
tallows, IC43 means 4th 
row down 3rd one in 
i.e. IC43 is an LS02 

RS232 out Video out 
16 dip header with analogue components 

100^ 25V 
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^□000 

0 0 0 0 0 1 
CUD t=ZI C=D CD CD CD 

0 0 0 0 0-([ 

Z80 machine code which surely explains 
why it is the most widely sold processor, 
but to use Forth, the most suitable 8bit 
microprocessor is the 6809. Although most 
of Forth is written in Forth, the computer 
must execute some machine code to in- 
terpret the most primitive Forth instruc- 
tions. The 6809 has indexed addressing 
modes (see "6809 evaluation system" by 
R. Coates, Wireless World July 1980) wh h 
suit stack operations and as said earlier, 
Forth uses two stacks. These examples of 
stack addition illustrate the merits of the 
6809; they represent code of the Forth 
word'+' for various processors. 
6809 
PULU D 
ADDD 0,U 
STD 0,U 

Z80/8085 
POP 
POP 
DAD 
PUSH 

6800 
D PULB 
H PULA 
D TSX 
H ADDB 

ADCA 
STB 

X STA 

16 pin dip header with 
analogue components Conneci 
izz] = 6, lOOn between +5 and gnd. 

Connect to disc drive 

Complete Forth computer system has a 
48K memory, floppy disc storage and 
memory-data parity checking but the 
system maybe used with 16K ram and 
without disc storage and parity checking to 
reduce costs. Wire wrapping allows the 
computer to be built on one relatively small 
board with a minimum of bus buffering. A 
further small board holds the disc 
controller and i/o-port hardware. The 
system can be set to read most disc 
formats. 

8088 
POP AX 
POP BX 
ADDAX,BX 
PUSH AX 

Secondly, the 6809 instruction set is parti- 
cularly suited to code the crucial Forth 
word 'next'. The speed at which 'next' is 
executed determines the performance of 
the Forth system since this word controls 
the indirect-threaded code. 'Next' is called 
the inner (or address) interpeter to distin- 
guish it from Forth's text interpreter 
which performs the function of a compiler. 

Having worked in Hewlett Packard's 
production and systems-engineering 
departments, Brian Woodroffe currently 
works with the company's South 
Queensferry research and development 
group and has recently been involved 
with designing the microprocessor 
control section of the HP3724/25/26A 
baseband analyser. Brian obtained a BA 
degree in engineering and economics at 
Downing College, Cambridge in 1970 
and an MA in 1975. His computing 
interests include real-time control, 
languages and microprocessor 
graphics but outside electronics, his 
main interest - rifle shooting, in which 
he has represented Scotland in full bore 
- has been curtailed through part-time 
studies for an M.Sc degree in computer 
systems engineering at Edinburgh 
University. 

Machine code in the computer emulates 
Forth operation, the Y register taking on 
the role of the Forth program counter, and 
the Forth instruction-fetch cycle is a 'next' 
machine-code routine. So you can see that 
the processor choice is dominated by the 
speed and memory cost of the 'next' opera- 
tion. Equivalent Forth 'next' operations 
for some microprocessors are listed below. 
Because the 6809 'next' operation is so 
short, it may be copied in line as required 
resulting in improved performance 
through avoiding the JMP NEXT instruc- 
tion required for most processors. 

6809 
LDX 0,Y + + 
JMP [0,X] 
(4.11) 

Z80/8085 
JMP NEXT 
LDAXB 
INXB 
MOV L,A 
LDAXB 
INXB 
MOV H,A 
MOV E,M 
INXH 
MOV D,M 
XCHG 
PCHL 
(1.37) 

8088 
JMP NEXT 
LODS AX 
MOV BX,AX 
MOV DX,BX 
INC DX 
JMP WORD 
PTR (BX) 

(3.19) 
6800 
JMP NEXT 
LDX IP 
INX 
INX 
STXIP 
LDX 0,X 
STXW 
LDX 0,X 
JMP 0,X 
(1) 

6502 
JMP NEXT 
LDY #1 
LDY [IP],Y 
STAW+1 
DEY 
LDY (IP),Y 
STAW 
CLC 
LDAIP 
ADC #2 
STA IP 
BCC$+4 
INCIP+l 
JMP W-1 
(1.25) 
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used for refreshing the dynamic ram 
contents. Other timing signals coordinate 
the system. 
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Values in parentheses are merit figures 
obtained by multiplying tlie number of 
processor cycles by the processor cycle 
time then dividing by the memory-access 
time in the processor cycle. It is interesting 
to note that the 6S09 fares better than the 
more recently introduced SOSS. This is 
especially so when one realises that the 
SOSS has a 16bit arithmetic unit whereas 
the 6S09 in common with the other proces
sors noted has an Shit arithmetic and logic 
unit (a.l.u.). 

Finally, the register set of the 6S09 
exactly matches that which is required to 
operate Forth. 

6809 register Forth operation 
s system stack RP return stack 

pointer pointer 
u user stack SP data stack 

pointer pointer 
y index register IP instruction 

pointer 
X index register w code field 

pointer 
0 accumulator accumulator 

Peripheral devices 
Having chosen Forth and the processor to 
run it on, other design requirements are 
easily determined. These were selected to 
maximize the number of peripheral de
vices that can be easily driven. First a 
floppy disc was included to provide a mod
est amount of non-volatile memory with 
much faster operation than tape recorders. 
Mini floppy discs were chosen for two 
reasons, firstly because they are cheap and 
secondly because the data rate of eight
inch double-density drives is too high for 
most microprocessors to handle without 
direct-memory access. Further, eight-inch 
drives normally require phase-locked loop 
clock-recovery circuits and also a mains 
supply. 

Three-inch disc drives from Sony were 
investigated but the data triU}sfer rate is 

continued from page 50 

Z8 Basic listing for eight-channel a t.o d 
converter(@= byte,% = hexadecimal) 

1 PRINT "SILICON IX LD120/121A TO Z8 
INTERFACE" 

2 PRINT "HIT ANY KEY TO RUN";: GO 
@%61,%07:R=USR(o/~_54) 

5 A 8 
10 c 0 
15 E F 
20 G see* H see* . 
25 I J 
30 K L 
35M= N 
40 0 = p 
45 IN =1 Z=%80 
50 @2=Z 
55 @3=%A0:03=00 
60 @2=%00 . 
70 W =W+1 :1FW<15THEN70 
80 W = O:G0@%1400 (m.c. routine for 

collection of data) 
85 IF N=1 THEN X=A: Y= 8: GOTO 130 
90 IF N=2 THEN X=C: Y=D: GO TO 130 
95 IF N=3THEN X=E:Y=F: GOTO 130 

100 IF N=4 THEN X=G: Y=H: GO TO 130 
105 IFN=5THENX=I: Y=J : GOT0130 
110 IFN=6THENX=K: Y=L: GOT0130 
115 IF N=7 THEN X=M: Y=N: GO TO 130 
120 IF N= 8 THEN X= O: . Y= P: GO TO 130 
125 GOT045 
130 Z= Z+%10 
135 V=@%26+@%25x 10+@%24x 100 

+ @%23 X 1 000 + {Q)%22 X 1 0000 

58 

high so that only single-density recording 
could be used, which would mean wasting 
half of the data-storage capacity. Both 
these drives and eight-inch types can be 
used with the system, provided they run in 
single density. Processor memory in this 
system is greater than 40Kbyte so a disc 
capacity of greater than 400Kbyte is 
reasonable; one double-sided floppy-disc 
drive meets this requirement. It is .futerest
ing to note that the BBC Micro and Atom 
computer can only use single-density 5Y4in 
disc drives because of data-rate problems. 

Different types of terminal are accom
modated. Operating-system words for ter
minals, KEY, TERMINAL and EMIT, 
are vectored so that they may be changed 
on-line between terminal types. At switch
on the system automatically sets vectors 
for the available terminals. These termi
nals are either serial RS232 or Shit parallel 
for a keyboard such as the RCA VP601/611 
and integral videO compatible with 625-
line tv, displaying 1,024 characters in 16 
lines (the EF96364B controller may be 
used for 525 lines). The video section has 
its own memory, leaving 4SK of memory 
free for other programs. Bit-mapped 
graphics video is best handled through a 
secondary processor connected to the user 
ports. A number of defmable i/o ports are 

140 IF V>X THEN PRINT ,;CHANNEL"; 
N;"OVERRANGE"; :GO TO 1000 

145 IFV<YTHEN PRINT"CHANNEL"; 
N;"UNDERRANGE"; :GO TO 1000 

150 N=N+1: GO T0 50 . 
1000 G0@%61 ,%07:PRINT @%22;"."; 

@%24;@%25;@%26; 
1010 PRINT'MAX";X;"MIN";Y 
1020 N=N+1 : GOT050 

*Limits entered h~re for process monitoring. 

Machine code routine 
Line Assembler 
200 LD% F7, # %41 
210 LD%F6,#%0F 
220 AND3,#%04 
230 . JRZ, * 220 
240 LD%22, 2 
250 AN03#%04 
260 JR N2, * 250 
270 CLR%21 
280 AND3#%08 
290 JRZ, * 270 
300 PUSH 2 
310 INC%21 
320 CP%21,#4 
330 JRZ 2, * 350 
340 AND 3, # 08 
350 JR N2 * 320 
360 JR * 270 
370 POP%26 
380 POP%25 . 
390 POP%24 
400 POP%23 
410 RET 

Hex 
E6'F7 41 
E6 F7 OF 
5603 04 
68F8 
E402 22 
560304 
EB F8 
8021 
5603 08 
68 F8 
7002 
20 21 
A6 21 04 
6807 
5603 08 
EB F8 
8BE8 
5026 
5025 
5024 
5023 
AF 

spare to allow for expansion of the system. 
Certain design features were included to 
reduce cost. By keeping the computer 
system down to one board, bus drivers 
necessary to overcome capacitance encoun
tered in larger systems are avoided. 
Another reason for avoiding these buffers 
is that they cause delays which eat into the 
access time available from communicating 
devices. The switch-mode power supply 
used means that a readily obtainable trans
former with a single secondary winding 
may be used to provide all three rails ( + 12, 
+5and-5V). ~ 

Next article describes computer circuitry. 
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Usingtl\eU 
mfcrc)processer 
The ~ti-' of the ZUo8 ZS 
mieFOCOmlJuter for low-volume or 
one-off •PJ'Micatfl!lns has not been 
well putJticlMd. lntt(ldUGed in 
1981, the cnip iru::ktdes all the 
b-.ctts tllat you woUld find in a 
standard computer system inctu<t~ 
ittg c.p.u., ratn, i/o and a t()m con-* 
tat~ting TiNt Basic. l:n additi<tn 
there are him timel'S, <me for swial 
ilo. the other a¥aitatllle to tlile user. 
btemllt memory of 60K can b$ 
added tot" program storage to
ge$er with 601< I data storlf9e. 
The evel!ttalioa k:tt u•tJ fn this was 
su:pptied by Ambit kltematiotl81 
and poses e a cotnprettenslve 
mOllltor, enabffng macttine·cot'hl 
routines to be written f!'il Assam .. 
bter and stol'ed in e-prom. The 
Tiny Sa•Jc name does Mt <~'eveaJ 
tJte tun PQtentfat of ftsetf, and with 
an tMtk clOek Efrt~ tbe za, it 
•xecu1fs mast of the mstruetions 
in 1.5to2.$-~ 
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CABLE AND 
AMATEURS 
As our very good friend Pat Hawker (G3V A) 
has mentioned on more than one occasion the 
question of cable tv (c.a.t.v.) being installed for 
tv links and its possible QRM (interference) to 
the amateur bands between 5MHz and possible 
infinity (GHz?) is looming. 

With the notification of the RFI Bill 5.929 
last September, it would appear that 'we' as the 
amateur population are dragging our feet some
what. 

Hopefully, as I ask you to publish these few 
words, someone somewhere, here in the UK at 
least, will take note to realise that if c.a. t.v. is to 
progress without (?) problems then parties must 
get together quickly. 

It not only affects the amateur and/or indus
try-at-large but in some cases the s.w.l. and 
domestic listener/viewer. 

Bear in mind that radio amateurs throughout 
the world form a substantial part of the balance 
of payments of varying countries, and after all, 
not every fmn depends on MOD contracts. The 
naive idea that amateurs 'do not count' accord
ing to some professional engineers must be 
looked at in the light of future and past de
velopments in both radio and tv. In short, what 
works in theory doesn't always work in practice, 
so consequently the need for liaison ·between 
mterested parties, notably the RSGB on the one 
hand and industry and the Home Office on the 
other. The RSGB and others are aware of ~s 
problem regarding c.a.t.v. and it should not be 
allowed to drift. 
J. A. Holmes, G4LRS 
Chingford 
London 

STEPPER MOTOR 
DRIVE 
The 'Stepper motor driver circuit' article (WW 
February 1983) describes as novel a system 
which is certainly not new. A t.t.l. chopper 
drive circuit, while efficient, was found to cause 
excessive radiated interference (up to 400MHz) 
when fitted to an aircraft, so I designed a pulsed 
constant-current circuit using exactly the same 
principles as in Mr Bailey's article. A simplified 
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circuit is shown below; it is a standard high
power current sink set at one amp. per volt of 
Vref·• and gated by the pulse train to pin 8. One 
circuit is required for each phase of ~e motor 
which in this case is a large V .R. type. 

This circuit has been in use since early 1977; I 
had no reason to suppose it was novel then. 
B.S. Beddoe 
Wimborne 
Dorset 

HERETICAL PHYSICS 
Those of us who are approaching the age of 80 
can hardly bear to wait a month to fmd out what 
kind of Newer Physics is going to turn up in the 
WW "Letters". Some of the ideas are so oddly 
fascinating that it seems a real pity that they 
cannot all be right. 

Attractive though this is, I cannot help re
membering the professor of physics who re
minded his students that what happened on the 
lab. bench was real, whereas what went on inside 
human heads was mostly fantasy, and often 
pathological fantasy at that. 
P. C. Smethurst, 
Bishop's Stortford, Herts. 

ELECTROMAGNETIC . 
DOPPLER 
In your March 1983 issue, your correspondant 
J. Kennaugh asks how the Doppler shift is pro
duced in electromagnetic waves. Specifically he 
quotes the relaticistic Doppler equation as: 

fo (c-v )f- 1 \ 
T. = - c- \ Y1-Vl/c2'J 

and asks "what is the physical mechanism 
which produces the first term?". The "physical 
mechanism" is the velocity, v. 

J. K says that if the wave propagation velocity 
is the same to both observers then the only 
possible variable is time. I don't understand 
why J .K. says this. If two objects are travelling 
'away from each other then the distance between 
them is increasing. 

If one of these objects generates something -
say "wave crests" - at regular intervals, and if 

these wave crests travel through space to the 
. other object, then each successive crest has 
further to travel and consequently takes longer 
over the journey. The frequency of arrival is 
lower than the frequency of departure. If we 
take the transmission frequency to be f, and the 
received frequency to be f0 , the relative velocity 
between the objects as v and the propagation 
velocity as c, then for "modest" v a moment's 
work with pencil and paper gives: 

.f0 c-v 
r;=c-

In this equation f0 , f,, c and v are all measured 
by the same observer . J.K. says that (c-v) is the 
velocity of light relative to the observer. Not 
true. (c-v) is the difference between the rate at 
which light (or radio waves) cross the gap (c) 
and the rate at which the gap is increasing (v). 

Note that this last equation arises naturally 
from the definitions of velocity and frequency 
- no obscure "physical mechanism" is needed. 

Another point. If both objects transmit at 
identical tramsmitter frequency then each will 
receive a lower frequency (Doppler shifted) 
than they transmit. At object A, the transmitter 
frequency fA is higher than the received fre
quency from B (fB) - fA> fB; at B, by the same 
process f8 >fA· There is a sense in which fA>fB 
and fA<f8 . If you think that this "doesn't 
conform to the laws of mathematics" then you 
have three (not two) choices: reject the Doppler 
effect; reject maths; or fmd an error in your 
"deduction". 
S. Hobson 
Hampton 
Middlesex 

I have been unable to fmd the answer to what is 
superficially a straightforward question: what is 
the mechanism by which Doppler shift is pro
duced in the case of electromagnetic waves? 

In acoustics, when two observers in relativ~: 
motion observe the same ~ound wave they mea-

. sure different frequencies because the wave is 
passing each . at a different relative velocity. If 
VRt and VR2 represent the velocities of ob
servers 1 and 2 relative to the wave then 

ft1=f21 

or ~=VRt =V-vt 
f2 VRz V-vz 

(1) 

(2) 

Equation (2) is the derivation of the more 
familiar form of the equation where the relative 
velocity of wave and observer is expressed in 
terms of the velocity of propagation in the 
medium V, and the velocity of the observers 
relative to the medium V 1 and V 2· 

The e.m. Doppler shift equation (3) can be 
verified experimentally to a high degree of ac
curacy. 

(3) 

Now if, as I have seen stated, "similar principles 
apply" one can deduce two thing~. 
(1) that the velocity of light relative to ~e ob

server is c-v, which is in direct opposltlon to 
the postulate of relativity which insists that 
the velocity of light is always c independent 
of relative motion between source and ob
server; 

(2) that the velocity of light is constant relative 
to the source, which would provide an ade-
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Values in parentheses are merit figures 
obtained by multiplying the number of 
processor cycles by the processor cycle 
time then dividing by the memory-access 
time in the processor cycle. It is interesting 
to note that the 6809 fares better than the 
more recently introduced 8088. This is 
especially so when one realises that the . 
8088 has a 16bit arithmetic unit whereas 
the 6809 in common with the other proces- 
sors noted has an 8bit arithmetic and logic 
unit (a.l.u.). 

Finally, the register set of the 6809 
exactly matches that which is required to 
operate Forth. 

6809 register 
S system stack 

pointer 
U user stack 

pointer 
Y index register 

X index register 

D accumulator 

Forth operation 
RP return stack 

pointer 
SP data stack 

pointer 
IP instruction 

pointer 
W code field 

pointer 
accumulator 

Peripheral devices 
Having chosen Forth and the processor to 
run it on, other design requirements are 
easily determined. These were selected to 
maximize the munber of peripheral de- 
vices that can be easily driven. First a 
floppy disc was included to provide a mod- 
est amount of non-volatile memory with 
much faster operation than tape recorders. 
Mini floppy discs were chosen for two 
reasons, firstly because they are cheap and 
secondly because the data rate of eight- 
inch double-density drives is too high for 
most microprocessors to handle without 
direct-memory access. Further, eight-inch 
drives normally require phase-locked loop 
dock-recovery circuits and also a mains 
supply. 

Three-inch disc drives from Sony were 
investigated but the data transfer rate is 

high so that only single-density recording 
could be used, which would mean wasting 
half of the data-storage capadty. Both 
these drives and eight-inch types can be 
used with the system, provided they run in 
single density. Processor memory in this 
system is greater than 40Rbyte so a disc 
capadty of greater than 400Kbyte is 
reasonable; one double-sided floppy-disc 
drive meets this requirement. It is interest- 
ing to note that the BBC Micro and Atom 
computer can only use single-density 5'/tin 
disc drives because of data-rate problems. 

Different types of terminal are accom- 
modated. Operating-system words for ter- 
minals, KEY, TERMINAL and EMIT, 
are vectored so that they may be changed 
on-line between terminal types. At switch- 
on the system automatically sets vectors 
for the available terminals. These termi- 
nals are dther serial RS232 or 8bit paralld 
for a keyboard such as the RCA VP601/611 
and integral video compatible with 625- 
line tv, displaying 1,024 characters in 16 
lines (the EF96364B controller may be 
used for 525 lines). The video section has 
its own memory, leaving 48K of memory 
free for other programs. Bit-mapped 
graphics video is best handled through a 
secondary processor connected to the user 
ports. A number of definable i/o ports are 

spare to allow for expansion of the system. 
Certain design features were included to 
reduce cost. By keeping the computer 
system down to one board, bus drivers 
necessary to overcome capacitance encoun- 
tered in larger systems are avoided. 
Another reason for avoiding these buffers 
is that they cause delays which eat into the 
access time available from communicating 
devices. The switch-mode power supply 
used means that a readily obtainable trans- 
former with a single secondary winding 
may be used to provide all three rails (+12, 
+5 and —5V). 

Next article describes computer circuitry. 
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Z8 Basic listing for eight-channel a to d 
converter (@ = byte, % = hexadecimal) 

1 PRINT"SILICONIX LD120/121ATO Z8 
INTERFACE" 

2 PRINT "HIT ANY KEY TO RUN";: GO 
@%61 ,%07 ;R=USR(%54) 

5 A = | \ : B = / \ 

20 G = / see* 
25 I = ) 

40 O = ' ' ; P = \ ' 
45 IN =1 : Z=%80 
50 @2=Z 
55 @3=%A0:03=00 
60 @2=%00 . 
70 W =W+1 :IFW<15 THEN 70 
80 W =0:GO@%1400(m.c. routine for 

collection of data) 
85 IFN-1 THENX=A: Y=B: GOTO 130 
90 IF N=2 THEN X=C: Y=D: GO TO 130 
95 IF N=3THEN X=E: Y=F: GOTO 130 

100 IF N=4THEN X=G: Y=H: GOTO 130 
105 IF N=5THEN X=l: Y=J: GOTO 130 
110 IF N=6THEN X=K: Y=L:GOTO130 
115 IF N=7 THEN X=M: Y=N: GO TO 130 
120 IF N=8THEN X=0:' Y=P: GO TO 130 
125 GO TO 45 
130 Z=Z+%10 
135 V= @%26+@%25 x 10+@%24 x 100 

+@%23 x 1000+(ffi%22 x 10000 

140 IF V>X THEN PRINT "CHANNEL"; 
N;"OVERRANGE";:GOTO 1000 

145 IF V<Y THEN PRINT "CHANNEL"; 
N;"UNDERRANGE";:GOTO 1000 

150 N=N+1: GO TO 50 
1000 GO@%61,%07:PRINT @%22;"."; 

@%24;@%25;@%26; 
1010 PRINT"MAX";X;"MIN";Y 
1020 N=N+1 : GOTO50 

•Limits entered here for process monitoring. 

Machine code routine 
Line Assembler Hex 
200 LD % F7, # % 41 E6 F741 
210 LD % F6, # % OF E6 F7 OF 
220 AN D 3, # % 04 56 03 04 
230 JRZ, * 220 6BFB 
240 LD % 22,2 E402 22 
250 ANC 1 % 04 56 03 04 
260 JR N2, * 250 EB FB 
270 CLR%21 B0 21 
280 AND 3 #%08 56 03 08 
290 JRZ 270 6B FB 
300 PUSH 2 71 12 
310 INC % 21 21 !1 
320 CP % 21, #4 A6 2104 
330 JF 2, *350 6B07 
340 AND 3, #08 56 03 08 
350 JR N2 * 320 EB FB 
360 JR * 270 8B EB 
370 POP % 26 50 26 
380 POP % 25 ' 50 25 
390 POP % 24 50 24 
400 POP % 23 50 23 
410 RET AF 

ail the 

rom con- 

- ^tifies ta be written In Assem 

an 8MHz etmk 
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CABLE AND 

AMATEURS 
As our very good friend Pat Hawker (G3VA) 
has mentioned on more than one occasion the 
question of cable tv (c.a.t.v.) being installed for 
tv links and its possible QRM (interference) to 
the amateur bands between 5MHz and possible 
infinity (GHz?) is looming. 

With the notification of the RFI Bill 5.929 
last September, it would appear that 'we' as the 
amateur population are dragging our feet some- 
what. 

Hopefully, as I ask you to publish these few 
words, someone somewhere, here in the UK at 
least, will take note to realise that if c.a.t.v. is to 
progress without (?) problems then parties must 
get together quickly. 

It not only affects the amateur and/or indus- 
try-at-large but in some cases the s.w.l. and 
domestic listener/viewer. 

Bear in mind that radio amateurs throughout 
the world form a substantial part of the balance 
of payments of varying countries, and after all, 
not every firm depends on MOD contracts. The 
naive idea that amateurs 'do not count' accord- 
ing to some professional engineers must be 
looked at in the light of future and past de- 
velopments in both radio and tv. In short, what 
works in theory doesn't always work in practice, 
so consequently the need for liaison between 
interested parties, notably the RSGB on the one 
hand and industry and the Home Office on the 
other. The RSGB and others are aware of this 
problem regarding c.a.t.v. and it should not be 
allowed to drift. 
J. A. Holmes, G4LRS 
Chingford 
London 

STEPPER MOTOR 

DRIVE 
The 'Stepper motor driver circuit' article {WW 
February 1983) describes as novel a system 
which is certainly not new. A t.t.l. chopper 
drive circuit, while efficient, was found to cause 
excessive radiated interference (up to 400MHz) 
when fitted to an aircraft, so I designed a pulsed 
constant-current circuit using exactly the same 
principles as in Mr Bailey's article. A simplified 

circuit is shown below; it is a standard high- 
power current sink set at one amp. per volt of 
Vref., and gated by the pulse train to pin 8. One 
circuit is required for each phase of the motor 
which in this case is a large V.R. type. 

This circuit has been in use since early 1977; I 
had no reason to suppose it was novel then. 
B. S. Beddoe 
Wimbome 
Dorset " 

HERETICAL PHYSICS 
Those of us who are approaching the age of 80 
can hardly bear to wait a month to find out what 
kind of Newer Physics is going to turn up in the 
WW "Letters". Some of the ideas are so oddly 
fascinating that it seems a real pity that they 
cannot all be right. 

Attractive though this is, I cannot help re- 
membering the professor of physics who re- 
minded his students that what happened on the 
lab. bench was real, whereas what went on inside 
human heads was mostly fantasy, and often 
pathological fantasy at that. 
P. C. Smethurst, 
Bishop's Stortford, Herts. 

ELECTROMAGNETIC 

DOPPLER 
In your March 1983 issue, your correspondant 
J. Kennaugh asks how the Doppler shift is pro- 
duced in electromagnetic waves. Specifically he 
quotes the relaticistic Doppler equation as: 

efx-vw) 

and asks "what is the physical mechanism 
which produces the first term?". The "physical 
mechanism" is the velocity, v. 

J. K says that if the wave propagation velocity 
is the same to both observers then the only 
possible variable is time. I don't understand 
why J.K. says this. If two objects are travelling 
away from each other then the distance between 
them is increasing. 

If one of these objects generates something — 
say "wave crests" — at regular intervals, and if 

To other windings 
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these wave crests travel through space to the 
. other object, then each successive crest has 
further to travel and consequently takes longer 
over the journey. The frequency of arrival is 
lower than the frequency of departure. If we 
take the transmission frequency to be fs and the 
received frequency to be f0, the relative velocity 
between the objects as v and the propagation 
velocity as c, then for "modest" v a moment's 
work with pencil and paper gives: 

fo _c-v 

In this equation f0, fs, c and v are all measured 
by the same observer. J.K. says that (c-v) is the 
velocity of light relative to the observer. Not 
true, (c-v) is the difference between the rate at 
which light (or radio waves) cross the gap (c) 
and the rate at which the gap is increasing (v). 

Note that this last equation arises naturally 
from the definitions of velocity and frequency 
— no obscure "physical mechanism": aeeded. 

Another point. If both objects transmit at 
identical tramsmitter frequency then each will 
receive a lower frequency (Doppler shifted) 
than they transmit. At object A, the transmitter 
frequency fA is higher than the received fre- 
quency from B (fs) - fA>fB; at B) by the same 
process fB>fA. There is a sense in - .hich fA>fB 
and fA<fB- If you t think that this "doesn't 
conform to the laws of mathematics" then you 
have three (not two) choices; reject the Doppler 
effect; reject maths; or find an error in your 
"deduction". 
S. Hobson 
Hampton 
Middlesex < 

I have been unable to find the answer to what is 
superficially a straightforward question: what is 
the mechanism by which Doppler shift is pro- 
duced in the case of electromagnetic waves? 

In acoustics, when two observers in relative 
. motion observe the same sound wave they mea- 
sure different frequencies because the wave is 
passing each at a different relative velocity. If 
VRi and Vr2 represent the velocities of ob- 
servers 1 and 2 relative to the wave then 

i{K=fiK (1) 

o^YRl^ . (2) 
(2 VR2 V-v2 

Equation (2) is the derivation of the more 
familiar form of the equation where the relative 
velocity of wave and observer is expressed in 
terms of the velocity of propagation in the 
medium V, and the velocity of the observers 
relative to the medium V! and Vj. 

The e.m. Doppler shift equation (3) can be 
verified experimentally to a high degree of ac- 
curacy. 

fo -C-V 

12VO——H— 
cmos pulses 

Now if, as I have seen stated, "similar principles 
apply" one can deduce two things. 
(1) that the velocity of light relative to the ob- 

server is c-v, which is in direct opposition to 
the postulate of relativity which insists that 

' the velocity of light is always c independent 
of relative motion between source and ob- 
server; 

(2) that the velocity of light is constant relative 
to the source, which would provide an ade- 
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quate explanation of the null result of the 
Michelson-Morley experiment and would 
support the corpuscular/photon model of 
light, photons being "shot" out of matter at 
constant "muzzle" velocity. 

A further piece of evidence supporting (2) is 
that of star aberration. In 1729 Bradley showed 
that the apparent direction of a star is actually 
the vector sum of velocity of the light from the 
star and that of the earth. It would seem that 
there is at least some evidence to support the 
view that the velocity of light is constant with 
respect to the source and that this would resolve 
the dilemma presented to physics by the Mi
chelson-Morley experiment. As physics has not 
accepted this path one can logically assume that 
there must be overwhelming evidence to the 
contrary which supports the postulate that the 
velocity of light is always constant independent 
of the velocity of the source. I have looked in 
vain for such evidence: most books seem to 
manage without any, the only evidence I have 
found being de Sitters' observation of double 
stars. If the whole of modem physics is based 
only on that I think we should all be worried. 

The standard technique seems to be to ignore 
Doppler and aberration, to fudge the evidence 
in respect of the postulate and dive straight into 
the mathematics of relativity. 

From this appear the relativistic Doppler 
shift equation and aberration equation. Thus 
having shown that both are embraced by relativ
ity one never has to ask the questions I have 
raised. Now the relativistic Doppler equation 
may be written. 

f0 ( c-v)( 1 J T. = - c- V 1-Vl/c2 

The second term is time dilation, which for 
modest values of vis equal to unity. My ques
tion is what is the physical mechanism which 
produces the first term which appears to be the 
ratio of two velocities. If the velocity of the wave 
is the same to both observers there is effectively 
only one other possible variable and that is time 
(note distance can be defmed as the distance 
travelled by a light beam in unit time) so that if 
the first term is not due to a difference in veloc
ity of wave it must be due to a time difference or 
time dilation. Both observers observe the same 
wave. They both observe that it is travelling at 
the same velocity yet they disagree as to its 
frequency because their clocks are ticking at a 
different rate. But whose clock is ticking faster. 
It depends on which observer is sourcing the 
beam of light. If both send a beam to the other 
simultaneously then we get the mathematical 
absurdity. 

TA>T8 and TA<TB- both true. 

This type of "paradox" has been mentioned 
in WW before, but surely either the result must 
be rejected because it doesn't conform to the 
laws of mathematics, or the laws of mathematics 
are wrong, in which case the derivation of the 
result must be rejected as being based on faulty 
mathematical laws. 

I would welcome any suggestions as to where 
I am going wrong. 

Appendix 
Double Stars 
For those unfamiliar with this piece of evidence 
the idea is that if the velocity of light was con
stant with respect to the source then the light 
from a star in a binary system which is travelling 
towards us would tend to overtake that from the · 
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star going away froin us with the result that 
their observed orbits would seem irregular. De 
Sitter observed double stars and no orbital irre
gularity. I have yet to fmd out when or where 
these observations took place, the magnitude of 
the expect.ed irregularity, de Sitter's mea
surement accuracy, and why he didn't get a 
Nobel prize for this obviously vital work. 
J. Kennaugh 
Cornwall 

DIMENSIONS 
The arguments which appear in the letters to 
Wireless World month by month on the validity 
and meaning (if any), of D and B, E and H, the 
products of l.t and e and the ratio of 1.t and e, 
seem never ending. As a student in the late 
1940s I was obliged to learn such formulae and 
their "dimensions" in e.m. units, e.s. units and 
Gaussian units from the famous text books of S. 
G. Starling. The apparent duality of e.m.u. and 
e.s.u. systems and their quaint skew symmetry 
appealed to the mystics who mused on the inner 
meaning of the symmetries. At that time the 
main practical use to me was as a means of 
checking half-remembered formulae in examin
ations! 

With the introduction of S.I. units, the 
theory of dimensions seems to have fallen into 
disuse or was considered 'not quite decent'' 
except in the pages of Wireless World. 

In the early 1950s, while designing and 
testing waveguide components, I was very im
pressed with the frequency with which the ex
pression (v'l.tfe) = Z0 appeared in texts dealing 
with waveguides and aerials and the concept 
that Z0 was the characteristic impedance of free 
space for plane e.m. waves appealed to me. I 
remember noticing that if one listed such 
properties as charge, "magnetic pole", electric 
field, B and D, E and H and so on, with their 
e.m.u. and e.s.u. dimensions in separate co
lumns, most of the e.m.u. dimensions occured 
in powers of e11 or e·11 while the e.s.u. dimen
sions of that property was usuall_r expressed in 
corresponding powers of l.t-1-2 or l.t 11. 

I then made up a third column in which the 
dimensions were the geometric means of the 
dimensions in the e.m.u. and e.s.u. columns, 
expecting to fmd an inconsistency, but to my 
surprise I found this was also a self-consistant 
system of dimensions in which the "4th dimen
sion" was (VI.tfe), which I have denoted by Z in 
Table 1. Symmetry was greatly improved. The 
skew symmetry between e.m.u. and e.s.u. di-

mensions of analogous magnetic and electric 
properties had now vanished, so far as ML and 
T were concerned, and only appeared as oppo
site sign in the index of Z. I therefore added a 
4th column in M,L,T and ·Y, where Y=Z-1. 

The skew symmetry now reappears, but with no 
mystery, as WW readers have been considering 
the duality of networks expressed in terms of 
impedance and admittance for a very long time! 

It would now seem that the duality of magne
tic phenomena and electric phenomena has a 
very close affinity to that duality used in net
works expressed in Z and ¥. At this stage, I 
discovered that Fitzgerald had known about the 
M,L,T,Z system of dimensions in the late 19th 
Century but was unable to identify Z which he 
regarded as a "slowness" or "retardation" of 
some kind. So Fitzgerald abandoned the 
concept. The Z system of dimensions does not 
derive logically from inverse square laws of 
forces between magnetic poles and electric 
charges which many people regard as impossible 
experiments, anyway. 

So far, I have never found any inconsistencies 
in the Z system outlined here and would be 
obliged to readers who can point any out to me. 
I have unfortunately now lost the reference to 
Fitzgerald's paper which may have appeared in 
an early series of Proc. Roy. Soc. or Phil. Mag. 
in the 1890s. Can anyone help? 

It is well-known that despite similarity in the 
mathematical methods from which they are de
rived, resistance and reluctance are not anal
ogous electric and magnetic phenomena. This is 
demonstrated in Table 1 in e.m.u., e.s.u. and 
also in Z systems of dimensions. I am inclined to 
believe that more attention should be paid to the 
nature of Z and the dynamic properties of e.m. 
radiation, following Maxwell, rather than tack
ling static properties like l.t + e, derived from 
impractical hypothetical experiments. A change 
from mass to 'spin' or 'action' is also interesting 
for simplifying charge and 'magnetic pole', B + 
Dandflux. 

Whether the Z system will throw any light on 
the problems of your correspondents is incalcu
lable; all I can hope is that by throwing yet 
another pebble into the pond perhaps some 
other obscuring ripple may be temporarily can
celled out, allowing a momentary glimpse of the 
underlying physics before too much mud is 
stirred up! 
E. F. Dawson 
Melton Mowbray 
Leicestershire 

TABLE 1 

Geometric 
Dimensions Dimensions mean of 

in in ESU&EMU 
v=z-1 . Property ESU EMU Z=V~I. 

charge M '12L 3/2r- 1 e '12 M112L1¥11- '12 M 112L 1r - '12z - '12 M112L1r'l2y'12 

magnetic pole M 'nL 'nrDe- '12 M ~nLJnr-1 '12 M ~nL 1T- '12z'12 M 112L 1r- '12y- '12 

electric field M'I2L- '12t- 1e- '12 M'I2L112t-211~ M ~nL or- 3i2z '12 M '12L or- 3i2y- '12 

E 
M 'nL '12t-2E '12 M'I2L- '12t- 111- '12 M ~nL or- 3i2z- '12 M '12L or- 3i2y'n magnetic field 

H 
M112L - 312-r'e-'12 M112L-'nr-111 '12 M 112L - 1r-112Z ~n M'I2L-1r'l2y-'12 B 

D M'I2L- '12t-1e'n M '12L - 3/2ro11- '12 M 112L-'nr-'nz-'12 M112L - 1r'l2y'n 

11 MOL -2T2E-1 M0L¥1'1 M"L- 1T1Z1 M0L-1T1Y-1 

E M0L¥e1 MoL -2r211-1 ' M0L- 1T1Z- 1 M0L - 1T1Y1 

electric resistance 
MOL1r-1111 M0L¥Z1 M0Lorov-1 

R M0L- 1T1e- 1 

capacitance M0L1'f'e1 MOL- 1T2 - 1 M0LDr1z - 1 M0LDr1Y1 

inductance MoL - 1T2E- 1 M0L1'f'/ M0LDr1Z1 M0LDr1Y- 1 

magnetic reluctance MOL1T- 2E1 M0L- 1'f'11- 1 ' MoLor- 1z- 1 MOLDr- 1y1 

I 
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AERIALS AT SEA 
Regarding Wiseman's articles on marine radio, 
it is unfair to compare Soviet merchant practice 
with the West's since all Soviet ships are quasi
military and under strict government control, 
hence "proper" aerials. 

I agree that some of the installations are quite 
appallingly bad and have been neglected, but 
the root cause is the short aerial, and lack of 
radiation resistance. Since we cannot emulate 
the BBC's "big T" at Droitwich within the 
confmes of a ship another solution must be 
found, and I suggest that the helically loaded 
glass-fibre whip is the answer. Glass-fibre poles 
are freely available (pole vaulters use them). 
Such poles are about twenty feet long and would 
accommodate around one hundred metres of 16 
s.w.g. copper wire. Since these aerials could be 
manufactured to have a driving-point im
pedance equal to that of the feeder, insulation 
losses would be minimal. 

Regarding the durability of glass-reinforced 
plastics, cheap g.r.p. is based on polyester resin, 
which is hygroscopic and does deteriorate in the 
space of a few years. G.r.p. reinforced with 
epoxy resin does not appear to suffer in this way 
although it is more costly. 

Finally if anyone is enterprising enough to 
make such an aerial, he must be sure to avoid a 
carbon fibre reinforced pole. 
D. Benyon 
Bude 
Cornwall 

HERETICS GUIDE TO 
MODERN PHYSICS 
I would have thought that authors prepared to 
advertise their Ph.D., B.Sc., and so on would 
show a more up-to-date knowledge and greater 
scientiflc integrity than that displayed in Octo
ber 1982 WW by Dr Scott Murray. 

The 'Photon' article revolves round and leads 
to a conclusion that a special test experiment on 
counting single photons should be done, and the 
author confidently predicts the result that indi
vidual photons passing through an apparatus 
would not show interference. I'm afraid that 
Scott Murray is out of date by 50 years or more; 
the experiment has been done many times, since 
photon counters (able to detect single photons) 
have been available for a long time. And the 
result - individual photons produce interfer
ence fringes just as more intense light does. 

I cannot offer an explanation, since apart 
from using quantum mechanics (which is a ma
thematical description) there is no explanation 
in mechanistic terms of what happens. The 
problem strains our imagination to its limits, 
but explanation or not, it is a hard experimental 
fact. I do not think that this can be passed off as 
a subjective assessment as implied by John W. 
T. Smith, September, 1982 WW letters), since 
the photomultiplier either does, or does not 
register photons at certain position along the 
interference fringe pattern. This experiment has 
been repeated by many workers, since the topic 
is of great significance, yet always the same 
result. 

I think therefore Scott Murray should review 
the contents of any subsequent articles on this 
theme if they rely· on his incorrect anticipation 
of the photon experiment. A good description of 
this experiment occurs in Richard Feynman's 
Book - The Character of Physical Law (BBC 
Publications 1966). 
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To further confound Scott Murray, electrons 
also show wave/particle duality and give in
terference fringes too; this is also described in 
Feynman's book. 

One further point, articles of a scientiflc 
nature, whether 'heretical' or not, are improved 
by less use of emotive terms like 'dogma', 
'mysticism' 'doctrine'. It would seem that the 
only person with a dogmatic view is Scott Mur
ray himself who has decided to shun the facts 
and invent his own 'nature'. 
B. J. C. Burrows 
Benson 
Oxford 

hi the article from the series by Dr Murray 
which appeared in the December issue he refers 
to Compton's calculation of the way in which 
the energy of a gamma ray scattered by a free 
electron varies with the angle of scattering, 
though for some reason he describes the scat
tered gamma ray as a second gamma radiated 
from the point of impact. He claims correctly 
that Compton's calculation was based on the 
model of a billiard ball collision between the 
gamma ray photon and the electron, but neg
lects to mention that this model is quite unable 
to account for the experimental observations of 
the angular distribution of the scattered photons 
about the direction of the incident photons. 
Eventually Klein and Nishina succeeded in de
riving an expression for this distribution which 
is accurate up to and beyond energies of 10 
MeV, but they made use of wave mechanics. 
So much for his assertion that there is 'no indi
cation of wavelike properties of either electrons 
or photons'. 

He goes on to discuss the photo-electric 
effect. This effect, in which an incoming gamma 
ray is completely absorbed by a single atoin, 
which then emits a single electron carrying the 
excess energy, has been studied for many years. 
Characteristically the electron has a distribution 
about the direction of the gamma ray which 
extends over a wide range of angles, and an 
energy which falls short of that of the gamma 
ray by an amount which has a series of discrete 
values determined by the atom from which it is 
ejected1. Thus the process observed experimen
tally bears little resemblance to the results of Dr 
Murray's calculation, since .according to him 
'the direction of the 'electron's motion must be 
at right angles to the incident photon's path to 
within a few hundredths of an angular degree' . 
Even if one were to take Dr Murray's calcu
lations at their face value, and to accept that 
they would apply to the photons associated with 
electromagnetic waves, a 'Murray photon' 
hitting a vertical dipole aerial would be equally 
likely to eject an electron from its parent atom 
so that it moved towards the top, bottom, or 
sides of the aerial rod, giving zero net induced 
current! 

In general a photon will interact collectively 
with electrons in an area of the wave front with 
linear dimensions of at least one wavelength. 
For the optical photo-effect, in which a photon 
of visible light ejects a single electron from a 
suitably prepared surface, the wavelength is 
some tens of interatomic spacings, so that des
pite the end result the effect cannot be explained 
in terms of the interaction of the photon with an 
isolated electron or atom. A 300 MHz photon, 
whose energy is some 10- 9 eV only, would 
interact collectively with electrons over the 
whole length of a dipole aerial tuned to that 
frequency, though I doubt whether individual 
quantum phenomena as such have been ob-

served at frequencies below 300 GHz. This is 
hardly the behaviour of a classical particle, and 
it is not surprising that Dr Murray turned his 
discussion rather quickly from photons and 
electromagnetic waves to the consideration of 
much higher energy photons. 

The articles in the series so far have either 
been written tongue in cheek, or betray a failure 
to grasp the basic ideas of quantum mechanics 
and a very limited knowledge of the experimen
tal results which confirm some of its most 
radical predictions. It is rather unfortunate that 
Wireless World should be propagating this 
'disinformation' at the very time when experi
ments are coming down solidly in favour of one 
of the most mind-blowing of these predictions, 
one which is at variance even with the simpler 
versions of Special Relativicyl. 
C. F. Coleman 
Grove 
Nr. Wantage 
Oxfordshire 
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Dr Scott Murray (Quantization and quantiza
tion, Jan. 83) regards the idea that light seems to 
consist sometimes of waves and sometimes of 
particles to be mysticism of the most blatant 
kind. Indeed it would be if one believes that 
light 'consists' of waves and particles, since 
these two entities have mutually exclusive 
properties. 

The idea that any physical phenomenon 'is' or 
'consists' of either waves or particles is surely 
the root of the problem. The concept of wave 
and of particle are pure abstractions. They sum
mon up in each case a set of mathematical 
relationships which defme what we mean by 
these abstractions. A bullet or a billiard ball do 
not 'consist' of particles, nor do ripples on a 
pond or vibrations in a plank of wood 'consist' 
of waves. That the abstract set of ideas asso
ciated with waves is useful in describing and 
predicting certain physical events, like the 
movement of a violin string is true. Similarly, 
the set of ideas associated wi.th particles is 
clearly of value in other areas. That light has 
some properties for which the wave concept is 
more useful, and other properties for which the 
particle concept is of greater value presents no 
contradiction. It simply demonstrates that we 
have yet to devise a unified, internally consis
tent set of ideas which are paralleled in the 
physical world by all of light's manifestations. 
M. M. Gleave 
Whitstable 
Kent 

I have an increasing sense of bewilderment on 
reading Dr W. A. Scott Murray's series of arti
cles so far. 

I may be simple-minded, but I am unable to 
see that certain of Dr Murray's remarks have 
the remotest connexion with any physical phe
nomena(" . .. prediction is foreign to Nature .. 
. ", ". . . living matter . . . does this (build 
enzymes etc. for its own convenience) by de
creasing entropy locally . . . " ). 

Now Dr Murray unveils what seems to be his 
fundamental physical paradigm, of "discrete 
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quate explanation of the null result of the 
Michelson-Morley experiment and would 
support the corpuscular/photon model of 
light, photons bring "shot" out of matter at 
constant "muzzle" velocity. 

A further piece of evidence supporting (2) is 
that of star aberration. In 1729 Bradley showed 
that the apparent direction of a star is actually 
the vector sum of velocity of the Ught from the 
star and that of the earth. It would seem that 
there is at least some evidence to support the 
view that the velocity of light is constant with 
respect to the source and that this would resolve 
the dilemma presented to physics by the Mi- 
chelson-Morley experiment. As physics has not 
accepted this path one can logically assume that 
there must be overwhelming evidence to the 
contrary which supports the postulate that the 
velocity of light is always constant independent 
of the velocity of the source. I have looked in 
vain for such evidence; most books seem to 
manage without any, the only evidence I have 
found being de Sitters' observation of double 
stars. If the whole of modern physics is based 
only on that I think we should all be worried. 

The standard technique seems to be to ignore 
Doppler and aberration, to fudge the evidence 
in respect of the postulate and dive straight into 
the mathematics of relativity. 

From this appear the relativistic Doppler 
shift equation and aberration equation. Thus 
having shown that both are embraced by relativ- 
ity one never has to ask the questions I have 
raised. Now the relativistic Doppler equation 
may be written. 

-MJ 
f, \ VvV7 

The second term is time dilation, which for 
modest values of v is equal to unity. My ques- 
tion is what is the physical mechanism which 
produces the first term which appears to be the 
ratio of two velocities. If the velocity of the wave 
is the same to both observers there is effectively 
only one other possible variable and that is time 
(note distance can be defined as the distance 
travelled by a light beam in unit time) so that if 
the first term is not due to a difference in veloc- 
ity of wave it must be due to a time difference or 
time dilation. Both observers observe the same 
wave. They both observe that it is travelling at 
the same velocity yet they disagree as to its 
frequency because their clocks are ticking at a 
different rate. But whose clock is ticking faster. 
It depends on which observer is sourcing the 
beam of light. If both send a beam to the other 
simultaneously then we get the mathematical 
absurdity. 

Ta>Tb and Ta<Tb - both true. 

This type of "paradox" has been mentioned 
in WW before, but surely either the result must 
be rejected because it doesn't conform to the 
laws of mathematics, or the laws of mathematics 
are wrong, in which case the derivation of the 
result must be rejected as being based on faulty 
mathematical laws. 

I would welcome any suggestions as to where 
I am going wrong. 

Appendix 
Double Stars 
For those unfamiliar with this piece of evidence 
the idea is that if the velocity of light was con- 
stant with respect to the source then the light 
from a star in a binary system which is travelling 
towards us would tend to overtake that from the' 

star going away from us with the result that 
their observed orbits would seem irregular. De 
Sitter observed double stars and no orbital irre- 
gularity. I have yet to find out when or where 
these observations took place, the magnitude of 
the expected irregularity, de Sitter's mea- 
surement accuracy, and why he didn't get a 
Nobel prize for this obviously vital work. 
J. Kennaugh 
Cornwall 

DIMENSIONS 
The arguments which appear in the letters to 
Wireless World month by month on the validity 
and meaning (if any), of D and B, E and H, the 
products of (r and e and the ratio of p. and e, 
seem never ending. As a student in the late 
1940s I was obliged to learn such formulae and 
their "dimensions" in e.m. units, e.s. units and 
Gaussian units from the famous text books of S. 
G. Starling. The apparent duahty of e.m.u. and 
e.s.u. systems and their quaint skew symmetry 
appealed to the mystics who mused on the inner 
meaning of the symmetries. At that time the 
main practical use to me was as a means of 
checking half-remembered formulae in examin- 
ations! 

With the introduction of S.I. units, the 
theory of dimensions seems to have fallen into 
disuse or was considered 'not quite decent', 
except in the pages of Wireless World. 

In the early 1950s, while designing and 
testing waveguide components, I was very im- 
pressed with the frequency with which the ex- 
pression (Vp/e) = Z0 appeared in texts dealing 
with waveguides and aerials and the cf ncpt 
that Z0 was the characteristic impedance of free 
space for plane e.m. waves appealed to me. I 
remember noticing that if one listed such 
properties as charge, "magnetic pole", electric 
field, B and D, E and H and so on, with their 
e.m.u. and e.s.u. dimensions in separate co- 
lumns, most of the e.m.u. dimensions occured 
in powers of or e"^ while the e.s.u. dimen- 
sions of that property was usually expressed in 
corresponding powers of p"w or p . 

I then made up a third column in which the 
dimensions were the geometric means of the 
dimensions in the e.m.u. and e.s.u. columns, 
expecting to find an inconsistency, but to my 
surprise I found this was also a self-consistant 
system of dimensions in which the "4th dimen- 
sion" was (Vp/e), which I have denoted by Z in 
Table 1. Symmetry was greatly improved. The 
skew symmetry between e.m.u. and e.s.u. di- 

mensions of analogous magnetic and electric 
properties had now vanished, so far as ML and 
T were concerned, and only appeared as oppo- 
site sign in the index of Z. I therefore added a 
4th column in M,L,T and Y, where Y=Z"1. 
The skew symmetry now reappears, but with no 
mystery, as WW readers have been considering 
the duality of networks expressed in terms of 
impedance and admittance for a very long time! 

It would now seem that the duality of magne- 
tic phenomena and electric phenomena has a 
very close affinity to that duahty used in net- 
works expressed in Z and Y. At this stage, I 
discovered that Fitzgerald had known about the 
M,L,T,Z system of dimensions in the late 19th 
Century but was unable to identify Z which he 
regarded as a "slowness" or "retardation" of 
some kind. So Fitzgerald abandoned the 
concept. The Z system of dimensions does not 
derive logically from inverse square laws of 
forces between magnetic poles and electric 
charges which many people regard as impossible 
experiments, anyway. 

So far, I have never found any inconsistencies 
in the Z system outlined here and would be 
obliged to readers who can point any out to me. 
I have unfortunately now lost the reference to 
Fitzgerald's paper which may have appeared in 
an early series of Proc. Roy. Soc. or Phil. Mag. 
in the 1890s. Can anyone help? 

It is well-known that despite similarity in the 
mathematical methods from which they are de- 
rived, resistance and reluctance are not anal- 
ogous electric and magnetic phenomena. This is 
demonstrated in Table 1 in e.m.u., e.s.u. and 
also in Z systems of dimensions. I am inclined to 
believe that more attention should be paid to the 
nature of Z and the dynamic properties of e.m. 
radiation, following Maxwell, rather than tack- 
ling static properties like p. + e, derived from 
impractical hypothetical experiments. A change 
from mass to 'spin' or 'action' is also interesting 
for simplifying charge and 'magnetic pole', B + 
D and flux. 

Whether the Z system will throw any Ught on 
the problems of your correspondents is incalcu- 
lable; all I can hope is that by throwing yet 
another pebble into the pond perhaps some 
other obscuring ripple may be temporarily can- 
celled out, allowing a momentary glimpse of the 
underlying physics before too much mud is 
stirred up! 
E. F. Dawson 
Melton Mowbray 
Leicestershire 
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AERIALS AT SEA 
Regarding Wiseman's articles on marine radio, 
it is unfair to compare Soviet merchant practice 
with the West's since aU Soviet ships are quasi- 
miUtary and under strict government control, 
hence "proper" aerials. 

I agree that some of the installations are quite 
appallingly bad and have been neglected, but 
the root cause is the short aerial, and lack of 
radiation resistance. Since we cannot emulate 
the BBC's "big T" at Droitwich within the 
confines of a ship another solution must be 
found, and I suggest that the heUcaUy loaded 
glass-fibre whip is the answer. Glass-fibre poles 
are freely available (pole vaulters use them). 
Such poles are about twenty feet long and would 
accommodate around one hundred metres of 16 
s.w.g. copper wire. Since these aerials could be 
manufactured to have a driving-point im- 
pedance equal to that of the feeder, insulation 
losses would be minimal. 

Regarding the durability of glass-reinforced 
plastics, cheap g.r.p. is based on polyester resin, 
which is hygroscopic and does deteriorate in the 
space of a few years. G.r.p. reinforced with 
epoxy resin does not appear to suffer in this way 
although it is more costly. 

Finally if anyone is enterprising enough to 
make such an aerial, he must be sure to avoid a 
carbon fibre reinforced pole. 
D. Benyon 
Bude 
Cornwall 

HERETICS GUIDE TO 

MODERN PHYSICS 
I would have thought that authors prepared to 
advertise their Ph.D., B.Sc., and so on would 
show a more up-to-date knowledge and greater 
scientific integrity than that displayed in Octo- 
ber 1982 WW by Dr Scott Murray. 

The 'Photon' article revolves round and leads 
to a conclusion that a special test experiment on 
counting single photons should be done, and the 
author confidently predicts the result that indi- 
vidual photons passing through an apparatus 
would not show interference. I'm afr 1 that 
Scott Murray is out of date by 50 years or more; 
the experiment has been done manj imes, since 
photon counters (able to detect single photons) 
have been available for a long ne. And the 
result - individual photons produce interfer- 
ence fringes just as more intense light does. 

I cannot offer an explanation, since apart 
from using quantum mechanics (which is a ma- 
thematical description) there is no explanation 
in mechanistic terms of what happens. The 
problem strains our imagination to its limits, 
but explanation or not, it is a hard experimental 
fact. I do not think that this can be passed off as 
a subjective assessment as implied by John W. 
T. Smith, September, 1982 WW letters), since 
the photomultiplier either does, or does not 
register photons at certain position along the 
interference fringe pattern. This experiment has 
been repeated by many workers, since the top): 
is of great significance, yet always the same 
result. 

I think therefore Scott Murray should review 
the con ots of any subsequent articles on this 
theme if they rely on his incorrect anticipation 
of the photon experiment. A good des; ption )f 
this experiment occurs in Richard Feynman 
Book — The Character of Physical Law (BBC 
Publications 1966). 

To further confound Scott Murray, electrons 
also show wave/particle duahty and give in- 
terference fringes too; this is also described in 
Feynman's book. 

One further point, articles of a scientific 
nature, whether 'heretical' or not, are improved 
by less use of emotive terms like 'dogma', 
'mysticism' 'doctrine'. It would seem that the 
only person with a dogmatic view is Scott Mur- 
ray himself who has decided to shun the facts 
and invent his own 'nature'. 
B. J. C. Burrows 
Benson 
Oxford 

In the article from the series by Dr Murray 
which appeared in the December issue he refers 
to Compton's calculation of the way in which 
the energy of a gamma ray scattered by a free 
electron varies with the angle of scattering, 
though for some reason he describes the scat- 
tered gamma ray as a second gamma radiated 
from the point of impact. He claims correctly 
that Compton's calculation was based on the 
model of a billiard ball collision between the 
gamma ray photon and the electron, but r ;g- 
lects to mention that this model is quite unable 
to account for the experimental observations of 
the angular distribution of the scattered photons 
about the direction of the incident photons. 
Eventually Klein and Nishina succeeded in de- 
riving an expression for this distribution which 
is accurate up to and beyond energies of 10 
MeV, but they made use of wave mechanics. 
So much for his assertion that there is 'no indi- 
cation of wavelike properties of either electrons 
or photons'. 

He goes on to discuss the photo-electric 
effect. This effect, in which an incoming gamma 
ray is completely absorbed by a single atom, 
which then emits a single electron carrying the 
excess energy, has been studied for many years. 
Characteristically the electron has a distribution 
about the direction of the gamma ray wl j :h 
extends over a wide range of angles, and an 
energy which falls short of that of the gamma 
ray by an amount which has a series of discrete 
values determined by the atom from which it is 
ejected1. Thus the process observed experimen- 
tally bears little resemblance to the results of Dr 
Murray's calculation, since .according to him 
'the direction of the electron's motion must be 
at right angles to the incident photon's path to 
within a few hundredths of an angular degree'. 
Even if one were to take Dr Murray's calcu- 
lations at their face value, and to accept that 
they would apply to the photons associated with 
electromagnetic waves, a 'Murray photon' 
hitting a vertical dipole aerial would be equally 
likely to eject an electron from its parent atom 
so that it moved towards the top, bottom, or 
sides of the aerial rod, giving zero net induced 
current! 

In general a photon will interact collect v^ly 
with electrons in an area of the wave frot.. with 
linear dimensions of at least one wavelengtn. 
For the optical photo-effect, in which a photon 
of visible light ejects a single electron from a 
suitably prepared surface, the wavelength is 
some tens of interatomic spacings, so that des- 
pite the end result the effect cannot be explained 
in terms of the interaction of the photon with an 
isolated electron or atom. A 300 MHz photon, 
whose energy is some 10_9 eV only, would 
interact collectively with electrons over the 
whole length of a dipole aerial tuned to that 
frequency, though I doubt whether individual 
quantum phenomena as such have been ob- 

served at frequencies below 300 GHz. This is 
hardly the behaviour of a classical particle, and 
it is not surprising that Dr Murray turned his 
discussion rather quickly from photons and 
electromagnetic waves to the consideration of 
much higher energy photons. 

The articles in the series so far have either 
been written tongue in cheek, or betray a failure 
to grasp the basic ideas of quantum mechanics 
and a very limited knowledge of the experimen- 
tal results which confirm some of its most 
radical predictions. It is rather unfortunate that 
Wireless World should be propagating this 
'disinformation' at the very time when experi- 
ments are coming down sohdly in favour of one 
of the most mind-blowing of these predictions, 
one which is at variance even with the simpler 
versions of Special Relativity2. 
C. F. Coleman 
Grove 
Nr. Wantage 
Oxfordshire 
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Dr Scott Murray (Quantization and quantiza- 
tion, Jan. 83) regards the idea that Ught seems to 
consist sometimes of waves and sometimes of 
particles to be mysticism of the most blatant 
kind. Indeed it would be if one believes that 
Ught 'consists' of waves and particles, since 
these two entities have mutually exclusive 
properties. 

The idea that any physical phenomenon 'is' or 
'consists' of either waves or particles is surely 
the root of the problem. The concept of wave 
and of particle are pure abstractions. They sum- 
mon up in each case a set of mathematical 
relationships which define what we mean by 
these abstractions. A bullet or a billiard ball do 
not 'consist' of particles, nor do '^oles on a 
pond or vibrations in a plank of wood 'consist' 
of waves. That the abstract set of ideas asso- 
ciated with waves is useful in describing and 
predicting certain physical events, like the 
movement of a violm string is true. 5 arly, 
the set of ideas associated will pa ck is 
dearly of value in other areas. That Ught has 
some properties for which the wave concept is 
more useful, and other properties for which the 
particle concept is of greater value presents no 
contradiction. It simply demonstrates that we 
have yet to devise a unified, internally consis- 
tent set of ideas which are paralleled in the 
physical world by all of Ught's manifestations. 
M. M. Gleavf 
Whitstable 
Kent 

I have an increasing sense of bewilderment on 
reading Dr W. A. Scott Murray's series of arti- 
cles so far. 

I may be simple-minded, but I am unable to 
see that certain of Dr Murray's remarks have 
the remotest connexion with any ph; cal phe- 
nomena (". . . prediction is foreign to Nature . . 
.", ". . . living matter . . . does this (build 
enzymes etc. for its own conve-nence") by de- 
creasing entropy locally..."). 

Now Dr Murray unveils what seems to be his 
fundamental physical paradigm, of "discrete 
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physical entities having real, free-stan<ijng exist
ence independently of each other and of any 
observer, human or deputy." Such a paradigm 
fails to provide any account even of the simplest 
interactions between such "entities", and I am 
afraid it suffers the same fate as all other at
tempts to explain the obscure in terms of the 
more obscure. 

Indeed, this must be the fate of all attempted 
explanations which may be produced in accord
ance with Dr Murray's own criterion of demar
cation between physics and inysticisin (physical 
phenomena to be physically explained). Thus, 
any such attempted physical explanation will 
involve physical phenomena; but the criterion 
demands that these be explained physically, and 
so we either end up with an infinite regress (or a 
circularity) of physical explanations,. or finish 
after all with something that is not explained at 
all, or at least not physically! I think we need a 
better criterion than what Dr Murray has pro-
posed! · 

In summary, I am afraid that Dr Murray 
seems to show basic confusion about what is and 
is not capable of being meant and explained by a 
physical theory. I am unable to say what is the 
essence of a better approach to making, using. 
. and understanding theories, but anybOdy who 
would like to arrive at such an approach could 
do very well, I believe, to consider the views of 
Sir Isaac Newton. I quote his refusal to specu
late on the nature and 01;igin of the interactions 
involved in the phenomena of universal gravita
tion, for which he had provided his celebrated 
mathematical account: (Concerning such mat
ters) 'I frame no hypotheses; for whatever is not 
implied by the phenomena is to be called an 
hypothesis; and hypotheses, whether physical 
or metaphysical, whether of occult things or 
mechanical, have no place in experimental 
philosophy.'. 

Newton's 'experimental philosophy' is none 
other than what we now call science. I suggest 
that 'hypotheses, whether physical or metaphy
sical . . . ' also have no place in a scientific 
journal such as Wireless World. 
Terry Stancliffe 
Wimbledon 
LondonSW19 

The author replies: 
Readers' letters in response to the "Heretic's 
Guide" series so far have fallen into two cate
gories: the interested and constructive ones have 
mostly been addressed to me privately and some 
of them have initiated encouraging correspon
dence, while the critical and sometimes per
sonally-abusive ones have tended to be 
addressed to the Editor of Wireless World -
occasionally even taking him to task too for 
allowing such nonsense to be published in his 
magazine! That pattern was predictable and I 
have no fault to find with it. 

One of the recurring topics is the suggestion 
that the interference of light might disappear at 
a sufficiently low light level or photon density. 
What is a "low" photon density? How long is a 
photon? (A. H . Winterfleld, Letters, January ). I 
know of several standard "experimental" ans
wers to that second question, all of them wrong 
in that they are in conflict with other experi
mental results. Mr B. J. C. Burrows' letter may 
be quoted as representing the majority view on 
this issue. He says that "Scott Murray is out of 
date by 50 years or more . .. individual photons 
produce interference fringes just as more in-
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tense light does . . . This experiment has been 
repeated .. bY many workers, always with the 
same result." 

Now the'interesting point about this quote is 
that what Mr Burrows says, although straight 
down the centre of the established duality doc
trine, is not in fact true. Two Russian experi
menters, Dontsov and Baz' (Soviet Physics 
JETP, translated, 25, pp. 1-5, 1%7) reported 
that "photons in light beams are correlated to a 
considerable degree and cannot be considered 
statistically independent as a rule . . . the im
pinging beams contained 'bunches' of pho
tons"; and after they had dealt with this bunching 
(their choice of word, independently of mine), 
"the beam of statistically independent photons 
passed through the interferometer without 
producing an interference pattern." 

One part of this experiment was quickly re
peated by G. T. Reynolds of Princeton and 
reported at a symposium at Imperial College in 
1%9. Reynolds did Mt observe any deteriora
tion of his interference fringes, but although he 
had attempted to reproduce the Russians' appa
ratus exactly he used a different kind of light 
source and his experiment was not performed in 
quite the same way. The most important dif
ference was that Dontsov and Baz' had taken 
particular care to quantify photon bunching and 
to minimize its incidence, but Reynolds and his 
colleagues simply assumed that their photons 
were statistically independent at the light levels 
they used. 
. Therefore, despite Mr Burrows' disagree
ment, in view of this conflict of experimental 
fmdings I still feel that it would be worthwhile 
to perform at least one more experiment of this 
general type, taking special anti-bunching 
precautions and using photon-detection tech- . 
niques effectively 100 times more sensitive than · 
those of Dontsov and Baz', and Reynolds. 

To reply fully to Mr C. F. Coleman would 
require a letter of at least article length, so in
stead let me pick out one representative passage 
for comment. In his third paragraph he says, 
"In general a photon will interact collectively 
with electrons in an area of wave front with 
linear dimensions of at least one wavelength. 
For the opticai photo-effect, in which a photon 
of visible light ejects a single electron from a 
suitably prepared surface, the wavelength is 
some tens of interatomic spacings, so that des
pite the end result the effect cannot be explained 
in terms of the interaction of the photon with an 
isolated electron or atom." 

Once more this is ex cathedra doctrine, faithfully 
reproduced. 

Comment one. The terms photon, wave-fro;;t 
and wavelength appear without differentiation 
in that single first sentence. Here we have Dual
ity supreme: none of the "sometimes behaves 
like particles" and "sometimes behaves like a 
wave system" of the doctrine's ·more cautious 
apologists. Here light is both at the same time. 
Even among Copenhagen's adherents, not every 
one will support this extremist line in public. 

Comment two. The photon is said to interact 
collectively with electrons over a linear· dimen
sion of at least 10 inter-atomic spacings; given 
one free electron per lattice atom there will be 
100 of them per square wavelength, or up to 
1000 of them would be involved if the photon 
were to penetrate into the material to a depth of 
just one wavelength. Now, if some 100 to 1000 
electrons are interacting with one incoming pho
ton, why is it that only one of these electrons is 
ejected by the photon's impact - and what 

physical mechanism determines which of the 
electrons is to be ejected? (Please don't tell me 
that it is ejected from the material by a "proba
bility"!) This was the very argument that in 
Einstein's hands in 1905 denied the possibility 
of a statistical mechanism for the photoelectric 
effect and led directly to the photon hypothesis. 
Are we to go back on that hypothesis now? (I 
don't say we shouldn't - I just ask the ques
tion). 

Comment three. The first sentence in the quo
tation makes a flat statement of what happens in 
a photon/photocell interaction, all cut and dried 
as if it were factually true. How wide is a pho
ton, please? If we knew the answer to that we 
might be able to "explain the effect" in line with 
"the end result". Many answers have been pro
posed to that question, all different and mu
tually conflicting: it is conventional nowadays to 
regard the question as "improper" and refuse to 
recognise it. But in that case perhaps I may 
reasonably ask instead for a reference to the . 
report of the experiment which measured the 
diameter of a photon and supports the statement 
that it is "at least one wavelength" across? I 
believe there is no such reference; that is one of 
the fundamental experiments that I have 
suggested ought now to be done . 

· Other comments could be made, but perhaps 
I have said enough. There are many things in 
the arena of modern physics that none of us 
understand, and it doesn't help progress for 
people to insist that we know it all when in fact 
we don't. It is more seemly to be humble when 
discussing such difficult problems. Several cor
respondents such as N. M. Gleave, John W. T. 
Smith and Professor D. A. Bell have written in a 
very civilized way on the theme that ". . . we 
have yet to devise a unified, internally consis
tent set of ideas which are paralleled in the 
physical world .. . " (with which I wholehear

,tedly agree), and that it may never prove pos
sible to devise one because the scope of human 

· thought-processes may be too limiting. There is 
as yet no evidence of this either way, but it suits 
my temperament to be optimistic. What I don't 
go along with is the idea that one should give up 
trying to understand such things simply because 
the Copenhagen School, having themselves 
failed to reach understanding of them, arro
gantly pronounced them to be non-questions, 
unsuitable for the attention of physicists. It is 
just possible that the Copenhagen School and 
their followers may have been wrong on that 
point, as they have been on quite a few others. 

I move that we should re-examine our current 
physical concepts carefully and conscientiously 
in the light of a few realistic principles 
("acceptable paradigms", if you will, pace Mr 
Terry Stancliffe!), and go on trying. 

SATELLITE TV 
SYSTEM 
Dr Tomlinson, no doubt, will correct me if I am 
wrong but his "original method" of digital/ana
logue modulation (WW January 83, pp28,29) 
seems to me to be a development of the ADAM 
modem which Freddie Court of SRDE devised, 
in 1971172, during his work on SKYNET. 

Working from memory, I believe ADAM 
stood for "Amplitude, Dipolar Angle Modula
tion''. 
G. R. Miller 
Orpington, 
Kent. 
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Using the 8080 with 
slow memories 

Forcing the 8080A microprocessor to e~ter 
an adjustable wait state when addressmg 
slow memory devices, this circuit compen
sates using a 74193 up/down counter. 
When the system starts up, the reset signal 
is forced high for a short period by the 
reset button. This period is long enough to 
allow 16 clock pulses (<j>l t.t.l.) to be 
passed to the Cu input of the 7419~ ~oun
ter if the carry input of the counter IS m the 
high state, i.e. the data output is not in the 
F (hexadecimal) state. 

These clock pulses drive the counter to 
the F state when the carry output goes low. 
This sends the counter Cu input low and 
sets the ready signal to the 8080. Clocking 
the counter while resetting the system 
gives the same results as starting up the 
system with F as the counter-data output. 

When the 8080A c.p.u addresses slow 
memory devices, the address is sent during 
the first state of the current machine cycle 

Alternative latches 
Logic circuits often have spare gates. 
Where latches are required, these two cir
cuits may help to reduce the number of i.cs 
in a given design. Their standard equiva
lent is also shown. 
Y.Pang 
Worthing 
W. Sussex 
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Reset 

Address 
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Hard wired code 

Sync 

Address 
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and decoded as an active-high line which 
drives the converter. At the start of the 
second machine cycle, the counter load 
input goes low, causing a hard-wired word 
at the counter data input to be loaded. 
Through loading of this word (which 
should not be F) Cu goes high, resetting 
the ready signal and driving the processor 
into a wait state. From the third machine 

Switching regulator 
with 0-100% duty cycle 
Designed for low-voltage battery-powered 
systems, this efficient switching regulator 
relies on a power mosfet's low drain-source 
resistance. Controllers available have duty 
cycles less than 95% so the switching ele
ment cannot fully conduct with low input 
voltages. This circuit uses an RC pulse 

cycle, the counter is incremented by one 
until the output is F, when carry goes low 
and sets the ready line. Depending on the 
hard-wired word, the wait state can be 
extended between one and 15 machine 
cycles. 
G. A.M. Labib 
Heliopolis 
Egypt 

stretcher to give a 100% duty cycle. 
Multiple cmos gates provide sufficient 

power to drive an n-channel fet with low 
~on)· To include this device, the stan
dard switch-mode circuit is inverted. Care 
must be taken not to exceed the common
mOde range of the control-circuit op-amp. 
Bryan Inkster 
Egersund 
Norway 
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physical entities having real, free-standing exist- 
ence independently of each other and of any 
observer, human or deputy." Such a paradigm 
fails to provide any account even of the simplest 
interactions between such "entities", and I am 
afraid it suffers the same fate as all other at- 
tempts to explain the obscure in terms of the 
more obscure. S 

Indeed, this must be the fate of all attempted 
explanations which may be produced in accord- 
ance with Dr Murray's own criterion of demar- 
cation between physics and mysticism (physical 
phenomena to be physically explained). Thus, 
any such attempted physical explanation will 
involve physical phenomena; but the criterion 
demands that these be explained physically, and 
so we either end up with an infinite regress (or a 
circularity) of physical explanations,, or finish 
after all with something that is not explained at 
all, or at least not physically! I think we need a 
better criterion than what Dr Murray has pro- 
posed! 

In summary, I am afraid that Dr Murray 
seems to show basic confusion about what is and 
is not capable of being meant and explained by a 
physical theory. I am unable to say what is the 
essence of a better approach to making, using 
md inderstanding theories, but anybody who 
would like to arrive at such an approach could 
do very well, I believe, to consider the views of 
Sir Isaac Newton. I quote his refusal to specu- 
late on the nature and origin of the interactions 
involved in the phenomena of universal gravita- 
tion, for which he had provided his celebrated 
mathematical account; (Concerning such mat- 
ters) T frame no hypotheses; for whatever is not 
implied by the phenomena is to be called an 
hypothesis; and hypotheses, whether physical 
or metaphysical, whether of occult things ar 
mechanical, have no place in experimental 
philosophy.'. 

Newton's 'experimental philosophy' is none 
other than what we now call science. I suggest 
that 'hypotheses, whether physical or metaphy- 
sical . . .' also have no place in a scientific 
journal such as Wireless Win id. 
Terry Stancliffe 
Wimbledon 
London SW19 

The author replies: 
Readers' letters in response to the "Heretic's 
Guide" series so far have fallen into two cate- 
gories: the interested and constructive ones have 
mostly been addressed to me privately and some 
of them have initiated encouraging correspon- 
dence, while the critical and sometimes per- 
sonally-abusive ones have tended to be 
addressed to the Editor of Wireless World - 
occasionally even taking him to task top for 
allowing such nonsense to be published in his 
magazine! That pattern was predictable and I 
have no fault to find with it. 

One of the recurring topics is the suggestion 
that the interference of light might disappear at 
a sufficiently low light level or photon density. 
What is a "low" photon density? How long is a 
photon? (A. H. Winterfield, Letters, January ). I 
know of several standard "experimental" ans- 
wers to that second question, all of them wrong 
in that they are in conflict with other experi- 
mental results. Mr B. J. C. Burrows' letter may 
be quoted as representing the majority view on 
this issue. He says that "Scott Murray is out of 
date by 50 years or more . . . individual photons 
produce interference fringes just as more in- 

tense light does . . . This experiment has been 
repeated,by many workers, always with the 
same result." 

Now the interesting point about this quote is 
that what Mr Burrows says, although straight 
down the centre of the established duality doc- 
trine, is not in fact true. Two Russian experi- 
menters, Dontsov and Baz' (Soviet Physics 
JETP, translated, 25, pp. 1-5, 1967) reported 

_ that "photons in light beams are correlated to a 
considerable degree and cannot be considered 
statistically independent as a rule ... the im- 
pinging beams contained 'bunches' of pho- 
tons"; and after they had dealt with this bunching 
(their choice of word, independently of mine), 
"the beam of statistically independent photons 
passed through the interferometer without 
producing an interference pattern." 

One part of this experiment was quickly re- 
peated by G. T. Reynolds of Princeton and 
reported at a symposium at Imperial College in 
1969. 1 pvnolds did not observe any deteriora- 
tion of his interference fringes, but although he 
had attempted to reproduce the Russians' appa- 
ratus exactly he used a different kind of light 
source and his experiment was not performed in 
quite the same way. The most important dif- 
ference was that Dontsov and Baz' had taken 
particular care to quantify photon bunching and 
to minimize its incidence, but Reynolds and his 
colleagues simply assumed that their photons 
were statistically independent at the light levels 
they used. 

- Therefore, despite Mr Burrows' disagree- 
ment, in view of this conflict of experimental 
findings I still feel that it would be worthwhile 

, to perform at least one more experiment of this 
general type, taking special anti-bunching 
precautions and using photon-detection tech- 
niques effectively 100 times more sensitive than " 
those of Dontsov and Baz', and Reynolds. 

To reply fully to Mr C. F. Coleman would 
require a letter of at least article length, so in- 
stead let me pick out one representative passage 
for comment. In his third paragraph he says, 
"In general a photon will interact collectively . 
with electrons in an area of wave front with 
linear dimensions of at least one wavelength. 
For the optical photo-effect, in which a photon 
of visible light ejects a single electron from a 
suitably prepared surface, the wavelength is 
some tens of interatomic spacings, so that des- 
pite the end result the effect cannot be explained ■ 
in terms of the interaction of the photon with an 
isolated electron or atom." 

Once more this is ex cathedra doctrine, faithfully 
reproduced. 

Comment one. The terms photon, wave-front 
and wavelength appear without differentiation 
in that single first sentence. Here we have Dual- 
ity supreme: none of the "sometimes behaves 
like particles" and "sometimes behaves like a 
wave system" of the doctrine's more cautious 
apologists. Here light is both at the same time. 
Even among Copenhagen's adherents, not every 
one will support this extremist line in public. 

Comment two. The photon is said to interact 
collectively with electrons over a linear dimen- 
sion of at least 10 inter-atomic spacings; given 
one free electron per lattice atom there will be 
100 of them per square wavelength, or up to 
1000 of them would be involved if the photon 
were to penetrate into the material to a depth of 
just one wavelength. Now, if some 100 to 1000 
electrons are interacting with one incoming pho- 
ton, why is it that only one of these electrons is 
ejected by the photon's impact - and what 

physical mechanism determines which of the 
electrons is to be ejected? (Please don't tell me 
that it is ejected from the material by a "proba- 
bility"!) This was the very argument that in 
Einstein's hands in 1905 denied the possibility 
of a statistical mechanism for the photoelectric 
effect and led directly to the photon hypothesis. 
Are we to go back on that hypothesis now? (I 
don't say we shouldn't - I just ask the ques- 
tion). 

Comment three. The first sentence in the quo- 
tation makes a flat statement of what happens in 
a photon/photocell interaction, all cut and dried 
as if it were factually true. How wide is a pho- 
ton, please? If we knew the answer to that we 
might be able to "explain the effect" in line with 
"the end result". Many answers have been pro- 
posed to that question, all different and mu- 
tually conflicting: it is conventional nowadays to 
regard the question as "improper" and refuse to 
recognise it. But in that case perhaps I may 
reasonably ask instead for a reference to the 
report of the experiment which measured the 
diameter of a photon and supports the statement 
that it is "at least one wavelength" across? I 
believe there is no such reference; that is one of 
the fundamental experiments that I have 
suggested ought now to be done. 

Other comments could be made, but perhaps 
I have said enough. There are many things in 
the arena of modern physics that none of us 
understand, and it doesn't help progress for 
people to insist that we know it all when in fact 
we don't. It is more seemly to be humble when 
discussing such difficult problems. Several cor- 
respondents such as N. M. Gleave, John W. T. 
Smith and Professor D. A. Bell have written in a 
very civilized way on the theme that ". . . we 
have yet to devise a unified, internally consis- 
tent set of ideas which are paralleled in the 
physical world ..." (with which I wholehear- 

ttedly agree), and that it may never prove pos- 
sible to devise one because the scope of human 
thought-processes may be too limiting. There is 
as yet no evidence of this either way, but it suits 
my temperament to be optimistic. What I don't 
go along with is the idea that one should give up 
trying to understand such things simply because 
the Copenhagen School, having themselves 
failed to reach understanding of them, arro- 
gantly pronounced them to be non-questions, 
unsuitable for the attention of physicists. It is 
just possible that the Copenhagen School and 
their followers may have been wrong on that 
point, as they have been on quite a few others. 

I move that we should re-examine our current 
physical concepts carefully and conscientiously 
in the light of a few realistic principles 
("acceptable paradigms", if you will, pace Mr 
Terry Stancliffe!), and go on trying. 

SATELLITE TV 

SYSTEM 
Dr Tomlinson, no doubt, will correct me if I am 
wrong but his "original method" of digital/ana- 
logue modulation (WW January 83, pp28,29) 
seems to me to be a development of the ADAM 
modem which Freddie Court of SRDE devised, 
in 1971/72, during his work on SKYNET. 

Working from memory, I believe ADAM 
stood for "Amplitude, Dipolar Angle Modula- 
tion". 
G. R. Miller 
Orpington, 
Kent. 
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Using the 8080 with 

slow memories 

Forcing the 8080A microprocessor to enter 
an adjustable wait state when addressing 
slow memory devices, this circuit compen- 
sates using a 74193 up/down counter. 
When the system starts up, the reset signal 
is forced high for a short period by the 
reset button. This period is long enough :o 
allow 16 clock pulses (<t)l t.t.l.) to be 
passed to the Cu input of the 74193 coun- 
ter if the carry input of the counter is in the 
high state, i.e. the data output is not in the 
F (hexadecimal) state. 

These clock pulses drive the counter to 
the F state when the carry output goes low. 
This sends the counter Cu input low and 
sets the ready signal to the 8080. Clocking 
the counter while resetting the system 
gives the same results as starting up the 
system with F as the counter-data output. 

When the 8080A c.p.u addresses slow 
memory devices, the address is sent during 
the first state of the current machine cycle 

• 1 (r.t.l.l 

Hard wired code 

Address 

>p1 (t.t.l.) " 

and decoded as an active-high line which 
drives the converter. At the start of the 
second machine cycle, the counter load 
input goes low, causing a hard-wired word 
at the counter data input to be loaded. 
Through loading of this word (which 
should not be F) Cu goes high, resetting 
the ready signal and driving the processor 
into a wait state. From the third machine 

cycle, the counter is incremented by one 
until the output is F, when carry goes low 
and sets the ready line. Depending on the 
hard-wired word, the wait state can be 
extended between one and IS machine 
cycles. 
G. A. M. Labib 
Heliopolis 
Egypt 

Alternative latches 
Logic circuits often have spare gates. 
Where latches are required, these two cir- 
cuits may help to reduce the number of :s 
in a given design. Their standard equiva- 
lent is also shown. 
Y. Pang 
Worthing 
W. Sussex 
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Switching regulator 

with 0-100% duty cycle 
Designed for low-voltage battery-powered 
systems, this efficient switching regulator 
relies on a power mosfet's low drain-source 
resistance. Controllers available have duty 
cycles less than 95% so the switching ele- 
ment cannot fully conduct with low input 
voltages. This circuit uses an RC pulse 

stretcher to give a 100% duty cycle. 
Multiple cmos gates provide sufficient 

power to drive an n-channel fet with low 
Rd^on)- To include this device, the stan- 
dard switch-mode circuit is inverted. Care 
must be taken not to exceed the common- 
mode range of the control-circuit op-amp. 
Bryan Inkster 
Egersund 
Norway 
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Sound-generator 
interface 
With a minimum of components, this cir
cuit produces signals required to interface 
the General Instruments AY-3-8910 sound 
i.e. to standard 8bit microprocessor buses 
using a single m.s.i. - t.t.l. device, The 
output enable of the 74153 dual 4-to-1 
multiplexer i.e. provides an inactive bus
control state for the sound-generator i.e., 
which is disabled when its bus-control in
puts are low. 

When seleCted, the-multiplexer behaves 
as a simple rom addressed by Ao and the 
.state of the RJW line, producing outputs 
determined by the logic levels on the 74153 
inputs. In use, one writes the port address 
to an odd location and one reads or writes 
data from an even location. 

Resistors shown are pull-downs re
quired if a 74LS253 is used, as this is a 
three-state output device. A version using 
a 74LS253 has successfully been used on a 
4MHz Z80A system where it was mapped 
as an i/o port, the auto-wait state feature of 
the Z80 i/o request ensuring that the 
timing of signals is longer than the 
minimum specified in the data sheet. 
Another has been built into an M6809 
system. 
M.James 
Heme Bay 
Kent 

INPUTS OUTPUTS 

cs R/W Ao 8(1 80IR 
X X 0 0 

Write date 0 0 0 0 

Write address 0 0 

Read data 0 0 1 0 

Inactive 0 0 0 

16K dynamic ram 
Cost of this circuit, designed to expand the 
ZX81 memory by 16K, is around £10 as 
opposed to between £25 and £50 for a 
commercial unit. Illustrating how easy it is 
to use dynamic ram, this memory may be 
used with any Z80 system with only slight 
modifications. I did not need a case since 
my computer is in a large box. 

Negative bias, · generated by a NAND 
gate, capacitor and diodes, is only around 
3V but this is sufficient. Positive supply to 
pin 8 of the 4116 rams is taken from the 
raw supply, hence the 100~-tF smoothing 
·capacitor. 
D. G. Jones 
Leamington Spa 
Warwickshire 
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continued from page 35 
in terms of continuity - that the potential 
can always be described in terms of posi
tion by means of a smooth, broadly-~ener
alized mathematical curve. · A barner of 
this type must obviously be. complete~y 
leak-proof but this is not what ts observed tn 
Nature. The concept may sometimes suf
fice to describe the behaviour of matter in 
bulk, but it fails to take into account the 
essential granularity of matter on the 
microphysical scale. These barriers are 
composed of particles. The oft~n-quoted 
tunnel effect is not to be explamed as a 
manifestation of matter waves, mystically, 
but by a down-to-earth st~dy o~ the physi
cal properties of the particles u~volved as 
()articles, and of the real, physical forces 
that act between them. The insulator is not 
quite impervious to ~urrent, nor . the 
radioactive nucleus qwte stable, given 
time. That is what the quantum hypothesis 
implies, and its realisation defmes the co
verage required of any successful quantum 
theory of matter. 

Now the failure of the wave theory 
which is evidenced here is a conceptual 
failure, far more serious than any exposi
tional or mathematical failure. Instead of 
being just wrong the theory is seen to be 
utterly wrong, because it is based on ~e 
concept of continuity in microphysics 
which although mathematically convenient 
is by experiment a false concept. It has 
failed, in fact, for ~e same reas~n that 
caused electromagneuc theory to fall when 
faced with Planck's qu:mtization (type 
one) and its obverse, the photoelectric 
effect. Moreover there would seem to be 
no prospect of recovery in e~the! case, ~
cause continuity and disconunmty are dia-
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Cascadable one-bi~ 
arithmetic module 

The module shown adds one, subtracts 
one or transfers the input to the output. 
Cascaded modules, with Cout connected to 
cin of a more-significant m~u~e, operate 
with binary-weighted inputs g~vmg 

Qo2o+ . .. Qz2z = Do2°+ ... Dz2z + N 

·metrically opposed in logic: any true quan
tum theory must therefore be the 
antithesis of any field theory.* But 

. whereas electromagnetic theory often pro
vides good and useful analogies; the wave 
theory of matter consistently offers bad 
ones. Over and over again we have been 
misled by it. It has proved to be a bad 
habit. Should we not consider giving it up? 

* * * Probably the most insidious of all Copen-
hagen doctrines is the doctrine of Com
pleteness, which was conc~ted fr~m the 
doctrine of the Observer With the a1d of a 
liberal sprinkling of Indeterminacy. The 
idea was that as Nature is indeterminate 
and essentially statistical, and as (quoting 
Lande before his conversion) it is "unphy
sical" to dwell on situations that can never 
be observed, it followed that the Copenha
gen quantum theory, which incorporates 
these restrictions, must be "complete" -
the Ultimate Theory of microphysics. 
Einstein challenged this doctrine on gen
eral grounds on its first formulation, but 
the argument was side-tracked by Bohr 
into a discussion of the "correctness" of 
the wave-mechanics (which we can now 

1see to have been an irrelevant issue), .and 
*The point may be paraphrased and repeated in 
view of its philosophical importance. ~he so
called quantum theory of Copenhagen, mv~lv
ing as it does the ~oncept \and matheJ?atlc~ 
equations) of waves m a contmuou.s medium, 1s 
essentially a field theory. As such, 1t can by ar
proximation describe the behaviour of matter. m 
bulk but it is intrinsically unable to cope w1th 
any discontinuity or "quantum" - electron or 
photon. This logical contradiction, both as .an 
expression of and as the root of the duality 
concept of Niels Bohr, lies at the very heart of 
the Copenhagen abberration. 

where N is plus one, minus one or zero. 
There are two control inputs, cin which 

selects add/subtract or transfer, and + /
which selects add or subtract. When 
operation is limited to + I- = 1, ~at~1 ~ay 
be any inverter and when + /- iS limited 
to zero, gate1 may be omitted. The binary
to-ASCII circuit uses + /- = l for blts 
zero to two and + I- = zero for bits four 
to six. 
R. Merson . 
Taunton 
Somerset 

the challenge, thus evaded, was eventually 
allowed to drop. 

Earlier in the present sequence, and 
from a different standpoint to Einstein, I 
have argued that the premise of the ~de
terminacy of Nature was almost certamly 
false and that the observability premise 
was never more than a doctrinaire, and 
arbitrary, attitude of mind. Nevertheless, 
on those very dubious premises the C?pen
hagen doctrine of completeness clauned, 
grandiosely, that as this particular, pecu
liar, probabilistic "quantum theory" ca~
not explain the fundamental phen~me~a m 
microphysics, no theory can. Pulling itself 
up by its own bootstraps, it had the gall to 
offer a "logical proof' of this arrogance 
based on its own misguided self-restriction 
to statistical treatments. (I am referring to 
an argument by J. von Neumann). The 
One True Faith being unable to pronounce 
on the structure of the electron, it would 
be sacrilegious for any other theory to ?rec 
sume to try. Such effrontery was amaz~g, 
especially when one remembers that. Niels 
Bohr himself had been forced to adm1t, 

· "The quantum m.echani~s deals not with the 
properties of rmcro-ob}ects as such but, 
rather , with nothing more than the 
relationships between the observable, large
scale phenomena". 

One can only suggest, with moderate diffi
dence, that a theory which ~as ~ot 
confined essentially to macroscopic, statts
. tical relationships might be better able to 
handle the encounters of individual micro
objects, while a theory that to~k the re~ty 
of the physical world more senously m1ght 
prove more successful in describing it. 
This cannot be the end of the road. ~ 
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Sound-generator 

interface 

With a minimum of components, this cir- 
cuit produces signals required to interface 
the General Instruments AY-3-8910 sound 
i.e. to standard 8bit microprocessor buses 
using a single m.s.i. - t.t.l. device, The 
output enable of the 74153 dual 4-to-l 
multiplexer i.e. provides an inactive bus- 
control state for the sound-generator i.e., 
which is disabled when its bus-control in- 
puts are low. 

When selected, the multiplexer behaves 
as a simple romaddressed by Ao and the 
state of the R/W line, producing outputs 
determined by the logic levels on the 74153 
inputs. In use, one writes the port address 
to an odd location and one reads or writes 
data from an even location. 

Resistors shown are pull-downs re- 
quired if a 74LS253 is used, as this is a 
three-state output device. A version using 
a 74LS253 has successfully been used on a 
4MHz Z80A system where it was mapped 
as an i/o port, the auto-wait state feature of 
the Z80 i/o request ensuring that the 
timing of signals is longer than the 
minimum specified in the data sheet. 
Another has been built into an M6809 
system. 
M. James 
HemeBay 
Kent 

68nn/65nn R/W- 
(orZ80 WR) 

74LS153/253 

INPUTS OUTPUTS 
CS R/W Jv BC, boir 
1 X X 0- 0 

Write date 0 0 0 0 1 
Write address 0 0 1 1 1 
Read data 0 1 0 1 0 
Inactive 0 1 1 0 0 

16K dynamic ram 

Cost of this circuit, designed to expand the 
ZX81 memory by 16K, is around £10 as 
opposed to between £25 and £50 for a 
commercial unit. Illustrating how easy it is 
to use dynamic ram, this memory may be 
used with any Z80 system with only slight 
modifications. I did not need a case since 
my computer is in a large box. 

Negative bias, generated by a NAND 
gate, capacitor and diodes, is only around 
3V but this is sufficient. Positive supply to 
pin 8 of the 4116 rams is taken from the 
raw supply, hence the lOOpF smoothing 
apacitor. 

D. G. Jones 
Leamington Spa 
Warwickshire 

Ao 3 
A7 2 
Al 6 
A8 5 
A? 10 
Ay 11 
A3 13 
AlO 14 
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A13 11 
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where N is plus one, minus one or zero. 
There are two control inputs, Cm which 

selects add/subtract or transfer, and +/— 
which selects add or subtract. When 
operation is limited to +/— = 1, gatei may 
be any inverter and when +/— is limited 
to zero, gatei may be omitted. The binary- 
to-ASCII circuit uses +/— = 1 for bits 
zero to two and +/— = zero for bits four 
to six. 
R. Merson 
Taunton 
Somerset 

The module shown adds one, subtracts 
one or transfers the input to the output. 
Cascaded modules, with Cout connected to 
Q,, of a more-significant module, operate 
with binary-weighted inputs giving 

Cascadable one-bit 
arithmetic module found the 4722 tun • used u||Ms 

idea (Jan HiD dilt»cult to obtain. ■ tte 
4722 m ;m ; b} XR 2240. 

atRdlbcations An ' XR|2.i2i XRJ* $' o. 

the challenge, thus evaded, was eventually 
allowed to drop. 

Earlier in the present sequence, and 
from a different standpoint to Einstein, I 
have argued that the premise of the inde- 
terminacy of Nature was almost certainly 
false and that the observability premise 
was never more than a doctrinaire, and 
arbitrary, attitude of mind. Nevertheless, 
on those very dubious premises the Copen- 
hagen doctrine of completeness claimed, 
grandiosely, that as this particular, pecu- 
liar, probabilistic "quantum theory" can- 
not explain thr fundamental phenomena in 

, microphysics, no theory can. Pulling itself 
up by its own bootstraps, it had the gall to 
offer a "logical proof of this arrogance 
based on its own misguided self-restriction 
to statistical treatments. (I am referring to 
an argument by J. von Neumann). The 
One True Faith being unable to pronounce 
on the structure of the electron, it would 
be sacrilegious for any other theory to prer 
sume to try. Such effrontery was amazing, 
especially when one remembers that Niels 
Bohr himself had been forced to admit, 

"The quantum mechanics deals not with the 
properties of micro-objects as such but, 
rather, with nothing more than the 
relationships between the observable, large- 
scale phenomena". 

One can only suggest, with moderate diffi- 
dence, that a theory which was not 
confined essentially to macroscopic, statis- 
tical relationships might be better able to 
handle the encounters of individual micro- 
objects, while a theory that took the reality 
of the physical world more seriously might 
prove more successful in describing it. 
This cannot be the end of the road. ^$7 
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m.s.b. Qo20+ . . . Qz2z = Do20+ . . . Dz2z + N 

continued from page 35 
in terms of continuity — that the potential 
can always be described in terms of posi- 
tion by means of a smooth, broadly-gener- 
alized mathematical curve. A barrier of 
this type must obviously be completely 
leak-proof, but this is not what is observed in 
Nature. The concept may sometimes suf- 
fice to describe the behaviour of matter in 
bulk, but it fails to take into account the 
essential granularity of matter on the 
microphysical scale. These barriers are 
composed of particles. The often-quoted 
tunnel effect is not to be explained as a 
manifestation of matter waves, mystically, 
but by a down-to-earth study of the physi- 
cal properties of the particles involved as 
pa acles, and of the real, physical forces 
that act between them. The insulator is not 
quite impervious to current, nor the 
radioactive nucleus quite stable, given 
time. That is what the quantum hypothesis 
implies, and its realisation defines the co- 
verage required of any successful quantum 
theory of matter. 

Now the failure pf the wave theory 
which is evidenced here is a conceptual 
failure, far more serious than any exposi- 
tional or mathematical failure. Instead of 
being just wrong the theory is seen to be 
utterly wrong, because it is based on the 
concept of continuity in microphysics 
which although mathematically convenient 
is by experiment a false concept. It has 
failed, in fact, for the same reason that 
caused electromagnetic theory to fail when 
faced with Planck's quantization (type 
one) and its obverse, the photoelectric 
effect. Moreover there would seem to be 
no prospect of recovery in either case, be- 
cause continuity and discontinuity are dia- 

metrically opposed in logic: any true quan- 
tum theory must therefore be the 
antithesis of any field theory.* But 

. whereas electromagnetic theory often pro- 
vides good and useful analogies, the wave 
theory of matter consistently offers bad 
ones. Over and over again we have been 
misled by it. It has proved to be a bad 
habit. Should we not consider giving it up? 

★ * * 
Probably the most insidious of all Copen- 
hagen doctrines is the doctrine of Com- 
pleteness, which was concocted from the 
doctrine of the Observer with the aid of a 
liberal sprinkling of Indeterminacy. The 
idea was that as Nature is indeterminate 
and essentially statistical, and as (quoting 
Lande before his conversion) it is "unphy- 
sical" to dwell on situations that can never 
be observed, it followed that the Copenha- 
gen quantum theory, which incorporates 
these restrictions, must be "complete" — 
the Ultimate Theory of microphysics. 
Einstein challenged this doctrine on gen- 
eral grounds on its first formulation, but 
the argument was side-tracked by Bohr 
into a discussion of the "correctness" of 
the wave-mechanics (which we can now 
isee to have been an irrelevant issue), And 
*The point may be paraphrased and repeated in 
view of its philosophical importance. The so- 
called quantum theory of Copenhagen, involv- 
ing as it does the concept (and mathematical 
equations) of waves in a continuous medium, is 
essentially a field theory. As such, it can by ap- 
proximation describe the behaviour of matter in 
bulk, but it is intrinsically unable to cope with 
any discontinuity or "quantum" - electron or 
photon. This logical contradiction, both as an 
expression of and as the root of the duality 
concept of Niels Bohr, lies at the very heart of 
the Copenhagen abberration. 
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Low-cost servo 
accelerometer 

A design simple enough for home construction, yet capable of an accuracy better than 
· 0.1% of full-scale. It can also be used as a precision force balance 

In rec~n:t years analogue and digital 
electrorucs have advanced very rapidly and 
it is now possible to perform complex ma
nipulations of electrical signals at low cost. 
Unfortunately these advances in electron
ics have not been paralleled by similar 
advances in the design of the transducers' 
:required to c<_mvert other physical quanti
ties int~ electrical signals. It is particularly 
frustrating for an amateur to have a project 
which he can easily handle electronically 
but which is stopped by the high cost of 
suitable transducers. 

The acceleration transducer described 
here was developed as part of an automo
tive acceleration and braking performance 
measuring instrument. Other potential 
uses include an angle-of-heel indicator for 
a yacht, a precision level, an earthquake 
detector, a vibration-type car theft alarm 
and a home intruder-alarm based on mea
suring the deflections and accelerations of 
the floor structure. The transducer can 
also be used to measure forces up to 0.1 
newton (0.02lb) directly, or higher values 
if a suitable lever system is added. In addi
tion t? the obvious application to weighing 
machines the force measurement capabil
ity could also be useful for the mea
surement of low velocity air flows, where 
the drag of a small vane could be sensed, 
and for pressure measurements, where a 
flexible diaphragm could be used to 
convert the pressure to a force. 

Operating principle 
The accelerometer described is based on 
the servo-balance or force-balance prin
ciple. A mass is suspended by a system of 
flexures which constrain it to move relative 
to the transducer body only in the direc
tion of the acceleration to be measured 
(Fig. 1). When the transducer body is ac-

. celerated along the sensitive direction the 
mass will obey Newton's first law of mo
tion and remain at rest. This will produce a 
relative movement between the mass and 
the body which is sensed by the displace
m~nt detector. The detector output is am
plified and' applied to an electromagnetic 
force generator which returns the relative 
movement between mass and body to zero. 
The net effect of this feedback loop is that 
the force generator always applies the ap
propriate force to the mass to produce an 
acceleration which is identical to that of 
the transducer body. Since, according to 
Newton's second law of motion, the accel
eration is directly proportional to the force 
producing it, the force output of the 
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electromagnetic generator will be an accu
r~te measure of _the acceleration. Further, 
since for small displacements a moving coil 
force generator exhibits a highly linear 
relationship between current and force 
the current flowing in the coil will be a~ 
accurate measure of the acceleration. This 
~urrent is conveniently measured by sens
Ing the voltage drop across a resistor in 
series with the coil. It can be seen that an 
external force applied directly to the 
moving mass will be measured in exactly 
,the same way as an applied acceleration. 

This simple system would tend to oscil
late at a frequency determined by the size 
of the mass and the effective stiffness of 
~e feedback s~stem. To ensure stability it 
IS necessary to Include some mechanical or 
electrical damping. It is common practice 
to pn_xiuce at l.east some of the damping 
electncally by mcorporating a phase-lead 
network in the servo amplifier. The servo 
loop should have the highest possible gain 
to produce the greatest effective stiffness 
and therefore the highest frequency res
ponse and smallest movement of the sus
pended mass. Minimum movement of the 
mass is i~portant because the linearity of 
all practical force generators deteriorates 
with displacement. The highest gain that 
can be used is usually limited by stability 
considerations. 

+ Direction of 
+ acceleration 

Transducer 
body 

Displacement 
detector 

Fig. 1. Outline of the force-balance 
accelerometer. The e.m.f. generator acts to 
cancel movement of the mass resulting 
from acceleration of the transducer body. 

Transducer construction 
The tra~sd.ucer design was prompted by 
the realisation that the magnet and voice
coil out of a loudspeaker make an ideal 
force generator. An optical isolator/inter
rupter of the type used for limit switches 
and end-of-tape indicators was selected for 
the displacement detector and the flexures 
were fabricated from a steel guitar string. 
The remainder ofthe transducer was made 
from scraps of aluminium sheet double 
sided printed circuit board, soider and 
epoxy glue. Figures 2 and 3 show the 
overall arrangement. Since the loud~ 

speakers available to potential constructors 
will v~~ in size and design detail, a general 
descnption of the construction process will 
be given rather than a set of detailed 
drawings. 
. . The most suitable type of loudspeaker is 
the sort used in pocket transistor radios. 
The one chosen for the various prototypes 
~ad a cone diameter of about 56mm (2.25 
~ch), a voice coil diameter of 13mm (0.5 
~ch) and a resistance of 80. In preparing 
1t for use, the first step is to dismember the 
speaker to obtain an undamaged voice coil 
and magnet (Fig. 4). To do this the 
braided connecting leads should be ~sol
~~red from the voice coil leads where they 
JOin the cone. Then the majority of the 
cone can be cut away using a razor blade 
~d small nail scissors. The corrugated 
diaphragm normally hidden by the cone 
can then be cut with a sharp razor blade. 
The voice-coil can then be lifted clear of 
the magnet and the remains of the cone 
and . diaphragm cut away. If drilling or 
cutting ts necessary to separate the magnet 
from the speaker frame, it is a good idea to 
stick adhesiv.e tape over the magnet gap to 
prevent the Ingress of metal chips. When 
th~ magnet is ~emoved all the metal chips, 
filings and whiskers which will inevitably 
find their way into the gap must be 
carefully cleaned out using a needle and a 
compressed air hose. If everything has 
been done correctly the voice-coil should 
drop cleanly into and out of the magnet 
without sticking. 

The next step is to construct the flexure 
assembly (~ig. 2 and Fig. 5). The moving 
mass consists of two squares of double
sided printed circuit board slightly larger 
than the voice-coil diameter, joined to
gether with a countersunk brass screw. 
F.or the flexure mounting, two rectangular 
pteces of the same board are joined with 
tw~ scr~ws. A clearance hole for fixing is 
drtlled m the centre of the lower piece of 
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board. On the upper surface of both 
boards of the moving mass and mounting 
assembly, the copper coating should be cut 
back from the screw holes and insulating 
washers used under the nuts so that the 
two surfaces are isolated from each other. 
Next, the moving mass and mounting as
semblies should be placed face down on a 
flat surface so that the flexures, which are 
cut from a 0.2mm (0.008 inch) steel guitar 
string, can be soldered in place. The voice
coil can then be glued to the bottom of the 
moving mass and its two leads connected 
to the same surfaces as the flexures. · 

The base board is cut from double sided 
printed circuit board. This board requires 
a clearance hole for the voice-coil, a hole 
for the flexure assembly attaching screw 
and holes for the mounting screws and lead 
wires of the two opto-interrupters (Fig. 2 
and Fig. 3). The magnet can then be glued 
to the base board with the magnet gap 
concentric with the voice-coil clearance 
hole. The flexure assembly can now be 
mounted with a spacer of appropriate 
thickness between it and the base board so 
that the voice coil is axially centred in the 

Flexure mounting 

Spacer to 
centre voice coi l 
magnet gap 

View on section'X-X' 

Extra flexure 
on upper set only 
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Aluminium mounting bracket 

.6. 
Fig. 3. Completed servo acceleromete;. 
Potential uses include precision levels, 
earthquake detectors, car theft alarms and 
home intruder alarms. Opto-interrupter on 
right acts as a displacement detector; the 
other is for temperature compensation . 

magnet gap with the flexures undeflected. 
The spacer thickness may be determined 
by measuring the various pieces prior to 
assembly. 

Mating the flexure assembly to the base 
is the most critical operation in the 
transducer construction and the following 
instructions should be followed closely. 
Glue the spacer to the base board, then 
carefully lower the coil into the magnet 
gap. Insert the screw which secures the. 
flexure assembly to the base and tighten it 
just enough to prevent the two parts slid
·ing with respect to one another. Make 
small movements of the flexure mounting 
until the coil moves freely in the magnet 
without scraping. When the correct setting 
is achieved the moving mass will vibrate 
freely when the base board is stood verti
cally and gently shaken. At this stage the 
flexure mounting and base are perma
nently ftxed together by applying a non
shrinking glue around the edges, not by 
tightening the screw because this will in
evitably spoil the alignment and probably 
damage the coil. 

At this stage the hardest part is over and 
fmal ·assembly can proceed. Two stops 
bent from thin aluminium sheet should be 
glued in place to limit the movement of the 
mass to about ±0.5mm (±0.02 inch) from 
the flexure-undeflected position. A suit
able mounting bracket can be glued to the 
bottom of the magnet and then the two 

Fig. 2. Mechanical arrangement of 
transducer. The e.m.f. generator is adapted 
from a cheap loudspeaker unit of the type 
used in pocket radio sets. 
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Low-cost servo 

accelerometer 

A design simple enough for home construction, yet capable of an accuracy better than 
0.1% of full-scale. It can also be used as a precision force balance 

In recent years analogue and digital 
electronics have advanced very rapidly and 
it is now possible to perform complex ma- 
nipulations of electrical signals at low cost. 
Unfortunately these advances in electron- 
ics have not been paralleled by similar 
advances in the design of the transducers 
Tequired to convert other physical quanti- 
ties into electrical signals. It is particularly 
frustrating for an amateur to have a project 
which he can easily handle electronically 
but which is stopped by the high cost of 
suitable transducers. 

The acceleration transducer described 
here was developed as part of an automo- 
tive acceleration and braking performance 
measuring instrument. Other potential 
uses include an angle-of-heel indicator for 
a yacht, a precision level, an earthquake 
detector, a vibration-type car theft alarm 
and a home intruder-alarm based on mea- 
suring the deflections and accelerations of 
the floor structure. The transducer can 
also be used to measure forces up to 0.1 
newton (0.021b) directly, or higher values 
if a suitable lever system is added. In addi- 
tion to the obvious application to weighing 
machines the force measurement capabil- 
ity could also be useful for the mea- 
surement of low velocity air flows, where 
the drag of a small vane could be sensed, 
and for pressure measurements, where a 
flexible diaphragm could be used to 
convert the pressure to a force. 

Operating principle 
The accelerometer described is based on 
the servo-balance or force-balance prin- 
ciple. A mass is suspended by a system of 
flexures which constrain it to move relative 
to the transducer body only in the direc- 
tion of the acceleration to be measured 
(Fig. 1). When the transducer body is ac- 
celerated along the sensitive direction the 
mass will obey Newton's first law of mo- 
tion and remain at rest. This will produce a 
relative movement between the mass and 
the body which is sensed by the displace- 
ment detector. The detector output is am- 
plified and'applied to an electromagnetic 
force generator which returns the relative 
movement between mass and body to zero. 
The net effect of this feedback loop is that 

' the force generator always applies the ap- 
propriate force to the mass to produce an 
acceleration which is identical to that of 
the transducer body. Since, according to 
Newton's second law of motion, the accel- 
eration is directly proportional to the force 
producing it, the force output of the 
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electromagnetic generator will be an accu- 
rate measure of the acceleration. Further, 
since for small displacements a moving coil 
force generator exhibits a highly linear 
relationship between current and force, 
the current flowing in the coil will be an 
accurate measure of the acceleration. This 
current is conveniently measured by sens- 
ing the voltage drop across a resistor in 
series with the coil. It can be seen that an 
external force applied directly to the 
moving mass will be measured in exactly 
the same way as an applied acceleration. 

. This simple system would tend to oscil- 
late at a frequency determined by the size 
of the mass and the effective stiffness of 
the feedback system. To ensure stability it 
is necessary to include some mechanical or 
electrical damping. It is common practice 
to produce at least some of the damping 
electrically by incorporating a phase-lead 
network in the servo amplifier. The servo 
loop should have the highest possible gain 
to produce the greatest effective stiffness 
and therefore the highest frequency res- 
ponse and smallest movement of the sus- 
pended mass. Minimum movement of the 
mass is important because the linearity of 
all practical force generators deteriorates 
with displacement. The highest gain that 
can be used is usually limited by stability 
considerations. . 

Servo 
amplifier 

Transducer 
body 

Displacement 
detector 

„ i <n wMPM ^^Flexures Output SR VM'M 

Electromagnetic 
force generator 

11 -ection of 
acceleration 

Fig. 1. Outline of the force-balance 
accelerometer. The e.m.f. generator acts to 
cancel movement of the mass resulting 
from acceleration of the transducer body. 

Transducer construction 
The transducer design was prompted by 
the realisation that the magnet and voice- 
coil out of a loudspeaker make an ideal 
force generator. An optical isolator/inter- 
rupter of the type used for limit switches 
and end-of-tape indicators was selected for 
the displacement detector and the flexures 
were fabricated from a steel guitar string. 
The remainder of the transducer was made 
from scraps of aluminium sheet, double 
sided printed circuit board, solder and 
epoxy glue. Figures 2 and 3 show the 
overall arrangement. Since the loud-' 
speakers available to potential constructors 
will vary in size and design detail, a general 
description of the construction process will 
be given rather than a set of detailed 
drawings. 
. The most suitable type of loudspeaker is 
the sort used in pocket transistor radios. 
The one chosen for the various prototypes 
had a cone diameter of about 56mm (2.25 
inch), a voice coil diameter of 13mm (0.5 
inch) and a resistance of 8(1. In preparing 
it for use, the first step is to dismember the 
speaker to obtain an undamaged voice coil 
and magnet (Fig. 4). To do this, the 
braided connecting leads should be unsol- 
dered from the voice coil leads where they 
join the cone. Then the majority of the 
cone can be cut away using a razor blade 
and small nail scissors. The corrugated 
diaphragm normally hidden by the cone 
can then be cut with a sharp razor blade. 
The voice-coil can then be lifted clear of 
the magnet and the remains of the cone 
and diaphragm cut away. If drilling or 
cutting is necessary to separate the magnet 
from the speaker frame, it is a good idea to 
stick adhesive tape over the magnet gap to 
prevent the ingress of metal chips. When 
the magnet is removed all the metal chips, 
filings and whiskers which will inevitably 
find their way into the gap must be 
carefully cleaned out using a needle and a 
compressed air hose. If everything has 
been done correctly the voice-coil should 
drop cleanly into and out of the magnet 
without sticking. 

The next step is to construct the flexure 
assembly (Fig. 2 and Fig. 5). The moving 
mass consists of two squares of double- 
sided printed circuit board slightly larger 
than the voice-coil diameter, joined to- 
gether with a countersunk brass screw. 
For the flexure mounting, two rectangular 
pieces of the same board are joined with 
two screws. A clearance hole for fixing is 
drilled in the centre of the lower piece of 
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board. On the upper surface of both 
boards of the moving mass and mounting 
assembly, the copper coating should be cut 
back from the screw holes and insulating 
washers used under the nuts so that the 
two surfaces are isolated from each other. 
Next, the moving mass and mounting as- 
semblies should be placed face down on a 
flat surface so that the flexures, which are 
cut from a 0.2mm (0.008 inch) steel guitar 
string, can be soldered in place. The voice- 
coil can then be glued to the bottom of the 
moving mass and its two leads connected 
to the same surfaces as the flexures. 

The base board is cut from double sided 
printed circuit board. This board requires 
a clearance hole for the voice-coil, a hole 
for the flexure assembly attaching screw 
and holes for the mounting screws and lead 
wires of the two opto-interrupters (Fig. 2 
and Fig. 3). The magnet can then be glued 
to the base board with the magnet gap 
concentric with the voice-coil clearance 
hole. The flexure assembly can now be 
mounted with a spacer of appropriate 
thickness between it and the base board so 
that the voice coil is axially centred in the 

Flexure mounting 
assembly 

Upper flexure 

Voice coil 

Voice coil 
connections 

Spacer to 
centre voice coil 
magnet gap 

View on section'X-X' 

Extra flexure 
on upper set only 

/Moving mass 
assembly 

* 1 Lower flexure 

  _n_   '  ni- 

^Aluminium stops 

Aluminium mounting brackpf 

Photosensor 

& . ... , ■P , •..;4 VPP- wrt.: 
.Atumltttum arm 

f 

W,' 
y i 

/1 

Base board ^Temperature compensating 
photosensor 

Fig. 3. Completed servo accelerometer. 
Potential uses include precision levels, 
earthquake detectors, car theft alarms and 
home intruder alarms. Opto-interrupter on 
right acts as a displacement detector; the 
other is for temperature compensation. 

magnet gap with the flexures undeflected. 
The spacer thickness may be determined 
by measuring the various pieces prior to 
assembly. 

Mating the flexure assembly to the base 
is the most critical operation in the 
transducer construction and the following 
instructions should be followed closely. 
Glue the spacer to the base board, then 
carefully lower the coil into the magnet 
gap. Insert the screw which secures the 
flexure assembly to the base and tighten it 
just enough to prevent the two parts slid- 
ing with respect to one another. Make 
small movements of the flexure mounting 
until the coil moves freely in the magnet 
without scraping. When the correct setting 
is achieved the moving mass will vibrate 
freely when the base board is stood verti- 
cally and gently shaken. At this stage the 
flexure mounting and base are perma- 
nently fixed together by applying a non- 
shrinking glue around the edges, i by 
tightening the screw because this will in- 
evitably spoil the alignment and probably 
damage the coil. 

At this stage the hardest part is over and 
final assembly can proceed. Two stops 
bent from thin aluminium sheet should be 
glued in place to limit the movement of the 
mass to about ±0.5mm (±0.02 inch) from 
the flexure-undeflected position. A suit- 
able mounting bracket can be glued to the 
bottom of the magnet and then the two 

Fig. 2. Mechanical arrangement of 
transducer. The e.m.f. generator is adapted 
from a cheap loudspeaker unit of the type 
used in pocket radio sets. 
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opto-interrupters can be fitted. The tem
perature compensation opto-interrupter is 
screwed to the base board with a presett
able cut-off shutter made from thin alu
minium sheet (Fig. 3). The active opto
interrupter is mounted on long screws so 
that its height above the base board can be 
altered easily. A thin aluminium flag at
tached to the centre screw of the moving 
mass (by tightening the nut gently and then 
glueing it)·extends to the gap in the active 
sensor. When in use the transducer should 
be enclosed in a box, both to exclude am
bient light and to prevent metal particles 
'finding their way into_the magnet gap. 

Circuit description 
The circuit diagram for the servo-amplifier 
is shown in Fig. 6. The two opto-in
terrupter outputs are applied to unity gain 
buffers which drive a unity-gain differen
tial amplifier. This amplifier feeds a pass
ive lead-lag compensation network formed 
by C1; Rs, Cz and R9 which in turn feeds a 
variable gain_ (0 to 30) amplifier. The out
put from this amplifier passes via Link 1 to 
a bridge-connected power stage. By re
moving Link 1 and adding Link 2, an 
additional amplifier can be brought into 
the circuit: the function of this amplifier is 
described below in the section on compen
sation. A circuit board pattern and compo
nent layout are presented in Fig. 7 and 
Fig. 8. It is possible to mount the circuit 
board either adjacent to or remote from the 
transducer, according to the requirements 
of the application. The system output, 
which is the voltage drop across R22, is 

Fig. 6. Circuit diagram of the servo
amplifier. IC1 and IC2 are quad op-amps, 
type LM324 or equivalent. Suitable 
alternatives for opto-interrupter include 
TIL 143, TIL 144 and MCTB. C2-C5 are 
tantalum types. · 

Fig. 4. Loudspeaker unit is prepared by separating the voice-coil from the magnet and 
cutting away the paper cone. · 

Fig. 5. Flexure assembly, showing voice- coilon top. 
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floating and not referenced to ground; a 
floating meter or a differential amplifier 
must therefore be used to measure this 
voltage. 

Since the opto-interrupters have widely 
varying current gains it is necessary to 
select the value of R1 for the specific com
ponents used. To do this connect the opto
interrupters as shown in Fig. 6 before 
mounting them on the transducer. With 
the optical path of the sensors unob
structed, find the maximum value of R1 
for which the output voltage on pin 4 of 
the less sensitive of the two sensors is less 
than 0.3V (measured with a meter with an 
input impedance of at least 1M!l). The 
value of R1 found in this way is the appro
priate one to use. The output voltage of the 
more sensitive sensor will be lower than 
the less sensitive one. To avoid damage to 
the sensors R1 should not be less than 2000. 
The sensor with the higher gain should be 
used as the temperature compensator and 
the one with the lower gain, and therefore 
the greater linear range of operation, for 
the moving mass position sensor. 

When R1 has been selected the two sen
sors can be mounted on the transducer and 
connected to the servo-amplifier. The cut
off of the temperature compensation sen
sor should be adjusted so that the voltage 
on pin 4 is near 4V. The height of the 
position sensor above the base-board can 
then be adjusted so the voltage on pin 4 is 
approximately 4V at mid-travel of the 
moving mass. 

With R25 set to zero, connect the voice
coil and then slowly increase Rzs. If the 
mass moves to either stop and stays there, 
the sign of the feedback is incorrect and 
the voice-coil connections must be re
versed. If all is well the mass will assume a 
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Fig. 7. Circuit-board pattern for servo
amplifier, viewed from track side. 
Fig. 8. Component layout for servo
amplifier. 
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Fig. 9. Altering the value of the lead
compensation capacitors affects the 
stability and frequency-response of the 
system. 

Fig. 10. Step-response of the system wit/1 
C1= 180nF. A degree of overshoot is visible. 
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stable position between the two stops. As 
R25 is further increased the moving mass 
will probably start to oscillate, emitting an 
audible tone at 100 to 200Hz. Rzs should 
then be reduced until the oscillation just 
ceases and then approximately halved in 
value. If necessary the height of the posi
tion sensor can be adjusted to centre the 
moving mass between its stops. If the ar-. 
rangement of the transducer is similar to 
the one described this procedure should 
produce a system with good stability and 
performance. If the design is altered signi
ficantly the compensation network may· 
require changing. 

The prototype transducer had a full 
scale range of ±2G, or ±0.1 newton 
(±0.02lb) when used to measure forces . 
This range was selected so that accelera
tions of ± 1G could be measured while 
allowing reasonable headroom to accom
modate the electrical damping introduced 
by the phase-lead network. To increase the 
transducer range R22 should be reduced, 
taking care not to exceed the voice-coil 
dissipation limit. To reduce the transducer 
range Rzz can be increased or the moving 
mass increased in size. 

Compensation 
The stability of a transducer such as this 
depends critically on the gain and phase
angle versus frequency characteristics of 
the servo-amplifier. This problem is dealt 
with in great detail by books on control 
system theory. In simple terms the ampli-

. tier must produce a phase-lead near the 
transducer resonant frequency to produce 
damping. Unfortunately all the networks 
which produce a phase-lead also introduce 
a rising gain with increasing frequency and 
this can lead to unacceptably low gain at 
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opto-mterrupters can be fitted. The tem- 
perature compensation opto-interrupter is 
screwed to the base board with a presett- 
able cut-off shutter made from thin alu- 
minium sheet (Fig. 3). The active opto- 
interrupter is mounted on long screws so 
that its height above the base board can be 
altered easily. A thin aluminium flag at- 
tached to the centre screw of the moving 
mass (by tightening the nut gently and then 
glueing it)-extends to the gap in the active 
sensor. When in use the transducer should 
be enclosed in a box, both to exclude am- 
bient light and to prevent metal particles 
finding their way into the magnet gap. 

Circuit description 
The circuit diagram for the servo-amplifier 
is shown in Fig. 6. The two opto-in- 
terrupter outputs are applied to unity gain 
buffers which drive a unity-gain differen- 
tial amplifier. This amplifier feeds a pass- 
ive lead-lag compensation network formed 
by Ci", Rji, C2 and R9 which in turn feeds a 
variable gain (0 to 30) amplifier. The out- 
put from this amplifier passes via Link 1 to 
a bridge-connected power stage. By re- 
moving Link 1 and adding Link 2, an 
additional amplifier can be brought into 
the circuit: the function of this amplifier is 
described below in the section on compen- 
sation. A circuit board pattern and compo- 
nent layout are presented in Fig. 7 and 
Fig. 8. It is possible to mount the circuit 
board either adjacent to or remote from the 
transducer, according to the requirements 
of the application. The system output, 
which is the voltage drop across R22, is 

o 

Fig. 4. Loudspeaker unit is prepared by separating the voice-coil from the magnet and 
cutting away the paper cone. 

Fig. 6. Circuit diagram of the servo- 
amplifier. ICi and IC2 are quad op-amps, 
type LM324 or equivalent. Suitable 
alternatives for opto-interrupter include 
TIL 143, TIL 144 and MCT8. C^-Cj are 
tantalum types. 

Fig. S. Flexure assembly, showing voice- coil on top. 
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floating and not referenced to ground; a 
floating meter or a differential amplifier 
must therefore be used to measure this 
voltage. 

Since the opto-interrupters have widely 
varying current gains it is necessary to 
select the value of Ri for the specific com- 
ponents used. To do this connect the opto- 
interrupters as shown in Fig. 6 before 
mounting them on the transducer. With 
the optical path of the sensors unob- 
structed, find the maximum value of Ri 
for which the output voltage on pin 4 of 
the less sensitive of the two sensors is less 
than 0.3V (measured with a meter with an 
input impedance of at least IMfl). The 
value of Ri found in this way is the aopr:)- 
priate one to use. The output voltage of the 
more sensitive sensor will be lower than 
the less sensitive one. To avoid damage to 
the sensors Ri should not be less than 200:1. 
The sensor with the higher gain should be 
used as the temperature compensator and 
the one with the lower gain, and therefore 
the greater linear range of operation, for 
the moving mass position sensor. 

When Ri has been selected the two sen- 
sors can be mounted on the transducer and 
connected to the servo-amplifier. The cut- 
off of the temperature compensation sen- 
sor should be adjusted so that the voltage 
on pin 4 is near 4V. The height of the 
position sensor above the base-board t m 
then be adjusted so the voltage on pin 4 is 
approximately 4V at mid-travel of the 
moving mass. 

With R25 set to zero, connect the voice- 
coil and then slowly increase R25. If the 
mass moves to either stop and stays there, 
the sign of the feedback is incorrect and 
the voice-coil connections must be re- 
versed. If all is well the mass will assume a 

11 4| f—V 4f 
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Fig. 7. Circuit-board pattern for servo- 
amplifier, viewed from track side. 
Fig. 8. Component layout for servo- 
amplifier. 
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Fig. 9. Altering the value of the lead- 
compensation capacitors affects the 
stability and frequency-response of the 
system. 
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stable position between the two stops. As 
R25 is further increased the moving mass 
will probably start to oscillate, emitting an 
audible tone at 100 to 200Hz. R25 should 
then be reduced until the oscillation just 
ceases and then approximately halved in 
value. If necessary the height of the posi- 
tion sensor can be adjusted to centre the 
moving mass between its stops. If the ar- 
rangement of the transducer is similar to 
the one described this procedure should 
produce a system with good stability and 
performance. If the design is altered signi- 
ficantly the compensation network may 
require changing. 

The prototype transducer had a full 
scale range of ±2G, or ±0.1 newton 
(±0.021b) when used to measure forces. 
This range was selected so that accelera- 
tions of ±1G could be measured while 
allowing reasonable headroom to accom- 
modate the electrical damping introduced 
by the phase-lead network. To increase the 
transducer range R22 should be reduced, 
taking care not to exceed the voice-coil 
dissipation limit. To reduce the transducer 
range R22 can be increased or the moving 
mass increased in size. 

Compensation 
The stability of a transducer such as this 
depends critically on the gain and phase- 
angle versus frequency characteristics of 
the servo-amplifier. This problem is dealt 
with in great detail by books on control 
system theory. In simple terms the ampli- 
fier must produce a phase-lead near the 
transducer resonant frequency to produce 
damping. Unfortunately all the networks 
which produce a phase-lead also introduce 
a rising gain with increasing frequency and 
this can lead to unacceptably low gain at 
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. low frequencies. To overcome this prob
lem some gain boost at low frequencies is 
provided, inevitably accompanied by a 
destabilizing phase-lag. Fortunately this 
phase-lag is not critical since the system 
has a considerable margin of stability at 
low frequencies. 

The desired lead-lag compensation is 
provided by C1 and Rs for the lead and C2 
and R9 for the lag. Two methods of arriv
ing at appropriate compensation networks 
will be described, the first of which is 
suitable for constructors without access to 
test equipment. Leaving R8 and R9 at their 
normal values set C1 to a low value (22nF) 
to provide some minimal damping and C2 
to a large value (47~tF) so the lag compen
~tion only has effect at very low frequen
cies. Increase R2s until audible oscillation 
occurs, or· if it fails to do so increase the 
gain further by reducing R10• When oscilla
tion occurs . determine its frequency by 
comparing the note with a piano. Select C1 
and Cz such that 112:n:R8C1 is about half the 
observed resonant frequency and R9C2 is 
between six and ten times R8C1. Then 
adjust Rzs to about half the value which 
produces the onset of oscillation. 

The second method of compensation is 
for those who desire a more detailed in
sight into the stability of the system and 
have access to an audio oscillator or square 
wave generator and an oscilloscope. To 
optimize the performance of a feedback 
system it is necessary to apply sinusoidal or 
step inputs and observe the system res
ponse. A summing amplifier has been pro
vided which can be inserted before the 
power stage by removing link 1 and in
serting link 2 (Fig. 6). Since this amplifier 
inverts, the connections to the voice coil 
must be reversed when it is in circuit. Any 
signal (Test in) applied to this amplifier 
through a suitable resistor (Rin) will force a 
current in the voice coil which will have an 
identical effect to an applied acceleration. 
Under these circumstances the voltage 
'T.est in' can be regarded as an input accel
eration, and the system output effectively 
appears at pin 7 of ICz. With the aid of an 
oscillator and an a.c. voltmeter or oscillo
scope it is possible to measure the system 
frequency response. To examine the step 
response of the system, a square-wave gen
erator and oscilloscope are needed. Fre
quency response measurements carried out 
on the prototype system with various 
values of lead-compensation capacitor cl 
are plotted in Fig. 9. For comparison the 
step response for two of the cases shown in 
Fig. 9 are reproduced in Fig. 10 and Fig. 
11. The aim is to select a value for cl 
which produces an acceptable response 
overshoot at the highest possible fre-

. quency. When changing cl it will be 
necessary to vary Rzs, remembering that 
increasing gain increases the resonant fre
quency and reduces the effective damping 
of the resonance. When a suitable value of 
C1 has been determined, C2 (which should 
have been initially set to a large value) 
should be reduced until the measured res
ponse just starts to deteriorate. The effect 
of large excursions of the moving mass 
should be checked by deflecting it to one 
of its stops and then releasing it. This is 
necessary because it is possible to have a 
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careful measurements, time, and a good 
book on control system theory. ~ 

Performance 
The following performance measurements 
have been ·carried out on two prototype 
transducers using precision masses to ap- · 
ply forces and a digital voltmeter to mea
sure the output. The results obtained are: 

Full scale output ±4V 
Full scale input ±2G, acceleration 

Fig. 11. With C1=680nFtheservo is grossly 
under-damped. The value of C1 selected for 
the prototype was 100nF. 

±0.1 newton, force 
Resonant frequency 150Hz 
Damping ratio :=::0.3 
Linearity better than 0.1% 
Zero drift ::::0.01%/"C 
Sensitivity drift <0.01 %t'C 
Resolution (set by output noise) 

conditionally stable arrangement which 
bursts into. stop-to-stop low frequency osc
illation when disturbed. There is also a 
possibility of instability if the mechanical 
resonant frequency of any part of the 
transducer structure falls within the 
operating frequency range. All these prob
lems can be sorted out with the aid of 

with d.c.-lOOHz filter 0.03% of full 
scale 

with d.c.-lOHz filter 0.003% of full 
scale 

Background reading 
H. K. P. Neubert, Instrument Transducers. 
Oxford at the Clarendon Press 1963, pp.363-
381. 
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Viewdata display 
module 

Colour text and graphics in 'level one' teletext format are 
provided and the display is controlled by either a serial or 
parallel/ink from the host computer. With the addition of a 
modem, the display module can be programmed to display 

data directly from a viewdata computer. 

Information received by the display mod
ule can be divided into two categories: the 
first is data transferred directly to one of 
the rams for immediate display, and the 
second is data decoded as a command to 
the display processor. 

As the module is software-controlled 
there is great flexibility in its mode of 
operation. For this reason the following 
descriptions of the commands available 
and software required only apply to my 
prototype where the module was designed 
to be connected to a host computer and 
receive/send data serially at 4800baud. 
This should demonstrate the capabilities of 
the module and provide sufficient detail 
for it to be adapated to other applications. 

In the prototype therefore when a data 
word is received from the host computer, 
its most significant bit is examined. If it is 
logic one then the data is treated as a com
mand, if it is logic zero the data is stored 
directly in the current cursor location of 
the currently addressed store (which is not 
necessarily the one being displayed at that 
instant), and the cursor is moved to the 
next location in the store. Thus ordinary 
strings of characters for display (including 
teletext control commands such as colour/
graphics controls) can be sent to the mod
ule without intervening commands and 
will be stored correctly, ready for display. 

For commands (most significant bit= 1) 
the first five bits of the data are decoded 
with the aid of a look-up table, and the 
particular command is then executed. This 
gives 32 possible commands some of which 
use the two remaining spare bits of the 
data word (bits S and 6) to provide varia
tions in the particular command. 

To preserve compatibility with the 
codes used in viewdata transmissions, 
commands such as carriage return and line 
feed have their usual ASCII codes (only. 
the most significant bit, 7, is set to 1 to 
indicate a command). Table 1 lists the 
commands implemented in the prototype. 
The software required for these fits neatly 
into the IK of program rom available in 
the 8048 processor. Notice that some of 
the commands require a second or third 
data word from the host processor before 
the command can be executed. Notice also 
that some commands produce output data 
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to be sent to the host computer, although 
the module will never output data unless 
instructed to do so. The commands shown 
demonstrate the sort of functions that can 
be performed within the display module to 
reduce the need of the host computer from 
having to perform some of the more com
mon display processes. 

For specific applications, there are many 
other display functions that could be im
plemented in the display module, such as a 
simple block move routine. This is of 
course at the expense of some of the other 

I Scroll or 
home cursor 
if necessary ) 

Photograph shows display 
de_scrif?ed in April i}lnd May issues together 
wtth VtCom expenmental videotex 
computer by Deacon house Ltd. In its 
teletext application GIM decoder chip A Y-
3-7910 is added to the display module. 
Telesoftware can then be captured into one 
of the page stores and "dumped" using 
command 28 to the host computer for 
execution/processing. The display module 
is suitable for the 'level one' standard of 
Prestel, but other display standards can be 
catered for by changing the display module 
as appropriate chips become available. 

Flow chart of the main progrnm 
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low frequencies. To overcome this prob- 
lem some gain boost at low frequencies is 
provided, inevitably accompanied by a 
destabilizing phase-lag. Fortunately this 
phase-lag is not critical since the system 
has a considerable margin of stability at 
low frequencies. 

The desired lead-lag compensation is 
provided by Q and Rg for the lead and C2 
and R9 for the lag. Two methods of arriv- 
ing at appropriate compensation networks 
will be described, the first of which is 
suitable for constructors without access to 
test equipment. Leaving Rg and R9 at their 
normal values set Q to a low value (22nF) 
to provide some minimal damping and C2 
to a large value (47pF) so the lag compen- 
sation only has effect at very low frequen- 
cies. Increase R2; until audible oscillation 
occurs, or if it fails to do so increase the 

, gain further by reducing Riq. When oscilla- 
tion occurs determine its frequency by 
comparing the note with a piano. Select Q 
and C2 such that l/2jrRgCi is about half the 
observed resonant frequency and R9C2 is 
between six and ten times RgCi. Then 
adjust R2; to about half the value which 
produces the onset of oscillation. 

The second method of compensation is 
for those who desire a more detailed in- 
sight into the stability of the system and 
have access to an audio oscillator or square 
wave generator and an oscilloscope. To 
optimize the performance of a feedback 
system it is necessary to apply sinusoidal or 
step inputs and observe the system res- 
ponse. A summing amplifier has been pro- 
vided which can be inse: :d before the 
power stage by removing link 1 and in- 
serting link 2 (Fig. 6). Since this amplifier 
inverts, the connections to the voice coil 
must be reversed when it is in circuit. Any 
signal (Test in) applied to this amplifier 
through a suitable resistor (Rin) will force a 
current in the voice coil which will have an 
identical effect to an applied acceleration. 
Under these circumstances the voltage 
'Test in' can be regarded as an input accel- 
eration, and the system output effectively 
appears at pin 7 of IC2. With the aid of an 
oscillator and an a.c. voltmeter or oscillo- 
scope it is possible to measure the system 
frequency response. To examine the step 
response of the system, a square-wave gen- 
erator and oscilloscope are needed. Fre- 
quency response measurements carried out 
on the prototype system with various 
values of lead-compensation capacitor Ci 
are plotted in Fig. 9. For comparison the 
step response for two of the cases shown in 
Fig. 9 are reproduced in Fig. 10 and Fig. 
11. The aim is to select a value for Q 
which produces an acceptable response 
overshoot at the highest possible fre- 
quency. When changing Ci it will be 
necessary to vary R25, remembering that 
increasing gain increases the resonant fre- 
quency and reduces the effective damping 
of the resonance. When a suitable value of 
Ci has been determined, C2 (which should 
have been initially set to a large value) 
should be reduced until the measured res- 
ponse just starts to deteriorate. The effect 
of large excursions of the moving mass 
should be checked by deflecting it to one 
of its stops and then releasing it. This is 
necessary because it is possible to have a 

Fig. 11. With Ci=680nFthe servo is grossly 
under-damped. The value of Cj selected for 
the prototype was lOOnF. 

conditionally stable arrangeinen* which 
bursts into, stop-to-stop low frequency osc- 
illation when disturbed. There is also a 
possibility of instability if the mechanical 
resonant frequency of any part of the 
transducer structure falls within the 
operating frequency range. All these prob- 
lems can be sorted out with the aid of 

careful measurements, time, and a good 
book on control system theory. 

Performance 
The following performance measurements 
have been carried out on two prototype 
transducers using precision masses to ap- 
ply forces and a digital voltmeter to mea- 
sure the output. The results obtained are: 

Full scale output ±4V 
Full scale input ±2G, acceleration 

±0.1 newton, force 
Resonant frequency ISOHz 
Damping ratio —0.3 
Linearity better than 0.1% 
Zero drift =0.01%/oC 
Sensitivity drift <0.01%/<,C . 
Resolution (set by output noise) 

with d.c.-lOOHz filter 0.03% of full 
scale 

with d.c.-lOHz filter 0.003% of full 
scale 

Background reading 
H. K. P. Neubert, Instrument Transducers. 
Oxford at the Clarendon Press 1963, pp.363- 
381. 
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Viewdata display 

module 

Colour text and graphics in 'level one' teletext format are 

provided and the display is controlled by either a serial or 

parallel link from the host computer. With the addition of a 

modem, the display module can be programmed to display 
data directly from a viewdata computer. 

Information received by the display mod- 
ule can be divided into two categories: the 
first is data transferred directly to one of 
the rams for immediate display, and the 
second is data decoded as a command to 
the display processor. 

As the module is software-controlled 
there is great flexibility in its mode of 
operation. For this reason the following 
descriptions of the commands available 
and software required only apply to my 
prototype where the module was designed 
to be connected to a host computer and 
receive/send data serially at 4800baud. 
This should demonstrate the capabilities of 
the module and provide sufficient detail 
for it to be adapated to other applications. 

In the prototype therefore when a data 
word is received from the host computer, 
its most significant bit is examined. If it is 
logic one then the data is treated as a com- 
mand, if it is logic zero the data is stored 
directly in the current cursor location of 
the currently addressed store (which is not 
necessarily die one being displayed at that 
instant), and the cursor is moved to the 
next location in the store. Thus ordinary 
strings of characters for display (including 
teletext control commands such as colour/- 
graphics controls) can be sent to the mod- 
ule without intervening commands and 
will be stored correctly, ready for display. 

For commands (most significant bit= 1) 
the first five bits of the data are decoded 
with the aid of a look-up table, and the 
particular command is then executed. This 
gives 32 possible commands some of which 
use the two remaining spare bits of the 
data word (bits 5 and 6) to provide varia- 
tions in the particular command. 

To preserve compatibility with the 
codes used in viewdata transmissions, 
commands such as carriage return and line 
feed have their usual ASCII codes (only- 
the most significant bit, 7, is set to 1 to 
indicate a command). Table 1 lists the 
commands implemented in the prototype. 
The software required for these fits neatly 
into the IK of program rom available in 
the 8048 processor. Notice that some of 
the commands require a second or third 
data word from the host processor before 
the command can be executed. Notice also 
that some commands produce output data 

by Dennis N. Pim 

to be sent to the host computer, although 
the module will never output data unless 
instructed to do so. The commands shown 
demonstrate the sort of functions that can 
be performed within the display module to 
reduce the need of the host computer from 
having to perform some of the more com- 
mon display processes. 

For specific applications, there are many 
other display functions that could be im- 
plemented in the display module, such as a 
simple block move routine. This is of 
course at the expense of some of the other 

Buffer empfy? 

Get data from buffer. 
Reset busy output 

Data 
for command 

.in progress'^ 

Command word ? 

Photograph shows display module 
described in April and May issues together 
with ViCom experimental videotex 
computer by Deaconho ;a Ltd. In its 
teletext apf. nation GIM decode^ chip A Y- 
3-7910 is added to the 'isplay module. 
Telesoftware can then be captured into one 
of the page stores and "dumped" using 
command 28 to the host computer for 
execution/processing. The display module 
is suitable for the 'level one'stand, -d of 
Prestel, but other display standards can be 
catered for by changing the display module 
as appropriate chips become available. 

Flow chart of the main program 

Display character 

Increment cursor 

Decode command 
using look-up table 

Execute command 

Jump to command 
in progress 

Continue execution 
of command 

(Scroll or 
, home :ursor 

if necessary | 
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commands as only lK of program rom is 
available. 

Software 
It would not be instructive to provide a 
complete assembly language listing of the 
program as it stands in the prototype; not 
only is it very lengthy and it contains many 
complicated programming tricks to reduce 
the memory requirement to fit into the IK 
of program rom available, but it has also 
been specifically developed to meet my 
requirements. The software must be 
tailored to each individual application. 
However, it is worth explaining the 
subroutines which access the display rams 
and send commands to the video genera
tor, as these would be required in any 
implementation of the display module. A 
knowledge of 8048 assembly language is 
assumed in the explanation of these rou
tines. 

Firstly though, consider the overall 
structure of the whole program, see flow
chart. When idling, the processor contin
ually looks at the input buffer waiting for 
commands or display data. This buffer, 
consisting of 24 of the ram locations within 
the 8048, is supplied with data as it arrives 
from the host processor by the interrupt 
routine which decodes the serial/parallel 
data and stores it in the next free buffer 
location. (Software decodes the serial data 
stream.) 
· When the main program detects that a 
new data word is available it is loaded from 
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SETUP subroutine 

Put low order 

address 

in register Rill 

OR port 2 mask 

with high order 

address 

and save in ace. 

Enable interrupt 

Table 1. Commands available in prototype. 

Command 

0 Send status 

1 Scroll 

2 Reset 

3 Read display 
address 

4 Read display 
memory 

5 Write to 
display 
memory 

6 Read port 

7 Write port 

8 Backspace 

9 Cursor 
forward 

io Cursor down 

11 Cursor up 

12 Clear screen 

13 Carriage 
return 

14 Select 
store 

Function 

The flag status register in 
the display module is 
transmitted. Eight bits in
terpreted as 0 - scrolling 
on/off, 1 - scrolling down/ 
up, 2 & 3 - currently 
addressed store, 4 - cur
sor on/off, 5 - reveal/con
ceal control codes at the 
cursor position 1, 6 & 7 -
currently-displayed store. 
Currently-addressed store 
scrolled (if scrolling is on). 
Display module reset and 
screen cleared. 
Current cursor row and co
lumn position transmitted. 
Character at cursor posi
tion in currently-addressed 
store transmitted. 
Next data word received 
stored at the current/cursor 
position (cursor not incre
mented). 
mented). 
Current state of parallel 
port (port 1 in the 8048) 
transmitted. 
Next data word received 
used to set 8 bits of parallel 
port (serial input only). 
Cursor moved one location 
backwards2. 
Cursor moved one location 
forward2. 
Cursor moved one row 
downwards2. 

·Cursor moved one row 
upward2. 
Two variations: 
- whole screen cleared 
and cursor homed 
- screen cleared from and 
including cursor position 
to end of screen (cursor 
position unchanged). 
Cursor moved to the start 
of current row. 
Next data word received 
determines new store to be 
addressed, displayed or 
addressed and displayed. 
Options determined by set-

the buffer. If this data is not the second or 
third byte of a multiple byte command, in 
which case execution of the command in 
progress continues using the new data re
cived, its most significant bit is tested. If 

,this is zero, the data is assumed to be a 
character for display and is therefore 
directly stored at the cursor position in the 
currently-addressed page store. The cursor 
position is then incremented by one, which 
may involve homing the cursor or scrolling 
the display if the cursor was positioned in 
column 40 of row 24. If the most signifi
cant bit of the data word is set to one, it is a 
command and the first five bits of this 
word are used in a look-up table to transfer 
processing to the required command exe
cution routine. After execution of the com
mand, or displaying the character and 
incrementing the cursor as necessary, 
processing is returned to the start of the 
main program again. 

15 Set display 
controls 

16 Set 
scrolling 

17 Cursor on 

18 
19 
20 Cursor off 

21 
22 Set reveal 

23 . 
24Cancel 

25 
26 
27 
28 Dump 

29 
30 Cursor 

home 
31 Set cursor 

tings of bits 5 & 6 in com
mand word. 
Next data word received 
sent to display controller to 
provide half-page expan
sion and other display op-. 
tions (see Table 2). 
Scrolling up and down and 
on/off flags set. Bits 5 & 6 
determine new settings. 
Flashing underline cursor 
displayed. 
No action. 
No action. 
Flashing underline cursor 
not displayed. 
No action. 
Reveal control-codes flag 
set or reset. 
No action. 
The current row is cleared 
from and including cursor 
position to end of row. 
No action. 
No action. 
No action. 
Portions of the currently-

. addressed page store are 
transmitted from cursor 
position 
- to end of page 
-to end of current row 
- until match is found 
with next data word re
ceived (or end of page if 
encountered first). · 
- until number of bytes 
specified in next· data word 
received have been sent 
(or end of page if encoun
tered first). 
No action. 
Cursor moved to row 1 
column 1. 
Next two data words re
ceived define new row and 
column position of cursor. 

1. This. function involves replacing a 
control code by a space character whilst 
the cursor remains positioned on such a 
character. 
2. Scrolling, if required, is performed auto
matically. 

Apart from the scrolling operation, and 
the dear page function (which requires at 
least one video frame of 20ms), most of the 
commands and data display are executed 
within 800~-ts. This time is less than the 
stop bit time of serial data at 1200baud so 
the module can directly display data from a 
viewdata computer if required. 

I didn't specifically consider the execu
tion time of the program during de
velopment and it seems likely that the 
800r.ts time could be reduced by careful 
program design. There is, however, some 
unavoidable time wastage of up to 64r.ts 
(the time for one video line) each time the 
processor has to access the display 
memories. This occurs three times each. 
time a character is stored, once to store the 
character and dear the cursor bit, once to 
read the data at the new cursor position, 
and once to add the cursor bit at this new 
location without altering the character 
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DISP subrout ine 

Set 
video generator 

chip address 

Load & invert 

data , 
set bit 7 high 

Set data bus 

bit 7 low 

Reset 
video generator 

cpip address 

stored there. However, I am working on a 
version which combines the last two opera
tions into one line-flyback interval. 

In any implementation of the display 
module, the subroutines to read and write 
to the page stores during line flyback, and 
the subroutine to send commands to the 
video generator will be required. So the 
operation of these is described next; refer 
to assembly language subroutine illustra
tion. 

The setup subroutine performs two 
functions. Firstly, it finds the next line 
sync pulse and secondly it sets up the 
various registers required for the read or 
write operations. The timing of this 
subroutine is carefully arranged so that the 
next line flyback interval (56r.ts after the 
start of the previous line sync pulse, the 
time at which the video generator frees the 
address and data buses) occurs immedi
ately after execution of the RET instruction. 

On entry into the subroutine, the cur
rent cursor address is held in the two 
memory locations addressed by the 
contents of registers RO and Rl (low-order 
eight bits addressed by RO). Register R6 
contains the port 2 mask so that when the 
high-order address lines are set up on bits 
0 and 1 of port 2, the currently-addressed 
page bits (port 2 bits 2 & 3) are set up 
correctly, the address latch output is 
enabled (port 2 bit 4 is set low) and none of 
the other bits of port 2 are altered. 

The flow chart of the subroutine des
cribes its operation. The second test for 
the line sync pulse is required in case an 
interrupt occurred after the first test and 
before the interrupt was disabled (a time 
window of about Sr.ts). If this happens the 
interrupt is enabled again and the proces
sor waits for the next line sync pulse after 
servicing the interrupt. For the processor 
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Components 
IC1 8048 microcomputer (8748 eprom 

version) 
IC2 74LS123 
IC3 74LS373 
IC4, IC5 2Kx8 static ram (e .. g. Fujitsu 

MB8416) 
IC6 74LS125 
IC7 74LS04 

· ICe .9735 video generator* 
D 1N4148 
R1, R21k!lall5%, %watt 
R3 27k!l 
R4, R5 1k!l 
Rs. R710k!l 
Ra. R910k!l 
R10 toR 12 22k!l 

to execute past the second line sync test, 
the pulse must be lOr.ts wide, set by the 
monostable timing components R3 and C4. 

If the host processor starts to send a data 
word during a read or write operation 
there may be up to 64r.ts delay before the 
8048 responds, as the interrupt has to be 
disabled. This won't affect the correct de
coding of data at 4800 baud or less and the 
possibility has been accounted for in the 
arrangement of the sampling points of the 
decoding software. Alternatively, for faster 
rates, or parallel input, the data output line 
(port 2 bit 7) can be set low during a read 
or write operation to indicate that the 8048 
is busy and cannot accept a new data word. 

Operation of the read and write subrou
tines is comparatively straightforward. 
Mter calling the setup subroutine, the read 
subroutine sets the address, page and 
address latch output enable outputs on 
port 2 (data and address buses are now 
free) and uses an external move instruction 
(MOVX) to read the currently-addressed 
display ram (the low-order display address 
held in RO is automatically latched in IC3 
during execution of the MOVX instruc
tion). Bits 0 to 4 of port 2 are then set to 
their high impedance state again so that 
the video generator can have access to the 
data and address buses again. The result
ing data is then inverted, as the video gen
erator uses inverted logic data, the in-

R13 10k!l 
R14 4.7k!l 
R1 5 10k!l 
R16 22k!l 
R17to R19 100!lt 
R2o 10k!l 
R21 330!1 
R22100!lt 
C1 0.1~F 
C2 1 ~F 1 OV electrolytic 
c3 22opF 
C4 1nF 
C5 to C9 0.1 ~F 
* GIM tell us they are unable to supply the 
video generator i.e. An equivalent device, 
type MR9735, should be available through 
Plessey distributors or from Deacon house. 
t Incorrectly labelled in circuit diagram. J 

Table 2. Video generator command 
words - see AY -3-9735 data sheet for 
full list. 

Display function 
PICTURE ON & PAGE 0 
TEXT & SYNC ON 
(These commands should 
be sent in this order on 
power-up) 
CURSOR ON 
CURSOR OFF 
CLEAR ADDRESSED PAGE 
HALF-PAGE EXPANSION 
(Cycles top, full, bottom, 
fu ll etc) 
DISPLAY FUNCTION 
REVEAL/CONCEAL 
MIX mode 
ROUNDING (in interlace 
mode) & FLASHING OFF 
(for printing etc) 
SELECT DISPLA YEO 
PAGE 
SELECT ADDRESSED 
PAGE 

Hex value 
C8 
D1 

A1,B1* 
A1, B4* 
94t 
D3 

HEX VALUE 
D2 
E2 

D9 
CO to C3 
(page Oto 3) 
80 to 83 
(page Oto 3) 

*These two command words must be sent 
in the given order in the same TS11 time 
slot (the DISP subroutine has a second en
try point which bypasses the TS11 tests so 
that the second word can be sent in the 
same time slot). 
t The display rams should not be accessed 
for one video frame after this command 
has been sent. 
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commands as only I K of program rom is 
available. 

Software 
It would not be instructive to provide a 
complete assembly language listing of the 
program as it stands in the prototype; not 
only is it very lengthy and it contains many 
complicated programming tricks to reduce 
the memory requirement to fit into the IK 
of program rom available, but it has also 
been specifically developed to meet my 
requirements. The software must be 
tailored to each individual application. 
However, it is worth explaining the 
subroutines which access the display rams 
and send commands to the video genera- 
tor, as these would be required in any 
implementation of the display module. A 
knowledge of 8048 assembly language is 
assumed in the explanation of these rou- 
tines. 

Firsdy though, consider the overall 
structure of the whole program, see flow- 
chart. When "fling, the processor contin- 
ually looks at the input buffer waiting for 
commands or display data. This buffer, 
consisting of 24 of the ram locations within 
the 8048, is supplied with data as it arrives 
from the host processor by the interrupt 
routine which decodes the serial/parallel 
data and stores it in the next free buffer 
location. (Software decodes the serial data 
stream.) 

When the main program detects that a 
new data word is available it is loaded from 

SETUP )utTne 

Table 1. Commands available in prototype. 
Command Function tinas ol 

0 Send status 

Line flyback 

Yes 

Disable interrupt Enable interrupt 

^ Still \ mo_ 
line flyback ? 

Put low order 
address 

in register R0 

OR port 2 mask 
with high order 

address 
and save in acc. 

1 Scroll 

2 Reset 

3 Read display 
address 

4 Read display 
memory 

5 Write to 
display 
memory 

6 Read port 

7 Write port 

8 Backspace 

9 Cursor 
forward 

10 Cursor down 

11 Cursor up 

12 Clear screen 

The flag status register in 
the display module is 
transmitted. Eight bits in- 
terpreted as 0 - scrolling 
on/off, 1 - scrolling down/ 
up, 2 & 3 - currently 
addressed store, 4 - cur- 
sor on/off, 5 - reveal/con- 
ceal control codes at the 
cursor position1, 6 8i 7 - 
currently-displayed store. 
Currently-addressed store 
scrolled (if scrolling is on). 
Display module reset and 
screen cleared. 
Current cursor row and co- 
lumn position transmitted. 
Character at cursor posi- 
tion in currently-addressed 
store transmitted. 
Next data word received 
stored at the current/cursor 
position (cursor not incre- 
mented), 
mented). 
Current state of parallel 
port (port 1 in the 8048) 
transmitted. 
Next data word received 
used to set 8 bits of parallel 
port (serial input only). 
Cursor moved one location 
backwards2. 
Cursor moved one location 
forward2. 
Cursor moved one row 
downwards2. 
Cursor moved one row 
upward2. 
Two variations: 
- whole screen cleared 
and cursor homed 
— screen cleared from and 
including cursor position 
to end of screen (cursor 
position unchanged). 
Cursor moved to the start 
of current row. 
Next data word received 
determines new store to be 
addressed, displayed or 
addressed and displayed. 
Options determined by set- 

the buffer. If this data is not the second or 
third byte of a multiple byte command, in 
which case execution of the command in 
progress continues using the new data re- 
cived, its most significant bit is tested. If 

«this is zero, the data is assumed to be a 
character for display and is therefore 
direcdy stored at the cursor position in the 
currently-addressed page store. The cursor 
position is then incremented by one, which 
may involve homing the cursor or scrolling 
the display if the cursor was positioned in 
column 40 of row 24. If the most signifi- 
cant bit of the data word is set to one, it is a 
command and the first five bits of this 
word are used in a look-up table to transfer 
processing to the required command exe- 
cution routine. After execution of the com- 
mand, or displaying the character and 
incrementing the cursor as necessary, 
processing is returned to the start of the 
main program again. 

13 Carriage 
return 

14 Select 
store 

15 Set display 
controls 

16 Set 
scrolling 

17 Cursor on 

18 
19 
20 Cursor off 

21 
22 Set reveal 

23 
24 Cancel 

25 
26 
27 
28 Dump 

29 
30 Cursor 

home 
31 Set cursor 

tings of bits 5 & 6 in com- 
mand word. 
Next data word received 
sent to display controller to 
provide half-page expan- 
sion and other display op-, 
tions (see Table 2). 
Scrolling up and down and 
on/off flags set. Bits 5 8i 6 
determine new settings. 
Flashing underline cursor 
displayed. 
No action. 
No action. 
Flashing underline cursor 
not displayed. 
No action. 
Reveal control-codes flag 
set or reset. 
No action. 
The current row is cleared 
from and including cursor 
position to end of row. 
No action. 
No action. 
No action. 
Portions of the currently- 
addressed page store are 
transmitted from cursor 
position 
- to end of page 
- to end of current row 
- until match is found 
with next data word re- 
ceived (or end of page if 
encountered first). 
- until number of bytes 
specified in next data word 
received have been sent 
(or end of page if encoun- 
tered first). 
No action. 
Cursor moved to row • 1 
column 1. 
Next two data words re- 
ceived define new row and 
column position of cursor. 

1. This function involves replacing a 
control code by a space character whilst 
the cursor remains positioned on such a 
character. 
2. Scrolling, if required, is performed auto- 
matically. 

Apart from the scrolling operation, and 
the clear page function (which requires at 
least one video frame of 20ms), most of the 
commands and data display are executed 
within 800ps. This time is less than the 
stop bit time of serial data at 1200baud so 
the module can directly display data from a 
viewdata computer if required. 

I didn't specifically consider the execu- 
tion time of the program during de- 
velopment and it seems likely that the 
800ps time could be reduced by careful 
program design. There is, however, some 
unavoidable time wastage of up to 64ps 
(the time for one video line) each time the 
processor has to access the display 
memories. This occurs three times each 
time a character is stored, once to store the 
character and clear the cursor bit, once to 
read the data at the new cursor position, 
and once to add the cursor bit at this new 
location without altering the character 
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DISP subroutine 

Output data 
on data bus 

time slot 7 
Set data bus 

bit 7 low 

Set data bus 
bit 7 high 

time slot ? 

Disable interrupt Set data bus 
to tri-state 

Set 
video generator 

chip address 

Load & invert 
data, 

set bit 7 high 

stored there. However, I am working on a 
version which combines the last two opera- 
tions into one line-flyback interval. 

In any implementation of the display 
module, the subroutines to read and write 
to the page stores during line flyback, and 
the subroutine to send commands to the 
video generator will be required. So the 
operation of these is described next; refer 
to assembly language subroutine illustra- 
tion. 

The setup subroutine performs two 
functions. Firstly, it finds the next line 
sync pulse and secondly it sets up the 
various registers required for the read or 
write operations. The timing of this 
subroutine is carefully arranged so that the 
next line flyback interval (56ps after the 
start of the previous line sync pulse, the 
time at which the video generator frees the 
address and data buses) occurs immedi- 
ately after execution of the RET instruction. 

On entry into the subroutine, the cur- 
rent cursor address is held in the two 
memory locations addressed by the 
contents of registers R0 and R1 (low-order 
eight bits addressed by R0). Register R6 
contains the port 2 mask so that when the 
high-order address lines are set up on bits 
0 and 1 of port 2, the currently-addressed 
page bits (port 2 bits 2 & 3) are set up 
correctly, the address latch output is 
enabled (port 2 bit 4 is set low) and none of 
the other bits of port 2 are altered. 

The flow chart of the subroutine des- 
cribes its operation. The second test for 
the line sync pulse is required in case an 
interrupt occurred after the first test and 
before the interrupt was disabled (a time 
window of about 5ps). If this happens the 
interrupt is enabled again and the proces- 
sor waits for the next line sync pulse after 
servicing the interrupt. For the processor 

Components 
ICi 8048 microcomputer (8748 eprom 

version) 
IC2 74LS123 
IC3 74LS373 
IC4, IC5 2Kx8 static ram (e.g. Fujitsu 

MB8416) 
IC6 74LS125 
IC7 74LS04 
ICb 9735 video generator* 
D 1N4148 
Ri, R21 kfl all 5%, 1/4 watt 
R3 27kft 
R4, R5 1 kfl 
r6, R7 iokn 
Rq, Rg 10kn 
Rio to R 12 22kn 

to execute past the second line sync test, 
the pulse must be lOps wide, set by the 
monostable timing components R3 and C4. 

If the host processor starts to send a data 
word during a read or write operation 
there may be up to 64ps delay before the 
8048 responds, as the interrupt has to be 
disabled. This won't affect the correct de- 
coding of data at 4800 baud or less and the 
possibility has been accounted for in the 
arrangement of the sampling points of the 
decoding software. Alternatively, for faster 
rates, or parallel input, the data output line 
(port 2 bit 7) can be set low during a read 
or write operation to indicate that the 8048 
is busy and cannot accept a new data word. 

Operation of the read and write subrou- 
tines is comparatively straightforward. 
After calling the setup subroutine, the read 
subroutine sets the address, page and 
address latch output enable outputs on 
port 2 (data and address buses are now 
free) and uses an external move instruction 
(MOVX) to read the currendy-addressed 
display ram (the low-order display address 
held in R0 is automatically latched in IC3 
during execution of the MOVX instruc- 
tion). Bits 0 to 4 of port 2 are then set to 
their high impedance state again so that 
the video generator can have access to the 
data and address buses again. The result- 
ing data is then inverted, as the video gen- 
erator uses inverted logic data, the in- 

i m 

R13 iokn 
R14 4.7kft 
R15 iokn 
R16 22ka 
Rl7tO R19 lOOflt 
R20 lOkfl 
R21 33012 
R22100m 
Ci 0.1 nF 
C2 1 nF 10V electrolytic 
C3 220pF 
C4 InF 
C5 toCgO.lnF 
* GIM tell us they are unable to supply the 
video generator i.e. An equivalent device, 
type MR9735, should be available through 
Plessey distributors or from Deaconhouse. 
t Incorrectly labelled in circuit diagram. 

Table 2. Video generator command 
words - see AY-3-9735 data sheet for 
fi ill list. 

Display function 
PICTURE ON & PAGE 0 
TEXT 81 SYNC ON 
(These commands should 
be sent in this order on 
power-up) 
CURSOR Oi> 
CURSOR OFF 
CLEAR ADDRESSED PAGE 
HALF-PAGE EXPANSION 
(Cycles top, full, bottom, 
full etc) 
DISPLAY FUNCTION 
REVEAL/CONCEAL 
MIX mode 
ROUNDING (in interlace 
mode) 81 FLASHING OFF 
(for printing etc) 
SELECT DISPLAYED 
PAGE 
SELECT ADDRESSED 
PAGE 

Hex value 
C8 
D1 

A1,B1* 
A1,B4* 
94T 
D3 

HEX VALUE 
D2 
E2 

(for printing etc) D9 
SELECT DISPLAYED C0toC3 
PAGE (page 0 to 3) 
SELECT ADDRESSED 80 to 83 
PAGE (page 0 to 3) 

• These two command words must be sent 
in the given order in the same TS11 time 
slot (the DISP subroutine has a second en- 
try point which bypasses the TS11 tests so 
that the second word can be sent in the 
same time slot). 
t The display rams should not be accessed 
for one video frame after this command 
has been sent. ^ 

i m 
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; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ~ ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; 

READ SUBROUTINE 

READS ONE CHARACTER FROM 
THE CURRENTLY ADDRESC::EIJ 
DISPLAY RAM 

ON ENTRY - <RO> ;CURSOR ADDREs:=~ LOW 
· - < R 1) =CURSOR ADDRE::S HIGH 
- <R6>=PORT 2 MASK 

ON EXIT - <A>=CHARACTER READ FROM RAM 

;;;;;;; ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; ;;;;;;; ; ; ;;;;; ;;; ;; 

READ: CALL 

OUTL 

MOVX 
ORL 
EN 

RET 

2~ETUP 

A,@RO 
F'2 , £.1FH 
I 

; FIND LINE :::YNC EDGE 8, 
;SET UP ADDRESS REGISTERS 
;SET ADDRESS HIGH, PAGE SELECT 
; OUTPUTS & ENABLE ADD.RESS LATCH 
;OUTPIJTS 
;READ DISPLAY RAM 
;RESET PORT 2 OUTPUTS 
; ENABLE INTERRUPT <INTERRUPT 
; Dic;ABLED IN SETUP> 
:RETURN 

; ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; ; _;;;;;;; ;;;;; 

·' WRITE SUBRCtUTI NE 

STORES ONE CHARACTER AT THE 
CURSOR POSITION IN THE CURRENTLY 
ADDRESSED DI SPLAY RAM 

ON ENTRY -· ( RO) =CURSOR ADDRESS LOW 
- <R!);CURSOR ADDRESS HIGH 

<A> =CHARACTER FOR DISPLAY 
- (R6>=PORT 2 MASK 

; ;;;;;;;;;. ;;;;;;;;;;;_;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 

WRITE: CPL 

MOV · 
CALL 

OUTL 

MOV 
MOVX 
ORL 
EN 

RET 

A 

A,R3 
SETUP 

; INVERT DATA FOR VIDEO 
;GENERATOR 
: SAVE CHARACTER IN R3 
;FIND LINE SYNC EDGE & 
;SET UP ADDRESS REGISTERS 
;SET ADDRESS HIGH, PAGE SELECT 
;OUTPUTS AND ENABLE ADDRESS LATCH 
;OUTPUTS 

· ; LOAD CHARACTER FROM R3 A,R3 
@RO,A 
P2 ,£.1FH 
I 

;STORE CHARACTER IN DISF'LAY RAM 
;RESET PORT 2 OUTPUTS 
! ENABLE INTERRUPT < I NTERRIJPT 
;DI:~ABLED IN SETUF') 
;RETURN 

Deacon house Ltd, of 57 Guildford Street, 
Chertsey, Surrey (tel 09328 66015) say they 
will supply the 85 x 155mm double-sided 

. printed board shown opposite. 

terrupt is enabled, and the subroutine 
returns. 

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; ;;;;;;;;; 

SETLIP SUBROUTINE 

FINDS THE NEXT LINE ~:YNC 
PULSE AND SETS THE CURSOR 
ADDRESS L OW -~-N RO, THE 
CURSOR ADDRE:3S HIGH AND 
CURRENTLY ADDRESSED PAGE 
IN ACCUMULATOR AND RETURN~: 
AT THE START OF THE NEXT 
LINE FLYBACK INTERVAL 

;;;;;;;;;; ;;;; ;;; ; ;; ; ;;;;;;;;;;; ;;;;;;; ; 

SETUP!: EN I : ENABLE INTERRUPT AGAIN 
SETUP: JTO SETUP :WAIT I_INTIL NEXT L. INE 

;SYNC F'ULSE 
DIS I ; DI:3ABLE INTERRUPT 

SETUP2: ,JT(l SETUP! ;JUMP IF LINE :::YNC 
;PULSE NOT STILL THERE 

MOV A,£.3 ;SET DELAY 
SETUP3: DEC A ;DECREMENT ACCUMULATOR 

.JNZ SETUP3 ; JLIMP . UNTIL ( Al=O 
MOV A,@RO :LOAD cuR:::oR ADDRES:3 LOW 
MOV RO,A ;:::AVE IN RO 
MOV A,R6 ;LOAD PORT 2 MASK 
ORL A , @R! ;ADD CUR:::;()R A[tDF<E:::s HIGH 
RET ; RETURN 

..................... ....... ·· ·· ···· .... . > >> >'''''''' ,,, , '' '' ''''' ''' , , ,,,,,' , , ,, , 

SUBR•:1UTI NE D I ~:p 

. SENDS A [II SPL AY COMMAND TO THE 
VIDEO t3ENERATOR 

CtN ENTRY -· <A> =COMMAND CODE TO BE :::ENT 

ENTRY PO I NT "Tt I S:P2" ALLOW:3 A 
COMMAND TO BE :::ENT DIRECTLY 
WITHOUT WAITINt3 FOR THE NEXT 
TS 11 TIME :::L o T - u:::ED f'OR 
CUR:::or; ON /OFF COMMANDS 

; ; ; ; ; ~ ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; 

.[II SF': 

DISPl.: 

DISP2: 

,JTj 

.JNT! 

[II::: 
ANL 

ORL 
OUTL 
ANL 
OUTL 
OHL 
OUTL 
ORL 
OUTL 
ORL 

EN 
RET 

. [I I ~::P 1 

;WAIT UNTIL NOT TS !l 
; TIME :::LOT 
;WAIT UNTIL STARJ OF 
.: NEXT r-:::11 TIME ~:LOT 

I :DISABLE INTERRUPT 
P2,£.0DFH ; SET VIDEO GENERATOR 

A 

A,£.80H 
BU::: , A 
A,£.07FH 
£<1..1:3 , A 
A, £.:30H 
BU:3,A 
A, OFFH 
BU~; .• A 
A.£.20H 

; ADDRESS: OUTF·UT 
; <PORT 2 BIT 5 UJW) 
; INVEI<T COMMAND CODE 
;FOR VIDEO GENERATOR 
; SET BIT 7 H IGH 
; :::ET COMMAND ON DATA Bl_t:;. 
; :::ET BIT 7 L OW 
; '='ET STROBE BIT I_OW ON DATA BUS 
; REo:ET BIT 7 HIGH 
; :3ET :3TROBE BIT HIGH ON DATA BUS 
; :3ET ALL BITS HIGH 
;SET DATA BU::: TO TRI..::::TATE AGA IN 
; RESET VIDEO GENERATOR 
;ADDRESS OUTPUT 
;ENABLE INTERRUPT 
;RETURN 

The write subroutine operates in a 
similar fashion except the character to be 
displayed (held· in the accumulator on en
try) is inverted and stored in register R3 
before execution of the setup subroutine. 
It is then loaded into the accumulator 
again just before execution of the MOVX 
instruction to store the character. 

The subroutine to send commands to 
the video generator, called D ISP, operates 
as follows; the first two instructions fmd 
the rising edge of the 8048 Tl input - this 
represents the start of the TS 11 time slot 
when the video generator can receive com-. 
mands. The interrupt is disabled and bit 5 
of port 2 is set low to complete the 
1111XX:OXXX:X address required for the 
video generator to respond to a command. 
The command data to be sent to the video 
generator, held in the accumulator, is then 
inverted for the DATA bus of the display 
chip. The most significant bit which acts 
as a strobe is set high and the data placed 
on the bus by the OUTL BUS,A instruc
tion. The most significant data bit is then 
pulsed low (minimum pulse width 4!J.s) to 
strobe the data into the video generator. 

The data bus then returns to the high 
impedance state, bit 5 of port 2 is set high 
impedance again, the interrupt is enabled, 
and the subroutine returns. Table 2 shows 
the hex values of the command data re
qUired by the video generator to achieve 
the various display facilities. 

the video generator i.e. sometimes does 
not power-up correctly. On the software 
side, I recently used different versions of 
the display generator - one which auto
matically displays the cursor when initially 
set to the text mode and one which does 
not. Both problems appear to stem from 
the use of pre-production prototype 
display generators, and I do not envisage 
these occurring with production i.cs. 
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These three subroutines are the only 
ones that would have to be used in any 
application of the display module. The rest 
of the program is determined by the appli
cation and the functions required of the 
module. 

Constructional notes 
The original was constructed on a half-Eu
rocard prototype wiring board. Apart from 
the usual considerations as to the place
ment of the decoupling capacitors no 
special precautions were taken with either 
the component or the wiring layouts. The 
only hardware problem met so far is that 

Stand-alone viewdata decoder. 
The following notes are intended as a 
guide to those who wish to use the module 
to directly decode the 1200baud serial data 
arriving from a viewdata computer. I have 
not tried these modifications. 

The first consideration is whether the 
module can be constructed and pro
grammed to transmit 75baud data to the 
viewdata computer as well as receive the 
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1200baud data. It is possible to connect a 
keyboard with a parallel ASCII output to 
the parallel port on the module, and use 
the data out line (port 2, bit 7). as the 
75baud data line. The most significant bit 
of the parallel port could be used as a 
keyboard strobe (the strobe pulse width 
should be arranged to be less than the 
transmit time of one 75baud character, but 
longer than the transmit time of one 
1200baud character, i.e. between about 
10ms and lOOms. This ensures that the 
strobe will be recognised even if it occurs 
whilst a character is being received). The 
problem with this method is that if a char
acter is received whilst one is being 
transmitted, the transmitted character will 
be corrupted because the processor will be 
interrupted by the incoming character. To 
ensure full duplex operation therefore, it 
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may be wiser to employ a separate uart to 
generate the 75baud signal. 

On the software side, the following 
changes would have to be made. 

- Change the software delays in the in
terrupt routine to decode 1200 baud data 
rather than 4800. 
- Change the serial transmit routine de
lays to send 75baud data (if port 1 is used 
to connect the keyboard). 
- Perform a parity check on the incoming 
data using the most significant bit and 
~splay the parity error character (7F hex) 
if an error occurs. 
- Change the command look-up table to 
perform o!lJy the required viewdata cursor 
controls (such as back space, carriage re
turn, clear screen, etc). 
- Set a flag on receipt of an ESC code. 

- If the ESC flag is set convert the next 
received character (if it is between 40 hex 
and 60 hex) to a teletext control code (clear 
bit 7 of the character) and display it, or . 
ignore it if it is not in the above range. The 
ESC flag is then cleared. 
- On receipt of the ENQ character (05 
hex) to send the required log-on data 
(which should be programmed into the 
8748rom). 

To have enough program space to incorpo
rate these changes would ~;equire the dele
tion of some of the editing facilities des
cribed in Table 1, such as scrolling, part 
clear, or dump. 

A modem would of course be required 
in any stand-alone application of the 
display module to transmit/receive the cor
rect f.s.k. signals. ~ 
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ReAD SUBROUTINE 

READS ONE CHARACTER FROM 
THE CURRENTLY ADDRESSED 
DISPLAY RAM" 

ON ENTRY - (RO)=CURSOR ADDRESS LOW 
. - ~ (Rl)-CURSOR ADDRESS HIGH ^ 

- <R6)-PORT 2 MASK 

ON EX IT - ( A)-CHARACTER READ FROM RAM 

SETUP ;FIND LINE SYNC EDGE & 
J SET UP ADDRESS REGISTERS 

P2>A 5 SET ADDRESS HIGH, PAGE SELECT 
5 OUTPUTS b. ENABLE ADDRESS LATCH 
5 OUTPUTS 

A,@RQ .sREAD DISPLAY RAM 
P2,£1FH ;RESET PORT 2 OUTPUTS 
I ;ENABLE INTERRUPT (INTERRUPT 

;DISABLED IN SETUP) 
? RETURN 

WRITE SUBROUTINE 

STORES ONE, CHARACTER AT THE 
CURSOR POSITION IN THE CURRENTLY 
ADDRESSED DISPLAY RAM 

ON ENTRY - (RO)=CURSOR ADDRESS LOW 
- (R1)—CURSOR ADDRESS HIGH 
- (A) =CHARACTER FOR DISPLAY 

■ -■ - (R6)=P0RT 2 MASK 

A !INVERT DATA FOR VIDEO 
!GENERATOR 

A-RS SSAVE CHARACTER IN R3 
SETUP ;FIND LINE SYNC EDGE & 

;SET UP ADDRESS REGISTERS 
P2.A 5 SET ADDRESS HIGH, Fl 3 SELECT 

, ;OUTPUTS AND ENABLE ADDRESS LATCH 
;OUTPUTS 

A.R3 1 SLOAD CHARACTER FROM R3 
SRO.A ;STORE CHARACTER IN DISPLAY RAM 
P2,£1FH !RESET PORT 2 OUTPUTS 
I tENABLE INTERRUPT (INTERRUPT 

;DISABLED IN SETUP) 
;RETURN ' - 

SETUP SUBROUTINE 

FINDS THE NEXT LINE SYNC 
PULSE AND SETS THE CURSOR 
ADDRESS LOW IN RO, THE 
CURSOR ADDRESS HIGH AND 
CURRENTLY ADDRESSED PAGE 
IN ACCUMULATOR AND RETURNS 

> . AT THE START OF THE NEXT 
LINE FLYBACK INTERVAL 

EN I 
JTO SETUP 

DIS I 
JTO SETUP1 
MOV A,£3 
DEC A 
JNZ . SETUPS 
MOV A, &R0 
MOV RO, A 
MOV A, R6 
ORL A, @R1 
RET 

SUBROUTINE DISI 

(ENABLE INTERRUPT AGAIN 
(WAIT UNTIL NEXT LINE 
(SYNC PULSE 
(DISABLE INTERRUPT 
(JUMP IF LINE SYNC: 
(PULSE NOT STILL THERE 
(SET DELAY 
(DECREMENT ACCUMULATOR 
(JUMP,UNTIL (A)=0 
(LOAD CURSOR ADDRESS LOW 
(SAVE IN RO 
(LOAD PORT 2 MASK 
(ADD CURSOR ADDRESS HIGH 
(RETURN 

SENDS A DISPLAY COMMAND TO THE 
VIDEO GENERATOR 
ON ENTRY - (A)^COMMAND CODE TO BE SENT 

ENTRY POINT "DISPa" ALLOWS A . 
COMMAND TO BE SENT DIRECTLY 
WITHOUT WAITING FOR THE NEXT 
TS11 TIME SLOT - USED FOR 
CURSOR ON/OFF COMMANDS 

Deaconhouse Ltd, of 57 Guitdford Street, 
Chertsey, Surrey (tel 09328 66015) say they 
will supply the 85 x 155mm double-sided 

. printed board shown opposite. 

terhipt is enabled, and the subroutine 
returns. 

The write subroutine operates in a 
similar fashion except the character to be 
displayed (held in the accumulator on en- 
try) is inverted and stored in register R3 
before execution of the setup subroutine. 
It is then loaded into the accumulator 
again just before execution of the MOVX 
instruction to store the character. 

The subroutine to send commands to 
the video generator, called DISP, operates 
as follows; the first two instructions find 
the rising edge of the 8048 T1 input - this 
represents the start of the TS11 time slot 
when the video generator can receive com-, 
mands. The interrupt is disabled and bit 5 
of port 2 is set low to complete the 
1111XX0XXXX address required for the 
video generator to respond to a command. 
The command data to be sent to the video 
generator, held in the accumulator, is then 
inverted for the DATA bus of the display 
chip. The most significant bit which acts 
as a strobe is set high and the data placed 
on the bus by the OUTL BUS,A instruc- 
tion. The most significant data bit is then 
pulsed low (minimum pulse width 4ps) to 
strobe the data into the video generator. 

JT1 DISP WAIT UNTIL NOT TS11 
TIME SLOT 

JNT1 'DISP1 WAIT UNTIL START OF 
NEXT T-Sll TIME SLOT 

DIS • I DISABLE INTERRUPT 
ANL - P2,£ODFH 5 SET VIDEO GENERATOR 

ADDRESS OUTPUT 
(PORT 2 BIT 5 LOW) 

CPL A INVERT COMMAND CODE 
FOR VIDEO GENERATOR- 

ORL A,£S0H SET BIT 7 HIGH 
OUTL BUS, A SET COMMAND ON DATA BUS 
ANL A,£07FH SET BIT 7 LOW 
OUTL BUS, A SET STROBE BIT LOW ON DATA BUS 
ORL A,£SOH RESET BIT 7 HIGH 
OUTL BUS, A SET STROBE BIT HIGH ON DATA BUS 
ORL A,OFFH SET ALL BITS HIGH 
OUTL BUS, A SET DATA BUS TO TRI-STATE AGAIN 
ORL A,£20H RESET VIDEO GENERATOR 

ADDRESS OUTPUT 
EN I ENABLE INTERRUPT 
RET RETURN 

The data bus then returns to the high 
impedance state, bit 5 of port 2 is set high 
impedance again, the interrupt is enabled, 
and the subroutine returns. Table 2 shows 
the hex values of the command data re- 
quired by the video generator to achieve 
the various display facilities. 

These three subroutines are the only 
ones that would have to be used in any 
application of the display module. The rest 
of the program is determined by the appli- 
cation and the functions required of the 
module. 

Constructional notes 
The original was constructed on a half-Eu- 
rocard prototype wiring board. Apart from 
the usual considerations as to the place- 
ment of the decoupling capacitors no 
special precautions were taken with either 
the component or the wiring layouts. The 
only hardware problem met so far is that 

the video generator i.e. sometimes does 
not power-up correctly. On the software 
side, I recently used different versions of 
the display generator — one which auto- 
matically displays the cursor when initially 
set to the text mode and one which does 
not. Both problems appear to stem from 
the use of pre-production prototype 
display generators, and I do not envisage 
these occurring with production i.es. 

Stand-alone viewdata decoder 

The following notes are intended as a 
guide to those who wish to use the module 
to directly decode the 1200baud serial data 
arriving from a viewdata computer. I have 
not tried these modifications. 

The first consideration is whether the 
module can be constructed and pro- 
grammed to transmit 75baud data to the 
viewdata computer as well as receive the 
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1200baud data. It is possible to connect a 
keyboard with a parallel ASCII output to 
the parallel port on the module, and use 
the data out line (port 2, bit 7). as the 
75baud data line. The most significant bit 
of the parallel port could be used as a 
keyboard strobe (the strobe pulse width 
should be arranged to be less than the 
transmit time of one 75baud character, but 
longer than the transmit time of one 
1200baud character, i.e. between about 
10ms and 100ms. This ensures that the 
strobe will be recognised even if it occurs 
whilst a character is being received). The 
problem with this method is that if a char- 
acter is received whilst one is being 
transmitted, the transmitted character will 
be corrupted because the processor will be 
interrupted by the incoming character. To 
ensure full duplex operation therefore, it 

may be wiser to employ a separate uart to 
generate the 75baud signal. 

On the software side, the following 
changes would have to be made. 

- Change the software delays in the in- 
terrupt routine to decode 1200 baud data 
rather than 4800. 
- Change the serial transmit routine de- 
lays to send 75baud data (if port 1 is used 
to connect the keyboard). 
- Perform a parity check on the incoming 
data using the most significant bit and 
display the parity error character (7F hex) 
if an error occurs. . 
- Change the command look-up table to 
perform onjy the required viewdata cursor 
controls (such as back space, carriage re- 
turn, clear screen, etc). 
- Set a flag on receipt of an ESC code. 

— If the ESC flag is set convert the next 
received character (if it is between 40 hex 
and 60 hex) to a teletext control code (clear 
bit 7 of the character) and display it, or 
ignore it if it is not in the above range. The 
ESC flag is then cleared. 
- On receipt of the ENQ character (05 
hex) to send, the required log-on data 
(which should be programmed into the 
8748 rom). 

To have enough program space to incorpo- 
rate these changes would require the dele- 
tion of some of the editing facihties des- 
cribed in Table 1, such as scrolling, part 
clear, or dump. 

A modem would of course be required 
in any stand-alone application of the 
display module to transmit/receive the cor- 
rect f. s. k. signals. 
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Digital filter design 
procedure 

These examples of the design of a simple digital filter and, in contr~st, that of a digital 
version of a fourth-order Butterworth filter, show how laborio~ mathematics may be 
simplified and the "recurrence formula" for the filter written without having to solve a 

Many digital filters can be designed simply 
on their own merits. But in the case of the 
digital equivalent of an analogue filter, 
such as the Butterworth filter, the situa
tion is complicated by the need to use a 
bilinear transformation, resulting in 
laborious algebra. This can be largely 
avoided for a fourth-order filter by fol
lowing this procedure, substituting cut-off 
and sampling frequency values, axid by 
using the taliular form suggested. 
The end product of filter design procedure 
is the recurrence formula in a form which 
can readily be entered into the computer or 
micro processor program that constitutes 
the filter. In addition it is desirable to plot 
the j w frequency spectrum in terms of the 

. sampling frequency to check that the filter 
has the desired characteristics. 
Two starting points are considered: 

~ where the z-transfer function and 
hence the z-plane diagram can be for
mulated from a comparatively simple 
requirement. The example described is 
the digital equivalent of a simple tuned 
circuit. 
- where the z-transfer function and 
the z-plane diagram have to be derived 
from an analogue filter using a bilinear 
transformation. The example chosen is 

Fig. 1. Z-plane diagram of the digital 
equivalent of a tuned circuit. Angle 
re~resents the resonant frequency and is 
Y12 of the sampling frequency, which is 

·represented by one revolution round the 
unit circle. 
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fourth order equation. 

by J. T. R. Sylvester Bradley 

the digital equivalent of a Butterworth 
low-pass filter. 

The two examples are worked in full. In 
the second example the algebra is laborious 
and unavoidable but some short cuts are 

15 
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suggested. It shows that if a digital filter is 
designed as an equivalent to an analogue 
filter, coefficients are generated which in 
most cases require sophisticated arithmetic 
in the microprocessor. It is often prefera
ble to design a digital filter so that the 
coefficients can be kept as simple as the· 
hardware requires. (In the Butterworth 
filter fractional coefficients with a required 
accuracy of 3 decimal places are unavoid
able.) 
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Fig. 2. Response /H(jw)/ of the filter in Fig. 1 is plotted against frequency divided by 
sampling frequency. 
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Fig. 3. Realization diagram shows how the microprocessor perfo_rms the signal P_ro~essing. 
Boxes labelled z- 1 are delays of one clock pulse and the small tnan_gles art;, mul~lf''~~s ,~or. 
dividers) by the coefficients shown. x(n) is the input sample at the mstant now or n 'and 
y(n) is the output sample at the same instant. 
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.Qu tpu t Values 

e 
0 
a 
1 

1.56 
.6236 

-.290784 
-.958739 
-1.2601 
-1.18917 
-.834433 

INPUT 
t .ee ~ ! a .75 . . 

€t .50 ·· .... . 

0.25 -
13.ee • •••• 

·· ····· ·····:····· ···· ···· 

....... ....... 1 ....... 

00 
.., "' (IJ 
.-. N M 

ylnl=b0.xlnl+b1.xln-1l+b2.xln-2l+a1.y(n-1 l +a2.yln-21 - .338484 
-147856 
.504827 
.667767 
.632807 
.446287 
• 183634 

1 0 -1 1 . 56 -. 81 

-.0750228 
-.26578 
-.353848 
-.336721 
-.238668 

- .0995782 
.0379791 
• 139906 
. 187'4'!1 
.179161 
. 127624 

.0639729 
-.01'!117'7'5 
-.0736349 

OUTPUT 

2.00 

t . sa 
1 .(H3 

0.60 

e.e0 
-0.50 

-1 .ee 

-1 .50 

-2 . 00 

·· ··· ··· · ··:·· · · ···· ·· ···:··· · · ··· ····· · 
..... ..... ~ ..... . ' ... ... :. . . . . .. . .... . 

.. .... ..... ; .... ........ . : ... ... ..... .. : . . . . . . . 
• •• •• ~ • ••• •• • •••• • ~ • •• • 0 ••••• • • • : • ••••••• • • • 0 0 ~ 

. . . 
·· · ·· .... ....... .: .... ... ..... . : ..... ... ... .. : 

.., v N 

.,..... N 1-;t) 

Fig. 4. Input of 32 samples is shown with the corresponding output as (a) a column of values 
on the left and (b) as a diagram, for the filter whose recurrence formula is shown between 
the ~npl.ft and output diagrams. Asingle pulse is shown as the input, r:esulting in a decaying 
oscillation at Y12 of the sampling frequency. . 
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Fig. 7. Flatness or low Q shown in the response curve is a result of choosing 
very simple arithmetic. 

Method 
The process for the design of a digital filter 
is 
- choose a suitable transfer function 
- derive the recurrence formula from the 
transfer function 
- write the recurrence formula into the 
program for the relevant hardware (com
puter or microprocessor) that will be used 
to make the filter. 
Of these it is the choice of transfer function 
that causes difficulty. Often a z-plane dia
gram can be drawn as a step toward the 
choice of transfer function. In addition a 
j w frequency spectrum is needed so that 
one can see whether the filter will meet the 
requirements of bandwidth and so on; this 
is derived from the z-plane diagram. In the 
frrst, simple case the design almost begins 
and ends with the z-plane equivalent of an 
analogue circuit, whereas in the second 
example, in which a digital version of But-
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terworth filter is designed, the z-plane dia
gram and frequency spectrum are derived 
from a Butterworth s-plane diagram 
involving a bilinear transformation, and 
the algebra is more involved. 

The recurrence formula is usefully illus
trated as a realization diagram, shown for 
each example. Finally, in each case the 
operation of each filter is demonstrated by 
generating the impulse response using a 
desk-top computer and a simple Basic 
program to give input and output signal 
diagrams. 

Design digital filter equivalent 
to a parallel tuned circuit 
The tuned circuit will have one pole-pair 
only, at its resonant frequency, and we can 
assume zeros at zero frequency and at in
finity. To be stable, the poles must lie 
within the unit circle on the z-plane. (In 
other words the analogue circuit must con
tain some resistance,) The position of the 

Fig. 5. Z-plane diagram has been chosen 
with very simple ratios to simplify 
arithmetic in the microprocessor . 

.x: ln~l · . yin) ·-2:·~· . . 

·z-' z-' 
-1 - 0·25 

Fig. 6. Realization diagram only contains . 
one multiplier with a coefficient of !4, so 
the arithmetic in the microprocessor is 
very simple. 

poles is dictated by the resonant frequency 
in relation to the sampling frequency, and 
to the Q required. 

Two examples are worked, one with 
pole positions chosen arbitrarily with the 
resonant frequency any value less than half 
the sampling frequency, and the other 
with pole positions chosen for arithmetic 
simplicity with a simple microprocessor in 
mind(e.g. theMMD1). 

Step I - draw the z·plane diagram. 
Suppose the sampling frequency has al
ready been chosen as 12 X f0 , where f0 is 
the required resonant frequency of the 
tuned circuit. The digital filter is designed 
by locating a pole on the z-plane at an 
angle of Y12 of a revolution, as one 
complete revolution of the z phasor repre
sents the sampling frequency. There will 
automatically be another pole at an angle 
of - Y12 of a revolution, as the poles 
come in conjugate pairs. The radius of the 
poles (exp aT) has been chosen arbitrarily 
as 0.9 to give an adequately peaky res
ponse, without instability. Two zeros are 
added, at zero frequency and at maximum 
frequency (Yz the sampling frequency) to 

. correspond with zeros at zero frequency 
and infinite frequency for the analogue 
circuit, Fig. 1. The jm spectrum or cyclic 
frequency response /H(jm)/ is found 
directly from the z-plane diagram and is 
shown at Fig. 2. 

Because the transfer function H(z) is 
zero when z= + 1 or - 1 (the zeros) and is 
infinite where z=r. exp jmT (the poles), 
the transfer function can be written down 
directly as 

H(z) ~z+ 1)(z-l) • 
(z-r exp JWT)(z-r exp-jmT) 
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Digital filter design 

procedure 

These examples of the design of a simple digital filter and, in contrast, that of a digital 
version of a fourth-order Butterworth filter, show how laborious mathematics may be 

simplified and the "recurrence formula" for the filter written Without having to solve a 
fourth order equation. 

Many digital filters can be designed simply 
on their own merits. But in the case of the 
digital equivalent of an analogue filter, 
such as the Butterworth filter, the situa- 
tion is complicated by the need to use a 
bilinear transformation, resulting in 
laborious algebra. This can be irgely 
avoided for a fourth-order filter by fo 
lowing this procedure, substituting cut-off 
and sampling frequency values, and by 
using the tabular form suggested. 
The end product of filter design procedure 
is the recurrence formula in a form which 
can readily be entered into the computer or 
micro processor program that constitutes 
the filter. In addition it is desirable to plot 
the j (0 frequency spectrum in terms of the 

. sampling frequency to check that the filter 
has the desired characteristics. 
Two starting points are considered: 

— where the z-transfer function and 
hence the z-plane diagram can be for- 
mulated from a comparatively simple 
requirement. The example described is 
the digital equivalent of a simple tuned 
circuit. 
— where the z-transfer function and 
the z-plane diagram have to be derived 
from an analogue filter using a bilinear 
transformation. The example chosen is 

Fig. i. Z-plane diagram of the digital 
equivalent of a tuned circuit. Angle 
represents the resonant frequency and is 
1/12 of the sampling frequency, which is 
represented by one revolution round the 
unit circle. 

by J. T. R. Sylvester Bradley 

the digital equivalent of a Butterworth 
low-pass filter. 

The two examples are worked in full. In 
the second example the algebra is laborious 
and unavoidable but some short cuts are 

suggested. It shows that if a digital filter is 
designed as an equivalent to an analogue 
filter, coefficients are generated which in 
most cases require sophis :ated arithmetic 
in the microprocessor. It is often prefera-, 
ble to design a digital filter so that the 
coefficients can be kept as simple as the* 
hardware requires. (In the Butterworth 
filter fractional coefficients with a required 
accuracy of 3 decimal places are unavoid- 
able.) 

1 , 

a ;  

| A A 

/ K 
   i 

Cyclic frs-queocy divided by Saniplina frequency 

Fig. 2. Response jHljio)/ of the filter in Fig. 1 is plotted against frequency divided by 
sampling frequency. 

Fig. 3. Realization diagram shows how the microprocessor performs the signal ; -oce^sing. 
Boxes labelled z~1 are delays of one clock pulse and the small triangh are multipliers for dividers) by the coefficients shown. x(n) is the input sample at the instant now or n , ana 
y(n) is the output sample at the same instant. 
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Output Values 

1 
1 .E6 
.6236 

-.290784 
-.958739 
-1 .2601 
-1.13917 
-.834433 
-.338484 

.147856 

.584827 

.667767 

.632807 

.446287 

.183634 
-.0750228 
-.26578 
-.353848 
-.' 36721 
- .238668 

-.0995782 
.0379791 
. 39906 
.18749 
.179161 
.127624 

.0539729 
-.0191775 
-.0736349 

y (n) =b0 .x (n) +bl .x(n-l) +b2 .x (n-2)+al .y.(n-n+a2 .y (n-2) 

Fig. 4. Input of 32 samples is shown with the corresponding output as (a) a column of values 
on the left and (b) as a diagram, for the filter whose recurrence formula is shown between 
the input and output diagrams. A single pulse is shown as the input, resulting in a decaying 
oscillation at Viz of the sampling frequency. 

! H (j w) { 

Cyclic frequency divided by Sampling frequency 

Fig. 7. Flatness or low Q shown in the response curve is a result of choosing 
very simple arithmetic. 

Method 
The process for the design of a digital filter 
is 
— choose a suitable transfer function 
— derive the recurrence formula from the 
transfer function 
— write the recurrence formula into the 
program for the relevant hardware (com- 
puter or microprocessor) that will be used 
to make the filter. 
Of these it is the choice of transfer function 
that causes difficulty. Often a z-plane dia- 
gram can be drawn as a step toward the 
choice of transfer function. In addition a 
j to frequency spectrum is needed so that 
one can see whether the filter will meet the 
requirements of bandwidth and so on; this 
is derived from the z-plane diagram. In the 
first, simple case the design almost begins 
and ends with the z-plane equivalent of an 
analogue circuit, whereas in the second 
example, in which a digital version of But- 

terworth filter is designed, the z-plane dia- 
gram and frequency spectrum are derived 
from a Butterworth s-plane diagram 
involving a bilinear transformation, and 
the algebra is more involved. 

The recurrence formula is usefully illus- 
trated as a realization diagram, shown for 
each example. Finally, in each case the 
operation of each filter is demonstrated by 
generating the impulse response using a 
desk-top computer and a simple Basic 
program to give input and output signal 
diagrams. 
Design digital filter equivalent 
to a parallel tuned circuit 
The tuned circuit will have one pole-pair 
only, at its resonant frequency, and we can 
assume zeros at zero frequency and at in- 
finity. To be stable, the poles must lie 
within the unit circle on the z-plane. (In 
other words the analogue circuit must con- 
tain some resistance.) The position of the 

Fig. S. Z-plane diagram has been chosen 
with very simple ratios to simplify 
arithmetic in the microprocessor. 

Fig. ft Realization diagram only contains ■ 
one multiplier with a coefficient of V*, so 
the arithmetic in the microprocessor is 
very simple. 

poles is dictated by the resonant frequency 
in relation to the sampling frequency, and 
to the Q required. 

Two examples are worked, one with 
pole positions chosen arbitrarily with the 
resonant frequency any value less than half 
the sampling frequency, and the other 
with pole pos: ons chosen for arithmetic 
simplicity with a simple microprocessor in 
mind (e.g. the MMD1). 

Step 1 - draw the z-plane diagram. 
Suppose the sampling frequency has al- 
ready been chosen as 12 x f0, where f0 is 
the required resonant frequency of the 
tuned circuit. The digital filter is designed 
by locating a pole on the z-plane at an 
angle of Vn of a revolution, as one 
complete revolution of the z phasor repre- 
sents the sampling frequency. There will 
automatically be another pole at an angle 
of —V12 of a revolution, as the poles 
come in conjugate pairs. The radius of the 
poles (exp oT) has been chosen arbitrarily 
as 0.9 to give an adequately peaky res- 
ponse, without instability. Two zeros are 
added, at zero frequency and at maximum 
frequency (V2 the sampling frequency) to 
correspond with zeros at zero frequency 
and infinite frequency for the analogue 
circuit, Fig. 1. The jco spectrum or cyclic 
frequency response (H(j(o)| is found 
directly from the z-plane diagram and is 
shown at Fig. 2. 

Because the transfer function H(z) is 
zero when z= +1 or — 1 (the zeros) and is 
infinite where z=r. exp jcoT (the poles), 
the transfer function can be written down 
direcdy as 

H(z)= (z-H)(z-l) 
(z-r exp jcoT)(z-r exp-jcoT)' 
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Step 2 - fmd the recurrence formula. 

Y(z) z2-1 
H(z)=X(z)= z2-2r z cos wT+r 

:. Y(z).z2- Y(z).2rzcosaT + Y(z).r 
=X(z). z2-X(z). 

This can be directly transformed to the 
recurrence formula, since if the present 
output sample is y(n) the1_1 th~ next sample 
y(n+ 1) is found by muluply~g by z (one 
clock pulse), and the previous sample 
y(n-1) by dividing by z. Thus 

Y(z) 
Y(z). z 
Y(z) . z2 

Y(z) . z-1 

y(n) 
y(n+ 1) 
y(n+2) 
y(n-1) 

and so on. So the equation becomes 

y(n+2)-2r.coswT .y(n+ 1)+r .y(n) 

=z(n+2)-x(n). 

The present output sample y(n) in terms of 
present and previous input samples, x(n), 
x(n-1) etc can be found by di'?ding Z

2
, 

and putting r=0.9 and wT=30° gives y(n)= 

I.S6.y(n-1)-0.81.y(n-2)+x(n)-x(n -2). 

The recurrence formula in this form can be 
used as the digital ftlter within a suitable 
program. .-

The general form of the recurrence .or-
mula for a second-order ftlter is 

y(n)=b0.x(n)+b1.x(n-1)+bz x 
x(n-2)+a1.a1y(n-1)+az.y(n-2) 

Its realization diagram is sho~n in Fig. 3, 
and in this example the coefficients are 

Output V.alu .. ;; 

e 
0 
0 
1 
e 

-1.25 
0 

.3125 
e 

!HPUT 

t .ee 
13.75 

0 . 50 

(1.25 

e.ee 

J. T. R. S. Bradley is currently 
principal lecturer and head of the 
telecommunications technology group 
in the School of Signals, Blandford 
Camp, a.Post he has held sin~e _1975. 
Graduating from Corpus Chnstt. 

· College, Cambridge, he served m the 
Royal Corps of Signals from 1~2 to 
1966, when he retired (as a major) to 
become a lecturer at the School of 
Signals, then at Catterick Camp in 
Yorkshire. 

x coefficients 

bo=1 
b1=0 
bz=-1 

y coefficients 

a1=1.56 
a2=-0.81 

The x-coefficients relate to the zero posi
tions, while the y coefficients relate to the 
pole positions. . 

The output is of course a list of sample 
values, which has to be converted to an 
output signal with a d-to-a convertor and 
(usually) a low-pass ftlter. The values and 

" 

~ \ . ~ .... ... .. . 

[ •••••• : ••••••• 1 ••••••. 1 ••••••• ~ 
-.078125 

0 
.0195313 (

. l -be' ., fnl +b1 ~· (n-1 l +b2 , :>: (n-2l +a1 ,y f.n-1) +a2 ·>' (n-2l y tl - 't} •• >:.. •·· - 2!=; 
1 0 -1 0 . -a 

-4.882B1E-03 
0 

1.2207E-03 
0 

-3.0S176E-e4 
e . 

· 7.62939E-05 
a 

-1 .90?3SE-05 
0 

4.76837E-06 
0 

-1.19209E-06 
0 

OUTPUT 

2.00 

1 .50 

1 .•30 
... .. .. , .. .. ....... . 

0.50 

e.ee 
-0.50 

-t;ee 
2.98023E-07 -1.50 . ............. .. 

0 ··- · ··· .... -7 .4696BE-9B -2.00 .... ... N 
0 00 ~ ~ 

1,86265(-08 ~ N ~ 
. d' away as one would expect 

Fig. 8. Oscillation caused by the impulse at the mput soon tes , 
from a low-0 circuit. 
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output signal in sampled da~. form are 
shown at Fig. 4 for a smgle urut mput, and 
is the impulse response of the ftlter. As 
expected, the output oscillates at Vtz of 
the sampling frequency and decays expo
nentially. 

Design filter with simple. a!i~h
metic suitable for a pr1m1t1ve 
microprocessor 
Sampling frequency, resonant frequency, 
and damping factor must be chosen so that 
they relate by simple ratios. In this case the 
pole positions are chosen so ili:at they are at 
V2 the maximum frequency (I.e. at an an
gle of 90 degrees) and at .a radius o~ Vz, 
Fig. 5. The poles are at +)0.5 and -)0.5, 
the zeros are at + 1 and -1. 

z2-1 
H(z) z2-2rz. coswT+r 

as before but r=O.S and coswT=cos 90°=0 

z2-1 
:. H(z)=~25. z +. 

Alternatively this could be found by des
cribing the transfer function in terms of 
the poles and zeros as follows: 

position of zeros 
H(z) position of poles 

(z+ 1)(z-1) 
(z+jO.S)(z-jO.S) 

and multiplying it out. The recurrence 
formula is obtained from the transfer func-
tion: 

H(z) Y(z) z
2
-1 

X(z) z2+0.25 

:. Y(z).z2+0.25Y(z)=X(z).z2~ X(z) 

:. y(n+ 2)+0.25y(n)=x(n+ 2)-x(n) 

:. y(n)=x(n)-x(n-2)-0.25y(n-2). 

Fig. 6 shows the realization diagram, Fig. 
7 the spectrum and Fig. 8 the impulse 
response. The ftlter was designed w!t~ ~e 
very simple arithmetic of a prtm1Uve 
microprocessor in mind, limi~ng the 
processes to addition, s11'btracuon and 
multiplication or division by ~wo .only. The 
result is a response curve which IS too flat, 
Fig. 7. Of course a sharper re~ponse can be 
obtained with only a modest lDlprovement 
in the arithmetic, as in the first example in 
which the coefficients are 1.56 and -0. 81. 

To be concluded with fourth-order But· 
terworth fdter design. 
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POWER ANALYSIS 
Three displays are available on the 
636 multifunction power analyser. 
The first two display voltage and 
current but the third shows a 
function selected from a push-button 
panel. The selected function may be 
watts, watthours, vars, varhours, 
volt -ams, power factor, phase angle 
and frequency. 

The resolution of the instrument is 
0.01% of full scale with an error of 
±0.05% of full scale. It will give true 
r .m.s. readings of sinusoidal or 
distorted waveforms at a frequency 
range of 40 to 400Hz. 

Voltage and current inputs are 
fully isolated with voltage ranges 
from 15 to 600V in six ranges with 
five significant figures; current is 
measured in nine ranges from 25mA 
to55A. 

A wide range of applications are 
possible with the instrument. They 
include calibration standards for 
meters and transducers; 
measurement of losses in 
transformers, inductors and motors; 
non-destructive testing of soft 
magnetic materials; power factor 
measurement in reactive loads; 
measuring phase; checking line
frequency stability; measuring the 
efficiency of lighting and heating 
circuits. Wessex Electronics Ltd, 
114-116 North Street, Downend, 
Bristol BS16 SSE. WW301 

LIGHTNING 
ARRESTED 
According to many sources, lightning 
strikes can generate up to 200A of 
surge current lasting for, typically 
5~-ts to lms, in an overhead line. The 
SA series of surge arrestors form 
Telematic are capable of 
withstanding SkA peaks for over 
!Oms. While this is happening at the 
'line' side ofthe arrestor, the 'safe' 
end remains at predetermined levels, 
safe for semiconductor circuitry. In 
the event of a surge greater than the 
design of the device, a 'fail-safe' 
mechanism will short circuit the 
input and isolate any series elements. 

Thus modems, duplexers, two
wire transmitters, control loops, 
exchanges and all data transmission 
ports are fully protected. The 
arresters are approved for use with 
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British Telecom equipment. 
Physically small, 168mm long, the 
arrestor is bolted to an earthed 
busl;>ar by a single bolt. Several 
arrestors can be mounted together 
and for outdoor use, weatherproof 
boxes are available. Telematic Ltd, 
49 Hazelwood Drive, St Albans, 
Herts AL4 OUP. WW302 

TAPE NOISE 
REDUCTION 
A tape compatibility unit, the TCU 
3000a, is the first product of a new 
British company, Tardis Ltd. It 
claims to eliminate tape hiss entirely. 
The circuit is a two-to-one 
compander using an averaging 
system with treble pre- and de
emphasis. It is based around the 
Signetics NE570N dual compander 
chip, which can be switched to 
encode or decode. 

High-frequency noise pumping, 
which is a problem with most 
compansion systems, is minimized 
by boosting the components of the 
signal above 2kHz by 12dB prior to 
encoding. Low-frequency pumping 
is reduced by a -12dB attenuation 
filter in series with the variable gain 
cell. 

Tape saturation is avoided both by 
the two-to-one compansion system 
and by the introduction of a bandpass 
filter. 

The performance figures claimed 
for the machine include a 40dB noise 
reduction, total harmonic distortion 
of 0.1% over the whole 
encode/decode cycle with a frequency 
response level between 30Hz and 
30kHz. The dynamic range is 
claimed to be doubled. 

The unit is connected between an 
amplifier and a tape recorder by 
phono plugs and it is not suitable for 
DIN level machines. It may only be 
used in one direction at a time -
either record or replay - and so may 
not be used in a monitor mode for, 
say, a three-head recorder. The 
manufacturers have said that a two
way unit is to be made. Input from 
the amplifier is preset through a hole 
in the back of the case and once set 
does not need to be adjusted further. 

In the other direction there is no 
input control for the level from the 
tape deck, so it is necessary to use a 
deck with an output level control. 
Input and output levels are indicated 
on two p.p.ms, one for each channel. 
After the input level is set the only 
controls used are three push buttons 
on the front panel: power switch, 
record or replay and unit switched in 
or out. This last control by-passes the 
unit so that the amplifier is connected 
directly to the tape deck. 

Auditioning a pre-production unit, 
we found that the unit worked very 
well on music with no audible 
background noise at all. Some 
pumping was discernible on speech 
which was not evident as noise as 
much as a peculiar change in 
perspective between presence or 
absence of sound. The unit costs 
£149.50 inclusive and is available 
from the manufacturer, Tardis Ltd, 
Unit 3, Sunningdale Road, South 
Park Industrial Estate, Scunthorpe, 
South Humberside. WW303 

MULTI-WAVE 
GENERATOR 
A number of user-defined waveforms 
may be stored in the memory of the 
waveform generator from 3D. 
Function generators can normally 
supply square, sinusoidal, triangular 
or other regular waveforms but if any 
special function is required, it may 
take much adaptation of filters and 
shaping circuitry to get the required 
form. This generator interfaces with 
a microcomputer which can store up 
to 32 different waveforms. The 
frequency can be easily controlled up 
to 500kHz., with an output voltage of 
up to l OV r.m.s . and frequency 
sweeps, amplitude or frequency 
modulation are possible. A number 
of standard waveforms; sine, 
triangular, square, pulse etc. are 
already programmed into the 
generator's internal rom; others can 
be programmed and stored in eprom 
if they are to be used regularly. 
Applications cited by the 
manufacturer include component 

, testing, vibration testing and the 

testing of the reaction to stimulus of 
muscles and nerve tissue subject to 
the influence of various medicines. 
Th~ generator is one of a series of 
Inlab modules and shares the same 
interface system which can be' 
connected to a wide range of 
microcomputers through the IEEE-
488 instrumentation bus, or may be 
configured to work with many 
others. Digital Design and 
Development, 18-19 Warren Street, 
London W1P SDB WW304 

UV FOR P.C.Bs 
An exposure unit for photosensitive 
coated copper boards or labels from 
Electronic Assistance includes four 
ISV actinic u. v. fluorescent tubes 
controlled by a precision timer. The 
UV-800 has an exposure area of 
800cm2 and boards are clamped 
against the exposure window by a 
flame-retardant foam pressure pad in 

the lid. A microswitch prevents u.v. 
emission reaching the operator when 
the lid is raised. The exposure unit 
costs £85 ( + v.a.t. ) and there is a 
smaller unit, UV-300, without the 
timer but with the same safety 
features, for £35 ( + v .a. t. ). 
Electronic Assitance Ltd, Unit 1, 
Brunberth Industrial Estate, 
Rhayader, Powys LD6 SEN. 

ww3os 

LCDs WORK IN THE 
COLD 
Operating temperatures of -45° up to 
+8S•c are claimed for the Survivor 
range ofliquid crystal displays. At 
the lowest temperature there is a 
response time of l.ls. T he l.c.ds are 
sealed with contact protection to 
allow the displays to work in 95% 
relative humidity and are also 
protected against shock and vibration 
to make them suitable for all sorts of 
hostile environments. Manufactured 
in Canada by Data Images Inc, they 
are available in the UK through 
An tech Electronics Ltd, Grenfell 
Place, Maidenhead, Berks SL6 1HL. 
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Step 2 - find the recurrence formula. 

TT.- - XQ- " '  
X(z) z2-2rzcosa»T+r2 

.■.Y(z).z2—Y(z).2rzcosaT+Y(z).r2 

=X(„.r X| j f I 

This can be directly transformed to the 
recurrence formula, since if the present jA 
output sample is y(n) ±en the next sample 
y(n+1) is found by multiplying by z (one 
clock pulse), and the previous sample Hg* 
y(n— 1) by dividing by z. Thus 

Y(z) y(n) HiK^iSBHi 

' Z2 ox j- T. R. S. Bradley is currently 
* (z) • Z_1 principal lecturer and head of the 
Y(z) . z y(n 1) telecommunications technology group 

in the School of Signals, Blandford 
and so on. So the equation becomes Camp, a post he has held since 1975. Graduating from Corpus Chnsti 

v/n , ri_2r coswT.v(n+ D+^.yCn) • College, Cambridge, he served in the yx ' ■ Royal Corps of Signals from 1942 to 
=z(n+2)-x(n). 1966. when he retired (as a major) to 

become a lecturer at the School of 
The present output sample y(n) in terms of Signals, then at Catterick Camp in 
present and previous input samples, x(n), Yorkshire. 
x(n-l) etc can be found by dividing z2,   
and putting r=0.9 and coT=30o gives y(n)= 

1.56.y(n-l)-0.81.y(n-2)+x(n)-x(n-2). xcoefficients , ycoefficients 

The recurrence formula in this form can be 
used as the digital filter within a suitable 
program. 

The general form of the recurrence for- 
mula for a second-order filter is 

y(n)=bo.x(n)+bi.x(n—l)+b2 x 
x(n-2)+ai.aiy(n-l)+a2.y(n-2) 

Its realization diagram 5 shown in Fig. 3, 
and in this example the coefficients are 

Output Values 

-1 .25 
0 

.3125 

bo=l 
bi=0 
b2=-l 

ai=1.56 
32 = "0.81 

OUTPUT 

(n-n+b2.x(n-2)+al .y tn-l)+a2 . v (o-Z) 
-1 0 -■£5 

-.078125 , _ 
0 < ,-hP -(nl+bl y(n-n+b2.x(n-2)+al .y'.r1-n+a2.v(r1-2) .0195313 y(n)-b0ia(n)+b1 . x i n it o _ £5 . 
0 1 O -1 a 

-4-902®1E-03 2.00 p   ;   
1-220

0
7E>03 i.50 -  ; i ; 

"3.051765-04 OUTPUT j _g0   ) i T I 

• 7 .629695-05 0.50 - i i  ?  
-1 .907355-05 0_00 . a I mTlimiU jl I II I ' '| TT'1 ,ni 

4.763375-06 . -0,50 — -     

-1 ,192095-06 _t 00 L . . :■■■■■ 
0 4 : ■ 

2.980235-07 c0        
0 . ■ : ' : : ,1 -7.450505-00 -2.00 L-    

1 ■.362655-08 ® 00 - S S 

Fig. 8. Oscillation caused by the impulse at the input soon dies away, as one would expect 
from a low-Q circuit. 

output signal in sampled data form are 
shown at Fig. 4 for a single unit input, and 
is the impulse response of the filter. As 
expected, the output oscillates at V12 of 
the sampling frequency and decays expo- 
nentially. 

Design filter with simple arith- 
metic suitable for a primitive 
microprocessor 
Sampling frequency, resonant frequency, 
and damping factor must be chosen so that 
they relate by simple ratios. In this case the 
pole positions are chosen so that they are at 
Vi the maximum frequency (i.e. at an an- 
gle of 90 degrees) and at a radius of Vz, 
Fig. 5. The poles are at -l-j0.5 and -j0.5, 
the zeros are at +1 and — 1. 

The x-coefficients relate to the zero posi- 
tions, while the y coefficients relate to the 
pole positions. 

The output is of course a list of sample 
values, which has to be converted to an 
output signal with a d-to-a convertor and 
(usually) a low-pass filter. The values and 

H(z)= 
zt—lr^z . coscoT+r2 

as before but r=0.5 and cosa)T=cos 90°—0 

' ••■■H(Z)=?^5- 

Alternatively this could be found by des- 
cribing the transfer function in terms of 
the poles and zeros as follows: 

position of zeros _ (z-H)(z-l) 
position of poles (z-l-j0.5)(z—j0.5) 

and multiplying it out. The recurrence 
formula is obtained from the transfer func- 

TTf-N —Y(Z)_ Z2-l 
{ )~X(z) z2+0.25 , 

.■.Y(z).Z2+0.25Y(Z)=X(Z).Z2-X(Z) 

.■.y(n+2)-l-0.25y(n)=x(n-l-2)—x(n) 

.•.y(n)=x(n)—x(n—2)—0.25y(n—2). 

Fig. 6 shows the realization diagram, Fig. 
7 the spectrum and Fig. 8 the impulse 
response. The filter was designed with the 
very simple arithmetic of a primitive 
microprocessor in mind, limiting the 
processes to addition, stfbtraction and 
multiplication or division by two only. The 
result is a response curve which is too flat, 
Fig. 7. Of course a sharper response can be 
obtained with only a modest improvement 
in the arithmetic, as in the first example in 
which the coefficients are 1.56 and —0.81. 

To be concluded with fourth-order But- 
terworth filter design. 
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POWER ANALYSIS 

Three displays are available on the 
636 multifunction power analyser. 
The first two display voltage and 
current but the third shows a 
function selected from a push-button: 
panel. The selected function may be 
watts, watthours, vars, varhours, 
volt-ams, power factor, phase angle 
and frequency. 

The resolution of the instrument is 
0.01% of full scale with an error of 
±0.05% of full scale. It will give true 
r.m.s. readings of sinusoidal or 
distorted waveforms at a frequency , 
range of 40 to 400Hz. 

Voltage and current inputs are 
fully isolated with voltage ranges 
from 15 to 600V in six ranges with 
five significant figures; current is 
measured in nine ranges from 25mA 
to 55A. 

A wide range of applications are 
possible with the instrument. They 
include calibration standards for 
meters and transducers; 
measurement of losses in 
transformers, inductors and motors; 
non-destructive testing of soft 
magnetic materials; power factor 
measurement in reactive loads; 
measuring phase; checking line- 
frequency stability; measuring the 
efficiency of lighting and heating 
circuits. Wessex Electronics Ltd, 
114-116 North Street, Downend, 
Bristol BS16 5SE. WW30I 

LIGHTNING 
ARRESTED 
According to many sources, lightning 
strikes can generate up to 200A of 
surge current lasting for, typically 
5ps to 1ms, in an overhead line. The 
SA series of surge arresters form 
Telematic are capable of 
withstanding 5kA peaks for over 
10ms. While this is happening at the 
'line' side of the attestor, the 'safe' 
end remains at predetermined levels, . 
safe for semiconductor circuitry. In 1 

the event of a surge greater than the 
design of the device, a 'fail-safe' 
mechanism will short circuit the 
input and isolate any series elements. 

Thus modems, duplexers, two- 
wire transmitters, control loops, 
exchanges and all data transmission 
ports are fully protected. The 
arresters are approved for use with 

wTfrMlr pa 1 
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British Telecom equipment. 
Physically small, 168mm long, the 
arrestor is bolted to an earthed 
busbar by a single bolt. Several 
arresters can be mounted together 
and for outdoor use, weatherproof 
boxes are available. Telematic Ltd, 
19 Hazelwood Drive, St Albans, 
Herts AL4 0UP. WW302 

TAPE NOISE 

REDUCTION 
A tape compatibility unit, the TCU 
3000a, is the first product of a new 
British company, Tardis Ltd. It 
claims to eliminate tape hiss entirely. 
The circuit is a two-to-one 
compander using an averaging 
system with treble pre- and de- 
emphasis. It is based around the 
Signetics NE570N dual compander 
chip, which can be switched to 
encode or decode. 

High-frequency noise pumping, 
which is a problem with most 
compansion systems, is minimized 
by boosting the components of the 
signal above 2kHz by 12dB prior to 
encoding. Low-frequency pumping 
is reduced by a -12dB attenuation 
filter in series with the variable gain 
cell. 

Tape saturation is avoided both by 
the two-to-one compansion system 
and by the introduction of a bandpass 
filter. 

The performance figures claimed 
for the machine include a 40dB noise 
reduction, total harmonic distortion 
of 0.1% over the whole 
encode/decode cycle with a frequency 
response level between 30Hz and 
30kHz. The dynamic range is 
claimed to be doubled. 

The unit is connected between an 
amplifier and a tape recorder by 
phono plugs and it is not suitable for 
DIN level machines. It may only be 
used in one direction at a time - 
either record or replay — and so may 
not be used in a monitor mode for, 
say, a three-head recorder. The 
manufacturers have said that a two- 
way unit is to be made. Input from 
the amplifier is preset through a hole 
in the back of the case and once set 
does not need to be adjusted further. 

In the other direction there is no 
input control for the level from the 
tape deck, so it is necessary to use a 
deck with an output level control. 
Input and output levels are indicated 
on two p.p.ms, one for each channel. 
After the input level is set the only 
controls used are three push buttons 
on the front panel: power switch, 
record or replay and unit switched in 
or out. This last control by-passes the 
unit so that the amplifier is connected 
directly to the tape deck. 

Auditioning a pre-production unit, 
we found that the unit worked very 
well on music with no audible 
background noise at all. Some 
pi rnping was discer . ble on speech 
which was not evident as noise as 
much as a peculiar change in 
perspective between presence or 
absence of sound. The unit costs 
£149.50 inclusive and is available 
from the manufacturer, Tardis Ltd, 
Unit 3, Sunningdale Road, South 
Park Industrial Estate, Scunthorpe, 
South Humberside. ■ WW303 

MULTI-WAVE 

GENERATOR 
A number of user-defined waveforms 
may be stored in the memory of the 
waveform generator from 3D. 
Function generators can normally 
supply square, sinusoidal, triangular 
or other regular waveforms but if any 
special function is required, it may 
take much adaptation of filters and 
shaping circuitry to get the required 
form. This generator interfaces with 
a microcomputer which can store up 
to 32 different waveforms. The 
frequency can be easily controlled up 
to 500kHz., with an output voltage of 
up to lOy r.m.s. and frequency 
sweeps, amplitude or frequency 
modulation are possible. A number 
of standard waveforms; sine, 
triangular, square, pulse etc. are 
already programmed into the 
generator's internal rom; others can 
be programmed and stored in eprom 
if they are to be used regularly. 
Applications cited by the 
manufacturer include component 
testing, vibration testing and the 

I testing of the reaction to stimulus of 
muscles and nerve tissue subject to 

[ the influence of various medicines. 
The generator is one of a series of 
Inlab modules and shares the same 
interface system which can be 
connected to a wide range of 
microcomputers through the IEEE- 
488 instrumentation bus, or may be 
configured to work with many 
others. Digital Design and 
Development, 18-19 Warren Street, 
London W1P5DB WW304 

UV FOR P.C.Bs 
An exposure unit for photosensitive 
coated copper boards or labels from 
Electronic Assistance includes four 
15V actinic u.v. fluorescent tubes 
controlled by a precision timer. The 
UV-800 has an exposure area of 
800cm2 and boards are clamped 
against the exposure window by a 
flame-retardant foam pressure pad in 

the lid. A microswitch prevents u.v. 
emission reaching the operator when 
the lid is raised. The exposure unit 
costs £85 (+ v.a.t.) and there is a 
smaller unit, UV-300, without the 
timer but with the same safety 
features, for £35 (+ v.a.t.). 
Electronic Assitance Ltd, Unit 1, 
Brunberth Industrial Estate, 
Rhayader, Powys LD6 SEN. 

WW305 

LCDs WORK IN THE 
COLD 

Operating temperatures of -45° up to 
+ 85°C are claimed for the Survivor 
range of liquid crystal displays. At 
the lowest temperature there is a 
esponsetime of 1.1s. Thel.c.dsare 

sealed with contact protection to 
allow the displays to work in 95% 
relative humidity and are also 
protected against shock and vibration 
to make them suitable for all sorts of 
hostile environments. Manufactured 
n Canada by Data Images Inc, they 
are available in the UK through 
Antech Electronics Ltd, Grenfell 
Place, Maidenhead, Berks SL6 1HL. 

WW306 
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UNINTERRUPTABLE 
SWITCH-MODE 
POWER 
Pmos high-speed switching 
transistors are used in a range of 
125W power units, the SMM series 
from Elba Electric GMBH. Several 
models are available with up to five 
isolated outputs. One output may be 
used to charge a 24V battery, which 
can take over the power supply in the 
event of a mains failure. 

Inputs may be 115 or 230V 
alternating or 24V direct. Outputs 
offered are 5V at 20A, 5 to 18V at 3A, 
-5 to -15V at lA, 12 to 24V at 2.5A 
and 24 to 27.5Vat lA for battery 
charging. Outputs are short circuit 
protected. All this fits into a space 
300 x 125 x 75mm. The units 
comply with standard safety 
regulations and are available in the 
UK through Dome Electronics, lA 
Junction Road, Andover, Rants. 

WW307 

FORTH COMPUTER 
ON A BOARD 
Designed for system control 
applications, the TDS 900 is bas~d 

· on the Hitachi HD6301P 8/16-bit 
microprocessor and has an on-board 
Forth interpreter. Fitting on a 
standard Eurocard, the TDS900 is 
provided with !OK of ram and 8K of 
rom. Either or both of these can be 
easily extended by the addition of 
TDS940 extension cards to give 
160K-bytes of ram or 640K-bytes of 
rom. An RS232C connector is 
incorporated and can be connected to 
a v.d.u. and to an eprom 
programmer. . 

The computer is intended chiefly 
for installing into equipment and a 
typical development cycle is ~o 
programme the computer us1~g a 
v.d.u. with the full-screen editor 

80 

included in the on-board software. 
The program is entered in Forth, 
which is then compiled into the 
Forth dictionary format. The 
program may be run and tested 
(debugging is inherent in the Forth 
language) and then output to a prom 
programmer. The eprom may then 
be plugged in to the computer which 
thus becomes dedicated to that task. 
Even when it is installed in the 
equipment, the computer can be 
connected to a v.d.u. and its 
operation may be monitored and 
corrected if necessary. 

A large variety of input/output 
interfaces may be connected to the 
computer including a-to-d or d-to-a 
converters, control signals to triacs or 
other switches, printers, keyboards, 
or displays. 

Standard Fig-Forth language is 
used with additional commands for 
the screen editor and for some 
functions, for example timing. Any 
function not included can, of course, 
be added by the user. 

One application developed by the 
manufacturer was a sound-operated 
switch which could be used by the 
severely handicapped to operate up 
to ten appliances such as switching 
on or off lighting, the tv, radio, etc. 
or for summoning assistance. 

The computer is produced in 
different versions: cmos for battery
powered operation or the cheaper n
channel version: there are also lower 
cost versions with less ram. The full 
memory cmos model costs £179.95 
for one-off, less for quantity orders. 
Triangle Digital Services Ltd, 23 
Campus Road, London El7 8PG. 
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FLAT CABLE 
TERMINALS 

Connectors which are soldered to a 
p.c.b. can have the flat cable inserted 
with no force. The housing is then 
pushed down to effect the 
connection. No special tools or cable 
preparation are necessary with the 
Snap-mate connectors and the cables 
may be easily released by lifting the 
housing. Connectors are available for 
2, 3, 4, 5 and 6-conductor cables. 
The gas-tight high-pressure contact 
principle used in the terminals is 
claimed to offer as reliable 
connections as in gold-plated 
contacts while using the lower cost 
tin alloy plating. Burndy Ltd, 
Connector House, Colney Street, St 
Albans, Herts AL2 2ED. WW309 
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D.C. TO D.C. 
The first of a series of d.c.-to-d.c. 
converters are thick-film hybrids in 
24-pin d.i.ps with up to 4W of output 
power in both regulated and 
unregulated versions. Output 
voltages of5, 12, 15,-12 and -15Vare 
derived from models with input 
voltagesnominallyof5, 12,24,28 
and 48V. The makers claim that the 
use of thick film techniques increases 

the reliability and provides twice as 
much output power as discre·te 
component versions of a similar size. 
Powerline Electronics Ltd, 5 Nimrod 
Way, Reading, Berks RG2 OEB. 

WW310 

EDUCATIONAL KIT 
Thirty-one different experiments and 
applications are possible with the 
experimental electronics kit f~om 
Carnbion. Two years of planning 
have gone into the development of 
the kit which comes complete with 
teacher's notes and a series of 
worksheets. The electronic 
components plug into a breadboard 
and may be re-used in different 
configurations. . 

Designed for use in schools, the kit 
is equally useful in industrial 
schemes for training apprentices. It 
costs just under £30 from Cambion 
Electronics Products Division, 
Midland Ross Corporation, Cambion 
Works, Castleton, Sheffield S30 
2WR. WW311 
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U.K. RETURN OF POST MAIL ORDER SERVICE, ALSO WORLDWIDE EXPORT SERVICE 
RECORD DECKS 
SINGLE PLAY 
11in Turntables 
240 volt AC. Post £2 

Make 
BSR 
BSR 
BSR 
GARRARD 
GARRARD 

Model 
P204 
P170 
P232 
6200 
De lux 

Drive 
Rim 
Rim 
Belt 
Rim 
Belt 

Cartridge 
Magnetic 
Ceramic 
Ceramic 
Ceramic 
Magnetic 

P204 9 volt Ceramic 
P232 12 volt Magnetic 

AUTOCHANGERS 240 VOLT 
Budget Rim Ceramic 
Delux Rim Ceramic 

Price 
£20 
£20 
£24 
£22 
£40 

£1B 
£24 

£16 
£18 

Post£2 

VOLT D.C. 

£4 

£5 

Stabilised output, 9 volt 400 m .a. U.K. made in plastic 
case with screw terminals. Safety overload cut out. Size 
5x3V.x21fzin. Transformer Rectifier Unit . Suitable 
Radios, Cassettes, models, £4.SO. Post 50p. 
DE LUXE SWITCHED MODEL STABIUSED. £7.SO. PP £1. 
3-6-7'h-9 volt 400ma DC max. Universal output plug 
and lead. P1lot mains · switch. 
DRILL SPEED CONTROLLER/LIGHT DIMMER KIT. Easy 
build kit. Controls up to 480 watts AC mains, £3. PP 65p. 
DE LUXE MODEL READY-BUILT 800 watts. Front plate 
fits standard box, £5. Post 

EMil -,,.. ...... _ LOUDSPEAKERS 
Model 450A. 10 watts R.M.S. w ith moving 
coil tweeter and two-way crossover; 3 ohm £8 
~Ul;~:~-~~o~~~E'LF'c~~~NET Post r1.so 
Teak Veneers £6.SO. Size 18x11 X6in. Post £1.50. 

RELAYS. .30 
ALUMINIUM 8x6- £2.20; 
10x7-£2.7S; 12x8-£3.20; 14x 16x 6-£2.SO; 
16X10-£3.80; 12x 3£2.20; 14X3£2.S0. 
ALUMINIUM PANELS. 6x4-55p; 8x6-90p; 14x3-90p; 
10x7-£1.1S; 12x 8-£1.30; 12x 5-90p; 16x6-£1.30; 
14X9-£1.7S; 12X12-£1.80; 16X10-£2.10. 
ALUMINIUM BOXES. 4x 4x11fz £1.20. 4x21fzx2 £1.20. 
3x2x 1 £1.20. 6x4x2 £1.90. 7x5x3 £2.90. 8x6x3 £3. 
.10x7x21fz £3.60. 12x5x3£3.60.12x8x3£4.30. 
AU ANGLE BRACKET6x:Y4X'¥4in. 30p. 
BRIDGE RECTIFIER 200V PIV 2a £1. 4a £1.SO. 6a £2.SO. 
TOGGLE SWITCHES SP 40p. DPST SOp. DPDT 60p. 
MINIATURE TOGGLES SP 40p. DPDT 60p. 
RESISTORS. 10!1 to 10M. Y•W. 'hW, 1W, 2p; 2W 10p. 
Low ohm 1 watt 0.47 to 3.9 ohm 10p. 
HIGH STABILITY. 1flw 2% 10 ohms to 1 meg. 10p. 
WIRE-WOUND RESISTORS 5 watt, 10 watt, 15 watt 20p. 
PICK-UP CARTRIDGES SONOTONE 9TAHC £3.80. 
BSR Stereo Ceramic SC7 Medium Output £2. SC12 £3. 
PHIUPS PLUG-IN HEAD. Stereo Ceramic. AU1020 IG306-
GP31.0 • GP233 -AG3306, £2. A.D.C., QLM 30/3 Magnetic £5. 
GOLDRING G850 £6.SO, G800 £8.SO. STYLUS most Ceramic 
Aces, Sonotone, BSR, Garrard Philips Diamond £1.20 ea. 
MAGNETIC STYLUS, Sony, JVC, Sanyo, Goldring, etc. £4. 
LOCKTITE SEAUNG KIT DECCA 118. Complete £1. 
VALVE OUTPUT Transformers 15watt£14; 30W£18; 
50W £20; 1 OOW £24. Post £2. 
SUB-MIN MICROSWITCH, SOp, Single pole changeover. 
ANTEX SOLDERING IRON 'C' 15W £4.60. 25W 'X25' £4.70. 
WAFER SWITCHES. 1 V." dia. 60p ea. . 
1P12W; 2P2W; 2P6W; 3P4W; 4P 2W; 4P3W. 
FERRITE ROD. 6"' x 'll', 6"x'Ys' ", 8x5/16" 40p 
XLR Lead Plug £2.40. Lead socket £2.7S 
XLR Chassis Plug £2.20. Chassis Socket £2.SS. 
BANANA 4mm Plugs/Sockets, red/ black 20p 
JACK PLUGS Mono Plastic 2Sp; Metal 30p. Sockets 2Sp. 
JACK PLUGS Stereo Plastic 30p; Metai 3Sp. Sockets 30p. 
FREE SOCKETS - Cable end 30~. Metai 4Sp. 
~~~mn;eM~I!JEc~~~~ SOCK TS 2Sp. Plugs 2Sp. 
Sockets 3-pin, 5-pin 1Sp. Free Sockets 3-pin, 5-pin 25p. 
Plugs 3-pin 20p; 5-pin 25p; Speaker plugs 2Sp; Sockets tSp. 
PHONO PLUGS and SOCKETS ea. 20p; Double sockets 30p. 
Free Socket for cable end 20p. Screened Phone Plugs 25p. 
B.N.C. PLUGS £1. Sockets £1. Free Sockets £1 .10. 
U .. H.F. PLUGS 50p. Sockets SOp. Reducers 20p. Couplers SOp. 
300 ohm TWIN RIBBON FEEDER 10p yd. 
300 ohm to 7S ohm AERIAL MATCHING TRANSFORMER £1. 
U.H.F. COAXIAL CABLE SUPER LOW LOSS, 75 ohm 2Sp yd. 
COAX PLUGS 30p. COAX SOCKETS 20p. Lead Socket16Sp. 
NEON INDICATORS 250V. round 40p. Rectangular 45p. 

POTENTIOMETERS Carbon Track 
5k!l to 2M!l. LOG or LIN. L/ S SOp~ DP 90p. Stereo L/S 
£1.10. DP£1.30. Edge Pot 5K. SP45p. 

Complete ready to use ' 
3 channel, 1000watt each. For home or 
Input 200mV to lOOwatt. AC 200/ 250V. Post £1 . 
OR KIT OF PARTS £19.SO, LESS CABINET £1S 
Disco bulbs 100 watt, blue, green, yellow, red, amber, 
screw or bayonet £2 each. Post £1.50 per six. 
Rope h)lhts, 4 channel, 11ft with controller£33. PP£1 . 
~'FUZZ' lights, red, blue, green, amber, 240V. £23.Post £1 
200 Watt Rear Reflecting White Light Bulbs. Ideal for 

Lights, Edison Screw. 6 for £4, or 12 for £7.SO. Post 
Suitable panel mou holders 85p. 

£14 

Post 
£8.00 £2 

£12.00 £2 
220V 45ma 6V 2 Amp £4.00 £:1 

£4.75 £1 

SOOW£12.00 £2 

outputs I 
3, 4, 5,6. 8,9,10, 12, 15, 18, 25and30V 

1amp. 6, 8, 10, 12, 16, 18. 20, 24, 30, 36,40, 48, 60 
2 amp. 6, 8, 10. 12, 16, 18, 20, 24. 30, 36, 40, 48,60 
3 amp. 6, B. 10. 12, 16, 18, 20, 24, 30, 36, 40, 48.60 

~~"lG:f~: ~-a1~P16, 1::Z.~ ~~· 3o.,~ "?s:i S:mp 
6V. 1t2 amp. £2.00 £1 15·0·15V. 2amps 
6-Q.6V. 11n amp. £3.50 £1 20V 1 amp 

~~. ~~a:;· m~ ~1 ~~~J 1a:.::p 

~~~~: ~';;,~ ~:~ ~1 ~~~;2;~~ ~:f.! 
10..0·10V. 2amps £4.00 £1 30V 11namp 

Price Post 
£11.00 £2 
£11.00 £2 

£10.50 £2 
£t2.50 £2 
£t8.oo £2 

£4.00 £1 
£4.50 £1 
£4.00 £1 
£4.50 £1 
£4.50 £2 
£5.50 £1 
£8.00 £2 
£4.50 £1 

10·30-40V. 2amps £4.60 £1 30V5 ampand 
12V. 100ma £1.50 £1 17.0-17 2a £5.50 £2 m I~~: g.~ ~1 ?~~b~~c 3Q.Q.30V .... £4.50 £

1 

12.0·12V. 2 amps £4.50 £1 and 20·0 20V 'na £10.00 £2 
CHARGER lRANS Post RECTlAERS 
~12 volt 3a £4.50+ £2 2a 
&-12volt48 £8.50+ £2 

LOWVOLTAGEELECTROLYTICSWireends 10p 
1 mf, 2 mf, 4 mf, 8 mf, 10 mf, 16 mf, 25 mf, 30 mf, 50 mf, 100 
mf, 250 mf. All 15 volts. 22 mf/ 6v/ 10v; 25 mf/ 6v/ 10v; 47 
mf/10v; 50 mf/6v; 68 mf/6v/10v/16v/25v; 100 mf/10v; 150 
mf/6v/10v; 200 mf/10v/16v; 220mf/4v/10v/16v; 330 

.mf/4v/ 10v; 500 mf/6v; 680 mf/6v/ 10v; 1000 mf/2.5v/4v/ 10v; 
1500 mf/ lOv; 2200 mf/6v/10v; 3300 mf/6v; 4700 mf/4v. 
500mF 12V 1Sp; 25V 20p; 50V 30p. 1200mF 76V80p. 
lOOOmF 12V20p; 25V3Sp; 50V50p; 100V70p. 
2000mF 6V2Sp; 30V 42p; 40V80p; 1500mF 100V£1.20. 
2200mF 63V 90p. 2500mF 50V 70p; 3000mF 50V 85p; 
4500mF 64V £2. 4700mF 63V £1.20. 4700mF/30V 7Sp. 
NON POLARISED CAPACITORS - REVERSIBLE 
1mF 250V 25p; 1.5mF 100V 2Sp; 2.2mF 250V 30p; 3.3mF 
100V40p; 4.7mF 100V40p; 10mF63V40p; 32mF50V25p. 
HIGH VOLTAGE ELECTROL YTJCS 
2/500V 45p 32+32+16/350V 90p · 8+16/450V 7Sp 
8/450V 45p 100+100/275V 85p 16+16/ 350V BOp 
16/ 350V 45p 150+ 200/275V 70p 32+32/350V 85p 
32/SOOV 95p 32+32+ 32/ 325V 75p 32+32/500V £1.80 
32/350V SOp 50+50+50/ 350V 95p 50+50/300V 50p 
50/450V 95o 8+8/SOOV £1 80+40/500V £2 
CAPACITORS WIRE END High Voltage 
.001 •. 002, .003, .005, .Dl, .02, .03, .05 mfd 400V Sp. 
. 1MF 200V Sp. 400V 10p. 600V 15p. 1000V 25p. 
.22MF 350V 12p. 600V 20p. 1000V 30p. 1750V SOp. 
.47MF 150V 10p. 400V 20p. 630V 30p. 1000V60p. 
TRIMMERS 30pF, 50pF, 10p. 1 OOpF, 150pF 20p. 500pF 30p. 
MICROSWITCH SINGLE POLE CHANGEOVER 40p. 
GEARED lWIN GANGS 365+365+ 25+25pF £1. 
BRASS SPINDLE EXTENDERS 85p. Couplers 85p. 
VERNIER DRIVE DIALS, 36mm £2.2S, 50mm £2.75. 
SLOW MOTION DRIVE 6:1 90p. Reverse Vernier drive 90p. 
TRANSISTOR lWIN GANG. Japanese Replacement £1 
SOUD DIELECTRIC 100pf £1.SO. SOOpf £1.SO 

HEATING ELEMENTS, WAFER THIN (Saml Flexible) 
Size 11 x9x 'Alin. Operating voltage 240V, 250W approx. 
Suitable for Heating Pads, Food Warmers, Convector 
Heaters, Profagation, etc. Must be clamped between 
two sheets o metal or ceramic, etc. 
ONLY 60p EACH (FOUR FOR £2) ALL POST PAID. 

RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS 

NEW I baker J Star sound 
high power full range quality 
loudspeakers. British made. 
Ideal for Hi-Fi, music P.A. or 
discotheques. These loud
speakers are recommended 
where high power handling 
is required with quality re
sults. 
MODEL 
MAJOR 
SUPERB 
AUDITORIUM 
AUDITORIUM 
GROUP45 
,GRDUP75 
GRDUP100 
DISC0100 
GROUP100 
DISC0100 

INCHES 
12 
12 
12 
15 
12 
12 
12 
12 
15 
15 

OHMS 
4-8-16 

8-16 
8-16 
8-16 

4-8-16 
4-8-16 
8-16 
8-16 
8-16 
8-16 

WATTS 
30 
30 
45 
60 
45 
75 

100 
100 
100 
100 

TYPE 
HI·FI 
HJ.FI 
HJ.FI 
HI·FI 
PA 
PA 
Guitar 
Disco 
Guitar 
Disco 

PRICE POST 
£16 £2 
£26 £2 
£24 £2 
£37 £2 
£16 £2 
£20 £2 
£26 £2 
£26 £2 
£35 £2 
£35 £2 

BAKER AMPLIFIERS BRITISH MADE 

NEW PA150 MICROPHONE PA AMPURER £129 
4 channel B inputs. dual impedance. 50K-600 ohm 4 channel 
mixing, volume, treble, bass. Presence controls, Master volume 
control, echo send return socket Slave sockets. Post £3. 
BAKER 150 Watt AMPLIFIER 41nputs £99 
For Discotheque, Vocal, Public Address. Three speaker outlets 
for 4, B or 16 ohms. Four high gain inputs, 20 mv, 50K ohm. 
Individual volume controls "Four channel" mixing. 150 watts B 
ohms R.M.S. Music Power. Slave output 500 M.V. 25K.ohm. 
Response 25Hz - 20kHz ± 3dB .. Integral Hi·Fi preamp separate 
Bass & Treble. Size - 16" x B" x 5V..". Wt - 141b: Master 
volume control. British made. 12 months' guarantee. 240v A.C. 
mams or 120V to order. All transistor and solid state. Post £2. 
100 Volt Une Model £114. MONO SLAVE £10. 
New Stereo Sleve150 + 150 wat1300 watt Mono £125. Post £4. 
ELECTRONIC ECHO CHAMBER 
BBD Delay System 30m/sec to 200 m / sec. Variable echo 
and direct sounds. Maintenance free. 240V AC. Size 
10x6x 3in. £8S. Post£2. 

DISCO GRAPHIC MIXER EQUAUSER 
4 Channel stereo, 5 band llraphic, red + green LED, VU 
display, headphone monitor, m ic + override sv1itch. 
Size 16x 11 x3in. £95. Post £2. 
RCS oilers MOBILE PA AMPUFIERS. Outputs 4-8-16 ohms 
20-watt RMS 12v DC, AC 240v, 3 inputs. 50K £46 PP £2. 
40-wett RMS 12v DC, AC 240v. 4 inputs. 50K £75 pp £2 
Mic 1; Mic 2; Phono; aux. outputs 4or 8 or 16 and 100v line 
60-watt RMS, Mobile 24 volt DC & 240-volt AC mains. inputs 50K. 
3 m1cs + 1 mus1c. Outputs 4-B-16 ohm + 100 volts line £95 PP £2 
Battery only Portable PA Amplifier lOw max. Includes mike and I 
speaker, OK for meetings, crowd control, stalls, fetes, traders,_ 
parties, etc. Battenes included (6 of U2) £27.50 post £2. 
R.C.S. 100 watt R.M.S. 
VALVE AMPUAER 
4 Channel mixing. Master 
treble. bass and volume 
controls. 5 Speaker outlets, 
suits 4, B. 16 ohm. Disco 
group. £125. Carr. & ins. £15. 
60 WATT VALVE AMPUFIER, 
3 mixer inputs, 4-B-16 ohm, 100 volt line. 5 controls, 2 mic inputs 
plus I input switchable for mic, phono, aux. Treble and bass 
controls £59. Post £3. 

SPEAKER COVERING MATERIALS. Samples Large S.A.E. 
B.A.F.LOUDSPEAKER CABINET WADDING lBin wide 35p ft . 

MOTOROLA PIEZO ELECTRIC HORN TWEETER, 3%in. square £5 
100 watts. No crossover required. 4-8-16 ohm, 7%x 3'A!in. £10 

CROSSOVERS. lWO-WAY 3000 cis 30 watt 8 £3. 1 DOW £4. 
3-way 950 cps/3000 cps. 40 watt rating. £4. 3 way 60 watt £6. lOOW £8. 
LOUDSPEAKER BARGAINS. Please enquire. many others. 
3 ohm, 5in, 7x 4in, £2.50; S'nin, Bx5in, £3; Bin, £3.50. lOin, £5. 
8 ohm, 2%in, 3in, £2; 5X3in, 6x 4in, 7x 4in. 5in, £2.50; 6'nin. 20W£7.50 
8X51n, £3; Bin, £4.50; lOin, £5; 12in, £6. 
15 ohm, 2Y4in, 3'nin, 5x3in, 6x 4in. £2.50.6'nin lOW £5. Bin £4. 
25 ohm, 3in, £2; 5x3in, 6X4in, 7x 4in, £2.50.120 ohm, 3V•in dia. £1. 
CAR CASSETTE MECHANISM. 12V Controlled Motor Stereo Head £5 

R.C.S. LOW VOLTAGE STABIUSED 
POWER PACK KITS £3.95. Post 65p 
All parts and Instructions with Zener diode printed circuit, 
mams transformer 240V a.c. Output 6 or 71fl or 9 or 12V d.c. 
up to 100m A or less. Please state voltage required. 

Dept 1, 337 WHITEHORSE ROAD, CROYDON 
Open 9-6. Closed all day Wed. Open Sat. 9-5. 

Radio Books and Componentllist125p stamps. I Minimum post/packing charge SOp.) Access or Barclaycard Visa. Tel: 01-684166S for SAME DAY DESPATCH. Cash prices include VAT. 
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JCW PROJHKVS 

UNINTERRUPTABLE 

SWITCH-MODE 

POWER 
Pmos high-speed switching 
transistors are used in a range of 
125W power units, the SMM series 
from Elba Electric GMBH. Several 
models are available with up to five 
isolated outputs. One output may be 
used to charge a 24V battery, which 
can take over the power supply in the 
event of a mains failure. 

Inputs may be 115 or 230V 
alternating or 24V direct. Outputs 
offered are 5V at 20A, 5 to 18V at 3A, 
-5 to -15V at 1A, 12 to 24V at 2.5A 
and 24 to 27.5V at 1A for battery 
charging. Outputs are short circuit 
protected. All this fits into a space 
300 x 125 x 75mm. The units 
comply with standard safety 
regulations and are available in the 
UK through Dome Electronics, 1A 
Junction Road, Andover, Hants. 

WW307 

FORTH COMPUTER 
ON ABOARD 
Designed for system control 
apphcations, the TDS 900 is based 
on the Hitachi HD6301P 8/16-bit 
microprocessor and has an on-board 
Forth interpreter. Fitting on a 
standard Eurocard, the TDS900 is 
provided with 10K of ram and 8K of 
rom. Either or both of these can be 
easily extended by the addition of 
TDS940 extension cards to give 
160K-bytes of ram or 640K-bytes of 
rom. An RS232C connector is 
incorporated and can be connected to 
a v.d.u. and to an eprom 
programmer. 

The computer is intended chiefly ■ 
for installing into equipment and a 
typical development cycl< i 3 
programme the computer using a 
v.d.u. with the full-screen editor 

included in the on-board software. 
The program is entered in Forth, 
which is then compiled into the 
Forth dictionary format. The 
program may be run and tested 
(debugging is inherent in the Forth 
language) and then output to a prom 
programmer. The eprom may then 
be plugged in to the computer which 
thus becomes dedicated to that task- 
Even when it is installed in the 
equipment, the computer can be 
connected to a v.d.u. and its 
operation may be monitored and 
corrected if necessary. 

A large variety of input/output 
interfaces may be connected to the 
computer including a-to-d or d-to-a 
converters, control signals to triacs or 
other switches, printers, keyboards, 
cr displays. 

Standard Fig-Forth language is 
used with additional commands for 
the screen editor and for some 
functions, for example timing. Any 
function not included can, of course, 
be added by the user. 

One application developed by the 
manufacturer was a sound-operated 
switch which could be used by the 
severely handicapped to operate up 
to ten appliances such as switching 
on or off lighting, the tv, radio, etc. 
or for summoning assistance. 

The computer is produced in 
different versions: cmos for battery- 
powered operation or the cheaper n- 
channel version: there are also lower 
cost versions with less ram. The full 
memory cmos model costs £179.95 
for one-off, less for quantity orders. 
Triangle Digital Services Ltd, 23 
Campus Road, London E17 SPG. 

WW308 

FLAT CABLE 
TERMINALS 

Connectors which are soldered to a 
p.c.b. can have the flat cable inserted 
with no force. The housing is then 
pushed down to effect the 
connection. No special tools or cable 
preparation are necessary with the 
Snap-mate connectors and the cables 
may be easily released by lifting the 
housing. Connectors are available for 
2,3,4,5 and 6-conductor cables. 
The gas-tight high-pressure contact 
principle used in the terminals is 
claimed to offer as reliable 
connections as in gold-plated 
contacts while using the lower cost 
tin alloy plating. Bumdy Ltd, 

1 Connector House, Colney Street, St 
| i Albans, Herts AL2 2ED. WW30i 
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D.C.T0D.C. 
The first of a series of d.c.-to-d.c. 
converters are thick-film hybrids in 
24-pin d.i.ps with up to 4W of output 
power in both regulated and 
unregulated versions. Output 
voltages of 5,12,15, -12 and -15V are 
derived from models with input 
roltages nominally of 5,12,24,28 
and 48V. The makers claim that the 
use of thick film techniques increases 

the reliability and provides twice as 
much output power as discrete 
component versions of a similar size. 
Powerline Electronics Ltd, 5 Nimrod 
Way, Reading, Berks RG2 0EB. 

WW310 

EDUCATIONAL KIT 
Thirty-one different experiments and 
applications are possible with the 
experimental electronics kit from 
Cambion. Two years of planning 
have gone into the development of 
the kit which comes complete with 
teacher's notes and a series of 
worksheets. The electronic 
components plug into a breadboard 
and may be re-used in different 
configurations. 

Designed for use in schools, the kit 
is equally useful in industrial 
schemes for training apprentices. It 
costs just under £30 from Cambion 
Electronics Products Division, 
Midland Ross Corporation, Cambion 
Works, Castleton, Sheffield S30 
2WR. WW311 
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U.K. RETURN Of POST MAIL ORDER SERVICE. ALSO WORLDWIDE EXPORT SERVICE 

an decks PSH ''IPstl NEWrGEwl Star sound 

o L. j 

RECORD DECKS 
SINGLE PLAY 
11in Turntables 
240 volt AC. Post £2 
Make 
BSR 
BSR 
BSR 
GARRARD 
GARRARD 

HE VYiV'JTAL PLINTHS Post £2 
Cut out for rt'ost BSR or Garr. -d decks. —_ 
Silver grey finish, black trim. Size i6x IB-Vun t4 
DECCA TEAI ENEERED PLINTH. Post £1.50 
Superior finish with space and panel for £5 
small amplifier. Boar jtforB.S.R. 
IS^kin.xiatirinxain. Black/chrome facia trim; Also with boards cut out for Garrard £3. Tinted plastic cover £5 
TINTED PLASTIC OVERS Post £2 

Model Drive Cartridge P204 Rim Magnetic 
PI 70 Rim Ceramic P232 Belt Ceramic 6200 Rim Ceramic Delux Belt Magnetic 
P204 9 volt Ceramic P232 12 volt Magnetic 

AUTOCHANGERS 240 VOLT 
Budget Rim Ceramic 
Delux Rim Ceramic 

17%xl t.-SViin, 
VixS- .x3V5in. 16Vr - l5x4Viin. 

17x12'rdx3VSr ^xlS'/bx ?in. 
2lVix141/4x. zir, 23%x1 fx3%" i. 

1-Ax12Vix3in. 
14%x12'/!x2%in. 
165ff<13x4in. 1. ixl23s>.%in. 
17V4X13%' .W- 
21x137. <4Vtiin. 
SO^xIS^xSVklr. 

TH ' INSTANT" BULK TAPE "RASE:. £9.50 Post 95p 
Suitab1' for cass. te d an x.zes of tape ^ 1 1' rains 201 25 V. Hand he1'- size . 
with .switch and lee-'' 120 volt to order). 
Will also demagnetise smcil tools 

i cjrr.putei rapes. 
Heed ^eriuqnitij..-only £S. 

BATTERY EL UNATOii MAINS to 9 VOLT D.C. 
Scaoniset output, £ oil 40 n.a. U.K. made in p>astic 
case vitf screw terminals. Sarety ever cad cut ..i r, Jize 
5x3,/frx21/7in. Transfc-rner Ret riei Unit. Gjitable 
Ra iios "ncsette nodcls, £4.50. Post £0t 
DE LUXE SWITCHED MOHEL STABILISED. £7.50. PP £1. 
3-6 . :-9 volt 400ma DC max. Univercat cutpjt plug 

 and I' at . Pi'ot jig, switch, .jolarity sw itel i 
drill >eed controli t/Li.. or ,. 
buiik:; Co- □ s up to 480 war: AC air £3 3P6! DE JXE MODEL READY-BUILT L - atts. Frcnt nl i 

tv standard box, £5. Post 6Sp. 

EMI 131/2X8in. LOUDSPEAKERS 
Model 450A, 10 watts R.M.S. with moving 
coil tweeter and two-way -pssove ; 3 ohm CO 
ur 8 ohm. "Final Clearance". pHoffiut SU BLEB .... . :ABINEr msttiM 
Teak Veneers £6.50 Size 1Sx11x6in. Post £1.50. 1 LAYS.SVDCSSp. 12V DC £1.25.18V £1.25. 24V £1.30 

ALUMINIUM i - SSlS dx4-£ b; 8-d-£2.20- 
10x7—£2,78; 12X; £3.20; 14xt :- 16>.-£2.50; 16x11 E3.80; 12x3 £2.20; 14x3£?.5C 
ALUMINIUI ? Lf 5x4—55p; 8x6-90p; 14x3-90c; 
10x7—£1 5; 12x8-.1.30; 12x5-90p; 16; 6-£1.30; 14x9- T.75 12x12—£1.80; jx1C-£2.10. 
ALUMINIUM -CLES. txl^. E1.20. 4x21/!X2 £1.20. 3x2x1 £l 20 6x4x2 7x5x; 2.90 3x6x3 

i <7x2' i3.60.12x5x3£3.60 12x8x3£4.30. ALI AV — ET6 %x%,n. 30p. 
BRI _ ; < RECT1I JV PIV 2a £1 % :i .50.3a £2.50. 

Ot E rCHESSP Op. DPST5" '=nT6op. 
MIN, JRI DGGLES SP40p 3 >" . 
RESISTORS, ion to 10M. T . ;'V,2p; 2W lOp. 
-ow hm 1 watt O - t to 3.9 ohm lOp. 
HIGH Sl-tBl-:TY.' r% ;o ohms to 1 meg lOp. 
WIRE VQUIS PFS.?'ORS 5 watt, 1C watt, 13 watt 20p. 
PICK UPCARTRir ■ - SONI IE 9 :£3.80 
BSi , tereo Ceramic SC7 Medium (. Utb it £2. SC £3. 
PHI " o PLUG-IN HEAD. Ster< - ramie ,'iU102' G306 
GP310 3P233-/ 33 A.D.C M 30/3 Magnetic £S. 
GOLCRING G050 £01-: iEO 90 STYLUS mbSI .eramic Vcos, Sur-oione, B '>,:, Garrard Philips Diar ^nd£".20ea. Afi" 1 CSV.;US,Sony, JVC,Sanyo, oldrirv.etc.£4. 

JKUTE SEALING XT CC IS Cbmple £1. 
'■ -VEOUTPUT transformers 15wstt£14; SOV'- 18; SOW £20; II \ia >o £2. 

SUB-MIN ICfiC1-. LOp, Single pole changeover. 
ANTEXSOLDERINGIRON C"m ' ISO. 25V '<25 0. 
WAFE « 11/4" die. 60p r a. 
IPIiV'f 2W; 2" ' 3F . 4P2W;4P3W. 
FERRIT; ROD. 6"x 6"x%", Oxs/ir' 40p 
XLR Lead-.ug £2.40 ead'socket f? 74 XLR Cf isis Plug £2 . Chassis Socket £2 55. 
W VA'.A 41 dm Plug: "ioc' si . , ■ lack 2 

JACK 'LUGS Mono Plastic 25p; Mete Op Sockets 25p. 
JACt 'LUGS Stereo Plastic 30p; 'e.al35i ncketsd 
FREE SOCLLTS - Cable end 30 V r 2.5rnin and 3.Smm JACK SOCKETS "So. Pluo • 5d 
"■ TYPECl 4 1 IS 
Socket. S-pin, 5-p,,. ISp. Free aocxets 3-pin, 5-pin 25p. 
P ic 1-pin 20p; 5-pin 25p; Speaker p1Lgs25f -: .cksts ISp. 
P IN[ LUGS and SOCKETS ea. 20p; Doubl --cletsJ 
I ree Socket for cable er d 20p. Screened Pf - no ms 2Sp. 
B.N.C. PLUGS £1. c ckets £1. Free Sockets £" .10. 
li.H.F. PLUGS r a. Sockels 50p, Reducers 20a. Couplers 50p. 
300 ohrn TWIF RIBBON EEDEF -yd. 
300 oh to 75 ohm AERIAL MA i HING TRANSFORMER £1 
U.H.F. COAXIAL CABLE SUPER LOW . " 1,75 of n 25o yd 
tOA - tOp. COA SC S20p. Lead Sockets 69 
NEON INDICATORS250V, round 40p. Rectangular49p. 

IULTI TESTER WEW 1 J Ue luxe pocket size precision moving coil instrument. Impedance + Capacity 
4000 0-P-v' Battery included. 11 instant ranges measure: —DC volts 5.25, 250, 500. CA 

- ' I AC volts 10, 50, 500, 1000. W 

\ |: DC amps 0-250nA, 0-250mA. Post 50p 
' I Resistance 0 to 600K ohms.   ^ | Da Luxe Range Doubler Model, 4 "" If 50.000 o.p.v. £18.50. 7x5x2"m. Post £1 

43 Ranges, 1,000V, AC-DC, 20 meg, etc. 
PAIIEL METERS 
50pa, lOOpa, 500pa, Ima, 
5ma, 50ma, lOOma, 500ma, 1 ' 
amp, 2 amp, 25 volt, VU L 
21/4X2xiy4. Stereo VU 
31/4Xiysx 1 in. £4.50 Post50p y*- - ■<- T 
rcsso jni roTxTn coSfftBT'Ck Complete ready to use with cabinet size 9x3x5in£»#>«* 
3 channel, 1000 watt each. For home or disco 
I n put 200mV to 100 watt. AC 200/250V. Post £ 1. 
OR KIT OF PARTS £19.50, LESS CABINET £15 
Disco bulbs 100 watt, blue, green, yellow, red, amber, 
screw or bayonet £2 each. Post £1.50 per six. 
Rope lights, 4 channel, lift with controller £33. PP£1. "FUZZ' lights, red, blue, green, amber, 240V. £23.Post £1 
200 Watt. Rear Reflecting White Light Bulbs. Ideal for 
Disco Lights, Edison Screw. 6 for £4, or 12 for £7,50. Post 
£1.50. Suitable panel mounting holders 85p. 

RCS "MINOR" 10 watt AMPURER KIT £14 
This kit is suitable for record players, guitars, tape 
playback, electronic instruments or small PA systems. 
Two versions available; Mono, £14; Stereo, £20. Speci- 
fication 10W per channel; size 91/2x3x2in. SAE details. Full instructions supplied. 240V AC mains. Post £1. 
RCS STEREO PRE-AMP KIT. AM parts to build this 
pre-amp. Inputs for high, medium or low imp £3 CQ per channel, with volume control and PC Board □ t'^- 
Can be ganged to make multi-way stereo mixers 

1wa[MS TRAJSrORMERS " p^t 731- 150 mA, 6 3V 5 3A, 6.3V ■ (M* £2 31 -I 'SOV jv v CT £12 M £2 ZZOVZSrr, SV lamp £2.50 220V46ma 6V2 Amp£4.00 £1 ..P7 60fr A, 6V2 £4 76 £1 
AUTO 115V to 240V 1 BOW £9. 2SOW £10, 500WC12.00 £2 | 
GENERAL PURPOSE LOW VOLTAGE Tapped outputs available Price Post 
2amp. 3,4,5,6,8,9,10,12,15,18,25 and 30V £6.00 £2 1 amp. 6,8,10,12,16,18,20,24,3D, 36,40,48,60 £6.00 £2 2 amp. 6,8, 10,12,16, 18, 20, 24, 30, 36, 40, 48. 60 £10.60 £2 
3amp.6,8,10, 12,16, 18,20,24,30,36,40,48,60 £12.50 £2 5 amp. 6, 8,10,12,16, 18, 20, 24, 30, 36, 40, 48, 60 £16.00 £2 5-8-1 CMev. I/Samp. £2.50 £1 15-0-15V. 1 amp £4.00 £1 

   — - £4.50 £1 ' £4.00 £1 £4.50 £1 £4.60 £2 £5.50 £1 £6.00 £2 £4.50 £1 

6V. 1/2 amp. 6-0-6V. 1 to amp. 9V.250ma. 9V. 3 amp 9-0-9V. 50ma 9-0-9V. 1 amp 10-0-10V. 2 amps 10-30-40V. 2 amps 12V. 100ma 12V. 750 ma 12V 3 amps 12-0-12V. 2 amps 
CHARGER TRANS 6-12 volt 3a 6-12 volt 4a 

15-0-15V. 2 amps £4.50 £1 20V 1 amp £4.00 £1 20-0-20V 1 amp £4.50 £1 20-40-60V1 amp £4.60 £2 25-0-25V 2 amps £5.50 £1 28V 1 amp Twice £6.00 £2 30V 1 to amp £4.50 £1 30V 5 amp and 17-0-17 28 £5.50 £2 35V 2 amps £4.50 £1 TOROIDAL 30-0-30V 4a and 20-0 20V toa £10.00 £2 
RECTIFIERS Post 6-12 volt 2a £1.10+80p 6-12 volt 4a £2.00+80o 

OPJ+rr . PACT ^ 
SPEAKERS i .»pair Post £2 I 
. EAK SNEERED CABINET 
11x81/!X7m. ' - itts 
b0to''*K>i - 4 ohm or 8 ohm 
OPUS TWO 15x i ir 25 watt j 
2-way system t3£ pair. Post 7 

OW VOL TAG'. ELECTROLYTICS Wire ends iflp 
1 .tY; 2mf,4 "■ 8mf, 10 mf, 16 mf, 2b mf.'=0 mf. 50 mf, 00 n- .-b0 rr ,'115 vc.l 22 mf/6v/1(5v 15 m'/€y.'10 47 
mf/lOv 0 mf/6v; 68 mt/6v/10v/16v/25v: 'OO mf/'dv; 150 
mt/6v/10v; )0 mf/10v/16v: 220mf 4v/10v/16v; i3u 
mf/4v/ )C f/6 , ASOr-'/ev/lOx ■ OOOn 2,5''4v/b.- 

V i mf/lOv; 2200 f/Ov/'Ov 3300 mf/6v; 4700 mf/4' 
00m 12' 5p; 25V20p; L: l200mF76 (Op. 
300rri 12V 20p; 2BV 35p; 50 iOp; 100' ' 

ImF6V25f " 42| 40V60p; 1500 :10UV£1.20. 
2200mF£ 9«p.2500mF 50V 70p; 3000m 501 SSp; 
4500mF 64V■ ..'700mF6:- :i.20.4700l ■ 130 75p. 
NON POLARISED CAPACITORS - REVERSIBLE 
ImF 250V 25p; 1.5mF 100V 25p; 2.2mF 250V 30p; 3.3mF 
100V 40p; 4.7mF 100V 40p; 10mF 63V 40p; 32mF 50V 25p. 

high pov r full range quality 
loudspeakers. British made. 
Ideal for Hi-Fi, music P.A. or 
discotheques. These loud- 
speakers are recommended 
where high power handling 
is required with quality re- 
st ;s. 
Mori I INCHES OHMS WA1 
MAJOR 12 4-S-16 30 
Ml elf' 12 8-16 36 
AUDITORIUM 12 8-16 45 
Ad""' 0II 15 8-16 60 
'I ' i- 6 12 4-6-16 45 OJPTS 12 4-8-16 76 

GROUP 1M 12 8-16 100 
OISCOIOO 12 8-16 100 
UOI/r 00 16 8-16 100 
DISC0100 IS 8-16 100 

BAKER AMPLIFIERS BRITISH MADE 

INCHES OHMS WATTS TYPE PRICE POST 12 4-8-16 30 HI-FI £16 £2 12 8-16 30 HI-FI £26 £2 12 8-16 45 HI-FI £24 £2 15 8-16 60 HI-FI £37 £2 12 4-8-16 45 PA £16 £2 4-8-16 75 PA £20 £2 12 8-16 100 Guitar £26 £2 12 8-16 100 Disco £26 £2 15 8-16 100 Guitar £35 £2 15 8-16 100 Oisco £35 £2 

Mr AISO MICROPHONE PA A PJAER £129 
4 channel 8 inputs, dual impedance, 50K-600 ohm 4 channel 
mixing, volume, treble, bass. Presence controls, Master volume 
control, echo send return socket. Slave sockets. Post £3 
BAKEpfH50iWatt/i IPLIFIEfi In its £99 For Di&cotfiei,..- i/ocal, PuMic Addres., Three speaker out'ets 
for 4, 8 or 16 ohms. Four high gain ir • - 5 K ohm. 
Iru idea 'ijme comrols "'our channe1" <i 11 150 watts 8 
"has R,.V„i Jusic 1 jwo: jlave VI.V. 25K,ohm. 
Resnonse 25 Hz 20kHz ± 3d6.. Ir.tegral Hi-Fi preamp separate 
3i 4 ■at).-. Size - 16"x8 'x5Vt' Wt - I4lb: 1 te 
aolume co.ntrel. Brifsh upule. 12 ma, s' guarantee, . A.C. 
ma is ■. i2C 'to order. Al! transistor ana solid state. Post £2 
lOOVai-.imMua lEI ■ DN0S EEO 
New Sr.,ao Slav 150 + 15i watt Jlono£125.Post£4. 
ELECTRONIC ECHO CHAMBER 
'.SD l;-.ay Systc 3 m/secto 200 m/se' 'ariableecho 
'I,, direct ;i nds daintenance free. 240V AC. Size 
10x6x3in. £85 'ost£2. 
DISCO Gl tT hic MIXER EQU* EisER 

iuannet stereo, 5 band graphit ed + green LED, VU eplay, headphone monitor, mic + override sv/itch. 
Size 16x 11 x3in. £36. Pos £2. 
RCSot. ■'iOSitiPA^PUFIFRS.OutputsoYTsabiia 
20-wuttRMS I2vD" 240v, 3 inputs 50 £4SPP£2 
40- tt RMS 12v DC, AC 240v, 4 nr uts 5 , ,-« 'P£2 Mid; Mic 2 ' houo; uux. oupi: I or8 or IC ndlSOvtir. 

C HMS, Mobila 24 uoit .. & 240-'(Olt AC mains, tnpx's 50K. imics+ music lJu:puts4Ti-'6ohm+ 100voltsli--' 
Battery only Portal . -. Ampii. ■ low mtx Inc.. ..s i ike .. d 
speaker Uk for maeliugs, crr-'l control, stalls, fela1 traders pad cs he.tarios included (6 of U2| £} a . ost e 
1":+too watt R.M.S. r; 

3 mixer inputs, 4-8-16 ohm, 100 volt line. 5 controls, 2 mic inputs 
plus 1 input switchable for mic, phono, aux. Treble and bass 
controls £59. Post £3. 

FAMOUS LOUDSPEAKERS 

100V 40p; 4.7mF 100V 40p; 10mF 63V 40p; 32mF 50V 25p. 
HIGH VOLTAGE! sCTROVincS 
2/506 -bp 62+32+1 JFr . 90p IJ+I6/450V 75p 

.100+1'". 65p 1= 16/350V 80p le/SSOV 45p 15.' 200/275V 70p 32+32/350V SSp 32/500 SSp 32+u-' --r SCSV 75p 32h "bDDV £1.80 
32 3sr 50p 50+50+50/350V 95p 50+50/300V 50p 
60/45" Jri 818, 00' £1 80+40/500V £2 
CAPAi R V WIRE E 3D Higt, Voltage 
>'.,.10' 103 '10.. .-2, .03 .05 i-' Fd 400V 5p. 

.1M 201 >p.40.' IOp.600V 15e "OOOV C, 

.22MF 350V 600V 20p. 100 - MV Mp. 

.47MF150V i 100V 20p. 630V30 . .1. Krr 
TRIMMERS 10 . , SOpF, IOp. OOt : 5OpF20 500pr30p. 
I CROSi HE EPOI CHAt G 30VEH4 J. GE. IE ON G . 3 3+;-765 j 25r .1 
BRASS SPINDLE : ; .BSp.C. iplersSSp. 
VERNIER lfllVEDIALS,3 m £2.25,50m <7.75 
SLOW MOTIOF1 IIVE 1 90p. Reverse Vernier drive 90p. 

".ANSISlOK r«lN C apanado riepidcame.'tf ■ 
C or - trici - ,so sr..; -n.s' 
HEATING.. A-.-TrS,WAFERTHlh 'Semi ixib .1 Si >11 xSxVfein. Ope ating voitpge 240V 50 ipprox. 
Siuli .e for Heating Pf.'}' 70■ Wurmero, Convec 

"SPECIAL PRICES" MAKE MODEL SIZE WATTS OHMS PRICE POST WHARFEDALE TWEETER 4in 30 8 £7.50 £1 GOODMANS TWEETER 3toin 25 8 £4 £1 AUDAX TWEETER 4in 30 8 £6.50 £1 AUDAX MI0-RANGE 4in SO 8 £7.50 £1 SEAS MID-RANGE 4toin 100 8 £12.50 £1 AU0AX WOOFER 5to 25 8 £10 £1 GOODMANS HIFAX 7tox4W 100 4/0/16 £27 £2 GOODMANS WOOFER Bin 25 4/8 £6.50 £1 GOODMANS HB Sin 60 8 £12.50 £1 WHARFEDALE WOOFER Bin 30 8 £9.50 £2 AUDAX WOOFER lOin 50 8 £16 £2 GOODMANS HPG 12Hi 120 8/15 £29 JO £2 GOODMANS GR12 12in 90 8/15 £27 JO £2 GOODMANS HPD 12in 120 8/15 £29 JO £2 GOODMANS HP 15 in 250 8 £69 
£80 

£3 GOODMANS HPD 18in 230 8 £4 
SPEAKER COVERING MATERIALS. Samples Large S.A.E. 
BA.F. LOUDSPEAKEI 4BINET WADDING 16in wide 35pft. 

MOTOROLA PIEZ0 ELECTRIC HORN TWEETER, 3%in square £5 
1(M watts. No crossover required. 4-8-16 ohm, T^xStoin. £10 

CROSSOVERS. TWO-WAY 3000 c/s 30 watt 8 £3.100W £4. 
S-yvay 950 cps/3000 cps. 40 watt rating. £4. 3 way 60 watt £6.100W£8. 
LOUDSPEAKER BARGAINS. Please enquire, many others. 3 ohm. Sin, 7x4in, £2.50; 6toin, 8x5m, £3; Bin, £3.50. lOin, £5. 
8 ohm, 2^in( 3in,£2; 5x3in, 6x4in, 7x4in, Sin, £2.50; 6toin 20W£7 50 
BxSin,£3- Bin, £4.50; 10in, £5; 12in, £6. 
15 ohm, 2'/4in, 3toin( 5x3in, 6x4in, £2.50.6 toin 10W £5.8in £4. 
25 ohm, 3inr £2; 5x3m, 6x4in, 7x4inf £2.50.120 ohm, S'Ain dia. £1. 
CAR CASSETTE MECHANISM. 12V Controlled Motor Stereo Head £5 

Heaters, Propagation, etc. Must be clamped between 
two sheets of metal or ceramic, etc. ONLY60p EACH (FOUR FOR £2) ALL POST PAID. 

 ;  ; a K' oize i i a»x '/gin. uperatmg voltage Z40V, 250W approx. R C I OUU VOI TAnc gtadii iccn 
POTENTIOMETERS Carbon Track 5uitable f°r Heatin9 Pad® Fo0^ warmers, convector mwpb kitq stabilised 
Rto to 9Mn mr mm i /r enn o* i/o Heaters, Propagation, etc. Must be clamped between Aii^frt £3.95. Post 65p « i b P' ^tereo L/S two sheets ofmetal or ceramic, etc All parts and instructions with Zener diode printed circuit, £1.10. DP £1.30. Edge Pot 5K. SP45p. ONLY60p EACH (FOUR FOR £2) ALL POST PAID mams transformer 240V a.c. Output 6 or 7to or 9 or 12V d.c. 

m j, _ _ — " —   ::  UPto 100mA or less. Please state voltage required. 

RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS »S!r»8?
0VD0N 

Radio Books and Components Lists 25p stamps. (Minimum post/packing charge 50p.) Access or Bardaycanl Visa. Tel; 01-6841665 for SAME DAY DESPATCH. Cash prices include VAT. 
RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS 

WIRELESS WORLD MAY 1983 
www.americanradiohistory.com

www.americanradiohistory.com


WHAT ARE YOU DRIVING? 
INDUCTION LOOP TRANSMITTERS 
VI BRA TOR/SHAKERS 
SERVOMOTORS 
MAGNETS 
CRIMSON ELEKTRIK POWER AMP MODULES HAVE DONE IT ALL 

. f h best in Hi-Fi. These modules_ have been CHOOSE our acclaime~ Bipolar !'y1odules or t h~ h slew, low t.h.d. devices w!thout !'eed widely used by professional _bl of_~lel~ty-T~~e~rhav~instantly resetable 'electromc fuse and for the output fuses that spol . I_ e I • • 
. are L-bracket mounting for flexl ms~llatiO~-difficult loads. These modules are rugged and CHOOSE Our Mosfet Modules fort ed~os They respond down to d.c. and make excel-make ideal li_nf:l step·l!P tra~~for~ae:e ~~~ed~~- offset drift due to j fet inputs. . lent servo-dnvmg devices. ey PRICE INC. 

IP SUPPLY VOLTAGE THDTYP. V.A.T.ItPOST B 
I 
p 
0 
L 
A 
R 

M 
0 
s 

TYPE 
CE 608 
CE 1004 
CE 1008 
CE 1704 
CE 1708 
CE3004 

FE 908 
FE 1704 

~~R ~~S ~~ < .01% £21 .50 
16000WW//~ ± 35 ± 40 < .018% ££2258-gg .... ±50 < .01% . 120W/80 ~ :; ± 63 <.015% m·;g ~~~~:g ± 60 ± 63 < ·01% £49.50 320W/40 ± 60 ± 63 < .02% . 

± 45 ± 60 < .01% gg:gg 90W/80 ± 45 ± 60 <.025% 170W/40 -

. or quote your Master Charge card Export - no problem. Please write for quotation 

(E crimenEiektrik 
PHOENIX WORKS, 500 KING STREET, LONGTON 

STOKE-ON-TRENT, STAFFS 
TEL: 0782 330520 

TEST EOUIPMEN15 
!~~fit{~~~;~~~~~~~~~:·~~~~~ .. :~~:::\ :::·: :: ::: : ::::::::::: :: ::: ::u~:-::::.::_:~:-::_:.:_:_::->::~im 
H.P: 69208 Meter Cali~rators ..... ···· · ................ ···· ···· ......... . .. £25 

ScheTronic~ Lir:ni_ted 
We offer the followmg service~. * Repair and calibration of precision electromc test 

equipment. * Prototype wiring of P.~:~.s. * Technical drawing fac1httes. t ~S?C3tf.~~ ~:d_e7~~P~w\~~~t~~~ir~m 1ohz to 3oo 
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H.P. 1400 series Plug·m~, from .................. . £195 Texscan X-Y Displ_ay 12 oy120 ......... ···· ................. ........ . £195 Tetonic121X-Y01SPI~y12 .... ;~· .£195 wavetek.1601CX-YOtsplay12 £:75 ~:~~: :~g~ ~~ ~l~\~ g~~::::::::::· ::::· ·::::· .. :::.~~~~ E.H. U2L Pulse Generator ...... . ....... £16 Avo Multiminor ModelS ... ···· ········ ·········· ·· ....•. £80 Avo Model Mk.5- as new········· ·· ...... £70 Avo Model SX Panclimatic ... ·· . £65 Avo Model 7 ..................... ········ .... · ............... .. ................ £75 Avo ModelS Mk.lll .. · ....... .... .... .... ...... . .. £15 Leather Cases for Avos........ . .... £15 Ever Ready Avo Cas.e ................................... · · · .................... ..... £55 Rotronics 150KHz Stne/Sq. Stg. Gen ... · ............. ........ .... ..... .. £395 Telequipment DM64 Storage Scope. ............................ . .. £395 H ton Digital Increment PlotterDP~O ........ ... ..... ... .... £175 S 0~t~on Donner 625A 8 digit SOMHz Ttmer/Counter .. . .. £50 S~lartron 7040 DMM ......................................................... .. £595 R 10 9514100MHz CounteriEEE - asnew ......... ... £325 s~;~rona&~nner 7734A 41~ digit DMM IEE}E - as new .. 
Singer Gertsch~~~~~~~ ~;ld~;rd £750 

Phase Angle Voltmeter .... £30 Teletypes, from ............... ·· ............................... £55 Marconi WM TF2600 ............... .. ................... ....... £195 Radiometer SMGl Stereo Generator ......... . .... £275 Wavetek 1702 Sweeper 950MHz ............. · .... £295 wavetek 1702A Sweeper 950MHz ......................... . .. £795 Leader LFR 5600 frequency Response Recorder ...... £35 :it ;or;:e~ d~~3~~C~e~~i~~:.·t·rom·:::::: :· ······.. .... .. . .. : g~ 
~ ~ 5 ~u~:~~g~~:V'lg~hs~At~~iH~·s~~p·~·::::::::::::::· .::: ~:~ r:l:~ui~ment 083, V4 & S2A Large Screen scope.... .. ..... ·· · ·· ....... .. ······ ... £50 
~f9n~uE1~:trri~~r~sT6fs~c?~~~·F·~·ct~; ·Met~·~ :····· ... .......... . . ........... ···· · ···· · · .:·£:~~ 
~~d1~r_4~~t~s,c~~sf~r~:~~:::::··:·::·:::: :· :::::::: : ·············· ········ .... .::::::::::::~~ ~~~n~~eG:~~~~~~a·t~g·~aph·y·sv~tem:: ::··.. ... ............................ ::::: ~~~ Philips 9205 Comput~r ........................................................... ...................... . . .. ·£:~~ 
:,'~::;,i~G"; 65~~~~~s r~~=~·Att~~u·~·o~·-~·u~·~·~;;cc:·· · .. . .. r1 s5 Tek 661 4S1&5T3SampltngScope...................... ....................... . ..£195 Philips p'M3330 scope with extra 4-channel P.l...... .. .......................... £40 Tek. 132 Plug-in PSU ......................................... .. 

Carriage additional : All prices ex_c. V.A.T. 

TIMEBASE ~ 94 ALFRISTON GARDENS 
SHOLING, SOUTHAMPTON S02 BFU 

TEL: 431323 (0703) 
Callers welcome 

Access, Barclaycard : Telephone your order 
WW -038 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 

mghz. * W & G 18.6 mghz SPM6- PS6. * W & G 100 mghz SPM14- PSS14._ * Siemens 100 mghz return loss bndge R273. * Siemens Pe~amet systems and spares. . * Many other mstruments, all makes and pnces on 
application. 

Unit 10 Dunstan Estate, Crabtree Manorway 
' Belvedere, Kent DA17 &AW 

Telephone: 01-311 .9657 

WW - 067 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 

P.&R. COMPUTER SHOP 
IBM GOLFBALL PRINTERS trom £70 EACH + V .A. T • · 

INTERFACE FOR IBM GOLFBALL £40 + V.A.T. *BRAND-NEW LA36 DEC WRITERS-SALE £200 EACH + V.A.T. 
CENTRONIC 779 PRINTERS-£325 + V.A.T. 
CENTRONIC 781 PRINTER-£350 + V.A.T. 
POWER UNITS, 5-VOLT 6-AMP-£20 EACH 
FANS, PCBs, KEYBOARDS AND LOTS MORE 
8-INCH IBM FLOPPY DISC DRIVES. 

COMEANDLOOKAROUND 
SALCOTT MILL. GOLDHANGER ROAD 

HEVBRIDGE, MALDON, ESSEX 
PHONE MALDON (0621) 57440 

WW -063 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 
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Pye Europa MFSFM high-band sets, complete but less mike and cradle. £90each plus£2 p.p. plus VAT. 
Pye M294 high-band FM sets, complete but less mike, speaker and cradle. £1SO each plus £2 p.p. plus VAT. Pye Reporter MF6 AM high-band sets, complete but less speaker and cradle. £90 each plus £2 p .p. plus VAT. 
Pye Olympic M201 AM high-band sets, complete but less mike, speaker and cradle. £90 each plus £2 p.p. plus VAT. Pye Westminster W15 FM G band 42-54 MHz sets, unused and like new, but less mike, speaker and cradle. £65 each plus £2 p.p. plus VAT. 
Pye WestminsterW15 AMD mid-band multi-channel sets, no mikes, speakers or cradles. £45 each plus £2 p.p. plus VAT. 
Pye Westminster W15 AMD mid-band crystalled and converted to 129.9MHz,130.1 MHz,130.4MHz. Very good condit ion. £120 each plus£2 p.p. plus VAT. 
Fye Westminster W15 AMD high-band and low-band sets available. Sets complete but less m ikes, speakers and cradles. £70 each plus £2 p.p. plus VAT. 
Pye Westminster W30 AM low-band sets only, no control gear. Sets complete and in good condition. £45 each plus £2 p.p. plus VAT. 
Pye base station F30 AM, low band and high band available, remote and local control. Prices from £220 plus VAT. Pye base station F401 high-band AM, local control, fully solid state, complete but less m ike. £275 each plus £15 p.p. plus VAT. 
Pye base station receiver R402 high-band FM 148-174MHz, single channel, 12'5 KHz channel spacing. £95 each plus£5 p.p. plus VAT. 
Pye base station F9U, remotely controlled, 5 Watt output, UHF (440-470 MHz), single channel. £90 each plus £5 p.p. plus VAT. 
Pye base station F412 UHF (440-470 MHz), 25KHz channel spacing, single channel, local control. £2SO each plus £15 I'·P· plus VAT . . 
Pye Beaver M254 high-band FM sets, 15 Watt, robust mobile radiotelephones for industrial use, sets complete but less crystals, as new condition. £120 each plus £2 p.p. plusV.A.T. 
Pye base station receiver F27 AM, crystalled on 116.46 MHz, can be recrystalled on air band. Unused condition. £15 each plus £5 p.p. plus VAT. . 
Pye AC200 mains power unit for Olympic or Reporter, automatic standby power facility with trickle charging and built-in quartz digital clock. £95 each plus £5 p.p. plus VAT. 

Pye AC power supply unit AC25PU, specially designed for use w ith the Europa series mobiles, power output 13.2 volt 5 amp. New condit ion. £45 each plus £5 p.p. plus VAT. 
Pye PC1 radiotelephone controller, good condition, two only at £50 each plus£2 p.p. plus VAT. 
Pye Tulip microphone as used on most base stations and PC1 , 2400 ohm with ptt switch. £15 plus £1 p.p. plus VAT. Pye PF1 UHF FM Pocketfone receivers, 440-470 MHz, single channel, int. speaker and aerial. Supplied complete with rechargeable battery a~d service manual. £6 each plus£1 p.p.plusVAT. . Ni-Cad Batteries for Pye PF1 , used but good condition, Rx (Yellow) £2 each Tx (Red). £3 each plus £1 p.p. plus VAT. Pye Pocketfone PF1 Battery Chargers, type BC14, 12 way with meter. £10each plus£1 p .p. plus VAT. 
Pye Pocketfone PF1 Battery Chargers, type BC5 single charger, brand new. £20 each plus £1 p.p. plus VAT. Pye single sideband HF Mobile Radiotelephone, type SSB130M, 100 W P.E.P. output, 6-channel, 2-15 MHz. Complete and new condit ion but less power unit . £250 plus£10 p.p. plus VAT. 
Pye f ixed station transmitter, type T1 00 FM, 'G' band 38.6-50 MHz, 100 W output. 25 KHz channel spacing. New condition. £100 each plus £10 p.p. plus VAT. . Tektronix Oscilloscope Type 647A, solid state, 100 MHz bandwidth. £2SO plus VAT. 
Hartley Oscilloscope Type CT436, valved, DC to 6 MHz bandwidth. £50 plus VAT. 
Uniradio 95 Co-axial cable 50 ohm miniature cable dia. 2.3 mm. £2 per90 M plus VAT. 
Philips Telephone -Power Units Type PE2004/ 02 48 volt 4 amps (new). £20 plus VAT. 
Agfa Videochrom Chromdioxid video cassette tape for use w ith Philips N1500/ 1700 VCR. LVC 120. £6 each plus £1 p.p. plus VAT. . 

MAINS TRANSFORMERS 
Mains isolating transformer, 500VA 240V input, 240V C.T. output, housed in metal box. £15 each plus £6 p.p. plus VAT. 
Mains isolating transformer, 240V tapped input, 240V 3 amp, plus 12V 0.5 amp output. £20 each plus £6 p.p. plus VAT. 
Advance Volstat transformers, type CVN200/5, input 24 or 28V DC via inverter, output 220 or 240V RMS 150 watt, 50Hz. £10 each plus £4 p.p. plus VAT. 

Marconi AM/ FM signal generator, type TF995A/ 3/ S (CT402), 1.5-220 MHz, good condition w ith copy of service manual. £95 aach plus £15 p.p. plus VAT. 
Airmec millivolt meter, Type 301. £50 plus £2 p.p. plus VAT. 
Advance signal generator Type C2. £25 plus £5 p.p. plus VAT. 
Airmec modulation meter, Type 21 0. £75 plus £5 p.p. plus VAT. 
Marconi HF Spectrum analyser, Type OA 1 094A/ S 0-30 MHz. £100 plus VAT (buyer collects). 
Eddystone receiver, Type 770U 144-500 MHz. £155 plus £5 p.p. plus VAT. 
Servomex AC voltage stabiliser, type AC2, 240V @ 9 amp. £45 each plus £15 p.p. plus VAT. 
Servomex AC voltage stabi liser, type AC7, 240V @ 20 amp. £75 each plus £15 p.p. plus VAT. 
Samwell & Hutton T.V. Wobbulator, type 78M, 16-230 MHz. £35 each plus £15 p.p. plus VAT. 
Rhode & Schwarz power signal generator 0.1 to 30 MHz, Type BN41001. £50 plus£10 p.p. plus VAT. 
Rhode & Schwarz wide band signal generator 10Hz to 10 MHz, Type BN40861. £50 plus VAT. 
Rhode & Schwarz sweep signal generator, 50 KHz to 12 MHz, Type BN4242/2. £50 plus VAT. 
Meguro signal generator, type MSG-230E, 16 KHz-50 MHz. £130 plus £10 p .p. plus VAT. 
Rhode & Schwarz Polyskop Type SWOB BN4244, 0.5 MHz to 400 MHz. £150 plus£15 p.p. plus VAT. . 
Computer-grade electrolytic capacitors, screw terminals, 25,000mfd., 33 volts, brand new. £1 each plus SOp p.p. plus VAT. 
60 amp alternator and general noise filters for use in vehicles. £1 each plus SOp p.p. plus VAT. 
Modern telephones, type 746, with dials, colour grey, used but good condition. £8 plus £1 p.p. plus VAT. · 

-~~ir lighter plug w ith lead. £~ each plus 30p p.p. plus 

IC test cl ips, 28-way and 40-way, gold plated. £2 each plus 30p p.p. plus VAT. 
Equipment wire, size 7/ 0.2mm, colour yellow, 500-metre reels. £4 plus £1 p.p. plus VAT. · 
Scotch video tape, 1" x 10" (25.40mm x 910mm), brand new. £5 each plus £2 p.p. plus VAT. 
Power units, 70 volt @ 8 amp, 20 volt @ 3 amp. Brand new but no details. £20 each plus £8 p.p. plus VAT. 
Beryll ium block mounts for CCS1 valves, etc. £10 each plus £1 p.p. plus VAT. 

B. BAMBER ELECTRONICS 
GOVERNMENT AND MANUFACTURERS' SURPLUS 

5 STATION ROAD 
LITTLEPORT CAMBS CB610E ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS 

TELECOMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT 
TEST GEAR Telephone: Ely (0353) 860185 

Wi>/27 
WW - 065 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 

PRACTICALLY ALL THE PARTS FOR WIRELESS 
ENTHUSIASTS (

and Computing, Electronics, Audio) 
& Video Enthusiasts t.oo!! 

INCLUDING 
3 x£1 VOUCHERS 

WIRELESS WORLD MAY 1983 

The Spring '83 catalogue continues to 
expand to meet the needs of the 
electronics user - from the novice 
enthusiast to the professional 
aerospace designer. 

AT YOUR NEWSAGENT OR DIRECT 

!'!:!. I I"- I : VISA I T-·~·--.. I ~A 

ambit INTERNATIONAL 
200 North Service Road, 
Brentwood, Essex CM14 4SG 
Telephone (Consumer Sales/Enquiries) 
0277-230909 - Telephone (Industrial 
Sales/Enquiries) 0277-231616 -
Telex 995'\94 AMBIT G 
Data 24hrs S232/ 300baud) 0277-232628 -
REWTEL 

THER.DETAILS 

• Prices exclude VAT except where 
otherwise shown 

• PoS1age and Packing 60p per pre-paid 
order 

• Orders subrtlitted using Ambit Stock 
. Codes will be processed first 
• Orders for in-S1ock items processed 

same day 
• Hours- (consumer sales) 8am-7pm 

Mon-Sat: (Industrial) 8am-6pm (Mon-Fri) 
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POWER AMPLIFIERS POWER AMPURERS 

pheampuhers 

|S||| 

ACTIVE CROSSOVERS 

) ) , 

WHAT ARE YOU DRIVING? 

INDUCTION LOOP TRANSMITTERS 
VIBRATOR/SHAKERS 

SERVOMOTORS 

MAGNETS 

CRIMSON ELEKTRIK POWER AMP MODULES HAVE DONE IT ALL 
THOOSE our acclaimed Bipolar Modules for the best in Hi-Fi. These modules have been 
wideW used by professional bodies. They are high slew, lowt.h.d devices without need 
for the output fuses that spoil fidelity. They have instantly resetable electronic fuse and 
c'HO^E'ou^^^fet^odu^e^fo^Vhem'ost difficult loads. These modules are rugged and 

m*ks "'c"' 

1 TYPE 
P CE 608 
O CE1004 
L CE 1008 
A CE 1704 
R CE 1708 
M CE 3004 
O FE 908 
S FE 1704 

MAX. O/P 
POWER 

SUPPLY 
TYP. 

VOLTAGE 
MAX. THDTYP. 

PRICE INC. 
V.A.T. & POST 

60W/8n 
ioow/4n 
120W/8n 
200W/4n 
isow/sn 
320W/4n 

± 35 
± 35 
± 45 
± 45 
± 60 
± 60 

± 40 
± 40 
± 50 
± 63 
± 63 
± 63 

< .01% 
< .018% 
< .01% 
<.015% 
< .01% 
< .02% 

£21.50 
£25.00 
£28.00 
£35.50 
£35.50 
£49.50 

90W/8n 
170W/4n 

± 45 
± 45 

± 60 ± 60 
< .01% 
<.025% 

£30.00 
£39.00 

Export - no problem. Please write for quotation or quote your Master Charge card 
number. 

H=l crimson llektrik 

HEAVY DUTY POWER AMPURERS 

PHOENIX WORKS, 500 KING STREET. LONGTON 
ST0KE-0N-TRENT, STAFFS 

TEL; 0782 330520 

TEST EQUIPMENT 
Tek.CA Plug-ins    Tek.M Plug-in    Tek.Z Plug-in  ' Tek. 7313 100MHz Storage Mam Frame .. TBk.7B70 Plug-in    H P. 6920B Meter Calibrators  H.P. 1400 series Plug-ins, from  Texscan X-Y Display 12" DU120  Telonic 121 X-Y Display 12"  Wavetek 1601C X-Y Display 12"  Fluke 8000A dVi digit DMM,. Fluke 8600A 4 digit DMM    E.H. 132L Pulse Generator  Avo Muitiminor Model 5  Avo Model Mk.5 - as new  Avo Model 8X Pandimatic  Avo Model 7    Avo Model 8 Mk. Ill  Leather Cases for    Ever Ready Avo Case     Rotronics 150KHz Sine/Sq. Sig. Gen   Telequipment DM64 Storage Scope    Houston Digital Increment Plotter DP10  Systron Donner 625A 8 digit 50MHz Timer/Counter..... Solartron 7040 DMM     Racal Dana 9514 100MHz Counter IEEE - as new  Systron Donner 7734A 41/2 digit DMM IEEE - as new... Singer Gertsch Synchro Standard T Synchro Bridge > Phase Angle Voltmeter J 
Teletypes, from     Marconi VVM TF2600 ..  Radiometer SMG1 Stereo Generator  Wavetek 1702 Sweeper 950MHz  Wavetek 1702A Sweeper 950MH2    Leader LFR 5600 Frequency Response Recorder  R & S DPU llOdbs Attenuator  ITT Power Card PSUs various, from  R & S HUZ Field Strength Meter  Telequipment D75. V4 & S2A 50MHz Scope  Telequipment D83, V4 & S2A Large Screen scope  Venture Printer Type DPI    Sign Electronics Distortion Factor Meter  Leader 4MHz Scopes - new  Hedin - 20° to 150°C Furnace  Digitiser with table      Philips Gas Chromatography System  Philips 9205 Computer  Aluminium Storage Boxes     Flann WG16 0-90dbs rotary Attenuaor - Unused  Tek 661,451 &5T3 Sampling Scope   
Philips PM3330 scope with extra 4-channel P.l  Tek. 132 Plug-in PSU  

E3 

Carriage additional : All prices exc. V.A.T. 
TIMEBASE 

94 ALFRISTON GARDENS 
SHOLING, SOUTHAMPTON S02 8FU 

TEL: 431323 (0703) 
Callers welcome 

Access. Borclaycard : Telephone your order 
WW-038 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 

ScheTronics Limited 
We offer the following services: 

★ Repair and calibration of precision electronic test 
equipment. 

★ Prototypp wiring of P.C.B.s. 
★ TechnL.il drawing facilities. 
★ Second user test ec ipment for sale. 
★ W&GEPM1 Std. 750 M.W. meter from 10hzto300 

mghz. 
★ W & G 18.6 mghz SPM6 - PS6. ★ W&G 100mghzSPM14-PSS14. 
ic Siemens 100 mghz return loss bridge RZ73. 
★ Siemens Pegamet systems and spares. 
if Many other instruments, all makes and prices on 

application. 

Unit 10, Dunstall Estate, Crabtree Manorway 
. Belvedere, Kent DA17 6AW 

Telephone: 01-3119657 

ww - 067 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 

^ PAR. COMPUTER SHOP ^ 

IBM GOLFBALL PRINTERS from £70 EACH + V.A.T. 

INTERFACE FOR IBM GOLFBALL £40 + V.A.T. 
*BRAND-NEW LA36 DEC WRITERS-SALE £200 EACH + V.A.T. 
CENTRONIC 779 PRINTERS-£325 + V.A.T. 
CENTRONIC781 PRINTER-£350 + V.A.T. 
POWER UNITS, 5-VOLT 6-AMP-£20 EACH 
FANS, PCBs, KEYBOARDS AND LOTS MORE 
8-INCH IBM FLOPPY DISC DRIVES. 

COME AND LOOK AROUND 
SALCOTT MILL, GOLDHANGER ROAD 

HEYBRIDGE, MALDON, ESSEX 
PHONE MALDON (0621) 57440 

WW—063 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 
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p.p. pius V« I . rye M294 high-band FM sets, complete but less mike 
speaker and cradle. £150 each plus £2 p.p. plus VAT. 
Pye Reporter MF6 AM high-band sets, complete but less 
speaker and cradle. £90 each plus £2 p.p. plus VAT. 
rye Olympic M201 AM high-band sets, complete but less 
mike, speaker and cradle. £90 each plus £2 p.p. plus VAT 
fyo Westminster WIG FM G band 42-54 MHz sets, unused and like new, but less mike, speaker and cradle. £65 each 
plus £2 p.p. plus VAT. 
Pye Westminster W15 AMD mid-band multi-channel sets 
no mikes, speakers or cradles. £45 each plus £2 p.p. plus 
Pye Westminster W15 AMD mid-band crystalled and 
converted to 129.9 MHz, 130.1 MHz, 130.4 MHz ■ ryoood condition. £120 each plus £2 p.p. plus VAT 
Fye Westminster W15 AMD high-band and low-band sets 
available. Sets complete but less mikes, speakers and cradles. £70 each plus £2 p.p. plus VAT 
Pye Westminster W30 AM .ow-band sets only, no control 
gear. Sets complete and in good condition. £45 each plus 
£2 p.p. plus VAT. 
Pye base station F30 AM, low band and high band avail- 
able, remote and local control. Prices from £220 plus VAT 
Pye base station F401 high-band AM, local control, fully 
solid state, complete but less mike. £275 each plus £15 
p.p. plus VAT. 

" iasi station receiver ; 2 high-band FM 148- 174MHz, smgle channel, 12'5 KHz channel spacing. £95 
eac Jus£5 p.p. plus VAT. 
iFnjei:b/!15n?-?ii?r,r?U' remotelV cpntro led, 5 Watt output, UHF (440-470 MHz), single chann- £90 each plus £S p.p plus VAT. 
Pye base itinn F412 UHF (440-470 MHz), 25KHz channel 
spacing, • .gle channel, local control. £250 each plus £15 
p.p. plus VAT. ' 
Pye Beaver M254 high-band FM sets, 15 Watt, robust 
mobile rat - - lephoncs for industrial use, sets comi te but less rystals, as new condition, £120 each plus £2 p.p nliin VAT r r r plus V.A.T. 
Pye base station receiver F27 AM, crystalled on 116.46 
MHz, can be recrystalled on air band. Unused condition 
£15 each plus £5 p.p. plus VAT. 
Pye AC200 mains power unit for Olympic or Reporter 
automatic standby power facility with trickle charging and 
VAT"'" quart2 di9ital ciock- f95 each plus £5 p.p. plus 

use with the Europa series mobiles, power output 13.2 
volt 5 amp. New condition. £45 each plus £5 p.p. plus 
VAT. 
Pye PCI radiotelephone controller, good condition, two 
only at £50 each plus £2 p.p. plus VAT. 
Pye Tulip microphone as used on most base stations and 
PCI, 2400 ohm with ptt switch. £15 plus £1 p.p. plus VAT. 
Pye PF1 UHF FM Pocketfone receivers, 440-470 MHz, 
single channel, int. speaker and aerial. Supplied complete 
with rechargeable battery and service manual. £6 each 
plus £1 p.p. plus VAT. 
Ni-Cad Batteries for Pye PF1, used but good condition, Rx 
(Yellow) £2 each Tx (Red). £3 each plus £1 p.p. plus VAT. 
Pye Pocketfone PF1 Battery Chargers, type BC14, 12 way 
with meter. £10 each plus £1 p.p. plus VAT. 
Pye Pocketfone PF1 Battery Chargers, type BC5 single 
charger, brand new. £20 each plus £1 p.p. plus VAT. 

single sideband HF Mobile Radiotelephone, type SSB130M, 100 W P.E.P. output, 6-channel, 2-15 MHz. 
Complete and new condition but less power unit. £250 
plus £10 p.p. plus VAT. 
Pye fixed station transmitter, type T100 FM, 'G' band 38.6- 50 MHz, 100 W output. 25 KHz channel spacing. New 
condition. £100 each plus £10 p.p. plus VAT. 
Tektronix Oscilloscope Type 647A, solid state, 100 MHz 
bandwidth. £250 plus VAT. Hartley Oscilloscope Type CT436, valved, DC to 6 MHz 
bandwidth. £50 plus VAT. Uniradio 95 Co-axial cable 50 ohm miniature cable dia. 2.3 
mm. £2 per 90 M pius VAT. 
Philips Telephone Power Units Type PE2004/02 48 volt 4 
amps (new). £20 plus VAT. 
Agfa Videochrom Chromdioxid video cassette tape for 
use with Philips N1500/1700 VCR. LVC 120. £6 each plus 
£1 p,p. plus VAT. 

MAINS TRANSFORMERS 
Mains isolating transformer, 500VA 240V input, 240V C.T. 
output, housed in metal box. £15 each plus £6 p.p. plus 
Mains isolating transformer, 240V tapped input, 240V 3 
amp, plus 12V 0.5 amp output. £20 each pius £6 p.p. plus 
Advance Volstat transformers, type CVN200/5, input 24 or 
ixX ^ via ,nverter, output 220 or 240V RMS 150 watt, 50Hz. £10 each plus £4 p.p. plus VAT. 

B, BAMBER ELECTRONICS 
GOVERNMENT AND MANUFACTURERS' SURPLUS 

5 STATION ROAD 
LITTLEPORTCAMBS Cfi6 1QE ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS 
Telephone: Ely (03531 860185 ^ETCG

0E,XrNICAT'0N EQUIPMENT 

manual. £95 each plus £15 p.p. plus VAT. 
Ammec millivolt meter, Type 301. £50 plus £2 p.p. plus 
Advance signal generator Type C2, £25 plus £5 p.p. plus 

VAT eC modula,ion me,er' Type 210. £75 plus £5 p.p. plus 
M?,rc0,n.LHF. Spectrum analyser. Type OA1094A/S 0-30 MHz. £100 plus VAT (buyer collects). 
Eddystone receiver. Type 770U 144-500 MHz. £155 plus £5 p.p. plus VAT. 
Servomex AG voltage stabiliser, type AC2, 240V @ 9 amp. 
£45 each plus £15 p.p. plus VAT. Servomex AC voltage stabiliser, type AC7, 240V @ 20 
amp. £75 each plus £15 p.p. plus VAT. S^wei'1 & Hutton T.V. Wobbulatc type 78M, 16-230 
MHz. £35 eech plus £15 p.p. plus VAT. 
Rhode Si Schwarz power signal generator 0.1 to 30 MHz, Type BN41001. £50 plus £10 p.p. plus VAT. 

• P]j?dS.8' Schwarz wide band signal generator 10 Hz to 10 MHz, Type BN40861. £50 plus VAT. 
Rhode & Schwarz sweep signal generator, 50 KHz to 12 
MHz Type BN4242/2. £50 plus VT 

f 3," a I generator, type MSG-230E, 16 KHz-50 MHz. £130 plus £10 p.p. plus VAT. 
.Rh?^e.^.?c^'a.rz PolVskop Type SWOB BN4244,0.5 MHz to 400 MHz. £1 >0 ph E1S p.p. plu [". 
f?IIlRu,l;rr9l?de electrolytic capacitors, screw terminals, 25,000mfd., 33 volts, brand new. £1 each plus 50p d.d 
plus VAT. 
60 amp alternator -nd general noise filters for use in 

t icles. £1 each plus 50p p p. plus VAT. 
Modern telephones f 6, v it h dials, colour grey 
used but oz., conditio £8 p il p.p. plus VAT 
Ci^ar liel,.0r plug with lean |1 aach plus 30p p,p. plus 
•C test clips, 28-wav and 40-wav, gold plated. £2 each plus 
30p p.p. plus VAT. 
Equipment wire, size 7/0.2mm, colour yellow, 500-metre 
reels. £4 plus £1 p.p. plus VAT. 
Scotch video tape, 1" x 10" (25.40mm x 910mm), brand new. £5 each plus £2 p.p. plus VAT. 
Power units, 70 volt @ 8 amp, 20 volt @ 3 amp. Brand new 
but no details. £20 each plus £8 p.p. plus VAT 
Beryllium block mounts for CCS1 valves, etc. £10 each plus £1 p.p. plus VAT. 
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PRACTICALLY ALL THE PARTS FOR WIRELESS 

ENTHUSIASTS fand ComP»t™1. Electronics, Audio\ 
> & Video Enthusiasts too!! / 

lllil 

INGLUDING 

VOUCHERS 

The Spring '83 catalogue continues to 

expand to meet the needs of the 

electronics user — from the novice 

enthusiast to the professional 

aerospace designer. 

AT YOUR NEWSAGENT OR DIRECT 

rnmmmi ■■■■ HBB 
■L | l/ICA BMEBICWill! J' jg^Stand I 

W \ ^ i 'IJ** WEXBHESS g No: 1 

MADAZINE . \ 1 I// 

MEBIQjiwl! 
■EXBHESS 

jetton, 

Stand % 
^KNo: \ 

ambit international • Prices exclude VAT except where otherwise shown 
200 North Service Road, • Postage and Packing 60p per pre-paid 

3ntwood, Essex CM 14 4SG order 
e (Consunler Sales/Enquiries) • Orders submitted using Ambit Stock 0277-230909 — Telephone (Industrial , Codes will be processed first 

^a'es 231616— • Orders for in-stock items processed 
Telex 99519 A /IB T G same day 
Data 24hrs^RS232/300baud) 0277-232628 — • Hours — (consumer sales) 8am-7pm 
REWTKIi \ /T_ _3 i :_ia i~I   o w REWTEL ^ 

WW-057 FOR RTHER DETAILS 
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Mon-Sat: (Industrial) 8am-6pm (Mon-Fri) 
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Micro Computer 
FLOPPY DISC INTERFACE 
incl. 1.2 Operating System 

£95 & £20 installation 
Please phone for availability 

WORD PROCESSOR 'VIEW' 
16KROM£52 

BBC Model B £399 
(incl. VAT) 
Carr £8/unit 
Model A to Model B 
upgrade kit £50 
Fitting charge £15 
Individual upgrades also 
available 

TELETEXT ADAPTOR £195 
PRESTEL ADAPTOR £90 
2nd PROCESSOR 6502 £170 
2nd PROCESSOR Z80 £290 

Phone or send tor our BBC leaflet 
BBC FLOPPY DISC DRIVES 
Single Drive 5W' 100K £235+£6 carr. 
Double Drive 5W' 800K £799+£8 carr. 
BBC COMPATIBLE DRIVES 
These are drives with TEAC FD50 mechanism 
and are complete with power supply 
SINGLE: 100K £190; 200K £260; 400K £340 
DUAL: 200K £360; 400K £490; BOOK £610 
DRIVE CABLES: SINGLE £8 DUAL£12 

ACORN SOFT/BBC SOFT/GAMES PADDLES IN STOCK 

-. ACORN ATOM :' 

OFFICIAL /JJ /JJ & DEALER 

CASSETTE RECORDER 
BBC Compatible Cassette Recorder with 
Counter and Remote Control 
£26.50 + £1.50 carr. 
Cassette Leads £3.50 
Computer Grade Cassettes 
£0.50 each. £4.50 for 10 + £1 carr 

NEC PC 8023 BE 
1 OOCPS, 80 cols 
Logic Seeking, Bi
directional, 
Forward and Reverse 
Line Feed, 
Proportional Spacing, 
Auto Underline, 
Hi-Res and Block 
Graphics, Greek Char. 
Set. 

· Only £345 + £8 carr. 

c 

RUGBY ATOMIC CLOCK 
This Z80 micro controlled clock/calendar receives 
coded time data from NPL Rugby. The clock never 
needs to be reset . The facilities include 8 indepen
dent alarms and for each alarm there is a choice of 
melody or alte rnatively these can b e used · for 
electrical switching. A separate timer allows 
recording of up to 240 lap times without interrupt
ing the count. Expansion facilities provided. 

See July/ August '82 ETI for deta ils. 
Built. and tested £145+£2 p&p. 

MICROTIMER 
6502 Based Programmable clock timer with * 224 switching times/week cycle * 24-hour 7-day timer * 4 independent switch outputs directly 

interfacing to thyristor/triacs * 6 digit 7 seg. display to indicate real time, 
ON/ OFF and Reset times * Output to drive day of week switch and 
status L!'Ds. 

Full details on request. Price for kit £57 

MICRO DOCTOR £295 

I I 

MONITORS 
MICROVITEC 143114in Co,setlour Monitor £249+£8 carr 
MICROVITEC 2031 20in Colour Monitor £319+£8 carr 
KAGA 12in RGB Monitor £255+£8 carr 
Lead for KAGA RGB £10 
SANYO Hi Res Green Monitor £99+£6 carr 

PRINTERS 

SEIKOSHA GP 100A 
80 cols 30 CPS 
Full ASCII & Graphics 
10" wide paper 
Now only £1il0 + £6 carr. 
Ask for details on GP 250A 

Basic Built £135. Expanded £175 
(Carr £3 per unit) 
Atom Disc Pack £299+ £6 carr 
3A 5V Regulated PSU £26+£2 carr 
Phone or send for our BBC Atom 
list 

EPSON RX 80 and FX 80 

FX 80 160CPS 80 cols 
F & T Feed Logic seeking, 

bi-directional, 
Bit Image Printing, 

9x9 Matrix 
Auto Underline 

· Centronix 8, Bit 
Parallel Interface 

Parallel Printer lead for BBC/ Atom to most printers £13.50 
Variety of interfaces, ribbons in stock. 
2,000 fan fold sheets 9W'x 11 '' £13.50+£3 p&p 

as standard 
RX 80 £298 FX 80 £438 

(£8 Carr/Printer) 

CONNECTOR SYSTEMS 
AMPHENOL RIBBON ID 

CONNECTORS 
JUMPER LEADS 

24'' Ribbon Cable with Headers 
14pin 16pin 24pin 40pin 

CONNECTORS CABLE 
36 way Solder Type Plug (Speedblocktype) 

Noot Header 
ways Plug 
10 90p 
20 145p 
26 175p 
34 200P 
49 220p 
50 235p 

Recep· 
tacle 
90p 

125p 
150p 
160p 
190p 
200p 

Edge 
Conn. 
200p 
240p 
300p 
380p 
550p 
600p 

D CONNECTORS 

Solder 
Angled 

Solder 
Angled 
Hoods . 

9 N~5 of w2ls 37 
MALE 

90p. t30p t&Op 250p 
t80p 230p 265p 425p 

FEMALE 
110p t&Op 2t0p 35Cp 
t75p 240p 3t0p SOOp 
95p 95p 95p t25p 

t end t45p t85p 240p 380p 
2 ends 2t0p 230p 345p 540p 

24" Ribboi1 Cable with Sockets 

20pin 26pin 34pin 40pin 
1 end t&Op 2tOp 270p 300p 
2 ends Ribb:O~abl~h O~n. 540p 
25-way Male SOOp. Female 550p 

RS232CONNS 
(25way D) 

24" Single end Male ...... £5.50 
24" Single end Female £6.00 
l 4" Female-Female ..... £ 1 1.00 
24 " Male-Male ............. £10.00 
24" Male-Female .... ..... £11 .50 

OIL HEADERS 
Solder IDC 

14pin 
16pin 
24pin 
40pin 

Type Type 
40p tOOp 
SOp 110p 

tOOp t50p 
200p 225p 

(centronix type) 
36 way Solder Socket 

(centronix type) 
36 way !DC Plug 

(centronix type) 
24 way Solder Plug 

(IEEE type) 
24 way Solder Socket 
24 way IDC Plug 

EURO 
CONNECTORS 

(Indirect Edge Conn.) 
DIN STD Plug Skt 
4161721 way 170p 170p 
4161731 way 180p 180p 
41612 2x32 way 2SOp 320p 
Angled 2x32 way 325p 37!ijl 
41612 3x32 way 275p 380p 
Angled 3x32 way 400p 
2x32way IOC a+c 525p 
(for 2x32 way specify a+b or 
a+ c) 

SOFTY II INTELLIGENT PROGRAMMER 
The c~mplete microprocessor development system for Engineers and 
Hob .. y1sts. You can develop programs, debug, verify and commit to 
EPROMS or use in host computer by using softy as a romulator. Power
ful editing facilities permit bytes, blocks of bytes changed, dele t ed or 
mserted and memory contents can be observed on ordinary IV. 
Accepts most +Sv Eproms. 
Softy II complete with PSU, TV Lead and Romulator lead £169 

550p (Grey) 
10way &Op 

550p 14way 80p 
16wav 90p 

500p 
20way t05p 
26way t40p 
34way 220p 

500p 40wav 265p 
500p so way 330p 

485p 64wav 370p 

EDGE 
CONNECTORS 

2x l8 way 
2X22way 
2x23 way 
2x25 way 
I x43 way 
2x43way 
2x50way 
1 x 77 way 
S100 Conn. 

0.1" 

200p 
210p 
225p 
260p 
395p 

700p 

0.156" 
140p 
170p 

220p 

liOOp 

~ SPECIAL OFFER * 
"114L BOp 

2716 (+ Sv) 250p 
2532 350p 
4116-2 SOp 
4164-2 450p 
6 116P 350p 

BOOKS 
(No VAT p&p £1) 

CMOS Cook Book .... .. .... £7.75 

This is not a logic analyser or 
an oscilloscope. It tests a 
microsystem and gives a 
printed reprint on RAM, ROM 
and 1/0 - it will print 
memory map, search for 
code, check dataline shorts 
and operates peripherals. 
Microdoctor complete with 
psu, printer probe cable 

~,...,.......,_ UVERASERS 
'WIRELESS 

WORLD' 
PROJECTS 

CRT Controller H/ Book... .. . £7.95 
Programming the Z80 ............... £11 .50 

and two configuration 
boards. 

• UV1B up to 6 Eproms £47.50 
UV1T w ith Timer £60 
UV140 ~P to 14 Eproms 
£61 .50 
UV141 with Timer£78 

•----,-N-E_W_C_O_M_P_R __ EH--EN_S_IV_E_C __ ATA--LO_G_U __ EA_V_A_ILA-· _B_L_E __ -\ ~~:~:~~i~~:"i~eanf~tts~~et~\~~ 
PLEASE SEND FOR PRICE LIST terlocks. 
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Semiconductors inc. 
I . Cs ., Transistors, 
Displays, Connectors and 
Sockets for most projects 

are stocked by us 

Z80 Microcomp Handbook ......... £6.95 
Programming the 6502 .. .. .. . £10.25 
6502 Assy. Lang.... .. .......... .. .. £12.10 
6502 Applications............ .. £10.20 
6502 Software Design ..... .. .... £9.05 
6502 Games .............. ................ £10.25 
Large selection of databooks, interfac
ing books, books on BBC, etc in stock. 
Ask for our list. WW-12 
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80p 4032 

7400 
22Sp 4033 

7401 
30p 4034 

7402 74LS283 
tOOp 4035 

7403 
40p 403S 

7404 
74LS290 45p 4037 

7405 
74LS293 40p 4038 

7406 
74LS295 90p 4039 

7407 
74LS297 900p 4040 

7408 
74LS298 90p 4041 

7409 
74LS299 t80p 4042 

7410 
74LS321 tSOp 4043 

7411 
74LS323 t&Op 4044 

74t2 
74LS324 t 50p 4045 

7413 
74LS348 90p 4046 

7414 
74LS352 80p 4047 

741S 
74LS353 60p 4048 

7417 
74L5356 250p 4049 

7420 
74L5363 t40p 40SO 

7421 
74L5364 t40p 4051 

7422 
74L53S5 27p 4052 

7423 
74L5366 27p 4053 

7425 
74L53S7 27p 4054 

7426 
74L5368 27p 4055 

7427 
74L5374 56p 4046 

7428 
74LS375 45p 4059 

7430 
74L5377 SOp 4060 

7432 
74L5378 SOp 4063 

7433 
74LS390 45p 4066 

7437 
74LS393 45p 40S7 

7438 
74L5395 90p 4068 

7439 
74L5399 t&Op 4069 

7440 
74LS445 tOOp 4070 

7441 
74LS490 200p 407t 

7442A 
74L5467 90p 4072 

7443 
74LS540 90p 4073 

7444 
74LS541 80p 4075 
74LSS10 £t9 407S 

7445 
7446A 

74LS624 90p 4077 

7447A 
74LS62S t50p 4078 

7448 
74L5S28 t50p 4081 

7450 
74LSS29 90p 4082 

7451 
74LS640 tOOp 408S 

7453 
74LS641 tOOp 4089 

7454 
74LS643 tOOp 4093 

7460 
74LS644 t OOp 4094 

7470 
74LS645 t OOp 4095 

7472 
74LSSSS t20p 409S 

7473 
74LS6S9 t20p 4097 

7474 
74LS670 t40p 4098 

7475 
74LS678 560p 4099 

747S 
74L5682 400p 4500 

7480 
74LSS84 400p 4502 

7481 
74L5687 400p 4503 

4504 
7482 4505 
7483A 4506 
7484A 
7485 

74SOO 30p 4507 

748S 
74502 30p 4508 

7489 
74504 30p 4510 

7490A 
74505 SOp 4511 

7491 
74508 SOp 4512 

7492A 
74510 40p 4514 

7493A 
74S11 SOp 4515 

7494 
74S20 40p 451S 

7495A 
74S22 SOp 4518 

7496 
74S30 40p 4520 

7497 
74S32 70p 4521 

74100 
74537 &Op 4522 

74104 
74574 75p 452S 

74105 
74585 450p 4527 

74107 
74SSS 90p 4528 

74109 
745112 90p 4532 

74110 
74S113 90p . 4534 

74111 
74S114 90p 453S 

74112 
74S124 300p 4538 

7411S 
74S132 110p 4539 

74118 
74S133 SOp 4543 

74119 
745138 t20p 4553 

74120 
745139 t20p 4555 

741 21 
745157 2SOp 4556 

74122 
745158 t95p 4557 

74123 
74S1S3 300p 4560 

74125 
745174 2SOp 4566 

7412S 
74S175 320p 4568 

74128 
74S194 320p 45S9 

74132 
74S195 500p 4572 

7413S 
74S225 StOp 4583 

74141 
745241 300p 4584 

74142 
745244 300p 4585 

74143 
745251 2SOp 40014 

74144 
745257 2SOp 40085 

74145 
745258 2SOp 40097 

74147 
74S2SO 70p 40102 

74148 
7452S1 300p 40103 

74150 
745262 BSOp 40105 

74151A 
745373 400p 4010S 

74153 
745374 400p 40109 

40110 
74154 401S3 
74155 40174 
7415S 40175 
74157 40193 
74159 40244 
74160 40245 
74161 40257 
74162 
741S3 

WU!I!tli¢l•t• 40373 

74164 4000 tOp 
40374 

741S5 
14495 

741S6 
4001 tOp 14500 

741S7 
4002 t2p 14599 

74170 
4006 SOp 

· ~:m 
4007 t4p 
4008 36p 

74174 
4009 24p 

74175 
4010 24p 

7417S 
4011 11p 

74177 
4012 t6p 

74178 
4013 20p 
4014 48p 

74179 4015 40p te:ie 74180 
74181 

401S 20p 

74182 
4017 32p 

74184 
4018 45p 4-way 90p 

74185A 
4019 25p 8-way 120p 

7418S 
4020 48p 6-way £105p 

74188 
4021 40p 10-way t50p 

74190 
4022 45p 411S·20 ll()p 

74191 
4023 t3p 

74192 
4024 32p Most items 

74193 
4025 t3p despatched by 

74194 
402S BOp return of post 

74195 
4027 20p 

7419S 
4028 40p 

74197 
4029 4Sp 
4030 tSp 
4031 t2Sp 
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A07581 1150p 
AOCOBOS 990p 
AN103 200p 
AY1-0212 7COp 
AY1-1320 22Sp 
AY1-5050 99p 
AY3-1 270 7SOp 
AY3-1350 3SOp 
AY3-8910 440p 
AY3-8912 625p 
AYS-3600 &OOp 
AYS-40070 £11 
CA302BA t20p 
CA3019 80p 

g~~ JgOp 
CA3059 285~ 
8~:WoE 3~ 
g~g~~E ~ 
CA3090AQ 

CA3130E ~ 
CA3t301 11.: 

8~1:8~ ~~ 
CA31SOE tOOp 

g~1m t50p 

CA3189E = 
g~~~~ ~ 
g~ro~ 420& 
DACOOOS £2 
HA1366 t95p 

~m~ ~~ 
ICL7S60 200p 

:m~~ ~ 
ICM72169 £t6 
ICM7217 7SOp 
ICM7555 BOp 
ICL7S11 90p 
LC7120 300p 
LC7130 325p 
LC7137 270p 
LF347 tSOp 

m~~ ;;p 
LF35SP gs: 
LF357 110p 

tW5~' k~ 
LM1011 480p 
LM301A 25p 
LM308N 7Sp 
LM310 t20p 
LM311 70p 
LM318 tSOp 
LM319 2tSp 
LM324 30p 
LM334Z 90p 
LM335Z t40p 
LM339 SOp 

t~~p ~~ 
LM377 t75p 

t~fs~AN t~ 

LINEAR ICs 

t~fs~ t= 
LM387 t20p 
LM389 95p 
LM391 tSOp 

t~~~N t::p 
LM394CH 300~ 
t~~n = LM711 70p 
LM725 300p 
LM733 &Op 
LM741 t8p 
LM747 70p 
LM748 35p 
LM1014 t50p 
LM1801 300p 
LM1830 250p 
LM1871 .450p 
LM1872 450p 
LM1886 700p 
LM1889 350p 
LM2917 200p 
LM3302 75p 

t~= ~~ 
LM3911 t2Sp 
LM3914 200p 

t~~l~ = 
~~l~~ ~~g~ 
M5151SL 500p 

~~~m ::p 
MC1310P tSO~ 
MC1413 75p 
MC1445 2SOp 
MC1458 38p 

~8l~~L ~= 
MC149S 70p 
MC3340P t20p 
MC3401 SOp 

~~~3 J~ 
~~~~;g = 
~kf~7,so~C: 
MNS221 A 600p 
NE531 t40p 
NE544 t50p 
NE555 t6p 
NE556 45p 
NE564 420p 
NE5S5 t20p 
NE566 tS5p 
NE5S7 t40p 

~m~ ~ 
NE592 &Op 
NE5532 130p 
NE5533 t40p 

~m~:p110p 

PLL02A ~~ 
RC413S SOp 

~~.~ 2r,: 
VOLTAGE REGULATORS ' 

FIXED PLASTIC 
1A +ve· 

~~ ~~ ~ 
BV • 7808 40p 

12V 7812 40p 
15V 7815 40p 7915 
18V 7818 40p 7918 
24V 7824 40p 7924 
5V 100mA 78L05 30p 79L05 
SV 1 OOmA 78L06 30p 
SV 1 OOmA 78L08 30p 

12V100mA 78L12 30p 79L12 
15V100mA 78L15 30p 79L15 

0.125" 
11L209 Red tOp 
TIL211 Gr 12p 
11L212 Yel tSp 
0.2" 
11L220 Red tOp 
11L222 Gr t2p 
11L228 Vel t5p 
Rectangu lar 
LEDsiR.G.Yl 30o 

"•""191·11.•· 

SAD1024A £9 
SFF96364 800p 

~~~~m = 5N76488 450p 
5N76660 t20p 
SN87489 400p 
5N76495 400p 
SP8515 750p 
1A7120 t50p 
1A7130 t&Op 
1A7204 200p 

i~~m t~C: 
1A7310 tSOp 
19A6419X1 £4 
19A800 
19A810 
19A820 
19A920 
19A950 
1C9109 
1CA210 
1CA220 
1CA270 

TDA1010 
1DA1022 
1DA1024 
TDA1170 
TDA2003 
TDA200S 
TDA2020 
1L064 
1L071181 
1L072182 
TL074 
1L083 
1L084 
1L094 
1L170 
1 L430C 
1M51601 

1802CE 
2650A 
6502 
S502A 
6800 
6802 
6805E2L 
6809 
68909 
6809E 
8035 
8039 
BOSOA 
BOSSA 
8088 £t8 
8748 t 800p 
IN58060 £11 
1M51S01 £t2 
1MS9980 £20 
1M59995 £t2 
zs £24 

~~A ~ 
ZSOB ~ . 

1M'M•1mt1 
2101-4A 400p 
2102-3L t20p 
21079 SOOp 
2111A 300p 
21 .12-A 300p 

m~-2L = 
4027-3 300p 
4116-15 t20p 
411S-20 90p 
4118-3 450p 
4164-2 400p 
481SAP-3 270p 
5101 300p 
551S 750p 
S11S-3 420p 
S11SLP-3 5SOp 
6514-45 200p 
6810 t20p 
745189 tSOp 
74S201 3SOp 
74S289 tSOp 
93415 600p 
93425 600p 

CR1S545 
CR15027 
CR15037 
EF93S5 £45 
EF9366 £45 

~g~~5P6~~ 
MC6847 650p 
SFF96364 £8 
1M59918 £60 
1MS9927 £t8 
1MS9928 £20 
1M59929 £20 

AM2SLS31 

AM26LS32t
2
Sp 

07002 ~~ 
DACSO £28 
DM8131 275p 
DP8304 250p 
DS3S91 300p 
DS8830 t40p 
DS8831 t40p 
DS8832 250p 
058833 22Sp 
05883S tSOp 
058838 22Sp 
LF13201 450p 
MC1488 SSp 
MC1489 SSp 
MC3418 9SOp 
MC3446 2SOp 
MC3480 8SOp 
~g~~ 500p 
MC4024 ~~~ 
MC4044 325p 
MC14411 675p 
MC144t2 750p 
75107 90p 

~~mm 1~~ 
75121122 t40p 
75150P t20p 
75154 t40p 
75182 90p 
753S5 tSOp 
7545112 72p 
75453/4 72p 
7549112 65p 
8126 t20p 
8128 t20p 
8195/9S 90p 
8197/98 90p 

£26 
£20 
£20 
£22 
£23 
£28 
£28 
£42 
£41 
£t5 

S50p 

MC14411 700p 
COM811S BOOp 
47029 7SOp .,. 
AY-3-1015P 

AY-5-1013tOOp 

COM8017 ~gg~ 
~~m~ ;~~ 

El'*'f* 
(1EX100L) 
24 pin 600p 

~~~~ ~~c 

1A SOV 
1A l OOV 
1A 400V 
1A 600V 
2A 50V 
2A 100V 
2A 400V 
3A 200V 
3A 600V 
4A 100V 
4A 400V 
SA 50V 
SA 100V lOOp 
SA 400V t20p 
1 OA 400V 200p 

BFX29 
BFX30 
BFX8415 
BFX8617 
BFXSS 
BFX89 
9FY50 
9FY5112 
9FY5S 
9FY90 
9RY39 
9SX19/20 
9U104 
9U105 
9U108 
9U109 
9U126 
9U180A 
9U205 
9U208 
9U406 
9UXSO 
9UY69C 
E310 
MJ802 
MJ2501 
MJ2955 
MJ3001 
MJ4502 
MJE340 
MJE2955 
MJE3055 
MPF102 
MPF103/4 
MPF105 
MP5AOS 
MP5A12 
MP5A13 
MPSA20 
MPSA42 
MPSA43 
MP5A5S 
MP5A70 
MP5A93 
MP5UOS 
MPSU07 
MPSU45 
MPSUS5 
11P29A 
11P29C 
11P30A 
11P30C 
11P31A 
11P31C 
11P32A 
11P32C 

~ifljji!jjif!i!.ii•iil.zsliA 4oov 40op 

UHF 

SMHz UHF 
37

5p 
450p 

ld;Ffil,!fj 
32.768KHz 

tOOp 
100KHz 250p 
200KHz 260p 
FreqinMHz 
1.0 290p 
1.008 275p 
1.8432 2t0p 
2.00 22Sp 
2.457SO 2t0p 
2.5 2SOp 
2.662 2SOp 
3.27S tSOp 
3.5795 tOOp 
3.68S 300p 
4.00 tSOp 
4.194 200p 
4.43 110p 
4.608 2SOp 
4.915 2SOp 
5.0 175p 
5.0SS £2 s.o tSOp 
S.144 tSOp 
7.0 1SOp 
7.168 t75p 
8.00 t75p 
8.BS t 7Sp 
10.00 175p 
10.5 250p 
10.7 tSOp 
12.00 tSOp 
14.318 t7Sp 
14.75S 2SOp 
15.00 200p 
16.00 200p 
17.7 200p 
18.00 200p 
18.432 tSOp 
19.968 tSOp 
20.00 200p 
24.00 £2 
2S.S90 150p 
27.145 200p 
38.SSS7 t75p 
48.0 175p 
55.5 400p 
11S 300p 
145.80 250p 

E!!~il 
MK3805 £TBA 
MM58174 700p 
M5M5832 500p 

5AA5020 600p 
5AA5030 700p 
5AA5041 £16 
5AA5050 900 

llji'f;!l'jUI;f•i 
3A 400V 100p 
SA 600V t40p 
12A 400V t60p 
1SA 100V tSOp 
16A 400V t80p 
C10SD 45p 
MCR101 36p 
11C44 27p 
2N3525 130p 
2N4444 tBCp 
2N50SO 30p 
2N5064 35p 

6or 12V OC 
Coil SPOT2A 
24V DC 1SOp 
6or12V OC 
Coil DPOT5A 
24VDC 
240V AC 200p 
6or12VDC 
Coi I SPOT 1 OA 
24VOC 
240VAC 22Sp 

P:Ut11!;fW 
2.7V·33V 
400mW 
1W 

85 

CD(3CB Micro Computer 

Please phone for availability BBC Model B £399 
(incl.VAT) 

i Carr£8/unit 
/ A Model A to Model B 

m upgrade kit £50 

WORD PROCESSOR 'VIEW 
16KROME52 

Individual upgrade? also 
available 

TELETEXT ADAPTOR £195 
PRESTEL ADAPTOR £90 
2nd PROCESSOR 6502 £170 
2nd PROCESSOR Z80 £290 

FLOPPY DISC INTERFACE 
incl. 1.2 Operating System 

£95 & £20 installation 

BBC FLOPPY DISC DRIVES 
Single Drive SVi" 100K£235+£6 carr. 
Double Drive SW' 800K£799+£8 carr, 
BBC COMPATIBLE DRIVES 
These are drives with TEAC FD50 mechanism 
and are complete with power supply 
SINGLE: 100K£190; 200K£260; 400KE340 
DUAL: 200K £360; 400K£490; 800K£610 
DRIVE CABLES: SINGLE £8 DUAL£12 

ACORN SOFT/BBC SOFT/GAMES PADDLES IN STOCK OFFICIAL U]ZI7[3 DEALER 

CASSETTE RECORDER 
BBC Compatible Cassette Recorder with 
Counter and Remote Control 
£26.50 + £1.50 carr. 
Cassette Leads £3.50 
Computer Grade Cassettes 
£0.50 each. £4.50 for 10 + £1 carr 

NEC PC 8023 BE - C 
1 ClOi 'S, 80 cols 
Logic Seeking, Bi- 
direction-il, 
Forward and Reverse 
Line Feed, 
Proportional Spacing, 
Auto Underline, 
Hi-Res and Block 
Graphics, Greek Char. 
Set. 
Only £345+ £8 carr. 

RUGBY ATOMIC CLOCK 
This Z80 micro controlled clock/calendar receives coded time data from NPL Rugby. The clock never 
needs to be reset. The facilities include 8 indepen- 
dent alarms and for each alarm there is a choice of 
melody or alternatively these can be used for 
electrical switching. A separate timer allows 
recording of up to 240 lap times without interrupt- 
ing the count. Expansion facilities provided. 

See July/August'82 ETI for details. 
Built.and tested £145-l-£2 p&p. 

MICROTIMER 
6502 Based Programmable clock timer with 224 switching times/week cycle 
■jy 24-hour 7-day timer 
•k 4 independent switch outputs directly 

interfacing to thyristor/triacs 
if 6 digit 7 seg. display to indicate real time, ON/OFF and Reset times 
if Output to drive day of week switch and 

status LfDs. , 
Full details on request. Price for kit £57 

MONITORS 
MICROVITEC 1431 14inCr setlour Monitor£249+£« carr 
MICROVII EC 2i-11 20in Colon VIonitorfSIS+EScarr 
KAGA 12ir 'tGB N .n;tor£255+£8 can- 
Lead for KAGA '.3B£1' .-o 
SANYO Hi Res Green Monitor £99+£o carr 

PRINTERS 

SEIKOSHAGP100A 
80 cols 30 CPS Full ASCII 8t Graphics 

^ 10" wide paper 4 
Now only £160 + £6 carr. 
Ask for details on GP 250A 

Parallel Printer lead for BBC/Atom to most printers £13.50 
Variety of interfaces, ribbons in stock. 
2,000 fan fold sheets 91/2 *11 £13.50+£3 p&p 

£ ACORN ATOM fe 
Basic Built £135. Expanded £175 
(Carr £3 per unit) 
Atom Disc Pack £299-(-£6 carr 3A5V Regulated PSU£26+£2 carr ■ 
Phone or send for our BBC Atorp 
list 

EPSON RX 80 and FX 80 
RX 80 100CPS 80 col Tractor Feed 

FX 80 160CPS 80 cols 
F & T Feed Logic seeking 
/bi-di ectional. 

Bit Image Printing 
J 9x9 Mat x 

Auto Undfline 
Centronix 8, Bit 

Parallel Interface 
:■ as standard 

RX 80 £298 FX 80 £438 
(£8 Can/Printer) 

ID 
CONNECTORS (Speedblocktype) 

No of Header Recep- Edge ways Plug tacte Conn. 
10 90p 90p 200p 
20 145p 125p 240p 
26 175p 150p 300p 
34 ZOOp 160p 380p 
49 220p 190p 550p 
50 235p 200p 600p 

□ CONNECTORS 
No. of ways 9 15 25 37 MALE Solder 90p. 130p 160p 250p Angled 160p 23Op 285? 425p 

FEMALE 
Solder 110p IMP 21^ JMp Angled 176| "P Hoods 96p 95p 96p 125P 

CONNECTOR SYSTEMS 
ii imppr IFAD^ 1 AMPHENOL JUMPER LcADo oriMMcrTOR 

24" Ribbon Cable with Headers 
14pin 16pin 24pin 40pin 1 end 145p 165p 240p 380p 2 ends 210p 230p 345p 540p 

24" Ribbon Cable with Sockets 
20pin 26pin 34pin 40pin 

1 end l&Op 21 Op 270p 300p 2 ends 290p 38Sp 490p 540p Ribbon Cable with D. Conn. 25-way Male 500p. Female 550p 

RS ?32 C(- )INS (25 way D) 
24" Single end Male £5.50 
24" Single end Female £6.00 
24" Female-Female £11.00 
24" Male-Male £10.00 
24" Male-Female £11.50 

OIL HEADERS Solder IDC Type Type 14pin 40p 100p 16pin 50p 110p 24pin 100p 150p 40pin 200p 225p 

CONNECTORS 
36 wi, r. Ider Type Plug (Centronix typei 
36 way Solder Socket (Centronix type) 
SBwayl V "lug 

ce rro < type) 24 way Solder Plug 
(lEFSty-ei 

24 way S Ide1 Socket 
24 way IDC Plug 

RIBBON 
CABLE 

EURO 
COP JECTORS (Indirect Edge Conn.) 

0IN SID 'lug Skt 
41617 21 way 170p 170p 
4161731 Wt IWp IWp 
416122® ay 250p 320p 
A gedl 32 way 32Sp 375p 4 6123x31 a\ 275p 3a0p 
A, red3x32way - 400p 2x32 w n IDC e+c - 525p 
(foi 2x32 way specify a+h or 
a-t-c) 

EDGE 
CONNECTORS 

2x18 way 
2x22 way 
2x23 way 
2x25 way 
1x43 way 
2x43 way 2x50 way 
1x77 way 
S100 Conn. 

ZOOp 170p 
ZtOp 
225p 220p 
260p 
395p 

MICRODOCTOR £295 
This is not a logic analyser or 
an oscilloscope. It tests a 
microsystem and gives a ^ 
printed reprint on RAM, ROM 
and I/O - it will print > 
memory map, search for 
code, check dataline shorts f 
and operates peripherals. ^ 
Microdoctor complete with j 
psu, printer probe cable 
and two configuration 
boards. _ I 

NEW COMPREHENSIVE CATALOGUE AVAILABLE 
PLEASE SEND FOR PRICE LIST 

SOFTY II INTELLIGENT PP U 4 R/. IMER . = =nH -4r SPECIAL OFFER 
The comp ite microprocuc; or e lopn.er . 'stoi.i t Engineers and ( 
Hobbyists. You can develop prcgram' aug, verify and commit to . 2! EPROMS or use ii ost compute bV u®ln9 foftV as a romulator. Power- 3! ful f ting facilities permit hytes, blocks of byte; hanged deleted or 4116.2 inserted and memory center, can be observed on ordinary TV. 4164-2 * 
Accepts most+5vEproms. , . , jt.oo Bite1. 3' Softy II complete with PSU, TV Lead and Romulator lead £169 6Mor   

UV ERASERS 
UV1B up to 6 Eproms £47.50 
UV1T with Timer £60 
UV140 Up to 14 Eproms 
£61.50 
UV141 with Timer £78 
(Carr £2/eraser) 

| All erasers are fitted with 
mains switches and safety in- 
terlocks. 

'WIRELESS 
WORLD' 

PROJECTS 
Semiconductors inc. 
I. Cs., Tra nsi stors, 
Displays, Connectors and 
Sockets for most projects 

are stocked by us 

BOOKS 
(No VAT p&p £1) 

CMOS Cook Book £7-75 
CRT Controller H/Book   £7-95 Programming the Z80 £11-50 
Z80 Microcomp Handbook £6.95 Programming the 6502   £10.25 
6502 Assy. Lang £12.10 
6502 Applications £l0-20 
6502 Software Design   £9-05 
6502 Games   £10.25 Large selection of databooks, interfac- 
ing books, books on BBC, etc in stock. Ask for our list. WW-12 
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7400 Hp 7401 lip 7402 lip 7403 IZp 7404 12p 7405 15p 7406 lip 7407 18p 7408 14p 7409 14p 7410 14p 16p 7411 7412 14p 7413 16p 7414 18p 7416 18p 7417 lip 7420 14p 7421 18p 7422 ZOp 7423 lip 7425 18p 7426 18p 7427 18p 7428 18p 7430 14p 7432 16p 7433 22p 7437 22p 7438 ZZp 7439 ZSp 7440 15p 7441 SSp SOp 7442A 7443 70p 7444 7Op 7445 SOp 7446A SOp 36p 7447A 7448 45p 7450 15p 7451 15p 7453 15p 7454 15p 7460 15p 7470 SOp 7472 ZSp 7473 ZSp 7474 IBp 7475 ZZp 7476 ZSp 7480 48p 7481 IZOp SSp 7482 7483A 36p 7484A Mp 7485 Mp 7486 18p 7489 170p 7490A ZOp 7491 35p 7492A ZSp 7493A Z4p 7494 35p 7495A SSp 7496 35p 7497 90p 74100 SOp 74104 SOp SSp 74105 74107 22p 74109 ZSp 74110 SOp 74111 55p 74112 170p 74116 SOp 74118 SSp 60p 74119 74120 60p 74121 ZSp 74122 SOp 74123 36p 30p 74125 74126 3 Dp 74128 36p 74132 SOp 74136 ZSp 74141 55p 74142 175p 74143 ZOOp 74144 ZOOp 74145 40p 74147 75p Mp 74148 74150 SOp 36p 74151A 74153 36p 74154 SOp 74155 36p 74156 40p 74157 3 ftp 74159 75p 74160 40p 74161 40p 74162 40p 74163 40p 74164 45p 74165 45p 74166 48p 74167 150p 74170 1Z0p 74172 ZSOp 74173 SOp 74174 SSp 74175 SOp 74176 40p 74177 ' 45p 74178 70p 74179 70p 74180 40p 74181 llSp 74182 40p 74184 90p 74185A 90p 74186 470p 74188 ZSOp 74190 45p 74191 45p 74192 45p 74193 45p 74194 40p 74195 40p 74196 40p 74197 40p 74198 SOp 

74C244 160p 74C245 IMp 74C373 160p 74C374 160p 

4032 Mp 4033 IZSp 4034 140p 4035 «P 4036 275 4037 no? 4038 no? 4039 290p 4040 40p 4041 40p 4042 40p 4043 40p 4044 40 p 4045 105p 4046 SOp 4047 45p 4048 SOp 4049 Z4p 4050 Z4p 4051 45p 4052 Mp 4053 SOp 4054 90p 4055 90p 4046 SOp 4059 450p 4060 SSp 4063 90p 4066 27p 4067 ZZSp 4068 14p 4069 14p 4070 14p 4071 14p 4072 14p 4073 14p 4075 14p 4076 48p 4077 16p 4078 16p 4081 14p 4082 15p 4086 SSp 4089 12Sp 4093 24p 4094 SOp 4095 4096 75p 70p 4097 ZSOp 4098 90p 4099 lOOp 4500 575p 4502 Mp 4503 45p 4504 75p 4505 4O0p 4506 SSp 4507 35p 4508 13 Op 4510 45p 4511 45 p 4512 48p 4514 IZOp 4515 no? 4516 55p 4518 40p 4520 50p 4521 90p 4522 IZOp Mp 4526 4527 Mp 4528 Mp 4532 70p 4534 400p 4536 270p 4538 SOp 4539 70p 4543 75p 4553 245p 4555 35p 4556 35p 300p 4557 4560 IZOp 4566 IMp 4568 4569 ZSOp 170p 4572 SOp 4583 SOp 4584 40p 4585 75p 40014 40p 40085 SOp 40097 45p 40102 140p 40103 170p 40105 no? 40106 40p 40109 lOOp 40110 275p 40163 BOp 40174 SOp 40175 75p 40193 75p 40244 IMp 40245 180p 40257 1Mp 40373 IMp 40374 IMp 14495 300p 14500 700p 14599 ZSOp 

AU/S81 11DUP ADC0808 99Dp AN 103 200p AY1-0212 7C0p AY1-1320 22Sp AY1-5050 99p AY3-1270 750p AY3-1350 350p AY3-8910 440p AY3-8912 62Sp AY5-3600 BOOp AY5-4007D £6 CA3028A 120p CA3019 BOp CA3046 7Op C A3048 220p CA3059 285p CA3060 350p CA3080E 70p CA3086 4Sp CA3089E ZOOp CA3090AQ 400p CA3130E 90p CA3130T 110p CA3140E SOp CA3140T SOp • CA3160E 100? CA3161E 150p CA3162E 450p CA3189E 300p CA3240E 110? CA3280G ZOOp D7002C 420p DAC0800 £2 DAC08O8 £2 HA1366 ISSp HA1388 270p ICL7106 700p ICL7660 ZOOp ICL7611 95p ICL8038 300p ICM7216B £16 ICM7217 750p ICM7555 60p ICL7611 SOp LC7120 300p LC7130 325p LC7137 270p LF347 150p 

LF13331 lOOp LM10C 325p LM1011 480p LM301A 25p LM308N 75p LM310 IZOp LM311 7Op LM318 150p LM319 215p LM324 30p LM334Z SOp LM335Z 140p LM339 SOp LM348 65p LM358P 60p LM377 175p LM380 75p LM381AN IMp 

5V 100mA 78L05 6V 100mA 78L06 8V 100mA 78L08 12V 100mA 78L12 15V 100mA 78L15 

LM382 IZOp LM386 SOp LM387 IZOp LM389 SSp LM391 ISOp LM392 N 60p LM393 lOOp LM394CH 300p LM709 36p 

LM725 300p LM733 BOp 

LM1014 ISOp LM1801 300p LM1830 ZSOp LM1871 450p LM1872 450p LM1886 700p LM1889 3S0p LM2917 ZOOp LM3302 75p LM3900 SOp LM3909 SSp LM3911 IZSp LM3914 ZOOp LM3915 ZOOp LM3916 225p LM13600 llOp M51513L ZSOp M51516L SOOp MB3712 ZOOp MB3730 400p MC1310P ISOp MCI 413 75p MCI 445 ZSOp MC1458 36p MC1493 lOOp MC1495L 35Op MCI 496 70p MC3340P IZOp MC3401 SOp MC3403 75p MF10 ZSOp MK50240 SOOp MK50398 700p ML920 SOOp MM57160 620p MN6221A 600p NE531 140p NE544 ISOp NE555 16p NE556 45p NE564 42Op NE565 IZOp NE566 ISSp NE567 140p NE570 410p NE571 4O0p NE592 60p NE5532 130p NE5533 140p NE5534P 11Op NE5534AP IZOp PLL02A SOOp RC4136 60p 
S566B 225p SAA1900 £16 

-ve 40p 7905 45p 40p 7906 45p 4Op 7908 45p 40p 7912 45p 40p 7915 45p 40p 7918 45p 40p 7924 45p 30p 79L05 45p 30p SOp SOp 79L12 SOp SOp 79L15 SOp 

SAD1024A £3 SFF96364 SOOp SN76131 125p SN76477 450p SN76488 450p SN76660 IZOp SN87489 400p SN76495 40Op SP8515 TSOp TA7120 ISOp TA7130 ISOp TA7204 ZOOp TA7205 SOp TA7222 ISOp TA7310 ISOp TBA641BX1 £4 TBA800 BOp TBA810 lOOp TBA820 Mp TBA920 ZOOp TBA950 225p TC9109 SOOp TCA210 3 SOp TCA220 3SOp TCA270 350p TCA940 175p TCA965 IZOp TDA1004A £3 TDA1008 320p TDA1010 ZOOp TDA1022 SOOp TDA1024 IZOp TDA1170 300p TDA2003 326p TDA2006 350p TDA2020 320p TL064 lOOp TL071/81 ZSp TL072/82 45p TL074 lOOp 

TL094 ZOOp TL170 SOp TL430C 70p TMS1601 IZOOp UA1003-3 S35p UA2240 150p UAA170 170p ULN2003A 75p ULN2004 75p ULN2068 ZSOp ULN2802 ZOOp ULN2804 ISOp UPC575 275p UPC592H ZOOp UPC1156H £3 UPC1185H £5 XR2206 SOOp XR2207 375p XR2211 575p XR2216 675p XR2240 IZOp ZN134 £23 ZN414 SOp ZN419C 180p ZN423E 130p ZN424E 130p ZN425E 350p ZN426E SOOp - ZN427E SSOp ZN428E 410p ZN1034E ZOOp ZN1040E 670p ZNA234 850p 

1802CE SSOp 2650A £12 6502 SSOp 6502A SOOp 6800 225p 6802 ZSOp 6805E2L £18 6809 SSOp 68B09 £12 6809E £12 8035 3SOp 8039 300p 8080A ZSOp 8085A SSOp 8088 £18 8748 1800p INS8060 £11 TMS1601 £12 TMS9980 £20 TMS9995 £12 Z8 £24 Z80 ZSOp Z80A 320p Z80B £9. 

8288 £11 8755 £16 9902 £3 TMS4500 £14 TMS9928 £30 Z8OP10 ZSOp Z80AP10 ZSOp Z80CTC ZSOp Z80ACTC ZSOp Z80ADART 700p Z80ADMA £9 Z80SI 0/1/2 £9 

CRT6545 SOOp CRT5027 £18 CRT5037 £18 EF9365 £45 EF9366 £45 MC6845 650p MC6845SP £12 MC6847 650p SFF96364 £8 TMS9918 £60 TMS9927 £18 TMS9928 £20 TMS9929 £20 

2516( + 5v) ZSOp 2532 375p 2532-30 700p 2564 £8 2708 ZSOp 2716(+5v) ZSOp 2764-25 £5 TMS2716 £7 

AD558CJ 775p AD561J £14 AD7581 IISOp AM25S10 350p AM25LS2521 £2 AM26LS31 125p AM26LS32 IZSp D7002 4Mp DAC80 £28 DM8131 275p DP8304 ZSOp DS3691 300p DS8830 140p DS8831 140p DS8832 ZSOp DSBB33 ZZSp DSB836 ISOp DS8838 ZZSp LF13201 450p MC1488 SSp MC1489 SSp MC3418 SSOp MC3446 ZSOp MC3480 SSOp MC3486 SOOp MC3487 300p MC4024 325p MC4044 3ZSp MC144n 675p MCI 4412 750p 75107 SOp 75110/12 ISOp 75114/15 IMp 75121/22 140p 75150P IZOp 75154 140p 75182 90p 75365 ISOp 75451/2 72p 75453/4 72p 75491/2 SSp 8T26 IZOp . 8T28 IZOp 8T95/96 90p 8T97/98 90p 

81LS95/96 BOp 81LS97/98 Mp 88LS120 SSOp 9602 220p 9637AP IMp ZN425E-8 350p ZN426E-8 350p ZN427E £6 ZN428E-8 450p 

1 
8271 £26 8272 £20 FD1771 £20 FD1791 £22 FD1793 £23 FD1795 £28 FD1797 £28 FD2793 £42 FD2797 £42 WD1691 £15 WD2143 SSOp 

R03-2513 U.C. 750p LC. 700p DM86564 £12 MC66760 750p SN74S262AN £10 

AY5-2376 700p 74C922 SOOp 74C923N SOOp 

MCI 4411 700p COM8116 MOp | 4702B 750p 

Spin 9p 18 pin 16p 24 pin 14 pin lOp 20 pin 18p 28 pin 16 pin lip 22 pin 22p 40 pin 

LM309K 1A 5V 140p ' LM317KT03 ZSOp 7 LM317T lOOp 7 LM337T ZZSp 7 LM323K3A 5V 450p 7 LM350T 35Op 7 LM723N SOp H TL494 SOOp L TL497 £3 7 78S40 ZZSp S 

2N5777 40 p TIL32 SSp OCP71 180p TtL78 SSp ORP12 120D TIL31A 120p ORP60 IZOp T1L81 SOp ORP61 IZOp TIL100 75p 
74C925 £4 74C926 £5 74C928 £6 7216B £20 ZN1040 67Op 

ILD74 130p TIL111 MCT26 lOOp TIL112 MCS2400 190p TIL113 MOC3020 ISOp TIL116 ILQ74 240p 

4-wav SOp B-way 120p 6-wav £10Sp lO-way ISOp 4116-20 Mp 
Most items 

despatched by 
return of post 
Ask for our 

detailed 
price list . 

0.125" TIL209 Red lOp I TIL211 Gr 12p TIL212Yel 15p 
0.2" TfL220 Red 10p T(L222 Gr 12p TfL228 Yel 15p Rectangular LEDslR.G.Y) 30o 

FND357 IZOp FND500 SOp FND507 90? MAN3640 ZOOp MAN4640 ZOOp NSB5881 570p T(L311 MOp TtL312/3 llOp TIL321/3 130p TIL330 140p 7750/60 ZOOp Bargraph ZZSp 
DL704 I40p DL707 Red 140p 

BFX29 40p BFX30 27p 1 BFX84/5 Op BFX66/7 27p BFX88 27p BFX89 180p BFVSO 24p BFV51/2 24p BFY56 33p BFY90 Mp BRY39 45p BSX19/20 24p BUI 04 ZZSp BU105 190p BUI 08 ZSOp BUI 09 ZZSp BU126 ISOp BU180A IZOp BU205 ZOOp BU208 ZOOp BU406 145p BUX80 MOp BUY69C 350p £310 SOp MJ802 400p MJ2501 ZZSp MJ2955 SOp MJ3001 ZZSp MJ4502 400p MJE340 Mp MJE2955 lOOp MJE3055 7Op MPF102 40p MPF103/4 30p MPF105 30p MPSA06 30p MPSA12 SOp MPSA13 SOp MPSA20 SOp MPSA42 SOp MPSA43 SOp MPSA56 32p MPSA70 SOp MPSA93 40p MPSU06 63p MPSU07 SOp MPSU45 90p MPSU65 78p TIP29A SSp TIP29C 40p TIP30A SSp TiP30C 40p TIP31A 40p TIP31C 45p TjP32A 45p TIP32C 40p | TIP33A 70p 

TIP33C Mp TIP34A SOp TIP34C IZOp TIP35A IZOp TIP35C 140p TIP36A 140p TIP36C ISOp TtP41 A SOp TIP41C SSp TIP42A Mp TIP42C SSp TIP54 ISOp 

TIP142 IZOp TIP147 IZOp TIP2955 78p TIP4055 70p TtS93 SOp ZTX108 12p ZTX300 13p ZTX452 45p ZTX500 15p ZTX502 16p ZTX504 18p ZTX552 SSp ZTX652 Mp ZTX752 70p VN66AF 72p VN10KM Mp VN66 BOp 2N697 ZSp 2N698 45p 2N706A SOp 2N708 SOp 2N918 45p 2N930 18p 2N1131/2 36p 2N1613 ZSp 2N1711 ZSp 2N2102 70p 2N2160 SSOp 2N2219A ZSp 2N2222A ZSp 2N2369A 17p 2N2484 ZSp 2N2646 40p 2N2904/5 ZSp 2N2906A ZSp 2N2907A ZSp 2N2926 9p 2N3053 ZSp 2N3054 55p 2N3055 35p 2N3442 140p 2N3553 240p 

i 24p 8 pin i ZSp 14 pin 
i 30p 16 pin 

ZN3584 ZSOp 2 N 3643/4 48p 2N3702/3 lOp 2N3704/5 lOp 2N3706/7 lOp 2N3708 lOp 2N3773 ZOOp 2N3819 20p 2N3820 40p 2N3823 SOp 2N3866 90p 2N3902 700p 2N3904 15p 2N4037 SSp 2N4123/4 27p 2N4125/6 27p 2N4401/3 ZSp 2N4427 SOp 2N4871 BOp 2N5087 27p 2N5089 27p 2N5172 27p 2N5191 90p 2N5245 40p 2N 5401 Mp 2N5459 30p 2 N 5460 Mp 2N5485 SSp 2N 5875 ZSOp 2N6027 30p 2N6052 SOOp 2N6059 325p 2N6107 65p 2N6247 190p 2N6254 130p 2N6290 SSp 2SC1306 lOOp 2SC1307 150p 2SC1957 90p 2SC1969 ISOp 2SC2028 SOp 2SC2029 ZOOp 2SC2078 IMp 2SC2335 ZOOp 2SC2612 ZOOp 3N128 IZOp 3N140 IZOp 3N141 110p 3N201 11Op 3N204 ZOOp 40290 ZSOp 40361/2 75p 40408 90p 40409 lOOp 40410 lOOp 40594 IZOp 

AY-3-1015P 300p AY-5-1013P 300p COM8017 SOOp IM6402 450p TR1602 MOp 

(TEX TOOL) 24 pin MOp 28 pin SOOp 40 pin £10 

ZSp 18 pin SOp 24 pin 70p SSp 20 pin Mp 28 pin SOp 40p 22 pin SSp 40 pin lOOp 
40673 75p 40871/2 lOOp 

mmm HOT" 
6MHzUHF 375p 8MH2UHF 
[Mrl'M 

450p 
MUSI 

32.768KHz lOOp lOOKHz ZSOp 200KHz ZSOp Freq in MHz 1.0 ZSOp 1.008 275p 1.8432 ZlOp 2.00 ZZSp 2.45760 ZlOp 2.5 ZSOp 2,662 ZSOp 3.276 ISOp 3,5795 lOOp 3.686 SOOp 4.00 150p 4.194 ZOOp 4.43 nop 4.608 ZSOp 4.915 ZSOp 5.0 175p 5.068 £2 6.0 ISOp 6.144 1 BOp 7.0 150p 7.168 175p 8.00 175p 8.86 175p 10.00 175p 10.5 ZSOp 10.7 150p 12.00 IMp 14.318 175p 14.756 ZSOp 15.00 ZOOp 16.00 ZOOp 17.7 ZOOp 18.00 ZOOp 18.432 ISOp 19.968 150p 20.00 ZOOp 24.00 £2 26.690 ISOp 27.145 ZOOp 38,6667 175p 48.0 175p 55,5 400p 116 SOOp 145.80 ZSOp 

MK3805 ETBA MM58174 700p MSM58325O0p 

Mf 
SAA5020 600p SAA5030 700p SAA5041 £16 SAA5050 SOOp 

BY127 12p BYX36300 20p OA47 8p OA90/91 9p OA95 9p OA200 9p OA202 lOp 1N914 4p 1N916 7p 1N4148 4p 1N4001/2 5p IN 4003/4 6p 1N4005 6p 1N4006/7 7p IN 5404/5 14p IN 5404/7 19p IS920 9p 

3A 400V SOp 6A 400V 70p 6A 500V SSp 8A 400V 75p 8A 500V 95p 12A 400V SSp 12A500V 105p 16A40bV nop 16A 500V 130p T2800D 130p 

3A 400V lOOp 8A 600V 140p 12A 400V IMp 16A100V 180p 16A 400V 180p C106D 45p MCR101 36p TIC44 27p 2N3525 130p 2N4444 18Cp 2N5060 SOp 2N5064 35p 

1A 50V 19p 1A 100V 20p 1A 400V ZSp 1A 600V 30p 2A 50V 30p 2A 100 V 35p 2A 400V 45p 3A 200V Mp 3A 600V 72p 4A 100 V SSp 4A 400V lOOp 6A 50V Mp 6A 100V lOOp 6A 400V IZOp 10A 400V ZOOp 25A 400V 400p 

6 or 12V DC Coil SPOT 2A 24V DC IMp 6 or 12V DC Coil DPDT 5A 24V DC 240V AC 200p 6 or 12V DC Coil SPOT 10A 24V DC 240V AC ZZSp 

2.7V-33V 400mW 9p 1W 15p 

IU •xiijTT.TT.I 
Iim#-l Wi-.7i» 
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BECDIAITURNS COUNIER DIALS 
Miniature type (22mm diam.). Counting up 
to 15 turn "Helipots". Brand new with 
mounting instructions. Only £2.50 each. 

*'VARIAC$' -SPECIAL PURCHASE* 
We now have a stock of used but excellent condi
tion, fully-tested, variable (0-260V) transformers at 
the following ratings. 
BERCO (enclosed) 2A ...................... £12.50+£1.50 pp 
BERCO (non-enclosed) SA .............. £25.00+£2.50 pp 
BERCO (non-enclosed) 1 OA ............ £28.00+£2.50 pp 
ZENITH (enclosed) BA ..................... £26.00+£2.50 pp 
Also available, small quantity of Heavy Duty and 3 
Phase Variacs. P.O.A. * AUDIO WATTMmRS * 
Switchable 1W & 10W FSD. Internal 3.5 & 8 Ohm 
load impedances. Housed in grey enamelled case 
6x6x3". Lar11e easy to read 3" sq. meter. Scope 

~~J:.~~v~:::;'ll~SJ.1 I~ternal load switchable 
3, 8, 15 & 600 Ohm. Meter scaled 0-50W (+dB 
scale). 5 Ranges from 5mW-50W FSD. Mains .. 
powered. £25 ( +£1 ). 
MARCONI TF893A. 1mW-10W Full scale in 5 
ranges. Impedances 2.5-20K Ohm in 48 steps. 
Direct calibration in Watts and dBm. £85 (+£2). 

GPO JACK SOCKET STRIPS. 20-WAY Type 320 (3-
pole) £2.50 ea. Type 520 (3-pole with switching 
contacts) £4 ea. Please include 35p each for 
postage on these. GPO type 316 jack plugs for 
above 20p ea. (10+ post free). Plus VAT please. 
Also recent stock of new, mint condition 720 Type, 
£6each. ** PHILIPS RF SIGNAL GENERATOR ** 
As new condition Philips PM 5326. AM/FM RF Sig
nal generator covering 0.1-125MHz. Integral 5 digit 
Frequency display. Mod AM & FM + Sweep facili
ties. 1 only available. 

P. F. RALFE ELECTRONICS 
10 CHAPEL STREET, LONDON, NW1 TEL: 01-723 8753 

- . ..l.j -.-1 "---

A bulk purchase of Advance series 'scopes enables 
us to offer the following fully reconditioned, guar
anteed units as follows. 

OS2000 20MHz dual-beam. 10mV/cm. (2002Y & 2003X P.l.s) £200. 

OS2100 30MHz dual-beam. 10mV/cm. (plug-in units as above) £230. 

OS2200 25MHz dual-beam. 10mV/cm STORAGE. 2005X plug-in £316. 

N.B. All these prices INCLUDE 15% VAT. Securicor despatch if required+ 

£10 ea. We also have in stock various optional plug-in units such as 

Differential (50uV) V-amp., Sweep-delay X-amp, etc. Please call for de

tails. For full spec SAE please. 

ADVANCE VM77D Millivoltmeters. 15Hz-4.5MHz. 1mV Full scale -300V 

AC£55 
WOELKE ME 104C. Wow & Flutter Meter £95 
AVO Type 1 LCR Component Bridge. 
WAYNE KERR AF Signal Generator Type S121 £75 
AIRMEC Wave Analysers Models 853 and 248A. 
CENTRONICS P1 Printer, one only. AND Type 663 Printer. 
ROHDE & SCHWARZ SDR Signal Generator. 300MHz-1 GHz. 
HEWLETT PACKARD 608C Signal Generator. 1 0-480MHz AM. 
MARCONI Component Bridge Model TF2700. (LC&R). 
OKIDATA CORP Series 3300 Hard-Disc Drives. 
TALLY Model220 Line Printers. 

BELL I HOWELL 
MICIIOFICIIE IIEWERS 

Type SA~. Screen size 9x5". 'Re
cent small guantity now avail. £55 

*SWEEPERS* 
TELONIC Sweep generator 
system type 2003. Fitted with 
Marker, attenuator, Detector plug
in units and Generator covering 
800-1500MHz. £325 

* DISC CARTRIDGES * 
BASF 12-Segment Single Hard 
Disc Cartridges. Brand new sur
plus stock. 

* FA:::.=RS * 
MUFAX 'COURIER' facsimile re-
ceivertype K441-CH and transmit
ters K400 AMCH in stock in excel
lent condition. 

PLEASE NOTE. All the pre-owned equipment shown has been carefully 

tested in our workshop and reconditioned where necessary. It is sold in 

first-class operational condition and most items carry a three months' 

guarantee. For our mail order customers we have a money-back scheme .. 

Repairs and servicing to all equipment at very reasonable rates. PLEASE 

ADD 15% VAT TO ALL PRICES. 

lll1!$l 

* DC POWER SUPPUES * 
1. APT.10459/8. Stabilised Regulated supplies. New 
stock arrival hence LOWER PRICES. Available in 
preset output voltages between 6 and 30V DC (state 
requirements) ±4V approx. Three sizes available, 
5A, 7'12A & 10A. Prices £20, £25 & £30 respectively 
(plus postage £2,£2.50 and £4). 
2. Mullard Dual supplies. Pos/Neg 12V @ 1A & 
0.4A. Dimensions 9x 4x5" . £10 ea. (+£1 p&p). 
3. Farnell Current limited. 13-17V DC@ 2A. £15.27-
32V DC@ 1A. £15 ( +£1 p&p). 
4. Lambda LXS Series supplied 110V AC Input. 5V 
@ 14A. £20 (+£2.50 p&p). Various other voltages 
available from stock in small quantity. 
5. Coutant 5/6V @ 5A. Small size (7x5x3"). £20 
(+£1). 
6. Variable 0-30V@ 1A. Volt-metered. £30. 
7. FarneiiSV Switching. 60A. £85. 

* RF SI&NAL &ENERATORS * 
ADVANCE Type E2. 100kHz-100MHz. Internal 
AM & Audio 0 / P. 1uV-100mV output. Price 
each £SO inc. VAT. 
TAYLOR Type 6BA/M. 100kHz-240MHz. Internal 
Modulation. £60 inc. VAT. 
All of these units are in full working condition 
and carry our usual 90-Day Warranty. In both 
cases please add £2 each for carriage. 

* IIW-YDI.T IIWIIBIIT,-- * 
MARCONI TF2800. Twelve ranges 1mV-300V 
FSD. Wide-band to 10MHz. · 
MARCONI TF2603. Frequency range SOkHz-
1.5GHz. High Sensitivity from 300uV. 
MARCONI TF2804. Electronic Multi-meter. 
AC/DC 300mV Full scale to 300V (1kV DC). Re
sistance ranged. AC Frequency range 20Hz-
1500MHz. 

* BRUEL I KJOER * 
Model 2006 Heterodyne Voltmeter. AM/FM/ 
Voltage measureJllents to 240MHz. 

* 
CLAUDE LYONS 240V AC 

REGULATORS * 
Small quantity available of constant voltage mains 
regulators. Continuous current rating 5A. Model 
no. CVR-1200. Input 204-252V. Output adjustable 
200-254V AC± 0.3%. 45-65Hz. Condition as new. 
(Dims- 11"x7" x6" . Weight 20Kgs). Price £95 • · 
+Carriage£5. 

* ROTRON INSTRUMENT * * COOUN& FAIS * * ~~~~~i.ed in excellent condition, fully * 
* 115V, 4.5x 4.5x1.5" £4.50. 230V £5. 115V. * 
* ifs~xb~~S~~f!~~~:~~C:e!~P· WN-10* 

Sowter 
Transformers 

6FT. PARABOLIC 
DISHES 

With 40 years' experience in the design and manufacture of several hundred 
thousand transformers we can supply : 

AUDIO FREQUENCY 
TRANSFORMERS OF EVERY TYPE 

YOU NAME IT! WE MAKE IT! 

OUR RANGE INCLUDES 
Microphone transformers (all types). Microphone Splitter/ Combiner transfor

mers. Input and Output transformers, Direct Injection transformers for Guitars, 

Multi-Secondary output transformers, Bridging transformers, Line transformers, 

Line transformers to G.P.O. Isolating Test Specification, Tapped impedance 

matching transformers, Gramophone Pickup transformers, Audio Mixing Desk 

transformers (all types), Miniature transformers, Microminiature transformers for 

PCB mounting, Experimental transformers, Ultra low frequency transformers, 

Ultra linear and other transformers for Transistor and Valve Amplifiers up to 500 

watts, Inductive Loop Transformers, Smoothing Chokes, Filter, Inductors, Ampli

fierto 100 volt line transformers (from a few watts up to 1,000 watts), 100 volt line 

transformers to speakers, Speaker matching transformers (all powers), Column 

Loudspeaker transformers up to 300 watts or more. _ 

We can design' for RECORDING QUALITY, STUDIO QUALITY. HI-FI QUALITY OR 

P.A. QUALITY. OUR PRICES ARE HIGHLY COMPETITIVE AND WE SUPPLY LARGE 

OR SMALL QUANTITIES AND EVEN SINGLE TRANSFORMERS. Many standard 

types are in stock and normal dispatch times are short and sensible. 
OUR CLIENTS COVER A LARGE NUMBER OF BROADCASTING AUTHORITIES, 

MIXING DESK MANUFACTURERS, RECORDING STUDIOS, HI-FI ENTHUSIASTS, 

BAND GROUPS, AND PUBLIC ADDRESS FIRMS. Export is a speciality and we 

have overseas clients in the COMMONWEALTH, E. E. C., USA, MIDDLE EAST, etc. 

Send for our questionnaire which, when completed, enables us to post quota-

• tions by return. 

E. A. Sowter Ltd. 
Manufacturers and Designers 

E. A . SOWTER LTD. {Eateblished 1941) : Reg. No. England 303990 

The Boat Yard, Cullingham Road, Ipswich IP1 2EG, Suffolk 
P_O. Box 36,1pswich, IP1 2EL, England 
Phone: 047352794and0473219390 

Telex 987703G Sowter 

WW - 023 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 

FROM ONLY £85 PLUSV.A.T. 

6ft. dia. dishes, feed horns and electronics for 
use in 4GHz satellite reception. GaAs Fet tran
sistors, SMA connectors, P.T.F.E., etc. available. 

Please send s.a.e. for full details and data sheets. 

Harrison Bros. 
Electronic Distributors 

22 Milton Road, Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex SSO 7JX 
Tel. South.end (0702) 332338 

WW - 059 FoR FURTHER DETAILS 
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Weighing in at only 35 grams, 
and sitting lightly on the ears, the 
Danavox HMT 808 is probably the 
most comfortable headset on the 
market. 

Particularly as it can be worn f 
either over the head. or under the -~f_-
chin. 

And for such an advanrect piece :f 
of equipment, it's also remarkably r 
easy on the pocket. (. 

It has a multiple version r 
microphone. either magnetiC or 
electret. with a noise cancelling 

f 
l 
( 
f 

feature and pre-amp for matching 
communications systems_ 

Servicing and repairs are readily 
available. as the components are all 
easily replarect_ 

And naturally, Danavox quality 
means it carries the Dana vox 
guarantee. 

If you'd like to hear more, contact 
John Carter. 

loanavoxl 
Danavox (Great Blitain) Umit.OO. 1 Cl1eyne Walk. Northampton. NN 1 5Pf 

Tel: Northampton (0004) 36351 Telex: 312395 

WW- 069 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 
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    , MARCONI SIGNAL , 
GENERATORS * 

H TF2002A/S (illustrated) 
trzr:~*si oi<Hz-72MHz.am/fm.mo P ITF2002. As above but AM 

only. £450 
MARCONI TF1066B/1. AM/FM Generator. 
10-470MHz, 0.2uV-200mV output, FM De- 
viation up to ± 100kHz. £550 
MARCONI TF995A/5. AM/FM it )rator. 
Narrow deviation model 995 covering 1.5- 
220MHz. £450. TF995B/5 £525. MARCONI TF1064B/S. AM/FM iijnal gen- 
erator covering in three ranges 8 108, 
118-185 and 450-470MHZ. FM fixed devia- 
tions of 3.5 & 10kH: A fixed 30%. £225 
'DOLRY'NOISE WEIGHIINGHLTERS ★ 

P. F. RALFE ELECTR 3NICS 
10 CHAPEL STREET, LONDON, NW1 

' * m an f 
TEL: 01-723 8753 

* DC POWER SUPPUES ★ 1. APT. 10459/8. Stabilised Regulated supplies. New 
stock arrival hence LOWER PRICES. Available in 
preset output voltages between 6 and 30V DC (state 
requirements) ±4v approx. Three sizes available, 
5A, 7ViA & 10A. Prices £20, £25 & £30 respectively (plus postage £2, £2.50 and £4). ^ « » 
2. Mullard Dual supplies. Pos/Neg 12V @ 1A & 0.4A. Dimensions 9x4x5". £10 ea. f+CI P&P)-  
3. Farnell Current limited. 13-17V DC @ 2A. £15. 27- 
32V DC @ 1 A. £15 ( + £1 p&p). 
4. Lambda LXS Series supplied 110V AC Input. 5V 
@ 14A. £20 (+£2.50 p&p). Various other voltages available from stock in small quantity. 
5. Coutant 5/6V @ 5A. Small size (7x5x3"). £20 
(+£1). 6. Variable 0-30V @ 1 A. Volt-mete red. £30. 
7. Farnell 5V Switching. 60A. £85. 
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Sowter 

Transformers 
With 40 years' experience in the design and manufacture of several hundred thousand transformers we can supply: 

AUDIO FREQUENCY 
TRANSFORMERS OF EVERY TYPE 

YOU NAME IT! WE MAKE IT! 
OUR RANGE INCLUDES 

Microphone transformers (all types), Microphone Splitter/Cdmtliner transfor- 
mers. Input and Output transformers, Direct Injection transformers for buitars, Multi-Secondary output transformers, Bridging transformers, Line transformers. 
Line transformers to G.P.O. Isolating Test Specification, gapped impedance matching transformers, Gramophone Pickup transformers. Audio Mixing Desk 
transformers (all types). Miniature transformers, Microminiature transformers for 
PCB mounting. Experimental transformers, Ultra low frequency transformers. 
Ultra linear and other transformers for Transistor and Valve Amplifiers up to bou 
watts. Inductive Loop Transformers, Smoothing Chokes, Filter, Inductors, Ampti- 
fierto 100 volt line transformers (from a few watts up to 1,000 watts), 100 volt line 
transformers to speakers, Speaker matching transformers (all powers). Column 
Loudspeaker transformers up to 300 watts or more. 
We can design for RECORDING QUALITY, STUDIO QUALITY, HI-FI QUALITY OR 
P A. QUALITY. OUR PRICES ARE HIGHLY COMPETITIVE AND WE SUPPLY LARGE 
OR SMALL QUANTITIES AND EVEN SINGLE TRANSFORMERS. Many standard types are in stock and normal dispatch times are short and sensible. 
OUR CLIENTS COVER A LARGE NUMBER OF BROADCASTING AUTHORITIES, 
MIXING DESK MANUFACTURERS, RECORDING STUDIOS, HI-FI ENTHUSIASTS, 
BAND GROUPS, AND PUBLIC ADDRESS FIRMS. Export is a speciality and we 
have overseas clients in the COMMONWEALTH, E.E.C., USA, MIDDLE EAST, etc. 
Send for our questionnaire which, when completed, enables us to post quota- 

'tions by return. 

E. A. Sowter Ltd. 
Manufacturer* and Deaigners 

E. A. SOWTER LTD. (Established 1941): Reg. No. England 303990 
The Boat Yard, Cullingham Road, Ipswich IP1 2EG, Suffolk 

P.O. Box36, Ipswich, IP1 2EL, England 
Phone: 0473 52794 and 0473 219390 

Telex 987703G Sowter 

Electronic Distributors 

22 Milton Road, Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex SS0 7JX 
Tel. So. tSend (0702) 332338  

6ft. dia. dishes, feed horns and electronics for 
use in 4GHz satellite reception. GaAs Fet tran- 
sistors, SMA connectors, P.T.F.E., etc. available. 
Please send s.a.e. for full details and data sheets. 

Harrison Bros, 

WW-023 FOR FURTHER DETAILS I WW - 059 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 
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l)e~ign m1 t:lectronic l)evice 
to help the l)i~bled 

Could you design a piece of equipment to help a disabled person? If so, you would- in 
addition to undertaking this worthy task- be eligible to win a substantial cash prize. 
Our competition is open to individuals or groups resident in the UK You register your entry using the form below, sending it 
to the Editor to arrive at his office not later than June 30th 1983. The designs themselves must be submitted to his office by 
1st October 1983. 
Entries, which will be judged by a group of eminent engineers and doctors, must consist of the following:- a statement of the 
design objectives; an overall description of the device; detailed circuit descriptions and diagrams; a model of the device or a 
model of a unique.aspect of the design sufficient to demonstrate its feasibility. 

The finalists will be invited to London to talk over their entries with the judges and be awarded t~eir prizes. The prizes are: 

and the 4 runners up will be awarded prizes each of 

£1,000 
To make sure you have the maximum time to undertake your design, return 

1 st prize £2,500 
2nd prize £1 ,500. 

yourentryformnow! ~ 

"DESIGNANELECTRONICDEVICETOHELPTHE w1·r:eless------ '"""6 
u~~s~;~~~Es 1 , COMPETITION I world ENTRY FORM 1. · l. The competition i~ open to U.K. rel'identsonly. 

:L Entrants can he individuals or groups. 
:t All participants must register their mterest in entering the competition on t he form 

n~~hi.1~~ew1~i~~-must he returned to the Wireless World Editorial Department hy the 

4. All entrants ag-ree to give Wireless World first serial publication rights to an article 
describing the entry. 

!J. All entrants indemnify Wireless World from any liability in respect of injury to people or 
damage to property arising from the use of the design. 
All submitted designs must he the original work of the entrant or entrants and must not 
infringe the rights of third parties in anyway. 

6. 

I. All submissions should con!-iist of: 
a) A statement of desi~n objectives 
b) An overall descriptiOn of the 

device 
c) Detailed circuit descriptions and 

diagrams 
d) A model of the device or the 

~~~a~ie~~~~~e0!t~~est::;:its 
feasibility. 

8. The design will be judged on: 
a) Originality and benefit to the 

handicapped 
b) Potential for production 
c) Elegance of engineering design 
d) Electronics content 
e) Designreliability 
f) Simplicity of operation 
g) Freedom from excessive 

maintenance 
h) Safety. 
9. Software onlv solutions are not 

accepted. · 

IlL The judges' decision is final. 
11. All designs must he submitted to the 

Wireless World Editor hy the I st 
October 198:3 . 

1 ~. Shortlisted entrants must he prepared 
to travel to a venue in London 
sometime during November and 
December 1983 to demonstrate their 
design. All costs will he paid hy 
the journal. 

1:J. Employ<:~>s of Business Press 
International are not allowed to enter 
this competition. '-

I 
I 
I 

"Design an electronic device to help the disabled" 
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Name of competitor· _ _ ____ ____ _____ _ 

Address __________________________________ _ 

Telephone (home) ____________________________ _ 

(business), _______ _ _ _ ____ _ 

I intend to enter the competition and to abide by the rules as laid down 
in the May 1983 issue of Wireless World. 

I understand that, in order to qualify, my entry must be in the hands of the 
Judges by 1st October, 1983 

Signature 

Date•---------------- -----------

Please send this form, as soon as possible, to: 

The Editor, WIRELESS WORLD 
Room L302,Quadrant House, The Quadrant 
Sutton, Surrey 5M2 SAS. 
Receipt of the form will be acknowledged. ------------- _. 
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uo 
AAY30 0.17 
AAY30 0.17 
AAZ13 us ASZ20 2.30 
AAZIS 0.15 ASZ21 2.50 
AAZ17 0.15 AU113 2.50 . 
AC107 0.55 AUYIO 3.00 
AC125 0.25 AUYIO 3.00 
AC126 0.25 BA145 0.13 
AC127 0.25 BA148 0.15 
AC128 0.30 BA154 0.10 
AC141 0.28 BA155 0.11 
AC141K 0.35 BA156 0.10 
AC!42 0.28 BAW62 0.05 
AC142K 0.35 BAX13 0.06 
AC176 0.30 BAX16 0.06 
AC187 0.28 BC107 0.16 . 
AC188 BC108 0.28 0.16 
ACY17 BC109 1.30 0.16 
ACY18 1.15 BC113 us 
ACY19 1.10 BC114 0.15 
ACYZO 1.10 BC!l5 0.18 
ACY21 l.IS BC116 0.19 
ACY39 2.SO BC117 0.23 
AD149 0.7S BCllR 0.18 
AD161 0.3S BC125 0.18 
AD162 0.3S BC126 0.18 
AF106 0.3S BC135 0.15 
AF114 0.75 BC136 0.19 
AF115 0.75 BC137 0.19 
AF116 0.7S BC147 0.12 
AF117 0.7S BC148 0.12 
AF139 0.33 BC149 0.13 
AF186 1.00 BCIS7 0.13 
AF239 0.39 BCIS8 0.13 
AFZ11 4.00 BC159 0.13 
AFZ12 4.00 BC167 0.11 
ASY26 1.48 BC170 0.11 
ASY27 0.90 BC171 0.11 

9.00 EISOF 9.90 
A2087 13.50 E182CC 13.2S 
A2134 17.50 E186F 11.50 
A2293 16.00 E188CC 8.2S 
A2426 18.7S E280F 22.Sl 
A2S21 22.50 E283CC 12.00 
A2900 22.50 E288CC 17.50 
A3343 4S.OO EASZ 32.2S 
AZ31 2.7S EA76 2.SO 
AZ41 2.60 EABC80 l.ZS 
BK448 114.90 EAC91 3.50 
BK484 155.35 EAF42 2.SO 
BS90 58.00 EAF801 2.00 
BS4S2 60.00 EB41 4.00 
BS810 60.00 EB91 1.50. 
BTl 58.95 EBC33 2.50 
BT17 151.00 EBC41 2.50 
BT19 44.05 EBC81 1.50 
BT29 349.15 EBC90 1.25 
BT69 

' BT95 
354.80 EBF80 1.50 
129.00 EBF83 1.7S 

CBL31 4.00 EBF89 1.50 
CL33 4.00 EBL31 6.00 
CY31 3.00 EC90 1.2S 
CIK 20.00 EC91 8.00 
C3A 22.00 EC92 1.7S 
C3JA 22.00 EC157 32S.48 
DA41 2S.OO ECC33 4.so. 
DA42 18.70 ECC35 4.SO 
DAF'il 1.75 ECCMJ 4.SO 
DAF% 1.75 ECC81 1.7S 
DET22 3S.OO ·ECCsz 1.7S 
DET24 49.00 
DF'il 1.75 
DF% 1.7S 
DK91 1.7S 
DK92 2.00 
DK% 1.7S 
DL92 2.00 
DL94 1.75 
DL% 1.7S 
DLSIO 14.00 
DLSIS 12:50 
DLS16 12.50 
DLS19 12.50 
DM70 2.00 
DM71 2.oo · 
DMI60 4.75 
DY87 1.50 
DY802 1.50 
ESSL 22.00 
E80CC 8.81 
ESOCF 11.27 
E80F 13.58 
EBOL 13.37 
EBICC 8.00 
E81L 12.57 
E82CC 8.10 
E83CC 8.48 
E86C 8.25 
E88C 8.25 
E88CC 8.00 
E90CC 8.61 
E90F 9.90 
E91H 6.25 
E92CC 8.75 
E99F 9.10 

BASES 
8 7G unskirted 
8 7G•kirt«i 
B9A unskirted 
B9Askirted 
IntOctal 
Locta1 
Nuvistor base 
Spin OIL · 
14pinDIL 
I6pinDIL 
Valve screening 
cans all sizes 

0.22 
0.30 
0.22 
0.30 
0.35 
0.55 
0.75 
0.15 
0.15 
0.17 

0.30 

ECC83 1.7S 
ECC84 1.7S 
ECC85 1.7S 
ECC86 2.50 
ECC88 2.10 
ECC89 2.00 
ECC91 8.93 
ECC!89 2.10 
ECC807 1.7S 
ECC808 3.SO 
ECF80 I.SS 
ECF82 1.50 
ECF86 2.50 
ECH35 3.00 
ECH42 3.50 
ECH81 3.00 
ECH83 2.50 
ECH84 2.50 
ECL80 1.50 
ECL81 1.75 
ECL82 1.50 
ECL83 3.00 
ECL84 1.50 
ECL85 1.50 
ECL86 1.75 
EF37A 5.00 
EF39 2.75 
EF40 5.00 
EF41 3.50 
EF42 4.50 
EFSO 2.50 
EF54 5.00 
EFSS 3.50 
EF80 1.75 
EF83 4.00 

CRTs 
ZAP! 8.50 
28Pl 9.00 
3BPI 12.00 
3DPI 5.00 
3EGI 10.00 
3FP7 6.00 
3GPI 6.00 
3JPI 8.00 
3JP2 8.00 
3JP7 10.00 
3KPI 15.00 
3RPI 35.00 
3WPI 20.00 

BC172 0.11 · 
BC173 0.11 
BC177 0.28 
BC178 0.28 
BC179 0.28 
BC182 0.11 
BC183 0.11 
BC184 0.11 
BC212 0.11 
BC213 0.11 
BC214 0.11 
BC237 0.11 
BC238 0.11 
BC301 0.33 
BC303 0.34 
BC307 0.11 
BC308 0.11 
BC327 0.12 
BC328 0.12 
BC337 0.12 
BC338 0.12 
BCY30 l.ZS 
BCY31 1.50 
BCY32 !.SO 
BCY33 1.10 
BCY34 1.00 
BCY39 3.40 
BCY40 2.80 
BCY42 0.30 
BCY43 0.30 
BCY58 0.19 
BCY70 0.17 
BCY71 0.18 
BCY72 0.17 
BCZ11 1.75 
BD115 0.42 
BDIZI 1.70 
BD123 2.80 
BD124 2.00 

1.75 
1.75 
2.50 

EF'il 2.9S 
EF'!Z 6.37 
EF'i3 1.50 
EF'i4 2.50 
EF'!S S.99 
EF'i8 2.00 
EF183 2.00 
EF184 2.00 
EF804S 12.00 . 
EF805S 9.80 
EH90 1.75 
EK90 1.50 
EL32 2.SO 
EL33 4.00 
EL34MUI 3.00 
EL36 2.50 
EL41 2.80 
EL42 2.SO 
EL81 5.25 
EL83 6.00 
EL84 2.2S 
EL86 2.7S 
EL90 2.2S 
EL91 9.69 
EL95 2.00 
ELl 56 2S.OO 
EL360 8.50 
ELS00/504 3.00 
ELS09 7.00 
EL821 13.00 
EL822 13.97 
EM34 s.oo 
EM80 2.50 
EMS! 2.50 
EM84 2.00 
EM85 2.7S 
EM87 2.50 
EN32 17.46 
EN91 7.50 
EN92 6.96 
EYSI 2.7S 
EY81 2.50 
EY83 2.50 
EY84 9.24 
EY86 1.75 
EY88 1.7S 
EYSOOA 3.00 
EY802 1.75 
EZ35 1.7S 
EZ40 2.50 
EZ41 2.50 
EZ80 1.50 
EZ81 1.50 
EZ90 2.00 
FW4-SOO 3.50 
FW4-800 3.50 
GL371K 35.00 
GSSIK 12.00 
G180.2M 17.50 
G240.2D 12.00 
G400.1K 17.50 
GN4 9.00 
GN4A 9.00 
GS16 16.00 
GTIC 15.00 
GUSO 20.00 

SADP( 35.00 
SBPI 10.00 
SCPI 10.00 
SCPIA 48.00 
5~P15A 15.00 
5UP7 25.00 
DG7·5 63.32· 
DG7·31 58.07 
DG7·32 58.07 
DHHI 56.83 
DH7-11 113.12 
VCR97 11.00 
VCR138 12.00 
VCR138A 12.50 
VCR139A 8.00 

GJ3M 
GM0378A OC20 
KSIOOA OC22 

0.48 0.33 MJ£340 0.60 OC23 ORP12 
0.48 BF338 0.36 MJ£370 0.73 OC24 

1.00 
R2008B 2.00 

0.48 BFS21 4.00 MJ£371 0.71 OC25 1.00 R2009 2.25 
0.50 BFS28 2.25 MJ£520 0.47 OC26 1.50 R2010B 

BD144 2.00 BFS61 0.20 MJ£521 
2.00 

BDI81 
0.73 OC28 2.00 TIC44 0.27 

1.20 BFS98 0.20 MJ£2955 1.30 OC29 2.00 TIC226D 
BD183 0.80 BFIVIO 0.97 

l.ZO 
MJ£3055 1.10 OC35 1.50 TIL209 

BD2137 0.54 BFWll 0.96 
0.16 

BD238 
MPF102 0.35 OC36 1.50 TIP29A 0.43 

0.54 BFX84 0.30 MPFI03 0.35 OC41 0.90 TIP30A 
BDXIO 0.91 BFX85 0.30 MPF104 0.35 OC42 

0.45 

BDX32 
0.90 TIP31A 0.33 

2.00 BFX87 0.30 MPFIOS 0.35 OC43 1.50 TIP32A 
BDY20 1.50 BFX88 0.30 

0.36 
MPSA06 0.26 OC44 0.85 TIP33A 

BDY60 2.75 BFYSO 0.25 
0.54 

MPSA56 0.28 OC45 0.65 TIP34A 
BFllS 0.35 BFYSI 0.25 MPSUOI 0.53 OC71 

0.67 

BFISZ 0.16 BFY52 0.25 
0.55 TIP41A 0.44 

MPSU06 0.65 OC12 1.00 
BF153 0.16 BFY64 0.30 

TIP42A 0.42 
MPSU56 0.69 OC73 1.00 TIP2955 

BF154 0.17 BFY90 0.95 N£555 
0.70 

BFI59 
0.4S OC74 0.70 TIP3055 0.56 

0.17 BSX19 0.27 NKT401 3.50 OC75 0.65 TIS43 
BF!60 0.17 BSX20 0.27 

0.43 
NKT403 2.50 OC76 1.00 ZS140 

BFI67 0.24 BSX21 0.29 NKT404 
0.2S 

BF173 
2.20 OC77 1.00 ZS170 0.21 

0.30 BT106 1.20 OAS 1.20 OC81 0.65 
BF177 0.3S BTY79/400R 

ZS178 0.54 

BF178 
OA7 0.60 OC81Z 1.20 ZS271 0.23 

0.3S 2.00 OAIO o.ss OC82 0.90 ZS278 
BF179 

O.S7 
0.35 1.30 OA47 0.12 OC83 0.80 ZTX107 

BFI80 0.28 !.50 OA70 0.25 OC84 
0.12 

BFI81 0.28 2.00 OA79 
0.80 ZTX108 0.12 

BF182 0.30 
0.12 OC122 2.75 ZTX109 0.12 

BF183 
0.48 OA81 0.17 OC123 2.00 ZTX300 0.13 

0.28 0.13 OA85 0.17 OC139 3.00 ZTX301 
BF184 0.28 0.14 OA90 0.08 OC140 4.00 

0.14 

BF185 
ZTX302 0.18 

0.30 0.17 OA91 0.08 OC141 4.2S 
BF194 

ZTX303 0.18 
0.14 OA95 0.08 OC170 1.2S ZTX304 

BF195 0.12 0.10 OA200 u s 
0.20 

BF196 
1.25 ZTX311 0.13 

0.13 OAZOZ 0.1S 1.50 
BF197 

ZTX314 0.2S 
0.14 OA211 1.50 2.50 ZTXSOO 
0.48 OAZZOO 1.50 2.75 
0.2S OAZZOI 1.50 
0.28 

UF8S 
PCBS 

30.00 PC95 
UF89 

GXU3 25.00 
UL41 4CX350A 73.00 

PC97 1.7S 
GXU4 44.50 PC900 1.7S 

UL84 4X150A 60.00 

·GXUSO 
335.00 UM80 4Xl50D 56.00 

20.00 PCC84 1.50 
GYSOI 

QZIJ6.20 32.70 UY41 5B254M 3S.OO 
3.00 PCC85 1.50 

GZ32 
RIO 6.00 ·UY85 2.2S 5B255M 3S.OO 

2.SO PCC88 2.00 
GZ33 

R17 3.00 VLS631 1S.OO 5C22 160.00 
4.75 PCC89 1.7S 

GZ34 3.00 PCC189 
RIB 3.00 XGI·ZSOO 4S.80 5Jl80E 1650.00 

GZ37 
2.50 R19 9.24 XG2-6400 5R4GY 3.50 

4.7S PCC805 1.60 
KT61 5.00 

R20 2.50 141.90 5U4G 3.00 
PCC806 1.60 RG3·250 32.68 

KT66 8.00 PC£82 
XGS·SOO 26.60 5U4GB 2.50 

KT88 
2.00 RG3·250A 32.68 XGZ-6400 5V4G 2.50 

11.00 PCF80 2.00 
KTW61 2.50 PCF82 

RG3-IZSO 59.50 162.00 5Y3GT 2.50 
1.50 RG+I250 61.60 XR1·1600A 5Z3 4.00 

KTW62 2.SO PCF86 2.50 RG4-3000 99.45 53.75 SZ4G 2.50 
KTW63 2.50 ,PCF87 
M8079 

2.00 RR3-250 48.00 XRI-3200 81.97 SZ4GT 2.50 
12.34 PCF200 3.25 RR3·1250 45.75 

M8080 8.2S XR1·3200A 6-301.2 1.75 

M8081 9.82 
PCF201 3.25 Sll£12 65.00 XRI-6400 6AB4 1.7S 

M8082 
PCF801 2.50 S130 6.00 102.00 6AB7 3.00 

9.69 PCF802 2.50 
M8083 8.58 PCF805 1.70 

S130P 6.00 YD1120 395.00 6AC7 3.00 

M8091 10.43 PCF806 
STV280-40 YD1240 351.00 6AF4A 4.2S 

M80% 
1.70 14.00 Z7S9 2S.OO 6AG7 3.00 

6.80 PCF808 1.70 
M8097 

STV280.80 ZM1000 8.00 6AH6 s.oo 
8.10 PCL82 2.00 

M8098 6.15 
21.00 ZM1001 8.00 6AKS 7.10 

M8099 
PCL83 3.00 SU41 s.oo ZM1020 9.00 6AK6 2.50 

8.00 PCL84 2.00 
M8100 9.S2 

SU42 10.00 ZM1021 9.00 6AL5 1.50 
PCL85 2.50 TDOHO 3S.OO 

M8136 10.23 PCL86 
ZM1022 9.00 6AM4 4.00 

M8137 
2.SO TD03-IOF 35.00 ZM1023 9.00 6AMS 9.69 

10.23 PCL805/85 2.50 
M8140 

TI'IS 35.00 ZM1040 19.36 6AM6 6.00 
6.00 PDSOO 6.00 

M8141 
TI'21 23.00 ZM1041 16.66 6ANS 4.7S 

6.50 PEIJ6.40N 30.00 TI'22 23.00 
M8142 8.75 PFL200 2.SO 

ZM1042 17.77, 6AN8A 3.50 

M8144 7.50 PL36 
TI'IOO 60.00 !B3GT 3.00 6AQ5 2.2S 

M8149 
2.50 TYZ-125 68.00 IB24 2S.OO 6AS6 8.66 

6.50 PL81 1.7S 
M8161 9.3S PLBIA 2.00 

TW4-400 71.48 IB35A 48.00 6AS7G 8.7S 

M8162 
TY4-500 98.3S 1863 . 64.00 6AT6 1.2S 

10.48 PL82 !.SO 
M8163 

TYS·SOO 17S.OO IRS 1.75 6AU5GT s.oo 
8.2S PL83 2.50 

M8190 
TYHOO 188.00 ISS 1.7S 6AU6 2.50 

s.oo PL84 2.00 
M8195 

TY6-SOOOA IT4 1.7S 6AVSGA 4.50 
10.8S PL504/S 2.50 

M81% 7.50 PL508 2.50 
37S.OO ZASIS 11.50 6AV6 1.50 

M8204 
TY6-5000B 2C39A 60.00 6AX5GT 3.00 

7.05 PL509 6.00 
M8212 11.37 PL519 6.00 

39S.OO 2C43 70.00 6B7 3.25 

M8223 
TY6-5000W 2D21 3.25 6B8 3.25 

6.00 PL801 1.50 
M8224 6.30 

325.00 2£26 8.25 6BA6 1.50 

M8225 
PL802 6.00 TY7.6QOOA 2142 98.00 6BA7 5.00 

4.50 PY33 2.50 
M8248 14.03 PY81 1.75 

374.00 2J55 17S.OO 6BA8A 4.00 

MD2901 
TY7.6QOOW 2J70A 383.00 6BC4 4.00 

60.00 PY82 !.SO 
MU14 2.50 PY83 2.SO 

303.60 2J70B 336.00 6BE6 1.50 

MX119 5S.OO 
TZ40 25.00 2K25 12S.OO 6BH6 2.50 

MX123 
PY88 2.00 UIS-20 3.50 3·400Z 8S.OO ~:It4 2.25 

72.00 PYSOOA 3.00 
MX145 

U19 13.75 3-SOOZ 85.00 4.50 
56.70 PY800 !.SO 

MXISI 17.25 
uzs 2.50 3AS 3.00 6BL6 85.00 

PY801 1.50 U26 2.50 
MX152 131.25 38 24 11.00 6BL7GT 4.50 

QQVOZ-6 16.50 U37 
MX161 152.25 

12.00 3828 15.35 6BM6 115.00 

MX163 20.25 
QQV03·10 14.00 UABC80 l.ZS 3B29 20.00 6BN6 2.00 
QQVOHOA 

MX164 2S.52 
UAF42 2.50 3B240M 17.50 6BQ7A 3.50 

48.38 
MX166 147.00 

UB41 3.00 3B241M 17.50 6BR7 6.00 
QQV0640A UBC41 2.25 3CZ3 25.00 6BR8A 3.50 

MX168 48.00 48.38 
N78 . 15.09 

UBF89 1.50 3C45 24.50 6BS7 6.00 

OA2 
QQV07-50 66.90 UCC84 1.75 3CXIOOAS 6BW6 6.00 

3.25 QQZ06-48A 
OA3 UCC85 1.85 47.00 6BW7 1.50 

2.50 62.20 
OA4 

UCF80 2.00 45.00 68 X7GT 5.00 
6.00 QU37 12.50 

082 UCH42 2.50 2.00 68 Z6 2.7S 
4.35 QV03·12 6.80 

083 UCH81 2.50 1.75 6C4 
2.50 QV04-7 3.50 UCL82 

1.25 

OC2 4.35 QV08·100 
1.75 60.00 6CB6A 2.50 

OC3 
UCL83 2.75 60.00 6CD6GA 5.00 

2.50 136.85 UF41 
OD3 2.00 80.00 6CG7 2.50 

2.50 QY3-65 54.26 UF42 
OZ4 3.50 QY3-125 60.40 

2.10 87.00 6CH6 13.00 
UF80 1.75 20.00 6CL6 3.75 

7495 0.73 

VCR517A 10.00 7400 .. 0.16 7423 0.33 . 7460 O.l8 ~:~ ~·8; 
VCR5178 10.00 7401 0.17 7425 0 30 7470 0 38 74100 1·~ 
VCR517C 10.00 7402 0.17 7427 0.30 . 74107 o:4s 

~~ g::~ m~ o:43 ~m g:~~ 74109 0.73 

Tube Bases 
Prices on 
application 

7405 0.18 7432 g·~~ ~m g:~ . ~:m g:~: 
~m H! m~ g:fi ~m g:~ ~7:4 :1 :19~ ::~ 
7409 0.20 7440 0.32 m~ 0

'
75 

74120 ~·~ 
~m gJ~ ~::i g:~ 7484 ::~ mn g:43 
7413 0.32 7447AN 1.17 74~ 0.39 74123 .62 
7416 0.32 7450 0 18 ~49 °'60 

74125 1.1
8 

7417 0.32 7451 o· l8 7
4
9l 

0
'
82 

74126 g.s
8 

7420 0.18 7453 o·IS 7:93 o.6o 74128 .ss 
7422 0.20 7454 o:18 7494 g:~ 74132 g:;~ 

Terms of business: CWO. Postage and pack'ng 1 d · d 5 Price ruling at time of despatch. ' va ves an semocon uctors Opper order. CRTs £1.50. Prices excluding VAT, add 15%. 

In some cases prices of Mullard and USA valves will b h' h th h d · · 

ZTX531 
ZTX550 
IN914 
IN916 
IN4001 
IN4002 
IN4003 
IN4004 
IN4005 
IN4006 
IN4007 
IN4009 
IN4148 
IN5400 
IN5401 
IS44 
IS920 
IS921 
2G301 
2G302 
2G306 
2N404 
2N696 
2N697 
2N698 
2N705 
2N706 
2N708 
2N930 
2Nll31 
2N1132 
2N1302 
2N1303 
2N1304 
2N1305 
2N1306 
2N1307 
2N1308 

6CW4 
6DZ 
6DK6 
6DQ6B 
6EA8 
6EB8 
6EW6 
6F6 
6F23 
6F28 
6F33 
6Hl 
6H2N 
6H3N 
6H6 
6J4 
6J6 

~{l4N 
6K6GT 
6K7 
6K8 
6KD6 
6L6G 
6L6GA 
6L6GT 
6L6GC 
6L7 
6N2P 
6N3P 
6N7 
6P25 
6Q7 
6R7 
6SA7 
6SC7 
6SF7 
6SH7 
6SJ7 
6SK7 
6SK7GT 
6SN7GT 

' 6SQ7 
6SR7 
6SS7 
6UlG 
6U8A 
6V6GT 
6X4 
6XSGT 
7B7 
7CS 
7C6 
m1 
7R7 
7S7 
7Y4 
7Z4 
11£3 
12AH8 
12AT6 
12A17 
12AU6 
12AU7 
12AV6 
12AV7 
12AX7 
12AY7A 
12B4A 

74136 
74141 
74142 
74143 
74144 
74145 
74147 
74148 
74150 
74151 
74154 
74155 
74156 
74157 
74159 
74170 
74172 
74173 
74174 

0.24 
0.25 
0.05 
0.09 
0.06 
0.06 
0.06 
0.07 
0.09 
0.11 
0.12 
0.07 
0.04 
0.13 
0.13 
0.04 
0.08 
0.09 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.30 
0.32 
0.32 
0.32 
1.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.2S 
0.30 
0.30 
l.ZO 
0.80 
1.20 
1.00 
1.50 
1.10 
1.7S 
1.20 

3.00 
4.75 
3.00 
2.50 
2.2S 
3.00 
1.60 
1.60 

33.50 
14.00 
2.75 
2.7S 
3.00 
5.50 
8.93 
4.75 
2.50 
2.7S 
3.00 
3.00 
7.00 
3.00 
2.2S 
2.25 
2.50 
.2.5n 
2.SO 
2;50 
3.00 
4.00 
3.7S 
3.2S 
3.00 
2.7S 
2.SO 
3.00 
3.2S 
3.50 
3.00 
3.00 
3.48 
4.00 
2.75 
3.50 
2.2S 
2.25 
2.00 
1.75 
2.50 
4.00 
2.50 
4.00 
4.25 
3.50 
2.25 
2.00 

55.00 
5.00 
1.50 
1.75 
2.50 
1.75 
2.50 
3.50 
1.75 
4.00 
3.50 

0.51 
0.89 
2.30 
2.60 
2.60 
1.00 
2.00 
1.76 
1.80 
0.94 
1.80 
0.90 
0.90 
0.75 
2.20 
2.48 
4.48 
1.42 
1.60 

2N2147 
2N2148 
2N2218 
2N2219 
2N2220 
2N2221 
2N2222 
2N2223 
2N2368 
2N2369A 
2N2484 
2N26% 
2N2904 
2N2905 
2N2906 
2N2907 
2N2924 
2N2925 
2N2926 
2N3053 
2N3054 
2N3055 
2N3440 
2N3441 
2N3442 
2N3614 
2N3702 
2N3703 
2N3704 
2N3705 
2N3706 
2N3707 
2N3708 
2N3709 
2N3710 
2N3711 
2N3771 
2N3772 
2N3773 

4.00 
3.75 
0.32 
0.32 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
4.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.50 
0.32 
0.32 
0.21 
0.21 
0.26 
0.22 
0.15 
0.26 
0.55 
0.65 
0.70 
0.85 
1.25 
2.20 
0.11 
0.11 
0.11 
0.11 
0.11 
0.11 
0.10 
0.11 
0.10 
0.10 
1.40 
1.60 
1.80 

128A6 2.50 
128£6 2.50 
128H7 1.50 
128Y7 3.00 
IZEI 20.00 
12E11TI' 170.00 
12E14 35.00 
13£1 20.00 
19H4 27.50 
19H5 47.50 
2489 67.25 
30C15 2.00 
30C17 2.00 
30C18 2.00 
30F5 1.60 
30FLI/2 1.38 
30FL12 1.80 
30FL14 2.00 
30Ll 1.50 
30Ll5 2.00 
30L17 2.00 
30P4 2.50 
30P19 2.50 
30PLI 3.00 
30PL14 1.80 
30PL15 1.80 
35W4 1.00 
socs 1.50 
758 1 6.05 
75Cl 3.50 
8lAI 7.50 
85A2 4.45 
90AG 12.96 
90AV 12.96 
90CI 6.00 
90CG 14.54 
90CV 15.45 
92AG 12.96 
92AV 12.96 
95Al 8.45 
!5082 6.50 
15083 8.35 
150C2 3.25 
150C4 6.00 
211 35.00 
723AB 125.00 
803 25.00 
805 45.00 
807 3.75 
811A 18.33 
812A 18.33 
813 125.86 
833A 193.16 
866A 20.03 
872A 20.00 
922 6.00 
931A 18.52 
1624 4.00 
1625 3.50 
2050 17.46 
4212£ 300.00 
4212H 300.00 
5544 81.97 
5545 102.00 
SSSIA 114.90 
5552A 155.35 
5642 9.00 
5654 3.00 
5651 4.45 

74175 
74176 
74178 
74179 
74180 
74190 
74191 
74192 
74193 
74194 
74195 
74196 
74197 
74198 
74199 
76013N 
TAA570 
TAA630S 
TAA700 

1.02 
1.16 

. 1.36 
1.36 
1.20 
1.90 
1.90 
1.90 
1.90 
1.25 
1.20 
1.3S 
1.35 
2.70 
2.30 
1.76 
2.30 
3.50 
3.90 

2N3820 
2N3823 
2N3866 
2N3904 
2N3905 
2N3906 
2N4058 
2N4059 
2N4060 
2N4061 
2N4062 
2N4124 
2N4126 
2N4286 
2N4288 
2N4289 
2N5457 
2N5458 
2Nl459 
2SOI7 
2S019 
2S026 
2S103 
2S302 
2S303 
2S322 
2S324 
2S701 
2S745A 
2S746A 

5670 
5675 
5687 
56% 
5718 
5725 
5726 
S727 
5749 
5751 
5763 
58l4A 
5840 
5842 
5876A 
5879 
5886 
5%3 
5%5 
6005 
6021 
6057 
6058 
6059 
6061 
6063 
6064 
6067 
6072 
6080 
6097A 
60978 
6146A 
61468 
61598 
6189 
6201 
6442 
68838 
6973 
7025 
7551 
7586 
7587 
7609 
7868 
7895 
8005 
8068 
8122 
8136 
8417 
18042 
18045 

0.60 
1.00 
0.17 
0.17 
0.17 
0.20 
0.20 
0.16 
0.16 
0.16 
0.16 
0.16 
0.15 
0.18 
0.18 . 
0.32 
0.32 
0.32 

10.00 
12.00 
25.00 

1.50 
2.00 
1.50 
3.50 
3.50 
2.00 
0.95 
0.95 

6.00 
4.50 
7.50 
5.50 

11.37 
7.05 
2.50 
4.00 
4.50 
4.00 
4.00 

12.00 
31.50 
5.00 

12.50 
2.50 
3.50 
2.25 
4.50 

10.23 
12.34 
6.00 
6.00 
3.75 
8.58 

10.23 
6.00 

14.00 
235.00 
200.00 

8.25 
8.25 

19.00 
9.55 

11.40 
20.00 
17.54 
4.00 
3.00 
6.25 

12.00 
18.50 
56.00 
6.00 

12.00 
110.49 
14.00 
90.00 
2.50 
6.00 

11.53 
10.49 

Tested 
Ex-Equipment 

4CX2508 6.50 

TBA480Q 1.84 
TBASZOQ 2.30 
TBA530 1.98 
TBA540Q 2.30 
TBA550Q 3.22 
TBA560CQ 

TBA673 
TBA700 
TBA720Q 
TBA750Q 
TBA800 
TBA920 
TBA920Q 
TBA990Q 
TCA270Q 
TCA760A 

3.22 
2.20 
1.52 
2.30 
2.07 
1.20 
2.90 
2.90 
2.90 
2.90 
1.38 

Telephone 01-677 2424/7 
Telex 946708 

Account facilities available to approved companies ewi~t ~ini::.nu~ o~~d~r v:hrt;:;:·:,r~c~ co!rect w~en goi.ng to press. . . 
Over 10,000 types of valves, tubes and semiconductors in stock. Quotations for any type's n:~r:~~=d~~.A~:.ckong £1.50 on credit orders. 

E.&O.E. 
Open to callers Monday-Friday 9 a.m.-5 p.m. 

WW·1 1 
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A COMPETITION 

OPEN TO ALL 

WIRELESS WORLD READERS 

WITH £8000 

IN CASH PRIZES 

Design an Electronic Device 

to help the Disabled 

1st October 1983. 

Fn tries which will be iudeed by a group of eminent engineers and doctors, must consist of the following: - a statement of the 
design o^ectivrs; an ov^allde^cr^tion of the device; detailed circuit descriptions and diagrams; a model of the device 
model of a uniqueaspect of the design sufficient to demonstrate its feasibility. 

The finalists will be invited to London to talk over their entries with the judges and be awarded their prizes. The prizes are; 

1 st prize £2,500 

2nd prize £1,500 

and the 4 runners up will be awarded prizes each of 

£1,000 
To make sure you have the maximum time to undertake your design, return 
yourentry form now!   

"DESIGN AN ELECTRONIC DEVICE TO HELP THE 
DISABLED" 

LIST OF RULES 
The competition is open to U.K. residents only. Entrants can be individuals or croups. 
All participants must register their interest in entering the competition oft the torm 
provided which must be returned to the Wireless World Editorial Department by the 3()thJune 1983. . . . t , 
All entrants agree to give Wireless World first serial publication rights to an article describing the entry.   .... ^ „ 
All entrants indemnify Wireless World from any liability in respect of injury to people or damage to property arising from the use of the design. < 
All submitted designs must be the original work of the entrant or entrants and must not 
infringe the rights of third parties in anyway. 
All submissions should consist of^ . , , , . . • r i 

wireloHS 

world 

COMPETITION 

ENTRYFORM 

A statement of design objectives An overall description or the 
device Detailed circuit descriptions and 
diagrams 
A model of the device or the unique aspect of the design 
sufficient to demonstrate its 
feasibility. 
The design will be judged on: Originality and benefit to the 
handicapped 
Potential for production 
Elegance of engineering design 
Electronics content 
Design reliability 
Simplicity of operation 
Freedom from excessive maintenance 
Safety. 
Software only solutions are not 
accepted. 

10. The judges' decision is final. 
11. All designs must be submitted to the 

Wireless World Editor by the 1st 
October 1983. 

12. Shortlisted entrants must be prepared to travel to a venue in London 
sometime during November and 
December 1983 to demonstrate their 
design. All costs will he paid by 
the journal, 

l.J. Employees of Business Press 
International are not allowed to enter this competition. ^ 

'Design an electronic device to help the disabled" 

Name of competitor       — 
Address   —  — 

Telephone (home)^_—»—<-—:        
(business)        

I intend to enter the competition end to abide by th rules as laid down 
in the May 1983 issue of Wireless World. 
I understand that, in order to qualify, my entry must be in the hands of the 
judges by 1st October, 1983 
Signature   ^^———  ' 

Please send this form, as soon as possible, to: 
The Editor, WIRELESS WORLD 
Room L302,Quadrant House, The Quadrant 
Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS. 
Receipt of the form will be acknowledged. 
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RST 

LANGREX SUPPLIES LTD 
Climax House, Fallsbrook Rd., Streatham, London SW16 BED 

Tel: 01-677 2424 Telex: 946708 

SEMICONDUCTORS 
RST 

AA119 0.10 AAY30 0.17 AAY30 0.17 AAZ13 0.15 AAZ15 0.15 AAZ17 0.15 AC107 0.55 AC125 0.25 AC 126 0,25 AC 127 0.25 AC128 0.30 AC 141 0.28 AC141K 0.35 AC 142 0.28 AC142K 0.35 AC176 0.30 AC187 0.28 AC 188 0.28 ACY17 1.30 ACY18 1.15 ACY19 1.10 ACY20 1.10 ACY21 1.15 ACY39 2.50 AD 149 0.75 AD161 0.35 AD162 0.35 AF106 0.35 AF114 0.75 AF115 0.75 AF116 0.75 AF117 0.75 AF139 0.33 AF186 1.00 AF239 0.39 AFZ11 4.00 AFZ12 4.00 ASY26 1.40 ASY27 0.90 

BD131 0.44 
0.11 BD132 0.48 BD135 0.40 0.11 BD136 0.40 0.28 BD137 0.40 0.28 BD138 0.48 0.28 BD139 0.48 0.11 BD140 0.50 0.11 BD144 2.00 0.11 BD181 1.20 0.11 ; BD183 0.80 0.11 1 

BD2137 0.54 0.11 BD238 0.54 0.11 BDX10 0.91 0.11 BDX32 2.00 0.33 BDY20 1.50 0.34 BDY60 2.75 0.11 BF115 0.35 0.11 BF152 0.16 0.12 BF153 0.16 0.12 BF154 0.17 0.12 BF159 0.17 0.12 BF160 0.17 1.25 BF167 0.24 1.50 BF173 0.30 1.50 BF177 0.35 1.10 BF178 0.35 1.00 BF179 0.35 3.40 : BF180 0.28 2.80 i BF181 0.28 0.30 BF182 0.30 0.30 BF183 0.28 0.19 ! BF184 0.28 o.i? : BF185 0,30 0.18 ; BF194 0.14 0.17 1 BF195 0.12 m I BF196 0.13 0.42 | BF197 0.14 1.70 BF200 0.40 2.80 BF224 0.25 2.00 BF244 0.28 
1.75 GU51 ' 20.00 1.75 GXU1 15.35 2.50 GXU2 30.00 2.95 GXU3 25.00 6.37 GXU4 44.50 1.50 GXU50 20.00 2.50 GY50I 3.00 5.99 GZ32 2.50 2.00 GZB3 4.75 2.00 GZ34 3.00 2.00 GZ37 4.75 12.00. KT61 5.00 9.80 KT66 8.00 1.75 KT88 11.00 1.50 KTW61 2.50 2.50 KTW62 2.50 4.00 KTW63 2.50 3.00 M8079 12.34 2.50 M8080 8.25 2.80 M8081 9.82 2.50 M8082 9.69 5.25 M8083 8.58 6.00 M8091 10.43 2.25 M8096 6.80 2.75 M8097 8.10 2.25 M8098 6.15 9.69 M8099 8.00 2.00 MSIOO 9.52 25.00 M8136 10.23 8.50 M8137 10.23 [ 3.00 M8140 6.00 7.00 M8141 6.50 13.00 M8142 8.75 13.97 M8144 7.50 5.00 M8149 6.50 2.50 M816I 9.35 2.50 M8162 10.40 2.00 M8163 8.25 2.75 M8190 5.00 2.50 M8195 10.85 17.46 M8196 7.50 7.50 M8204 7.05 6.96 M8212 11.37 2.75 M8223 6.00 2.50 M8224 6.30 2.50 M8225 4.50 9.24 M8248 14.03 1.75 MD290I 60.00 1.75 MU14 2.50 3.00 MX1I9 55.00 1.75 MX123 72.00 1.75 MX145 56.70 2,50 MX151 17.25 2.50 MX152 131.25 
1.50 MX161 152.25 1.50 MX163 20.25 
2.00 MX 164 25.52 3.50 MX166 147.00 
3.50 MX168 48.00 

35.00 N78 v 15.00 
12.00 OA2 3.25 
17.50 OA3 2.50 
12.00 OA4 6.00 
17.50 OB2 4.35 
9.00 OB3 2.50 
9.00 OC2 4.35 

16.00 OC3 2.50 
15.00 OD3 2.50 
20.00 OZ4 3.50 

BF258 0.27 BF259 0.28 BF336 0.34 BF337 0.33 BF338 0.36 
BFS21 4.00 BFS28 2.25 BFS61 0.20 BFS98 0.20 BFW10 0.97 
BFWU 0.96 BFX84 0.30 BFX85 0.30 BFX87 0.30 BFX88 0.30 BFY50 0.25 BFY51 0.25 BFY52 0.25 BFY64 0.30 BFY90 0.95 BSX19 0.27 BSX20 0.27 BSX21 0.29 BT106 1.20 BTY79/400R 2.00 BU205 1.30 BU206 1.50 BU208 2.00 BY100 0.40 BY126 0.13 BY127 0.14 BZX61 0.17 Series BZY88 0.10 Series CRS1/40 0.60 CRS3/40 0.75 CRS3/60 0.90 GEX66 3.00 
PC86 2.50 PC 8 8 2.50 PC95 1.75 PC97 1.75 PC 900 1.75 PCC84 1.50 PCC85 1.50 PCC88 2.00 PCC89 1.75 PCC189 2.50 PCC805 1.60 PCC806 1.60 PCE82 2.00 PCF80 2.00 PCF82 1.50 PCF86 2.50 .PCF87 2.00 PCF200 3.25 PCF201 3.25 PCF801 2.50 PCF802 2.50 PCF805 1.70 PCF806 1.70 PCF808 1.70 PCL82 2.00 PCL83 3.00 PCL84 2.00 PCL85 2.50 PCL86 2.50 PCL805/85 2.50 PD500 6.00 PE06-40N 30.00 PFL200 2.50 PL36 2.50 PL81 1.75 PL81A 2.00 PL82 1.50 PL83 2.50 PL84 2.00 PL504/5 2.50 PL 5 08 2.50 PL509 6.00 PL519 6.00 PL801 1.50 PL802 6.00 PY33 2.50 PY81 1.75 PY82 1.50 PY83 2.50 PY88 2.00 PY500A 3.00 PY800 1.50 PY801 1.50 QQV02-6 16.50 QQV03-10 14.00 QQV03-20A 48.38 QQV06-40A 48.38 QQV07-50 66.90 QQZ06-40A 62.20 QU37 12.50 QV03-12 6.80 QV04-7 3.50 QV08-100 136.85 QY3-65 54.26 QY3-125 60.40 

GJBM 1.50 GM0378A 1.75 KS100A 0.45 MJE340 0.60 MJE370 0.73 MJE371 0.71 MJE520 0.47 MJE521 0.73 MJE2955 1.30 MJE3055 1.10 MPF102 0.35 MPF103 0.35 MPF104 0.35 MPF105 0.35 MPSA06 0.26 MPSA56 0.28 MPSU01 0.53 MPSU06 0.65 MPSU56 0.69 NE555 0.45 NKT401 3.50 NKT403 2.50 NKT404 2.20 OAS 1.20 

OA200 0.15 

OAZ200 1.50 OAZ201 1.50 OAZ206 1.50 
QY4-250 73.15 QY4-400 76.80 QY5-500 175.00 QY5-3000A 335.00 QZ06-20 32.70 RIO 6.00 R17 3.00 R18 3.00 R19 9.24 R20 2.50 RG3-250 32.68 RG3-250A 32.68 RG3-1250 59.50 RG4-1250 61.60 RG4-3000 99.45 RR3-250 40.00 RR3-1250 45.75 S11E12 65.00 S130 6.00 S130P 6.00 STV280-40 14.00 STV280-80 21.00 SU41 5.00 SU42 10.00 TD03-10 35.00 TD03-10F 35.00 TTI5 35.00 TT21 23.00 TT22 23.00 TT100 60.00 TY2-125 60.00 TW4-400 71.40 TY4-500 98.35 
TY5-500 175.00 TY6-800 188.00 TY6-5000A 375.00 TY6-5000B 395.00 TY6-5000W 325.00 TY7-6000A 374.00 TY7-6000W 303.60 

UABC80 1.25 UAF42 2.50 

VLS631 15.00 XG1-2500 45.80 XG2-6400 141.90 XG5-500 26.60 XG2-6400 162.00 XR1-1600A 53.75 XR1'3200 81.97 XR1-3200A XR1-6400 102.00 YD1120 395.00 YD1240 351.00 Z759 25.00 ZM1000 8.00 ZM1001 8.00 ZM1020 9.00 ZM1021 9.00 ZM1022 9.00 ZM1023 9.00 ZM1040 19.36 ZM1041 16.66 ZM1042 17.77, 1B3GT 3.00 1B24 25.00 1B35A 48.00 

2AS15 11.50 2C39A 60.00 

2J70A 383.00 2J70B 336.00 2K25 125.00 3-400Z 85.00 3-5(X)Z 85.00 

3B240M 17.50 3B241M 17.50 3023 25.00 3C45 24.50 3CX100 AS 47.00 

4-125A 60.00 4-2 5 OA 80.00 4-400A 87.00 4632 20.00 

OCP71 2.00 ORP12 1.00 

R2010B 2.00 T1C44 0.27 T1C226D 1.20 T1L209 0.16 T1P29A 0.43 T1P30A 0.45 T1P31A 0.33 T1P32A 0.36 T1P33A 0.54 T1P34A 0.67 T1P41A 0.44 T1P42A 0.42 T1P295 5 0.70 T1P3055 0.56 T1S43 0.43 

ZTX107 0.12 ZTX108 0.12 ZTX109 0.12 ZTX300 0.13 ZTX301 0.14 ZTX302 0.18 ZTX303 0.18 ZTX304 0.20 ZTX311 0.13 ZTX314 0.25 ZTX500 0.14 ZTX501 0.14 ZTX502 0.18 ZTX503 0.19 
4C35 78.00 4CX250B 40.00 4CX350A 73.00 4X150A 60.00 4X1 SOD 56.00 5B254M 35.00 5B255M 35.00 5C22 160.00 5J180E 1650.00 5R4GY 3.56 5U4G 3.00 5U4GB 2.50 5V4G 2.50 5Y3GT 2.50 

5Z4GT 2.50 6-30L2 1.75 

6AF4A 4.25 6AG7 3.00 

6AN8A 3.50 6AQ5 2.25 

6AU5GT 5.00 6AU6 2.50 6AV5GA 4.50 6AV6 1.50 

6BA8A 4.00 6BC4 4.00 

6BL7GT 4.50 6BM6 115.00 6BN6 2.00 6BQ7A 3.50 6BR7 6.00 6BR8A 3,50 

6BX7GT 5.00 6BZ6 2.75 6C4 1.25 6CB6A 2.50 6CD6GA 5.00 6CG7 2.50 6CH6 13.00 6CL6 3.75 
INTEGRATED CIRC" IDS 

BASES CRTs 0.22 2AP1 8.50 0.30 2BP1 9.00 0.22 3BP1 12.00 0.30 3DP1 5.00 0.35 3EG1 10.00 0.55 3FP7 6.00 0.75 3GP1 6.00 0.15 3JP1 8.00 0.15 3JP2 8.00 0.17 3JP7 3KP1 10.00 15.00 0.30 . 3RP1 35.00 3WP1 20.00 

VCR517A 10.0 VCR517B 10.0 VCR517C 10.0 

Tube Bases Prices on appb cation 

5ADP1 35.00 5BP1 10.00 5CP1 10.00 5CP1A 40.00 5TP15A 15.00 5UP7 25.00 1X37-5 63.32 1X37-3 1 58.07 1X37-32 58.07 DH3-91 56.83 DH7-U 113.12 VCR97 li.00 VCR 138 12.00 VCR138A 12.50 VCR139A 8.00 

Terms of business: CWO. Postage and packing valves and semiconductors 50p per order. CRTs £1.50. Prices excluding VAT, add 15%. 
Price ruling at time of despatch. 
In some cases prices of Mullard and USA valves will be higher than those advertised. Prices correct when going to press. 
Account facilities available to approved companies with minimum order charge £10. Carriage and packing £1.50 on credit orders. 
Over 10,000 types of valves, tubes end semiconductors in stock. Quotations for any types not listed. S.A.E. 
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ZTX504 0.21 2N1671 5.00 2N3819 #30 ZTX531 0.24 2N1893 0.32 2N3820 0.39 ZTX550 0.25 2N2147 4.00 2N3823 0.60 1N914 0.05 2N2148 3.75 2N3866 1.00 1N916 0.09 2N2218 0.32 2N3904 0.17 1N4001 0.06 2N2219 0.32 2N3905 0.17 1N4002 0.06 2N2220 0.20 2N3906 0.17 IN4003 0.06 2N2221 0.20 2N4058 0.20 IN4004 0.07 2N2222 0.20 2N4059 0.20 IN4005 0.09 2N2223 4.25 2N4060 0.16 IN 4006 0.11 2N2368 0.25 2N4061 0.16 1N4007 0.12 2N2369A 0.25 2N4062 0.16 1N4009 0.07 2N2484 0.25 2N4124 0.16 1N4148 0.04 2N2646 0.50 2N4126 0.16 ' IN5400 0.13 2N2904 0.32 2N4286 0.15 1N5401 0.13 2N2905 0.32 2N4288 0.18 1S44 0.04 2N2906 0.21 2N4289 0.18 1S920 0.08 2N2907 0.21 2N5457 0.32 1S921 0.09 2N2924 0.26 2N5458 0.32 2G301 1.00 2N2925 0.22 2N5459 0.32 2G302 1.00 2N2926 0.15 2S017 10.00 2G306 1.00 2N3053 0.26 2S019 12.00 2N404 1.30 2N3054 0.55 2S026 25.00 2N696 0.32 2N3055 0.65 2S103 1.50 2N697 0.32 2N3440 0.70 2S302 2.00 2N698 0.32 2N3441 0.85 2S303 1.50 2N705 1.25 2N3442 1.25 2SB22 3.50 2N706 0.25 2N3614 2.20 2S324 3.50 2N708 0.25 2N3702 0.11 2S701 2.00 2N930 0.25 2N3703 0.11 2S745A 0.95 2N1131 0.30 2N3704 0.11 2S746A 0.95 2N1132 0.30 2N3705 0.11 2NI302 1.20 2N3706 0.11 2N1303 0.80 2NB707 0.11 2N1304 1.20 2N3708 0.10 2N1305 1.00 2N3709 0.11 2N1306 1.50 2N3710 0.10 2N1307 1.10 2N3711 0.10 2N1308 1.75 2N3771 1.40 2N1309 1.20 2NB772 1.60 2N1613 0.32 2N3773 1.80 
6CW4 8.00 12BA6 2.50 5670 4.50 6D2 1.50 12BE6 2.50 5675 28.00 6DK6 3.00 12BH7 1.50 5687 6.00 6DQ6B 4.75 12BY7 3.00 5696 4.50 6EA8 3.00 12E1 20.00 5718 7.50 6EB8 2.50 12E11TT 170.00 5725 5.50 6EW6 2.25 12E14 35.00 5726 11.37 6F6 3.00 13EI 20.00 5727 7.05 6F23 1.60 19H4 27.50 5749 2.50 6F28 1.60 19H5 47.50 5751 4.00 6F33 33.50 24B9 67.25 5763 4.50 6H1 14.00 30C15 2.00 58i4A 4.00 6H2N 2.75 30C17 2.00 5840 4.00 6H3N 2.75 30C18 2.00 5842 12.00 6H6 3.00 30F5 1.60 5876A 31.50 6J4 5.50 30FL1/2 1.38 5879 5.00 616 8.93 30FL12 1.80 5886 12.50 617 4.75 30FL14 2,00 5963 2.50 6k4N 2.50 30L1 1.50 5965 3.50 6K6GT 2.75 30L15 2.00 6005 2.25 6K7 3.00 30L17 2.00 6021 4.50 6K8 3.00 30P4 2.50 6057 10.23 6KD6 7.00 30P19 2.50 6058 12.34 6L6G 3.00 30PL1 3.00 6059 6.00 6L6GA 2.25 30PL14 1.80 6061 6.00 6L6GT 2.25 30PL15 1.80 6063 3.75 6L6GC 2.50 35W4 1.00 6064 8.58 6L7 2.50 50C5 1.50 6067 10.23 6N2P 2.50 75B1 6.05 6072 6.00 6N3P 2.50 75C1 3.50 6080 14.00 6N7 3.00 85A1 7.50 6097A 235.00 
6P25 4.00 85A2 4.45 6097B 200.00 6Q7 3.75 90AG 12.96 6146A 8.25 6R7 3.25 90AV 12.96 6146B 8.25 6SA7 3.00 90C1 6.00 6159B 19.00 6SC7 2.75 90CG 14.54 6189 9.55 6SF7 2.50 90CV 15.45 6201 11.40 6SH7 3.00 92AG 12.96 6442 20.00 6SJ7 3.25 92AV 12.96 6883B 17.54 6SK7 3,50 95 A1 8.45 6973 4.00 6SK7GT 3.00 150B2 6.50 7025 3.00 6SN7GT 3.00 150B3 8.35 7551 6.25 ' 6SQ7 3.40 150C2 3.25 7586 12.00 6SR7 4.00 150C4 6.00 7587 18.50 6SS7 2.75 211 35.00 7609 56.00 6U5G 3.50 723AB 125.00 7868 6.00 6U8A 2.25 803 25.00 7895 12.00 6V6GT 2.25 805 45.00 8005 110.49 6X4 2.00 807 3.75 8068 14.00 6X5 GT 1.75 811A 18.33 8122 90.00 7B7 2.50 812A 18.33 8136 2.50 7C5 4.00 813 125.86 8417 6.00 7C6 2.50 833A 193.16 18042 11.53 7H7 4.00 866A 20.03 18045 10.49 7R7 4.25 872A 20.00 7S7 3.50 922 6.00 Tested 7Y4 2.25 931A 18.52 Ex-Equipment 7Z4 2.00 1624 4.00 4CX250B 6.50 11E3 55.00 1625 3.50 12AH8 5.00 2050 17.46 12AT6 1.50 4212E 300.00 12AT7 1.75 4212H 300.00 12AU6 2.50 5544 81.97 12AU7 1.75 5545 102.00 12AV6 2.50 5551A 114.90 12AV7 3.50 5552A 155.35 12AX7 1.75 5642 9.00 12AY7A 4.00 5654 3.00 12B4A 3.50 5651 4.45 
74136 0.51 74175 1.02 TBA480Q 1.84 74141 0.89 74176 1.16 TBA520Q 2.30 74142 2.30 74178 1.36 TBA530 1.98 74143 2.60 74179 1.36 TBA540Q 2.30 74144 2.60 74180 1.20 TBA550Q B.22 74145 1.00 74190 1.90 TBA560CQ 74147 2.00 74191 1.90 3.22 74148 1.76 74192 1.90 TBA673 2.20 74150 1.80 74193 1.90 TBA700 1.52 74151 0.94 74194 1.25 TBA720Q 2.30 74154 1.80 74195 1.20 TBA750Q 2.07 74155 0.90 74196 1.35 TBA800 1.20 74156 0.90 74197 1.35 TBA920 2.90 74157 0.75 74198 2.70 TBA920Q 2.90 74159 2.20 74199 2.30 TBA990Q 2.90 74170 2.40 760i3N 1.76 TCA270Q 2.90 74172 4.40 TAA570 2.30 TCA760A 1.38 74173 1.42 TAA630S 3.50 74174 1.60 TAA700 3.90 

Telephone 01-677 2424/7 
Telex 946708 
E.&O.E. 

Open to callers Monday-Friday 9 a.m.-5 p.m. 
WW-11 , 
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Sendforourlatestcatalogue and price list. 
Thandar Electronics Ltd, 
London Road, St. lves, 
Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire PE 17 4HJ. 
Telephone (0480)64646. Telex32250. 

~thandar 
ELECTRONICS LIMITED 
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from the drawing board of John Linsley-

ve • 
1 av~~~~~re ~~1h~i~~e~ta~:~~~d~y~'fh':~~~~ 

an'J transparency of the tone quality enable these amplifiers to 

fnu:~=~~~m0e~~~i~;~~;~~~~:~~J~~~~· ~~~!d'~h: ~~~~~~=~~ 
dard set by his earlier 75-watt design. . . 
Three versions are offered, a 30-watt With Oarhngton output 
transistors and a 35· and 45·watt, both w ith Mosfet output 
devices. Ail are of identical outside appearance which is de· 
signed to match and stack w ith our Linsley-Hood cassette re-
corder 2. 
As with all Hart kits the constructor's interests·have been looked 
after in a u"nique way by reducing the conventional (and boring) 
wiring almost to the pomt of extinction. 
Any of these kits represents a most cost-effective route to the 
very highest sound quality with the extra b<?nus of the en-

~::~tO!r~i~i~~~"ng aa~~~~~~~if~~~~di~~~~a~~d~U~";~~~ controls 
and magnetic pick-up facilrty. Total c_ost of all parts 1s £81.12. 
Special offer price for complete kits is ~85. · 
35--watt Mosfet amplifier. Total cost of parts £98.41. Special offer 
for complete kits £79.50. 
~:ric~V~~~~~;~tits-r:::.~~~st of parts £104.95. Special 

(R8prints of original Articles from Hi·Fi News 50p. Post free. No 
VAT. 
Reprints_ of MOSFET article 25p. No V.A.T. Post free. · 

'P.W. WINTON' TUNER AND AMPLIFIER · 

Snazzy matching slimline tuner and amplifier in beautiful 

T~~~re;o~~~!nC~; ~~~S~.dF~u~~~e~~~ua~d trn t~t~if~~~~~~~ 
readout with clock and timer features. FM has ~ section front 
end and switchable bandwidth for exceptional fringe area p'er
formance. Amolifier has Toroidal transformer. Mosfet outout 
~j~f;e~s~atts per channel and got a cracking review in Practi-

l':;I~==·KJi::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.~= 
LINSLEY -HOOD CASSmE RECORDERS · 

THIS MONTH'S 
SPECIAL OFFER 
COMPLETE STEREO 

CASSEnE DECK 
Brand-new high-quality stereo cassette 
unit with built-in record and play 
electronics. Ideal for use w ith any hi-fi 
system or music centre. Only a single 9-
volt DC supply is required to power the 
whole unit. · 
Microphone and line inputs are pro
vided on both channels and the line out
put will feed into any normal hi-fi ampli
fier. Erase and bias is provided by an 
ultrasonic oscillator, aut omatically 
switching to the correct level when a 
chrome or ferric cassette is put in place. 
Overall size 180mm x 130mm x 73mm. 
Complete with 3-digit counter. 
We value this deck at about £30. OUR 
VERY SPECIAL PRICE INCLUDING VAT 
AND POSTAGE - THIS IS ALL YOU PAY 
- ONLY £18.34 (while stocks last). 

FEED YOUR MICRO BYTES WITH OUR 
SOLENOID CONTROLLED CASSmE 

· DECK 
~ -_. 

• - _ ,A. - - ---

.i:J · 
,, .. .....,. . -

Front loading· deck with full solenoid control of all functions 
including optional read in fast wind modes. 12 volt operation. 
Fitted 3·diglt memory counter and Haii iC Motion Sensor. Stan· 
dard erase and stereo R/P Heads. Cheapest price ever for all 
these features. Only £38.90 plus VAT. Full technical specification 
included. 

LINSLEY-HOOD 1110 WATT POWER 
AMPLIFIER 

Our complete kit forth is bri lliant new design is the same size as 
our Unsley-Hood Cassette Recorder 2. Kit includes all parts for 

-~~prv0:ned :~~~i!i~~ro~~~id~r~~c~~~~~~~~ ~~es~' o~ua~te p~~:'i~ 
£114.46 but our special introductory price for all parts bought 
together is only £105.50. 

Do your tapes lack treble?-A worn head could be th8 problem. 
Fitting one of our replacement heads could restore performance 
to better than new I Standard mountings make fitting easy and 
our TC1 Test Cassette helps you set the azimuth spot·on. We are 
the actual importers which means you get the benefit of lower 
prices for prime parts. Compare us with other suppliers and see! 
The following is a list of our most popular heads, all are suitable 
for use on Dolby machines and are ex-stock. 
HC20 Permalloy Stereo Head. This is the standard head fitted as 

H~a~r:ic:J!~~~~r:~'::~:d:·A· ·h~·~d:we·a·~i~g; ·h·i·iihe~:~ · ~s;n:~~:~ A1~vmS~~~a~~~~,h~··b~~t· ·h~~·d·~·~·-~~~ ~~~ 
Longer life than Permalloy, higher output than Ferrite, fantastic 
frequency response ................................................................... £8.20 
HQ551 4-Treck Head for auto-reverse or quadraphonic use. Full 
specif ication record and playback head .................................. £7.40 
Please consult our list for technical data on these and other 
Special Purpose Heads. 

STUART TAPE CIRCUITS 
(For reel-to-reel decks) 

These circuits are just the thing for converting that old 
valve tape deck into a useful transistorised recorder.' Total 
system IS a full three head recorder with separate record 
and replay sections for simultaneous off tape monitoring. 
We also stock the heads. This kit is well engineered but 
does not have the detailed instructions that we give with 

~u:n~~'~or~~J~n~~=~~:Pr~~ ~f~~~ ~~~~~r~~~;! ~-:ti~~~ 
45p. Postfree. No VAT. 

HART TRIPLE-PURPOSE TEST 
. CASSffiETC1 

One inexpensive test cassette enables you to set u~ \{U level. 
head azimuth and tape speed. Invaluable when f1ttmg r.ew 
heads. Only £3.80 plus VAT and 50p postage. 

CASSmE MOTORS 
Brand New Govemed 12v DC Tape Drive Motor Type MMI· 
6A2LK. 
As used in SF925 and many other decks. 40mm Oia x 35mm 

~~~:~ ~nh~~~~5pC~ ~~ns~aft ~~dfa~~- .tnti·c~;c'k:s~~~t~~~~~ 
at rated speed of 2200 RPM. Free run current 25mA. £4.85 eaeh. 

Full details of t he entire range of HART products is contained in 
our illustr-ated lists. 
Ask for your FREE copy NOW. 
Enquiries for lists are also welcome from overseas but please let 
us have three lACs to cover the cost of surface post o r 51ACs for 
airmaiL 
In a hurry? A telephone order with credit card number placed 
before 3 p.m. will be despatched THAT DAY! 
Please add part cost of post packing and insurance as follows: 

INLAND OVERSEAS 
Orders up to £10 - 50p Postage at cost plus £2 
Orders £10 to £49 - £1 documentation and handling 
Orders over £50 - £1.50 

PLEASE ADD VAT 

- . ANALOGUE 
PICOTUTOR lr INTERFACE 
ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE TRAINER 
The ideal way to learn machine 
language and become acquainted 
with the new "single chip" control 
oriented microprocessors. 1.8K of 
EPROM, 20 1/0 lines, 112 bytes of 
RAM and a t imer all in a single 28-
pin I.C. As featured in this, and 
subsequent issues of WW. 

COST EFFECTIVE 

ELECTRONIC 
IGNITION 

METAL FILM RESISTORS 

COMPLETE KIT£39.87 
68705 DATA £1.95 

ANALOGUE INTERFACE 
COMPLETE KIT £9.39 

16 WAY LEAD £2.35 extra 

Complet kit for this efficient C.D. 
system featured in March '82 WW. 
Includes: Case, improved PCB, 
fernte transformer core, w inding 
wire, all components, hardware 
and instructions. 

£14.92 :~: 
All prices include VAT. Add 45p 
P&P. Mail Order only. 

MAGENTA ELECTRONICS LIMITED (W17) 
135 Hunter Street, Burton-on-Trent, Staffs. DE14 2ST, 0283 65435 
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-"'II V. Watt, 1% tolerance, 3p each . 89 
lOOR lk lOk ' fOOii Values, E24, see left. M inimum 
110R .lkl llk 1101< order £20. Minimum 10 pes per 120R lk2 12k 1201< value. VAT, P&P incl. 130R l kJ 13k 1301< 
150R 1k5 15k 1501< 

~ -- SPEC\Al OffER 160R 1k6 16k 160k 
180R 1k8 18k 180k 
200R 2k 20k 200k 
220R 2k2 22k 2201< 10 pes of each value, 890 pes 240R 2k4 24k 2401< 
270R 2k7 27k 2701< £25.30 JOOR Jk JOk -
JJOR JkJ JJk 330k 
360R Jk6 36k -

~ 'POP'PACK 
390R Jk9 39k -
430R 4k3 43k -
470R 41<7 47k 4701< SPECIAL 4K7 10K 47K, 51 0R 5k1 51k - 100 pes: 100R, e~K,330R , 470R. 1K5, 560R 5k6 56k 560k 
620R 6k2 62k - 100K, 1M. 50 f t ·110ao pes. £28.50. 680R 6kB 68k 680k 2K2, 3K3. 22K. 0 a 750A 7k5 75k -
820R 8k2 B2k 820k One of each 
910A 9k1 91k 1M pack £50 only 

ORION SCIENTIFIC LTD- 16 Orange Street- London WC2H 7ED 

WW - 054 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 
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Essex Electronics Centre 

Wivenhoe Park, Colchester, Essex C04 3SQ 
Telephone: Colchester (0206) 865089 

Tha Eaaex Buffer/Timer 
Board 24 Buffared Inputa 

16 Buffarad Outputa 
4 Hardwara Tlmara 

• 
Provides easy interfacing to 

the computer 
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THANDAR PORTABLETEST BENCH 

Awide range of high performance instruments, at prices that are hard to beat, puts 
professional test capability on you r bench. 
COUNTERS-TF20010Hz to 200MHz:TF04010Hz to40MHz;PFM200A20Hzto200MHz 
(hand-held model); TP600 prescales to 600MHz; TPIOOOPrescalesto 1 GHz. 
MULTIMETERS-TMSBIO.r/oSVzdigit LCD:TM3530.26%3V? digit LCD; TM3550.25% 
31/2digitLED;TM3540 75% SVzdigit LCD (hand-held model); TM451 0.03%4,/2digit 
with autoranging and sample hold. 
OSCILLOSCOPE - SC110A 10M Hz, 10m V sensitivity, 40 mm CRT with 6mm 
graticule divisions. 
THERMOMETERS-TH301 - 50oC to -l-750oC, 1 ° resolution; TH302 -40oC to +110OX 
and -40oFto +2000"F,0.r and 1° resolution. Both accept any type K thermocouple. 
GENERATORS-TG1001Hz to 100kHz Function, Sine, Square, Triangle Wave: T6102 
0.2Hz to 2MHz Function, Sine, Square, Triangle Wave: TG105 5Hz to 5MHz Pulse, Free 
Run, Gated or Triggered Modes. 
LOGIC ANALYSERS-TA20808 channel 20MHz; TA216016channel 20MHz. 
ACCESSORIES-Bench rack, test leads, carrying cases, mains adaptors, probes, 

1 thwrmncnunlps f 

Sendfor our latest catalogue and price list. 
ThandarElectronicsLtd, 
London Road, St. Ives, 
Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire PE174HJ. 
Telephone (0480) 64646. Telex32250. 

ELECTRONICS LIMITED PUTTING THE BEST WITHIN YOUR GRASP 
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HIGH QUALITY REPLACEMENT 
CASSETTE HEADS 

THIS MONTH'S 

SPECIAL OFFER 

COMPLETE STEREO 

CASSETTE DECK 
Brand-new high-quality stereo cassette 
unit with built-in record and play 
electronics. Ideal for use with any hi-fi 

H HHHH mm 

JKnirJntnF HI 

readout with clock and timer features. FM has 6 section front end and switchable bandwidth for exceptional fringe area per- formance. Amolifier has Toroidal transformer. Mosfet outout stages, 50 watts per channel and got a cracking review in Practi- cal Wireless. 
Tutwf. Com plat* Kit £163 AmpUfiar Complata Kit . £98 
UNSLEY-HOOD CASSETTE RECORDERS 

We have done two kits to this design, one using the original car cassette mechanism and the newer version using a very high quality front loading deck. This new deck has an excellent W & F performance and fitted with our latest Sendust Alloy Super (Head gives an incredible frequency range (with good tape you /can see 23KHz on oursl). 
Limley-Hood Cassatte Recorder 1 £75.00 Un«ley-Hood Cassette Recorder 2 £34.90 ¥ i'X Reprints of "WW" Articles 70p. No VAT 

| Please Note: New Phone Number: (0691) 652894 
Personal callers are always very welcome but please 

note that we are closed all day Saturday 

Do your tapes lack treble? A worn head could be the problem. Fitting one of our replacement heads could restore performance to better than newl Standard mountings make fitting easy and our TCI Test Cassette helps you set the azimuth spot-on. We are the actual importers which means you get the benefit of lower prices for prime parts. Compare us with other suppliers and see! The following is a list of our most popular heads, all are suitable for use on Dolby machines and are ex-stock. HC20 Pemialloy Stereo Head. This is the standard head fitted as original eauipment on most decks £4.25 HMM High Beta Permalloy Head. A hard-wearing, higher per- formance head with metal capability £6.20 HS16 Sendust Alloy Super Head. The best head we can find. Longer life than Permalloy, higher output than Ferrite, fantastic frequency response £8.20 HQ551 4-Track Head for auto-reverse or quadrophonic use. Full specification record and playback head £7.40 Please consult our list for technical data on these and other Special Purpose Heads. 

Front loading deck with full solenoid control of all functions including optional raad in fast wind modes. 12 volt operation. Fitted 3-digit memory counter and Hall IC Motion Sensor. Stan- dard erase and stereo R/P Heads. Cheapest price ever for all these features. Only £38.90 plus VAT. Full technical specification included, 

UNSLEY-HOOD 100 WATT POWER 
AMPLIFIER 

Our complete kit for this brilliant new design is the same size as our Linstey-Hood Cassette Recorder 2. Kit includes all parts for two power amplifiers with large heatsink area, huge power supply and speaker protection circuit. Total cost of all parts is £114.46 but our special introductory price for ell parts bought together is only £105.50. 

Full details of the entire range of HART products is contained in our illustrated lists. Ask for your FREE copy NOW. Enquiries for lists are also welcome from overseas but please let us have three IRCs to cover the cost of surface post or 5 IRCs for airmail. In g hurry? A telephone order with credit card number placed before 3 p.m. will be despatched THAT DAYI Please add part cost of post, packing and insurance as follows: 
INLAND OVERSEAS Orders up to £10 -50p Postage afcosfp/us £2 Orders £10 to £49 - £1 documentatfon and handling Orders over £50 - £1.50 

PLEASE ADD VAT 
TO ALL PRICES^^g 

ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE TRAINER 
The ideal way to learn machine 
language and become acquainted 
with the new "single chip" control 
oriented microprocessors. 1.8K of 
ERROM, 20 I/O lines, 112 bytes of 
RAM and a timer all in a single 28- 
pin I.C. As featured in this, and 
subsequent Issues of WW. 

COMPLETE KIT £39.87 
68705 DATA £1.95 

ANALOGUE INTERFACE 
COMPLETE KIT £9.39 

16 WAY LEAD £2.35 extra 

Complet kit for this efficient C.D. 
system fea red in March '82 WW. 
Includes; Case, improved PCB, 
ferrite transformer core, winding 
wire, all components, hardware 
and instructions. 

£14.92 4P5&pP 

AM prices include VAT. Add 45p 
P&P. Mail Order only. 

MAGENTA ELECTRONICS LIMITED (W17) 
135 Hunter Street, Burton-on-Trent, Staffs. DE14 2ST, 0283 55435 
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METAL FILM RESISTORS 
quo 1/4 Watt, 1% tolerance, 3p each. 89 

ioor ik iok look Values, E24, see left. Minimum 
!iS2 Jtl US 110t order £20. Minimum 10 pes per 
lam Ikl ilk Hot value. VAT, P&PincL    150R 1k5 15k 150k    _ fl 

is IF I S SPEC1M. OFM 220R 2k2 22k I: ik ,r, nf pach value, 890 pes 240R 2k4 24k 240k 10 pCS Ot eacu » = 270R 2k7 27k 270k fBOC Oil 300R 3k 30k IT/!! U||| 330R 3k3 33k 330k tfclfaWW  360 R 3k6 36k -   — 'LH-    3900 3k9 39k - ^ nilPIf 
"0" 4k7 47k 470k PSPECIAL POP ^^7 47K 
519? 5ki 51k - innR IK, 4K7, 10K, 4/*, 

ORION SCIENTIFIC LTD-' 
WW - 054 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 
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2 WAYS TO RECOVERY 
ACT AT ONCE- DELAY IS FATAL 

ACT AT ONCE - DELAY IS FATAL 

GET IT- READ IT- PRACTISE 1·4 

BE READY TO SAVE A LIFE. 
SOMEONE MIGHT SAVE YOURS. 

Display the ELECTRICAL 
REVIEW shock first aid 
chart (356x508mm) supplied 
in thousands to destinations 
world-wide. Recent 
deliveries include 
consignments to companies 
in Papua New Guinea, 
Dubai, United Arab 
Emirates, The Philippines, 
apart from UK commercial 
and industrial, educational, 
Central Government, Local 
Authorities' orders. 

Carry the ELECTRICAL 
REVIEW pocket-size shock 
card (92x126mm) designed 
to help safety and training 
officers, medical and 
welfare per~onnel; all who 
might find themselves 
called to save a life. Always 
pocket your card; there's a 
useful two-year c-alendar on 
the back. 

ACT AT ONCE-DELAY IS FATAL! 
--------

To Electrical-Electronic Press 
General Sales Department 
Room205 
Quadrant House 
Sutton 5M2 5AS 
Surrey 
England 

Company Registered Number: 151537 (ENGLAND) 
Registered Office: Quadrant House, The Quadrant 
Sutton, Sl!rrey SM2 5AS 

----------------
Please send ...... copy/copies as indicated 

Pocket Card @ 70p each inc VAT- D 
Paper Chart @ £1.00 each post free D 
Card Chart@ £2.00 each post free D 
Plastic Chart@ £3.00 each post free D 
Discounts: 100 + copies 10% 

500 + copies 15% 

(Overseas surface and air mail rates s-upplied 
on application.) 

WIRELESS WORLD MAY 1983 

Price 
£7.21 
£9.35 

£12.10 
£14.73 
£22.14 
£33.74 
£80.47 

soJr.rtN'ii05110NS 

TOTAL CONCEPT SPEAKERS 
HIGH DUALITY KITS FOR THE HOME CONSTRUCTOR 

We are told that some ready-made speakers- at twt;e the 
pnce-sound as good as the dB range . 
-but we doubt it! 

Four models supplied 
w1th prefinished solid African 
Walnut panels and grille foam, plus two 
~conomy models with simulated woodgrain fi nish and grille fabric 

O veneenng -. no varn ish ing - no soldering - no electronic or 
woo~wodrk;ng skill requ~red. All cabinet components are accurately 
mac 1ne . rom smooth MDF for easy assembly. 
Kits conta in all dnve units, assembled crossover networks w ith leads 
waddmg, foam/grille fabnc screws bolts nut et o · 1 ' designed stands (as illustrat~d ) . • • s c. pt1ona purpo~e-
Models suitable for 10-200 watts per channel. 

Prices range from £35.95 _ £212 per pair. 
new catalogue- £1 50 . any ot ers) are contained in our ......._ ~ 
Details of the dB range (and m h ~ 

· post free (cheque, P.O., or phone w ith ··- ·· ·-
your cred1t card number). ~ 

f(A-=:o•=u=-=MSL=caw=---
LJ}_~,f[JJ.C!ak~ ~ 

0625 529599 

35/39 Church Street, Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 1AS 

WW - 062 FOR. FURTHER. DETAILS 
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Despatch 
byratum 

INVERTERS 

We can now case all 
open transformers 
listed in sturdy grey 
metal ventilated boxes 
(with mounting flange) 
for safety and protec
·tlon. Cable in and out." 
USA 3o pin or 13 amp 
sockets to order, phone 
or wnte for quotes. 

MAINS BATTERY EUMINATORS 
Ready to plug into 13A socket. 3, 4.5V, 6, 7.5V, 9 12V 
DC @300mA£5.10 + £1.20 P&P + VAT 15%. ' 

12- or 24-volt d.c. input· 
240v. a.c. output ' 

100W£49.50 
250W £121.50 
soow £286.00 

1 kW £240.40 (24V input) 
Continuous rating 

+ carrif.i\ ~~%cost + 

0 MicroSight 0 

Microsight 1, a complete vision 
system including software and full 

documentation for on ly: 

£495 +vat 

DiGiiHURSI== 
Digithu;st Ltd. 
Leaden Hill, Orwell, Royston, 
Herts. SG8 5QH 

Telepl"wne: (0223) 208926 

WW - 064 FOR FURTHER. DETAILS 
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2 WAYS TO RECOVERY 

ACT AT ONCE - DELAY IS FATAL 

ELECTRIC SHOCKKSB3 
main Hire it is safe to approach K .h, nluelly i. «> deei el "tie el the coble 'rm 'I 'hi' li ne! ""d'Y ' 
s Jrir:: .'h'.';:;? ^r:;r-.te;":---" :"""a 
if the casualty is breathing ' — 

if the lasual is MOT breathing | 
rtHlcinl lespiration—speed is essential 

Lei "'til"# he'd """lilr b" /-v__y \J I ieueeileieiy is the ond pull Hie chm ur 1 pr f iMngc Welch b" t S — i' ^ d ...e.et. ^ _ 
if AFTER FOUR INFLATIONS casuahy does not respond to 
artif klal respiration —. e'ibvchy win euUe1 T?'sr.1#i« cgni.eue'' inilerionft I 

external heart compression feel ler (He lewec hell el ihe Hceetlbgne Piece rhe Keel el rewc Hewd Oh IHil peci^ol 
wiih the Heel ol the olher Heed Wim hceomec ee hie ew" ihee P'*V cemt cifDlfhl cocfc loTwefd pietsihg immedieiely m IH^ncevec^ ^ □e Ihn 1$ hmec ence pe'iecend end compfecnenconi--' ^ then eive Ihe cesuslly two iniiitioni ite #eipec£^y«<H3C _ '' - v cSP » 

|1 

12 

GET IT-READ IT-PRACTISE 1-4 

BE READY TO SAVE A LIFE. 

SOMEONE MIGHT SAVE YOURS. 

Display the ELECTRICAL 
REVIEW shock first aid 
chart (356x508mm) supplied 
in thousands to destinations 
world-wide. Recent 
deliveries include 
consignments to companies 
in Papua New Guinea, 
Dubai, United Arab 
Emirates, The Philippines, 
apart from UK commercial 
and industrial, educational, 
Central Government, Local 
Authorities' orders. 

Carry the ELECTRICAL 
REVIEW pocket-size shock 
card (92x126mm) designed 
to help safety and training 
officers, medical and 
welfare personnel; all who 
might find themselves 
called to save a life. Always 
pocket your card; there's a 
useful two-year calendar on 
the back. 

ACT AT ONCE—DELAY IS FATAL! 

To Electrical-Electronic Press 
General Sales Department 
Room 205 
Quadrant House 
Sutton SM2 5AS 
Surrey 
England 

Company Registered Number: 151537 (ENGLAND) 
Registered Office: Quadrant House, The Quadrant 
Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS 

Please send copy/copies as indicated 

Pocket Card @ 70p each inc VAT 
Paper Chart @£1.00 each post free I—I 
Card Chart @ £2.00 each post free □ 
Plastic Chart 

a) 70p each inc VAT 
| £1.00 each post free 
£2.00 each post free 

> £3.00 each post free 

Discounts: 100+ copies 10% 
500+ copies 15% 

(Overseas surface and air mail rates supplied 
on application.) 
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Despatch 
by return i 

MAINS IS0UT0RS 3«i\.)L RAN SEz Pri 0-120; 0-100-120V. Sec 0-CT-115Vx2. Secvoltsavailablo3,4(5,6,8 9 10 12 15 
Ref. VA (Watts) £ P&P 18,20,24,30Vor 15V-0-'l5V ' ' Ref. VA (Watts) £ P&P Ref. 07* 20 5.32 1.50 149 60 8.84 1.60 112 
150 100 10.06 1.84 79 
151 200 13.69 2.12 3 
152 250 16.31 2.64 20 
153 350 20.34 2.12 21 
154 500 25.02 2.90 51 
155 750 35.91 OA 117 
156 1000 45.89 OA 88 
157 1500 60.52 OA 89 
158 2000 72.43 OA 90 
159 3000 101.12 OA 91 
161 6000 203.65 OA 92 

30v 15v £ P&P 0.5 1 3.19 1.20 1 2 4.32 1.40 
2 . 4 6.99 1.60 3 A 6 8.10 1.85 
4 M 8 9.67 1.90 5 n 10 11.95 2.00 6 e 12 13.52 2.02 8 S 16 18.10 2.26 10 20 20.88 2.24 12 24 23.20 OA 15 30 26.60 3.00 20 40 35.64 4,83 

SCREENED MINIATURES Pri 240V Ref. mA Sec Volts £ P&P 
238 200 3-0-3 3.11 .90 
212 1AJA 0-6,0-6 3.45 1.20 

13 100 9-0-9 2.59 .80 
235 330,330 0-9,0-9 2.41 .90 
207 500,500 0-8-9,0-8-9 3.36 1.20 
208 1A, 1A 0-8-9,0-8-9 4.27 1.40 
236 200,200 0-15,0-15 2.41 .90 
239 50MA 12-0-12 3.11 .90 
214 300,300 0-20,0-20 3.39 1.20 
221 700 (DC) 20-12-0-12-20 4.13 1.20 
206 1A, 1A 0-15-20,0-15-20 5.60 1.60 

3.36 1.20 
4.27 1.40 

CASING SERVICE AVO & MEGGERS 
W® 080 n™C

f
aSe 0,1 8 Mk. 5 latest Model £122.10 open transformers 71 (Handy £49 30 

listed tn sturdy grey 73 Portable Size) £68.90 
metal ventilated boxes MM5 Minor £43.60 
(with mounting flange) Digital £58.50 for safety anrf nrntpr DA212 LCD Digital £81.90 ;° n pfJJLP'Otec- DA116 LCD Digital £131.30 
f+cA oab'e ,0 OUt- DA117AutorangeLCD £157.00 UbA 3* pin or 13 amp Megger70143 500V £101.50 
sockets to order, phone Megger Battery 0M7 £11.60 or write for quotes. p&P £i .60 - VAT 15% 

★115 or 240v sec only. State volts required. Pri 0-220-240V. 
12 or 24-V QLT RANGE 2x 12V windinqs Pri 220-240V 
Raf. 12v 24v £ P&P 
242 0.3 150mA 2.41 .90 

0.5 3.19 213 1 
71 2 « 18 4 A 
85 5 M 
70 6 p 

108 8 ■' 
72 10 S 

1 0.5 
2 1.0 
4 A 2.0 
5M 2.5 6 p 3.0 
8 _ 4.0 

6.0 10.89 
8.0 12.97 

10.0 17.46 
15.0 21.69 
30.0 44.45 

60VOL1 t/JGE Pri 3 ,4V 2 2x30V tapped sees volts available 6, 8, 10,12,16, 18, 20, 24, 30, 36, 40, 48,60V, or 24V-0-24V or 30V-0-30V 
Raf. 60v 30v £ P&P 
124 0.5 1 4.70 1.50 
126 t 2 7.15 1.50 
127 2 a 4 9.20 1.90 
125 3 „ 6 13.31 2.02 
123 4 M 8 15.15 2.26 
40 5 R 10 19.' 2.24 

120 6 c 12 21.86 2.64 
121 8 0 16 30.72 OA 
122 10 35.78 OA 
189 12 24 41.22 OA 

F. 
50 VOLT RANGE 2x25V tapped sees. Volts available 5, 7, 8. 10, 13, 15, 17, 20, 25, 30, 33, 40 or 20V-0-20V or 25V-0-25V 

IV* 4. _ o.o? I .OH 4.V/V/V/ A.OU.H/ 105 3 6 M 10.36 1.90 I nw po^t 
]5§ i 8 P 14.10 2.12 SOLDERING IRC 107 6 ; 18.01 1.84 TOB! SPEC 
118 8 16 24.52 2.70 240V £1.75. Also 
119 10 20 30.23 OA £1.90 + 30p P8iF 
109 12 24 36.18 OA VA" 5%. 

;jUCAT;ONAL METERS. 75x78mm 
standing finger screw connection, i) 0-10A; ii) 0- 200v 
30V;iii)0-2A75x78mm £4.50+66p p&p^VAT 15% 400v 

Specialist transformer winding services lOOv 
for batch production 

^1204 1A. 1A 0-15-27,0-15-27 7.30 1,60 
—1 AUTO TRANSFORMERS 
Voltages avairable 105, 115, 190, 200, 210, 220, 230,240. For step up or step down. 
R« WA (Watti I TAPS £ P&P 113 15 0-10-115-210-r.40V 2.39 1.20 
64 i 0-10-115-5. 24 4.84 1.40 
4 150 o-.: 5-200-220-240V 6.48 l 60 

67 500 0-10-115-200-220-240V 13.30 2:24 84 1000 0-10-115-200-220-240V 22.70 2.80 
93 1500 0-1D-' 15-200-220-240V 28.17 OA 
91 2000 0-10-115-2 , -220-240V 42.14 OA 
73 3000 0-10-115-200-220-240V 71.64 OA 
80 4000 0-10-115-200-220-2 10 . 93.01 OA 
57 5000 0-10-115-200-220-2401' 108.30 OA 
400/440V ISOLATORS T 

400/440 to 200/240 BURGLAR \£A fh M m n0.n iAL^—-A'Iru'JS VA Ref. £ P&P Ultrasonic po.rtable, 

7 1 en |. Industrial Standard Toroidals ■ 3U—vw j 15vA to 4kVA, made to order. Send or phone specification for 
DC f quotes. Vacuum varnish impregnated. Split primaries, copper 10 screens. 

BUDGET METER 
c do d Sensitivity: 2,OOOn/V. Voltage to lOOOv AC/DC. Resistance 0-200K t r&P with inst batt 5Kfi Centre Scale. DC current to lOOma. Size 

2.39 1.20 95x65x30mm. Complete with leads, battery and instructions, 
4.84 1.40 small enough to slip in a pocket. £6.04 + 80p p&p + VAT 15%. 
6.48 1 ieo    —   

13.30 2.24 ANTEX SOLDERING IRONS 15W CCN240 or C250 £5. Safety 
22.70 2,80 stand£1.75 25W X25 £5.30. 12V 25W car soldering iron kit £5.30 
28 17 OA P&P bOp + VAT 15% 

240V cable input USA 115V outlets VA Ref. £ P&P 
VA Price P&P Ref 60 243 8.11 1.50 

20 £7.21 1.25 56W 250 246 16.07 OA 
80 £9.35 1.50 64W 350 247 19.88 OA 

150 £12.10 -1.84 4W 500 248 24.77 OA 
250 £14.73 1.60 69W 1000 250 50.53 OA 
500 £22.14 2.24 67W 2000 252 74.79 OA 

1000 £33.74 2.80 84W 3000 253 104.86 OA 
2000 £60.47 OA 95W 6000 254 207.92 OA 

£4.50 +VAT 15%. • Powerful electric siren • Exit and Entry delays 0 Low cost 
LOW COS' I Constant Voltage Trf,, 

'or spike-free end steble meins - ''PEC SUDPIV 240V £1.75. Also 12V 250VA£157.36 . ,c0, 
£1.90 + 30p P&P + 500VA £219.91 + YAT 15% 
VAT 15%. 1kVA £308.80 + P&P 

Precision De-SoMer Pumps for one hend working. 
I ge £6.23. P&P 35p + VAT. Small £5.42. P&P 30p + 
VAT. 

Coble: Coax, mains, multicore, screened, equipment, 
wire. 

PANEL METERS' ~ 
43x43 mm ...£6.70 0.50llA, 0.500uA, 0.1 mA + VAT 
82X78 Tnm ...£7.37 0.30V, lOOnA, 100mA, 1A, 5A, 
10A, 15V, 100V available + VAT 

MAINS BATTERY ELIMINATORS Ready to plug into 13A socket. 3, 4.5V, 6, 7.5V, 9, 12V 
DC @ 300mA £5.10 + £1.20 P&P + VAT 15%. 

I IkVA £308.80 ^ 
BRIDGE RECTIFIERS 2A 4Sp 200v 4; 2A 55p 40 Ov 4. 25A+ £2.10 40Ov & 35A £2.60 50Ov i; 
 P&P 20p. VAT 15% 

IN Er, tRS 12- or 24-volt d.c. input; 
240v. a.c. output 

100W £49.50 
250W £121.50 
500W £286.00 

IkW £240.40 (24V input) 
Continuous rating 

+ carriage at cost + 
V.A.T. 15% 

OVERSEAS ENQUIRIES WELCOMED 
 WW T'37 FOR FURTHER UBTAILS1- 

%W METAL OXIDE RE! UT0RS £1/100 Special Offer TR4 5% Electrosii {100s only). 470 - 750 - 1800 - 3600 - 3900 - 4300 - 4700 -5100 - 5600 - 820fi - IK 
-1K2 -1K3 -1K6 -1K8 - 2K - 2K4 -3K - 16K - 20K - 22K - 24K - 27K - 47K - 82K - 100K - 110K -120K - 130K - 180K - 220K - 270K-30QK. R&p 30p + VAT 

Prices correct at time of print 

jp] TOTAL CONCEPT SPEAKERS 
HIGH QUALITY KITS FOR THE HOME CONSTRUCTOR 

H/te are told that some ready-made speakers-at twice the 
price - sound as good as the dB range 
- but we doubt it! MHBHX. 

n 

Four models supplied ^ 
with prefinished solid African 
Walnut panels and grille foam, plus two 
economy models with simulated woodgrain finish and grille fabric. 
No veneering - no varnishing - no soldering - no electronic or 
woodworking skill required. All cabinet components are accurately 
machined from smooth MDF for easy assembly. 
Kits contain all drive units, assembled crossover networks with leads, 
wadding, foam/grille fabric, screws, bolts, nuts etc. Optional purpose- 
designed stands (as illustrated). 
Models suitable for 10-200 watts per channel/ 

Prices range from £35.95- £212 per pair. 
O Details of the dB range {and many others) are contained in our 

new catalogue -£1.50 post free (cheque. P.O.. or phone with 
your credit card number). 

' The firm for Speakers 0625 529599 

35/39 Church Street, Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 IAS 

WW - 062 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 

Microsight 1, a complete vision 
system including software and full 

documentation for only; 

£495 + vat 

Digithurst Ltd. 
Leaden Hill, Orwell, Royston 
Herts. SG8 5QH 
Telephone: (0223) 208926 

WW - 064 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 
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HFANTENNAS 
* MODE; Full half wave 

operation. 

* BANDS; Up to 4 spot 
frequencies. 

* POWER; Receive to 
aoow tPEPl. 

* SWR; Better than 1.5:1 
on channel. 

THE SMC TRAPPED DIPOLE ANTENNA -
has been developed to satisfy the needs of commencal and m1htary_ users. It IS capable of 

•operation between 2 and 30 MHz on as many as four spot fre_quenc1es_- each capable of 
accommodating many channels. Excellent matchmg and eff1c1ency With a smgle coaxial 
feed is offered bv the use of SMC HlO traps and the mcorporatmn of a fernte balun '"a 
full haft wave design. NB: Power absorbing terminating resistors are not employed. The 
antenna may be deployed using one or two support masts, mstallatmn )mcorporatmg SMC 
light duty portable masts} can be easily effected by two people m haft an hour. 

HF-SSB TRANSCEIVER 

SOUTH MIDLANDS COMMUNICATIONS LTD. 
SMHOUSE 
OSBORNE ROAD, TOTTON 
SOUTHAMPTON S04 4DN 

Telex: 477351 SMCOMM G 
Tei:Totton(0703)867333 

WW- 041 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 

TRANSDUCER and RECORDER 

AMPLIFIERS and SYSTEMS 

94 

49/51 Fylde Road Preston 
PR12XO 
Telephone 0772 57560 

reliable high 
performance & 
practical controls. 
individually 
powered modules
mains or de option 
single cases and up 
to 17 modules in 
standard 19" crates 
small size- low 
weight-realistic 
prices. 

Fylde 
Electronic 
Laboratories 
limited. 

WW - 020 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 

AN124 
AN2140 
AN240P 
AN612 
AN7150 
8A521 
ETTS016 1.75 
HA1366W 1.95 
LA1230 1.15 
LA4031 P 2.70 

- LA4102 2.95 
· LA4400 4.15 
LA4422 2.50 
LC7120 3.25 
LC7130 3.50 
LC7131 5.50 
LC7137 5.50 
LM324N G.45 
LM3BON 0.95 
LM383T 2.95 
LM390N 1.95 
M51513L 2.30 
M51515L 2.95 
MB3712 2.00 
MC1307P 1.00 
MC1310P 1.50 
MC1327 0.95 
MC13270 0.95 
MC1330P 0.78 
MC1349P 1.20 
MC1350P 0.95 
MC1351P 1.50 
MC1352P 1.25 
MC1357 2.35 
MC135B 1.58 
MC1495 3.00 
MC1496 1.25 
MC140118CP 

AAY12 
AC126 
AC127 
AC128 
AC128K 
AC141 
AC141K 
AC142K 
AC176 

. · AC176K 
.AC187 
•AC187K 
'AC188 
AC188K 

·AD142 
AD143 
AD149 
AD161 
AD162 
AD161/2 
AF115 
AF124 
AF125 
AF126 
AF127 
AF139 
AF150 
AF239 
AU106 
AU107 
AU110 
AU113 
8C107 
8C107A 
8C1078 
8C10B 
8C108A 
8C10B8 
8C109 
8C1098 
8C109C 
8C114 
BC116A 
8C117 
8C119 
.8C125 
8C140 
8C141 
8C142 
8C143 
8C147 
8C1478 
8C148A 
8C1488 
8C149 
8C157 

· 8C158 
8C159 
8C160 
8C161 
8C1708 
8C171 

-8C171A 
8C1718 
8C172 _ 
8C1728 
8C172C 

AA119 
8A102 
8A115 
8A145 
8A148 
8A154 
8A155 
8A156 
8A157 
8AX13 
8AX1S 
881058 
BT151 
8Y126 
8Y127 
8Y133 
8Y164 
8Y176 
8Y179 
8Y184 

0.32 

0.25 
0.22 
0.20 
0.20 
0.32 
0.28 
0.34 
0.30 
0.22 
0.31 
0.25 
0.29 
0.25 
0.37 
0.90 
0.82 
0.70 
0.39 
0.39 
0.90 
0.75 
0.34 
0.35 
0.32. 
0.32 
0.40 
0.42-
0.42 
2.00 
1.7S 
2.00 
2.95 
0.10 
0.11 
0.11 
0.10 
0.11 
0.12 · 
0.10 
0.12 
0.12 
0.11 
0.15 
0.19 
0.24 
0.25 
0.31 
0.25 
0.21 
0.24 
0.09 
0.09 
0.09 
0.09 
0.09 
0.12 
0.09 
0.09 
0.28 
0.28 
0.15 
0.09 
0.10 
0.10 
0.10 
0.10 
0.10 

0.08 
0.17 
0.13 
0.18 
0.17 
0.01 
0.13 
0.15 
0.30 
0.04 
0.01 
0.30 
0.79 
0.10 
0.11 
0.16 
0.46 
1.20 
0.83 
0.35 

MC145106P 
7.95 

MC1723 0.50 
MC3357 2.25 
ML231B 1.75 
ML2328 1.75 
ML237B 1.95 
ML238B 4.20 
ML920 4.12 
MSM5807 6.75 
PLL02A 5.75 
SAA1025 7.25 . 
SAASOOOA 3.05 
SAA501 0 6.35 
SAS560S 1.75 
SAS570S 1.75 
SAS580 2.85 
SL9018 4.85 
SL9178 6.85 
SL 1310 1.80 
SL1327 1.10 
SL13270 1.10 
SN76003N 1.95 
SN76013N 1.95 
SN76013ND 

1.95 
SN76023N 1.65 
SN76033N 1.65 
SN7S110N 0.89 
SN76131N 1.30 
SN76226DN 1.55 
SN76227N 1.05 
SN76532N 1.40 
SN76533N 1.65 
SN76544N 1.65 
SN76650N 1.15 
SN76660N 0.80 
SN76666N 0.70 
TA7061AP 

8C177 
8C17B 
8C1B2 
8C1B2L8 
_8C1B3 
8C183L 
8C184L8 
BC204 

· 8C2078 
8C2088 
8C212 
8C212L 
8C212LA 
8C213 
8C213L 
8C214 
8C214C 
8C214L 
8C237 
BC237A 
8C2378 
8C238 
8C239 
8C251A 
8C252A 
8C258 
8C258A 
BC284 
8C300 
8C301 
8C303 
8C307 
8C307A 
8C3078 
8C327 
8C32B 
8C337 
8C338 
8C347A 
8C461 
8C47B 
8C527 
8CS47 
8C548 
8CS49A 
8C550 
8C557 
8C557A 
8C5578 
8C558 
8CY33A 
80115 
80116 
8D124P 
80131 
80132 
80133 
80135 
80136 
80137 
80138 
80139 
80140 
80144 

0.10 
0.09 
0.09 
0.15 
0.15 
0.10 
0.10 
0.10 
0.09 
0.09 
0.10 
0.13 
0.13 
0.09 
0.09 
0.09 
0.09 
0.09 
0.09 
0.09 
0.09 
0.10 
0.09 
0.09 
0.09 
0.12 
0.12 
0.15 
0.25 
0.39 
0.30 
0.30 
0.30 
0.28 
0.09 
0.09 
0.09 
0.10 
0.10 
0.10 
0.09 
0.13 
0.35 
0.20 
0.20 
0.10 
0.10 
0.08 
0.08 
0.08 
0.08 
0.01 
0.10 
1.80 
0.30 
0.80 
0.59 
0.32 . 
0.35 
0.40 
0.30 
0.30 
0.32 
0.30 
0.32 
0.30 
1.10 

8Y199 0.40 
8Y206 0.14 
8Y20B-800 0.33 
8Y21Q-BOO 0.33 
8Y223 0.90 
8Y29B-400 0.22 
8Y299-800 0.22 
8YX10 0.20 
BYX36-150R 

0.20 
8YX3B-600R 

0.80 
8YX55-600 0.30 
8YX7HOO 0.80 
8ZV95C30 0.35 
OA47 0.09 
OA90 0.05 
OA91 0.06 
OA95 0.06 
OA202 0.10 
IN914 0.04 
1N4001 0.04 
IN4002 0.04 

TA710BP 
TA7120P 
TA7130P 
TA7146 
TA7203 
TA7204P 2.15 
TA7205AP 1.50 
TA7222AP 1.80 
TA7227P 4.25 
TA7310P 1.80 
TA7313AP 2.95 
TA7611AP 2.95 
TAA550 0.25 
TAA570 1.95 
TAA661B 1.20 
TAA700 1.70 
T AA6305 3.50 
TBA 1208 0.95 
TBA120S 0.70 
T8A120SA 0.70 
TBA120SQ 0.70 
T8A 120T 1.05 
T8A 120U 1.00 
T8A231 1.25 
TBA395 1.50 
TBA396 0.75 
T8A440N 2.55 
T8A4800 1.25 
T8AS1o 2.5o · 
T8A5100 2.50 
T8A520 1.10 
T8A5200 1.10 
T8A530 1.10 
T8A5300 1.10 
T8AS40 1.25 
T8A5400 1.35 
T8A5500 1.45 
T8A560C 1.45 
T8A560CQ 1.45 
T8A570 1.00 
T8A641A12 

2.50 

801 

0.85 
0.55 
0.72 
0.70 
0.83 
0.85 
0.78 
0.70 
0.48 
0.48 
0.48 
0.35 
0.35 
0.35 
0.45 
0.40 
0.40 
0.40 
0.50 
0.10 
0.32 
0.55 
0.55 
0.50 
0.80 
0.50 
0.40 
0.65 
0.85 
0.75 
1.10 
1.10 
0.80 
1.50 
0.35 
0.24 
0.12 
0.22 
0.27 
0.24 
0.22 
0.38 
0.26 
0.34 
0.29 
0.29 
0.29 
0.29 
0.28 
0.29 
0.11 
0.11 
0.11 
0.11 
0.18 
0.14 
0.40 
0.15 
0.30 

80182 
80201 
80202 
80203 
80204 
80222 
80223 
80225 
8C232 
80233 
80234 
80236 
80237 
80238 
80241 
80242 
80246 
80376 
80410 
80434 
80437 
80438 
80506 
80508 
80520 
80538 
80597 
80697 
80698 
80707 
8DX32 
8F115 
8F127 
8F154 
8F158 
8F160 
8F167 
8F173 
8F177 
BF178 
8F179 
8F180 
8F1B1 
8F1B2 
8F183 
8F184 
8F185 
8F194 
8F195 
8F195 
-BF197 
8F198 
BF199 
8F200 
8F241 
8F245 
8F246 
8F256/ LC 
8F257 
8F258 
8F259 
8F271 
8F273 
8F336 
8F337 
8F338 
8F355 

IN4003 
IN4004 
IN4005 
IN4006 
IN4007 
IN4148 
IN4448 
INS401 
INS402 
INS403 
INS404 
IN5405 
INS406 
INS407 
INS408 
ITT44 
ITT923 
ITT2002 

0.28 
0.28 
0.28 ' 
0.29 
0.29 
0.28 
0.13 
0.34 
0.29 
0.32 
0.37 

0.04 
0.05 
0.05 
0.01 
0.06 
0.02 
0.10 
0.12 
0.14 
0.12 
0.12 
0.13 
0.13 
0.16 
0.16 
0.04 
0.15 
0.10. 

74LSSERIES 
Prices 

available 
on request 

T8A6418X1 
3.00 

T8A651 1.75 
T8A 720A 2.45 
T8A7500 2.65 
T8ABOO 0.89 
T8AB10AS 1.35 
T8AB200 1.45 
T8A890 2.50 
T8A920 1.65 
T8A9200 1.85 
T8A950 2.35 
T8A95012X 2.35 
T8A990 1.49 
TBA9900 1.49 
TBA1441 2.15 
TCA270 1.10 
TCA270SQ 1.10 
TCASSO 2.50 
TCABOO 2.15 
TCAB30S 1.40 
TCA940 1.65 
TDA440 2.20 
TDA 1 004A 2.20 
TDA1006A2.50 
TDA1010 2.15 
TDA 1035 2.50 
TDA 1037 1.95 
TDA1170 1.95 
TDA1170S 1.95 
TDA1190 2.15 
TDA 12700 3.95 
TDA1327 1.70 
TDA 13528 1.43 
TDA1412 0.85 
TDA2002 1.95 
TDA2020 2.45 
TDA2030 2.80 
TDA2522 1.95 
TDA2523 1.95 
TDA2524 1.95 
TDA2530 1.95 

8F371 
8F394 
8F422 
8F457 
8F458 
8F459 
8F595 
8F597 
8FR39 
8FR40 
BFR41 
8FR88 
8FR90 
8FR91 
8FT42 
8FT43 
8FW92 
8FX29 
8FX84 
8FX85 
8FX96 
8FX88 
8FY«<Il 
8FY51 
8FY52 
8FY90 
8R100 
8R101 
8RC4443 
8T106 
8T108 
8T11 6 
8T119 
8T120 
8U105 
8U10B 
8U124 
8U125 
8U126 
8U204 
8U205 
8U208 
8U208A 
8U326 
8U326A 
BU326S 
8U407 
8U500 
8U526 
8UY698 
MJ3000 
MJE340 
MJE520 
MPSA12 
MPSA13 
MPSA92 
MRF450A 
MRF453 
MRF454 
MRF475 
MRF477 
OC23 
OC42 
OC44 
OC45 
OC70 
OC71 
OCB1 

0.38 
0.38 
0.20 
0.19 
0.32 
0.32 
0.28 
0.311 
0.23 
0.25 
0.23 
0.23 
0.28 
0.30 
1.50 
1.75 
0.28 
0.28 
0.85 
0.30 
0.28 
0.32 
0.30 
0.25 
0.21 
0.21 
0.25 
0.77 
0.28 
0.30 
0.85 
1.22 
1.22 
1.20 
1.85 
1.66 
1.22 
1.89 
1.25 

£1.25 
1.80 
1.55 
1.30 
1.39 
1.52 
1.20 
1.42 
1.90 
1.24 
2.25 
1.90 
1.70 
1.98 
0.40 
0.48 
0.20 
0.20 
0.30 

11.50 
13.50 
17.50 
2.50 

10.00 
1.50 
0.55 
0.55 
0.55 
0.45 
0.40 
0.50 

1.95 
1.25 
2.15 
2.15 
2.25 
2.95 
2.95 
2.95 

TDA2600 3.50 
TDA2610 2.50 
TDA2611A 1.95 
TDA2640 2.80 
TDA2690 1.35 
TDA3560 3.95 
TDA3950 1.95 
UPC566H 2.95 
UPC575C2 2.75 
UPC1001H 2.50 
UPC1025H 2.50 
UPC1028H 1.95 
UPC1156H 2.75 
UPC1167C2 

1.15 
UPC11B1H 1.25 
I.IPC11B2H 2.95 
UPC11B5H 3.95 
UPC1350C 2.95 
UPC2002H 1.95 
ZTK338 0.50 
555 0.35 
556 0.42 
723 0.50 
741 0.35 
747 0.50 
748 0.35 
4042 0.50 
7805 0.80 

R20088 1.70 
R20108 1.70 
R2322 0.58 
R2323 0.86 
R2540 2.48 
RCA16334 0.90 
RCA15335 0.80 
SKE5F 1.45 
TIP29 0.40 
TIP29C 0.42 
TIP30C 0.43 
TIP31C 0.42 
TIP32C 0.42 
TIP338 0.75 
TIP348 0.75 
TIP41A 0.445 
TIP41C 0.45 
TIP42C 0.47 
TIP47 0.85 
TIP120 0.80 
TIP125 0.85 
TIP142 1.75 
TIP146 1.75 
TIP161 2.95 
TIP2955 0.80 

· nP3055 o.65 
TIS91 0.20 
TV106/2 1.50 
2N2219 0.28 
2N2905 0.40 
2N3053 0.40 
2N3054 0.59 
2N3055 0.52 
2N3702 0.12 
2N3703 0.12 
2N3704 0.12 . 
2N3705 0.12 
2N3706 0.12 
2N3708 0.12 
2N3773 1.75 
2N3792 1.35 
2N4427 1.50 
2N4444 1.15 
2N5294 0.42 
2N5295 0.48 
2N5298 0.80 
2N5495 0.85 
2SA715 0.80 
2SC495 0.80 
2SC496 0.80 
2SC1096 0.80 
2SC1172Y 2.20 
2SC1173 1.15 
2SC1306 1.00 
2SC1307 1.50 
2SC1449 0.10 
2SC167B 1.25 
2SC1945 2.10 
2SC1953 0.95 
2SC1957 0.80 
2SC1959 1.95 
2SC2028 1.15 
2SC2029 1.95 
2SC207B 1.45 
2SC2091 0.85 
2SC2166 1.95 -
2SC2314 0.80 
250234 0.50 
3N211 1.50 

A selection available. 
Prices on request. 
3BPI £13.50 D10-210GH £45 
OG7-32 £42 OH7-91 £59 
OP7-6 £35 OP7-11 £35 
SE40P7 £45 95447 £135 

M17-151GVR £220 

DATA & EQUIV. BOOKS 

Transistor Data 
Books includ~ 
i ng Japan 
ese types. Two 
books, £8.50 
pair. 

I.C. DATA 
BOOKS 

LIN 1 covering 
OpAmps 
UN 2 covering 
Regulators 
£4.95Nch 

WIRELESS WORLD MAY 1983 

A1714 18.50 
A1998 11.50 
A20B7 11.50 
A2134 14.95 
A2293 6.50 
A2426 17.50 
A2521 21.00 
A2599 37.50 
A2900 11.50 
A3042 24.00 
A32B3 24.00 
AC/HL/DD 4.00 
ACP 4.00 
AC/ THI 4.00 
AC/VP2 4.00 
AH221 39.00 
AH238 39.00 
ALSO 6.00 
ARP12 0.70 
ARP34 1.25 
ARP35 2.00 
AZ31 2.00 
8L63 2.00 
85450 67.00 
8T5 49.50 
8T19 32.50 
8T79 12.50 
CIK 18.00 
C3JA 16.00 
C1108 55.00 
C1134 17.50 
C1148A 80.00 
C114911 89.00 
C1534 32.00 
C8L31 2.00 
CCA 2.80 
CL30 2.00 
CL33 2.00 
CMG25 9.00 
CV Nos Prices 

on request 
063 1.20 
DAF91 0.45 
DAF96 0.85 
OC70 1.75 
DC90 1.20 
OCX4-1000 

12.00 
DCX4-5000 

25.00 
6.00 

28.00 
OET10 
DET22 
DET24 
DET25 
DF91 
DF92 
DF96 
DH63 
DH77 
DH79 
DH149 
DK91 
DK92 
DK96 
DL35 
DL63 
DL70 
DL73 
DL91 
DL92 
DL93 
DL96 
DLS10 
DLS16 
DM70 

. DM160 
DY51 
DYBO 
DYB6/B7 
DYB02 
E1T 
EBOCC 
EBOCF 
EBOF 
EBOL 
EB1CC 
EB1L 
EB2CC 
EB3CC 
EB3F 
E86C 
EBSC 
EBSCC 
E90CC 
E90F 
E91H 
E92CC 
E99F 
E130L 
E180CC 
E1B2CC 
E180F 
E196F 
E2BOF 
E2B3CC 
E288CC 
EB10F 
E1148 
EA50 
EA76 
EA79 

39.00 
22.00 

0.70 
0.80 
0.65 
1.20 
0.90 
0.58 
2.00 
0.90 
1.20 
2.50 
1.00 
1.00 
2.50 
2.50 
1.50 
0.60 
1.10 
2.50 
8.00 

10.00 
1.10 
2.75 
1.00 
1.20 
0.55 
0.60 
9.00 
7.00 

10.00 
9.50 

11.50 
3.50 

12.00 
3.50 
3.50 
3.50 
9.50 
7.95 
2.80 
5.00 
7.95 
4.50 
2.25 
6.99 

14.50 
6.50 
9.00 
6.50 
8.50 

19.50 
10.00 
13.50 
16.00 

1.00 
1.00 
1.95 
1.95 

EAA91 0.60 
EA8CBO 0.58 
EAC91 2.50 
EAF42 1.20 
EAFB01 1.40 
E834 1.50 
E841 3.00 
E891 0.52 
E8C33 2.50 
E8C41 1.95 
E8CB1 0.85 
E8C90 0.75 
E8C91 0.75 
E8F33 2.50 
E8FBO 0.50 
E8F83 0.50 
E8FB5 0.95 
E8FB9 0.70 
E8F93 0.95 
E8L1 1.50 
E8L21 2.00 
E8L31 3.95 
EC52 0.75 
ECBO 4.25 
ECB1 4.50 
ECB6 1.00 
EC88 1.00 
EC90 0.70 
EC91 7.00 
EC92 1.25 
EC93 0.80 
EC95 7.00 
EC97 1.10 
EC8010 6.00 
ECC32 3.00 
ECC33 3.50 
ECC35 3.50 
ECC40 3.00 
ECC81 0.85 
ECC81 Mullard 

1.10 
ECC82 0.55 
ECC82 Philips 

1.10 
ECC83 0.65 
ECC83 Mullard 

1.35 
ECC83 Philips 

1.10 
ECC84 0.50 
ECCB5 0.80 
ECC96 1.45 
ECC88 0.75 
ECC91 2.00 
ECC1BO 0.72 
ECC1B9 0.78 
ECC801S 3.50 
ECC803S 3.50 
ECC804 0.80 
ECC807 2.50 
ECCBOB 2.95 
ECC2000 12.00 
ECFBO 0.72 
ECFB2 0.60 
ECF96 1.70 
ECF200 1.85 
ECF202 1.85 
ECF801 0.85 
ECF804 6.00 
ECF805 2.50 
ECF806 10.25 
ECH3 2.50 
ECH4 3.00 
ECH35 1.80 
ECH42 1.00 
ECH81 0.58 
ECHB3 0.78 
ECHB4 0.89 
ECH2000 1.50 
ECL80 0.80 
ECL82 0.65 
ECL83 2.50 
ECL84 0.74 
ECLB5 0.89 
ECL86 0.74 
ECLBOS 0.89 
ECLLBOO 16.00 
ED5100 3.50 
EF37A 2.00 
EF39 1.00 
EF41 3.50 
EF42 3.60 
EF50 1.50 
EF55 2.25 
EF71 1.50 
EF72 1.20 
EF73 1.00 
EFBO 0.55 
EFB3 3.50 
EFB5 0.50 
EFB6 1.50 
EF86 Special 

~~=~ty ~:= 
EF91 1.25 
EF92 2.50 
EF93 0.85 
EF94 

PREFERRED VALUES . 
4R7-1KB 0.15 
2K2-6K8 0.18 

4Wan 10K 0.24 

R47-<41<7 0.18 
5K6-12K 0.19 

1 wan 15K-22K 0.20 

0.20 

0.24 

0.26 

0.28 

1R-10K 

11 wan 15K-22K 

1R·10K 

11 wan 15K-22K 

EF183 o.65 
EF184 0.55 
EF731 1.80 
EF732 1.80 
EFBOO 11.00 
EFB04S 9.85 
EFB05S 9.85 
EFB06S 9.85 
EFB12 0.65 
EFL200 1.50 
EH90 0.72 
EK90 0.72 
EL32 0.95 
EL33 4.00 
EL34 1.95 
El34Mullard 

2.95 
EL36 1.50 
EL37 9.00 
EL38 8.00 
EL41 2.25 
EL42 2.00 
ELB1 3.95 
ELB2 0.58 
ELB4 0.59 
ELB5 4.50 
ELB6 0.85 
EL90 1.25 
EL91 6.00 
EL95 0.70 
EL183E 3.50 
EL1B3P 3.60 
EL360 7.95 
EL500 1.40 
EL504 1.40 
EL508 1.90 
EL509 5.25 
EL519 5.50 
ELB02 3.55 
ELB21 10.35 
ELB22 10.35 
EM1 4.00 
EM4 9.00 
EM34 7.50 
EM35 1.50 
EMBO 0.70 
EMB1 0.70 
EM84 1.10 
EMB5 1.10 
EM87 2.50 
EN10 8.00 
EN32 13.50 
EN91 1.10 
EN91(SOI 2.50 
EN92 4.50 
ES1500 115.00 
ET1 11.00 
EY51 0.80 
EYB1 0.60 
EYB3 1.50 
EY84 8.95 
EY84W 10.00 
EY96/B7 0.50 
EY88 0.55 
EY91 5.50 
EY500A 1.50 
EY802 0.70 
EZ35 0.75 
EZ40 1.25 
El41 1.25 
EZBO 0.80 
EZ81 . 0.80 
EZ90 0.95 
FW4/ 500 2.00 
FW4/ BOO 2.00 
G1/371 K 30.00 
G55/ 1K 9.00 
G1B0/2M 9.00 
G240/2D 9.00 
G40011K 14.00 
GC108 17.50 
GC10D 17.50 
GC10/ 48 17.50 
GC10/ 4E 17.50 
GC12/ 48 17.50 
GD96W 6.00 
GDT120M 5.00 
GE10 9.00 
GN4 6.00 
GN10 15.00 
GR10G 4.00 
GR10J 4.00 
GS10C 12.00 
GS10H 12.00 
GS12D 12.00 
GT1C 17.00 
GT1 C SIS 13.00 
GTE175M 8.00 
GTR150W 1.00 

HAA91 
HA8C80 
H8C90 
H8C91 
HF93 
HF94 
HK90 
HL2K 
HL23DD 
HL41 
HL41DD 
HL42DD 
HL90 
HL92 1.50 
HL133/DD 3.50 
HR2 4.00 
HY90 1.00 
HVR2 3.00 
KTBC 7.00 
KT33C 3.60 
KT3S 2.00 
KT41 4.00 
KT44 4.00 
KT45 4.00 
KTS3 2.00 
KT66 USA 8.00 
KT66 GEC 9.95 
KTS7 15.00 
KT77 Gold lion 

9.50 
KTB1 7.00 
KT88 USA 7.00 
KT88 Gold lion 

12.50 
KTW61 2.00 
KTWS2 2.00 
KTW63 2.00 
KTZ63 2.50 
L63 1.00 
L 1 02/2K 8.95 
L120/2K 12.00 
LCF801 1.35 
LCF200 1.35 
LCH200 1.35 
LF184 1.00 
LFL200 1.35 
LYSOOA 1.75 
M502A 135.00 • 
M537A 180.00 
M5143 155.00 
MB079 8.00 
MB082 7.50 
MB083 3.25 
MB091 7.50 
MB096 3.00 
MB09B 3.20 
MB099 4.00 
MB100 2.85 
MB136 7.00 
MB137 5.60 
MB1S1 5.50 
MB1S2 5.50 
MB163 3.85 
MB190 3.85 
MB195 3.00 
MB196 3.25 
MB204 2.00 
MB223 2.00 
MB224 2.00 
MB225 2.00 
ME1400 4.00 
ME1401 29.50 
ME1402 29.60 
ME1501 14.00 
MHL06 4.00 
MS48 5.50 
MU14 1.50 
N37 13.60 
N7B 14.95 
OA2 0.85 
OA2WA 1.60 
OA3 2.60 
082 0.85 
082WA 1.25 
OC2 2.60 
OC3 1.60 
003 1.70 
OM4 1.00 
OM58 3.00 
OMS 1.75 
OM9 4.00 
ORP43 2.60 
ORPSO 3.95 
P61 2.60 
P41 2.50 
PA8CBO 0.60 
PC86 0.75 
PC88 0.75 
PC92 1.20 
PC97 1.10 
PCBOO 1.10 
PC900 0.75 
PCC84 0.40 
PCC85 0.54 
PCCBB 0.70 
PCC89 0.70 

GU20 70.00 
GU50 15.00 

PCC189 0.70 
PCCBOS 0.70 

GXU1 13.50 
GXU3 24.00 

PCCBOS 0.80 GY501 1.20 
PCEB2 0.80 GYB02 1.00 
PCFBO 0.85 GZ30 1.00 
PCFB2 0.80 GZ31 1.00 
PCF84 0.85 GZ32 1.00 
PCFBS 1.20 GZ33 4.60 
PCFB7 0.40 GZ34 2.15 
PCF200 1.35 ' GZ37 

87G 0.15 
87G Skirted 

0.30 
8BG 0.70 
89A - 0.20 
89A Skirted 

0.30 
8108 0.18 
8138 0.50 
8PinDIL 0.10 
14PinDIL 0.12 
14 Pin DIL/0 

0.30 
16 Pin OIL 0.15 
OCTAL 0.35 
CANS 0.27 
89APC8 

.35 
0.40 
1.35 

PCFB02 0.80 
PCFB05 1.48 
PCFB06 1.00 
PCFBOB 1.25 
PCH200 1.10 
PCLB2 0.80 
PCLB3 2.60· 
PCLB4 0.75 
PCLBS 0.80 
PCLB6 0.65 
PCL200 1.80 
PCLBOO 0.80 
PCL805 0.80 
PDSOO 3.50 
PD510 3.65 
PEN4DD 2.00 
PEN25 2.00 
PEN40DD 2.50 
PEN45 3.00 
PEN45DD 3.00 
PEN46 2.00 
PFL200 1.25 
PL21 2.60 
PL33 1.25 
PL36 0.95 
PL38 1.60 
PL81 0.72 
PL81A 0.72 
PL82 0.80 
PL83 0.52 
PL84 0.80 
PL88 1.00 
PL95 1.20 
PL302 1.00 
PL345 12.50 
PLSOO 0.95 
PL504 0.95 
PL508 1.95 
PL509 4.85 
PL519 4.95 
PL802 4.50 
PL820 2.95 
PY32 0.80 
PY33 0.50 
PYB1 0.70 
PYB2 0.70 
PYB3 0.70 
PY88 0.52 -
PYSOOA 1.79 
PYBOO 0.89 
PY801 0.89 
013-1108A 

47.50 
083-300 30.50 
OE03-10 3.50 
OEOB-200 

130.00 
OP25 1.00 
OOE02-5 12.75 
OOE03-12 6.60 
OOE03-20 

27.00 
OOEDB-40 

39.50 
00V02-S 12.75 
00V03-1 0 5.50 
OOV03-20 

18.50 
OOV03-20A 

17.00 
OOV03-208 

32.00 
OOVOB-40A 

18.00 
OOV07-50 

63.60 
OOZ03-20 

- 42.50 
OOZOB-40A 

45.25 
OS72/20 1.50 
OS75/40 3.00 
OS92/1 0 5.00 
OS95/10 4.85 
OS108/45 4.00 
OS150/ 15 5.00 
OS150/ 30 1.15 -
OS150/45 7.00 
OS1200 3.95 
OS1202 3.95 
OS1203 4.15 
OS1205 3.95 
OS1206 1.05 
OS1207 0.90 
OS120B 0.90 
OS1209 2.00 
OS1210 1.50 
OS1211 1.50 
OS1212 3.20 
OS1213 5.00 
OS1215 2.10 
OS121B 5.00 
OU37 11.50 
OV03-12 3.50 
OV05-25 1. 75 
OVOG-20 29.50 
OVOB-100 

118.50 
OY3-125 54.95 
OY4-250 65.00 
OY4-400 71.95 
OY5-500 

115.00 

OZOG-20 
R10 
R1S 
R17 
R1B 
R19 
R20 
RG1 -125 4.95 
RG1-240A 

14.50 
RG3-250A 

25.00 
RG3-1250A 

52.50 
RK2K25 62.50 
RG4-1000 

10.00 
RK-20A 12.00 
RL16 1.50 
RPL1S 12.00 
RPY13 2.50 
RPY43 2.50 
RPY62 2.50 
RR3-250 37.00 
RR3-1250 85.00 
RSS13 45.00 
RS685 54.95 
RS688 52.15 
S6F17 5.95 
SSF33 28.95 
S11E12 38.00 
S30/2K 12.00 
S104/1 K 10.00 
S10911K 15.00 
S130 5.95 
S130P 5.95 
SC1/BOO 5.00 
SC1/1200 5.00 
SC1/140012.00 
SC1 /2000 9.00 
SP2 1.50 
SP41 5.00 
SP42 3.00 
ST11 1.50 
STV280/ 40 

11.95 
STV2B0/80 

19.95 
SU42 4.95 
T82.5/3000 

80.00 
T82-300 45.00 
TD1-100A 

19.00 
TD03-10F 

28.00 
TD3-12 4.00 
TP25 1.50 
TSP4 7.00 
TT11 1.50 
TT15 34.95 
TT21 19.50 
TT22 19.60 
TY2-125A 

45.00 
TY4-400 85.00 
TYG-800 185.00 
TY7-8000A 

385.00 
TYB-600W 

385.00 
TYS2/250 

U18-20 
U19 
U22 
U24 
U25 
U26 
U37 
U41 
uso 
US4 
UB2 
U191 
U192 
U193 
U251 
U291 
U301 
U801 
UABCBO 
UAF42 
U8FBO 
U8C41 
U8C81 
U8F89 
U8L21 
UC92 
UCC84 
UCC85 
UCFBO 
UCH21 
UCH41. 
UCH42 
UCHB1 
UCLB2 
UF41 
UF42 
UFBO 
UF89 
UL41 
UL84 
UU5 
UU7 
UY41 

375.00 
2.75 

11.95 
1.00 

- 2.00 
0.90 
0.90 
9.00 
0.70 
2.00 
4.50 
3.00 
0.70 
1.00 
0.85 
1.00 
0.80 
0.55 
0.75 
0.85 
1.00. 
0.80 
1.75 
1.50 
0.80 
1.75 
1.20 
0.70 
0.80 
1.00 

. 1.20 
1.20 
1.35 
0.65 
0.80 
1.15 
1.15 
0.80 
2.50 
3.50 
0.85 
2.50 
8.00 
3.60 

BZX61 0.15 
~3 ~~~ ~ ~~ ~g~ u~ g~ ~~ 
33V 36V 39V 47V 51V 56V 68V 75V 

BZY88 0.07 
2V7 3V 3V3 3V6 3V9 4V3 4V7 5V1 
5VB 6V2 5V8 7V5 9V2 9V1 10V 11V 
12V 13V 15V 1BV 20V 24V 27V 30V 

VA1040 0.23 
VA10565 0.23 
VA1104 0.70 
VA8550 0.45 
VA1097 0.25 

7V Power Mike 
batteries 

TR175 £1.40M 
other prtces on 

request 

0.70 
3.50 

10.95 
2.50 

VP4A 4.50 
VP48 4.50 
VP6 2.50 
VP41 2.50 
VP133 2.00 
VR37 1.50 
VR75/30 3.00 
VR91 1.50. 
VR101 2.00 
VR105/30 1.50 
VR150/ 30 1.05 
VT52 2.50 
VU39 1.50 
VX6120 5.00 
VX9133 5.00 
VX91B1 5.00 
W77 5.00 
W729 1.00 
W739 1.50 
X24 1.00 
X79 3.50 
XC12 1.50 
XC15 1.50 
XC25 0.50 
XC900 1.35 
XE3P 2.60 
XFW47 1.50 
XFW50 1.50 
XG5-500 22.50 
XL1-5V 1.60 
XL509 4.95 
XNP12 2.50 
XNP-28 2.50 
XP1 002 29.00 
XR1-1600A 

49.50 
XR1-3200A 

79.50 
XR1-6400A 

99.50 
XSG2-0 3.00 
Y63 1.50 
Y602 12.00 
YJ1080 285.00 
YL 1020 29.00 
YL 1070 115.00 
YL1071 109.00 
YL1370 5.50 
YL1371 8.50 
Z77 1.20 
Z300T 5.00 
Z302C 12.00 
Z303C 9.00 
Z505S 15.00 
l520M 4.00 
Z521M 8.00 
Z700U 3.00 
Z749 0.80 
Z759 19.85 
ZBOOU 3.00 
l801U 3.00 
Z803U 18.95 
ZA1000 9.00 
ZA1001 1.50 
ZA1002 1.50 
ZC1040 8.00 
ZM1000 7.50 
ZM1001 5.00 
ZM1005 8.00 
ZM1020 8.00 
ZM1021 8.00 
ZM1023 7.95 
ZM1041 14.00 
ZM1050 14.00 
ZM1080 12.60 
ZM10B2 9.00 
ZM1084 10.00 
ZM1177 9.00 
ZM1202 55.00 
ZM1263 4.00 
ZM1612 3.00 
2T1 011 29.00 
1AC6 1.20 
183GT 1.95 
185 2.50 
1822 10.00 
1824 14.95 
1C1 1.20 
1C5GT J.OO 
105 1.00 
1FD1 0.90 
1G3GT 1.00 · 
1L4 0.80 
1L6 1.50 
1LA6 1.00 
1NSGT 2.50 
1S2 0.55 
1T4 0.45 
1U5 1.00 
1X28 1.15 
2AS15A 10.00 
2C21 1.00 
2C39A 23.50 
2C39WA 29.50 
2C40 37.00 
2C40A 55.00 
2C42 29.50 
2C43 29.50 
2C51 0.75 
2C53 32.00 
287 1.50 
2021 0.95 

2.50 
7.95 

93.00 
24.95 

3A/147J 7.60 
3A/1S7M 10.00-
3A2 3.95 
3A3A 3.95 
3A4 1.10 
3AL5 0.95 
3AT2 1.95 
3AW2 3.35 
382 3.00 
387 4.50 
3824 7.60 
382B 12.00 
3C4 1.00 
3C45 17.60 
3CN3A 2.50 
3CX3 2.60 
3D21A 29.50 
3022 19.50 

. 3J 1B7E 398.00 
3J1B7G 398.00 
3W4GT 2.50 
485518 115.00 
4-SSA 59.00 
4-250A 65.00 
4C27 25.00 
4C2B 25.00 
4CX2508 37.50 
4CX250R 48.50 
4CX350A 83.75 
4GS7 2.25 
4GV7 2.25 
4X150A 18.95 
5A152M 9.00 
5A1S3K 10.00 
5A170K 8.25 
SANS 1.20 
5AR4 2.00 
5AU4 1.60 
58.1 10M 10.00 
58-254M 14.60 
58-255M 14.60 
58-257M 9.00 
58-258M 14.60 
5C22 40.00 
5R4G8 2.80 
5R4GY 2.80 
5U4G 0.75 
5U4G8 2.50 
5V4G 0.75 
5Y3GT 0.80 
5Z4GT 0.85 
6/30L2 0.70 
6A/203K 9.00 
6ABG 1.50 
6A87 0.80 
SA8B 0.86 
6AC7 2.00 
6AF4A 2.50 
BAGS 1.60 
6AG7 1.95 
6AH6 1.50 
6AJ4 2.00 
SAJ7 2.00 
6AK5 1.00 
6AKS 2.00 
SALS 0.52 
6AM4 3.25 
6AM5 6.00 
6AM6 1.20 
6AN5 3.95 
6ANBA 2.15 
6A05 1.20 
6AOB 0.85 
6AR5 2.00 
GARB . 2.00 
SASS 1.60 
BASS 1.50 
SAS7G 7.50 
SATS 0.75 
6AU4 2.00 
6AU6 0.55 
6AV6 0.72 
6AWBA 2.95 
SB8G 1.50 
S8AS 0.50 
S8A6W 1.50 
68A7 4.50 
68ABA 3.50 
68CB 1.00 
S804 1.60 
SBDS 1.00 
S8E6 0.72 
S8F5 1.80 
68G6G 1.25 
S8H6 1.20 
68H6 1.50 
SBJ6 1.20 
SBK4 4.00 
S8K7A 1.95 
68MB 0.58 
68N4 1.65 
68NS 1.85 
6BN7 4.50 
68NB 2.75 
S805 0.89 
S807A 0.72 
S8L7GTA 3.95 
68LB 0.65 
68R5 0.70 
68R7 4.15 
68R6 2.15 
68RBA 2.15 

68S7 
68SB 
SBW4 
68WS 
68W7 
S8WB 
SBXS 
S8X7GT 
5BZS 
S8Z7 
68ZB 
6C4 
6C5 
6C6 
6CBG 
6C11 
6C15 
6C1B 
6CA4 
6CA7 
6C86 
6CDSGA 
6CFS 
6CHS 
SCLS 
6CLBA 
6CM5 
6CS6 
6CW4 
6CY5 
SDCS 
6DKS 
SD05 
6DR7 
SEAB 
SE8B 
SEUB 
SEWS 
SF1 
SFSG 
6F12 
6F13 
6F14 
6F17 
6F1B 
6F19 
6F21 
6F22 
6F23 
6F24 
SF25 
SF2B 
6F33 
SFG5 
6GHBA 
6GK5 
6GK6 
6GV7 
6H3N 
SHS 
SHSGT 
6J4 
6J5 
6J5G 
6J6 
6J8SA 
6JE6C 
6JS6A 
6JS6C 
6K7G 
6KD6 
SL1 
6L19 
6L6GC 
SLSGT 
6L7G 
6LD20 
6LF6 
6L06 
6N7GT 
6P15 
6P25 
6P2B 
607 
SS7 
6SA7GT 
SSC7 
6SG7 
6SH7 
6SJ7GT 
6SK7 
6SK7GT 
6SL7GT 
6SN7GT 
6S07 
6SS7 
6U4GT 
6U5G 
SUB 
SUBA 
SVSGT 
SX2N 
SX4 
SX5GT 
6X5GTY 
6XBA 
7A7 
7AD7 
787 
7C5 
7CS 
7H7 
707 
7S7 
7Y4 
10C1 

4.50 
2.50 
1.50 
5.35 
1.50 
4.00 
0.48 
3.50 
2.00 . 
2.95 
0.95 
0.80 
1.95 
0.50 
1.50 
2.50 
2.50 
2.50 
0.80 
4.50 
1.50 
4.50 
1.50 

10.35 
3.60 
2.00 
1.50 
0.75 
7.25 
1.00 
2.00 
1.15 
2.30 
2.00 
2.50 
1.75 
1.75 
1.50 
2.00 
2.00 
1.60 
3.00 
1.00 
2.75 
1.50 
0.48 
2.50 
0.70 
0.80 
1.25 
1.25 
1.25 

17.00 
1.95 
0.80 
1.50 
2.00 
2.50 
1.10 
1.35 
1.20 
1.10 
1.95 
0.75 
0.55 
3.95 
3.50 
3.50 
3.50 
0.70 
4.50 
2.50 
3.95 
2.75 
1.15 
0.75 
0.80 
2.95 
2.95 
1.50 
0.80 
4.00 
2.00 
1.20 
1.10 
1.00 
1.50 
1.20 
1.20 
1.20 
0.80 
1.20 
0.72 
0.89 
0.80 
1.95 
1.75 
1.50 
0.80 
1.50 
0.80 
1.00 
0.95 
0.50 
1.00 
2.25 
2.00 
1.75 
1.40 
3.00 
2.50 
2.00 
2.00 
3.00 
1.95 
5.50 

0.75 
1.95 
2.50 
0.78 
1.00 
0.55 

16.50 
55.00 
0.85 
1.50 
1.00 
0.59 

12AT7 0.85 
12AT7WA 2.50 
12AU6 1.50 
12AU7 0.55 
12AV6 0.80 
12AX4GT 1.00 
12AX7 0.85 
12AX7WA 2.50 
12AVZ 4.00 
12AZ7A 1.95 
12B4A 3.50 
128A6 0.90 
128E6 · 1.05 
128H7 1.50 
128H7A 1.50 
128L6 0.70 
128Y7A 2.75 
12CX6 1.20 
12E1 17.95 
12E14 28.00 
12GN7 3.95 
12HG7A 3.95 
12J7GT 0.70 
12K5 1.00 
12K7GT 0.80 
12KB 1.10 
1207GT 0.50 
12SA7GT 1.00 
12SH7 1.00 
12SK7 1.00 
12SJ7 0.80 
12SN7GT 1.85 
12U7 1.50 
1303 . 3.20 
1307 3.20 
13E1 115.00 
14S7 1.00 
15E 1.00 
17DW4A 1.75 
17JZB 2.75 
1BD3 1.60 
19A05 0.70 
19H4 23.95 
1906 9.00 
20A2 10.50 
2001 0.70 
2004 1.75 
20LF6 3.50 
20L1 0.95 
20P1 0.55 
20P3 0.80 
20P4 1.05 
20P5 1.15 
211 32.50 
25LSGT 1.75 
25806 1.75 
29C1 19.50 
30 2.85 
30C1 0.70 
30C15 0.40 
30C17 0.40 
30C1B 1.48 
30F5 0.95 
30FL1 1.10 
30FL2 1.10 
30FL 12 0.95 
30FL13 1.10 
30FL 14 1.25 
30L 1 0.45 
30L15 0.80 
30L17 Q.60 
30P4MR 1.00 
30P12 1.00 
30P1B 0.80 
30P19 1.00 
30PL1 2.50 
30PL13 0.60 

. 30PL 14 1.75 
31JS6A 2.95 
35A5 4.50 
35L6GT 2.00 
35W4 0.70 
35ZJ 1.85 
38HE7 4.50 
40K06 4.50 
47 6.00 
5085 .1.50 
50C5 ·o.s5 
50C06G 1.15 
52KU 2.00 
S1SPT 4.50 
7581 1.50 
75C1 1.35 
76 1.50 
B3A1 7.00 
84 3.00 
85A1 6.50 
85A2 2.00 
90AV 10.00 
90C1 2.70 
90CG 13.50 
91AG 9.00 

CALLERS WELCOME * ENTRANCE ON A227 
50 YDS SOUTH OF MEOPHAM GREEN 

CAR PARKING AVAILABLE 
OPEN MONDAY-TO FRIDAY 9a.m.-5.30p.m. 
* 24 HOUR ANSWERPHONE SERVICE* 

ACCESS AND BARCLAYCARD ORDERS WELCOME 
*MANY OTHER ITEMS AVAILABLE* 

92AG 
92AV 11.85 
95A1 6.50 
10BC1 1.50 
15082 3.95 
150C2 1.50 
150C4 2.15 
155UG 25.00 
1858T 1.50 
205F 12.00 
257A 8.00 
307 5.00 
329 5.00 
388A 17.50 
40BA 4.00 
425A5 8.00 
431U 2.00 
5728 35.00 
705A 8.00 
70BA 8.00 
715A 8.00. 
715C 45.00 
B01A 2.00 
B03 14.95 
807 1.50 
B10 55.00 
811A 12.95 
B13 18.50 . 
813 USA 59.50 
B33A 115.00 
B66A 3.95 
872A 18.00 
873 80.00 
884 5.50 
954 0.50 
955 0.90 
958A 0.90 
1299A 0.80 
2050 8.95 
3545 4.00 
4313C 4.00 
5642 • 8.50 
5651 3.20 
5654 1.95· 
5670 3.50 
5675 23.50 
5687 3.50 
5692 3.50 
5696 3.50 
5718 8.50 
5725 2.50 
5726 2.50· 
5727 2.50 
5749 2.50 
5750 2.00 
5751 3.50 
5763 3.50 
5814A 3.25 
5840 3.50 
5642 8.50 
5879 3.90 
5881A 4.80 
5894 39.50 
5899 4.50 
5363 2.00 
59S5 2.25 
5993 8.00 
6005 1.95 
6012 6.00 
6021 3.95 
6057 2.50 
S059 3.75 
6060 2.25 
60S2 4.50 
6063 2.00 
6064 3.25 
60S7 1.95 -
6072 4.20 
6080 5.75 
6080WA 8.50 
6096 2.85 
6132 10.00 
S13S 2.50 
S146A 4.99 
S1468 5.85 
S201 6.95 
S211 2.50 
S2S7 1.50 
S350 2.00 
S360 4.50 
6386 14.50 
SS45 8.50 
S550 7.00 
S550A 7.00 
6870 11.50 
68B38 13.95 
S973 3.75 
7025 2.50 
7027A 4.85 
7032 2.00 
7059 2.50 
7189 2.50 
7199 3.20 
7247 2.00 
7360 7.50 
7475 5.00 
7551 4.50 
7558 11.50 
75B1A 3.00 
75BS 9.00 
7591A 3.95 
7B68 3.95 
8012 4.20 
B136 1.00 
B298A 4.95 
8417 5.95 
9001 0.90 
9006 0.90 
1B042 10.00 
1B045 10.00 

UK ORDERS P&P SOp PLEASE ADD V.A.T. AT 15% 
EXPORT ORDERS WELCOME. CARRIAGE/ POST AT COST 
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HF ANTENNAS 

ir MODE; Full half wave 
operation. 

* BANDS; Up to 4 spot 
frequencies. 

if POWER; Receive to ^ 
SOOWtPEP). 

if SWR; Betterthan 1.5;1 
on channel. 

THE SMC TRAPPED DIPOLE H ENNA „, 
has been developed to satisfy the needs of commericaf and mflitary users. It is capab e of ■operation between 2 and 30 MHz on as many as four spot frequencies - each capable of 
accommodating many channels. Excellent matching and efficiency with a single coaxial 
feed is offered by the use of SMC H1Q traps and the incorporation of a fernte balun ma 
full half wave design. NB: Power absorbing terminating resistors are not employed. The 
antenna may be deployed using one or two support masts, installation (incorporating SMC 
light duty portable masts} can be easily effected by two people in half an hour. 

HFSSB TRAHSCEIVER 7M180 "PIONEER" HF SSB 
TRANSCEIVER. 1.8-18MHz, 6 
channels 100 watts RF output 
measuring only 95(H) x 240(W) 

| x 310(D)mm and weighing 6kg. 
i May be operated as a base or 

•• mobile transceiver, comple- 
J menting our trap dipole and 
- HW4 mobile aerials. Prices start 
kat £600, making this unit not 

only very attractive but highly 
competitive. 

SOUTH MIDLANDS COMMUNICATIONS LTD. 
SM HOUSE 
OSBORNE ROAD, TOTTON 
SOUTHAMPTON S044DN 

Telex: 477351 SMCOMM G 
Tel: Totton (0703) 867333 

WW -041 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 

TRANSDUCER and RECORDER 

AMPLIFIERS and SYSTEMS 

I « 
li 

I * - 

49/51 Fylde Road Preston 
PR1 2XQ ,-lm, 

Telephone 0772 57560 
WW - 020 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 

reliable high 
performance & 
practical controls, 
individually 
powered modules- 
mains or dc option 
single cases and up 
to 17 modules in 
standard 19" crates 
small size—low 
weight—realistic 

. prices. 

Fylde 
Electronic 
Laboratories 
Limited. 

BARCLAYCARD 
PM COMPONENTS LTD 

] VALVE & COMPONENTS SPECIALISTS 

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 
AN 124 2.50 MC145106P AN214Q 2.50 7.95 AN 240P 2.80 MC1723 0.50 AN612 2.15 MC3357 2.25 AN7150 2.95 ML231B 1.75 BA521 3.35 ML232B 1.75 ETT6016 1.75 ML237B 1.95 HA1366W 1.95 ML238B 4.20 LAI 230 1.15 ML920 4.12 LA4031P 2.70 MSM5807 6.75 LA4102 2.95 PLL02A 5.75 LA44O0 4.15 SAA1025 7.25 LA4422 2.50 SAA5000A 3.05 LC7120 3.25 SAA5010 6.35 LC7130 3.50 SAS560S 1.75 LC7131 5.50 SAS570S 1.75 LC7137 5.50 S AS580 2.85 LM324N 0.45 SL901B 4.85 LM380N 0.95 SL917B 6.85 LM383T 2.95 SL1310 1.80 LM390N 1.95 SL1327 1.10 M51513L 2.30 SL1327Q 1.10 M51515L 2.95 SN76003N 1.95 MB3712 2.00 SN76013N 1.95 MC1307P 1.00 SN76013ND MC1310P 1.50 1.95 MC1327 0.95 SN76023N 1.65 MC1327Q 0.95 SN76033N 1.65 MC1330P 0.76 SN761 ION 0.89 MC1349P 1.20 SN76131N 1.30 . MC1350P 0.95 SN76226DN 1.55 MC1351P 1.50 SN76227N 1.05 MC1352P 1.25 SN76532N 1.40 MCI 357 2.3S SN76533N 1.65 MCI 358 1.58 SN76544N 1.65 MC1495 3.00 SN76650N 1.15 MCI 496 1.25 SN76660N 0.80 MC14011BCP SN76666N 0.70 0.32 TA7061AP 3.95 
SEMICONDUCTORS 

DIODES 

TA7108P 1.00 TBA641BX1 1 TDA2532 1.95 
TA7120P 1.65 3.00 TDA2540 1.25 TA7130P 1.50 TBA651 1.75 TDA2541 2.15 TA7146 2.95 TBA720A 2.45 TDA2560 2.15 TA7203 2.95 TBA750Q 2.65 TDA2581 2.25 TA7204P 2.15 TBA800 0.89 TDA2590 2.95 TA7205AP 1.50 TBA810AS 1.35 TDA2591 2.95 TA7222AP 1.80 TBA820Q 1.45 TDA2593 2.95 
TA7227P 4.25 TBA890 2.50 TDA2600 3.50 TA7310P 1.80 TBA920 1.65 TDA2610 2.50 TA7313AP 2.95 TBA920Q 1.65 TDA2611A 1.95 TA7611AP 2.95 TBA950 2.35 TDA2640 2.60 
TAA550 0.25 TBA950/2X 2.35 TDA2690 1.35 TAA570 1.95 TBA990 1.49 TDA3560 3.95 TAA661B 1.20 TBA990Q 1.49 TDA3950 1.95 
TAA700 1.70 TBA1441 2.15 UPC566H 2.95 TAA6305 3.50 TCA270 1.10 UPC575C2 2.75 TBA120B 0.95 TCA270SQ 1.10 UPC1001H 2.50 TBA120S 0.70 TCA650 2.50 UPC1025H 2.50 TBA120SA 0.70 TCA800 2.15 UPC1028H 1.95 
TBA120SQ 0.70 TCA830S 1.40 UPC1156H 2.75 TBA120T 1.05 TCA940 1.65 UPC1167C2 TBA120U 1.00 TDA440 2.20 1.15 TBA231 1.25 TDA1004A 2.20 UPC1181H 1.25 TBA395 1.50 TDA1006A 2.50 UPC1182H 2.95 TBA396 0.75 TDA1010 2.15 UPC1185H 3.95 TBA440N 2.55 TDA1035 2.50 UPC1350C 2.95 TBA480Q 1.25 TDA1037 1.95 1 UPC2002H 1.95 
TBA510 2.50 TDA1170 1.95 ZTK33B 0.50 
TBA510Q 2.50 TDA1170S 1.96 555 0.35 
TBA520 1.10 j TDA1190 2.15 556 0.42 
TBA520Q 1.10 TDA1270Q 3.95 723 0.50 
TBA530 1.10 TDA1327 1.70 741 0.35 TBA530Q 1.10 TDA1352B 1.43 747 0.50 
TBA540 1.25 TDA1412 0.85 748 0.35 
TBA540Q 1.35 TDA2002 1.95 4042 0.50 
TBA550Q 1.45 TDA2020 2.45 7805 0.60 
TBA560C 1.45 TDA2030 2.80 
TBA560CQ 1.45 TDA2522 1.95 
TBA570 1.00 TDA2523 1.95 
TBA641A12 TDA2524 1.95 

2.50 TDA2530 1.95 

BY 199 0.40 BY206 0.14 BY208'800 0.33 BY210-800 0.33 BY223 0.90 BY298-400 0.22 BY299-800 0.22 BYX10 0.20 BYX36-150R 0.20 BYX38-600R 0.60 BYX55-600 0.30 BYX71-600 0.60 BZY95C30 0.35 OA47 0.09 

OA202 0.10 IN914 0.04 IN4001 0.04 IN4002 0.04 

BD159 0.65 BF362 0.38 R2008B 1.70 
BD166 0.55 BF363 0.38 R2010B 1.70 
BD179 0.72 BF371 0.20 R2322 0.58 
BD182 0.70 BF394 0.19 R2323 0.66 
BD201 0.83 BF422 0.32 R2540 2.48 
BD202 0.65 BF457 0.32 RCA16334 0.90 
BD203 0.78 BF458 0.28 RCA16335 0.80 
6D204 0.70 BF459 0.36 SKE5F 1.45 
BD222 0.48 BF595 0.23 TIP29 0.40 
BD223 0.48 BF597 0.25 TIP29C 0.42 
BD225 0.48 BFR39 0.23 TIP30C 0.43 
BC232 0.35 BFR40 0.23 T1P31C 0.42 
BD233 0.35 BFR41 0.28 TIP32C 0.42 
BD234 0.35 BFR88 0.30 T1P33B 0.75 
BD236 0.45 BFR90 1.50 TIP34B 0.75 
BD237 0.40 BFR91 1.75 . ■nP41A 0.46 
BD238 0.40 BFT42 0.28 TIP41C 0.45 
BD241 0.40 BFT43 0.28 TIP42C 0.47 
BD242 0.50 BFW92 0.85 TIP47 0.65 
BD246 0.60 BFX29 0.30 ■nP120 0.80 
BD376 0.32 BFX84 0.26 T1P125 0.65 
BD410 0.55 BFX85 0.32 T1P142 1.75 
BD434 0.55 BFX86 0.30 TIP146 1.75 
BD437 0.50 BFX88 0.25 TIP161 2.95 
BD436 0.60 BFY6D 02-i TIP2955 0.80 
BD506 0.50 BFY51 02^ T1P3055 0.55 
BD508 0.40 BFY52 0.25 T1S91 0.20 
BD520 0.85 BFY90 0.77 TV 106/2 1.50 
BD538 0.65 BR100 0.26 2N2219 0.28 
BD597 0.75 BR101 0.30 2N2905 0.40 
BD697 BD698 1.10 BRC4443 0.85 2N 3053 0.40 

1.10 BT106 1.22 2N3054 0.59 
BD707 0.80 BT108 1.22 2N3055 0.62 
BDX32 1.50 Bill 6 1.20 2N3702 0.12 
BF115 0.35 BT119 1.65 2N3703 0.12 
BF127 0.24 BT120 1.85 2N3704 0.12 
BF154 0.12 BUI 05 1.22 I 2N3705 0.12 
BF158 0.22 BU108 1.69 2N3706 0.12 
BF160 0.27 BUI 24 1.25 2 N3708 0.12 
BF167 0.24 . BU125 £1.25 2N3773 1.75 
BF173 0.22 BU126 1.60 2N3792 1.35 
BF177 0.36 BU204 1.55 2N4427 1.50 
BF178 0.28 BU205 1.30 2N4444 1.15 
BF179 0.34 BU208 1.39 2N5294 0.42 BF180 0.29 BU208A 1.52 2N5296 0.48 BF181 0.29 BU326 1.20 2N5298 0.60 BF182 0.29 BU326A 1.42 2N 5496 0.65 
BF183 0.29 8U326S 1.90 2SA715 0.60 BF184 0.28 BU407 1.24 2SC495 0.80 BF185 0.28 BU500 2.26 2SC496 0.80 BF194 0.11 BU526 1.90 2SC1096 0.80 BF195 0.11 BUY69B 1.70 2SC1172Y2J0 BF196 0.11 MJ3000 1.98 2SC1173 1.15 BF197 0.11 MJE340 0.40 2SC1306 1.00 BF198 0.16 MJE520 0.48 2SC1307 1.50 BF199 0.14 MPSA12 0.20 2SC1449 0.80 
BF200 0.40 MPSA13 0.20 2SC1678 1.25 
BF241 0.15 MPSA92 0.30 2SC1945 2.10 
BF245 0.30 MRF450A 11.50 2SC1953 0.95 BF246 0.28 MRF453 13.50 2SC1957 0.80 BF256/LC 0.28 MRF454 17.50 2SC1969 1.95 
BF257 0.28' MRF475 2.50 2SC2028 1.15 
BF258 0 28 MRF477 10.00 2SC2029 1.96 
BF259 0.28 OC23 1.50 2SC2078 1.45 
BF271 0.26 OC42 0.55 2SC2091 0.85 
BF273 0.13 OC44 0.55 2SC2166 1.95" 
BF336 0.34 OC45 0.55 2SC2314 0.80 
BF337 0.29 OC70 0.4S 2SD234 0.50 
BF338 0.32 OC71 0.40 3N211 1.50 
BF355 0.37 OC81 0.50 
IN4003 IN4004 0.04 0.05 | CRT TUBES 
IN4005 0.05 r ■ IN4006 0.06 A selection avanaoie. 
IN4007 IN4148 0.06 0.02 Prices on request. 
IN4448 0.10 3BPI £13.50 D10-210GH £45 IN5401 0.12 DG7-32 £42 DH7-91 £59 IN5402 0.14 0.12 0.12 

DP7-6 £35 DP7-11 £35 IN 5403 IN 5404 IN5405 
SE4DP7 £45 95447 £135 

0.13 n n M17-151GVR £220 
IN04Ut> IN 5407 u. le 0.18 IN5408 0.16 DATA &EQUIV. BOOKS ITT 44 i-T-rQTJ 0.04   111sZJ ITT2002 o!io Transistor Data i.e. DATA BOOKS Books inciud- LiN 1 covering 74LS SERIES Prices available 

i n g Japan- ese types. Two books, £8.50 
Op Amps LIN 2 covering Regulators on request pair. £4.95 each 
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p- COMPONENTS LTD TELEX 
A. .J^25 SELECTRON HOUSE, WROTHAM ROAD 966371 
3 LINES MEOPHAM GREEN, MEOPHAM, KENT DAI30QY PM COMP 

BAHCLAVCARu 
u 

A SELECTION FROM OUR 
STOCK OF BRANDED VALVES 

EAA91 0.60 EABC80 0.68 EAC91 2.50 EAF42 1.20 EAF801 1.40 

EBC33 2.50 EBC41 1.95 EBC81 0.85 EBC90 0-75 EBC91 0.75 EBF33 2.50 EBF80 0.50 EBF83 0.50 EBF85 0.95 EBF89 0.70 

EC8010 6.00 ECC32 3.00 ECC33 3.50 ECC35 3.50 ECC40 3.00 ECC81 0.85 ECC81 Mutlard 1.10 ECC82 0.55 ECC82 Philips 1.10 ECC83 0.65 ECC83 Mullard 1.35 ECC83 Philips 1.10 ECC84 0.50 ECC85 0.60 ECC86 1.45 ECC88 0.75 ECC91 2.00 ECC180 0.72 ECC189 0.78 ECC801S 3.50 ECC803S 3.50 ECC804 0.60 ECC807 2.50 E CCS08 2.96 ECC2000 12.00 ECF80 0.72 ECF82 0.60 ECF86 1.70 ECF200 1.85 ECF202 1.85 ECF801 0.65 ECF804 6.00 ECF805 2.50 ECF806 10.25 

ECH35 1.60 ECH42 1.00 ECH81 0.58 ECH83 0.78 ECH84 0.69 ECH2000 1.50 ECL0O 0.80 

ECL84 0.74 ECL85 0.69 ECI_06 0.74 ECL805 0.69 ECLL800 16.00 ED5100 3.50 

4 Watt 

7 Watt 

11 Watt 

17 Watt 

EL34 Mullard 2.95 

EN91(SQ) 2.50 EN92 4.50 ES1500 115.00 ET1 11.00 EY51 0.60 EY81 0.80 EY83 1.50 EY84 6.95 EY84W 10.00 EY86/87 0.50 EY88 0.55 EY91 5.50 EY500A 1.50 EY802 0.70 

FW4/500 2.00 FW4/800 2.00 G1/371K 30.00 G55/1K 9.00 G180/2M 9.00 G240/2D 9.00 G400/1K 14.00 GC10B 17.50 GC10D 17.50 GC10/4B 17.50 GC10/4E 17.50 GC12/4B 17.50 GD86W 6.00 GDT120M 5.00 GE10 9.00 GN4 8.00 GN10 15.00 

GT1CS/S 13.00 GTE175M 8.00 GTR150W 1.00 GU20 70.00 
EF86 Special quality 2.50 EF89 0.85 

WIREWOUWD RESiSTOBS 
PREFERRED VALUES 4R7-1K8 0.15 2K2-6K8 0.18 

HAA9f 1.00 HABC80 0.90 HBC90 0.75 HBC91 0.80 HF93 0.75 HF94 0.60 HK90 1.05 HL2K 3.50 HL23DD 4.00 HL41 3.50 HL41DD 3.50 HL42DD 3.50 HL90 0.70 HL92 1.60 HL133/DD 3.50 HR2 4.00 HY90 1.00 HVR2 3.00 KT8C 7.00 KT33C 3.50 KT36 2.00 KT41 4.00 KT44 4.00 KT45 4.00 KT63 2.00 KT66 USA 6.00 KT66GEC 9.95 KT67 15.00 KT77 Gold Lion 9.50 KT81 7.00 KT88 USA 7.00 KT88 Gold Lion 12.50 KTW81 2.00 KTW62 2.00 KTW63 2.00 KTZ63 2.50 L63 1.00 L102/2K 6.95 L120/2K 12.00 LCF801 1.35 LCF200 1.35 LCH200 1.35 LF184 1.00 LFL200 1.35 LY500A 1.75 M502A 135.00 M537A 180.00 M5143 155.00 M8079 6.00 M8082 7.50 M8083 3.25 M8091 7.50 M8096 3.00 M8098 3.20 M8099 4.00 M8100 2.85 M8136 7.00 M8137 5.50 M8161 5.50 M8162 5.50 M8163 3.85 M8190 3.85 M8195 3.00 M8196 3.25 M8204 2.00 M8223 2.00 M8224 2.00 M8225 2.00 ME1400 4.00 ME1401 29.50 ME1402 29.50 ME 1501 14.00 MHLD6 4.00 MS4B 5.50 MUM 1.50 N37 13.50 N78 14.96 OA2 0.85 OA2WA 1.50 OA3 2.50 OB2 0.85 OB2WA 1.25 OC2 2.50 OC3 1.50 OD3 1.70 OM4 1.00 OM5B 3.00 OM6 1.75 OM9 4.00 ORP43 2.50 ORP50 3.96 P61 2.50 P41 2.50 PABC80 0.50 PC 86 0.75 PC88 0.75 PC92 1.20 PC97 1.10 PC 800 1.10 PC900 0.75 PCC84 0.40 PCC85 0.54 PCC88 0.70 PCC89 0.70 PCC189 0.70 PCC805 0.70 PCC806 0.80 PCE82 0.80 PCF80 0.69 PCF82 0.60 PCF84 0.65 PCF86 1.20 PCF87 0.40 PCF200 1.35 

R47-4K7 0.18 5K6-12K 0.19 
15K-22K 0.20 
1R-10K 0.20 
15K-22K 024 
1R-10K 0.26 
15K-22K 0,11 

BASES ETC. 
B7G 0.15 B7G Skirted 0.30 B8G 0.70 B9A 0.20 B9A Skirted 0.30 B10B 0.1S B13B 0.50 SPinDIL 0.10 14 Pin DIL 0.12 14 Pin DIL/Q 0.30 16 Pin DIL 0.15 OCTAL 0.35 CANS 0.27 B9APCB 0.15 B5 0.75 

PCF201 1.35 PCF800 0.40 PCF801 1.35 PCF802 0.60 PCF805 1.48 PCF806 1.00 PCF808 1.25 PCH200 1.10 PCL82 0.80 PCL83 2.50 PCL84 0.75 PCL85 0.80 PCL86 0.65 PCL200 1.60 PCL800 0.80 PCL805 0.80 PD500 3.50 PD510 3.65 PEN4DD 2.00 PEN25 2.00 PEN40DD 2.50 PEN45 3.00 PEN45DD 3.00 PEN46 2.00 PFL200 1.25 PL21 2.50 

PL01A 0.72 PL82 0.60 

PL345 12.50 PL500 0.96 

RG1-125 4.95 RG1-240A 14.50 RG3-250A 25.00 RG3-1250A 52.50 RK2K25 62.50 RG4-1000 10.00 RK-20A 12.00 RL16 1.50 

RR3-250 37.00 RR3-1250 65.00 RS613 45.00 RS685 54.95 RS688 52.15 S6F17 5.96 S6F33 28.95 S11E12 38.00 S30/2K 12.00 S104/1K 10.00 S109/1K 15.00 SI 30 5.95 SI SOP 5.96 SC1/800 5.00 SCI/1200 5.00 SCI/140012.00 SC1/2000 9.00 SP2 1.50 SP41 5.00 SP42 3.00 ST11 1.50 STV280/40 11.95 ' STV280/80 19.95 SU42 4.96 TB2.5/3000 60.00 IB2-300 45.00 TD1-100A 19.00 TDO3-10F 28.00 TD3-12 4.00 TP25 1.60 TSP4 7.00 TT11 1.50 TT15 34.95 TT21 19.50 TT22 18 JO TY2-125A 45.00 TY4-4O0 65.00 TY6-800 185.00 TY7-6000A 365 00 TY8-600W 365.00 TYS2/250 375.00 

PY500A 1.79 PY800 0.69 PY801 0.69 Q13-110BA 47.50 OB3-300 30.50 QEO3-10 3.50 QE08-200 130.00 QP25 1.00 QQE02-5 12.75 QQEQ3-12 8.50 QQEO3-20 27.00 QQEQ6-40 39.50 QQV02-6 12.75 QQV03-10 5.50 QQVO3-20 18.50 QQVO3-20A 17.00 QQVO3-20B 32.00 QQV06-40A 16.00 QQV07-50 63.50 QQZO3-20 42.50 QQ206-40A 46.25 QS72/20 1.50 QS75/40 3.00 QS92/10 5.00 QS95/10 4.85 QS108/45 4.00 QS150/15 5.00 QS150/30 1.15 QS150/45 7.00 QS1200 3.96 QS1202 3.96 QS1203 4.15 QS1205 3.95 QS1206 1.05 QS1207 0.90 QS1208 0.90 QS1209 2.00 QS1210 1.50 QS1211 1.50 QS1212 3.20 QS1213 5.00 QS1215 2.10 QS1218 5.00 QU37 11.50 QV03-12 3.50 QV05-25 1.75 QVO6-20 29.50 QV08-100 118.50 QY3-125 54.95 QY4-250 85.00 QY4-400 71.96 QY5-500 115.00 
ZEHEB DiOPES 

BZX61 0.15 6V2 7V5 8V2 9V1 10V 11V 12V 13V 15V 16V 18V 20V 22V 24V 27V 30V 33V 36V 39V 47V 51V 56V 68V 75V 
BZY88 0.07 2V7 3V 3V3 3V6 3V9 4V3 4V7 5V1 5V6 8V2 6Ve 7V5 8V2 9V1 10V 11V 12V 13V 15V 18V 20V 24V 27V 30V 

UABC80 0.85 UAF42 1.00 * 

VLS631 10.95 VP2B 2.50 VP4A 4.50 VP4B 4.50 VP6 2.50 VP41 2.50 VP133 2.00 VR37 1.50 VR75/30 3.00 VR91 1.50. VR101 2.00 VR105/30 1.50 VR150/30 1.05 VT52 2.50 VU39 1.50 VX6120 5.00 VX9133 5.00 VX9181 5.00 

XC900 1.35 XE3P 2.60 XFW47 1.50 XFW50 1.50 XG5-500 22.50 XL1-5V 1.50 XL509 4.96 XNP12 2.50 XNP28 2.50 XP1002 29.00 XR1-1600A 49.50 XR1-3200A 79.50 XR1-6400A 99.50 XSG2-0 3.00 Y63 1.50 Y602 12.00 YJ1060 285.00 YL1020 29.00 YL1070 115.00 YL1071 109.00 YL1370 5.50 YL1371 8.50 

Z302C 12.00 Z303C 9.00 Z505S 15.00 Z520M 4.00 Z521M 8.00 Z700U 3.00 

Z800U 3.00 Z801U 3.00 Z303U 18.95 ZA1000 9.00 ZA1001 1.50 ZA1002 1.50 ZC1040 8.00 ZM1000 7.50 ZM1001 5.00 ZM1005 8.00 ZM1020 8.00 ZM1021 6.00 ZM1023 7.95 ZM1041 14.00 ZM1050 14.00 ZM1080 12.50 ZM1082 9.00 ZM1084 10.00 ZM1177 9.00 ZM1202 55.00 2M1263 4.00 2M1612 3.00 2T1011 29,00 1AC6 1.20 1B3GT 1.96 

1C5GT 1.00 1D5 1.00 1FD1 0.90 1G3GT 1.00 ■ 

1N5GT 2.50 1S2 0.55 

2AS15A 10.00 2C21 1.00 2C39A 23.50 2C39WA 29.50 2C40 37.00 2C40A 55.00 2C42 29.50 

2D21W 2.50 2E26 7.95 2J42 93.00 2K25 24.95 3A/147J 7.50 3A/167M 10.00 

3J187E 398.00 3J187G 398.00 3W4GT 2.50 4B551B 115.00 4-65A 59.00 4-2 BOA 65.00 4C27 25.00 4C28 25.00 4CX250B 37.50 4CX250R 48.50 4CX350A 63.75 4GS7 2.25 4GV7 2.25 4X1 BOA 18.95 5A152M 9.00 BA163K 10.00 5A170K 8.25 BANS 1.20 BAR4 2.00 BAU4 1.50 5B.110M 10.00 5B-254M 14.50 5B-255M 14.50 5B-257M 9.00 BB-258M 14.50 5C22 40.00 5R4GB 2.80 

6BL7GTA 3.96 6BLB 0.65 6BR5 0.70 6BR7 4.15 6BR8 2.15 6BR8A 2.15 

10GK6 1.95 10P14 2.50 10P18 0.78 10LD11 1.00 10LD12 0.65 1 tE2 16.50 11E3 55.00 12AE6 0.85 12AG8 1.50 12AL5 1.00 12AT6 0.59 12AT7 0.85 12AT7WA 2.50 12AU6 1.50 12AU7 0.55 12AV6 0.80 12AX4GT 1.00 12AX7 0.65 12AX7WA 2.50 12AYZ 4.00 12AZ7A 1.95 12B4A 3.50 12BA6 0.90 12BE6 1.05 12BH7 1.50 12BH7A 1.50 12BL6 0.70 12BY7A 2.75 12CX6 1.20 12E1 17.95 12E14 28.00 12GN7 3.96 12HG7A 3.95 12J7GT 0.70 12K5 1.00 12K7GT 0.80 12K8 1.10 12Q7GT 0.50 12SA7GT 1.00 12SH7 1.00 12SK7 1.00 12SJ7 0.60 12SN7GT 1.85 12U7 1.50 

13E1 115.00 14S7 1.00 IBE 1.00 17DW4A 1.75 17JZ8 2.75 18D3 1.60 19AQ5 0-70 19H4 23.95 19Q6 9.00 

92AQ 11.8! 92AV 11.8! 95 A1 6.5( 108C1 1.5( 15002 3.9! 150C2 1.5( 

25L6GT 1.75 25BQ6 1.75 

30FL12 0.96 30FL13 1.10 30FL14 1.25 30L1 0.45 30L15 0.60 30L17 0.60 30P4MR 1.00 30P12 1.00 
30P18 0.60 30P19 1.00 30PL1 2.50 30PL13 0.60 30PL14 1.75 31JS6A 2,96 35A5 4.50 35L6GT 2.00 35W4 0.70 35Z3 1.85 38HE7 4.50 40KD6 4.50 

50CD6G 1.15 t 52KU 2.00 

90AV 10.00 90C1 2.70 90CG 13.50 91 AG 9.00 

813 USA 59.50 833A 115.00 

5814A 3.25 5840 3.50 

IHBUHSTORS 
VA1040 0.23 TV Power Mike VA1056S 0.23 batteries VA1104 0.70 TR175 £1.40m VA8650 0.46 other prices on VA1097 0.25 request 

■ wut 
CALLERS WELCOME 

* ENTRANCE ON A227 
50 YDS SOUTH OF MEOPHAM GREEN 

CAR PARKING AVAILABLE 
OPEN MONDAY TO FRIDAY 9a.m.-5.30p.m. 
★ 24 HOUR ANSWERPHONE SERVICE * 

ACCESS AND BARCLAYCARD ORDERS WELCOME ★ MANY OTHER ITEMS AVAILABLE ★ 
UK ORDERS P&P 50p PLEASE ADD V.A.T AT 15% 

EXPORT ORDERS WELCOME. CARRIAGE/POST AT COST 

7581A 3.00 7586 9.00 7591A 3.96 7868 3.96 8012 4.20 8136 1.00 8298A 4.96 8417 5.95 9001 0.90 9006 0.90 18042 10.00 18045 10.00 
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amber Amber Electro Design Inc. 4810 Jean Talon West. MontreaL Canada H4P 2N5. Telephone (514) 735 4105 

"'"' ,,.,0"'''""'" 
Scenic Sounds Equipment Limited 

97-99 Dean Stree t, London WlV 5RA Telephone: 01-734 2812/3/4/5 Telex: 27 939 SCENIC G 

Worldwide Expon: Gotham Expon Corporation, 741 Washington Street New York NY10014 

WW- 071 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 

9in. MONITOR in attractive case, non standard 
input, with info. £25. 
Matching ASCI 1 coded OUERlY KEYBOARD 

with Numeric Keypad and 27 function keys; 
£25 ueh. o. and o. £5. THE PAIR £40. 

12in. MONITOR, cased, non standard input, 
with info. £20 each. 
With Matching ASC11 coded OUERlY KEY

BOARD with Numeric Pad and 24 function 
keys; £35 the f.:lr. 

PO~!~~~~! ~2:/;;;t[1ti ~:h~ts x5v/ 15a; . 

INSTRUMENT CASE, standard 19in. w idth x 
16in. deep x 10in. high; £5 uch. 

FLOPPY DISK DRIVE, Sin., by Control Data 
Corp; 240v input with control electronics; 

TW~·Jr~~Ff8p~ DISK DRIVES by lncoterm 
with drive electronics mounted in case, 25-
way Cannon input/output socket, 240v 
operation; £175. 

CENTRONIC PRINTER Type 501 with stand, 

Cl~~Per~til~1~t;J[Q~\R with CAL-
COMP 905 OFFLINE PLOTIER CONTROL
LER, in very good condition and .working 
order; £350, carr. extra. 

I.C.L. Type 7181 VDU with keyboard, upper 
and lower case, green screen; DO. 

TEKTRONIX HARD COPY UNIT Type 4610-1, 
can be used with 4010 series computer 
display terminals; £375. 

FACIT CASSETIE UNIT Model 4203 with in
ternal electronics; £30. 

Item No. 2 ~~!~~~~~s~~;~~~~vs~:.~. lmE~9~ 
3 TELEQUIPMENT OSCILLOSCOPE Type DS7A, 

dual trace, 25M Hz delay sweep .................. £395 
5 TELEQUIPMENT OSCILLOSCOPE Type D61A. 

dual trace, lOMHz ........................................ £110 
17 MARCONI FM/AM SIGNAL GENERATOR 

Tf995A/3S, 1.5-220MHz. AM/FM - od ...... £180 
28 tABGEAR COLOURMATCH S25 PATTERN 

31 ~~~~~AJ.~R~n~~-~~~~-::: :: ::: m 
32 METRIX WOBBUtATOR Type 210 ............... £25 
33 PHILIPS WOBBUtA TOR Type GM2877S .... £SO 
34 ADVANCE RF SIGNAL GENERATOR Type S2, 

150KHz-220M Hz, cw/mod ............................ £30 
39 ADVANCE RF SIGNAL GENERATOR Type E2, 

100KHz-100MHz, cw/mod ............................ £tO 
41 ERNST TURNER Si n . ELECTROSTATIC 

VOLTMETER Model32, 0-2.5kv ................... £12 
42 ERNST TURNER Sin. ELECTROSTATIC 

VOLTMETER Model32, 0-Skv ....................... £1• 
48 AVO MULTI METER Model 72, compact ...... £12 

Stockists of NEW SCOPEX AND SAFGAN DSCILLO· 
SCOPES. Also many other ITEMS OF TEST EQUIP
MENT AND COMPONENTS in stock. For further de-· 
tails contact DWAYNE STEWART. 

50 SOLARTRON DIG I AL VOLTMETER Type 
LM1420.2 ........................................................ f20 

54 AVO TRANSISTOR TESTER Type TI169 w~h 

s1 ~:~LB'RvAt'J~N£~R£2J;;diii45oi.:::::::: ~ 
60 PYE SCALAMP ELECTROSTATIC VOLT· 

METER, 0-40kv ............................................... £35 
66 AUTO TRANSFORMER, 1000 VA. brand now 

.......................................................................... £15 
90 AVO VALVE TESTER Type CT160, 22 valve 

bases ............................................................... £20 
95 AVO HIGH-VOLTAGE DC MULTIPLIER lor 

20,000 ohm/vott: meters .................... : ........... f20 
96 GENERAL RADIO CAPACITOR • 2000v de, 

11 Omld ................... .' ........................................ £10 
109 MARCONI/SANDERS MICROWAVE POWER 

METER Type 6598 with thermistor mount type 
6046/ B, 0.5MHz-11GHz ............................... £125 

110 NARDA PEAK POWER METER Model 66A3A 
- no bolometer .............................................. £50 

116 MARCONI SENSITIVE VALVE VOLTMETER 
TypeTF2600.10Hz-10MHz,1mV-300vlsd £7& 

141 WAYNE KERR UNIVERSAL BRIDGE Type 
B224, 0.1% ....... .. ............................ £275 

142 SOtARTRON/SCHLUMBERGER DVM Type 
A22!), ~igit, i~put sensitivity 1ci m/volts L 

to 1kv ................................................... £50 
175 TINSLEY WHEATSTONE BRIDGE Type 405 

(Post Office pattern) ....................................... £10 
17B CROPICO THERMOCOUPLE POTEN -

TIOMETER Type P4 ........................................ f20 
20S RACAL H.F. SELECTIVE ANALYSER Type 

9056, SSB (2·tone); AM Modulation, FM cali-

207 ~~~la~~d~[ATJ~i~O~~~sSGP~LY .. M~~ 
LMFA 24-0V-V, input 240v, output 24v de, 14a 
max.; +/- 5% ................................................. £10 

210 ~b~~~ TuMf.~~:v~£~'1-~-~-:.V..~~r.~~ 
211 ~F~o~~_31~ ~0~~,; ~~ e..~ .. -~-~-:r-~~- :ry J8: 
212 B & K AUDIO FREQUENCY SPECTROMETER 

Type 2113, as new ....................................... £950 
213 TEKTRONIX STORAGE DISPlAY UNIT Type 

611, screen size s1n x 61.1.2in ....................... £495 
21S TEKTRONIX READOUT OSCILLOSCOPE Type 

~~;i1~a ;s~!~a:~1~.f1~u3i~ti~:~~~-~-~~ 
240 ADVANCE FM/AM Signal Generator type S.G. 

. 63F, 4-230 MHZ .............................................. £125 
241 ADVANCE FM/AM Signal Generator type 63A. 

7.&-230 MHZ ..................................................... £7& 
244 WAYNE KERR UNIVERSAL BRIDGE CT530 

(B221) with LOW IMPEDANCE ADAPTOR 

245 ~thAN!I~•t;w~~~. ciE';.i'E'FiAi'oil"iYp;; .. sJl~ 
440-920 MHZ with variable marker ............... oo· 

258 ~~);"~E~h:~c~:~Js~~~~H~~1~'lfHz '& 
2S7 TAYLOR INSUlATION TESTER type 130B. 500 

volts Max .......................................................... £20. 
EQUIPMENT IN WDRXING ORDER 

Please check availability before ordering. Carriage all unita, 
0 ; VAT to be added to total of Goods and Carriage. S.A.E. 
forLISTS. . 
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e Rack mounting frequency shifter for howl reduc
tion in public address and sound reinforcement 

e Mono version and box types also available 

SURREY ELECTRONICS, The Forge, Lucks Green 
Cranleigh, Surrey GU6 7BG 

Telephone: 0483 275997 

Spring Reductions 
on the following items ex stock: 

MARKER SLEEVING (Nova), colour coded, most sizes and materials; 
competitive prices 
CARTRIDGE FUSES (Beswick), good selection of types and ratings at 
discount prices (30%) 
AUDIBLE WARNING DEVICES (Besson) Solid-State Banshees. Cyber
tones. Bleeptones, Bleeptester. etc. SAMPLES of any at quantity rate 

WIRE WOUND-RESISTORS (Osborne), 5W, 7W, 11W, 17W; 116 dif
ferent values and ratings in stock at special prices 
ELMA RANGE of knobs and accessories; lowest prices 
CRIMP TERMINALS, small or large quantities 
CARBON FILM RESISTORS; 4,000,000 must go, mainly YaW and %W; 
also available: Y2W, 1W and 2W; really low prices. 

110 WYKEHAM ROAD, READING, BERKS R861 PL 
:: .... l Telephone: 0734 &8041 .. 
I . • Callers welcome 9 a.m. to 5.30 p.m. Monday to Saturday inclusive !:).....3 

Write, call or phone (0732) 851345 
NOVAPRODUCTS IABP Ltd.) 

Crystalate Works, Golden Green 
Tonbridge, Kent TN11 OLH 
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To obtain further details of any of 

the coded items mentioned in the 
Editorial or Advertisement pages 

of this issue, please complete one 
or more of the attached cards 

entering the reference number(s). 

Your enquiries wiD be passed on to 

the manufacturers concerned and 
you can expect to he.ar from them . 

direct in due course. Cards posted 

from abroad require a stamp. 
These Service Cards are valid for 

six months from the date of 
publication. 

Please Use Capital Letters 

If you are way down on the 
circulation list, you may not be 
getting. the information you 
require from the journal as 
soon as you should. Why not 
have your own copy? 

To start a one year's subscription 
you may apply direct to us by 
using the card at the bottom of 
this page. You may also apply to 
the agent nearest to you, their 
address is shown below. 

OVERSEAS SUBSCRIPTION 
AGENTS 

Australia: Gordon & 
Gotch (Australasia) Ltd, 
380 lonsdale Street, 

, Melbourne 3000. Victoria 

Belgium: Agence et 
Messageries de Ia Presse. 
1 Rue de Ia Peti1e·ILE 
Brussels 7 

Canada: Davis Circulation 
Agen<y, 153 51. Clair 
Avenue West. Toronto 195. 
Ontario 

Cyprus: General Press. 
Agency Ltd, 131 Pro
d tomou S1tee1. P.O . Box 
4528, Nicosia 

Denmark: Dansk 
81addis1tlbu1lon, 
Hovedvagtsgade 8, 
Dk. 11 03 Kobenhavn. 

Finland: Rau1aki tla OY, 
Koivuvaarankuja 2. 
01640 Yan1aa 114, Finland. 

France: Dawson-France 
S.A •• B .P.40, F-91121. 
PalaiiUu 

Garmany: W . E. s .. rblch 
GmbH.5Koln1, 
Follersuaue2 

Or-: Hellenic 
Dlltrlbution Agency, 
P.O. Box3111. 2411' 
Syngrou Avenue, 
Nee Smyrni; Greece. 

Hollanci:Yan DitrnerN.V .. 
Oostelllke Hanclelakacle 11, 
Amsterdam 1004 • 

India: International Book 
HouN, Indian Mercantile 
Mansion Ext Medema 
Came, Road, Bombay 1 

Iran: A .D .A .. 1111 Khiaban 
Soraya, Tehran 

I•rael : Stelrnettky's 
Agency Ud, Cl1ru1 House. 
P.O. Box 1128, Tel Aviv 

ftalv: Intercontinental 
s.a.s. Via Veracini 9 . 
20124 Milano 

Japan: Western Publica· 
dons Distribution Agency, 
170 Nishi- O kubo 
4·chome, Shinjuku-Ku. 
Tokyo 160 

Lebanon: Levant Distri
bu1ors Co .. P.O . Box 1181, 
Makdesi Street, Halim 
Hanna Bldg, Beirut 

Malayaia : ·Times 
Distfibutors Sdn. Bhd .. 
Times House. 
390 Kim Seng Road, 
Singapore 9. Malaysia. 

Me,lta:W.H.Smith 
Conlinen1al Ltd. 
1 a. Scoto Street, Valle1a 

N-Zaalancl : Gotdon & 
Gotch (New Zealand) Ltd. 
102 Adelaide Road, 
Welllngton2 

Nl-la: Dally Times of 
Nigeria Ltd, 3 Kakawa 
Street, P.O. Box~ 39, 
Lagos 

N-ay: A/S NarvoNna 
Kloakpmpani. Bertrand 
Narv8Hns vel2. Oslo II · 

Portugal: Live ria 
Bertranda.a.r.l 
Apeltldo 37, Amadora 

aGuth Africa : Central 
Newt Agency Ltd, P.O. 
Box1 033. Johannetburg 

Spain: Comarcliil 

Aa.-um •·•· ConNlo de 
Clanto, 130·130 Barcelona 
111 

Sweden: Wannagren 
WllllaiMA B. Fack$·104, 
211 Stockholm 30 

Swltzarlancl: Neville a 
CleSA, Rue Levrler&-7. 
CH·1211 Geneve1 
Schmidt Agence AG, 
SavooelsttatN 34, 
4002 Basle 

U.S.A.: John Barios, 
Business Pre&& International, 
205 East 42nd Street, 
New York, N.Y. 10D17 
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Postage 
will be 
paid by 
Licensee 

Do not affix Postage Stamps if posted in 
Gt Britain, Channel Islands, N Ireland 
or the Isle of Man 

BUSINESS REPLY SERVICE 
Licence No 12045 

WIRELESS WORLD 
Reader Enquiry Service 
Oakfield House 
Perrymount Road 
Haywards Heath 
Sussex RH16 3DH 
England 
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Please arrange for me to receive further details of the products fisted, 

the appropriate reference numbers of whtch have been entered in the 

space provided. 

Name .... ... . . ...•.. ... . 

Nan'IC of Company ..... . .. .... .. . 

Address . .... . .. .. . . . . .• . ... . .. . ... .. • . ..• . . _ .. .. .. . . . .. . . 

Telephone Number .. . . ... ... .. ... . .. ... .. .. . .. ....... .. . . . . 

PUBLISHERS 
USE ONLY 

Position in Company .. . ... . 

Nature of Company/Business ... .... . .... . . . . . .. ....• . .. 

No. of employees at this establishment ....... . .. . . ... . . .. ..... . 

I wish to subscribe to Wireless World 0 
VALID FOR SIX MONTHS ONLY 
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Wireless World: 
Subscription Order Form 

To become a subscriber to Wireless World 
please complete the reverse side of 
this form and return it with your 
remittance tQ: 

Subscription Manager, 
Business Press International Ltd, 
Oakfield House, Perrymount Road, 
Haywards Heath, Sussex RH16 3DH, 
England 

Looking for a Distortion 

Measurement System? 

The Amber model 3501 is quite simply the highest performance, most featured, 
yet lowest cost audio distortion and noise measurement system available. 

It offers state-of-the-art performance with THD 
measurements to below O OOOS'1.) ( — 102dB). 
maximum output level to + 30dBm and noise 
measurements to below 120dBm. 

It has features like automatic operation, optional 
balanced input/output and powerful 1MD 
measurement capability. It includes comprehensive 
noise weighting with four user changeable filters. 
Unique features like manual spectrum analysis and 
selectable bandwidth signal-to-noise measurements. 1 

The 3501 is fast, easy to use and its light weight 
and small size make it very portable. It can even be 
battery powered. 

amber 

V" 

Amber Electro Design Inc. 4810 Jean Talon West. Montreal. Canada H4P 2N5. Telephone (514) 735 4105 
Ring to-day for a demonstration 

• Scenic Sounds Equipment Limited 
97-99 Dean Street,- London W1V5RA Telephone: 01-734 2812/3/4/5 Telex; 27 939 SCENIC G 

Worldwide Export: Gotham Export Corporation, 741 Washington Street New York NY10014 

WW - 071 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 

9in. MONITOR in attractive case, non standard input, with info. £25. Matching ASCII coded QUERTY KEYBOARD with Numeric Keypad and 27 function keys; £25 Mch. d. and D, £5. THE PAIR £40. 12in. MONITOR, cased, non standard input, with info. £20 each. With Matching ASCII coded QUERTY KEY- BOARD with Numeric Pad and 24 function keys; £35 th* pair. POWER UNIT, 240v input; outputs x5v/15a; +24v/1.5a; --24v/3a; £12 aach. INSTRUMENT CASE, standard 19in. width x 16in. deep x lOin. high; £5 each. FLOPPY DISK DRIVE, 8in., by Control Data Corp; 240v input with control electronics; £95, p. and p. £5. TWO Sin. FLOPPY DISK DRIVES by Incoterm with drive electronics mounted in case, 25- way Cannon input/output socket, 240v operation; £175. CENTRONIC PRINTER Type 501 with stand, 240v operation; £125, carr. £14, CALCOMP 563 DIGITAL PLOTTER with CAL- COMP 905 OFFLINE PLOTTER CONTROL- LER, in very good condition and working order; £350, carr. extra. I.C.L. Type 7181 VDU with keyboard, upper and lower case, green screen; £30. TEKTRONIX HARD COPY UNIT Type 4610-1, can be used with 4010 series computer display terminals; £375. FACIT CASSETTE UNIT Model 4203 with in- 
ternal electronics; £30.  

Stockists of NEW SCOPEX AND SAFGAN OSCILLO- SCOPES. Also many olliar ITEMS OF TEST EQUIP- MENT AND COMPONENTS in stock. For further de- tails contact 0WAYNE STEWART.    

2 TEKTRONIX OSCILLOSCOPE Type T935A, dual trace, 35MHz delay sweep, AS NEW £550 3 TELEQUIPMENT OSCILLOSCOPE Type D67A, dual trace, 25MHz delay sweep £395 5 TELEQUIPMENT OSCILLOSCOPE Type D61A, d ua 11 race, 10MHz   £160 17 MARCONI FM/AM SIGNAL GENERATOR TF995A/3S, 1.5-220MHz, AM/FM -od £160 28 LABGEAR COLOURMATCH 625 PATTERN GENERATOR Type CM6004^PG £25 31 RANK E.H.T. METER, 0-30kvdc £30 32 METRIXWOBBULATOR Type210 £25 33 PHILIPSWOBBULATORTypeGM2877S....£50 34 ADVANCE RF SIGNAL GENERATOR Type 62, 150KHz-220M Hz, cw/mod   £30 39 ADVANCE RF SIGNAL GENERATOR Type E2, lOOKHz-IOOMHz, cw/mod £40 41 ERNST TURNER 6in. ELECTROSTATIC VOLTMETER Model 32,0-2.5kv £12 
42 ERNST TURNER 6in. ELECTROSTATIC VOLTMETER Model 32,0-5kv £14 48 AVO MULTIMETER Model 72, compact £12 

50 SOLARTRON DIGlfAL VOLTMETER Type LM 1420.2   *20 54 AVO TRANSISTOR TESTER Type TT169 with leads, as new {p. and p. £2)   £20 57 TAYLOR VALVE TESTER Model 45D2-. £35 60 PYE SCALAMP ELECTROSTATIC VOLT- METER, 0-40kv   £35 66 AUTO TRANSFORMER, 1000VA, brand new^ 
90 AVO VALVE"TESTER''fype"CT160, 22 valve bases     £20 95 AVO HiGH-VOLTAGE DC MULTIPLIER for 20,000 ohm/volt meters   ■■■■■• £f0 96 GENERAL RADIO CAPACITOR ^OOOv dc, 110mfd   £10 

109 MARCONI/SANDERS MICROWAVE POWER METER Type 6598 with thermistor mount type 6046/B,0.5MHz-11GHz £125 
110 NARDA PEAK POWER METER Model 66Aa* - no bolometer ".•."■••"•£50 116 MARCONI SENSITIVE VALVE VOLTMETER TYpeTF2600,10Hz-10MHz, 1mV-300vfsd £75 
141 WAYNE KERR UNIVERSAL BRIDGE Type B224, 0.1% £275 
142 SOLARTRON/SCHLUMBERGER DVM Type A220, 5-digit, input sensitivity 10 m/voltst tolkv     £50 175 TINSLEY WHEATSTONE BRIDGE Type 405 (Post Office pattern) £10 178 CROPICO THERMOCOUPLE POTEN- TIOMETER Type P4  £20 206 RACAL H.F. SELECTIVE ANALYSER Type 9056, SSB (2-tone); AM Modulation, FM cali- bration and transmission measuring £150 207 LAMBA REGULATED POWER SUPPLY Model LMFA 24-OV-V, input 240v, output 24v dc, 14a max * -t-/"-5*% ^50 210 HIVOLT Type 30PMSR HIGH-VOLTAGE POWER UNIT, 0-30Kv; 0-1 MA   £45 211 MARCONI RF POWER METER Type TF1020A/1,50 ohm •.-••**5 212 B & K AUDIO FREQUENCY SPECTROMETER Type 2113, as new   £550 213 TEKTRONIX STORAGE DISPLAY UNIT Type 611, screen size 8v2 x 6V2in £495 216 TEKTRONIX READOUT OSCILLOSCOPE Type 567 with 3S76 sampling dual trace and 3T77A sampling sweep and 6R1A digital unit £400 240 ADVANCE FM/AM Signal Generator type S.a 63F, 4-230 MHZ  241 ADVANCE FM/AM Signal Generator type 63A, 7 5-230 MHZ  " 244 WAYNE KERB' UNIVERSAL BRIDGE CT530 (B221I with LOW IMPEDANCE ADAPTOR Q221A (Late style)    245 TELONIC SWEEP GENERATOR type SD3M' 440-920 MHZ with variable marker £50 258 HEWLETT PACKARD POWER METER, type 431B with head type 8478B, 10MHZ-18GHZ EKO 

267 TAYLOR INSULATION TESTER type 130B. 500 volts yyQQKING 0 ROER 
Please check availability before ordering. Carnage all unite, £7- VAT to be added to total of Goods and Carnage. SAE. for LISTS.  " 

SI v ART C READING 
110 WYKEHAM ROAD. READING, BERKS RGB 1PL 

Telephone: 0734 60041 
Callers welcome 9 a.m. to 5.30 p.m. Monday to Saturday inclusive^^ 
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STEREO STABILIZER 

APRS STAND 99 JUNE 22-24 

I Rack mounting frequency shifter for howl reduc- 
tion in public address and sound reinforcement 

R Mono version and box types also available 

SURREY ELECTRONICS, The Forge, Lucks Green 
Cranleigh, Surrey GU6 7BG 

Telephone: 0483 275997 

Spring Reductions 

on the following items ex stock: 
MARKER SLEEVING (Nova), colour coded, most sizes and materials; 
competitive prices 
CARTRIDGE FUSES (Beswick), good selection of types and ratings at 
discount prices (30%i 
AUDIBLE WARNING DEVICES (Besson) Solid-State Banshees, Cyber- 
tones. Bleeptones, Bleeptester, etc. SAMPLES of any at quantity rate 
WIRE WOUND RES TORS (Osborne), 5W, 7W, 11W, 17W; 116 dif- 
ferent values and ratings in stock at special prices 
ELMA - jf knobs and accessories; lowest prices 
CRIMI AL mall or large quantities 
CARBON FILM RESISTORS; 4,000,000 must go, mainly VfcW and ViW; 
also available; ViW, 1W and 2W; really low prices. 

Write, call or phone (0732) 851345 
NOVAPRODUCTS (ABP Ltd.) 

Crystalate Works, Golden Green 
Tonbridge, KentTNII 0LH 
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To obtain further details of any of 
the coded items mentioned in the 
Editorial or Advertisement pages 
of this issue, please complete one 

, or more of the attached cards 
I entering the reference number(s). 
Your enquiries will be passed on to 
the manufacturers concerned and 
you can expect to hear from them 

I direct in due course. Cards posted 
from abroad require a stamp. 
These Service Cards are valid for 
six months from the date of 
publication. 

Please Use Capital Letters 

Postage 
will be 
paid by 
Licensee 

Do not affix Postage Stamps if posted in 
Gt Britain, Channel Islands, N Ireland 
or the Isle of Man 

BUSINESS REPLY SERVICE 
Licence No 12045 

WIRELESS WORLD 
Reader Enquiry Service 
Oakfield House 
Perrymount Road 
Haywards Heath 
Sussex RH16 SDH 
England 

If you are way down on the 
circulation list, you may not be 
getting the information you 
require from the journal as 
soon as you should. Why not 
have your own copy ? 

To start a one year's subscription 
you may apply direct to us by 
using the card at the bottom of 
this page. You may also apply to 
the agent nearest to you, their 
address is shown below. 

OVERSEAS SUBSCRIPTION 
AGENTS 

Australia: Goidon & 
Gotch (Australasia) Lid. 
380 Lonsdale Street, 

\ Melbourne 3000, Victoria 
Belgium; Agence et 
Messageriesde la PresSe, 
\ Ruede la Pqtrte-iLE 
Brussels? 
Canada: OavisCirculation 
Agency, 153 St. Clair Avenue West, Toronto 195, 
Ontario 
Cyprus: Genera) Press 
Agency Ltd, 131 Pro- 
dromou Street, P.O. Box 
4528, Nicosia 
Denmark: Dansk 
Btaddistribution, 
Hovedvagtsgade 8, 
Dk. 1103 Kobenhavn. 
Finland: Rautakirja OY, 
Koivuvaarankuja 2, 
01840 Vantaa 04, Finland. 
France: Dawson-France 
S.A., B.P.40, F-91121, 
Palaiteau 
Qarmanv: W. E, Saarbach GmbH,B Koln 1, 
Fotleratraaae 2 
Oraace: Hellenic 
Distribution Agency, 
P.O. Box 315,240 
Syngrou Avenue, 
Nea SmyrnLGreeca. 
Holland: Van Ditmar N.V., 
Oosteli jke Handalakada 11, 
Amsterdam 1004 ' 
India: International Book 
House, Indian Mercantilo 
Mansion Ext, Madame 
Cama^Road, Bombay 1 
Iran: A.D.A., 151 Khiiban 
Soraya, Tehran 
laraal: Stelmatiky'a 
Agency Ltd, Citrus Houae, 
P.O. Box 028, Tel Aviv 
Italy: Intercontinental s.a.s. Via VeraciniS. 
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Japan: Western Publica- 
tions Distribution Agency, 
170 Nishi-Okubo 
4-c ho ma, Shinjuku-Ku, 
Tokyo 160 
Lebanon: Levant Distri- 
butors Co., P.O. Box 1181, 
Makdesi Street, Halim 
Hanna Btdg, Beirut 
Malaysia: Times 
Distributors Sdn. Bhd., 
Times House, 
390 Kim Seng Road, 
Singapore 9, Malaysia. 
Malta: W.H. Smith 
Continental Ltd, 
18a Scots Street, Valleta 
Naw Zealand: Gordon & 
Gotch (New Zealand) Ltd, 
102 Adelaide Road, 
Wellington 2 
Nigeria: Daily Times of Nigeria Ltd, 3 Kakawa 
Street, P.O. Box 139, 
Lagos 
Norway: A/S Narvesens 
Kloskpmpani, Betlrand 
N rv ens vel 2, Oslo 0 
Portugal: Livaria 
Batirand s.a.f.l 
Apartado 37, Amadora 
South Africa: Central 
Newa Agency Ltd, P.O. 
Box 1033, Johannaaburg 
Spain: Cdmarcial 
Athanaum a.a. Contajo da 
Clanto, 130-136 Barcelona 
IB 
Swadan: Wannagran 
Willlama A B. Fack 8-104, 
20 Stockholm 30 
Swltzorlend: Neville a 
Cia SA, Rua Levrier 5-7, 
CH-1211 Geneve 1 
Schmidt Agence AG, 
Savogelstrasse 34, 
4002 Basle 
U.S.A.: John Barios, Business Press International. 
205 East 42nd Street, 
New York, N.Y. 10017 
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Please arrange for me to receive further details of the products listed, 
the appropriate reference numbers of which have been entered in the 
space provided. 

Name of Company . 

Telephone Number 

PUBLISHERS 
USE ONLY 

Position in Company ... 

Nature of Company/Business . 

No. of employees at this establishment. . 

I wish to subscribe to Wireless World □ 
VALID FOR SIX MONTHS ONLY 

■ cur HUM I 

Wireless World: 

Subscription Order Form 

To become a subscriber to Wireless World 

please complete the reverse side of 

this form and return it with your 

remittance tq: 

Subscription Manager, 

Business Press International Ltd, 

Oakfield House, Perrymount Road, 

Haywards Heath, Sussex RH16 SDH, 

England 

www.americanradiohistory.com

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Wireless Worlct Subscription Order Form Wireless World, May 1983 WW 8365 

UK subscription rates 
1 yesr: £14.00 

Overseas 1 yesr: £17.00 

USA & Canada subscription rates 
t yesr: $44.00 

Please enter my subscription to Wireless Wor.ld for 1 year 

I enclose remittance value .................................................... , .. ...................... made payable to. 

BUSINESS PRESS INTERNATIONAL Ltd. 

Nan1e ........................................................................................................................................................ . 

Address ................................................................................................................................................... . 
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Company Registered No: 151537 (ENGLAND) 
Registered Office: Quadrant House, The Quadrant, Sutton. Surrey SM2 5AS 
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OVERSEAS ADVERTISEMENT 
AGENTS 

Hungary Mrs. Edit Bajusz. Hungexpo 
Advertising Agency, Budapest XIV, 
Varosliget- Telephone: 225 008-
Telex: Budapest 22-4525·1NTFOIRE 

Italy Sig. C. Epis Etas-Kompass. S.p.a.
Servizio Estero, Via Mantegna 6. 
20154 Milan -Telephone 347051-
Telex: 37342 Kompass 

Japan Mr. lnatsuki, Trade Media -IBPA 

(Japan). B212 Azabu Heights. 1-5-10 
Roppongi, Minato-Ku, Tokyo 106-
Telephone : (03) 585-0581 

United States of America Ray Barnes. 

*Business Press International · 
205 East 42nd Street, 
New York, NY 10017-:-Telephone: 
(212) 689 5961- Telex: 421710 

Mr-. Jack Farley Jnr. , The Farley Co .• 
Suite 1548, 35 East Wacker Drive, 
Chicago. Illinois 60601 -Telephone: 
(312) 6 3074 
Mr. Victor A Jauch, 
Elmatex International. 
P.O. Box 34607, 
Los Angeles Calif. 9003·4 U.S.A. 

Telephone : (21·3) 821 8581 
Telex: 18-1059. 
Mr. Jack Mentel. The Farley Co .. Suite 605. 

.Ranna Building. Cleveland, Ohio 4415-
Telephone : (216) 621 1919 
Mr. Ray Rickles, Ray Rickles & Co .• 
P.O. Box 2008. Miami Beach. Florida 

33140- Telephone: (305) 532 7301 
Mr. Jim Parks, Ray Rickles & Co .• 
3116 Maple Drive N.E .. Atlanta, Georgia 
30305. Telephone: (404) 287 7432 

Mike Loughlin, Business Press International, 
15055 Memorials, Ste 119, Houston, Te~·as 
77079- Telephone: (713) 783 8673 

Canada· Mr. Colin H. MacCulloch. 
International Advertising Consultants Ltd., 
915 Carlton Tower, 2 Carlton Street, 
Toronto 2- Telephone (416) 364 2269 

*Also subscription agents· 

50WATT250!l£5.50 + 50pplltp (£11.90 inc. VAT). 
100 WATT 1 / 5/10/25/50/t00/250/ 500/1 k!l/ 1 .5k!l/ 2 ,5k!l/3.5k!l 
£725 + 75p plltp (£9.20 inc. VAT) 
BLick Silver Skirted Knob calibrated in Nos. 1-9, 1'1t.!in dia. brass bush. 
Ideal for ab~.e Rheostats 30p ea. + VAT. 

~~LJJ?v'liA;!,"~ ~~~;!· ~~~! 15KV. Built-in 10 sec. Timer. 

~~;~"as~~~:. ~ri~e~ !~Sp3g&~~fi-o~~~ f~c~t'llJ.f£i.e~rration. Size 

240V A.C. SOLENOID VALVE 
Designed for Air/Gas et 0-7. Water 0.5 psi. Inlet/outlet~· · . Forged brass 
body. Manuf. Dewraswitch Asco. -· 
Price: £5.50 + £1 plltp (£7.48 inc. VAT). N.M.S. e 
METERS (New) - 90mm DIAMETER · . 
~ge:.r·o~~gg.J2T2:0.1A,0-5A, 0-10A. ' ~ 

~::~· J~&'p6f~~ (me. ?;.~0~A~r:c.':;i~~ADCoc':'~~1~~ til.~~~: 
:;,:'~~~';;;:;;;;:LIGHT tt FLUORESCENT TUBES • 
:~w:.-.:I.\'.10~ ~:~1~02~li:1~'76i~;,1\)AT lit · .. 
plltp). . 
(For use in standard bi pin fittinps). 

~~~ ~':tttJ35g<'/4~~~J?.a;~~~cv~~ ~~~r.l, . 
&In 4wott£2.50. + 45p (£3.39 inc. VATplltp). 
Complete ballast unit for either 6V, 9V or 12V tube 230V AC op. £5.50 
Post 55p (£6.96 inc. VAT p&p). Also available for 12V DC £5.50 Post 55p 
(£6.96 inc. VAT plltp). 

BLACK LIGHT BULBS 
Self-ballasted Mercury U.V. 175W Bulbs. Available for either B.C. or E.S. 
fitting. Price£11.19 incl. p&p and VAT. 

INPUT 2301240V e. c. 50180 OUTPUT 0-280V 
200W 1•mp Inc. •. c. voltage £15.00 ----0.5 KVA (21;2 amp MAX) £19.00 ' · , 
1 KVA (5 amp MAX) £25.00 · .. ,.,.-! 
2 KVA (10 amp MAX) £41.00 i :::::•.. . ~'f •• 

m!g~:~~~~~ g:::: YF_:iHH 1~\~ 
10 KVA (50 amp MAX) £174.00 ·' ::::::::;; !::'' : 
15 KVA (75 amp MAX) £270.00 "... . - . . 

3-PHASE VARIABLE VOLTAGE 
TRANSFORMERS · 
Dual input 200-240Vor 38Q-415V. Star connected 
3 KVA5 amp per phase max £113.40 
6 KVA 10 amp per phase max £170.10 
10 KVA 16 amp per phase max £345.45 

All plus 

:t:x; 

GEARED MOTORS 

5 240V A.C. Mf. by Carter. £11.05£1 plltp (£11. 11 inc. VAT) 
m Motor approx 301b in. 1 10V AC. complete with Transformer for 

.A. C. £10.75 + £1 .50 p&p (total inc. VAT £14.01) 

. VAn. N.M.S . 

=M~:o~~ic~lf~~.~~V+ 't~5osg&~z{to~i~~i~'\iA~~.';;s,.,.... 
38.3 ~GEARED MOTOR. Torque 35fb.in. reversible 1 15V AC inc. start 
capacttor. Price £11.11 + £2 p&p (total incl. VAT £16.88). N.M.S. 
Suitable TRANSFORMER 230V A.C. operation. Price £1.00 + £1.00 p&p 
(total incl. VAT£11.90). 

N.E.C. GEARED MOTOR. 152 rpm. 2001b.in. 
230V A.C. 50Hz. Ratio 9.2 to 1. Non reverse. 
Incl. capacitors. Fraction of maker's price. 
£41.25 + Carr+ VAT. N.M.S . 

Comprehensive range of L.T., AUTO (110·240V), 
ISOLATION TRANSFORMERS available for. im· INDUSTRIAL STROBE KIT 
mediate delivery. Leaflet on request. Ideal for .Industrial and Educational purposes. Produces high intensity 

EPROM ERASURE KIT 
::,v o1~~~~~l! ~~~~e-~~u~::c;:~= ~i~~a~s f~~~: :!!~: 
to include 12" 8 watt 2537 Angst Tub~. Ballast unit, ~air of bi-p.in 
le~ds. Neon indicator, safety microswt~ch, on/off swttch end ctr-
CUlt . 
LESS CASE. Price: £13.60 + 75p plltp. (Tota l incl. VAT£16.50). 
W•.rnlng: Tube used in this circuit is highly dangerous to the eyes. 
Untt MUST be fitted in suitable case. 

FROM STOCK AT PRICES 
THAT DEFY COMPETITION! 

AC GEARED MOTORS C.F. BLOWERS 
AC CAPACITORS 

flash vanable from apf.rox. 1 to 70 f.p.s. Price less case £27 + £2 p&p 
~~~~:t i~~~.·v~'i-T£~.:. . Suitable Case and Reflector £12.50 + £2 p&p 

HY-LYGHT Mk V. o..egnocttorDisco, Theetrlcelu .... etc 

:U.;;: t~:le:~~d)~fl~":~~ s~r::·:,~~:o £2: t2~~:p(t~~~a:~~f· ~~i 
£16.68). Foolscap SAE for furt~er details including Super Hy-Lyght. 

COMPRESSOR 
~3~a£2si~~~e (~~~~~i~~tt~~aa~~g>~ io~:~·~ ~~~d:rr~~~i~r~e~·~r 
230/ 240V A. C. £26.45 incl. VAT. 

BLOWER/VACUUM PUMP 
3 phase A.C. motor 220/250V or 380/440V. 1,425 rpm, 'IJ9 h.p. cont. Direct 
coupled to William Allday Alcosa carbon vane blower/ vacuum pump. 
0.9 cfm 8hg. £22 + £4plltp (total incl. VAT £29.90). 

INSULATION TESTERS NEW 

~vS~[~i~~(p~~O:, ~~;,0:f.~cfc~1~~S: ~~i" ~A~~r.lltpl 
SAE for leaflet. 

400W UV LAMP AND BALLAST complete £38.00 post £3.50 (£47.n inc. 
VAT lit p&p). 400W UV LAMP only £14.00 post £2.00 (£18.40 inc. VAT lit 

pMIItp). SANGAMO WESTON TIME SWITCH 
Ouiet smootb-run in CooliNG or EXTRACTOR ~W ::e~~i~~o:~~~cofa~~:e~~~~~~'X. ~~i~~u0:~0 :&J>£1c(;ii~ 
FAN. Size: 4:t4x4~4x~1t.z. Supplied for 240V A.C; inc. VAT & p&p). Also available with solar dia. R&T. 

· ~.'6!;,~ion. Price £4.75 + £1 p&p (total incl. VAT ~~~e~~n~~ble Sangamo Weston 60 amp and AEG 80 amp. Phone 

. ~'f: ~r+ ,£~"p~~~ ~~~~~cfn~rV~~~~M~S~· day omitting device. 

DC MOTORS 
MICROSWITCHES STROBE KITS 
RELAYS FLASHTUBES 
REED SWITCHES CO NT ACTORS 
SOLENOIDS A. C. or D.C. SYNCHRONOUS 
PROGRAMME TIMERS MOTORS 

VORTEX BLOWER & SUCTION UNIT T 53 A b 1 h · · 
P rf I It' te d . II b I d t' t II I d 9" d"a coypve"r. Pr88o·ce. ·. £s13a.ooov+e .£p1 up~·3p6(£1o8u. 1rso •,. npcrlo.ngArTe)se. Nrv.Me .. SLe. ss perspex 
R~:;or~. r~-~P~~ 1 ,'h~.ard~n~ :n~t~~tl~n.01~o'f..t l~~.0~~~ £20~: ot V. 

Phone in your enquiries 
Suitable transformer for 240V A.C. £5.00 + £3.00 p&p (tot~l incl. VAT Stockists for F1nn1gans Hammente pa1nt and Waxo¥1 products N.M.S.- NewManufacturera' surplus. 

£32.20) ', . _£ , . · . ··· ·· · :__ T_ RA ... • 0-. IN" G-· ~ -~j"IJ. _ __,RIIt;;,.T_- R.-eco;o.n.-dh-lon,_ocl.-•nd_T_nt_ocl;;... ---t 
. Personal callers only. Open Saturdays 

Ample parking space 9 Little Newport Street 
Showroom open -.~-- 57 BRIDGMAN ROAD, CHISWICK, LONDON W4 588, 01-995 1560 London wc2H 7JJ · 
Monday-Friday ·CJ ACCoUNT CUSTOMERS MIN. ORDER ~10, Tel: 01-437 0576 

WW-005 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 

MULTIMONITOR 
THE ONE INSTRUMENT! 

THERMOCOUPLE 
MONITOR 

THERMOCOUPLE 
SIMULATOR 

STRAIN GAUGE 
MONITOR 

Auto range = Zero 
Thermocouple 

11 INPUTS 

Linearisation for all -common types 
Strain calculation 
Automatic recalibration 
Battery backup memory for vital functions 

CIL 
electronics ltd 

DECOY ROAD, 
WORTHING, SUSSEX 
Tel : (0903) 200673 

3 OUTPUTS 

VOll'METER 

VOll'AGE 
CALIBRATOR 

MILLIVOI.l' 
SOURCE 

By combining the power of a Z80 microproces
sor, and sophisticated analogue circuitry, the 
MULTIMONlTOR gives you all these features, 
making it the most effective test instrument yet. 
As well as the 4 112 Digit Local Display the Multi· 
monitor carries 

~AND RS232 AS STANDARD 
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a. CUT Hthtmm 

Wireless World Subscription Order Form wireless world. May 1983 WW8365 

UK subscription rates 

1 year; £14.00 

Overseas 1 year: £17.00 

USA & Canada subscription rates 

1 year: $44.00 

Please enter my subscription to Wireless World for 1 year 

I enclose remittance value.       made payable to 

BUSINESS PRESS INTERNATIONAL Ltd. 

Address     —   

OVERSEAS ADVERTISEMENT 
AGENTS 

Hungary Mrs. Edit Bajusz, Hungexpo 
Advertising Agency, Budapest XIV, 
Varosliget-Telephone: 225 008- 
Telex: Budapest 22-4525 INTFOIRE 

Italy Sig. C. Epis Etas-Kompass, S.p.a. - 
Servizio Estero, Via Mantegna 6, 
20154 Milan-Telephone 347051 - 
Telex: 37342 Kompass 

Japan Mr. Inatsuki, Trade Media.- IBPA 
(Japan), B212 Azabu Heights, 1-5-10 
Roppongi, Minato-Ku, Tokyo 106- 
Telephone : (03) 585-0581 

United States of America Ray Barnes, 
'Business Press International 
205 East 42nd Street, 
New York. NY 10017-Telephone: 
(212) 689 5961 -Telex: 421710 
Mr. Jack Farley Jnr, The Farley Co., 
Suite 1548, 35 East Wacker Drive, 
Chicago, Illinois60601 -Telephone; 
(312)6 3074 
Mr. Victor A.Jauch, 
Elmatex International, 
P.O. Box 34607, 
Los Angeles Calif. 90034 U.S A. 
Telephone: (213) 821 8581 
Telex, 18-1059. 
Mr, Jack Mentel.The Farley Co., Suite 605, 

• Ranna Building, Cleveland, Ohio 4415 - 
Telephone ■ (216) 621 1919 
Mr. Ray Rickles, Ray Rickles 8t Co, 
P.O. Box 2008, Miami Beach, Florida 
33140 - Telephone (305) 532 7301 
Mr. Jim Parks, Ray Rickles &. Co, 
3116 Maple Drive N.E, Atlanta, Georgia 
30305. Telephone: (404) 237 7432 
Mike Loughlin, Business Press Internationay 
15055 Memorials, Ste 119, Houston, TexAs 
77079-Telephone: (713)783 8673 

Canada Mr. Colin H. MacCulloch, 
International Advertising Consultants Ltd, 
915 Carlton Tower, 2 Carlton Street, 
Toronto 2-Telephone (416) 364 2269 

♦Also subscription-agents 

I 
Company Registered No: 151537 (ENGLAND) 
Registered Office: Quadrant House, The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS 

I 

New ceramic construction, heavy duty brush lu v■ | assembly, continuously rated. 25 WATT 5/10/25/50/100/150/250/300/500/1 Kfl I ) 1.5kn£3.10.+ 30p p&p (£3.91 inc. VAT). 
50 WATT 2500 £5.50 + 50p p&p (£8.90 inc. VAT). 
100 WATT 1/5/10/25/50/100/250/500/1 kft/1.5kft/2.5ka/3.5lcfi £7,25 + 75p p&p (£9.20 inc. VAT) Black Silver Skirted Knob calibrated in Nos. 1-9, llftn dia. brass bush, Ideal for aboVe Rheostats 30p ea. + VAT. 
SOLID STATE E.H.T. UNIT 

INPUT 230/240V a.c. 50/60 OUTPUT 0-260V 200W limp inc. •.e.voRiga |15.00 - 
0.5 KVA (2V5 amp MAX) £13.00 1KVA (5 amp MA> gS-JJ 2 KVA (10 amp MAX! "l-OO y ;:;; 3 KVA (15 amp MAX) US OO 5 KVA (25 amp MAX) • .gf-SS 10 KVA (50 amp MAX) £"* 0 15 KVA (75 amp MAX) £270.01 .YlS 
3-PHASE VARIABLE VOLTAGE 
transformers Input 230V A.C. Fully isolated. Approx. 15KV. Built-in 10 sec. Timer.. Dual input 200-240Vor38Ch415V.Starconnerted Eesjly modified for 20 sec. 30 sec. to continuous operation. Size 3 KVA 5 amp per phase max £113.40 155x 85 x 50mm. Price £5 +75p p&p. (Total inc. VAT £8.01). 6 KVA 10 amp per phase max £170.10 10 KVA 16 amp per phase max 155x 85 x 50mm. Price £5 + 75p p&p. (Total inc. VAT £8.01). 

240V A.C. SOLENOID VALVE Designed for Air/Gas at 0-7. Water 0.5 psi. Inlet/outlet 48". Forged brass body. Manuf. Dewraswitch Asco. Price: £5.50 + £1 p&p (£7.48 inc. VAT). N.M.S. 
METERS (New) - 90mm DIAMETER AC Amp. Type 62T2: 0,1 A, 0-5A, 0-1 OA. AC Volt 0-300V. DC Amp. Type 65C5 0-5A, 0-1 OA, 0-50A, 0-100A. DC VoK 30V. All types £3.00 ea + p&p 75p (£5.00 inc. VAT) except 0-50A DC, 0-100A DC. Price £6.00 + 75p p&p (£7.70 inc. VAT). j"' 
ULTRA VIOLET BLACK LIGHT 
FLUORESCENT TUBES g M Af} 4ft 40watt£8.70 inc. VAT£10.00 (callers only). It in ' |5| 2ft 20 watts £8.20. Post £1.25 (£8.57 inc. VAT & /Sj 
(For use in standard bi pin fittings). |) ■•fe Uj 12in 8 watt £3.00.+ 45p (£3.97 inc. VAT p&p). , M V1! Sin 6 watt £2.50. + 45p (£3.39 inc. VAT p&p). 6in 4 watt £2.50. + 45p (£3.39 inc. VAT p&p). W ■ Complete ballast unit for either 6V, 9V or 12V tube 230V AC qp. £5.60 Post 55p (£6.96 inc. VAT p&p). Also available for 12V DC £5.50 PostSBp (£6.96 inc. VAT p&p), 
BLACK LIGHT BULBS Self-ballasted Mercury U.V. 175W Bulbs. Available for either B.C. or E.S. fitting. Price £11.79 incl. p&p and VAT. 400W UV LAMP AND BALLAST complete £38.00 post £3.50 (£47.73 inc. VAT & p&p). 400W UV LAMP only £14.00 post £2.00 (£18.40 inc. VAT & 

Quiet smooth-runnino COOLING or EXTRACTOR FAN. Size: 444x444x1 V2. Supplied for 240V A.C; operation. Price £4.75 + £1 p&p (total incl. VAT 

GEARED MOTORS Srpm 240V A.C. Mf. by Carter. £6.06 £1 p&p (£0.11 inc. VAT) 7 Wrpm Motor approx 301b in. 110V AC. complete with Transfbrrriw for 240y A.C. £10.75 + £1.50 p&p (total inc. VAT £14.09) 
71rpm WYNSCALE motor approx. 101b inch. A.C. supplied with auto transformer 240V, A.C. operation. £10.75 p&p £1.50 (£14.09 inc. VAT). N.M.S.  
CROWN 42 rpm 110/230V A.C. 50 Hz. 100 lb.in. approx. reversible geared Motor. Price £18.16 + £2.50 p&p (total incl. VAT £23.75) 
38.3 ipm GEARED MOTOR. Torque 35lb.in. reversible 115V AC inc, start capacitor. Price £11.56 + £2 p&p (total incl. VAT £15.88). N.M.S. Suitable TRANSFORMER 230V A.C. operation. Price £5.00 + £1.00 p&p (total incl. VAT £8.90). 

N.E.C. GEARED MOTOR. 152 rpm. 2001b.in. 230V A.C. 50Hz. Ratio 9.2 to 1. Non reverse. Incl. capacitors. Fraction of maker's price. £41.26 + Carr + VAT. N.M.S. 
Comprehensive range of L.T., AUTO (110-240V), . 
ISOLATION TRANSFORMERS available for im- INDUSTRIAL STROBE KIT 
mediate delivery. Leaflet on request. ^ 

VORTEX BLOWER & SUCTION UNIT 

EPROM ERASURE KIT , ^ , Why watte money? Build your own EPROM ERASURE for a frac- tion of the price of a made-up unit. Complete kit of parts less case, to include 12" 8 watt 2537 Angst Tube. Ballast unit, pair of bi-pm leads. Neon indicator, safety micro switch, on/off switch and cir- cuit. LESS CASE. Price: £13.60 + 75p p&p- (Total incl. VAT£16.50). Warning: Tube used in this circuit is highly dangerous to the eyes. Unit MUST be fitted in suitable case. 

FROM STOCK AT PRICES 

THAT DEFY COMPETITION! 
AC GEARED MOTORS C.F. BLOWERS 
DC MOTORS AC^.cACITORS 
M1CR0SWITCHES STROBE . S 
RELAYS FL ,HTUBES 
REED SWITCHES CONTACTORS 
SOLENOIDS A.C. or D C. SYNCHROWIUS 
PROGRAMS-TIMERS MOTORS 

Phone in your enquiries 

Ideal for Industrial and Educational purposea. Produces high intensity flash variable from approx. 1 to 70 f.p.s. Price less case £27 + £2 p&p (total incl. VAT £33.38). Suitable Case and Reflector £12.50 + £2 p&p (total inci. VAT £16.68). 
HY-LYGHT Mk V. Designed for Uaco, Theatrical uses, ate Approx. 4 joules. Adjustable speed. Price £27 + £2 p&p. (Total inc. VAT £33.38). Case and reflector price £12.60 + £2 p&p. (total incl. VAT £16.68). Fooiscep SAE for further details including Super Hy-Lyght. 
COMPRESSOR Thomas single diaphragm. Max, 20 psi. 11/4" cfm., approx. 110V A.C., £18 + £2 p&p (total incl. VAT £20.70), OR, to include Transformer for 230/240V A.C. £26.46 inci. VAT. 
BLOWER/VACUUM PUMP 3 phase A.C. motor 220/250V or 380/440V. 1,425 rpm, 1/8h.p. cont. Direct coupled to William Allday Alcosa carbon vane blower/vacuum pump. 0.9 cfm 8hg. £22 + £4 p&p (total incl. VAT £29.90). 
INSULATION TESTERS NEW 
500 VOLTS 500 megohms £49.00 p&p £2, (£58.65 inc. VAT & p&p). 1000 VOLTS 10000 £66.00 p&p £2.00 (£65.55 inc. VAT & p&p). SAE for leaflet. 

Powerful multi-stage dynamically balanced, totally enclosed. 9" dia. I rllOlie III yOUl 11^1111100 I cc Rotators. 3,500 rpm. I.D. Inlet and outlet. 110v A.C. Price £20,00. Suitable transformer for 240V A.C. £5.00 + £3.00 p&p (total incl. VAT Stockists fon Finnigans Hammerite paint and Waxoyl products 

SANGAMO WESTON TIME SWITCH Type S251 200/250 AC 2 on/2 off every 24 hours. 20 amps contacts with override switch. Diameter 4"x3". price £9.50 p&p £1 (£12.06 inc. VAT & p&p). Also available with solar dia. R&T. Also available Sangamo Weston 60 amp and AEG 80 amp. Phone for details. Type S2681 on, or 1 timed c/o every 24 hours, day omitting device. Price£11 + £1 p&p. (£13.90 incl. VAT). N.M.S. Type S388. As above, plus 36 hours spring reserve. Less perspex cover. Price: £13.00 + £1 p&p (£16.10 incl. VAT). N.M.S. 

Ample parking space 
Showroom open 
Monday-Friday 

-Sir,M0@[i TK JkM© ©O" 
57 BRIDGMAN ROAD, CHISWICK, LONDON W4 5BB, 01-995 1560 

ACCOUNT CUSTOMERS MIN. ORDER £-10, 

WW—005 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 

N.M.S. - New Manufecturers' Surplus. R&T - Reconditioned and Teeted.   
Persona! callers only. Open Saturdays 
9 Little Newport Street 
London WC2H 7JJ 
Tel: 01-437 0576 

MCILTIMONITOR 

THE ONE INSTRUMENT! 

THERMOCOUPLE 
MONITOR 

THERMOCOUPLE 
SIMULATOR 

STRAIN GAUGE 
MONITOR 

r ■ 4 |V 

1 11 I 11 

TT 

r r ' 

VOLTMETER 

VOLTAGE 
CALIBRATOR 

MILLIVOLT 
SOURCE 

11 INPUTS — 3 OUTPUTS 

Auto range = Zero 
Thermocouple 
Linearisation for all common types 
Strain calculation 
Automatic recalibration 
Battery backup memory for vital functions 

By combining the power of a Z80 microproces- 
sor, and sophisticated analogue circuitry, the 
MULTIMONITOR gives you all these features, 
making it the most effective test instrument yet. 
As well as the 41/2 Digit Local Display the Multi- 
monitor carries 

OIL 
electronics ltd 

WORLDS   FIRST STRAIN GAUGE OIL ^ AMP 
DECOY ROAD, 
WORTHING, SUSSEX 
Tel: (0903) 200673 

IEEE - 488 AND RS232 AS STANDARD 
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Test Instruments 
from Sifam 

These instruments have all the features, accuracy and reliability you would 
expect from professional-quality equipment at less than you might expe<;t 
them to cost. 

3V2-DtGITAL MULTIMETERS 
Both these instruments have the following features: 
e Only two input terminals, common to aU functions. 
e Overload protection, autozero, autopolarity, over-range and low 

battery indications. 
• Basic 0.3% DCV accuracy. e Supplied with test leads, spare fuse, 9V battery and operator's manual. 

DMM2500 
(bench model) 

Push-button operation 
providing 24 ranges 
in 5modes. 

. ± 2A A.C./D.C. 
±1000V A.C./D.C. 
200!1 to 20M!1 resistance 
Re-settable overload 
circuit breaker 
2000 hours operation 
9V battery 
Size: 155x120x57mm 

DMM2200B 
(hand·held model) 

2 Teflon-bushed rotary switches 
providing 21 ranges in 5 modes. 
±2A A. C./D.C. 
±lOOOV A.C./D.C. 

1000 hours operation from 9V battery 
2000!1 to 20M!1 resistance !" 
Stze: 165xll0x43mm £

49
_
95 

incl. VAT plus p&p at £1.00 , ~~ ·!: .. • J t_ , ,_AA "'••• 
- --·~ - :::. DIGITAL LOGIC --·-·--

PROBE DLP50 
e Wide frequency range: DC to 50 MHz 
e Minimum detectable input pulse width of 10 nsec. 
e High input impedence of 10 megohms 
e Compatible with DTL, TTL and CMOS in a wide range of power 

supply voltages of 4.5 to 30V D.C. 
e Protected up to ±120V D.C./A.C. in input signal plus audible 

warning function 
e Rugged, modern plastic-housed unit supplied packaged in a 

de-luxe moulded plastic carrying case, with ground lead, IC·dip 
lead and operator's manual 

e Size: 195 x 26 x 16mm with 800mm power lead 

£44.95 inci.VIV plus p&p at£1.00 

All these instruments are guaranteed against defective parts/workmanship 
for 12 months. If not satisfied, please return within 14 days for full refund. 

1 - 1111111 The telephone number for Access/Barclaycard orders, 
' ~ ... enauiries and literature is 0803 ~822. Ext8. 

-------------------·------~ ~ Post to: Sifam Ltd, Woodland Road, Torquay, Devon TQ2 7AY .... 
Please send me ________ Total purchase price _ ____ _ 

Please debit my I enclose Cheque D 
. Access/Barclaycard No. Postal Order o 
Name Int. Money Order D 

Address 

Signature 
Please allow up to 28 days for delivery. Official orders ac~epted from colleges. schoo~. companies. etc. 
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NEWI ICOM ICH2 SYNTHESIZED 
FM HANDPORTABLE 

The ICH2 is the first of a new breed of 
synthesized hand-held radio transceivers. 
Being synthesized, it requires no crystals 
to be set on to frequency. All that is re
quired is to lift a recessed panel on the 
lop of the set and cut the correct diodes to 
program the set to one or two channels, 
Duplex or simplex is obtained in the same 
way. This really is a boon to the busy 
dealer and convenient for the customer 
who wants those extra few sets "yester
day". 
The ICH2 is very versatile, coming com
plete with a rechargeable ni-cad pack, 
small mains charger, rubber helical an
tenna, earphone and strong spring belt 
clip. Optional extras include: A speaker/ 
microphone, cigarette lighter plug 12V 
charging lead, 12V convertor to operate 
direct from the car supply, leather and 
leatherette cases, various different types 
of slide on/off battery packs both re
chargeable and dry and a desk charger 
that fast charges some of the battery 
packs in 1 to 11/2 hours. Th~ battery ~acks 
slide on and off very eas1ly, enabling a 
spare to be carried in your pocket and an 
exchange made in the field. Sizes are 
6.5"H X 2.6"W X 1.4"0, weighing 1.11b. 
Power output is 1-3 watts and covers a 
frequency range of 164.975-174.975Mhz, 
duplex or simplex. 
Retail price is 269 pounds each plus VAT. 
We are also looking for dealers for gen
eral distribution. More details from 

Thanet Electronics OIICOMI 
143 Reculver Road, Herne Bay, Kent 
Tel: 02273 63859. Telex 965179 

WW- 048FORFURTHERDETAILS 

Constructor Series Speakers 

IT'S so 
EASY 

Have fun, save 
money, building 
a Kef design 
with a 
Wilmslow Audio 
CS Total kit. 
No electronic or 
woodworking 
knowledge 
necessary and 
the end result is 
a proven top
quality design 
that you'll be proud of. . 
Each kit contains all cabinet components, accurately mach1ner. for easy 
assembly, speaker drive units, crossovers, wadding, grille fabric, 
terminals, nuts, bolts, etc. 
The cabinets can be painted or stained or fin ished with iron-on veneer or 
self adhesive woodgrain vynil. · 
Easy foolproof assembly instructions supplied. Set of constructor leaflets 
sent free on receipt of large S.A.E. 

Prices:CS.1 (As 101) £110 pr. inc. VAT. pluscarr./ins. £ 5.50 
CS1A(simplified LS3/5A) £103 pr. inc. VAT, plus carr./ins. £ 5.50 
CS3 (as 103.2) £129 pr. inc. VAT, plus carr./ins. £10.00 
CS5 (as Carlton II) £192 pr. inc. VAT, plus carr./ins. £15.00 
CS7 (as Cantata) £250 pr. inc. VAT. plus carr./ins. £18.00 

I WIIMSLIIW 
['JJ!][Iill) 
The finn for Speakers 

"E: 
0625 529599 

35/39 Church Street, Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 1AS 
Catalogue - £1.50 post free 

Lightning service on telephoned credit card orders 1 
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Fully refurbished Diablo/ORE Series 30 2.5 mb hard 
disk drive for DEC RK05, NOVA, TEXAS etc. DISTEL© 

The UK's FIRSTfree of charge, 24 hr. public 
access data base. Get information on 1 000' 

of stock items and order via your computer 
and credit card. On line now, 300 baud. 

CCITI tones, full duplex, fully interactive. 

All in one quality computer 
cabinet with integral switched 
mode PSU, Mains filtering, and twin fan cooling. 
Originally made for the famous DEC POPS computer 
system costing thousands of pounds. Made to run 24 
hours per day the PSU is fully screened and will deliver a 
massive +5v DC at17 amps, +15v DC at 1 amp and -15v 
DC at 5 amps. The complete unit is fully enclosed with 
removable top lid, filtering, trip switch, 'Powe( and 'Run' 
LEOs mounted on Ali front panel, rear cable entries, etc. 
etc. Units are in good but used condition- supplied for 
240v operation complete with full circuit and tech. man. 

Front load £550.00- Top load £295.00 
PSU type ME3029 for 2 drives£ 125.00 

ORE 44N4000NB 10 mb 5+5 all configurations from 
£995.00. Call sales office for detaila 

8 .AMP MAID FILTEBS 
Cure those unnerving hang ups and data glitches 
caused by mains interference. Matchbox size- Up to 5 
amp 240 v load. As recommended by the ZX81 news· 
letter. Suppression Devices SD5A £5.95. 

DON'T MISS THOSE IA~H:/e 
CALL NOW, ITS 7 day. par Give system that professional finish for only 

Join the communications revolution with our 
range of EX TELECOM data modems. Made to 
most stringent spec and designed to operate 
for 24 his per day. Units are made lo the 
CCITI tone spec. With RS232 i/o levels via 
a 25 way 'D' ski. Units are sold in a Jested 
and working condition with data Permission 
may be required for connection to PO lines. 
MODEM 13A compact, a sync, same size as 
telephone base. Up to 300 baud, full duplex 
over 2 wires, but call mode only £75.00 
MODEM 28/C Fully fledged, up to 300 baud 
async, ANSWER & CALL modes, auto answer, 
auto switching, ideal networks etc. Just 2 wire 
connection to comms line. £85.00 
MODEM 2o-1 Compact unit for use with 
PRES TEL or full duplex 2 wire link. 75 baud 
transmit- 1200 baud receive. Auto answer. 
£130.00 
MODEM 2o-2 same as 20.1 but75 baud 
receive 1200 baud transmit £130.00 
MODEM 2G-3 Made for data rates up to 1200 
baud in full duplex mode over 4 wire circuit or 
half duplex mode over 2 wirea £130.00 

13A £4.50. 28/C & 20 £9.50 . 

WIRELESS WORLD MAY 1983 

. Dim. 19" wide 16" deep 10.5"high. 
0.5"h 11 .5"d. 01-883 1133 W1Mtk 

84 
hrll. 

8 BIT WORD- NO PARITY par day -c·~·=-·=·.-::·-~- PSU &il~si~::~~~~~~'1;dB"w, 16"d. 

88% DISCOUNT i~~~~~Ji 
Due to our massive bulk purchasing programme which enables us to bring you the 
best possible bargains, we have thousands of LC.'s, Transistors, Relays, Cap'a, P.C.B.'s, 
Sub-assemblies, Switches, etc. etc. surlplus to our requirements. Because we don't 
have sufficient stocks of any one item to include in our ada, we are packing all these 
items into the. "BARGAIN PARCEL OF A LIFETIME" Thousands of components at 
giveaway prices! Guaranteed to be worth at least3 times what you play plus we always 
1nclude something from our ada for unbeatable value!! Sold by weight 

2.5kls£U$ + pp £1.25 5kls£UO + pp £1.80 
1 Okls£10.Z$ + pp £2.25 20kls£17.SO + pp £4.75 
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Test Instruments 

from Sifam 
These instalments have all the features, accuracy and reliability you would 
expect from professional-quality equipment at less than you might expect 
them to cost. 

31/2-DIGITAL iviultimejers 
Both these instruments have the following features: 
• Only two input terminals, common to all functions. 
• Overload protection, autozero, autopolarity, over-range and low 

battery indications. 
• Basic 0.3% DCV accuracy. 
• Supplied with test leads, spare fuse, 9V battery and operator's manual. 

0^2500 

Re-settable overload \ AC \ 
circuit breaker | incl.VAT V 
2000 hours operation from ft p|u :o . at 

DMM2200B Uill 
(hand-held model) |B 

2 Teflon-bushed rotary switches pv——   
providing 21 ranges in 5 modes. ■ 
±2A A.C./D.C. i m 
±iooova.c./d.c. ; jsefc' m 
2000ft to 20Mft resistance | j 
1000 hours operation from 9V battery I BHB 'm 
Size: 165x110x43mm __ | jg 

£49.95 i m jm 
incl.VKrplusp&pat£l.CO| « 

.'•DIGITAL LOGIC ' — ' 

f PROBE DLP50 
m • Wide frequency range: DC to 50 MHz 
m • Minimum detectable input pulse width of 10 nsec, 
m • High input impedence of 10 megohms 

mag • Compatible with DTL.TTL and CMOS in a wide range of power 
supply voltages of 4.5 to 30V D.C. 

jBB • Protected up to ±120V D.C./A.C. in input signal plus audible 
iflHE warning function 
mgSHm • Rugged, modem plastic-housed unit supplied packaged in a 

■ de-luxe moulded plastic carrying case, with ground lead, IC-clip 
lead and operator's manual 

m • Size: 195 x 26x 16mm with 800mm power lead 

£44.95 incl.VAT plus p&p at £1.00 

All these instalments are guaranteed against defective parts/workmanship 
for 12 months. If not satisfied, please return within 14 days for full refund. 

I rm mm The telephone number for Access/Barclaycard orders, r 'i 1131 enouiries and literature is 0803 ^822. Ext8. 

r-_ 
Post to: Sifam Ltd, Woodland Road .Torquay, Devon TQ2 7AY 

Please send me Total purchase price  
Please debit mv ' enclose Cheque □ Please debit my 

, Access/Barclaycard No. 

Address 

Postal Order □ 
Int. Money Order □ 

Signature 
Please allow up to 28 days for delivery. Official orders accepted from colleges, schools, companies, etc. 
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NEW! IC0M ICH2 SYNTHESIZED 

FM HANDP0RTABLE 
I The ICH2 is the first of a new breed of 

synthesized hand-held radio transceivers. 
Being synthesized, it requires no crystals 
to be set on to frequency. All that is re- 
quired is to lift a recessed panel on the 
top of the set and cut the correct diodes to 
program the set to one or two channels, 
Duplex or simplex is obtained in the same 
way. This really is a boon to the busy 
dealer and convenient for the customer 
who wants those extra few sets "yester- 
day". 
The ICH2 is very versatile, coming com- 
piete with a rechargeable ni-cad pack, 

.•I jj. . small mains charger, rubber helical an- 
•Jr tenna, earphone and strong spring belt 

clip. Optional extras include: A speaker/ 
By nr rophone, cigarette lighter plug 12V 

charging lead, 12V converter to operate 
direct from the car supply, leather and 
leatherette cases, various different types 
of slide on/off battery packs both re- 
charg lable and dry and a desk charger 
that fast charges some of the battery 
packs in 1 to IVz hours. The battery packs 
slide on and off very easily, enabling a 
spare to be carried in your pocket and an 
exchange made in the field. Sizes are 
6.5"H x 2.6"W x 1.4"D, weighing 1.11b. 
Power output is 1-3 watts and covers a 
frequency range of 164.975-174.975Mhz, 

' duplex or simplex. 
Retail price is 269 pounds each plus VAT. 
We are also looking for dealers for gen- 
eral distribution. More details from 

Thanet Electronics bt iallCOM] 
143 Reculver Road, Herne Bay, Kent 
Tel: 02273 63859. Telex965179 
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Constructor Series Speakers 

S<EASY f • "1 "jy • ■ 
Have fun, save . 1 am W A 
money, building \ T — SL H ^ 

\ . |#|rA I 
Wilmslow Audio \ ''AH 
CS Total I 

V 1 ^B 
woodworking \ ^hB 
knowledge ' BP' 
necessary 
the end result is 
a proven top- 
quality r sign 
that you'll be proud of. 
Each kit contains all cabinet components, accurately machined for easy 
assembly, speaker drive units, crossovers, wadding, grille fabric, 
terminals, nuts, bolts, etc. 
The cabinets can be painted or stained or finished with iron-on veneer or 
self adhesive woodgrain vynil. 
Easy foolproof assembly instructions supplied. Set of constructor leaflets 
sent free on receipt of large S.A.E. 

Prices: CS.1 (AslOl) £110 pr. inc. VAT, plus carr./ins. £ 5.50 
CS1A(simplified LS3/5A) £103 pr. inc. VAT, plus carr./ins. £ 5.50 
CS3 (as 103.2) £129pr, inc. VAT, plus carr./ins. £10.00 
CSS (as Carlton II) £192 pr. inc. VAT, plus carr./ins. £15.00 
CS7 (as Cantata) £250 pr. inc. VAT, plus carr./ins. £18.00 

The firm for Speakers 
s 

0625 529599 

35/39 Church Street, Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 IAS 
Catalogue — £1.50 post free 

Lightning service on telephoned credit card orders! |||j|||| 
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■COMPUTER WAREHOUSE 
[j m I nrs' cavb of compoter AND electkohic equipment 

HABS DISK DRIVES T TYTCFTi'T fr) 
ly refurbished Diablo/DRE Series 30 2.5 mb hard Wv ^/-friire ncm oi/ot; Mn\/A TPYAQ II 1 -1 

00 IPDTBH'CAB' 
Fully refurbished Diablo/DRE Series 30 2.5 mb hard 
disk drive for DEC RK05, NOVA, TEXAS etc 

Front load £550.00 - Top load £295.00 
PSU type ME3029 for 2 drives £125.00 

DRE 44A/4000A/B 10 mb'S+S alt configurations from 
£995.00. Call sales office for details. 

8 AMP MAINS FILTERS 
Cure those unnerving hang ups and data glitches 
caused by mains interference. Matchbox size - Up to 5 
amp 240 v load. As recommended by the ZX81 news- 
letter. Suppression Devices SD5A £5.95. 

The UK's FIRST free of charge, 24 hr. p bl.c 
access data base. Get information on 1 COO'S 

of stock items and order via your computer 
and credit card. On line now, 300 baud 

CCITT tones, full duplex, fully interactive. 

8 BIT WORD - NO PARITY 

All in one quality computer 
cabinet with integral switched 
mode PSU, Mains filtering, and twin fan cooling. 
Originally made for the famous DEC PDP8 computer 
system costing thousands of pounds Made to run 24 
hours per day the PSU is fully screened and will deliver a 
massive +5v DC at 17 amps, +15v DC at 1 amp and -15v 
DC at 5 amps. The complete unit is fully enclosed with 
removable top lid, filtering, trip switch, 'Power" and 'Run' 
LEDs mounted on Ali front panel, rear cable entries, etc. 
etc. Units are in good but used condition - supplied for 
240v operation complete with full circuit and tech. man. 
Give your system that professional finish for only 
£49.95 + Carr. Dim. 19" wide 16" deep 10-S'^hlgh. t 
Useable area 16"w 10.5"h 11.5"d. Also available LESS PSU with internal dim. 19"w. 16"d. 

0.5"h, £19.95". Carriage & insurance £9.50. 
%.TJNC aSTS Keep your hot parts COOL and RELIABLE with our range of BRAND NEW professional cooling fans. ETRI 99XUOI Dim. 92 x 92 x 25 mm. Miniature 240 v equipment fan complete with finger guard. £9.95. GOULD JB-3AR Dim. 3" x 3" x 2.5" compact very quiet running 240 v operation. NEW£6.95 

BUHLER 69.11.22. 8-16 v DC micro miniature reversible fan. Uses a brushless 
servo motor for extremely high air flow, almost silent running and guaranteed 10,000 hr life. Measures only 62 x 62 x 22 mm. Current cost £32.00. OUR PRICE ONLY £12.95 complete with data. 
MUFFIN-CENTAUR standard 4" x 4" x 1.25" I fan supplied tested EX EQUIPMENT 240 v at i 
£6.25 or 110 vat £4.95 or BRAND NEW 240 v at £10.50.10OO's of other fans Ex Stock 
^all for Details. Post & Packing on all fans £1.60 

J > OSAL? NO - SUI R • : AU: 
The FABULOUS 25CPS TEC Starwriter 

Daisy wheel printer at a fraction of its original cost. 

AT ONLYBtP 
Made to the very highest 
spec the TEC Starwriter 
FP1500-25 features a 
heavy duty die cast 
chassis and DIABLO type 
print mechanism giving 
superb registration and 
print quality. Micro- 
processor electronics 
offer full DIABLO/QUME 
command compatability 
and full control via CPM Wordstar etc, - j / Many other features include bi rlirrrtinn il / / 
printing, switchabte 10 or 12 pitch, full width 381 mm paper handling with upto ^ 
163 characters per line, friction feed rollers for single sheet or continuous paper, 
internal buffer, standard RS232 serial interface with handshake. 
Supplied absolutly BRAND NEW with 90 day guarantee and FREE daisy wheel 
and dust cover. Order NOW or contact sales orfice for more information. 
Optional extras: RS232 data cable £10.OO. Tech manual £7.50. Tractor feed 

120.00. Spare daisy wheel £3.00. Carriage & Ins, (UK Mainland) £10.OO. J 

8" FLOPPY DISK DRIVES 

Unbelievable value the DRE 7100 8" floppy disk drives' ■teayCTj utilise the finest technology to give you 100% bus 
■K' ' yS compatibility with- most drives available today. The only 

difference being our PRICE and the superb manufactur- 
ing quality!! The 7100 single sided and 7200 double sided drive accept hard or soft sectoring IBM or ANSI standard 

formats giving a massive 0.8 MB (7100) 1.6 MB (7200) of storage. Absolutely 
SHUGART, BASF, StEMANS etc. compatible. Supplied BRAND NEW with user 
manual and full 90 day warranty. Carriage and insurance £9.75. 

7100 Single sided £225.00 + Carr. .7200 Double sided £295 + Carr. 
Optional accessories; Fuli technical manual £20.00 alone. £10.50 with drive. Refund 
of difference on drive purchase. DC and AC power connector and cable kit £8.45. 50 
way IDC connector £5.50. 50 way ribbon cable £3.20 per metre. 

m £ 

i 

Join the communications revolution with our 
range of EX TELECOM data modems. Made to 
most stringent spec and designed to operate 
for 24 hrs per day. Units are made to the 
CCITT tone spec. With RS232 i/o levels via 
a 25 way 'D' skt. Units are sold in a tested 
and working condition with data Permission 
may be required for connection to PO lines. 
MODEM 13A compact, async, same size as 
telephone base. Up to 300 baud, full duplex 
over 2 wires, but call mode only £75.00 
MODEM 2B/C Fully fledged, up to 300 baud 
async, ANSWER & CALL modes, auto answer, 
auto switching, ideal networks etc Just 2 wire 
connection to comms line. £85.00 
MODEM 20-1 Compact unit for use with 
PRESTEL or full duplex 2 wire link 75 baud 
transmit - 1200 baud receive. Auto answer. 
£130.00 
MODEM 20-2 same as 20-1 but 75 baud 
receive 1200 baud transmit £130.00 
MODEM 20-3 Made for data rates up to 1200 
baud in full duplex mode over 4 wire circuit or 
half duplex mode over 2 wires £130.00 
iCarriage. 13A £4.50. 2B/C & 20 £9.50. 
DATA PUMP MODEM compact unit upto 
1200 baud full duplex over 4 wires or half duplex over 2 wires. BELL specification with 
data i/o via RS232 25 way D socket, remote test etc. 240 v operation. Supplied complete with data £65.00 carr. £4.50. 
For more information or details of other types 
of ex. stock modems contact sales office. 

— I / The amazing SOFTY 2. The complete "toolkit" 
... ... . t / for the open heart software surgeon. Copies, 381 mm paper handling with upto ^ Displays, Emulates ROM, RAM and EPROMS 

or smgle sheet or continuous paper, ofthe 2516,2532 variety. Many otherfeatures 
ice with handshake. include keyboard, UHF modulator. Cassette 
y guarantee and FREE daisy wheel interface etc. Functions exceed capabilitiesof in

l!°
riI}at,°n- units costing 7 times the price! Only Tech manual £7.50. Tractor feed ctAO nn qc. 

i & Ins. (UK Mainland) £10.00. ^*foy.w ppLi.yo Data sheet on request 

C »0 :• SUPPLY SPECIALS Experlmentora PSU Ex-GPO unit ail silicon electronics. Outputs give +5v@ 2 amps. 
+12v@800 ma.-l 2v@ 800 ma.+24v@ 350 ma.5v@ 50 ma. floating. Dim 1 60 x 120 x 
350 mm. All outputs fully reoulated and short circuit proof. Removed from working 
equipment, but untested. Complete with circuit. Transformer guaranteed. Only 
£/4,50+£2.50 pp. 
CUSTOM POWER C055 5v @3 amp. Very compact unitdim, approx 60 x90 x 190 mm. 
Semi open chassis, fuli crowbar overvoltage protection. Tested Ex Equipment. 
£//.95 + pp £1.25 
FARNELL 5 Volt 40 amps. Type number G6-40A this miniature switching psu 
measures only 160 mm wide, 175 mm deep and 90 mm high!! Fully regulated and 
smoothed with over .voltage protection etc, 120 or 240 volts AC input. Supplied BRAND NEW and boxed with circuit and fixing screws at a fraction of the current list 
price. On\y£f30.00 + £3.00 carr, & ins. 
PERIPHERAL SYSTEM SUPPLY. Fully cased unit supplied in a Brand new or little 
used condition. Outputs qive5v @ 11 amps1"+" 15-17v @ 8 amps 15-17v@ 8 amps 
and "+" 24v @ 4 amp& All outputs are crowbar protected and the 5 volt output is fully 
regulated. Fan cooled. Supplied tested, with circuit£55.00 + £8.50 carr. 
MAIN FRAME SUPPLY. A real beefy unit designed for MINI or MAINFRAME use 
outputs give 5 volts @ 50 amps. +12v @ 5 amps. -12v @ 10 amps. All output are fully 
regulated with crowbar overvoltage protection on the 5v output. Supplied with circuit 

and tested. Ex-Equip. 1 IOvAC input. Only£49.95 +carr. £10.50, 

66% DISCOUNT ™ W/U 4 EQUIPMENT 
Due to our massive bulk purchasing programme which enables us to bring you the 
best possible bargains, we have thousands of I.C.'s, Transistors Relays Cap's, P.C.B.'s 
Sub-assemblies Switches etc. etc surlplus to our requirements Because we don't have sufficient stocks of any one item to include in our ads, we are packing all these 
items into the "BARGAIN PARCEL OF A LIFETIME" Thousands of components at 
giveaway prices! Guaranteed to be worth at least 3 times what you play plus we always 
include something from our ads for unbeatable value!! Sold by weight 

2.5kls£425 + pp £1.25 5kls£J.90 + pp £1.80 
10kls£/0.25 + pp £2.25 20kls£/7.50 + pp £4.75 

- BCH ULGEABIE BAi-YBRIBl 
CYCLON type D001 sealed lead acid 
maintenance free 2v2.5 ah. will deliver over 
300 amps on short circuit!! Brand new at 
only £2.95 

12" CASED. Made by the British KGM Co. 
Designed for continuous use as a data 
display station, unit is totally housed in an 
attractive brushed aluminium case with ON- 
OFF, BRIGHTNESS and CONTRAST 
controls mounted to one side. Much 
attention was given to construction and 
reliability of this unit with features such as, 
internal transformer isolated regulated DC 
supply, all components mounted on two 
fibre glass PCB boards - which hinge out for 
ease of service, many internal controls for 
linearity etc. The monitor accepts standard 
75 ohm composite video signal via S0239 socket on rear panel. Bandwidth of the unit 
is estimated around 20 Mhz and will display 
most high def graphics and 132 x 24 lines. 
Unitsare secondhand and may have Screen 
burns. However where burns exist they are 
only apparent when monitor is switched off. 
Although unguaranteed all monitors are 
tested prior to despatch. Dimensions 
approx. 14" high x 14" wide by 11" deep. 
Supplied complete with circuit. 240 volt AC 
operation (Wtr£45.00 PIUS£9.50 Mff. 
24" CASED. Again made by the KGM Co 
with a similar spec as the 12" monitor. 
Originally used for large screen data 
display. Very compact unit in lightweight 
alloy case dim. 19" H x 17" D x 22" W. All 
silicon electronics and composite video 
input make an ideal unit for schools, clubs, 
shops etc. Supplied in a used but working 
condition. 
OMLY£55.00 PLUS£9.50 CARP. & IMS 
14" COLOUR superb chassis monitor made 
by a subsidiary of the HITACHI Co. Inputs 
are TTL RGB with separate sync and will 
plug direct into the BBC micro etc 
Exceptional bandwidth with good 80 col. 
definition. Brand new and guaranteed. 
Complete with full data & circuit 240 v AC 
working. Dim. 14" x 13" x 13". 
ONLY£199.00 PLUS£9.50 CARR. / 

(' . B ■;+ 
Mixed Semis amazing value contents include transistors, digital, linear, I.C.'s triacs, 
diodes, bridge recs, etc. etc All devices 
guaranteed brand new full spec, with manu- 
facturers markings, fully guaranteed, 50+£2.95 100+£5.13. 
TTL 74 Series A gigantic purchase of an 
"across the board range of 74 TTL series 
I.C.'s enables us to offer 100+ mixed 
"mostly TTL" grab bags at a price which two 
or three chips in the bag would nnormalfy 
cost to buy. Fully guaranteed all I.C.'s full 
Spec. 100+£«.9a 200+£17.30 300+£19.50 

i 
TB3C ) 
£ Itf^ TO 
Complete input output terminal with integral 8 
hole paper tape punch and reader. Unit 
operates at 1 50 baud in standard ASCII. Ideal 
as a cheap printer for a MICRO etc 120 
columns, Serial data i/o. Supplied complete 
with data, untested, unguaranteed£05.00 
+ £11.50 carr. 

DISPLAY   

~}~! I-! j jPf //V// '-i- 64-66 Melfort Road, Thornton Heath, NearCroydon, Surrey 
^ ' 11'--i 01-689 7702 —01-689 6800 Telex 27924 

Wlpricesqu it ... i 'orUK.Mriiil--;n- jjJdcash with orderin Pounds Stirling PLUSVAT.MinimufriO,-dervalue£Z-: j MinimumCredit 
c i £ 10.00. Minimum BON A FIDEaccuurt orders,, nGoverr mcnt depts. Schools, Universities and established companies 

"O.f ' Where post and pat ig noi i icicated please ADD Dp + VAT Wareh . se open Mon-Fri 9.SO—5.30 Sai. 3.15 — 5.30 
We reserve the ight to change r.ricesandsnecificatlonswithoui notice. Trade pmkand Export ariquiries welcO ne 

WW - 073 FOR nWIHn DETAILS 
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MARK 1983 WITH 
GAPS IN CIRCUIT 

FILES WELL-PLUGGED 
WIRELESS WORLD CIRCARDS last year benefited many 'new generation' 
readers who bought at 1978 bargain prices + 10% discount for 10 sets! 

. Most sets are still available although companion volumes 
CIRCUIT DESIGNS 1, 2 and 3 are out of print (CIRCARDS sets 1 to 30). 

a-o-n. llillab'- dn:Wt it a T -cyp. 
"tip6:1pMiowtdcbtbeoutpue 
c:t-..-..forii:IIIPIIve
... cr-ilioaatda 
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~ii~IOo.ITr, • ill......-. itl coktor 
..._.willbtabollco.2V. 
111kileooklwwr~ 
.......... ~ol 
Trl>allooui:0.7V, .... .._.Tra 
wllbl~lllil-fll 

Set 14: Digital counters-1 

Qoutp~~tola~~ 
-~100.~ 
(orT-)~oltbe-1 
lip.lop. n.it ,;- • D&Nnl 
ooumoll"whln•IJtbe 
nurnt. ol ....... ud 2• II 1M 
--ol.wa~ 
...taidiWCIOUOtll'~ 

The Offer stands, 
so order now your 

sets of 127 x 204mm 
cards in plastic wallets. 

These unique circuit 
cards normally contain 

descriptions and 
performance data of 

10 tested circuits, 
together with Ideas 
for modifying them 

to suit special needs. 

1 Basic Active filters 2 Switching Circuits, comparators and Schmitts (But these gaps cannot be filled) * _ _ _ 
6 Constant current circuits 7 Power amplifiers 8 Astable circuits 9 Optoelectronics 10 Micro power etrcutts 11 Baste logtc 
gates 12 Wideband amplifiers 13 Alarm circuits 14 Digital Counters 15 Pulse modulators 16 Current differencing 
amplifiers- signal processing 17 Current differencing amplifiers- signal generation 18 Current differencing 
amplifiers- measurement and detection 19 Monostable circuits 20 Transistor pairs 21 Voltage-to-frequency converters 
22 Amplitude modulation and detection 23 Reference circuits 24 Voltage regulators 25 RC oscillators -1 ~6 _RC 
oscillators- 2 27 Linear cmos- 1 28 Linear cmos- 2 29 Analogue multipliers 30 Rms/Log/power laws 31 Dtgttal 
multipliers 32 Transistor arrays 33 Differential and bridge amplifiers 34 Analogue gate applications- 1 35 Analogue gate 

applications- 2. . · 
*Photocopies only: 3 Waveform generators 4A.C; me~surement 5 Audio circuits @ £3.20 each set. 

------------------------------------
To Electrical-Electronic Press 
General Sales Department 
Room 108 
Quadrant House 
Sutton 
Surrey SM2 5AS 

Company Registered Number: 151537 (ENGLAND). 
Registered Office: Quadrant House, The Quadrant 
Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS 

Please send me the following sets of 
Circards ....................................................... £2 each, 

£18 for 10 post free. 
Remittance enclosed ................................. payable 

to BUSINESS PRESS INTERNATIONAL LIMITED 

Name (Please print) ......................................... _ ........ . 

Address (Please print) ........................................... . 

···················································································· 
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~~~ 
~fV~fV~~ 
~:\>~ * FD 514-Sin. SIS DID IVE 600KBYTE * FD 650-Sin. DIS DID DRIVE FORMATTED 1.2 MBVTE £199 * CASE TO HOLD TWO DRIVES WITH COSSOR POWER SUPPLY 

FAN AND CARRYING HANDLES-BRAND NEW-ONLY £99.95 
A Special Purchase allows us to offer a limited quantity of these items at this remarkable 
price. The drives are manufactured by Pertec - are Shugart compatible and have a 90-

day warranty. 
-..~ ..... """"~ 

CANNON S/S D/0 40-TRACK 
Formatted 175kByte- ONLY £129.95 
TEAC 55F D/S 80-TRACK- Formatted 

Single density 400k - double density 
800k 

ONLY£229 * Ideal for use with BBC and other 
leading micros . ·* Full warranty 

The TEC Starwriter FP1500-25 
Serial Printer- Diablo type 

Print Mechanism- 25 C.P. Second 

THE MAGIC BOARD 
Add-on memory for your BBC MICRO * Slimline latest technology * See us at Midland Computer Fair 

28-30 April- Stand 508 * 
Bingley Hall, Birmingham 

Simply plug into a spare Eprom socket - fits inside your 
micro. Gives up to 16k of additional ram - 64k of Eprom. 
Takes the following 2716/2732/2764/6116/5516. Supplied with 
full software instructions. ONLY £29.95 

To order add carriage at the following rates: Monitor £10, Drives and Case £7, Board free; and V.A.T. at 15% 
lllllilll_ to total; send your order to: OPUS SUPPLIES, 10 BECKENHAM GROVE, SHORTLANDS, KENT ~- : 

..... TELEPHONE:01-4645040or01-4641598 . l~ 
WW - 072 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 

pantechnic 

POWERFET AMPLIFIER MODULES 
MODEL 

PFA 100 
PFA 200 
PFA500 
PFAHV 

POWER RANGE 
(Continuous RMSI 

50W-150W 
100W-300W 
250W-&OOW 
200W-300W 

TYPICAL LOADS 

40.80 
40.80 
20. 40,80 
40.80.160 

PRICES lone oft) 

£17.35 
£23.17 
£42.00 
£3.UO 

Key features: 
e RELIABLE 

e LINEAR 

e FAST 

- Powerfet freedom from thermal runaway and 
secondary breakdown 

- TID zero. IM/THD < 0.01% full power (mid-band THO 

e QUIET 
e BRIDGEABLE 
e STABLE 

down to 0.0015%1 
- Slew rate >30VIJ1S (45Vii-'S typical) 
- Signal to noise ratio 120dB 
- Without extra circuitry 

e LOWCOST 
- Unconditionally 
- 10 w~tts to 20 watts per £, depending on model and 

quantity . 

As they stand these modules suit most P.A. and industrial applications and satisfy 
all foreseeable audiophile requirements. (The HV is aimed at digital audio.) 
Where aspects of performance fail to meet specific requirements (e.g. in speed 
or power) low-cost customising is often a possibility. Alternatively entirely new 
boards can be produced. 

ALSO-
PAN 20- Uitra-low-noise/distortion. mono preamp board, £&.76 
PAX V24-2-way active crossover board (24dB/octave) plus regulators, £9.70 
THE HEAT EXCHANGER-New. super-efficient heatsink; handles 300W or 1.2kW 
when blown; 7m. x 4m. x 2'.4in., £7.50 

1111111 jlllt • friction of fh1 n•w produt:U •nil•bl• .from l'lntlchnlc 
-ch•ck u1 out/ 

Prices exclude V.A. T. Carriage 75p 

PriCIIId Detlwery Technical Enquiries 
PANTECHNIC (DeDI. WW51 contact 

17A WOOLTON STREET Phil Rimmer 
UVERPOOL l25 5NH on 
Tel: 151...US Ml5 01-aoo 6667 

WW- 068 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 
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MANUFACTURERS & DISTRIBUTORS· 
MATSUSHITA. High quality 6 volt d.c. cassette drive motors. Size 30mm dia. x 20mm. 
high. Driveshaft7mm long x 2mm dia. approx. No load current 40 m/a. £13.50for 50+ 
VAT, £24for 100 + VAT. £108for500 + VAT, £190for 1.000 + VAT. Sample 10for£3 + 
£1 p&p (£4.60 inc. VAT). 

-----------------------
.STEREO CASSETTE FRONT LOADING REPLAY MECHANISM for in-car entertainment, 
complete with motor and preamplifier. Manufactured in U.K. under licence o( Staar, 
S.A. £45for 10 +VAT. £205 for 50+ VAT, £375for 100 + VAT. Sample for £5 + £1 .50 
p&p (£7.48 inc. VAT). 

--------~-------------

MONO DYNAMIC MICROPHONE & STAND. 3.5mm J plug fitted to approx. 1m lead. 
£7 for 10 +VAT, £32 for 50 + VAT. £60 for 100 + VAT, £270 for 500 +VAT, £500 for 
1,000 +VAT. Sample sentfor £1 + 50p p&p (£1 .38 inc. VAT). 

CAR STEREO SHELF-MOUNTING SPEAKERS. Moulded black plastic cabinet for verti
cal or horizontal mounting. Imp. 8ohms power handling, 5 watts (nom.) 8 watts 
(max.). Dims. l52mm x 222mm x 85. £25 for 10 pr + VAT. £115 for 50 pr + VAT, £21 0 
for 100 pr +VAT, £390 for 200 pr + VAT, £900 for 500 pr +VAT. Sample pair sent for 
£3 + 75 p&p (£4.32 inc. VAT). -----------------------
MINIATURE ROUND SPEAKER. 2Y4' ' 8 ohms 'I• watt, £35 for 100 +VAT, £165 for 500 
+ VAT. £315 for 1,000 +VAT. £600 for 2,000 + VAT. Sample 10 sent for £4 + £1 p&p · 

. (£5.75 inc. VAT). 

CHERRY SUB-MINIATURE MICRO SWITCHES. 3 contacts, i.e. common no-ne. Rated 
at 5 amps on 125-250V a.c. Contacts gold plated for long life. £15 for 100 + VAT. 
£67.50 for 500 +VAT, £125 for 1.000 + VAT, £550 for 5.000 + VAT. Sample 10 for £2 + 
50p p&p l£2.88 inc. VAT). 

---------------------
150 WATT HINCHLEY TRANSFORMERS. 220/ 240V a.c. input, 30-0-30V output + 14V. 
Tap size 96mm x 80mm, weight approx. 2.7 kgs. £75 for 10 + VAT, £350for 50 + VAT, 
£620 for 100 +VAT. £2,800 for 500 + VAT. Sample sent for £9 + £2 p&p (£12.65 inc. 
VAT). 

8V.A. MINIATURE TRANSFORMER. 240V a.c. input, 12-0-12V output. P.C. mounting + 
internal thermal overload protect ion. £2.50 for 10 + VAT. £11 5 for 50 + VAT. £210 for 
100 +VAT, £950for 500 + VAT. Sample sent for £3 + 75p p&p (£4.31 inc. VAT). 

Terms c.w.o. Please add 5% to all orders for carriage plus 15% V.A. T. Export enquiries 
welcome. We find it impossible to advertise all we stock. Please telephone or write for 
further enquiries. Personal can ers always welcome. 

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT Co. 
SPRINGAELD HOUSE 
TYSSEN STliEET. LONDON E8 
TEL: 01-249 5217 
TELEX: 8953906 EECO.G 

WW - 066 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 
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MARK 1983 WITH 

GAPS IN CIRCUIT 

FILES WELL-PLUGGED 

WIRELESS WORLD CIRCARDS last year benefited many 'new generation1 

readers who bought at 1976 bargain prices + 10% discount for 10 sets. 
Most sets are still available although companion volumes 

CIRCUIT DESIGNS 1, 2 and 3 are out of print (CIRCARDS sets 1 to 30). 

f r ^ 

wireless world circard 

Vcc: +12V -oo TruTr,:BClM R„ R,; J.JkO ±10»i t iU.*,:8AO±W4 1 JU. R.: 6-«kO ±10% C,. C,. SOOpF a Db D,; FSlOl X FmyMQcy lOOkHi typicslly Jtttpa input « 4V Triotr input whWt < 1#" 
rw-u coflKtor-amlW voiU«e b Ki*h, 
The MUb. dreuA 'a ■ T-(yp« ^   _   , Hi. <iiiw i inirnT inf Tr. ■-flip-Hop" in wWeb the output chwiW" for ■ MBitlvt- poiaC tranrition it th* 

the be., drive curront for Tr, flow* Ihrou^i Ri md R^ H«oca the lomiinnb identified 
ff^B-^put. If be^driv. cwnot « ■rruged »o that Tr, l"* iwpeutively it in Htuntkm, ra coOector (0 eod 1 for bmery «>din«). vokew win be about 0.2V. Wben tbt BT«ar input a high, Hita It too low to fomard-btoe thn dtodt ■ in a rtabte emt. 

\ rounters—2 

Set 14: Digital counters—1 
ai D, b forwaid-biued. The anode of D, a approaimaldy at Kckmi and becauaa Hi catbode b connected to a high powwia] via R« It ia reverae- biaacd. Therefore Tr, coUector current is reduced, cainJnt a riie in its collector «>*«**, increasing base-drive current to Tr„ Tbb causes Tr, coUector votta^ to drop and Tr, base cuneal dacrearei causing a further maaaae in Tr, coBoctor voilav- The prooaa coalinuea until ihe other stable state, Tr, conducting and Tr, off, b auatained. Tba neat nepdiee- going uigpr putec resets the circuit to its previous suic. It produca odd output pube for enry two trigpr pubia. The mtcrooonection of theee bistable circuits to give a binary ripple counter demands that the 

Q output of a previous flip-flop h connected to the trigger (or T—) in put of the neat flip-flop. This grata a natural count of 2 " whtra « b the run bar of stages, and 2* b the number of itaMa through 

Range of R^ R.: 4.711 to «7fcfl Frequency vahation: IK) to 30kH2 Range of C.. C,: 3J0 to 33«lpF Frequency variation: 140 to 90kHz Incnaaa iutd-or spead with capacitors sCToea resistors R, and R, typically 3 to 20% of CuQ, Increased fra. cy of operation poaaibk with 

The Offer stands, 

so order now your 

sots of 127 x 204mm 

cards in plastic wallets. 

Those unique circuit 

, cards normally contain 

descriptions and 

^ performance data of 

10 tested circuits, 
1 together with ideas 

for modifying them 

to suit special needs. 

1 Basic Active filters 2 Switching Circuits, comparators and Schmitts (But these gaps cannot be filled) .. D . . . 
6 Coi stant ct ent circuits 7 Power amplifiers 8 Astable circuits 9 Optoelectronics 10 Micro power circuits 11 Basic logic 
gates 12 Wideband amplifiers 13 Alarm circuits 14 Digital Counters 15 Pulse modulators 16 Current differencing 
amplifiers-signal processing 17 Current differencing amplifiers-signal generation 18 Current differencing 
amplifiers - measurement and detection 19 Monostable circuits 20 Transistor pairs 21 Voltage-to-frequency converters 
22 Amplitude modu tion and detection 23 Reference circuits 24 Voltage regulators 25 RC oscillators-1 26 RC 
oscillators-2 27 Linear cmos-1 28 Linear cmos - 2 29 Analogue multipliers 30 Rms/log/power laws 31 Digital 
multipliers 32 Transistor arrays 33 Differential and bridge amplifiers 34 Analogue gate applications-1 35 Analogue gate 
applications-2. . . . 4 

'Photocopies only: 3 Waveform generators 4A.C. measurement 5 Audio circuits (& -3.20 each set. 

To Electrical-Electronic Press 
General Sales Department 
Room 108 
Quadrant House 
Sutton 
Surrey SM2 5AS 

Company Registered Number: 151537 (ENGLAND). 
Registered Office: Quadrant House, The Quadrant 
Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS 

Please send me the following sets of 

Circards     ^2 each, 
£18 for 10 post free. 

Remittance enclosed payable 

to BUSINESS PRESS INTERNATIONAL LIMITED 

Name (Please print)  

Address (Please print). 
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□PUS SUPPLIES SPECIAL OFFERS 

DISC DRIVE DISCOUNTS 

* FD 514—Sin. S/S D/D DRIV^. )rMATTED 6'OKBYTE £149 

it FD650-8in.D/S D/D DRIVE FORMATTED 1.2 MBYTE £199 
★ CASE TO HOLD TWO DRIVES WITH COSSOR POWER SUPPLY 

FAN AND CARRYING HANDLES-BRAND NEW-ONLY £99.95 
A Special Purchase allows us to offer a limited quantity of these items at this remarkable 
price. The drives are manufactured by Pertec - are Shugart compatible and have a 90- 

day warranty. 

I svtin. DISC DRIVES I , A DAISYWHEEL PRINTER a 
 "W' mtiivryioo ^ 

CANNON S/S D/D 40-TRACK 
Formatted 175kByte - ONLY £129.95 
TEAC 55F D/S 80-TRACK - Formatted 

Single density 400k - double density 
800k 

ONLY £229 
★ Ideal for use with BBC and other 

leading micros 
★ Full warranty 
★ Slimline latest technology 

if See us at Midland Computer Fair 
28-30 April - Stand 508 ★ 
Bingley Hall, Birmingham 

ONLY £499 

The TEC Starwriter FP1500-25 
Serial Printer - Diablo type 

Print Mechanism - 25 C.P. Second 

THE MAGIC BOARD 

Add-on memory for your BBC MICRO 
Simply plug into a spare Eprom socket - fits inside your 
micro. Gives up to 16k of additional ram - 64k of Eprom. 
Takes the following 2716/2732/2764/6116/5516. Supplied with 
full software instructions. ONLY £29.95 

To order add carriage at the following rates: Monitor £10, Drives and Case £7, Board free; and V.A.T. at 15% 
» a to tot send your order to: OPUS SUPPLIES, 10 BECKENHAM GROVE, SHORTLANDS, KENT m~m 
LSj TELEPHONE: 01-464 5040 or 01-4641598 

WW - 072 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 

(pontechnic) 
THE POWERFET 

SPECIALISTS 

POWERFET AMPLIFIER MODULES 
POWER RANGE 

(Continuous RMS) 
S0W-150W 

100W-300W 
2S0W-600W 
200W-300W 

TYPICAL LOADS PRICES (on* off) 

4(1, HI £1735 
4(1,8(1 £2337 
2(1,4(1,8(1 £42.00 

4(1,8(1,16(1 £3430 
Key features: 

• RELIABLE - Powerfet freedom from thermal runaway and 
secondary breakdown 

• LINEAR - TID zero, IM/THD < 0.01% full power (mid-band THD 
down to 0.0015%) 

• FAST - Slew rate >30V/|iS (45V/uS typica!) 
• QUIET - Signal to noisa ratio 120dB 
• BRIDGEABLE — Without extra circuitrv 
• STABLE - Unconditionally 
• LOW COST - 10 wj<ts to 20 watts per £, depending on model and 

quantity 
As they stand these mouules suit most P.A. and industrial applications and satisfy 
all foreseeable audiophile requirements. (The HV is aimed at digital audio.) 
Where aspects of performance fail to meet specific requirements (e.g. in speed 
or power) iw-cost customising is often a possibility. Alternatively entirely new 
boards can be produced. 

ALSO— 
PAN 20-Ultra-low-noise/distortion, mono preamp board, £8.76 
PAX 2/24-2-way active crossover board (24dB/octavel plus regulators, £9.70 
THE HEAT EXCHANGER-New, super-efbeient heatsink; handles 300W or 1.2kW 
when blown; 7in. x 4in. x 2,/4in., £7.50 

Jhi* it just a ftaetfoD of the new products nraiMlefrom Panfachnlc 
-check ut cat! 

Prices exclude VJi.T 

Piles *MlDallniy 
PANTECHNIC (DeM. WW5) 

17* WOOLTON STRITT 
LIVERPOOL Us 5NH 
Tel; 151-4281405 

Carriage 7Sp 
Technical Enquiries 

contact 
Phil Rimmer 

on 
01-800 6667 

WW - 068 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 

MMUFACTURERS S DISTRIBUTORS 
MATSUSHITA. High quality 6 volt d.c. cassette drive motors. Size 30mm die. x 20mm. 
high. Drivesheft 7mm long x 2mm dia. approx. No load current 40 m/a. £13.50 for 50 + 
VAT, £24 for 10( VAT, £108 for 500 + vAt, £190 for 1,000 + VAT. Sample 10 for £3 + £1 p&p (£4.60 inc. VAT). 
STEREO CASSETTE FRONT LOADING REPLA It JH .JISM for in-car entertainment, 
cc wil motor ■-nd preamplifier. Manufactured in L . nder licence of Staar, 
S.A. £45 for 10 + VA' r^OS for 50 VAT, £3 5 for 1 fir t- VAT. Sample for £5 + £1.50 
p&p (£7.48 inc. VAT). 

MATCHED PAIR DYNAMIC/STEREO MICROPHONES 
C'-8*! AND STANDS. Wired one 3-pin 180° Din plug, 

approx. 2m separation, 200ohms. £20 for 10 + VAt, £90 
for 50 + VAT, £162 for 100 + VAT, £730 for 500 + VAT, 

- £1,400 for 1,000 + VAT. Sample sent for £2.50 + 50p p&p (£3.45 inc. VAT). 

MONO DYNAMIC MICROPHONE & STAND. 3.5mm J plug fitted to approx. 1m lead. 
£7 for 10 + VAT, £32 for 50 + VAT, £60 for 100 + VAT, £270 for 500 + VAT, £500 for 
1,000 + VAT. Sample sent for £1 + 50p p&p (£1.38 inc. VAT). 
CAR STEREO SHELF-MOUNTING SPEAKERS. Moulded black plastic cabinet for verti- 
cal or horizontal mounting. Imp. Sohma power handling, 5 watts (nom.) 8 watts 
(max.). Dims. 152mm x 22 im x 85. £25 for 10 pr + VAT, £115 for 50 pr + VAT, £210 
for 100 pr + VAT, £390 for 200 pr + VAT, £900 for 500 pr + VAT. Sample pair sent for 
£3 + 75 p&p (£4.32 inc. VAT). 
MINIATURE ROUND SPEAKER. 21A" 8 ohms Vt watt, £35 for 100 + VAT, £165 for 500 
+ VAT, £315 for 1,000 + VAT, £600 for 2,000 + VAT. Sample 10 sent for £4 + £1 p&p 
(£5.75 inc. VAT). 
CHERRY SUB-MINIATURE MICRO SWITCHES. 3 contacts, i.e. common no-nc. Rated 
at 5 amps on 125-250V a.c. Contacts gold plated for long life. £15 for 100 + VAT, 
£67.50 for 500 + VAT, £125 for 1,000 + VAT, £550 for 5,000 + VAT. Sample 10 for £2 + 50p p&p (£2.88 inc. VAT). 
150 WATT HINCHLEY TRANSFORMERS 20/240V a.c. input, 30-0-30V output + 14V. 
Tap size 96mm x 80mm, weight approx. 2.7 kgs. £75 for 10 + VAT, £350 for 50 + VAT, 
£620 for too + VAT, £2,800 for 500 + VAT. Sample sent for £9 + £2 p&p (£12.65 inc. 
VAT). 
6V.A. MINIATURE TRANSFORMER. 240V a.c. input, 12-0-12V output. P.C. mounting + 
internal thermal overload protection. £2.50 for 10 + VAT, £115 for 50 + VAT, £210 for 
100 + VAT, £950 for 500 + VAT. Sample sent for £3 + 75p p&p (£4.31 inc. VAT). 
Terms c.w.o. Please add 5% to all orders for carriage plus 15% V.A.T. Export enquiries 
welcome. We find mpossible to advertise all we . ck. Please telephone or write for 
further en iries. Personal callers always welcome. 

Elecimnic Equipment Co. 

SPRINli FIELD HOUSE 
TYSSEN STREET. LONDON E8 
TEL: 01-2495217 
TELEX: 8953906 EEC0.G 

WW 066 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 
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: . · -Appointments · 
Advertisements 
a~epted up to 12 rioon 
Tuesday, May 3rd, for 
June issue, subject to 
space available. 

DISPLAYED APPOINTMENTS VACANT: £15.50 per single col. centimetre (min. 3cm). 
LINE advertisements (run on): £3 per line, minimum £20 (prepayable). . . 
BOX NUMBERS: £3 extra. (Replies should be addressed to the Box Number m the adveruse 
ment, c/o Quadrant House, The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey SMl SAS). 

. PHONE: IAN FAUX, 01-6613033 (DIRECT LINE) 
·, 

ChequescmdPostalOrderspayabkwBUSINESS PRESS J.NTERNATIONALLTD. and~ossed. 
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ALWAYS AHEAD WITH 
THE BEST! 
£5,000-£18,000 

*Experienced in: ·Mini/Microprocessor Hardware C?r Software; Digital 
and Analogue circuitry; RF and Microwave t~chmques? . 

*Where does your interest li~: lm~ge Proces.smg; Automation; . 
Datacomms· Radar· Nav-A1ds; V1deo; Med1cal: Telemetry; S1mulat1on; 
Satcom· Lo~al Area' Nets; Computers; Weapons; Communications? 

*There a~e opportunities in: Design; Test; ~ervice: Sales; Systems; 
Production; Quality and Research for Eng meers and Managers. 

*First call: ~IKE GERNAT or JOHN SANDERS on 076 384 676/7. 

ElECiRDIIIC COMPUTER AIID .MAIIAGEMEIIT APPDIIITMEIITS liMITED (1926) 

148-150 Hioh St., Barkway, Royston. Herts SG8 8EG 

Junior 
Radio 

Officers 
Th~ Royal Fleet Auxiliary has a number 
of vacancies for Junior Radio Officers. 
These appointments are for short term . 
engagements of 6 months duration, 
(with the possibility of extension) and 
offer recently qualified perso_nnel 
the opportunity to gain the required 
seatime. 
Minimum qualifications: MRGC and DTI 
Radar Maintenance Certificate. 
Apply; in the first instance, by telephone 
to:- Dave Poynter. RFA Personnel 
Office, (Radio), on Ol-385 1244 ext. 3041. 

ROYAL FLEET AUXILIARY RFA 
' (2071) 

SENIOR ENGINEER 
. ENG/OB Maintenance 

Salary in the range £14,000-£17,800 
Independent Television News Limited has a vacancy for 
a Senior Engineer in their ENG/08 Maintenance Section 
at ITN House, London W1. 
The successful candidate would join the specialist team 
responsible primarily for the maintenance of ENG equip
ment including Sony 8VU series U-matics, Sony 8VP330 
cameras, T8Cs and associated portable equipment. The 
section is also responsible for the long-term mainten
ance of our two camera 08 unit. 
The work may occasionally involve travel with ENG 
teams to remote locations. 
Previous maintenance experience with U-matic equip
ment and/or lightweight cameras is essential. 
Generous pension scheme, free life assurance. 
Please telephone the Personnel Office on 01-637 3144 
quoting reference number 303005. 

(2074) 
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Appoint111ents 

ELECTRONICS 
PROFESSIONALS 

The1980s 
herald anew 
era in penonal 
communications 
development. 

With a respected pedigree of world leadership in 
advanced communications, STC are breaking new 
ground in the exciting and fast expanding field of 
personal communications. Achievements in this 
high technology area have already earned 
recognition with the I 982 Design Council Award 
for the STC Radiopager- one of the smallest and 
most highly attractive pagers on the market. We are 
determined to build on this success by taking our 
micro engineering expertise through into a new era 
of personal communications. 

To continue innovation in this challenging field, 
· we intend to strengthen our successful team by 

appointing a select number of talented 
professionals. 

Our salary package is first-class and is further 
enhanced by a full range of valuable benefits 
including life, health and pension schemes, and, 
where appropriate, generous assistance with 
relocation to our location on the fringe of London's 
northern green belt. Future career prospects are 
excellent with progression being on a 'dual ladder' 
basis, where both technical and management 
abilities achieve equal recognition. 

So join the STC team and help lead our drive into 
a new era of personal communications technology. 
For more information, please write or better still 
telephone: Vaughan Hartrldge, 

• Standard Telephones and Cables pic, 

We'•e determined oaklelgh Road south, New Southgate 
• 

1 N11 1 HB. Tel: 01-368 1234, ext. 2215. 

to turn state-of-the-art theory 
into world-class quality products. 
Join our team now! 
Section Head 
a Qemanding role for a mature and very determined 
professional to lead a design team creating our next 
generation of successful products. You'll need to be 
a senior electronic engineering professional who 
has progressed through to management via 
technical achievement. 

Senior 
Software Engineer 
to be closely involved ina II aspects of new product 

WIRELESS WORLD MAY 1983 

development from planning through to realisation 
of software. A minimum of 5 years' experience with 
microprocessors and software engineering is 
essential. 

Senior 
Digital Engineer 
who must be capable of taking a lead responsibility 
for the hardware design of the digital section of our 
product range. A broad experience of digital circuit 
design including microprocessors is essential. 
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Advertisements 
accepted up to 12 noon 
Tuesday, May 3rd, for 
June issue, subject to 
space available. 

Appointments 

^ ^ 
DISPLAYED APPOINTMENTS VACANT: £15.50 per single col. centimetre (min. 3cm). 
LINE advertisements (run on): £3 per line, minimum £20 (prepayable). . , , 
BOX NUMBERS: £3 extra. (Replies should be addressed to the Box Number m the advertise- 
ment, do Quadrant House, The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS). 
PHONE: IAN FAUX, 01-6613033 (DIRECT LINE) 
Cheques and Postal Orders payable to BUSINESS PRESS INTERNATIONAL LTD. and crossed. 

l. :  ^ 

00[ 

ALWAYS AHEAD WITH 

THE BEST! 

£5,000-£18,000 

★ Experienced in: Mini/Microprocessor Hardware or Software; Digital 
and Analogue circuitry; RF and Microwave techniques? 

★ Where does your interest lie: Image Processing; Automation; 
Datacomms; Radar; Nav-Aids; Video; Medical: Telemetry; Simulation; 
Satcom; Local Area Nets; Computers; Weapons; Communications? 

★ There are opportunities in: Design; Test; Service: Sales; Systems; 
Production; Quality and Research for Engineers and Managers. 

★ First call: MIKE GERNAT or JOHN SANDERS on 076 384 676/7. 

ELECTRONIC COMPUTER AND MANAGEMENT APPOINTMENTS LIMITED (1926! 
148-150 Hiah St. Bafkway. Royston, Herts SG8 8EG. ■■ v ^ ^ ^ 

Junior 

Radio 

Officers 

The Royal Fleet Auxiliary has a number 
of vacancies for Junior Radio Officers. 
These appointments are for short term. 
engagements of 6 months duration, 
(with the possibility of extension) and 
offer recently qualified personnel 
the opportunity to gain the required 
seatime. 
Minimum qualifications: MRGC and DTI 
Radar Maintenance Certificate. 
Apply in the first instance, by telephone 
to:— Dave Poynter, REA Personnel 
Office, (Radio), on 01-385 1244 ext. 3041. 

ROYAL FLEETAUXILIARY 

Dm 

SENIOR ENGINEER 
. ENG/OB Maintenance 

Salary in the range £14,000-£17,800 
Independent Television News Limited has a vacancy for 
a Senior Engineer in their ENG/OB Maintenance Section 
at UN House, London W1. 
The successful candidate would join the specialist team 
responsible primarily for the maintenance of ENG equip- 
ment including Sony BVU series U-matics, Sony BVP330 
cameras, TBCs and associated portable equipment. The 
section is also responsible for the long-term mainten- 
ance of our two camera OB unit. 
The work may occasionally involve travel with ENG 
teams to remote locations. 
Previous maintenance experience with U-matic equip- 
ment and/or lightweight cameras is essential. 
Generous pension scheme, free life assurance. 
Please telephone the Personnel Office on 01-637 3144 
quoting reference number 303005. 
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ELECTRONICS 

PROFESSIONALS 

With a respected pedigree of world leadership in 
| I advanced communications, STC are breaking new 

m _ m m   ground in the exciting and fast expanding field of 
personal communications. Achievements in this 

■ Cl ■ m^m ww high technology area have already earned 
Srecognition with the 1982 Design Council Award 

Cfl III IJCmB for the STC Radiopager —one of the smallest and 
  ■ ■   most highly attraai've pagers on the market. We are 

f B M determined to build on this success by taking our 
^ m micro engineering expertise through into a new era 

of personal communications. 
%BC« WB\#Bb/B B B^«B B To continue innovation in this challenging field, 

we intend to strengthen our successful team by 
appointing a select number of talented 

jflflBHflflHBHIH professionals. 
our salary package is first-class and is further 

H enhanced by a full range of valuable benefits 
including life, health and pension schemes, and, 
where appropriate, generous assistance with 
relocation to our location on the fringe of London's 

BB fl northern green belt. Future career prospects are 
excellent with progression being on a 'dual ladder' 

B fl basis, where both technical and management 

So join the STC team and help lead our drive into 
a new era of personal communications technology, 

mm For more information, please write or better still 
telephone; Vaughan Hartridge, 

Standard Telephones and Cables pic, 
■ mOakleigh Road South, New Southgate 
wife ■ W Uw Bwi IBBllTwU Nil 1HB.Tel:01-368 1234,ext. 2215. 

to turn state-of-the-art theory 

into world-class quality products. 

Join our team now! 

Section Head 

a demanding role for a mature and very determined 
professional to lead a design team creating our next 
generation of successful products. You'll need to be 
a senior electronic engineering professional who 
has progressed through to management via 
technical achievement. 

Senior 

Software Engineer 

to be closely involved in all aspects of new product 

development from planning through to realisation 
of software. A minimum of 5 years' experience with 
microprocessors and software engineering is 
essential. 

Senior 

Digital Engineer 

who must be capable of taking a lead responsibility 
for the hardware design of the digital section of our 
product range. A broad experience of digital circuit 
design including microprocessors is essential. 

STC Telecommunications (2085) 
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CUT THIS OUT! 
Clip this advert and you can stop hunting for your next 
appointment. We have a w1de selection of the best 
appointments in Digital, Analogue, RF, M1crowave, M1cro· 
processor, Computer, Data Comms . and Med1cal Elec
tronics and we're here to serve your mterests. 
Call us now for posts in Design, Sales, Applications or 
Field Service, at all levels from £6,000-£16,000. 

~ 1f;.g~n.f!lR!!.!K 
11 Westbourne Grove, London W2. Tel: 01-229 9239. 

TRAINEE 
BROADCAST 
ENGINEERS 

Vacancies exist at ITN for Engineering_ Trainees which ~o~ld 
provide the opportunity to start a career m Broadcast Telev1s1on 
Engineering with lTV. 

. Firstly a firm interest in persuing a career in the technical 
branch of broadcasting is necessary. 
Then you should have completed o~ expe?t thi~ yea~ to CO!'f'
plete, theoretical training i'"! Electr~m~ Engmeer!~g ~1th a b1as 
towards Television or Aud1o apphcat1ons. Ouahf1cat1ons !f'OSt 
suitable are T.E.C. Higher Technical Diploma, T.E.C. H1gher 
Technical Certificate or the HND/HNC eqUivalent. 
Initially, you would be involved in a fa_miliarisation period by a 
rotational attachment to our four mamtenance areas and the 
Projects Department. This lasts for u_P to 15 months·. . 
After successful training you would be employed on ~he mai!J
tenance or operation of a wide range of br<?adcast eqUip":lent m 
our Central London Studios near Oxford C1rcus, from wh1ch the 
ITN national news proarammes are networked. 
Successful applicants-will join ITN in early September, 1983. 
Starting salaries would lie within the range of £5,642 (at 18) 
risina to L1, 109 at aae 20. 
If you have the qualifications and the drive to work with ~;~s in ~ 
busy lively environment, then call us on 01-637 3144 or wnte to. 

The Personnel Manager 
Independent Television News Limited 

ITN House 
48 Wells Street 

London 
W1P4DE 

for an application form quoting reference number 0476007. 
(2054) . 

BROADCAST ENGINEER 
Required by the Broadcast Division of The Servi~~s Sound a'"!d 
Vision Corporation, who provide broadcast telev1s1on and radio 
services to H.M. Forces and their dependants abroad. 
Candidates (preferably aged 22-35) should be educated to 
HND/HNC standard in electrical or electronic engineering and 
have work experience in the broadcasting industry. 
Their work (mostly overseas) includes the installation, ol?era
tion, repair and maintenance of the full range of profess1on_al 
radio studio equipment and MW and VHF broadcast transmit
ters. 
A tax free salary in the range of £7,914 to £9,994 is paid over
seas plus generous tax-free overseas allowances and other 
fring'e benefits. There are promotion prospects to higher gr~d.es, 
and opportunities for training and transfer to the Telev1s1on 
Division. · 
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Please apply in writing to: 
Personnel Manager, 

The Services Sound and Vision Corporation 
ChaHont Grove, Gerrards Cross 

Bucks SL9 8TN 
12052) 

t.-·-·-·-· 
. ADVANCED 

-. 
• TELECOMMUNI~ATIONS: I 
I 

careers with extensive scope at Cheltenham 

Join the Government Communications Headquarters, one of 
the world's foremost centres for R & D and production in 
voice/data communications rangin~ .f~om HFto _satellite..,- and 
their security. Some of GCHQ's fac1ht1es are un1que and there 

• 
I 

•• 
I 
• I 
I 
• 
I 
• 
I 
I 

I -I 
• 

is substantial emphasis on creative solutions for solving com
plex communications problems using state-of:the~art tech
niques including computer/microprocessor appl1cat1ons. Cur
rent opportunities are for: 

Telecommunication 
Technical onicers 
Two levels of entfv providing two salary scales: 
£5980-£8180 and £8065-£9085 

Minimum qualifications are TEC/SCOTEC in Electronics/Tele
communications or a similar discipline or C & G Part II Tele
communications Technicians Certificate or Part I plus Maths 8, 
Telecommunications Principles 8 and either Radio Line Trans
mission 8 or Computers 8 or equivalent: ONC in Electrical, 
Electronics or Telecommunications Enginl;)ering or a CIE Part I 
Pass, or formal approved Service technical training. Addi; 
tionally, at least four years' (lower level) or s_eve_n YE_~ars 
(higher level) appropriate experience is essential 1n ~~t~er 
radio communications or radar, data, computer or s1m1lar 
electronic systems. At the lower entry level first line technical/ 
supervisory control of technicians involves "hands-on" p~rti
cipation and may involve individual work _of~ highly techn!cal 
nature. The higher level involves apph_cat1!'n of_ tec.hn~cal 
knowledge and experience to work pla!1n1ng 1ncludmg Imple
mentation of medium to largescale projects. 

Radio Technicians 
£5232-£7450 

To provide all aspects of technical support. Promotion pros
pects are good and linked with active E_~~couragem~~t t~ ac
quire further skills and experience. M1n1mum quahf1~at1ons 
are a TEC Certificate in Telecommunications or equivalent 
plus two or lnore years' practical experience. 

I 
I 
I 
• 
I 
• 
I 
I 
I 
• 
I Cheltenham; a handsome Regency town, is finely-endowed 

with cultural, sports and other facilities which are equally 
available in nearby Gloucester. Close to some of Britain's 
most magnificent countryside, the area also offers 
reasonably-priced housing. Relocation assistance may be 
available. 

For further ·information and your application form, please I . 
write to 

Recruitment Office I 
GCHQ Oakley, Priors Road 
Cheltenham, Gloucestershire GL52 5AJ -. 
orphone024221491,Ext. 2269. - • - ~ 

·- '"~' ~ G i.~ II ~l; 
····'-~·-· 

CAPITAL APPOINTMENTS LTD 
· THE UK's No. 1 ELECTRONICS AGENCY 

If you have HNC/TEC or higher qualifications and are 
looking for a job in design, test, customer service, tech-
"'- nical sales or similar fields: 

"" Telephone now tor our tne Jobs list 
We hall vacancies In all areas ot tile UK 

Salaries to £15,000 pa 
01-637 5551 or01-6369659 

.· (24 hours) 
Or if you prefer send a FULL CVto: 

CAPITAL APPOINTMENTS LTD 
29-30 WINDMILL STREET, LONDON W1P 1HG 

1291) 
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Appointments 

RF 
Engineers & Senior Engineers 

Our Client is an internationally successful Company that you'll 
both know and respect. A world-renowned force in advanced 
communications products, they have a track record oftechno
logical innovation and commercial success that is second to none. 

The Company's achievements in the fast expanding personal 
communications market are considerable - and their product 
range continues to receive wide acclaim - both in the market and 
also within the industry. Now to maintain this momentum of 
success, they intend to lead the way in developing the next 
generation of advanced, high technology personal 
communications products. 

They therefore wish to strengthen their highly talented, 
integrated design and development teams by appointing several 
key Engineers.- at Senior and Middleweight levels. 

The need is for experienced professionals to become 
immediately involved in projects which will fully exploit the latest 
state-of-the-art technology in the ever-advancing field of circuit 
integration. You will initiate designs for large sections of a major 
project workload - and when you are ready for more 
responsibility, there are opportunities in both 

project and man-management. 
To be considered, you must have an HND/ Degree in 

electronics together with between 2-7 years' experience in 
analogue circuit VHF / UHF design and application. A 
background in mobile, military or airborne radio would be an 
advantage- but most importantly, you must demonstrate the 
ability to liaise with related engineering disciplines, 
manufacturing and marketing. 

We recognise that we are looking for a " rare breed" of 
Engineer - and the remuneration package will reflect the 

· importance of your role. Initial ~aries will be highly attractive 
and individually negotiable, further enhanced by a full range of 
benefits. As far as the future is concerned, there are 
opportunities for very positive career progression within this 
successful and dynamic organisation. 

Find out the full story about the Company of the future in RF 
technology. Please telephone Kevin Long on 0 1-636 5538 in 
complete confidence' or write with a c . v. to him at: 
Moxon Dolphin & Kerby Ltd. , 178-202 Great Portland Street, 
London WIN 5TB, quoting ref: KL/ 980/W. 

In the race to develop the next generation of 
personal communications products ... 

MOXON ••• join the 
JCOOLPHJN Company that will win! 
&~BYLTo 

Royal Marsden Hospital, 
Fullham Road, London SW3 VIDEO ·ENGINEERS 
Medical Physics 

Technician 
MPT2 

required in the Physics and Radiotherapy Departments. 
The appointed person will be responsible for the supervi
sion of a pleasantly situated, well-equipped electronics 
workshop and the maintenance and service of an in• 
teresting variety of radiotherapy equipment. 
The Department has 3 cobalt treatment machines, 150kv 
and 300kv X-ray units, _a Philips 10mv linear accelerator 
and ~lator. Current developments include the 
installation of a Philips 5mv linear accelerator and 
caesium Selectron unit. 
Applicants should hold ONC, HNC or similar qualification 
in electrical engineering or (preferably) in electronics, 
and have relevant technical experience particularly with 
Philips linear acc_elerators. To be appointed on to the 
MPT2 scale applicants should have served at least 2 
years as MPT3 or equivalent. Salary scale from 1st April 
1983£8,383-£10,209 per annum. 
Application form and job description available from the 
Personnel Department, Royal Marsden Hospital, at the 
above address. Tel: 01-352 8171 Ext. 446/447. 120531 
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Rediffusion Consumer Manufacturing Ltd is 
seeking intermediate and senior video engin
eers with OND, HND or similar qualif ications, 
together with a knowledge of analogue and 
digital circuits, to join a small team working on a 
wide variety of projects associated w ith video 
cassette recorders, v ideo cameras, disc players, 
colour TV receivers and monitors .. 
In addition to analysis of performance and long 
term reliability factors, assessment reporting is 
an important part of the team's function and the 
ability to express oneself verbally and in writing 
is essential. 
Our laboratories are situated at Chessington 
within easy commuting distance of the Surrey 
countryside. 
Attractive salaries and the usual big company 
benefits are offered to suitably qualified and 
experienced enlilineers. If you believe you can 
make an effective contribution to our future 
video projects please write to or phone: 
. Mr Harry Brearley 

Rediffusion Consumer Manufacturing Ltd. 
Fullers Way South · 
Chessington, Surrey KT9 1 HJ 
Telephone: 01 -397 5411 

REDIFFUSION (2070) 

(2084) 
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Appointments 

CUT THIS OUT! 
Clip this advert and you can stop hunting for your next 
appointment. We have a wide selection of the best 
appointments in Digital, Analogue, RF, Microwave, Micro- 
processor, Computer, Data Comms and Medical Elec- 
tronics and we're here to serve yot//-interests. 
Call us now for posts in Design, Sales, Applications or 
Field Service, at all levels from £6,000-£16,000. 

a 

f ADVANCED 

I TELECOMMDNICATIONS: 

careers with extensive scope at Cheltenham 

Join the Government Communications Headquarters, one of 
the world's foremost centres for R & D and production in 
voice/data communici" ons ranging from HF to satellite - and 
their security. Some of GCHQ's facilities are unique and there 
is substantial emphasis on creative solutions for solving com- 
plex communications problems using state-of-the-art tech- 
niques including computer/microprocessor applications. Cur- 
rent opportunities are for: 

TRAINEE 

BROADCAST 

ENGINEERS 

Vacancies exist at ITN for Engineering Trainees wh|ch could 
provide the opportunity to start a career in Broadcast Television 
Engineering with ITV. 
Firstly, a firm interest in persuing a career in the technical 
branch of broadcasting is necessary. 
Then you should have completed or expect this year to com- 
plete, theoretical training in Electronic Engineering with a bias 
towards Television or Audio applications. Qualifications most 
suitable are T.E.C. Higher Technical Diploma, T.E.C. Higher 
Technical Certificate or the HND/HNC equivalent. 
Initially, you would be involved in a familiarisation period by a 
rotational attachment to our four maintenance areas and tne 
Projects Department. This lasts for up to 15 months. 
After successful training you would be employed on the main- 
tenance or operation of a wide range of broadcast ei lipment in 
our Central London Studios near Oxford Circus, from which the 
ITN national news programmes are networked. 
Successful applicants will join ITN in early September, 1983. 
Starting salaries would lie within the range of £5,642 (at 18) 
rising to £7,109 at age 20. 
If you have the qualifications and the drive to work with us in a 
busy lively environment, then call us on 01-637 3144 or write to: 

The Personnel Manager 
' Independent Television News Limited 

ITN He *' 
48 Wells Street 

London 
W1P4DE 

for an application form quoting reference number 0476007. 

BROADCAST ENGINEER 
Required by the Broadcast Division of The Services Sound and 
Vision Corporation, who provide broadcast television and radio 
services to H.M. Forces and their dependants abroad. 
Candidates (preferably aged 22-35) should be educated to 
HND/HNC standard in electrical or electronic engineering and 
have work experience in the broadcasting industry. 
Their work (mostly overseas) includes the installation, opera- 
tion, repair and maintenance of the full range of professional 
radio studio equipment and MW and VHF broadcast transmit- 
ters. 
A tax free salary in the range of £7,914 to £9,994 is paid over- 
seas, plus generous tax-free overseas allowances and other 
fringe benefits. There are promotion prospects to higher grades, 
and opportunities for training and transfer to the Television 
Division. 

Please apply in writing to: 
P sonnel Manager, 

The Services Sound and Vision Corporation 
ChaHont Grove, Gerrards Cross 

Bucks SL9 8TN 

Telecommunication 

Technical Officers 

Two levels of entry providing two salary scales; 
£5980-£8180 and £8065-£9085 

Minimum qualifications are TFC/SCOTEC in Flectronics/Te' i ■ 
communications or a similar discipline or C & G Part II Te 
communication Technicians Certificate or Part I plus Maths B, 
Telecommunications Principles B and either Radio LineTrai is- 
tt ision B or Computers B or equivalent: ONC in Elect il 
Electronics or Telecommunications Engineering or a CIE Part I 
Pass, or formal approved Service technical training. Addi- 
tionally, at least four years' (lower le^ei) or seven years' 
(higher level) appropriate experience is essential in either 
raaio communications or radar, data, computer or similar 
electronic systems. At the lower entry level first line technical/ 
supervisory control ol technicians involves "hands-on" parti- 
cipation and may involve individual work of a highly technjcal 
nature. The higher level involves application of technical 
knowledge and experience to work planning including imple- 
mentation of medium to large -cale projects. 

Radio Technicians 
£5232-£7450 

To provide all aspects of technical support. Promotion pros- 
pect-! are good and linked with active encouragement to ac- 
quire further skihs and experience. Minimum qualifications 
are a TEC Certificate in Telecommunications or equivalent 
plus two or more years' practical experience. 
Cheltenham, a handsome Regen—- town, is fine idowed 
with cultural, sports and other facilities which are equally 
available in nearby Gloucester. Close to some of Britain's 
most magnificent countryside, the area also offers 
reas. bly-priced housing. Relocation assistance may be 
available. 
For further information and your application form, please 

write to 
■ Recruitm it Office 

GCHQ Oakley, Prioi GCHQ Oakley, Priors Road 
Cheltenham, Gloucestershire GL52 5AJ 
or phone 0242 21491, Ext. 2269. 

rqciio; 

CAPITAL APPOINTMENTS LTD 

THE UK'S No. 1 ELECTRONICS AGENCY 
If you have HNC/TEC or higher qualifications and are 
looking for a job in design, test, customer service, tech- 
\ . nical sales or similar fields: 
^ Telephone now for our tree lobs list 

wo have vacanclos In all areas of ho UK 
Salaries to £15,000 pa 

01-637 5551 or 01-636 9659 
(24 hours) 

Or if you prefer send a FULL CV to: 
CAPITAL APPOINTMENTS LTD 

29-30 WINDMILL STREET, LONDON W1P1HG 
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Appointments M 

RF 

Engineers & Senior Engineers 

Our Client is an internationally successful Company that you'll 
both know and respect. A world-renowned force in advanced 
communications products, they have a track record of techno- 
logical innovation and commercial success that is second to none. 

The Company's achievements in the fast expanding personal 
communications market are considerable — and their j aduct 
range continues to receive wide acclaim — both in the market and 
also within the industry. Now to maintain this momentum of 
success, they intend to lead the way in developing the next 
generation of advanced, high technology personal 
communications products. 

They therefore wish to strengthen their highly talented, 
integrated design and development teams by appointing several 
key Engineers — at Senior and Middleweight levels. 

The need is for experienced professionals to become 
immediately involved in projects which will fully exploit the latest 
state-of-the-art technology in the ever-advancing field of circuit 
integration. You will initiate designs for large sections of a major 
project workload - and when you are ready for more 
responsibility, there are opportunities in both 

project and man-management. 
To be considered, you must have an HND/Degree in 

electronics together with between 2-7 years' experience in 
malogue circuit VHF/UHF design and application. A 
background in mobile, military or airborne radio would be an 
a: Wage — but most importantly, you must demonstrate the 
ability to liaise with related engineering disciplines, 
manufacturing and marketing. 

We recognise that we are looking for a "rare breed" of 
Engineer — and the remuneration package will reflect the 
importance of your role. Initial salaries will be highly attractive 
and individually negotiable, further enhanced bv a full range of 
benefits. As far as the future is concerned, there are 
opportunities for very positive career progression within this 
successful and dynamic organisation. 

Find out the full story about the Company of the future in RF 
technology. Please telephone Kevin Long on 01 -636 5538 in 
complete confidence' or write with a c.v. to him at: 
Moxon Dolphin & Kerby Ltd., 178-202 Great Portland Street, 
London WIN STB, quoting ref: KL/980/W. 

In the race to develop the next generation of 

personal communications products... 

moxon ...Join the 

Company that will win! 

Royal Marsden Hospital, 
Fullham Road, London SW3 VIDEO ENGINEERS 

Medical Physics 

Technician 
MPT2 

required in the Physics and Radiotherapy Departments. 
The appointed person will be responsible for the supervi- 
sion of a pleasantly situated, well-equipped electronics 
workshop and the maintenance and service of an in- 
teresting variety of radiotherapy equipment. 
The Department has 3 cobalt treatment machines, 150kv 
and 300kv X-ray units, a Philips lOmv linear accelerator 
and a~~SHiiulator. Cufrt t developments include the 
installation of a Phjlips 5mv linear accelerator and 
caesium Selectron unit. 
Applicants should hold ONC, HNC or similar qualification 
in electrical engineering or (preferably) in electronics, 
and have relevant technical experience particularly with 
Philips linear accelerators. To be appointed on to the 
MPT2 scale applicants should have served at least 2 
years as MPT3 or equivalent. Salary scale from 1st April 
1983 £8,383-£10,209 per annum. 
Application form and job description available from the 
Personnel Department, Royal Marsden Hospital, at the 
above address. Tel: 01-352 8171 Ext. 446/447. .jo.,, 

Rediffusion Consumer Manufacturing Ltd is 
seeking intermediate and senior video engin- 
eers with OND, HND or similar qualifications, 
together with a knowledge of analogue and 
digital circuits, to join a small team working on a 
wide variety of projects associated with video 
cassette recorders, video cameras, disc players, 
colour TV receivers and monitors. 
In addition to analysis of performance and long 
term reliability factors, assessment reporting is 
an important part of the team's function and the 
ability to express oneself verbally and in writing 
is essential. 
Our laboratories are situated at Chessington 
within easy commuting distance of the Surrey 
countryside. 
Attractive salaries and the •s>.>al big company 
benefits are offered to suitably qualified and 
experienced engineers. If you believe you can 
make an effective contribution to our future 
video projects please write to or phone; 

Mr Hi i Brearley 
Rediffusion Consumer Manufacturing Ltd. 
Fullers Way South 
Chessington, Surrey KT9 1HJ 
Telephone: 01-397 SA1! 

REDIFFUSION 
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Civil Aviation Gollege (Gulf States) 
· Doha, Qatar 

UNIVERSITY OF ABERDEEN 

Department of Bio-Medical 
Physics and Bio-Engineering 

requires for September 1983: 

ELECTRONIC 
OFFICER 

INSTRUCTOR 
AVIATION ELECTRONICS 

required for well-equipped Electronics Sec
tion (staff 15) of internationally known De
partment to be associated with design, ser
vicing and maintenance of modern medical 
electronic equipment in hosp~als and 
laboratories. The Officer will be expected to 
guide technicians and help actively research 
in bio-medical applications of electronics. 
Add~ional experience desired in one or more 
relevant areas of instrumentation - ag 
vacuum, lasers, high vo~age, high fre
quency. University Degree and Professional qualifications in Aviation 

Electronics, qualified and experienced in installation and 
maintenance of Modern Radio Systems · 
Must have minimum ten years' experience with three years' 
instructional experience at an ICAO recognised Training Centre. 

Salary within the Grade 1A scala for Other 
Related Staff (£6,375-£11,105 per annum) 
w~ appropriate placing. 

Further particulars and application forms 
from The Secretary, The Univers~. Aber
deen, with whom applications (two copies) 
should be lodged by 10 May, 1983. 

Salary and Allowances up to US$3400 per month (2072) 

Applications to: 
The Principal 
Civil Aviation College (Gulf States} 
P.O. Box 4050 
Doha 
State of Qatar 

Assistant Force 
Communications 
Officer 
Up to £.16,4 70 p.a. substantially tax~free 
A challenging post with the Police in a democratic, 
multi-racial developing country in southern Africa. 

Candidates, preferably aged between 30 and 45, must 
possess City and Guilds Part II or equivalent and have 
at least five years' experience in police or armed forces 
communications with HF, SSB and VHF (FM) 
communications equipment. 

Duties include the maintenance, installation and 
fitting of communications equipment and the 
training of junior technicians for C & G 
examinations. 

Benefits include free passages, generous paid leave, 
children's holiday visit passages and education 
allowances. Basic salary attracts 25% tax-free gratuity 
on completion of three year contract. 

For further details and application form ring Linda 
Mitchell on 01-222 7730 extension 3714 or write 

~;:::,::ents rZII 
The Crown Agents for Oversea Governments 

& Administrations, Recruitment Division, 
4 Millbank, London SWIP 3}D (2081) 

.fflanor ~tubio~ 
Require a full-time 

MAINTENANCE ENGINEER 
Based in Oxfordshire, duties 
will include work at the Manor 
Studio and on location with 
'the mobile. For details please 

ring: 
PAUL WARD - 08675 77551 

(2067) 

THIS IS ENGINEERING PAR EXCELLENCE 
An opinion of our client company shared by the highest 

in the land -yes, a Queen's Award winner 1982 . 

DESIGN ENGINEERS 
are required to augment this exceptionally talented team 
who have achieved the following: 

_launched a video graphic product for broadcast TV in 
1978 which still has no rival in the British or European 
television industry. Not surprising - modern bit slice 
technology designed for maximum reliability, rugged 
environment and artistic appearance. . 

Designed a second gener~tion product which. has b_ur
geoned into a whole famtly of new products mcludmg 
devices for graphic animation. Teletext peripherals, en
coding and data logging products for future TV applica
tions. 

Have the next generation of products in the pipeline -
confidential of course - however, one look around the 
laboratory and you can bet they will be one of the first 
into 32 bit micros and mega-byte rams. . 

Created an extremely pleasant working environment and 
attractive financial package for their staff. Salary is above 
average, also BUPA, life assurance and subsidised can
teen. 

Graduates with relevant experience, don't sit around, 
ring or send your C.V. to their chosen agents. 

Charles Airey Associates 
Tempo HouM, 15 Falcon Roed, Batt-. London SW11 2PJ 

Telephone: 01-2237882or228112M (2061) 
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BORED? 
Then change your job! 

11 Test Equipment Controller 
Plan and procure test equipment and control a 
team of test equipment engineers. To £12,670-
Hants. 
21 Maintenance Engineer 
Start an in·house test of communications 
equipment - then move to field service when 
fully conversant. To£8,000 +car- london. 
31 Service Engineer 
Analogue and di'g~al detection and alarm 

. systems. Middx-Essex - to £8,000. 
41 Test Engineer 
In-house woilt on modems and data commu
nications systems. To £7,500- Bucks. 
51 Service Pel'lonnel 
(RAF, RN, Anny) 
We have many clients interested in employing 
ex-service fitters and technicians at sites 
throughout the UK. Phone for details. 
61 £500 per week 
We are paying very high rates for contract 
design and test engineers who have a back
ground in RF, MICROWAVE, DIGITAL. ANAL
OGUE or SOFTWARE, at s~es throughout the 
UK. 

Hundreds of other Electronic 
end Computer Vecenc/H to £72,500 

Phone or write: 
Roger Howard, C.Eng.M.I.E.E., M.I.E.R.E. 

CUVEDEN CONSULTANTS 
87 St. Leonerd's Road, Windsor, Berks. 

Windsor (07535) 58022 (5 lines) 
(1646) 

· CLIVEDEN 

UNIVERSITY OF YORK 

Department of Electronics 

Applications are invited for the post of 

. Senior Technician 
(GRADES) 

in the central workshop of the new 
Department of Electronics. The 
workshop staff are responsible for the 
maintenance of electronic instruments 
and for the development and con
struction of electronic equipment for 
teaching and research purposes. 

Applicants are expected to have an 
appropriate qualification and consid
erable experience of electronic engi
neering, preferably including compu
ters. The salary scale is currently 
£6,009-£7,016 p.a. 

Applications g iving full details of age, 
education and experience, together 
with the names and addresses of two 
referees, should be sent to Mr D. 
Rymer, Assistant Bursar, University of 
York, York Y01 5DD by Tuesday, May 
3,1983. 

(2075) 

As a leading international healthcare company, staffing and managing several 
hospital projects iri the Middle East, the efficient maintenance of medical equipment 
is a vital part of our operation. Consequently we are seeking additional male tech
nicians with the following experience to join us at one of these hospitals in the 
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. 

You must hold an HNC in Medical Electronics or Electronic Engineering and 
have at least 3 years' post qualification experience of hospital medical equipment 
including microprocessor controlled patient monitoring or X-ray equipment. 

The substantial tax free salary offered (*paid in US dollars and converted in 
this instance at a rate of US$ 1.55 =£1.00) is supported by the wide range of benefits 
outlined below: 

The Whittaker Benefits Package 
*Choice. of 1 or 2 year contracts* 7 weeks holiday* Mid-year holiday 

allowance * Return air fare * Comprehensive insurance cover * Free local 
transport* End-of-contract bonus* Storage allowance 

* Free recreation facilities * Free, furnished, fully-equipped, 
air-conditioned accommodation. 

You11 be ideally placed to make the most of your holidays, travelling even 
further afield-to Nairobi, Singapore, Hong Kong or Bangkok for example. 

If you hold a UK or Irish passport and are interested in a 1 or 2 year 
renewable, single status contract, phone Irene Cooper or Michelle Chudley on 01-
434 1081 reversing the charges and quoting ref: E360. Alternatively, write to · 
Whittaker Life Sciences Limited, Freepost 35, London W1E SQZ. . 

DEDICATED TO A WORLD OF HEALTH 

Whittakeg 
LIFE SCIENCES LIMITED (2093) 

INNER LONDON EDUCATION AUTHORITY 
Learning Resources Branch 

Television Centre RADIO ENGINEER 
Thackeray Road 

Battersea SW8 3TB 

ENGINEER - ELECTRONIC MAINTENANCE 
Salary range: (ST2) £7,035 to £7)J74 plus £1.284 London Weighting 
Allowance. 
The ILEA's Television Centre produces a wide range of educational 
programmes on video and audio cassettes. 
The Maintenance section numbers four persons and a vacancy has arisen 
for an engineer with a sound knowledge of the principles of colour 
television, a!ld preferably. a working experience of maintaining broadcast 
type TV eqUI,P!'Tient. !"-PPircants ~ust wish to specialise on the video side 
(ca.m.eras, v1s1on m1xers, telectne, etc.), and will receive appropriate 
tratntng. · 
An engineering degree, TEC or other equivalent qualifications are 
desirable. 

To work as a technical adviser with a Latin American organisation for 
education by radio, with 40 affiliated radio stations in 17 countries. 

The engineer will initially be based in Quito, Ecuador and will later travel 
to radio stations in other countries. The job consists of planning and . 
running training courses for local technicians in maintenance of mainly 
small, short and medium wave transmitters, aerials and studios. 

Applicants should have radio engineering experience, gained in a broad
casting environment: the post will demand skills in training people with 
non-technical backgrounds and in planning and improvising equipment. 
Spanish speakers especially welcome, but language training can be pro
vided. 

The post is initially for three years on a basic salary. Because of extensive 
travel, it is unlikely to suit applicants with families. CIIR will provide 
orientation and language traintng, insurance, air-fares and various allow
ances. 

For a job description and application form, please send a brief cv to CIIR 
Overseas Programme, 22 Coleman Fields, London N1 7AF, quoting ref 
WW/ 1. 

Application forms from the Education Officer (EO!Estab. 18), Room 365, 
The County Hall, London SE1 7PB. Please enclose a stamped and 
addressed foolscap envelope. Completed forms to be returned by May 4 
1983. ' 
ILEA Is an equal opportunities employer. (2087) 

(2066) 
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Civil Aviation Gollege (Gulf States) 

Doha, Qatar 

requires for September 1983: 

INSTRUCTOR 

AVIATION ELECTRONICS 

University Degree and Professional qualifications in Aviation 
Electronics, qualified and experienced in installation and 
maintenance of Modern Radio Systems 
Must have minimum ten years' experience with three years' 
instructional experience at an ICAO recognised Training Centre. 

Salary and Allowances up to US$3400 per month 

Applications to: 

The Principal 
Civil Aviation College (Gulf States) 
P.O. Box 4050 
Doha 
State of Qatar 

MPtJLF 

UNIVERSITY OF ABERDEEN 

Department of Bio-Medical 
Physics and Bio-Engineerin< i 

ELECTRONIC 
OFFICER 

required for well-equipped Electronics Sec- 
tion (staff 15) of internationally known De- 
partment to be associated with design, ser- 
vicing and maintenance of modem medical 
electronic equipment in hospitals and 
laboratories. The Officer will be expected to 
guide technicians and help actively research 
in bio-medical applications of electronics. 
Additional experience desired in one or more 
relevant areas of instrumentation — eg 
vacuum, lasers, high voltage, high fre- 
quency. 
Salary within the Grade 1A scale for Other 
Related Staff (£6,375-£11,105 per annum) 
with appropriate placing. 
Further particulars and application forms 
from The Secretary, The University, Aber- 
deen, with whom applications (two copies) 
should be lodged by 10 May, 1983. 

JHanor^tubioft 
Require a fulkime 

Based in Oxfordshire, duties 
will include work at the Manor 
Studio and on location with 
the mobile. For details please 

ring; 
PAUL WARD - 08675 77551 (2067) 

Botswana 

Assistant Force 

Communications 

Officer 

Up to £16,470 p.a. substantially tax-free 
A challenging post with the Police in a democratic, 
multi-racial developing country in southern Africa. 
Candidates, preferably aged between 30 and 45, must 
possess City and Guilds Part II or equivalent and have 
at least five years' experience in police or armed forces 
communications with HF, SSB and VHF (FM) 
communications equipment. 
Duties include the maintenance, installation and 
fitting of communications equipment and the 
training of junio- technicians for C &. G 
examinations. 
Benefits include free passages, generous paid leave, 
children's holiday visit passages and education 
allowances. Basic salary attracts 25% tax-free gratuity 
on completion of three year contract. 
For further details and application form ring Linda 
Mitchell on 01-222 7730 extension 3714 or write 
quoting YX/i013AVW.    

Crown Agents 

The Crown Agents for Oversea Governments 
&. Administrations, Recruitment Division, 

4 Millbank, London SWIP 3 JD 

THIS IS ENGINEERING PUR EXCELLENCE 

An opinion of our client company shared by the highest 
in the land - yes, a Queen's Award winner 1982 

DESIGN ENGINEERS 
are required to augment this exceptionally talented team 
who have achieved the following: 

.Launched a video graphic product for broadcast TV in 
1978 which still has no rival in the British or European 
television industry. Not surprising - modern bit slice 
technology designed for maximum reliability, rugged 
environment and artistic appearance. 

Designed a second generation product which has bur- 
geoned into a whole family of new products including 
devices for graphic animation. Teletext peripherals, en- 
coding and data logging products for future TV applica- 
tions. 

Have the next generation of products in the pipeline - 
confidential of course — however, one look around the 
laboratory and you can bet they will be one of the first 
into 32 bit micros and mega-byte rams. 

Created an extremely pleasant working environment and 
attractive financial package for their staff. Salary is bove 
average, also BUPA, life assurance and subsidised can- 
teen. 

Graduates with relevant experience, don't sit around, 
ring or send your C.V. to their chosen agents. 

Charles Airey Associates 

Tempo Hourn, 15 Falcon Road, London SW112PJ - . 
Telephone: 01-223 7C62 or 228 6294 I2061' 
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Then change your job! 
1) Test Equipment Controller 
Plan and procure test equipment and control a 
team of test equipment engineers. To £12,670 - 
Hants. 
2) Meintenence Engineer 
Start an in-house test of communications 
equipment - then move to field service when 
fully conversant To £8,000 + car - London. 
3) Service Engineer 
Analogue and oigrtal detection and alarm 
systems. Middx-Essex - to £8,000. 
4) Test Engineer 
in-house work on modems and data commu- 
nications systems. To £7,500 - Bucks. 
5) Service Personnel 
(RAF.RN.Aimy) 
We have many clients interested in employing 
ex-service fitters and technicians at sites 
throughout the UK. Phone for details. 
6) £5110 per week 
We are paying very high rates for contract 
design and test engineers who have a back- 
ground in RF. MICROWAVE, DIGITAL, ANAL- 
OGUE or SOFTWARE, at sites throughout the 
UK. 

Hundreds of other Electronic 
end Computer Vecencles to £12,500 

Phone or write: 
Roger Howard, C.Eng.M.i.E.E., M.I.E.R.E. 

CLIVEDEN CONSULTANTS 
87 St. Leonard's Road, Windsor, Berks. 

Windsor (07535) 58022 (5 lines) (1646) 

CLEVEDEN 

UNIVERSITY OF YORK 
Department of Electronics 

Applications are invited for the post of 

> i I l> 

in the central workshop of the new 
Department of Electronics. The 
workshop staff are responsible for the 
maintenance of electronic instruments 
and for the development and con- 
struction of electronic equipment for 
teaching and research purposes. 
Applicants are expected to have an 
appropriate qualification and consid- 
erable experience of electronic engi- 
neering, preferably including compu- 
ters. The salary scale is currently 
£6,009-£7,016 p.a. 
Applications giving full details of age, 
education and experience, together 
with the names and addresses of two 
referees, should be sent to Mr D. 
Rymer, Assistant Bursar, University of 
York, York YOI 5DD by Tuesday, May 
3,1983. (2075) 

Hospital Medical 

EQuipment Technicians 

C £15,400' Tax Free 

+substantial benefits in Saudia Arabia 

As a leading international healthcare company, staffing and managing several 
hospital projects in the Middle East, the efficient maintenance of medical equipment 
is a vital part of our operation. Consequently we are seeking additional male tech- 
nicians with the following experience to join us at one of these hospitals in the 
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. 

You must hold an HNC in Medical Electronics or Electronic Engineering and 
have at least 3 years'post qualification experience of hospital medical equipment 
including microprocessor controlled patient monitoring or X-ray equipment. 

The substantial tax free salary offered (*paid in US dollars and converted in 
this instance at a rate of US$ 1.55=£1.00) is supported by the wide range of benefits 
outlined below: 
 —  The Whittaker Benefits Package     

* Choice of 1 or 2 year contracts * 7 weeks holiday * Mid-year holiday 
allowance * Return air fare * Comprehensive insurance cover * Free local 

transport * End-of-contract bonus * Storage allowance 
* Free recreation facilities * Free, furnished, fully-equipped, 

air-conditioned accommodation. 

YouH be ideally placed to make the most of your holidays, travelling even 
further afield-to Nairobi, Singapore, Hong Kong or Bangkok for example. 

If you hold a UK or Irish passport and are interested in a 1 or 2 year 
renewable, single status contract, phone Irene Cooper or Michelle Chudley on 01- 
434 1081 reversing the charges and quoting ref: E360. Alternatively, write to 
Whittaker Life Sciences Limited, Freepost 35, London W1E 5QZ. 

DEDICATED TO A WORLD OF HEALTH 

ViyhittakeR 

LIFE SCIENCES LIMITED 

INNER LONDON EDUCATION AUTHORITY 
Learning Resources Branch 

Television Centre 
Thackeray Road 

Battersea SW8 STB 

ENGINEER - ELECTRONIC MAINTENANCE 
Salary range: (ST2) £7,035 to £7,974 plus £1,284 London Weighting 
Allowance. 
The ILEA's Television Centre produces a wide range of educational 
programmes on video and audio cassettes. 
The Maintenance section numbers four persons and a vacancy has arisen 
for an engineer with a sound knowledge of the principles of colour 
television, and preferably a working experience of maintaining broadcast 
type TV equipment. Applicants must wish to specialise on the video side 
(cameras, vision mixers, telecine, etc.), and will receive appropriate 
training. 
An engineering degree, TEC or other equivalent qualifications are 
desirable. 
Application forms from the Education Officer (EO/Estab. IB), Room 365, 
The County Hall, London SE1 7PB. Please enclose a stamped and 
addressed foolscap envelope. Completed forms to be returned by May 4, 

ILEA is an equal opportunities employer. 

RADIO ENGINEER 
To work as a technical adviser with a Latin American organisation for 
education by radio, with 40 affiliated radio stations in 17 countries. 
The engineer will initially be based in Quito, Ecuador and will later travel 
to radio stations in other countries. The job consists of planning and 
running training courses for local technicians in maintenance of mainly 
small, short and medium wave transmitters, aerials and studios. 
Applicants should have radio engineering experience, gained in a broad- 
casting environment: the post will demand skills in training people with 
non-technical backgrounds and in planning and improvising equipment. 
Spanish speakers especially welcome, but language training can be pro- 
vided. 
The post is initially for three years on a basic salary. Because of extensive 
travel, it is unlikely to suit applicants with families. CIIR will provide 
orientation and language training, insurance, air-fares and various allow- 
ances. 
For a job description and application form, please send a brief cv to CIIR 
Overseas Programme, 22 Coleman Fields, London Ml 7AF, quoting ref 
WW/l. 
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TRAINEE ASSISTANT PICTURE EDITORS 
Television News 

Assistant Picture Editors will work with film and ENG on all progt"ammes produced by Television News. Trainee Assistant Picture Editors Will be given a 
comprehensive training to enable them to progress to Assistant Picture Editors 
and eventuaily to compete for posts as Picture Editors. Most duties involve 
shift working, including nights. 
Candidates with an Arts or Engineering based background and at least '0' 
level standard in Maths, English and a Science subject, preferably Physics, will be considered and they will be required to demonstrate an ability and potential 
to undertake the necessary technical training. Higher qualifications in either 
Arts or Science subjects would be an advantage. Candidates should be able to 
work under pressure, react quickly to changing circumstances and have normal 
hearing and colour vision, with an informed and lively interest in News and 
Current Affairs. 
Initial salary will be £6734 which includes a continuing shift allowance. 
(General salary review due in April). Based West London. Relocation. expenses 
considered. 
Contact us immediately for application form (quote ref. 1283/WW and enclose 
s.a.e.): BBC Appointments, London, W1A 1AA. Tel. 01-580 4468 Ext. 4619. 

We are an Equal Opportunities employer 

A NUMBER OF THINGS YOU SHOULD KNOW 
ABOUT COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY 

Those 'things you should know' are the opportunities available to people with experience in high technology areas of the communications industry. Below are a sample. Telephone Paul 
Hecquet on Lewes (07916) 71271 to discuss these and many more. 

Video (Image Processing) Design Engineer c£15,000 Home Counties 

Experience in fields such as slowscan would be desirable. Ref: 3/80. 

RF Senior Development Engineer c£11,000 West Country 

· Design and Development on advanced range of signal processing (High frequency) compo
nents. Ref: 4/13. 

Cabel TV Systems Engineer · c£16,000+ Home Counties 

To work on cable TV proposals involving total systems (turnkey) design. Ref: 5/79. 
RF Circuit Design c £9,000 Home Counties 
Design and Development RF circuitry for commercial mobile radio systems. Ref: 3/28. 

RF/ATE Group Manager 

Responsible for Design/Development and manufacture of RF/ATE. Ref: 6/48. 

The Electronics 
Recruitment Company 
Temple House 
25/26 High Street, Lewes 
East Sussex BN7 2LU 
Tel: Lewes(07916)71271 

c£20,000 

(2079) 

SOUTHERN DERBYSHIRE 
HEALTH AUTHORITY 

MANOR HOSPITAL. UTTOXETER ROAD 
DERBY DE3 3NB 

ENGINEERING ELECTRONICS 
TECHNICIAN Ill 

To carry out maintenance, repair and 
modification of electronic equipment 
used in medical and engineering appli
cations. The successful applicant will be 
expected to undertake necessary 
traming to enable him/her to maintain 
medical gas oquipment. A current driv
ing licence and possession of a car are 
essential. Applicants should be qualified 
to O.N.C. or equivalent standard and 
have at least three years' experience in a 
similar position of responsibility. 

Application form end further details 
from: Mr. D. Hargreaves. Assistant 
District Works Officer (Engineering). 
(Ref. No. 895). 

(2057) 

Filter Engineer 
An opportunity has arisen for a profes
sional filter engineer experienced in the 
specification and design of complex 
passive filters. Experience in active and 
SAW filters or other areas of electronics 
would be advantageous. This is a 
permanent, senior position in an ex~ 

panding company 

WIRE(~gl~ ~bRLD 
BOXN0.2077 

for further details 
(2077) 

Broadcast/ 
DataComms 
Engineers 

HNC standard for both perma
nent and contract positions. 

Tel. Camberley 0276 62466 
Jenrick (agy) 120831 

LOG EX 
ELECTRONICS 
RECRUITMENT 

Specialists in Field 8t Customer Engineering appoint
ments, all locations and disciplines. 

Logex House, Burleigh, Stroud 
Gloucestarshire GL5 2PW 

. 0453 883264 a. 01-290 0267 
(24hours) 

<V Services 
The Professional CV people 

*Quick * Efficient 
*Confidential 

We prepare top-quality resumts at 
a price you can afford 

For further information write/phone: 
CV Services, 10 Wilton Road, Kitchin, 
Herts SGS ISS. Tel: Kitchin (0462) ~~~~ 

I 

R & D OPPORTUNITIES. Senior level vacan 
des for Communications Hardware and Soflware 
Engineers, based in West Sussex. Competitive 
salaries offered. Please ring David Bird at Redif
~ion Radio Systems on 01-874 7281. (I I62 . 
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Telecommunications 
Technicians 
Upto£9403 
Th~ posts avail~ble are varied, but broadly they fall into 2 groups at 
3 different locations. 

HANSLOPE PARK (MILTON KEYNES) and CENTRAL 
LONDON 
for instal.lati?n, main~enance and other work associated with HF 
com"'!unJcatJons egwpment, VH~. UHF and microwave links and 
associated test equipment; telepnnters, ~elephone subscribers' ap
paratus! PMBXs, PAXs, PA~~s and an?JIIary equipment including 
that usmg analogue and d1g1tal techmques and voice frequency 
telegraph. 

CROWBOROUGH, SUSSEX · 
for maintenanc~ and oper~tion of high power, medium and short 
wave broadcasting transmitters and associated equipment. 

Applicants should normally have 4 years' relevant experience and 
must hold one or more ofthe following: ' 

* ONC in Engineering (with pass in Electrical Engineering 'A') 
* ONC iD Applied Physics 
* TEC/SCOTEC certificate 
*City & Guilds Telecommunications Technicians Certificate Part II 

(C?u~se N?., 271) or Part I plus Maths 'B', Telecommunications 
Pnnctpl.es B and on.e other subject. · 

*a. pass m the Council of Engineering Institutions Part I examina-
tion 

*an eq.uivalent or higher relevant qualification. 
Ex-Se,rvJce per~onnel ~ho have had suitable training and at least 3 
years appropnate serv1ce (as Staff Sergeant or equivalent) will also 
be considered. .· 

Salary: £~9~3-£8183; London ~1220 IT!~re. Starting salary may be 
above !'"'mmum for those wtth additional relevant experience. 
Promot1on prospects are good. 

Relocation assistance may be available. 

For an application forn: (to be returned by 19 May) write to: Foreign & Commonwealth Off1ce, Hanslope Park, Hanslope, Milton Keynes 
MK19 7BH, or telephone Milton Keynes (0908) 510444 Ext. 232. 
Please quote reference YHU/TT2/83. 

Foreign & Commonwealth Office 
(2065) 

Telecommunications 
Engineer 
£9,504-£10,071 
!he res~;>onsibilities will cover the design, construction and 
mstallat1o.n. of purpose-built telecommunications equipment 
and mod1f1cat1ons to installed equipment subject to CAA 
approval. The successful applicant will also be required to 
ass1st o.ther members of the Telecommunications Section in 
the mam~en~nce and repair ~f equipment within the Tele
communications Department. 
~pplicants .should be educated to at least HNC or equivalent 
m Ele~trom~s ~nd ~ave a. minimum of five years' practical 
expenence m f1elds mcludmg RF, AF and Digital Techniques. 
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Generous relocation expenses are 
payable in appropriate cases and tem
porary housing accommodation may 
be available. 
Application forms, returnable by May 
6th, 1983, may be obtained from the 
Personnel Department, Town Hall, 
Luton LU1 280. Tel: Luton 31291 
ext 2300. (2090) · 

Classified 

Electronics 
Design 

Engineers 
communications 

R/F VHF UHF Systems 
R/F HF Systems 

Microwave Equipment 
Analogue Digital Circuitry 
Message Circuit switching 
. cryptographic Systems 

Marconi Space and Defence Systems. communications 
DIVISion. are rapidly expanding their civil and military 
projects. Additional experienced staff qualified to PhD/ 
pegree/HND/HNC are required at all levels of responsibility 
for software/hardware development in the above areas. 
Our salary scales match the high standards of qualifi
cations. experience and ability demanded. we offer a 
comprehensive range of benefits together with relo
cation assistance if required. 
Phone Portsmouth 674019 for further Information 
and an application form. Alternatively, you can 
write to Jack Burnie, Marconi Space and Defence 
systems Limited, Browns Lane, The Alroort, Ports-
mouth, Hants. quoting ref: BL 25. -
(All posts are open to men and women! 

Mal'coni 
Space&: Defence Systems 

EVTB 
is looking for a young 

Video Engineer 
EVTR ··is a broadcast television facilities 
company specialising in the use of 
computer editing equipment. 

We need a qualified electronics person 
who is will·ing to work a shift system and 
gain e~perience of ~roadcast! video tape 
recordmg and operational engmeering. 

Please telephone Andy Thompson 
on 01-631 4421 

21 Great Tichfield Street 
London, W.1 

(2063) 

ARTICLES FOR SALE 
Won! Processor Oearance Sale. BDP/Qume 
Daisy-wheel printer, 2 discs; £595. Adler SE2000-
Gollball printer, single disc; £450. Kalle lnfortec 
7000-Gollbaii printer. Single tape; £350: All + 
VAT. Autotype, Haywards Heath (0444) 414484 
and 454377. (2017) 

IJILLINGTON VALVES, Electronic valve 
specialists (also bulk suppliers of transistors). SAE
!IRC for quotation on your requirements. We offer 
an unrivalled service supplying rare/obsolete valves. 
Send 25p + L.S.A.E. For our valve listing (Includes 
money off voucher). 23 Irwin Drive, Horsham, 
RHI2 INL. No callers. (2069) 
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[Appointments 

TRAINEE ASSISTANT PICTURE EDITORS 

Television News 

Assistant Picture Editors will work with film and ENG on all programmes 
produced by Television News. Trainee Assistant Picture Editors will be given a 
comprehensive training to enable them to progress to Assistant Picture Editors 
and eventually to compete for posts as Picture Editors. Most duties involve 
shift working, including nights. 
Candidates with an Arts or Engineering based background and at least 'O' 
level standard in Maths, English and a Science subject, preferably Plwsics, will 
be considered and they will be required to demonstrate an ability and potential 
to undertake the necessary technical training. Higher qualifications in either 
Arts or Science subjects would be an advantage. Candidates should be able to 
work under pressure, react quickly to changing circumstances and have normal 
hearing and colour vision, with an informed and lively interest in News and 
Current Affairs. 
Initial salary will be £6734 which includes a continuing shift allowance. 
(General salary review due in April). Based West London. Relocation expenses 
considered. 
Contact us immediately for application form (quote ref. 1283/WW and enclose 
s.a.e.): BBC Appointments, London, W1A 1AA. Tel. 01-580 4468 Ext. 4619. 

We are an Equal Opportunities employer 

ninjB-tv 

A NUMBER OF THINGS YOU SHOULD KNOW 

ABOUT COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY 

Those 'things you should know' are the opportunities available to people with experience in 
high technology areas of the communications industry. Below are a sample. Telephone Paul 
Hecquet on Lewes (07916) 71271 to discuss these and many more. 

Video (Image Processing) Design Engineer c£15,000 Home Counties 

Experience in fields such as slowscan would be desirable. Ref: 3/80. 

RF Senior Development Engineer c£11,000 WestCountry 

■ Design and Development on advanced range of signal processing (High frequency) compo- 
nents. Ref; 4/13. 

Cabel TV Systems Engineer c £16,000+ Home Counties 

To work on cable TV proposals involving total systems (turnkey) design. Ref: 5/79. 

RF Circuit Design c £9,000 Home Counties 

Design and Development RF circuitry for commercial mobile radio systems. Ref: 3/28. 

RF/ATE Group Manager c £20,000 

Responsible for Design/Development and manufacture of RF/ATE. Ref; 6/48. (2079) 

The Electronics 

Recruitment Company 
Temple House 
25/26 High Street, Lewes 
East Sussex BN7 2LU 
Tel: Lewes (07916) 71271 

SOUTHERN DERBYSHIRE 
HEALT WT> 

MANOR HOSPITAL, UTTOXETER ROAD JET E33NB 

ENGINEERING ELECTRONICS 
TECHNICIAN III 

To carry out maintenance, repair and modification of electronic equipment 
used in medical and engineering appli- 
cations. The successful applicant will be 
expected to undertake necessary 
training to enable him/her to maintain 
medical gas aquipment. A current driv- 
ing licence and possession of a car are 
essential. Applicants should be qualified 
to O.N.C. or equivalent standard and 
have at least three years' experience in a 
similar position of responsibility. 
Application form and further details 
from: Mr. D. Hara saves. Assistant 
District Works Officer (Engineering). 
(Ref. No. 895). 

(2057) 

Filter Engineer 
An opportunity has arisen for a profes- 
sional filter engineer experienced in the 
specification and design of complex 
tassive filters. Experience in active and 

AW filters or other areas of electronics 
would be advantageous. This is a 
permanent, senior position in an ex- 

panding company 
Apply to; 

WIRELESS WORLD 
BOX NO. 2077 

for further details (2077) 

Broadcast/ 

DataComms 

Engineers 
HNC standard for both perma- 
nent and contract positions. 
Tel. Camberley 0276 62466 

Jenrick (agy) ,2083) 

LOG EX 
ELECTRONICS 
RECRUITMENT 

Specialists in Field 81 Customer Engineering appoint- 
ments, alt locations and disciplines. 

Logax House, Buiielgh, Stroud Gloucestershire GL5 2PW 
0453 883264 & 01-290 0267 

(24 hours) 

Services 
The Professional CV people 
★ Quick if Efficient Confidential 

We prepare top-quality risumfs at 
a price you can afford 

For further information write/phone: 
CV Services, 10 Wilton Road, Hitchin, 
Herts SG5 ISS.Tcl: Hitchin (0442) 31836 (20731 

R&D OPPORTUNITIES. Senior level vacan 
cies for Communications Hardware and Software 
Engineers, based in West Sussex. Competitive 
salaries offered. Please ring David Bird at Redif- 
fusion Radio Systems on 01-874 7281. (1162 
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Classified 

SITUATIONS VACANT 

Telecommunications 

Technicians 

Up to £9403 
The posts available are varied, but broadly they fall into 2 groups at 
3 different locations. 

HANSLOPE PARK (MILTON KEYNES) and CENTRAL 
LONDON 
for installation, maintenance and other work associated with HF 
communications equipment, VHF, UHF and microwave links and 
associated test equipment; teleprinters, telephone subscribers' ap- 
paratus, PMBXs, PAXs, PABXs and ancillary equipment including 
that using analogue and digital techniques and voice frequency 
telegraph. 

CROWBOROUGH, SUSSEX 
for maintenance and operation of high power, medium and short 
wave broadcasting transmitters and associated equipment. 

Applicants should normally have 4 years' relevant experience, and 
must hold one or more of the following: 

★ ONC in Engineering (with pass in Electrical Engineering 'A') 
★ ONC in Applied Physics 
★ TEC/SCOTEC certificate 
★ City & Guilds Telecommunications Technicians Certificate Part II 

(Course No. 271) or Part I plus Maths 'B', Telecommunications 
Principles 'B' and one other subject. 

★ a pass in the Council of Engineering Institutions Part I examina- 
tion 

★ an equivalent or higher relevant qualification. 
Ex-Service personnel who have had suitable training and at least 3 
years' appropriate service (as Staff Sergeant or equivalent) will also 
be considered. 

Salary: £5983-£8183; London £1220 more. Starting salary may be 
above minimum for those with additional relevant experience. 
Promotion prospects are good. 

Relocation assistance may be available. 

For an application form (to be returned ny 19 May) write to: Foreign 
& Commonwealth Office, Hanslope Park, Hanslope, Milton Keynes 
MK19 7BH, or telephone Milton Keynes (0908) 510444 Ext. 232. 
Please quote reference YHU/TT2/83. 

Foreign & Commonwealth Office 
(2065) 

Electronics 

Design 

Engineers 

Communications 

R/F VHF UHF Systems 
R/F HF Systems 

Microwave Equipment 
Analogue Digital Circuitry 
Message Circuit Switching 

Cryptographic Systems 

Marconi Space and Defence Systems, Communications 
Division, are apidly expanding their civil and military 
projects. Adciriona experienced staff qualified to PhD/ 
Oegree/HND/HNC are required at all levelsof responsibility 
for software/hardware development in the above areas. 
Our salary scales match the high standards of qualifi- 
cations, experience and ability demanded. We offer a 
comprehensive range of benefits together with relo- 
cation assistance if required. 
Phone Portsmouth 670019 for further information 
and an application form. Alternatively, you can 
write to Jack Burnie, Marconi Space and Defence 
Systems Limited. Browns Lane, The Alroort, Ports- 
mouth, Hants, quoting ref; BL 25. 
(All posts are open to men and women) 

Marconi 0^ 
Space & Defence Systems 

Telecommunications 

Engineer 

£9,504-£10,071 

The responsibilities will cover the design, construction and 
installation of purpose-built telecommunications equipment 
and modifications to installed equipment subject to CAA 
approval. The successful applicant will also be required to 
assist other members of the Telecommunications Section in 
the maintenance and repair of equipment within the Tele- 
communications Department.' 
Applicants should be educated to at least HNC or equivalent 
in Electronics and have a minimum of five years' practical 
experience in fields including RF, AF and Digital Techniques. 

Generous relocation expenses are 
payable in appropriate cases and tem- 
porary housing accommodation may 
be available. 
Application forms, returnable by May 
6th, 1983, may be obtained from the 
Personnel Department, Town Hall, 
Luton LU1 2BQ. Tel: Luton 31291 
ext 2300.  (2090) 

Luton _ international 
Airport 

aSL 

■s looking for a youn 

Video Engineer 

EVTR is a broadcast television facilities 
company specialising in the use of 
computer editing equipment. 

We need a qualified electronics person 
who is willing to work a shift system and 
gain experience of broadcast, video tape 
recording and operational engineering. 

Please telephone Andy Thompson 
on 01-631 4421 

21 Great Tichfield Street 
London, W.I 

ARTICLES 
Word Processor Clearance Sale. BDP/Qume 
Daisy-wheel printer, 2 discs; £595. Adler SE2000- 
Golfball printer, single disc; £450. Kalle Infer tec 
7000-Golfball printer. Single tape; £350. All + 
VAT. Autotype, Haywards Heath (0444) 414484 
and 454377. (2017) 

BILL1NGTON VALVES, Electronic valve 
specialists (also bulk suppliers of transistors). SAE- 
/IRC for quotation on your requirements. We offer 
an unrivalled service supplying rare/obsolete valves. 
Send 25p + L.S.A.E. For our valve listing (Includes 
money off voucher). 23 Irwin Drive, Horsham, 
RH12 1NL. No callers. (2069) 
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Classified 
SITUATIONS VACANT 

BROADCAST ENGINEER 
REQUIRED FOR VIDEO FACILITIES COMPANY 

to service and maintain Sony 330 cameras, Sony and Ampex 
one inch "C" format recorders, colour monitors and a large 
ran!ile of broadcast ancillary equipment. Due to the nature of the 
busmess, the pace is fast, but the work is interesting and the 
people friendly. 

The applicant will need to be educated to HND, HNC or higher 
tech level. Salary is in accordance with AClT rates. 

Please apply in the first instance to : 

R. G. Gold, Managing Director, Samuelson Video Limited, 303 
Cricklewood Broadway, London NW2 6PQ. 01-452 8090. 

(2076) 

SERVICE &INSTALLATION ENGINEERS 
London & Home Counties Area · 

British subsidiary of French X-Ray Company requires service 
and installation engineers to work on modern X-ray equipment 
in National Health and Private Hospitals. · 

The work involves an unusual blend of high-voltage plus anal
ogue and digital technologies. Successful candidates will be 
qualified to BSc or HND level, be practically minded and have 
the initiative to cope with problem solving in the field. 

Company car provided, salary negotiable, expenses paid. 

Please write, enclosing CV for interview to M W Ridgeon, Asst. 
Service Manager, 01-572 1431. 

CGR Medico! Limited 
Astronaut House, Hounslow Road 
Feltham, Middx. 

(2092) 

ARTICLES WANTED • 

SURPLUS 
Top prices paid for su.rplus, redundant 
and obsolete test eqUipment, factoroes 
cleared. 
Also quantities of components. 
Immediate settlement. We will call any
where in the United Kingdom. 

TIMEBASE 
94 Alfriston Gardena 

Sholling, Soutlulrnpton S021FU 
Telephone: (0103) 431 3Z3 

TURN YOUll SURPLUS Capacitors, Tran
sistors, etc., into cash. Cont~ct CQLES· 
HARDING & CO., 103 South Brink, W!Sbech, 
Camhs. 0945 584188. Immediate settlement. We 
also welcome the opporturUty to quote for com
plete factory clearance. (9509 · 

WANTED 
Redundant test equipment -
receiving and transmitting equipment 
- valves, plugs and sockets - synch- , 
rosetc. 

Phone: Johns Radio 
0274684007 

84 Whitehall Road 
East Birkenshaw 

Bradford BD11 2ER t2049l 

WANTED: Design and possible nianufacture of 
complete unit for transmuting a narrow beam of 
Microwave in the low Gigahertz range. Also com
plete unit for transmitting high-power 25kHz 
Ultrasound. Write for funher information to Bur
rabella Pty. Ltd., S Moon Street, East Burwood, 
Victoria 3151, Australia. (2082 

ARTICLE~ FOR SALE 

""\ Cryst~l~. 
'-'-,._,~\~ACCURATE 1

. ~fi 
~9 ~RELIABlE ~f}1 

C:tr::J@ ()' . 

(8493) . 

NEED QUALITY liGHT 
MECHANICAL DRIVE 
COMPONENTS ... FAST? 
WE HAVE WAYS OF HELPING 
YOU OUT! 
W e o lfer !he U .K.'s widest 
s tock range, and can also 
produce " speCials" a t 
competitive p rices for volume 
orders . Maten<~ ls include 
aluminium. v arious p lastic:s, 
s teel & cas t· iron. 

LINSLEY HOOD DESIGNS 
75 watt and 100w amps 
Audio signal generators 

75 watt amp pcd £2.30 
100 watt Mosfet pcb £4 

(pp50p) 

SAE for leaflets 

TELERADIO ELECTRONICS 
321 Fo,. Street. London N9 OPE 

(1762) 

ANTIQUE RECEIVING 
VALVES 

Unused and boxed 
In large quantity 

Tsutom Yoshihara 
C1-105, Deguchi-cho 34 
Suita-shi, Osaka 564 
JAPAN (2055) 

ENCAPSULATING EQUIPMENT FOR coils, 
transformers, components, degassing, silicone 
rubber, resin, epoxy. Lost wax casting for brass, , 
bronze, silver, etc. Impregnating coils, transfor
mers, components. Vacuum equipme~t, low ~t, 
used and new. Also for CRT regumung metallis-. 
ing. Research & Development. Barratts, Mayo· 
Road, Croydon CRO 2QP. 01-684 9917. (9678) 

ARTICLES FOR SALE 

TO MANUFACTURERS, WHOLESALERS 
BULK BUYERS,. ETC. 

LARGE QUANTITIES OF RADIO. TV AND 
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS FOR DISPOSA 
SEMICOND~S. all types, INTEGRATED CIRCUITS, TRANSISTORS, 
DIODES, RECTIFIERS, THYRISTORS, etc. RESISTORS, C/F, M/F, W/W, etc. 

CAPACITORS, SILVER MICA, POLYSTYRENE, C280, C296, DISC CERA-
MICS, PLATE CERAMICS, etc. 

ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS, SPEAKERS, CONNECTING WIRE, 
CABLES, SCREENED WlRE, SCREWS, NUTS, CHOKES, TRANSFOR

MERS,etc. , 
ALL AT KNOCKOUT PRICES- Come and pay us a visit ALADDIN'S CAVE. 

. TELEPHONE: 445 0749/445 2713 
BROADFIELDS & MAYCO DISPOSALS 

21 Lodge Lane, North Finchley, London, N.12 
(5 mil).utesf~C?m T~J!Y H.Q Gomer (1613) 

1983 RADIO 
AMATEURS 
HANDBOOK 

byARRL Price: £10 

WORLD RADIO TV HANDBOOK . 
1983 £12.00 
ROBOTS AND ROBOTOLOGY by 
Warring, R.H. Price: £7.95 
INTERNATIONAL DIGITAL 1/L 
SELECTOR by Towers, T. D. 

Price: £1 1 .00 
PRACTICAL DESIGN OF DIGITAL 
CIRCUITS by Kampe I, I. 

Price: £10.95 
DIGITAL ELECTRONICS CIRCUITS 
and systems by Morris, N. 

· Price: £5.50 
THE ART OF ELECTRONICS by 
Horowitz, P. Price: £15.95 
MICROPROCESSOR DATA BOOK 
by Money, S. Price: £17.00 
HANDBOOK OF ELECTRONIC 
CALCULATIONS by Kaufman, M. 

Price: £31.00 
MICRO COOKBOOK Vol. 1 FUN
DAMENTALS, Lancaster, D. 

Price: £13.75 
UNIX THE BOOK by Banahan, M. 

Price £7.50 

*ALL PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE* 

THE MODERN 
BOOK CO. 

BRITAIN'S LARGEST STOCKIST 
of British and American Technical Books 

19-21 PRAED STREET 
LONDON W2 1 NP 

PhoneOI-4029176 
Closed Saturday 1 p.m. 

Please allow 14 days for reply or delivery 

• THE SCIENTIFIC 
WIRE COMPANY 

P.O. Box 30, London, E.4 

ENAMELLED COPPER WIRE 

(2023) 

SWG 1lb loz 4oz 2az 
8 to 29.................. 2.7& 1.50 .., .&0 

30 to 34.................. 3.20 1• .!10 .10 
35to 40.................. 3.40 2.00 1.10 .., 
41to 43.................. 4.15 2.10 2.00 1.42 
47.. ...................... ,.. 1.37 5.32 3.19 2.50 
48 to 49.................. 15.9& 9.51 6.31 3.&9 

SILVER PLATED COPPER WIRE 

14to 30.................. 1.50 3.75 2..211 1.40 

TINNED COPPER WIRE 

14 to 30.................. 3.31 2.36 1.34 .!10 
Prien include P&P, VAt end Wire o-.. SAE 

fer llat. Ouler enquirlea welcOMe. 
Reg Office: 22 Conlngaby Garde?~) 

AUTOMATIC PCB TESTERS. 23 units plus 
jigging, suitable for production line. 16 different 
tests. Recently used on tape recorder PCBs but 
modular design is easily modified. Circuit dia
grams available. S.H. Electronics, S St. Josephs 
Park, Ballycruttle, Downpatrick. Tel: (0396) 
5135. (2080 

STOCK SALE. 30% off all items. Scopes, 
multi.meters, frequency meters, function' 
generators, ~ower supplies, logic probes •. 

~~t~J'C~o,jj~~r,a~rL:,:J~n sR~~J~M~: 
RINGTON, Cheshire WA4 8LG. Tel: (0925) 
88339. (2062) 

RACAL co•UNICAnON RECEIVERS 
500kc/s to 30mc/s in 30 bands 1mc/s wide, RA17 MK11 
£100, RA17L £150, M117E £225. New metal touvred cases 
for above £25 each. All receivers are air tested .and 
calibrated in our wort.shop. Supplied with manual and 
dust cover, in fair used condition. ltACAI. SYNTIIESIS-

f:u~~~~e ~1~~e~c~~~:'~toR~~11o~i1d7 ~b~ 
£100 to £150, MA250 1.6mcfs to 31.6mc/s £100 to £150. 
MASS PllfCISION fRfQUEIICY STANDARD 5mc/s, 
lmcls 1110khz £1110 10 £150. EDDYSTONE RECEIVER TYPE 
EC9M171 Solid state, single channel, SSB, mains or 
battery powered, 1.6 to 27.5mcfs and 400, 535khz £100 
with manual. lt£DIFON SS8 RECEIVER TYPE M9!ll Solid 

~ta~~~~~::~:ra~a~~S r:~t~J~5~~ =~:t!n!~~~ 
adaptor ARU10A, £100 with manual. REDIFON TT11 Au
DIO TB.EPRINTtR CONVERTOR Solid state, tested with. 
circuit £25. CREED TYPE 75 TELEPRINTER 50 and 75 
bauds for use with above convenor £25. 

OSClUOSCOPES . 
COSSOR COU150 35mc/s, twin beam, solid state £195 
with manual. TEkTRONIX 422 Solid State, portable with 
internal battery pack, 15mcls, dual trace £350. CTG 
DUAL BEAM Ooscitloscope, 6mc/s 05. TUTRONIX M7A 
100mc/s, dual trace, solid state £350 with manual. MAl
CONI TR!5 SIGNAl GENERATORS From .2mcls or 
1.5mcls to 220mcls. AM-FM. A2M £1110. o\3£1110, AS£150, 

:d~1~=~~~w:Ct~el;i~~u~~: 
11110volts £1110. Tf2IIZ AM SIGNAL GENERATOR IDI<c/s 

~~~~~~ i~t~. ~~ A~G5~:.~~~;:~ 
NIZER For above £350. TF11&81& FM-AM SIGNAl GQI
fRATOR 10cml' to 470mcls DID. mze aRCUIT IIIA&NI· 
RCAnON METEII and TF1246 Oscillator £200. H.P. 
SIGNAL GEIIERATOR &2IA 7 to 11 gigs £1110. H.P. SIGNAL 
GENEIIATOR D 11H20mcls - £10. IIAIICONI AF WATT 
MmR CTM N01 Absorption, 200 microwatts to 6 watts, 

t1~~rr~m~c~e~l~~:~~~ ~~ ~~~h~~~~·s~ 
ohms in 48 steps £65. THYiliSTOR 1UT SET, cn5l 

~':~"l ;::.Ji'!u. ~~~~=-'~~ 
:'r~ ~tAi."~:srr~ ct.t.::E:;.r~PE

8:~n~ 
125mcls £50. RACAI.131 COUNTER 35mcls £50. 

VAT AND CARRIAGE ON ABOVE ITEMS EXTRA 
All items are bought direct from H.M. Government, being 

SAE for al~:~~~in~~~i~~o~~t ~~~~:~~/:mW:n~or 4emon

JOHN'S MDto, ~m'~nM;s. 14 WHrTEHAU. 
IIOAD EAST, BIRIWISHAW. BRADFORD 8011 WI . 

ru: (IIZ741-7 · (848) 

Kastler ln1egrated Circuit prototype/production 
equipmen1, including binocular microscope, U.V. 
source. exposure control. mechanical positioning, 
etc. £375. TAC Automation X-Yfl Electronic Probing 
Con1rol System, 24 gold probes. probe control arms, 
pre-selected positioning. 000.0 thousand1hs of an 
inch. e1c. £290. Buyfield 2-channel Ultrasonic Gener
a1or £79. Stabilised 1.7KV. 7.A. PSU £75. Integrated 
Circui1 Tesler £125. 9randenburg PSU, ().500. -1000. 
-1500, -2000. -2500v, £75. B.&K. Deviation Bridge, 
RCL, £29. 'nkW mains s1abilisation transformer 
£49. 7'n hp 3-phase motor £45. Pye Lynx Video 
camera £29 ea. Centrifuge £49. Two wea1herproof 
vehicle/outdoor speakers £15. Sweep generators 
£79. Wow/flu«er meter £75. Megohhmeter VDR. 
piezo tests. etc. £45. Ferrograph tape recorder £35. 
Stabilised +5/0/-5 psu's £20. 24v stab. psu £18. 7-
track recorder £98. Oawe Vibration Analyser £85. 
Valradio Converter 250-110/250 AC. 50-60 cis. £35. 
Hatfield AC PSU 29().550 c/s, ().120v outpu1, mains 
input £05 .. etc .. e!C. 

040376236 
(2016) 

INVERTERS 
HIIII·•IIIIIJ DC·AC; alsi " nl 
break" (2ms) static swltcll, 111n. 
rack. Auto Cba111er. 

COIIPIITEII POWER SI'STBIIS-

llll8r'DIIt Malns·Stan Lbl. 
POB51, Llltl8n, W11 3BZ 

To!: 01-m 1042 or 0225 310916 (91011 
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COURSES 

B.Sc. DEGREE 
IN ELECTRICAL 

AND ELECTRONIC 
ENGINEERING 

Obtain a degree by part-time study over four years. 

The course includes study of Microelectronics Micropro-
cessors, Telecommunications and Control. ' 

TEC HC/HD OR HNC ENTRY 

CONTACT: 
P. T. Moran, Engineering Department 

Oxford Polytechnic, Headington, Oxford OX3 OBP 
Tel: (0865) 64777, ext. 384 

County Surveyor's 
Milton Keynes Link Road 
Southern 

Provision of a Site Radio 
Telephone System 

Applications are invited from companies wish
ing to be considered for the supp.ly and main
tenance of a site radio telephone system on 
the basis of a medium-term hire contract. The 
equipment is to be used for a period of ap
proximately fifteen months on the above
mentioned contract. 

(2086) 

Companies wishing to be considered should 
apply to: SERVICES 

CIRCOLEC 
THE COMPLETE ELECTRONIC SERVICE 

Artwork, Circuit Design, PCB Assembly, Test & Repair Service Q A Consultancy 
Prototypes, Final Assembly. ' · · ' 

Quality workmanship by professionals at economic prices. 

Please telephone 01-848 5886, for advice or further details. 
Unit 4, Windmill Trading Estate 

Commonelcle East. Mitcham 

ARTICLES FOR SALE 

HYDRO KIT 
Hydraulic Flypress Conversion 

Complete Hydraulic Kits 

COo~~~~~~~~~~r :aS:: 
Hoses and Fittings. Suit· 
able for many applica
tions including Flypress 

~=::~~ :s~~~:~8 
~~~s·r:~~~k~::~~-~~~::; 
pressure and return. 

·PRICE FROM £428 

"HYDAOKITS" ARE COMPLETE 
Just remove arm of press and operate screw 
shaft, fit hydraulic ram assembly wrth manual 
valve laU sup~ied), fill with hydraulic oil and 
connect tq power source, 13 amp or 3-phase. 
Send details of press or ask for questionnaire. 

7!!J 
1"AVM'H2'UI ~LJ..~!N1ERNAT70NAL UMITED 

tfYpress HouH, Station Close, Pottars 
Bar, Herta. ENS 1n. Tel. Potters Bar 

(0707) 43434 (1735) 

ELECTRONIC KIT. 100 assorted resistors, capa
ciron, fuses, etc. £3.75 inc. P&P. Matsushita 
Elcctrolytics, thousands at trade prices, SOp brio"' 
lists, trade enquiries welcomed, cash with orde;. 
Ball and Rogers, 4 The Slore, Beccles, Suffolk 
NR34 9AR. (2058) 

VALVES, PROJECTOR Lamps, 6000 types, list 
7Sp, world wide eapo_rt. Cox Radio (Sussex) Ltd., 
The Parade, East Wzttermg, Sussex. Phone (024 
366)2023. (1991) 

DON'T MISS OUR. VALVE USTI Send 2Sp + 
L.S.A.E. Today; Billington valves, 23 Irwin Drive 
Horsham, RH12 lNL. lOp + Sae for componeni 
clearance list. (No callers).' .(2068) 

LAMPS AND CABLE. Large amount of lamps· 
and cable for sale - all types and szzes, domestic 
and industrial. Telephone MIRAGE LIGHTrNG 
on HITCHIN (0462) 733388 between 10am-7pm. · 

(1809) 

PROTOTYPE PLASTIC CASINGS, vacuum 
formed to your requirementS. Four-D Ltd., '25 
Burnett Park, Harlow, Eases. Phone 0279 29246. 

(1725~ 
BRIDGES, wavefonn/transistor analyser.;, · Cali-· 
brators, Standards. Millivoltmeters. Dynamome
ters. KW meters. Oscilloscopes. Recorders. Sig
nal genera mrs - sweep, low dist<:lrtion, true 
RMS, audio, FM, deviation. Tel. 040 376236.(162 
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FOR THE BEST PCB SERVICE 
AVAILABLE 

*Circuit Deolgn • ~oprnem 
Digital and Analogue 

~~~h~f;est standard by experienced 
draughtamen. No minimum charge. 

*BoordMon-..o , 
Prototype to semi-production. excellent rates, 
24-hour prototype service from filmwork. 

*Wiring. Auembly 
PCB essembty, wiring and cable forming by 
qualified staff. 

*T-
Fulltestfacilitiesavailable. ~ 
One or all services avail- , 
able, no order too small. · 
Please telephone Chelms-
ford 10245) 357935, or write . . 
to HCR Electronics, The In-
dustrial Unit, Parker Road, " - · 
Chelmsford. (1169) 

LUilliarns 
P.C.B. Artworks 

Tf ~s§JimmJd~t~t~n~~y !tJyRr 
artwork contact JULIAN WILLIAMS . 

WILLIAMS ARTWORK, GRAYS LANE 
MORETON-IN-MARSH, GLOS. 

Tel: MORETON-IN-MARSH 51444 
(or Evesham 840121) 

PCB/ELECTRONIC ASSEMBLY 
to sample or drawing. Short or contin
uous runs . Any quantity. 100% 
mspected. Special rates for small 
companies or large quantities. Fast 
turnaround and local deliveries if re
quired. 

AUTRONICS, 23 Re!Jency Gardens 
Yardley Wood, Birmingham B14 4JS 

021-474 4&38 (2020) 

PRINTED CIRCUIT 
BOARDS 

Manufacturers from A/W or film, sma ll 

~;o~~~~o~=~~~es, average. turn· 

MAYLAND PCB CO. L TO. 
Mayland sea 

Chelmsford, EaHx CM3 8AB 
Tal. (0821) 74158U 

(20511 

The County Surveyor, County Hall, Cauldwell 
Street, Bedford MK43 9AP. Telephone: Bed
ford (STD 0234) 63222 Extension 8. 

WANTED 
Test equipment, receivers · 
valves, transmitters, compo~ 
nents, cable and electronic 
scrap, and quantity. Prompt 
serv1ce and cash. Member of 

.A.R.R.A. 

M&BRADIO 
86 Bishopsgate Street 

Leeds LS1 488 
053235649 

WANTED 
Redundant/surplus e lectronic compo
nents and equipment. Telephone and 

computer spares. 

Prompt service and payment. 

J. B. PAlTRICK 
(Electronics) 

191/193 London Roed 
Romford, Eaaex 
Romford 44473 

SERVICES . 

DESIGN SERVICES. Electronic design de
v~lc;-p~ent and production service available for 
digttru and analogue instruments. RF T ransmit
ters and receivers, telemetery and comrol 
systems. 20 yearS' experience. R .C.S. Electronics

1 

'Wolsey Road, Ashford, Middlesex. Phone Mr 
Falkner 53661. ·. (8341 

TURN YOUR SURPLUS Capacitors, tran
sistors, etc, into cash. Contact COLES-HAR
DING & Co., 103 South Brink, Wisbech, Cambs. 
0945-4188. Immediate settlement . We also wel
come the opportunity to quote for complete fac
tory clearance. · (9509 

SMALL BATCH PCBs produced from your art' 
work. Also DIALS, PANELS, L ABELS. Cam
era work undenaken. FAST TURNAROUND. 
Details: Winston Promotions, 9 Hatton Place, 
London EClN 8RU. Tel. 01-405 4123/0960. (9794) 

DESIGN AND. DEVELOPMENT. ANAL
OGUE, DIGITAL, RF AND MICROWAVE 
CIRCUIT AND SYSTEM DESIGN. Also PCB 
design, mechanical design and prototype/small 
batch production. - Adellmore Limited, 27 
Longshot Estate, Bracknell , 'Berks. Tel: 
Bracknell (0344) 52023. (656) 

WANTED 
Scrap and re-usable mainframe 
computer and industrial electronic 
equipment. 
E:M.A. Telecommunications Engi
neers, Orford, Woodbridge, Suf
folk. Tel. 039-45 328. 

(1720) 

CAPACITY AVAILABLE 

TW ELECTRONICS LTD 
. THE PCB ASSEMBLERS 

Mo.re and more companies are investi
g_atmg the advantages of using a profes
soonal subcontractor. Such an undertak
Ing requires certain assurances. 

TW are able t o satisfy all of them -
quality, competitive pricing, firm del ivey 
and c lose co-operation with the cus 
tomer. 

Assembled boards at 100% inspected 
before flow ~olderinp and reinspected 
after automatoc croppmg and cleaning. 

Every batch of completed boards is is~ 
sued with a signed certificate of confor
mity and quality- our final assurance. 

For further details, contact' us at o u r new 
works: 

Blenheim lnduatrlel Perk 
Bury St. Edmundo 
Suffolk IP33 3UT 

Telephone: 02843931 (1466) 

ELECTRONIC DESIGN SERVICE. Immedi· 
ate capacity available for circuit design and de
velopment work, PC artwork, etc. SmaJJ batch 
and prototype production welcome. - E.P.D.S. 
Ltd., l A Eva Road, Gillingham, Kent. Tel: Med
way (0634) 577854. (9667 

BATCH PRODUCTION wiring and assembly 
to sample or drawings. McDeane Electricals L t .!, 
19b, Station Parade, Baling Common, London 
WS. Tel: 01-992 8976. (169 

BAT CH PRODUCT ION PC assembly to sample 
or drawings, any quantity. Stagecraft (Electron
ics) L td , Unit 7, Carew Street Industrial Estate, 
Camberwell SES 9DF. Tel: 01-737 1422. (1942) 

BATCH PRODUCTION PC assembly to sample 
or drawings, any quantiry. Stagecraft (Electronics) 
Ltd, 3, Churchfield Rd, Acton W3 6BH. Tel: (01) 
993 3660. (2059) 
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SITUATIONS VACANT ARTICLES FOR SALE 

BROADCAST ENGINEER 

REQUIRED FOR VIDEO FACILITIES COMPANY 

to service and maintain Sony 330 cameras, Sony and Ampex 
one inch "C" format recorders, colour monitors and a large 
range of broadcast ancillary equipment. Due to the nature of the 
business, the pace is fast, but the work is interesting and the 
people friendly. 

The applicant will need to be educated to HND, HNC or higher 
tech level. Salary is in accordance with ACTT rates. 

Please apply in the first instance to: 

R. G. Gold, Managing Director, Samuelson Video Limited, 303 
Cricklewood Broadway, London NW2 6PQ. 01-452 8090. 

T MANUFACTURERS, . 'LESALERS 
BULK BUYERS. ETC. 

LARGE QUANTITIES OF RADIO. TV AND 
ELEC ONI COMPONENTS FOR DISP0SA 
SEMICONOUCTCRS, all types, INTEGRATED CIRCUITS, TRANSI! FORS, 
Dlt. )ES REC FIERS, THYRISTORS, etc. RESISTORS, C/F, M/F, W/W, etc. 
CAF V. IT(.;-.-, SILVER MICA, POLYSTYRENE, C280, C296, DISC CERA- MICS, PLATE CERAMICS, etc. 
ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS, SPEAKERS, CONNECTING WIRE, 
CABLES, SCREENED WIRE, SCREWS, NUTS, CHOKES, TRANSFOR- 

MERS, etc. , 
ALL AT KNOCKOUT PRICES - Come and pay us a visit ALADDIN'S CAVE, 

TELEPHONE: 445 0749/445 2713 
BROADFIELDS 8[ MAY '■ ) DISPOSALS 

21 Lodge La ne, Jorth Finchley, London, N.12 
(5 minutes from Tally Hp Corner) (1613) 

SERVICE & INSTALLATION ENGINEERS 
London 8i Home Counties Area 

British subsidiary of French X-Ray Company requires service 
and installation engineers to work on modern X-ray equipment 
in National Health and Private Hospitals. 
The work involves an unusual blend of high-voltage plus anal- 
ogue and digital technologies. Successful candidates will be 
qualified to BSc or HND level, be practically minded and have 
the initiative to cope with problem solving in the field. 
Company car provided, salary negotiable, expenses paid. 
Please write, enclosing CV for interview to M W Ridgeon, Asst. 
Service Manager, 01-572 1431. 

CGR Medico! Limited 
Astronaut House, Hounslow Road 
Feltham, Middx. 

ARTICLES WANTED 

>U ^LUS 
Top prices paid for surplus, redundant 
and obsolete test equipment, factories cleared. 
Also quantities of components. 
Immediate settlement. We will call any- 
where in the United Kingdom. 

n ^ vse 94 Alfritton G lir. J 
Shollinfl, Soul i ..nptot 12 8FU 

Telephone: (0703)431 323 . (1852) a—■ >i »■ 
rURlTvOUR SURPLUS Capacitors. Tran- sistors etc., into cash. Contact COLES 
i .D.f - CO., 103 South 
Ca tbs. 0945 5( 188. Immediate settlement. We als, ,el, he opportunity to quote for com- 
pleo factory clearance. ^ 

WANTED 
Redundant test equipment - 
receiving and transmitting equipment I 
- valves, plugs and sockets - synch-: ros etc. 

Phone; Johns Radio 
0274684007 

84 Whitehall Road 
East Birkenshaw 

Bradford BD11 2ER ;-i.o49) 

WANTED: Design and t sible r .aeture of 
complete unit foi i a-"-- umg f narrow beam c! 
Microwave in the low Gigahcrt range. Also com- 
plete unit fo ransuf' inj 'fcm Ultrasound. Write for fun icr infomian. n to Bui- 
rabella ?ty. Ltd.. 5 • - -.creel. East Burwood, 

ictona 3) il, \u'-raba. (2082 

ARTICLES FOR SALE 

THE QUARTZ CRYSTAL CO. LTD 
Q.C.C. WORKS, WELLINGTON CRESCENT NEW MALDEN. SURREY 01-942 0334 4 2988 

LINSLEY HOOD DESIGNS 
75 watt and lOOwamps Audio signal generators 
75 watt amp pcd £2.30 
100 watt Mosfet pcb £4 

(pp 50p) 
SAE for leaflets 

TELERADIO ELECTRONICS 
328 Fore Street, London N9 OPE (1762) 

ANTIQUE RECEIVING 
VALVES 
Unused and boxed 
In large quantity 
Tsutom Yoshihara 
CMOS, Daguchi-cho 34 
Suita-shi, Osaka 564 

ENCAPSULATING EQUIPMENT FOR coils, 
transformers, components, degassing ailicone 
rubber, resin, epoxy. Lost wax casting for brass, 
bronze, silver, etc. Impregnating coils, transfor- 
mers, components. Vacuum equipment, low cost, 
used and new. Also for CRT regunning metallis- 
ing. Research & Development. Barratts, Mayo 
Road, Croydon CRO 2QP. 01-684 9917. (9678) 

1983 RADIO 
AMATEURS 
HANDBOOK 

by ARRL Price: £10 

WORLD RADIO TV HANDBOOK 
1983 £12.00 

lOTS AND ROBOTOLOGY by 
Warring, R.H. Price: £7.95 
INTERNATIONAL DIGITAL l/L 
SELECTOR by Towers, T. D. 

Price: £11.00 
PRACTICAL DESIGN OF DIGITAL 
CIRCUITS by Kampel, I. 

Price; £ .' 95 
DIGITAL ELECT 1NIC CIRCUITS 
and systems by Morris, N. 

Price £b.50 
THE ART OF ELtfTT INK by 
Horowitz, P. Prir=; £15.95 
MICROPROCESSOR DATA BOOK 
byMoney,S. PrM 17.00 
HANDBOOK OF ELECTRO IC 
CALCULATIONS by Ka mar, M. 

F ict ; £31.00 
MICRO COOKBOOK Vol. 1 FUN- 
DAMENTALS, Lancaster, D. 

Price: £13.75 
UNIX THE BOOK by Banahan, M. 

Price £7.50 
★ ALL PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE ★ 

THE MODERN 
BOOK CO. 

BRITAIN'S LARGEST STOCKIST 
of British and American Technical Books 

19-21 PRAED STREET 
LONDON W21NP 

Phone 01-402 9176 
Closed Saturday 1 p.m. 

Please allow 14 days for reply or delivery 

• THE SCIENTIFIC 
WIRE COMPANY 

P.O. Box 30, London, E.4 
ENAMELLED COPPER WIRE 

SWG lib Sbz 402 2oz 
8 29  2.76 1.S0 JO .60 

3(1 34  320 ISO .90 .76 „ 40  3.46 206 1.10 26 
41*o43  4.75 260 200 1.42 
47   837 532 3.19 260 
48 to 49.  15.96 9.66 636 169 

SILVER PLATED COPPER WIRE 
14 to 30  6.50 ITS 220 1.46 

TINNED COPPER WIRE 
14 to 30   338 236 134 30 
Pricee r lede P&P, VAt end Wire Date. SAE 

tor liet. I ' oi enquiriee welcome. 
Reg Office: 22 Conine -by Gardena 

" lM/ " ' PCB ESI ERS . 23 units plus 
i| n, it01!, for production line. 16 different 

tests Keci n It used on tape rccorder T 3s but 
modular ti is easily modified. Circuit dia- 
grams available. S.H. Electronics, 5 St tsephs R.Ir rerutde. Downpatrick. Tel: (0396) 
5135.  , (2080 
STOCK SALE. 30% off all items. C opes,, 
multimeters, frequency met, , function 
generators, power suppl es logic pi OS 
audio and RF general- ;. CiC AE for list: A.E. ELECTRONICS, 14 one load, WAR- 
RINGTOli > WA . Tel; (0925) 
68339. (2062) 

RACAL COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS 500kc/s to 30mc/8 in 30 bands Imc/s wide, RA17 MK11 £100, HAITI£150, RA117ED25. New metat louvrod cases for above £25 each. All receivers are air tested and calibrated in our workshop, Supplied with manual and dust cover, in fair used condition. RACAL SYNTHESIS- EDS (Decade frequency Benerator) MA350B Solid state for use with MA79 — RA117 — RA217 — RA121? ETC, £100 to £150, MA250 1.6mc/s to 31.Bmc/s £100 to £150. MA2S9G PRECISION FREQUENCY STANDARD Smc/s, Imc/s lOOkhz £100 to £150. EDDVSTONE RECEIVER TYPE EC9M/7K Solid state, single channel, SSB, mains or battery powered, 1.6 to 27.5mc/s and 400, 535khz £100 with manual. REDIFON SSB RECEIVER TYPE R499 Solid state, 10 fixed channels, range 1.5 to 30mc/s end 255khz tc 525khz, power mains or battery, complete with I SB adaptor ARU10A, £100 with manual. REDIFON 1711 AU- DIO TELEPRINTER C0NVERT0R Solid state, tested with circuit £25. CREED TYPE 75 TELEPRINTER 50 and 75 bauds for use with above convenor £25. OSCIIIOSCOPES 
COSSOR CDU160 35mc/s, twin beam, solid state £195 with manual. TEKTRONIX 422 Solid state, portable with internal battery pack, 15mc/s, dual trace £350. CT438 DUAL BEAM Ooscilloscope, 6mc/s £75. TEKTRONIX 647A lOOmc/s, dual trace, solid state £350 with manual. MAR- CONI TF995 SIGNAL GENERATORS From .2mc/8 or 1.5mc/s to 220mc/s. AM-FM. A2M £100, A3 £100, AS £150, B5 £250 with manuals. TF2005R Two tone signal source audio £150. TF2606 DIFFERENTIAL DC VOLT METER 0 to llOOvolts £100. TF2002 AM SIGNAL GENERATOR lOkc/s to 72mc/s £400. TF2002AS FM and AM signal generator. lOkc/s to 72mc/s - £600. TF2172B DIGITAL SYNCHRO- NIZER For above £350. TF106M/5 FM-AM SIGNAL GEN- ERATOR lOcm/s to 470mc/s £300. TF1245 CIRCUfT MAGNI- FICATION METER and TF1246 Oscillator GM.H.P. SIGNAL GENERATOR fi20A 7 to 11 gigs £100. H.P. SIGNAL GENERATOR fitH 10-420mc/s - £70. MARCONI AF WATT METER CT44 NOt Absorption, 200 microwatts to 6 watts, in 10 ranges switched, Z.5ohms to 2flK ohms £45. IF493A AF WATT METER 1 milliwatt to 10 watts Z,5ohms to 20K ohms in 48 steps £66. THYRISTOR TEST SET, UlMJl Voltages up to 2KV £100. TEKTRONIX 4002A GRAPHIC COMPUTER TERMINAL with joystick £1200. TEKTRONIX 4801 Hard copy unit for use with above £450, Both units for £1550. RACAL DIGITAL COUNTERS, TYPE 901M - 125mc/8 £50. RACAL B36 COUNTER 35mc/8 £50. VAT AND CARRIAGE ON ABOVE ITEMS EXTRA All items are bought direct from H.M. Government, being surplus equipment Price is ex works SAE for all enquiries. Phone for appointment for Jemon- stration of any item. JOHN'S RADIO, WHFTEHALL WORKS. 64 WHITEHALL ROAD EAST, BIRKENSHAW, BRADFORD B011 2ER TEL: (0274) 6M007 (848) 

Kastler Integrated Circuit prototvpe/productidn 
equipment, including binocular microscope, U.V. 
source, exposure control, mechanical positioning, 
etc. £375. TAC Automation X-Y/Z Electronic Probing 
Control System. 24 gold probes, probe control arms, 
pre-selected positioning, 000.0 thousandths of an 
inch, etc. £290. Buyfield 2-channel Ultrasonic Gener- 
ator £73. Stabilised 1.7KV, 7.A. PSU £75. Integrated 
Circuit Tester £125. Brandenburg PSU, 0-500, -1000, 
-1500, -2000, -2500v( £75. B.&K. Deviation Bridge. 
RCL, £29. VikW mains stabilisation transformer 
£49. 7Vfc hp 3-phase motor £45. Pye Lynx Video 
camera £29 ea. Centrifuge £49. Two weatherproof 
vehicle/outdoor speakers £15. Sweep generators 
£79. Wow/flutter meter £75. Megohhmeter VDR, 
piezo tests, etc. £45. Ferrograph tape recorder £35. 
Stabilised +5/OA5 psu's £20. 24v stab, psu £18. 7- 
track recorder £98. Dawe Vibration Analyser £85. 
Vairadio Converter 250-110/250 AC. 50-60 c/s, £35. 
Hatfield AC PSU 290-550 c/s, 0-120v output, mains 
input £65, etc., etc. 

040 376236 

INVERTERS 
HlglMmallly DC-AC; also "no 
break" (Zms) static swllch, 19ln. 

i rack. Auto Chantar. I 

COMFUTU POWER SYSTEMS- 
lateral : lalns-Store Ltd. 
POD 51. Laadon, W113BZ 

T®!: 01-727 7042 or 0225 310916 (9101) 

WIRELESS WORLD MAY 1983 

NEED QUALITY LIGHT MECHANICAL DRIVE V Jiy jfrM) COMPONENTS , . FAST? 
Vephqit (inv»s yvE HAvE WAYS OF HELPING 

YOU OUT! 
rv We offer the U.K.'s widest \ , it jn j stock range, and can also 

Tim.iiq fUtvpt produce "specials" at € competitive prices for volume orders. Materials include aluminium, various plastics, steel & cast-iron. Send C2 for comprehensive c.atalogue'dnve design manual timinq iwii -.i.,. k Trade enquiiies invited, 
GouldJulleys & Drives Ltd x 

KoBpinp the wf>«ols turning tor I OEM's.Bearing Distritmtors. I Designers and you (2062) | 

' 
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COURSES 

B.Sc. DEGREE 

IN ELECTRICAL 

AND ELECTRONIC 

ENGINEERING 
Obtain a degree by part-time study over four years. 
The course includes study of Microelectronics, Micropro- 
cessors, Telecommunications and Control. 

TEC HC/HD OR HNC ENTRY 

CONTACT: 
P. T. Moran, Engineering Department 

Oxford Polytechnic, Headington, Oxford OX3 0BP 
Tel: (0865) 64777, ext. 384 

TENDERS 

SERVICES 

CIRCOLEC 
THE COMPLETE ELECTRONIC SERVICE 

Artwork, Circuit Design, PCB Assembly, Test & Repair Service, Q.A. Consultancy, 
Prototypes, Final Assembly. 
Quality workmanship by professionals at economic prices. 
Please telephone 01-646 5686ffor advice or further details. 

Unit 4, Windmill Trading Estate 
Commomida East Mhtcham 

ARTICLES FOR SALE 

HYDROKiT 
Hydraulic Flypress Converaion 

Complete Hydraulic Kits comprising: Power Peck, Control Valve, Ram. Hoses and Fittings. Suit- able for many applica- tions including Flypress Conversions. Working pressure 2,000 p-S.i. 2-10 tonb. Stroke 4in. Adjusta- ble relief valve. Power pressure and return. 
PRICE FROM £428 

"HYDROKITS" ARE COMPLETE Just remove arm of press and operate screw shaft, fit hydraulic ram assembly with menual valve (all supplied), fill with hydraulic oil and connect to power source. 13 amp or S-phase. Send details of press or ask for questionnaire. 

TS TUMMMtM HYDRAULICS INTERNATIONAL UMfTED 
Hypress Hous®, Station Close, Potters 
Bar, Harts. EN6 1TL. Tel. Potters Bar 

(0707)43434 (1735) 

ELECTRONIC KIT. 100 assorted resistors, capa- 
citors, fuses, etc. £3.75 inc. P&P, Matsushita Elcctrolytics, thousands at trade prices, 5Op brings 
lists, trade enquiries welcomed, cash with order. 
Ball and Rogers, 4 The SI ore, Beccles, Suffolk 
NR34 9AR. (2058) 

VALVES, PROJECTOR Lamps, 6000 types, list 
' 75p, world wide export. Cox Radio (Sussex) Ltd., 
The Parade, East Wittering, Sussex. Phone (024 
366)2023. (1991) 
DONT MISS OUR VALVE LIST! Send 25p + 
L.S.A.E. Today; Billington valves, 23 Irwin Drive, 
Horsham, RH12 1NL. lOp + Sae for component 
clearance list. (No calkre). ,(2068) 

LAMPS AND CABLE. Large amount of lamps 
and cable for sale — all types and sizes, domestic 
and industrial. Telephone MIRAGE LIGHTING 
on HITCHIN (0462) 733388 between 10am-7pm. 
   (1809) 

PROTOTYPE PLASTIC CASINGS, vacuum 
formed to your requirements. Four-D Ltd., 25 
Burnett Park, Harlow, Essex. Phone 0279 29246k 
BRIDGES, waveformyIran sis tor analysers/Cali- 
brators, Standards. Millivoltmeters. Dynamome- 
ters. KW meters. Oscilloscopes. Recorders. Sig- 
nal generators - sweep, low distortion, true 
RMS, audio, FM, deviation. Tel. 040 376236. (1627 

WIRELESS WORLD MAY 1983 

FOR THE BEST PCB SERVICE 
AVAILABLE 

★ Cireuft Dotgn ft Development Digital and Analogue 
★ Artwork Layout Work of the highest standard by experienced draughtsmen. No minimum charge. 
★ Board Manufacture Prototype to semi-production, excellent rates, 24-hour prototype service from film work. 
★ WMnfl ft Anamblv PCB assembly, wiring and cable forming by qualified staff. 
★ Teet Full test facilities available. 
Ond or all services avail- able, no order too small. Please telephone Chelms- ford (0245) 357935, or write . to HCR Electronics, The In- dustrial Unit, Parker Road, ' Chelmsford. (1169) 

County Surveyor's 

Milton Keynes Link Road 
Southern 

Provision of a Site Radio 

Telephone System 

Applications are invited from companies wish- 
ing to be considered for the supply and main- 
tenance of a site radio telephone system on 
the basis of a medium-term hire contract. The 
equipment is to be used for a period of ap- 
proximately fifteen months on the above- 
mentioned contract. 

Companies wishing to be considered should 
apply to: 
The County Surveyor, County Hall, Cauldwell 
Street, Bedford MK43 9AP. Telephone: Bed- 
ford (STD 0234) 63222 Extension 8. 

COUNTY COUNCIL 
•J 

ARTICLES WANTED 

LLimiamB 
P.C.B. Artworks 

FAST TURIMRCJIV.? To ensure immediate turn round of your 
artwork contact JULIAN WILLIAMS 

WILLIAMS ARTWORK, GRAYS LANE 
MORETON-1N-MARSH, GLOS. 

Tel: MORETON-IN-MARSH 51444 
(or Evesham 840121) 

PCB/ELECTRONIC ASSEMBLY 
to sample or drawing. Short or contin- 
uous runs. Any quantity. 100% 
inspected. Special rates for small 
companies or large quantities. Fast 
turnaround and local deliveries if re- 
quired. 

AUTRONICS, 23 Regency Gardens 
Yardley Wood, Birmingham B14 4JS 

021-474 4638 „ 

PRINTED CIRCUIT 
BOARDS 

Manufacturers from A/W or film, small or large quantities, average turn- 
arountftwo weeks. 

MAYLAND PCB CO. LTD. 
Maylandsea 

Chelmsford, Essex CM3 6AB 
Tel. (0621) 741560 

WANTED 

Test equipment, receivers, 
valves, transmitters, compo- 
nents, cable and electronic 
scrap, and quantity. Prompt 
service and cash. Member of 

, A.R.R.A. 

M & B RADIO 
86 Bishopsgate Street 

Leeds LSI 4BB 
0532 35649 

WANTED 
Redundant/surplus electronic compo- nents and equipment. Telephone and 

computer spares. 
Prompt service and payment. 

J. B. PATTWCK 
(Electronics) 

191/193 London Road 
Romford, Essex 
Romford 44473 

SERVICES 

mi 

mjCElLiai 

WANTED 
Scrap and re-usable mainframe 
computer and industrial electronic 
equipment. 
EiM.A. Telecommunications Engi- 
neers, Orford, Woodbridge, Suf- 
folk. Tel. 039-45 328. 

(1720) 

CAPACITY AVAILABLE 

TW ELECTRONICS LTD 
THE PCB ASSEMBLERS 

More and more companies are investi- 
gating the advantages of using a profes- 
sional subcontractor. Such an undertak- ing requires certain assurences. 
TW are able to satisfy all of them - 
quality, competitive pricing, firm delivey 
and close co-operation with the cus- 
tomer. 
Assembled boards at 100% inspected 
before flow soldering and reinspected 
after automatic cropping and cleaning. 
Every batch of completed boards is is- 
sued with a signed certificate of confor- 
mity and quality - our final assurance. 
For further details, contact us at our new 
works: 

Blenheim Industrfel Park 
Bury St. Edmunds 
Suffolk IP333UT 

Telephone: 0284 3931 (1466) 

sisters, etc, into cash, uontact 
DING & Co., 103 South Brink, Wisbech, Cambs. 
0945-4188. Immediate settlement. We also wel- 
come the opportunity to quote for complete fac- 
tory clearance. (9509 
SMALL BATCH PCBs produced from your an1 

work. Also DIALS, PANELS, LABELS. Cam- 
era work undertaken. FAST TURNAROUND. 
Details: Winston Promotions, 9 Hatton Place, 
London EC IN 8RU. Tel. 01-405 4123/0960. (9794) 
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT. ANAL- 
OGUE, DIGITAL, RF AND MICROWAVE 
CIRCUIT AND SYSTEM DESIGN. Also PCB 
design, mechanical design and prototype/small 
batch production. — Adenmore Limited, 27 
Longshot Estate, Bracknell, Berks. Tel: 
BrackneU (0344) 52023. (656) 

veiopment work, l-^, artwork, etc. Small batch 
and prototype production welcome. - E.P.D.S. 
Ltd., 1A Eva Road, Gillingham, Kent. Tel: Med- 
way (0634) 577854. (9667 
BATCH PRODUCTION wiring and assembly 
to sample or drawings. McDeane Electricals L^J, 
19b Station Parade, Baling Common, London 
WS. Tel: 01-992 8976. ' (169 
BATCH PRODUCTION PC assembly to sample 
or drawings, any quantity. Stagecraft (Electron- 
ics) Ltd, Unit 7, Carew Street Industrial Estate, 
Camberwell SE5 9DF. Tel; 01-737 1422. (1942) 
BATCH PRODUCTION PC assembly to sample 
or drawings, any quantity. Stagecraft (Electronics) 
Ltd, 3, Churdmeld Rd, Acton W3 6BH. Tel: (01) 
993 3660. (2059) 

www.americanradiohistory.com

www.americanradiohistory.com


Crotech Oscilloscopes East Anglia 
Electronic & Computer 

Nationwide availability Workshop Chelmsford 0245-62149 
Maplin Electronics Rayleigh 0702-552911 

local to You Ambit International Brentwood 0277-230909 

London & Home Counties Midlands & North 

Audio Electronics London W2 01-724-3564 Northern Instruments Leeds 0532-791054 

Carston Electronics London N1 01-267-5311 Universal Instruments leire ( Leics) 0455-202391 
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''As it grew dark, the 
curtains remained undrawn 
and, with the darkness, the 
walls of my room slowly 
melted away to reveal in 
tum a favourite concert hall, 
a church, an intimate 

studio for solo voice, a 
rowdy jazz club, even an 

opera house, and finished 
with that patriotic indulgence 

from Philips "The Last 
Night of the Proms~'" 

Geoffrey Horn, writing in the 
Gramophone July 1981, of his first 
evening at home with a pair of Quad 
ESL-63's. 

Eighteen years of research development and dedication are 
embodied in the ESL-63 which sets new standards for low 
colouration, low distortion and controlled directivity and creates a 
little magic in the home. 

The Quad dealers listed below have ESL-63's on permanent 
demonstration in convivial surroundings and will provide home 
demonstrations to potential customers. 

"Book your moment of revelation with one now" wrote Peter 
Herring, in Practical Hi-Fi June 1981. 

For full details of the Quad 
range of products and the name and 
address of your nearest dealer 
contact; QUAD, Huntingdon, vaJJJU;O> •• 

PE18 7DB. Telephone: (0480) 52561. 

QUFIDca, 
for the closest approach 

to the original sound 
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■ **As it grew dark, the 

curtains remained undrawn 

and, with the darkness, the 

walls of my room slowly 

melted away to reveal in 

turn a favourite concert hall, 

a church, an indmate 

studio for solo voice, a 

rowdy jazz club, even an 

opera house, and finished 

with that patriotic indulgence 

from Philips "The Last 

Lr:ght of the Proms." W 

Geoffrey Horn, writing in the 
Gramophone July 1981, of his first 
evening at home with a pair of Quad 
ESI^63's. 

Eighteen years of research development and dedication are 
embodied in the ESG63 which sets new standards for low 
colouration, low distortion and controlled directivity and creates a 
little magic in th iome. 

The Quad dealers listed below h re ESG63's on perma'tent 
demonstration in convivial surroundings and will provide home 
demonstrations to potential customers. 

"Book your momer revelation with one now" wrote Peter 
Herring, in Practical ] [i-Fi June 1981. 

For ill details of the Quad 
range of products and th; name and 
address /our nearest dealer 
cc a tact; QU D, Huntingdon, Cambs., 
PE18 7DB. Tele lone: (0480) 52561. 
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ABERDEEN TELEMECH AUDIO VIDEO LTD., 23/29 MARISCHAL STREET. NORVALBONNEY 0224 574 248 • ALDER LEY EDGE ASTON AUDIO. 4 WEST STREET. DEREK ASTON-DARKE 0625 503 702 • BIRMINGHAM GRIFFIN RADIO. 94 BRISTOL STREET BOB GRIFFIN0216921359 •BOLTONSTEREOLECTRICS. 203ST. GEORGES ROAD.MIKE MURRAY0204 23093 •BRADFORDERRICKS.FOTOSONIC HOUSE.RAWSON SQUARE. JULIAN HOBSON 0274 309266 • BRIGHTON JEFFRIES 
HI-FI 69 LONDON ROAD JULIAN CHAPMAN 0273 609431 • BRISTOL RADFORD HI-FI LTD., 52/54 GLOUCESTER ROAD. MIKE MANNING 0272 422709 • CAM BRIDGE STEVE BOXSHALL AUDIO, 41 VICTORIA ROAD. STEVE BOXSHALL 0223 
68305 • CARDIFF AUDIO EXCELLENCE, 13 KINGS ROAD,CANTON.TONYREVELLE 022220565 • CH ANDERS FORD HAMPSHIRE AUDIO, 0HURSLEY ROAD. DAVID BLOCK 0421 52827 • CHICHESTERCHICHESTER HIGH FIDELITY.40 LITTLE LONDON BOB SHINGLER 0243 776402 • CHORLEY MONITOR SOUND, 54 CHAPEL STREET. BILL PILKINGTON 025 72 71935 • CROYDON SPALDING ELECTRICAL LTD., 352/4 LOWER ADDISCOMBE ROAD. ERIC MCQUEEN 01-6541231 • EASTBOURNE JEFFRIES HI-FI, 4 ALBERT PARADE, GREEN STREET. KEVIN MAXFIELD 032331336 • EASTCOTE LONDON SOUND, 266 FIELD END ROAD. MIKE SOLOMONS 01-868 9222 • EDINBURGH AUDlO AIDS, 52 GEORGE STREET. EDITH JOHNSON 031255 6911 • RUSS ANDREWS HI-FI, 34 NORTH UMBER LAND STREET. DAVID WATSON 031 5571672 • HI-FI CORNER, 1HADDINGTON PLACE. ROBERT LAM O NT0315567901 • EPPING CHEW &OSBORNE. 140 HIGH STREET. MERVYN OSBORNE 0370 74242 • EXETER HOWARDS (EXETER) LTD.. 90/91 SIDWELLSTREET. CHRIS APLIN 039258518 • GLASGOW THEMUSIC ROOM. 221 ST.ViNCENTSSTREET.JACKL0WSON041 2212527 • GR1MSBYG.E.MANDERS.2/4 EDWARD STREET. GEORGE MANDERS 0472 51391 •GUILDFORDUNILET HI-FI, 270 HIGH STREET. BOB EUBANKS 0483 71534 •HUDDERSFIELDHUDDERSFIELD HI-FI, 2/4 CROSS CHURCH STREET. HUGH CHADWICK 0484 44668'IPSWICH EASTERN 
AUDIO 85/87 NORWICH ROAD IAN BALAAM 0473 217217 • KINGSCLERE, NR. NEWBURY DONNINGTONAUDIO.16 SWAN STREET. PETER WEST0635 297479 • LEEDS AUDIO PROJECTS, 45 HEADINGLEY LANE.BILLFRA2ER 0532709115 • LIVER POOL WA. BRADY & SON. 4 01 SMITH DOWN ROAD. DOUG BRADY 0517336869 • LONDON, N. GRAHAMS ELECTRICAL. 86/88 PENTONVILLE ROAD, N1. MIKE LEWIN 01-837 4412 • LONDON, NW. AUDIO T. 190 WEST END LANE, NW6. PAUL 
GOULD 01-794 7848 • STUDIO 99.79/01 FAIRFAX ROAD, NW6. DAVID DAVIES 01-624 0855 • LONDON, SW. UNILET HI-FI. 14 BUTE STREET, SW7. BOB STEVENSON 01-589 2586 • LONDON, W. HE1NIT2& KIRK, 35 MOSCOW ROAD,OUEENSWAY, W2.THOMASHEINIT201-2292077 • KJ AUDIO CENTRE. 40 WIGMORE STREET, W1. TOM CAMPBELL 01-406 0263 • TELESO NIC LTD.. 92 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, W1. VIC BOWMAN 01-636 0177 • MIDDLESBROUGH GILSON AUDIO LTD..172 
BOROUGH ROAD.RICHARD ASHMAN 0642 248793 • NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE J.G.WINDOWS LTD., 1/3 CENTRAL ARCADE, GREY STREET. BRIAN LITTLEFAIR 0632321356 • NEWMALDEN U NILET HI-FI, COM PTON HOUSE, MALDEN ROAD. R AY CH URCH OUSE 01-942 9567 • N E WQ U AY KERNOW AUDIO. 39 PARG O LLA ROAD.ANTHONYROBERTSO6373630O'NORWICHMARTINSELECTRONICCENTRE,85/07BER STR EET.TEDMARTIN060327010'NOTTINGHAMNICKDAKIN 
HI-FI 45 RADFORD STREET. NICK DAKIN 0602 783062 • JOHN KIRK. 139 ATTENBOROUGH LANE, ATTENBOROUGH. JOHN KIRK 0602 252986 • OXFORD HORNS, 6 SOUTH PARADE. SUMMERTOWN. OLIVE NORTON 0865 511241 • PETERBOROUGH SOUNDSENSE, 42 COWGATE. KEN PROCTER 0733 41755 • PLYMOUTH PETER RUSSELL'S HI-FI ATTIC, 50 NEW GEORGE STREET. BOB PHILLIPS 0752 669511 • RADLETT RADLETT AUDIO CONSULTANTS. 141WATLING 
STREET. DAVID WREN 092 76 3773 • READING READING HI-FI CENTRE, 6 HARRIS ARCADE. FRIAR STREET. IAN PADBURY 0734 505463 • SAFFRON WALDEN CHEW & OSBORNE. 26 KING STREET. BILL CHEW 0799 23728 • SALISBURY SALISBURY HI-FI, 15 CATHERINE STREET. JOHN TRIM 0722 22169 • SHREWSBURY AVON HI-FI. 12 BARKER STREET. JOHN KERBY 0743 55166 • SOMERTON WATTS RADIO. 1 WEST STREET. JIM BADMAN 0458 72440 • TON BRIDGETONBRIDGE HI-FI CONSULTANTS,19/21 QUARRY HILL ROAD. TOM BARRON 0732 366767 • TUNBRIDGE WELLS GOULDEN& CURRY, 59/61 HIGH STREET. JOHN GOULDEN 009230151 • WARWICK JCVHI-RCENTRE.UN1T7/8 
WHARF STREET. JON VIZOR 0926 493796 • WlONES ABOUT SOUND, C/OCALVERTS (WIDNES LTD.. 39 ALBERT ROAD. COLIN WILSON 051 4201887 • WINCHESTER WHITWAM'S, 70 HIGH STREET. DAVID HARDING 096265253 • WINDSOR RADFORD HI-FI, 43 KING EDWARD COURT. COLIN MACEY 07535 56931 • WOLVER HAM PTON MIDLAND HI-FI STUDIO. ROYAL LONDON BLDGS, WULFRUNA STREET. MIKE NORTON 0902 771774 

QUAD is a registered trade mark. 
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n1aPU:IIn 
Look at these examples 

from our huge range. 
Code Description Cat. Retail Min. Price 

Page Price Trade Each for 
Incl. Qnty. Min. Tr. 
VAT Quantity 

excl. VAT 
·xB54J Aeria I Rotator 25 £39.95 5 £29.00 
YGOOA Ni-Cad AA 500mAh 26 £1.25 50 75p 
FB15R Electrolytic2.2uF 63V 90 lOp 500 4.5p 
FB22Y Electrolytic lOuF 25V 90 9p 1000 3.5p 
FB49D Electrolytic lOOuF 25V 90 14p 500 6.5p 
FB73Q Electrolytic 470uF 25V 90 30p 250 12p 
FB83E Electrolytic 1000uF 25V 90 40p 250 17p 
FB96E Electrolytic 4700uF 25V 90 £1.25 50 58p 
YG41U 27MHz Rubber Duck 99 £4.75 25 £2.95 
XG13P 1.5m CB Aerial 99 £13.95 5 £8.45 
LB72P 2-Station Intercom 102 £8.75 10 £4.95 
HF85G \4in. Jack Plug plastic barrel 142 19p 500 9p 
HF88V \4in. Jack Plug stereo plastic barrel 142 28p 250 15p 
HF87U 'A in . Jack Plug metal barrel 142 39p 250 22p 
HF89W 'A in. Jack Plug stereo metal barrel 142 45p 250 28p 
RW67X 13A nylon Mains Plug British 157 79p 100 45p 
WL27E LED 0.2in. Red 182 12p 500 6p 
WL28F LED 0.2in. Green 182 19p 500 lOp 
WL29G LED 0.2in. Orange 182 33p 250 19p 
WL30H LED 0.2in. Yellow 182 17p 500 9p 
RK07H Panel Meter lOOuA 197 £2.95 25 £1.9.5 
RK09K Panel Meter lmA 197 £2.95 25 £1.95 
RK19V Panel Meter VU 197 £2 .95 25 £1.95 
YQ47B Dual VU Meter 197 £3.90 25 £2.30 
YR84F Professional Plugblock 201 £6.95 10 £4.95 
RX96E 20mm Fuse Holder 250 45p 250 24p 
MlOR-MlM Metal Film 0.4W 1% Resistor 262 2p 1000 lp 
FWOOA-FW09K Rotary Potentiometers linear 265 45p 250 32p 
.FW21X-FW29G Rotary Potentiometers log 265 45p 250 32p 
QL80B 1N4148 270 4p 1000 2p 
QL22Y 741C 8-pin DIL 270 23p 500 12p 
QH66W NE555 270 2lp 500 12p 
QQ06G 4164 64K dynamic RAM 271 £5 .99 100 £3.84 
BL18U DIL Socket 14-pin 336 llp 500 7.5p 
BL17T DIL Socket 8-pin 336 9p 1000 4.5p 
WF14Q Stereo Headphone with 

slide volume controls 342 £7.99 10 £4.95 
FHOOA Sub-min Toggle Switch SPDT 347 70p 100 45p 
FH04E Sub-min Toggle Switch DPDT 347 99p 100 59p 
FF73Q-FF76H Rotary Switch break before make 348 74p 100 46p 
FH42V-FH45Y Rotary Switch make before break 348 70p 100 42p 
YW93B 1000 ohm per volt Multi meter 362 £4.85 25 £2.95 
YW68Y 20,000 ohm per volt Multimeter 

with Transistor Tester 363 £16.25 5 £10.45 
BR75S Box-joint Insulated 4Y,in. Cutters 370 £6.93 10 £4.45 
BR78K Box-joint Insulated 4Y,in. Pliers 371 £5.72 10 £3.95 

Retail prices guaranteed until 4th May 1983. Quantity prices shown are subject to change without 
notice. Please check with us before ordering. 

Most items in our catalogue are available at competitive trade prices; the bigger the 
quantity the better the price. If you find the example prices attractive, then contact us 
now with your requirements for a quotation. Phone South end (0702) 552911 or write to 
us at P.O. Box 3, Rayleigh, Essex, SS6 8LR. Please ask for trade sales desk. 
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Copies of our catalogue are available in all branches of W.H. Smith .. 
price £1.25. In case of difficulty, send £1.50 to our mail -order 
address. Overseas price £1.90. 

Maplin Electronic Supplies Ltd. 
All mail to P.O. Box 3, Rayleigh, Essex SS6 8LR. Tel. (0702) 552911. 
Shops at 159 King St., Hammersmith, W6. Tel. 01-748 0926. 
Lynton Square, Perry Barr, Birmingham. Tel: 021-356 7292. 
284 London Road , Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex. Tel. (0702) 554000. 
Shops closed all day Monday. WW5 /83 
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Look at these examples 

from our huge range. 

Code Description Cat. Retail Min. Price 
Page Price Trade Each for 

Incl. Qnty. Min. Tr. 
VAT Quantity 

KCI. VAT 
XB54J Aerial Rotator 25 £39.95 5 £29.00 
YG00A Ni-Cad AA 500mAh 26 £1.25 50 75p 
FB15R Electrolytic 2.2uF 63V 90 lOp 500 4.5p 
FB22Y Electrolytic lOuF 25V 90 9p 1000 3.5p 
FB49D Electrolytic lOOuF 25V 90 14p 500 6.5p 
FB73Q Electrolytic 470uF 25V 90 30 p 250 12p 
FB83E Electrolytic lOOOuF 25V 90 40 p 250 17p 
FB96E Electrolytic 4700uF 25V 90 £1.25 50 58 p 
YG41U 27MHz Rubber Duck 99 £4.75 25 £2.95 
XG13P 1.5m CB Aerial 99 £13.95 5 £8.45 
LB72P 2-Station Intercom 102 £8.75 10 £4.95 
HF85G Vtin. Jack Plug plastic barrel 142 19p 500 9p 
HF88V Vtin. Jack Plug stereo plastic barrel 142 28p 250 ISp 
HF87U Vtin. Jack Plug metal barrel 142 39p 250 22 p 
HF89W 14in. Jack Plug stereo metal barrel 142 45p 250 28p 
RW67X 13A nylon Mains Plug British 157 79 p 100 45p 
WL27E LED 0.2in. Red 182 12p 500 6p 
WL28F LED 0.2in. Green 182 19p 500 lOp 
WL29G LED 0.2in. Orange 182 33p 250 19p 
WL30H LED 0.2in. Yellow 182 17p 500 9p 
RK07H Panel Meter lOOuA 197 £2.95 25 £1.95 
RK09K Panel Meter 1mA 197 £2.95 25 £1.95 
RK19V Panel Meter VU 197 £2.95 25 £1.95 
YQ47B Dual VU Meter 197 £3.90 25 £2.30 
YR84F Professional Plugblock 201 £6.95 10 £4.95 
RX96E 20mm Fuse Holder 250 45p 250 24 p 
M10R-M1M Metal Film 0.4W 1% Resistor 262 2p 1000 IP 
FW00A-FW09K Rotary Potentiometers linear 265 45 p 250 32p 
FW21X-FW29G Rotary Potentiometers log 265 45p 250 32 p 
QL80B 1N4148 270 4p 1000 2p 
QL22Y 741C 8-pin DIL 270 23p 500 12p 
QH66W NE555 270 21p 500 12p 
QQ06G 4164 64K dynamic RAM 271 £5.99 100 £3.84 
3L18U DIL Socket 14-pin 336 Hp 500 7.5p 
BL17T DIL Socket 8-pin 336 9p 1000 4.5p 
WF14Q Stereo Headphone with 

slide volume controls 342 £7.99 10 £4.95 
FH00A Sub-min Toggle Switch SPOT 347 70p 100 45p 
FH04E Sub-min Toggle Switch DPDT 347 99p 100 59 p 
FF73Q-FF76H Rotary Switch break before make 348 74p 100 46p 
FH42V-FH45Y Rotary Switch make before break 348 70p 100 42 p 
YW93B 1000 ohm per volt Multimeter 362 £4.85 25 £2.95 
YW68Y 20,000 ohm per volt Multimeter 

with Transistor Tester 363 £16.25 5 £10.45 
BR75S Box-joint Insulated 4Y2in. Cutters 370 £6.93 10 £4.45 
BR78K Box-joint Insulated 4V2in. Pliers 371 £5.72 10 ■ £3.95 
Retail prices guaranteed until 4th May 1983. Quantity prices shown are subject to change without 
notice. Please check with us before ordering. 

Most items in our catalogue are available at competitive trade prices; the bigger the 
quantity the better the price. If you find the example prices attractive, then contact us 
now with your requirements for a quotation. Phone Southend (0702) 552911 orwrite to 
us at P.O. Box 3, Rayleigh, Essex, SS6 SLR, Please ask for trade sales desk. 
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Copies of our catalogue are available in all branches of W.H. Smith, 
price £1.25. In case of difficulty, send £1.50 to our mail-order 
address. Overseas price £1.90, 

Maplin Electronic Supplies Ltd. 
All mail to P.O. Box 3, Rayleigh, Essex SS6 SLR. Tel. (0702) 552911, 
Shops at 159 King St., Hammersmith, W6. Tel. 01-748 0926. 
Lynton Square, Perry Barr, Birmingham, Tel: 021-356 7292. 
284 London Road, Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex. Tel. (0702) 554000. 
Shops closed all day Monday. WW5/83 
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